


BT~DAJlD- WORKS PUBLISHED BY 

Dr. WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY 
OF THE ENGLISH LAJ.~GUAGE. 

NOTE.~TM MIl!! authorized Editio/18 of the abooe celtJwaltJd 
Dictimaort are tlzOBe here described: . flO other Editiona 

publiBhed i. EftglaM contain the DeriMtiofts GM Etymolo
gical Nota of Dr. Maln, v:ho detJoted .1!lfJtJfYJl ytJarl to tAil 
portion of tAtJ Worl:. See Notice on page 4-

WEBSTER'S GUINEA DICTIONARY 
OJ!' THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Thoroughly revised and improved 

by CRAnrcn A. GooDBlCll, D.D., LL.D., and NOd POBTEB, D.D., 
of Yale College. 

The peculiar ""tum! of this volume, which render it perhaps the mesi lISefal 
Dicti01llUJ' for general refenmce extant, 11& it is undoubtedly ORe of the cheapest 
boob ever po blished, are as follows ,-
I. CompleteneeB.-It contains 1 U,OOO 5. '!'he Orthography is based as far as 

.. ords-m.... by 10.000 _ any other po!!8ible on Fixed Principles. hi "" ...... 
DldioDaly; ..,d _ -. for the moot of doMU .... ~ .. opeU4"11 iI ,,-. 
par1. unusual or ~ca1 terma, lor the 
explaD&lloa or which. ~ 10 """" 6. ProDunciatioD.-Tbis has beeo eo-
..... ted. ~ to Mr. W. G. WSII8ftIB and Mr. 

2. Accuracy of »ebition.-In this WBBKLER, ..... ted by other scholars. The 
department the Ia_ or Dr. Webeler prommciadoo of each word Is indicated by 

. weremoot981uable.lnconecdnc thefallllJ' typographical signa, which .... explained 
and redU1ldaritdeflnitl .... or Dr.Jubneou. by refe ........ to aKnpriratodCIIlMboItoIIo 
whieb bad prevlously _ .tmoot univer- of -.\ page. 

=Yd~~ ~':'i::.. .... =.~w;n~ 7. '!'he mustrative Citationa.-No 
me_callyaualyaed by W. G. Webster. labour bas been spared to embod,y &UCh 
J!lioq •• the Rev. Cbauocey Goodr:c:h. Prof. qllotatione from - ... thon aa ID&J' 
Lym .... Prof. WbImey, and Prof. Gilman, throw light on the de1blltioDB, or pas. 

• with the OB8i8_ and uoder the SIlper- .... any opecial Int.ere&, or tIllnJgM or 
Inlendeuce of Prof. Goodriob. Iaogoage. 

S. Scienti1le and TechniC.!!l Tmu.- 8. The Synonyma.-These are _ob-
10 order to S<¥:ure the a_ ....,pleleD... Joined to the words to wbiell \bey belong. =: "l:.""'.:~~-.....u..:s..:e~::: aod lIN ""'1oomplde. , 
Scholaraaod Expert.a.lncludlngProW..... 9. Them1ll!trationa, which e>:ceed 3000, 
Prof. LymIID, A;c. are Inserted. Dol lor !.be oak. or ornament • 

•• Etymology.-The eminent philo- but to elucidate the meaoing or worde 
10gb&, Dr. Co I!. 1WDr, bas oIev_ live "'hf~_""'!~ .be ea_riIJ' ""Plalned 
7ear8 ID perfectin& tbia departmenl. "" ...... t p_ri&! aid. , 

The Volume ooutaiJIs 1580 peg .... more u..n 3000 mustrations, aad ;. aold 
for One G oin... It will be found, on comparison. to be one of the cheapest 
Volum ... e-Ter issued. Cloth, 21s.; half-bound in ca1f, 30a.; calf or half-rus&ia" 
31" Cd. i rDlI6ia, £2. 

. \ 
To II. obtGiMa tAroug.\ Gil Bookseller.. PrJJliJAetl by 

GEORGE BELL" EONS, YORK STREET, COVl!.NT GARDEN, LONDON. 
I 
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GIPE-PUNE-OO 1803 

A lJat of AbbreviatiQll8, Contrao
~on •• find Arbitrary Blg .. ...-.I1n Writma 
&DJI f'IInSlng. 

A Claesi1ie4 lelection of Pictorial 
lUuslratiOD8 ('0 _0). WllII"-
tou.eklxt, 

. .. Tbe eb-' DIdIonary __ pn~l1Ibed; ... it I. __ Iy one (.f lbe boat. Tbe 'iRtro
cluct1 ... or amall wuodwt llIustrotioDa of IA!<:Iwi<AI """ ~ ""1118 adds sr"tJ,y to the 
aWhf.r \be DIct.Ionary."-CIourco\mGn. 

LOYDO:i: GEORGE BELL" SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GAJIDU, 
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8TAND..tBD WOBK8 PUBLISHED BY 

WEBSTER'S DIOTIONARY" 

From the QUARTERLY Rxvmw. DeL 1873, 
, -

, .. Seventy years passed before JOHNSON was followed by Webster, an 
American writer, who faced the task of the English Dictionary with a 
full appreciation of its requirements, leading to better practical.results." 

" • ,,"is laborious comparison o( twenty languages, thm.gh never pub
lished, bore fruit in his own mind, and his training placed him both in 
knowledge and judgment far· in advance of Johnson as a philologist. 
Webster's • AmeriCSB Dictionary of the English Language' was pub
lished in 1828, and of course appeared at .once in England, where 
successive re-editing laaa IZ3 yel1cept it in the fiigh/JIt place IZ3 a practical . 
Dictionary." 

"The acceptance of an American Dictionary in England has itself 
had immense effect in keeping up the community of speech, to break 
which would be a grievous harm, not to English-speaking nations 
alone, but to mankind. The result of this has been that the common 
Dictionary must snit both sides of the Atlantic." , , , , 

"The good average bueiness-like character of Webster's Dictionary, 
both in style and matter, made it as distinctly suited as Johnson's was 
distinctly unsuited to be expanded and re-edited by other hands. 
Professor Goodrich's edition of 1847 Is not much more than enlarged 
and amended, but other revisions since have so much novelty of plan 
as to be described as distinct works." , , ,,' . 

"The American revised Webster's Dictionary of 1864, published in 
America and England, is of an altogether higher order than these last 
[The London Imperial and Student's]. It bears on its title-page the 
names of Drs. Goodrich and PortelO but inasmuch as its especial im
provement Is in the etymological department, the care of which was 
committed to Dr. M.um, of Berlin, we prefer to describe it in short as 
the Webster-Malm Dictionary. Many other literary men, among them 
Professora Whitney and Dana, aided ill the task of compilation and 
revision. On consideration it seems that the editora and contributors 
have gone far toward improving Webster to the ntmost that he will 
bear improvement. The vocabulary haa beCOOUl almost complete, as 
regards IIsual words, w~ile the dejinitiom keep throughout to W'ebstln'" 
.impk careful style, and the derivations are assigned with the aid of 
good modem authorities.· 

.. On the whole, the Webster-Mabn Dictionary as it stands, is most 
respectable, and CERTAINLY TD BESr PRACTICAL ENGLISH 
DICTIOBA'RY GrAIIT." 

LONDON: G!o.:ORGE BELL .. SONS, YORK STREET COVENT GARDEN. 



GEOBGB BBLL .t SONS •. 

SPEOIAL. DIOTIONARIES AND WORKS 
OF R EFERENOE. 

Dr. Richa.rdson's Philological Dictionary of. the 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Combining Explanation with Etymology, 
and oopioualy illustrated by Quotations from the Best Authorities. 
NtMII Edition, with a Supplement containing additional Worcj.s and 
further Illustrations. In 2 vola. 4to. £4 H •. 6d. Half-bound in 
RuBBi&, £5 IS.. 6d. Russia, £6 12 •• 

The Wordo, with those of the same family, are traced to their 
origin. The Ezpl4natitm8 are deduced from the primitive meaning 
through the various IllJagea. The Quotations are arranged ohrono
logically, from the earliest period to the present time. 

The Supplement separately. 4to. 12,. 
An 8vo. edition, without the Quotations, 15.. Half-russia, 20 •• 

Russia, 246. . _ 
Synonyms and Antonyms of the English Language. 

_ Collected and Contrasted. By the late Ven. O. J. SIUTH, M.A. 
Poet 8vo. 5.. . , . . 

Synonyms DiscrimInated. A Ca.talogue of Synonymous 
Worda in the Englieh Language, with their various Shades of Mean
ing, &0. Illustrs&ed by Quotations from Standard Writers. By the 
late Ven. O. J. SWTH, M.A. Demy 8vo. 16.. ' 

A New Biographical Dictionary. ~y THOMPSON COOPIIIB, 
F.S.A., Editor oC" Men of the Time," and Joint Editor of "AthelllB 
Cantabrigienses." 1 vol. 8vo. 12 •• 

Thi. volume ie not a mere repetition of the oontent. of previous works, 
but emhodies the results of many years laborious research in rare puhlica
tions and unpublished dooument. •. Any note of omiesion whioh may be 
sent to the Publishers will be duly considered. 

"';o~!.~. ~ .~hr!:!.:rlt~~,;':.~u:::b?~ ~n~~'; ~ ~':s:: J:.l ~~~r: 
behalf pnt forth brlta editor:'-Britu" QuaTkriy Revi<w. 

"Tbe mass of lnformaLion wblch it oontalna, especially as regards • number of anthon 
m..., or _ 0"""0", Is oImpl)' 88lonlsblng." -I/p<cI4Im'. '-

.. Comprlaes In UIO pages, pooled very c:100e1)' in double eol1llllll8, an enormous amount 
of lnformation."-B'lIGminer • 

.. Mr. Cooper takes credit III hImself, and IB, we think, justlfled in doing so, for the great 
care bestowed upon the work to insore accuracy as to facta and dates; and be is right 
perbape in IIIl)'Ing that bia dictlonery Ia &be moot oompreheoal.e work onlB kind In the 
h'nglWl language:'-Pall Mall Gaulle • 

.A Biographical and Critical Dictionary of Painters 
and Engravers. With a Liet of Ciphers, Monograms, and Marks, 
By MICHAlIL BRY~. Enlarged. EditUm, 'With numerous addititm8, by 
GEOBOE STAlILBY. JlnperiaJ. 8vo. £2 2,. 

A Supplement of Recent and Living Painters. By 
1IBNRY OTTLEY. 12" 

The Cottage Gardener'S Dictionary. With a Supple
ment, containing .,11 the new plants and varieties to the year 1869. 
Edited by GEORG. W. JOHNSON. Post 8vo. Cloth. 6,.6d. 

LO!.'DON: GEORGE BELL " SONS, YORK STI EET, COVENT GARDEN, 
- I 



BT.A1i'DABD WOBKB PUBLISHED BY 

THE AlDlNESERIES OF THE BRITISH POETS. 
CHEAP EDITIOY. 

In F'rlq-two VolmnesJ Balmd in moth, at Eighteenpence' each 
Volume. 

Alumaide,witll lWaoir Dy-tU BeY. 
A. In ..... aDd addhio_ Le&Iem. 11. tid. 

Beattie, with Memoir by the 1tev. 
A.. Dmr. Ja. &I. 

Jluru, with: Memoir by Sir Ha.nia 
NRlOL&I\,IIIld _ Coryright PleaB. a_ 4&.&1. 

:Butler. with Memoir by the Eev.l. __ lI_ 3L 

~aueer, editei by :&. J!'orris, with 
Memoir bJ Sir ILU""1I lIhCOL.U.. 41 vola. 
9&. i' 

Churehill, '1'ooke'1 Ecfititm, rensed, 
wllIl_.bJJAMSlUDAr.lv __ 
9&. 

Collilla; edited. with Memoir, by W. 
MOl' ~ lL &I. 

Cowper, including hiI TranslatiAlDL 
Edi1ed, with Memoir. aDd Additi_ 
Copyrigbt Pifcea, bl JOBJI !:AUCll, •• ..s..A. 
I wi&. 4L 611. 

Dl')'de1l. with MemolJ' by the Eev. 
R. H_ F.s..A. CareluII7 rm.ed, 
I vola. tL 611. 

J'alCOll8r, with memoir by the Kav. 
I. JlJDo&D. Ja. u. 

&oldsmith. with Memoir by the Kev. I. ___ . _ Ja.6d. 

Gray, wi~ }fOtel &1Id Memoir by the 
I\ev. JOD)!ft7OIID. 1 .. 6d. 

1I:ilten, with Memoir by the KeV.l. 
lIIIuoBn. 3 'lOis. U. 6d. 

Parnell. with .emoir- bl the- Rev. 
I. JItftoaD. Ja. 611.. 

Pope,. with IIIDoir bl the Rev. A. 
lli... I wi&.. 4&'u. 

Prior, with Memoir by the Rev. 1. 
~'lI_1L 

Sha:kespeare, with Memoir by the 
I\ev • .A. DrCB. lL U. 

8peuaer. edited, with. Jlemoir, by 
J. PAUlI Oou.uoo.. I ftls. tL ... 

S1IlTI!J'; edited, with Xemoir, by 
J_Y ........ l& ... 

Swift, with Xemoir by the Kev. ,. _ s wi&. U. 6d. 

'1'homsmI, with- Ifemoir by Sir X. 
liI_uB. .AnIIoIaUd by PiI.TKB Cu5Jonrc;
BAlI, F.8.A., aDd _ 1'oem.Io ....... 
I'uIq reY!sed. 2 vols. SL 

Wyett, edited, with. ]l(emoir, by 
J.-:a YIIOwnL. Ja. 6d. 

Yo1l1lg', with Memoir bl the Kav.l; 
MITPOIlD, aDd addilional l'oeIIIs. II vols. 
IL 

• OomplN..,., mar be obYiDed, bound In balI'_ L$ 9&. 

IJ.B.--coplee <if the FIne Papmo Utloa, '!11th PortraIIs. 1IIII!r Bill bo;)Ia4 p!ao &&. per 
... Iame (.,.oopt CoIllu, SL611.). _ 

LOSOON: GEORGE BEU "SO~S. YORK STREET, COVD'T GARDEN. 
s 



THE AlD-iNE EDiTION OF THE BRITISH ':POETS. 

SUPPLEMENTAll"Y SERIES. 

Tn 6lty-4wO yoIumfllt "hu,h me biiherta ibmwa the well-bown 
Aldine Seriea, embody the works of nearly all the more popnlar English 
poetical writers, whether lyrio, epic, or' aal;irio, up to the end of the 
eighteenth century, But since that time the wonderful fertility of English 
literature has produced many writers equlOl, and iu some eases f&rsuperior, 
to the majority of their predecessors; and the widely augmented roll of 
acknowledged English poete now contains many names not represented 
ill the _u. of "Aldine Poeta." 

With a vi_ of' providing. ftlr this want. and' of making .. &epes. which 
has lou"" held a high place in public estimation a mODe adequate represen
tation ;C. the whole body of Eng-liob. poetry. the Publiihera have dete!
mined In issue 8 8eQOnd BOries. which will contain. SOIll8 of the old.er ~ta, 
and the worb of' recent writers, 8O,tar as mlly be pJaCticllble by arrange
ment with the representatives of the poets whOtiB works are still copyright. 

One volume, or more. at a time will 1>& issued at short iutervala; they 
will he uuiform in biuding and style with the last fine-paper edition of the 
ALline Poet., ia !cap. 8vo. me.. printed a.t the· Chiowiok Press. . Price 
iii. per voJame. • 

Each volume will be edited. with Dotes. where uooessary for.eluQidation of 
Ihe text.:. • meIQ.m will be p.D'fixed, and a pottrait, whe~ lin authentic 
onB is accfllBibie. 

The following 111'8 aIrea:'!y published:ro-
Ta POBIIII ow WILI.WI Bl.A.B.B. With Memoir by W. M, Rossetti, 

and portrait hy J eells. 

THlil POEM!! OP &.-ua. ~ With Mamoi!-. b" ]j'.dward :Bell, and 
portrait by Jeens. 

TmI POEMS 01' THOMAS CHATTERTON. 2 vola. Edite4 b,l' ih~ ~v. 
W. Skeat, with Memoir by Edward, Bell. . . 

Tn POEMS or SIB W ALTE8. R.u.Emu, SIB fuGH Coo-rox, .and. SeleC
tiona from other Courtly Poets. ·WitJ~ Introduction by \b,e 11ev. Dr. 
Hannah, and portrait of /Sir W; Raleigh. " .' ... 

TIlE POEMII' or' THlmA8 C.U[PBIILL. With Memoir by' W; Allingham, 
and portrait by JeeD8. 

THB 'POEMS OP GEQUO. BEBBB1I'l. , (COIIIplete Edition.) With Memoir 
b., tlle Rev. A; B. Grosart, and PIIl!trait •. 

TBlt P(lElII' up' JOHIJ KSA'1'8. With Memoir by Lord'!flbughtOn, IIDd 
portraitbyJ_ .,., 

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS. YORK ST~~T,.OOVE.blT GARDl1J. 
, ; 



BT.A1ti7JAllD WOBKS PUBLISHED BY 

I'll Ten Yolumu, price 2,. Gd. each j i'll half-morocco, £2 10 •• 
the Bet. 

CHEAP ALDINE EDITION OF 

SHAKESPEARE'S DRAMATIC WORKS. 
EDITED BY S. W. SINGER. 

Uniform "With llul Cheap Edition 0/ the AldifUl Poets. 

To formation of numerous Shakespeare Beading Societies has oreated 
a demand for a oheap portable edition, with LEGlIILIII TYPB, that shall pro
vide a eonnd text with snch notes as may help to elncidate the meaning 
and BIIBist in the better nnderstanding of the anthor. The Pnblishers 
therefore determined to reprint Mr. Singer's well·known Edition, pnblished 
in 10 vola., small Svo., for some time out of print, and iasne it in a cheap 
form, nniform with the well·known Aldine Edition of British Poets. 

CONTENTS. 
Vol. L The Life of Shakespeare. The Tempest. The Two Gentlemen 

uf Veron. The Merry Wives of Windsor. Measnre for 
Measure. 

VoL IL Comedy of Errors. Mnch Ado abont Nothing.. Love's Labour 
Lost. Midsummer Night's Dream. Merchant of Venice. 

VoL IlL As You Like It. Taming of the Shrew. All's Well that 
Ends Well. Twelfth Night, or What You WilL 

VoL IV. Winter's Tala. Pericles. King John. King RiohaM n 
VoL V. King Henry IV., Parts L and n King Henry V. 
VoL VL King Henry VL, Parts L II. and IlL King Richard m. 
VoL vn King Henry VIIL Troilns and Cressida. Coriolanns. 
VoL VIIL TUns Andronicns. Romeo and Juliet. Timon of .Athens. 

Julins CEsar. 
VoL IX. Macbeth. Hamlet. King Lear. 
Vol. X. Othello. Antony and Cleopatra. Cymbeline. 

Uniform tDith the abov4, prioe 2 •• 6d: in half-moroCIXJ, 5 •• 
CRITICAL ESSAYS ON THE PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE, 

By WILLIAJ( WATKISS LLoYD: 
Giving a succinct aooonnt of the origin and source of each play, where 

ascertainable and careful criticisms on the subject-matter of each. 
AJtI1J copiu of Ihil Work la ... _ printed 10 .... fIg. will /he fi"'"'fJtJpof' EditVYrl-qf "'" 

A14i ... Poe". 2'Ao price for 1M Sloven rol ....... (11011014 ",1".",ld,l) "£2 161. 

LONDON: GEORGE BELL &I SONS, YORK STREET, COVENI' GARDEN. 
a 



GEOBGE BELL .t 801l"S. 

POCRE'l' VOLOMES. 
& _ of Ie1ea& WorD of Va_Ie A~ adaptaI for genen! roodlDg, .. _III 

prieo. ~ IIIId 01_& III rona. ODd __ tAld ilia .&fle IIWog &hem to be permo.-
..... u" ~od. Jmperlal3llmo,. GIo&b. giI& lop. . 

Bacoa·. ElaaJl. II. 6c1. rain of a Traveller. By WASIlUlGo 
BII1'DI'. P-. 31. I'ClII 1avDra. 81. ad. 
__ 1oDgI. 8.. Charlea Lamb'. Talea from Shako 

_.1It. 
Colaridge'. Poellll. &. Longfellow'. Evangeline and Voices, 
C. DihdiJl', lea 10l1li and lIallaclt. 8eIHide, ODd Pooma em SIa.....,.. III. 

ADd o&benL II. 
llidahipmall, The. Autobiographical IIiltoJl', Paradill Lost. &. 

Sket.cb .. of hlo own .... Iy Career. by Cop- --Begained, II other Poellll. S .. 
_&au. H.t.u., R.N. F.B.8. 81. lid. Robin Hood lIallaclt. 31. 

Lieutenan' and Commander. By Southey'. Life of IielloD. S,. 
Oop_ IWD. H.t.u., R.N. F.lL8. 11.64. 

George Herbert'. P08llll. 21. 6c1. W:!!:n.:!. ~~ ~er. Por-
-- Bemaina. 21. __ Live, of DoDDll, Wotton, 
- Worb. 58. 6c1. Hooker. &c. II. lid. 
'!'he Sketch Book. By WASIIUIGTOH White'. Iiatara!. History of Selo 

lImIr... ... 84. borDa. III. 64. 

llhabpeare'. Playa II Poellll. bGRTLEY's Edition. 13 VoIs. ill cloth case, 211 • 

• 
ELZEVIR SERIES. 

SmaD (cap. ho. 

Tn8II Volumeo ore ..... ed under the I.nen! title of • ELzlr:vm SxBras,- '" distinguish 
Ibom from o!.heroollect.loDa. Thla general dtle .... beeD ad::!:tAld '" indIcate t.h8spir1t In which 

~=~,';=';:b!.:ty'" O:l;:: :'~::' ur.:~r!!'=:"" ft8arda.tot. and 
TIley ore printAld ., t.h8 Gbiswlck Pre ... 011 ftDe paper. with wide margins, and ..... ed III 

• DOO& cloth binding. . 

Longfellow', Evangeline, Voicea, Irving', Sketch Book. 51. WitA _de IIIId FI-" N. 84. WiUI PorITI.IiL 
PorITI.IiL 

__ HiaWatha, and The Golden --Talea of a Traveller. 51. 
Legend. 41. 6<1. IIilton's Paradise Lost. 48. 6d. WitA 

--Wayeide Inn,lIiles Standish, PorITI.IiL 
8paoIah Student. N. lid. -- Regained. 4 •• 6d. 

Burna'. Poetical Worb. 41. 6d. Shakspeare'. Playa and Poellll. 
_ PorCroil. Carefully edltAld by TuolWl KmGmLBY. 

--Ionga and Ballads. 41. 6d. In BOven volumes. 60. each. 
_ lfdilionl _ioo all 11M! cowrigU Southey'. Life of Ii eIaoD. 41. Gil. 
~pooblUIud ill 11M! AlcIW Ed."_ WitAPurlrGiI 'II NIWIO •• 

Cowper'I Poetical Worb. 2 voIs., Walton'. Angler. ·48. 611. WitA. 
ollCb N. ad. lI"ito\ PorCroil. ~ 

Cbleridge'. P081111. 41. 6c1. WitA -- Livea of Donne, Hooker, 
PorirAi4 Herbert, Ike. II. 1Vit.\ l'IIrInIiI. 

LONDON I GEORGE BELL " SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. 
a 



8T.AND.UJJJ WORKS PUBLI8HED BY 

HISTORY AND. TRAVELS. 
Rome. and the Ca.m.pagna..A. Historical. and Topo

II"'pbIcal DeeorIption of the S1te, Bnildlnga,IUld' Nelgbbo_ of ..... _ BoIIM. lIy 
the ~v. RoBEEY BlJIUf, late FeUow &Del Tuliol' of Trtnlty Oollet!"l Cambriclgo. With 
eighty engrav\oiB by JEWlTT, and numerons Maps and Pi...... Demy 410. £3 31. 

An additional Piau. awl. .... AppeDlliz, bringing this Work down .. 18H, bar. _ 
added. ' 

Ancient Athens; it&; History, Topography" and. Re
MAINS. By THoJ(As,HBmrr Dnm, LLJJ., Anthor of • The HisImJ[ of u. •. Klnp..r 
Beme." l!uRer.ro,yalsva.. llJ.uatraIed, cloth. £1 61. 

The History' ot the' Kings ot Rome. By Dr~ T~ H. 
Dnm, Anthor o£ tho, "History of the City of Rome;" • PompeII: Ita History. 
Antiquities," Iiro., with a Prefa"'ry DiasertatiOIl OR the Sourcee'and Evid....,. of &01'17 
Roman History, _; 181. ' 

Modern Ellrope, ftoom the Fall of Co.nsta.n.tino.ple in 
1453. By TROHAS HEh'BY Dnrn, LL.D. Second EditlOllj Reviled. and Qlalinued. 
In 6.we. £1 l2t. 64. 

The Decline of the Roman Republic. By GEORGE LoNG, 
M.A., Editor of "cmsarta Commentaries," II Cioero's OratiOD8:~ &c. avo. 
Vol. L From thelleel.r'llctlon-of carthage to the End of the Jugurtbille War. 141.' 

-Vol. II. 'to the Dealh of Ser1Iorills. 141. 
Vol m. Including the third Mithrldetic War. the Catillne Consp\racJ, and \he Con

BnlsbIp'_of C. Jnlins Cmsar. H •• 
Vol. IV. HlIIIiory of Calsar'. Gallic campaigns and or .... _peFIIDOOtltI ""on"'" Iv. 
Vol. V. From the Invasion of It.aJy by Julius Cesar 10 his Death. 140. 

A History of l1fugland during the Early and Middle 
AGFi!. By C. H.I'BARllOlf, M.A., Fello .. of OrIel College. Oxford, and late Lecturer 
In History at Trinity College. cambridge. Second Edltlon, revieed And enlarged. avo. 
Vol L to the Death of Calur de Lion. 161. Vol IL to the Death of Ed .... rd 1. 141. 

Historica.l Maps of England. By C., K PEARsON" M.A. 
FoUa. Seoond Edition,. revieed. 31 •• 64. 

An AtJao -taInUaa Five MApi of EDgland at. dl.tfereol perloda, dnriDI; \he. ~lIld 
Middle~ 

The Footsteps of our Lord and His Apostles in 
PALESTINE, SYRIA, GREECE, AND ITALY. By W. H. BARTL_. Seventh 
Edition, with numeroua En8J'8vingJ!. In. ..... 4ID. 'Volume. lIandsonlollJ' ......... in 
walnut, 181. Cloth gilt, 10&. 6<1. 

Forty Da.ys in the Desert. on the Tra.ck ot the 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE. 

AFTER completing the "History of the Thirty Years' 
Peace," which treats of the period between 1815 and 1846, 
HARRIET MARTINEAU undertook to supplement it by histories 
of the country during the fifteen preceding and five 
following years, ,and thus to make a complete History of 
the Half Cent~. On account of ill-health, she was never 

. able to accomplish the latter portion, but the former was 
written, and was published as an Introduction to the 
larger work. This llltroduction, which fQr .a long time 
has been scarce and much 'sought After, is h.ere repro
duced, with a modification of· the title. It has been 
reprinted without any alteration; except the necessary 
correction of a few trifling errors, and. the .addition of an 
Index, which before was wanting. 
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. BEFORE the nineteenth century opened, the inhabitants of 
Europe had entered upon a new period in the history of 
mankind; a period which must be a conspicuous one to 
students of History through all future ages.-During the 
greater part of the eighteenth century, the potentates of 
Europe, and the higher order of their subjects with 
whom they associated, had been satisfied that the height 
of political civilization had been reached, by such an 
adjustment of 1;he Balance of Power as had never before 
been attained. It The system appeared to be brought very 
near 'Perfection, The solar system hardly seemed safer. 
The smaller States of Europe lived and moved among the 
larger a8 freely and securely as the lesser planets in their 
orbits, protected from absorption by the larger, by the 
balancing principle which kept all in their places. It is 
y B 
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true, there was a failure here and there, such as one does 
not see in the systems of the sky. There was the parti
tion of Poland, for one. The plea for the partition was 
that Poland could not be sustained as a separate power on 
account of her miserable distractions; and that Ilhe must 
have been absorbed by Ilome one State destroying the 
universal balance, if she had not been portioned out 
among several. There were complainti'! in certain quarter/! 
too about the' reductions of Austrian power, and the 
aggrandizement of Prussia; but, upon the whole, it was 
evident to the world at large that Europe presented the 
most advanced political condition ever witnessed in the 
Ilpectacle of its Balance of Power. It was not merely 
that the physical forces of States were kept under a 
salutary restraint. This would have been a good thing 
if it had been the only one: but it was a gross kind of 
advantage not above the aim of any age. It was a much 
higher good that international relations became more 
extended and· refined; international morality was pro
fessed and toCa certain degree fostered; wild temper/! and 
immediate objects were subdued and postponed to ulterior 
considerations: the weakest States became subjectl'! of 
common protection, and the most out-lying countries of 
general observation: the way was opened for commercial 
connexions and for mutual intercourse of every amelio
rating kind: and the States of Europe really appeared as 
securely settled in. an advanced political civilization as 
any nomade tribell who have entered upon the cultivation 
of land, and built themselves a town, and actually ex
perientJed that the blessings of social organization and 
impartial law are well worth the individual concessions 
by which they are purchased. As such a community 
might be roused in the night by a volcanic eruption 
which would overthrow their city and scorch up their 
fields, so were the powers of Europe struck aghast by the 
explosion of the French Revolution. They had overlooked 
Ilomething; and their over/!ight cost them nothing short 
of the wreck of their system: just as the new settler/! had 
omitted to look into the quality of the ground on which 
they were establishing themselves, and had no conception 
of the forces that might be acting under their feet. The 
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something that the Mona.rchs and Statesmen of Europe 
left out of their calculations was that which will make 
the then incoming leriod conspicuous for ever in the 
history of the worl and which made the best wisdom 
of courts and cabinets a painstaking and conscientious 
fcolishness. The something that was overlooked was, 
that it would no longer answer to regard States only as 
units: that the time had come for multitudinous Peoples 
to be considered too. 

A new unit had been introduced into the association by 
those never-sleeping ushers the centuries. Russia had 
desired to become a· European power-a member of the 
confederation of European sovereigns. She need not 
have done so. She would have· been very safe, for any 
length of tim&-invulnerable in her mantle of snow&
unapproachable through her Lifeguards-the whole circle 
of storms. She Jilight have wrought her despotic will for 
ever in the wide world of her own territories if she had 
kept her face to the East. But it so happened that she 
turned westwards; and that fust glance wtstwards may 
hereafter prove to have been the most tremendous event in 
human history. The transference of the seat of Russian 
empire from Moscow to the coast of the Baltic is & 

striking picture to us : but if it should be found hereafter 
that through Russia will have come that War of Opinion 
in Europe by which Oriental Despotism is finally to 
measure its force against the Western principle of Self
government by Representation, the minutest proceedings 
of Peter and Catherine in Russia will become as interesting 
as any incidents in the lives of Greek or Roman heroes. 
Generations yet unborn will watch with eager eyes the 
pulling down of Finnish huts in the marshes, to make 
way for palaces of stoDe; and the last waving of the bul
rushes and reeds, where trim gardens were henceforth to 
be; and the first dimple in the surface of stagnant lakes, 
when the canals were ready to drain them away; and the 
placing of block. upon block as the granite embankments 
rose along the Neva, raising it from a waste of fetid 
waters into a metropolitan river. This river may tum 
out to be our modem Rubicon: and the stroke of Peter's 
hammer OIl the ship-side at Saardam may send a louder 

B2 
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echo through future generations than to the ear of our 
own time. This great empire seeking admission among 
the .European states at first alarmed them; and the auda
cious and aspiring cast of mind of Peter and Catherine 
justified such ap:{,rehension for the time. But it soon 
appeared that thell" efficiency beyond their own territory 
bore no proportion to their ambition, and that they were 
not likely to prove themselveB potentates except within 
their own boundary. 

The sovereigns of Russia would have said, and often did 
say, that they were considering their people during the 
whole of their reigns. It is true that they encouraged 
industry and commerce, and instituted prodigious works 
of improvement. But this was not the consideration of 
the Peoples of Europe which the progress of time was 
rendering necessary, and for want of which the whole 
system broke up. It was for the glory of State and 
country, in consideration of the unit and not of the aggre
gate, that the great works of Peter and Catherine were 
done. The:f were done at the expense of justice and 
kindness to individuals. They were done with ignorant 
and fatal precipitation. They were done in an impatient 
and boastful spirit: and the people felt no gratitude where 
they wflre aware of no benefit. In as far as they shared 
the vanity of their sovereign, they boasted and exulted 
in the sovereign's glory: but there was nothing done or 
doing for the Russian people which could render them of 
any use in the day of European convulsion. 

The same may be said in regard to the great and vener
able empire of Austria. There was nothing on which the 
Emperor Joseph prided himself so much as on his reforms. 
Yet they were so don&-with such self-will and personal 
regards-that they exasperated those whom he professed 
to benefit. One of his reforms lost him the Belgian pro
vinces of the empire; and another alienated the affections 
of Hungary. Thus, while Austria in her reduced state was 
looked upon as an unexceptionable unit in the Balancing 
System, there was nothing in the condition of her people 
which could for a moment retard, or in any degree modify, 
the explosion which overthrew the arrangement. 

Austria has been mentioned as in a reduced condition. 
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. She 'was reduced not only by actual loss of dependencies, 
but yet more, in regard to continental influence. There 
could have been no balance in Europe if Austria had 
retained, with all her vast territories, an undisputed 
supremacy of influence. Prussia was aggrandized, up to 
the point of rivalship. The partition of Poland, in 1772, 
seems to have been acquiesced in more easily than it 
might have been, by other powers, on account of the 
strength it gave to Prussia. Prussia had indeed become 
a notable unit in the European system: but we have the 
Great Frederick's own report of the state of his country 
and people a dozen years before the outbreak of the 
French Revolution. .. 1'he nobility was exhausted," he 
says, in the History he wrote of his own time, "the 
commons ruined, numbers of villages were burnt, and 
towns impoverished. Civil order was lost in a total 
anarchy: in a word, the desolation was universal." He 
lent money to the towns, settled destitute people in the 
wastes, drained marshes, patronized manufactures, and, 
best of all, emancipated the peasants frotn hereditary 
servitude. Yet his people were not happy; nor did they 
love him. His military system was so severe that his 
soldiers hanged themselves in their misery; and the whole 
country groaned under the burden of a standing army of 
200,000 men. The appearance of activity and an improved 
financial condition throughout the north of Germany de
ceived observers who regarded States only as units: but 
it is now well known that under all the arrangements 
and amidst all the enterprises of Frederick of Prussia, 
there was no genuine civil liberty-nothing that could 
keep the weight of the people on the same side of the 
balance with the kings. 

As for the two leading States of Europe, France and 
England, their destiny in the moment of convulsion had 
been fixed long beforEr-aS all destiny is--and with more 
clearness than is common in political affairs. The English 
revolution of a century before had secured a better con
dition for the British nation, in regard to civil liberty, 
than was enjoyed by any other people in Europe; and the 
transient oppressions exercised or attempted by panic
stricken OJ; onesided statesmen under the alarm of con-
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vulsion were of small account in comparison with . the 
securities for constitutional freedom in the long run. No 
disoontent of the British people certainly contributed to 
the European explosion which destroyed the Balance of 
Power.: The insular position of England rendered her 
circumstances so far different from· those "of other States 
as that she could never be "suspected of aims of continental 
conquest: 'The imputations cast on herby her great rival 
were of arrogance in oTerbearing other people's will, and 
affairs; insatiable rapacity about annexing islands and 
distant coasts to her dominions; and a shopkeeping 
ambition to monopolize the commerce,' and command the 
industry, of the world. . This was another way of saying 
that her function was to be mistress of the seas; as her 
great rival was, beyond question, the most formidable 
warlike power on the continental battle-field of ambition. 
As for France, she was, before the breaking out of the Re
volution, very strong; and she was spoken of as stronger 
than she was. Her population was above 25,000,000': 
but it was lfilhappy. Her authority and dominion over 
her neighboure were very imposing: but there was dis
content beneath: and when the conquests of the Revolution 
were made, and France claimed to be the ruling power 
from the Texel to the Adriatic, she was in fact weakened 
by her new conquests, which were no more really French 
than they had been before. Her great standing armies, 
by which she had been distinguished since Louis XIV 
augmented them to a· prodigious extent, were a cause of 
weakness in one direction while they were an element of 
vast strength in another. The institution of standing 
armies was a feature of an advanced social condition at 
the outset. It showed that the time had come for that 
division of industry under which the large majority of 
the inhabitants of a country pursued the business of their 
lives, contributing from the fruits' of their labour to 
maintain: a set of men to do the necessary fighting. The 
excitement and the horror of war were incaloulably 
lessened by this arrangement, and the interests of pea.ce 
were, in the first instance, remarkably promoted, by the 
tranquillity in which the greater part of the population 
and their employments were left. But then, this institu-
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tion of standing armies became 'so oppressive as to be a 
main cause of revolutionary action in France and other 
coun tries. When Louis XIV increased his forces, so as 
to exhibit to Europe the new spectacle of a standing 
army, at all times adequate 'to all contingencies, his 
neighbours began to muster armies which might keep his 
in check; and thus the practice of expanding the mili
tary element went on through Europe, till Prussia, under 
the Great Frederick, had a peace-establishment of 200,000 
men, and France, under the last Bourbons, of 500,000 men. 
The resident inhabitants felt this force to be at once a. 
severe burden in point of cost, and an irksome restraint: 
and they revolted against this, among other grievances. 
Thus the machinery which was considered a means and 
proof of strength, a.nd which was said to be provided for 
the maintenance of the Balancing System-for the repres
sion of overgrown power in one direction, and the support 
of oppressed weakness in another-proved so heavy as to 
become in itself destructive of that which it assumed to 
preserve. While l!'rance was confident ,.t home, and 
dreaded abroad, on account of her military preponderance, 
she was on the point of being put to her last shifts to 
preserve her place in Europe at all. 

It may be noted, in, contemplating the position of the 
two great rival States, that England was more likely to 
find favour in the eyes of other continental' powers than 
France, since her kind of supremacy involved little danger 
to her neighbours. France, with her vast military re
sources, was a dangerous neighbour. The naval power of 
England might vex and harass the States, and cripple 
their commercial resources j but it could not keep them 
always in peril of their lives. In the midst, therefore, 
of a general dislike of her "arrogance," England was 
more trusted and less feared than France, among the 
company of European States. . ' 

As for the, smaller powers---Holland was' gained over 
from the French to the English alliance; by the honest 
and skilful management of Lord Malmesbury, just before 
the breaking out of the French Revolution. It was of 
little cousequence what Spain did. Spain was too essen
tially feeble to affect much the destinies of other States: 
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but her natural and political tendencies were to alliance 
with France. Portugal was feeble tOO: and she and 
Spain were always prone to quarrel; and Portugal was 
our ally.-Turkey was rescued from absorption by Russia 
just before the death of Catherine; and it could hardly 
now be called a power at all.-Italy, also, was soon 
proved to be at the disposal of the greater potentates, 
having small inherent force.-Sweden and Norway were 
not likely to give any. 'trouble spontaneously; nor did 
they seem in the way to require any especial protection. 

The Balancing System was not founded on treaties, or 
any sort of express compact. It was a product of Time
a necessary stage of civilization, as we have said; and 
the natural force .by which States united to .keep the 
strongest in pheck, and uphold the weakest, appears 
indeed to have manifested istelf, in its own season, as the 
counteracting and compensating forces of nature do, 
whether men call for them or not. In such cases, there 
is usually something involved which men overlook; and 
in this case off~hl'l Balancing System, there were elements 
of which kings and statesmen were wholly unaware. 
They were counting and placing their units, supposing 
all safe: not seeing that these units were aggregates, 
with a self-moving power . 

. Kings were no longer what they had been. They must 
have Ministers who were not their own tools, but who 
bore some relation to the people at large. In England, 
this had so long been a settled matter that nobody thought 
of questioning it. In France, the Bourbons never could 
clearly see it. . They never saw that if it once became 
a matter of contest whether a European monarch and his 
tools should rule with or without a regard to the interests 
and needs of the people, the matter could end no other
wise than in the defeat of the despot. So the Bourbons 
wel'e driven forth from France, as the Stuarts had been 
from England: and all the world waited with intense 
anxiety to see what would become of France in regard 
to the Balancing System. 

The matter was made clear, after some years of struggle, 
by a Corsican youth, who was an engineer, without 
prospect and without fortune, when the French revolu-
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tion broke out. By his military talents, and his genius 
for command, he had risen, before the opening of our 
century, to such a point of eminence, that on his life 
seemed to hang the destinies of the world. In 1796 he 
crossed the Alps, leading the armies of France to the 
conquest of Italy, whence he compelled the Pope and the 
other Italian sovereigns to send the treasures of art to 
Paris. He there defeated five Austrian armies; and showed 
his quality at home by wresting from the French Direc
tory, and concentrating in himself, the entire control of 
the army. In 1798 he conquered Egypt, threatened India, 
and, in 1799, overran Syria, where, however, he was 
repulsed at Acre by the British under Sir Sidney Smith, 
and driven back upon Egypt. Returning to Paris, he 
carried all before him; and the year closed Iii his appoint
ment as First Consul for life. He was invested with 
supreme executive authority. The first mention of his 
name in the published journal of the great British 
diplomatist, Lord Malmesbury, occurs in November, 1796. 
"Well brought up at L'Ecole Militaire~cl.ver, desperate 
Jacobin, even Terrorist-his wife, Madam Beauharnois, 
whose husband was beheaded-she now called Notre, Dame 
de. Victoirea." On the 23rd of August, 1799, he told his 
army in Egypt by a short letter, "In consequence of news 
from Europe, I have determined immediately to return 
to France." .. Early in October," says our matter-of
fact Annual Register, .. Bonaparte landed suddenly at 
Frejus, in Provence, like a spirit from another world." 
Before the last SUD of the century had set, he was the 
greatest potentate of the world. The wearied and worn 
people of France rested on him as the power which was 
to give them repose: and the magnificent succession of 
his first acts seemed to justify their confidence. Social, 
order was restored and maintained; the public exercise 
of religion was re-established; and, by treaty with the 
Pope, France was released from the control of the Holy 
See in spiritual matters. Parties were repressed, and 
their leaders were made subservient to the new ruler. 
Office and influence were freely thrown open to merit; 
and the institution of the Legion of Honour invited civic 
desert frQm every rank and condition of life. The peoplo 
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were rid of the race' of despotic and incapable Bourbon 
sovereigns; and in their joy at having secured a ruler 
who was capable, and who· professed popular objects, 
they were not too careful to inquire whether he might 
not prove a despot in another way. 

On the 25th of December; 1799, Napoleon addressed 
the following letter to the King of Great Britain. "Called 
by the wishes of the French nation to occupy the first 
ma~stracy of tlie Republic, I think it proper, on entering 
into office, to make a direct communication of it to your 
Majesty.~The war which, for eight years, has ravaged 
the four 'quarters of the world-must it be eternal? 
Are there no means of coming to an understanding? 
How can the two most enlightened nations of Europe, 
powerful and strong beyond what their' independence 
requires, sacrifice to ideas of vain greatness the benefits 
of commerce, internal prosperity, and the happiness of 
families? How is it that they do not feel that peace 
is of the first necessity, as well as the truest glory? 
These sentim&ts cannot be foreign to the heart of your 
Majesty, who reigns over a free nation, and with the 
sole view of making it happy.-Your Majesty will see 
in this overture only my sincere desire to contribute 
efficaciously, for the second time, to a general pacification 
by a step, speedy, entirely of confidence, and disengaged 
from those forms which, however necessary to disguise 
the dependence of weak states, prove, in the case of 
strong ones, only' a mutual desire to deceive. France 
and England, by the abuse of their strength, may still. 
to the injury of all nations, long retard the period of 
their own exhaustion: but I will venture to say that the 
fate of all civilized nations depends on the termination 
of a war which involves the whole world." 

Such was the invitation to England to be at peace. But 
one of the conditions under which the European powers 
had entered into an alliance, and carried on war against 
France since the deposition of her princes, was that nG 
one of them should make a separate peace. 'The answer 
from England was not, therefore, a matter of choice: and 
this Napoleon could not but have known; The greater his 
victories, and the more eminent his civic authority, the' 
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more necessary 'Was it to the" balance of power, 1I.Ild· the 
security of the European !Il&tions; that all other countries 
should band themselves'together against France,. till un
questionable guarantees should be obtained that ·France 
would be quiet, and keep at home." The King of England, 
therefore, declined negotiation. In his reply, he t!aid 
more than any statesman would,now approve to enforce 
the restoration of the Bourbons : but he declared 'dis~ 
tinctly that this should not be 'made an essential (JOn"
dition, as no foreign power could claim to dictate to any 
nation its mode of government. . The essential condition 
would be (whenever the time should arrive,) that France 
should give such evidences of sta.bility: at ,home. and 
harmlessness abroad as 'might justify her neighbours in 
laying down their' arms. Thssovereign of Great Britain 
had the highest right to use a lofty tone with the llew 
ruler of France, as the naval power of England had 
proved the only counterpoise to the military pre-eminence 
of France. While Napoleon' had become lord of the 
Continent, England"remained 'mistress 'of~he seas. . By 
various successes in the' earlier years of . the war, by the 
victory off Cape St. Vincent in· February· 1797, . and 
especially by the battle of the Nile, France' had been kept 
in check; and more had been done for ,the maintenance of 
the common' cause against her than. by the action of ,all 
other European powers together. The . battle of the Nile; 
fought on the 1st of August, 1798, 'yielded the 'greatest 
victory then known in naval' warfare. To destroy the 
French fleet in the Mediterranean' had long been' the first 
wish of N elson's heart. ,He did it now.' . Only a single
frigate of the whole armament'returned to France; and 
Napoleon was left in Egypt, . shut· out . from all com .. 
munication with home., It was while- the remembrance 
of this great defeat, in the midst of so many successes, was 
fresh in his mind, that Napoleon' addl"8Ssed to George' III" 
his invitation to' peace: and it was while England was 
yet cheered with her victory, and making much of her 
great hero that George III. sent his haughty reply. 

The war, as has been said,had lasted eight years;' In 
1792, the French Assembly .hadcdeclared 'war against 
Austria, on the ground of her harbouring French rebels, 
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contrary to the faith of treaties. The poor king, Lonis 
XVI, was then still living; and one of the bitter things 
he had to endure was appearing to sanction a declaration 
of war against the friends who were at work for his 
rescue. Prussia and the King of Sardinia presently joined 
Austria: but Great Britain preserved a position of neutra
lity for yet a few months longer. After the execution 
of Louis in January, 1793, no further terms were to be 
kept with Franbe, and iIi February, England and Holland 
were her proclaimed enemies. . The successes of Napoleon 
justified his coming forward to propose peace, as soon as 
the government of France appeared to be settled in his 
person: but his making the proposition to England alone 
shows that he could hardly have been sincere; for no 
one of the great powers could make a separate peace. Yet 
he declared to the legislative body, at the close of their 
session in March 1800, that the French people desired 
peace, and their government also, and even more ear
nestly; but that the English government rejected it. A 
new army of #aserve was immediately formed; and forth 
went the great soldier to conquer again. By the middle of 
June in this last year of the century, he had gained the 
battle of Marengo, taking from the Austrians in one day all 
that they had regained in Italy since his former warfare 
there. His forces under Moreau in Germany were driving 
back the Austrians at every point: and by the middle 
of July the emperor was helpless-many of his strong
holds in the hands of the French, and the road to Vienna 
open to them. He would have made peace, but could not 
do it wit~out the consent of the other powers; and Great 
Britain objected to some of the terms imposed by France. 
Before the end of the year, however, the successes of 
Moreau in Germany, and of the French wherever they 
appeared, were such as to precipitate peace-making 
wherever it could be had. On Christmas Day, 1800, the 
Emperor signed an armistice, by which he bound himself 
to agree to a separate peace, his allies giving their com
passionate consent. It was clear that other powers must 
follow the same course; and on the last day of the 
century. it was understood by British statesmen that 
England would presently be the only power standing out 
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against tbe terrifio France and her astonishing ruler. It 
is now that we begin to find in the records of the time, and 
in the correspondence of our fathers, those soattered asser
tions that suoh a man could not be longlived, whioh show 
how vast was his power over the imagination in the early 
years of his conquests. Our fathers were taken by sur
prise by the manifestation of the resources of France. By 
changing the natural course of her life, and calling forth 
all her strength of every kind for the maintenance of her 
new position against the assaults of the world, her ruler 
had made her appear able to confront the united opposi
tion of the world-and even to drive back the world and 
occupy the homes of nations wherever she pleased-except 
only in regard to England. France was now about to gain 
territoryasfar as the left bank of the Rhine from Austria; 
and Parma, Tuscany and Etruria from Spain; and alliance 
against the English from poor helpless Naples; and peace 
on his own terms with Russia, .Bavaria, and Portugal. 
While seeing the new century rise on this wonderful 
adventurer, now the foremost man of all the world, men 
discerned no hope but in the probable shortness of his life. 
Such energy as his, they said, always wore out the frame; 
he exposed himself in so many battle-fields that he would 
be taken off that way; he had also been nearly murdered, 
in the last month oftbe century, by a conspiracy in Paris; 
and between the discontented and the mad, he would never 
be safe. And then, such a man leaves no suooessor. He 
was himself the greatness and the power of Franoe; for 
he had tranquillized her. She would easily be oonquel'ed 
when his day was over. Suoh were the oonsolations of 
the more hopeful. As for the timid, they had no hope, 
beyond that of keeping quiet in their own island, letting 
destruction rage abroad. When, presently, it appeared 
doubtful whether they would be allowed to remain quiet 
in their own island, the consternation was such as English
men and their families had little dreamed of ever ox
periencing in BQ late an age of the world. In their school 
days they had imagined what it must be to the people 
to see the approach of the Danes, or of the Normans, and 
to have their beloved country overrun by the foe; but it 
had nevW/ occurred to them that such a thing couhl 
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happen to·themselves. When, however, thls Bonaparte 
had reduced to peace on his own terms all his foes abroad, 
it was thought and whispered that he would turn his face 
our way, and try the power of his presence in England, 
as in the countries which he had laid low. He had used 
his influence abroad to injure Great Britain by embroiling 
her with the northern powers, Russia, Sweden, and Den
mark. He wrought upon the emperor Paul's ambition 
to possess Malta, and on the jealousy and fears of the 
three Powers about the commercial and naval supremacy 
of England, till he succeeded. in making a rupture, most 
alarming to the government and people of Great Britain 
at such a juncture. During the last months of .the century 
the three great Baltic Powers were bound in a confederacy 
against England; the Danes were evading naval search, 
and -supplying arms and stores to French vessels ; Paul 
was burning British vessels in Russian ports, and send
ing the crews into the interior as prisoners: and it was 
clear that a northern war· was impending at the same 
moment that (!:ngland was left alone in her resistance to 
France •. We shall have to see what was thought and said 
and done by the brave and by the timid, by the wise and 
by the incapable, in this extraordinary exigence. Mean
time, we .must glance at the operation of these exterior 
relations on the interior condition of Great Britain, at the 
close of the century. 

Amidst the convulsions which broke up the Balancing 
System. on the Continent, the British nation seemed ex
empted from dangers common to all other peoples-secured 
by its free constitution. It was an edifying sight just 
before the French Revolution to see the Prime Minister of 
England. Mr. Pitt, bringing forward the subject of par
liamentary reform-proposing to transfer the franchise 
from decayed boroughs to London, and to counties which 
had become populous; and to provide for the future dis
franchisement of boroughs, as they should sink in the 
scale of proportion to growing manufacturing towns. 
Thus -liberal and popular were the ideas of the great 
statesman up to 1785. But he took alarm at the French 
Revolution; and like other directors of publio affairs in 
Europe, looked upon States as units, and turned away 
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from the interests of the aggregate peoples. He became 
one of the despots of Europe--in point of despotism, one of 
the foremost. He might have been justified for entering 
into the continental war, diverse as were the opinions of 
the time as to the necessity of doing so ... He. might. have 
been forgiven the bad conduct of the waF by.; which 
England was drained of money that went to subsidize the 
weaker continental powers. Terrible as were the burdens 
()f taxation and the darangement of commercial affairs at 
the time, and fearful as is the load of debt which he 
deposited in the future by a method of warfare which 
brought no glory and did no effectual service, he might 
have been forgiven; for the times were such as well nigh 
to set men's judgments at defiance. But that for which he 
cannot be forgiven is his overruling of the civil liberties 
()f Englishmen. All who doubted the wisdom of the war 
were regarded by Mr. Pitt's government as seditious per
sons; and imputed sedition was hunted down with a 
ferocity to the last degree unwise in suoh times. Clergy
men and other educated men in Sootland were doomed to 
transportation for speeohes an{j. aots of politioal liCense, 
suoh as always grow under perseoution; and attempts 
were made to bring others to the gibbet in England for 
coustructive treason: attempts whioh, if not baiRed by 
the sense and courage of the juries, would have been 
ground enough, in suoh a orisis, for suoh a revolution in 
England as would secure to men their constitutional 
rights. There was a suspension of the Habeas Corpus, a 
stringent Alien Bill; and finally, in 1796, the Seditious 
Meetings Bill, whioh was so oppressive and unconstitl'l~ 
tional that Mr. Fox and the leaders of the Opposition 
seoeded from the House of Commons when the Bill was 
committed. The fieroer the severity on the part of the 
government, the stronger grew the resentment of the 
people; and "the spread of revolutionary principles" -the 
thing dreaded-was stimulated by tyranny at home far 
more than it copld ever have been by mere example from 
abroad; example whioh a. little time was sure to convert 
into warning. In the midst of all this turmoil, the Bank 
found her resources exhausted. By 1797, the country 
was so drained ()f speoie that the Bank could not go on, 
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unless saved by some immediate intervention of govern
. ment. So the Restriction Act was brought in, by which 
. .:I(he Bank was relieved from the obligation to pay cash for 

notes. The government was actually alarmed for the 
provisioning of London, and for the means of paying the 
army and navy. In February· and March, various an
onymous letters from sailors had been received by the 
authorities, complaining of insufficient pay during years 
of high prices,' and of other grievances: and in April, 
when the Channel fleet at Spithead was .ordered to 
proceed to sea, ship aftel' ship refused to weigh anchor; 
and in a few weeks mutiny seemed to have deprived 
Great Britain of her naval defence-her best reliance. 
From port to port the mutiny spread, and at the Nore it 
seemed for a time unmanageable. The ministry advised 
parliament to grant the demands of the sailors; and 
money was voted accordingly; only the ringleader and a 
few delegates of the mutineers being executed, to keep 
up some appearance of authority.' In the next year 
happened th~ terrible Irish rebellion. Such was the 
condition of affairs in the hands of the minister who 
distrusted the people the more as his difficulties increased; 
and became the more severe with the growth of his 
difficulties and his distrust; while Napoleon was again 
abroad on his victorious course; and on the Continent all 
seemed lost. 

The time was now come for this continental adversity 
to tranquillize England. All other powers were prostrate: 
and the people, as well as the government of England, was 
now engrossed by apprehension. The pressure from with
out was becoming serious enough to still all within. By 
the opening of the century, the great minister and the 
people seem, by a sort of mutual consent, to have suspended 
hostilities in awe or hatred of the common foe. Mr. Pitt 
appears to have lost some of his constant dread of " the 
spread of revolutionary principles" in view of the stronger 
peril to the French themselves, as well as their neighbours, 
of the establishment of a military despotism: and the most 
liberal of English politicians were becoming almost as 
anxious for peace as the overtaxed and su~ering people; 
seeing that nothing more was now to be done on the Con-
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tinent, and that it was not perfectly certain that our 
national existence would be preserved-or unsuspended 
(for no one supposed that Great Britain could remain per
manently a province of France)-if we defied the con
queror to decisive war. 

For obvious reasons, one point of the question could not 
be publicly discussed. There were many who seriously 
doubted whether we could support a war. Dark and 
dreary was the state of affairs: so dark and dreary that 
it was to be hoped Napoleon would not hear how bad it 
was. The King could not be depended on for any kind 
of assistance. He was purely an obstruction, except to 
a few who wheedled him, in order to use his name in 
furtherance of their own objects. He had been insane, 
and might at any moment be so again. It is difficult now, 
in reading his letters, and records of his conversation 
and behaviour, to say whether he was ever quite rational, 
even up to the level of his originally small capacity. 
He was harsh and cruel to his eldest Bon, while ludicrously 
sentimental with those of his ministers who~atifi.ed him 
most by that mixture of flattery and pious profession which 
suited his taste. He was obstinate and prejudiced, weak 
and ignorant, before his illness: and he was, naturally, 
neither wiser nor more flexible now. It was a misfortune 
to have to manage him: it would have been folly to look 
to him for any sort of aid.-The Prince of Wales offered no 
resource of hope. He was at variance with his parents, 
parted from his wife, deep in debt, querulouil in his dis
content; and thoroughly provoking in his methods of 
political opposition. . 

As for the Administration, we have seen what must 
have been its unpopularity.-As for the people, we are 
able to form a pretty accurate notion of their numbers 
and condition, though,strange to say, there had as yet 
been no Census. 'l'he first Census was taken in 1801. 
As the first, it was not so well managed as it might have 
been; but it so far affords guidance as that we may 
venturE! to say that the population of England, Wales, 
and Scotland, including the soldiers and sailors serving 
abroad, was about eleven millions. The proportion of 
this population employed in agriculture, in comparison 

c 
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with that employed in manufacture and commerce, was 
much greater than it is now. Since 1795 there had been 
a series of deficient harvests; and that of 1800 was so bad 
that the price of wheat rose to 1158. lId. per quarter. To 
the middle classes employed in manufacture and commerce 
this was a cruel aggravation of their hardships, while taxa
tion was becoming inordina't~ly oppressive. The misery 
was felt also by the· poorest class, as was shown by the 
swelling of the poor .rate to the then enormous sum of 
nearly four millions per annum, for the poor of England 
and Wales; a sum truly enormous, in the eye of all times, 
for the relief of pauperism in a population of 9,000,000, 
which was about that of England and Wales. But t:tJ.e 
landowners were in a highly:flourishing condition. With 
wheat at 1158. lId. per quarter, they had no great reason 
to care for the deficiency in the harvest, in this last season 
of the century, and they lived in a style which abundantly 
asserted their prosperity. While the tradesman or manu
facturer came in· from his daily business depressed and 
anxious, unalble to extend his market, on account of the 
war or its consequences, pressed for poor rate, threatened 
with an increased property tax, worried by the Excise in 
his business, warned of bad debts in his trade, and with 
bakers~ and butchers' bills growing more formida.ble from 
week to week, the farmer was cheerful, and his landlord 
growing grand. While the townsman was paying 18. 10d. 
for the quartern loaf, and 28. per lb. for butter, and the 
children were told they must eat their bread dry; and 
there was a dinner of shell fish or other substitute for 
meat once or twice a.week, and housewives were trying 
to make bread with potatoes, to save :flour-the farmers 
kept open house, set up gigs, sent their children to expen
sive schools, and upheld Mr. Pitt and the war, their king 
and country. The Jandlords obtained Enclosure bills 
in great and increasing numbers: and some of the more 
enlightened, looking beyond the present privilege of high 
prices which so swelled their rents, began to attend to 
suggestions for improving the soil. It was in 1800 that 
we meet with mention of the first trial of bone manure. 
The. farmers laughed, and declared they would let well 
alone, and not spend their money and trouble on new 
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devices which they did not need: but the philosophers 
were at work-such a ma.n as Davy for one-and the best 
order of landowners were willing to learn; a.nd thus 
provision was made for future agricultural improvement, 
and some preparation for that scientific practice of agri
culture which was sure to be rendered necessary, sooner 
or later, by the increasing ':Proportion of the more en
lightened manufacturing to the less enlightened agri.) 
cultural population of the country. It appears that at 
the opening of the century, 10,000 acres of raw, newly
enclosed arable and pasture land would support 4,327 
persons; while, thirty-five years later, the same quantity 
of similar land would maintain 5,555: and the fifteen 
years that have elapsed since the later date have wit
nessed a far more rapid advance of improvement. It is a 
fact worth remembering that the first decided step in thitl 
direction, the first recorded application of bone dust as an 
introduction to the use of artificial manures, was made in 
the first year of our century, while the prices of agricul
tural produce were such as were then called ¥ unheard of." 

In 1790, Arkwright's inventions had been thrown open 
to the public, by the setting aside of his patents. At 
that time our exports of manufactured cotton goods little 
exceeded a million and a half. In 1800, they reached 
nearly to five millions and a half. This seems a small 
amount to us now; but the rate of increase during a 
season of war and trouble is remarkable. The time for 
flagging under the burdens and impediments ot war 
was at hand, but was not yet foreseen by government. 
Dr. Cartwright's power-loom had been invented for 
thirteen years; but it was not brought into use till 1801. 
Even then, it was not for some years that the invention 
became easy to use, and duly profitable: so, in contem
plating the cotton manufactures, at this period,. we must 
remember that though the spinnmg was very perfectly 
done, the handloom weavers had the weaving business 
all to themselves. We have no records which can make 
us certain of 'tne number of persons employed in the 
cotto~-manufacture at the opening of the century. What 
we do know is that the mechanical inventions in which 
Arkwrigh.t led the way have added a permanent two 
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millions to our population: and that by the improvements 
of the last fifty years, less than half the number of hands 
can deal with the same amount of cotton as at the begin
ning of the century. The supposition has been offered 
that the number of cotton spinners in 1801 was about 
27,000: but this is little more than conjecture; and then, 
we know nothing of the'number of weavers. But of the 
condition of this part 9f our industrial population, we do 
know sometMng. We learn, by information laid before a 
Parliamentary Committee in 1833, that at the beginning 
of the century, a cotton spinner worked 74 hours in a 
week; for which his clear earnings were 328. 6d. We have 
seen what was then the price of bread. It is evident at 
a glance how inferior was the condition of an operative 
of that class then, in comparison with that of his suc
cessors, who work a shorter time, obtain higher wages, 
pay less for food, and have the advantage of this same 
cotton manufacture for cheap and cleanly clothing for 
themselves and their families. 

The mone,. value of our woollen exports in 1800 was 
about 6,000,000l.; that is, doubled within a. hundred 
years: but, as the price of wool had doubled also, it does 
not appear that the manufacture was on the increase. The 
population of Bradford, in those days, was under 30,000: of 
Huddersfield, under 15,000: of Leeds, 53,000. The city 
of Norwich, the chief seat of the bombazeen and camlet 
manufacture, was in a state of deep depression: and for 
the first ten years of the century, the population scarcely 
increased at all. Yet, the wear of woollen was much more 
general then than now, among the body of the people. 
Linen fabrics were expensive, and cotton not yet cheap.
The linen manufacture was on the increase; but not to any 
striking degree.-As for silk attire, there were few out 
of the highest classes who could afford morE) than an 
occasional indulgence in it .. A silk gown lasted a dozen 
years; and its purchase was a serious' event to a woman 
of the middle-class. A good deal of silk was smuggled 
into the countI'Y; and that which was manufactured at 
home was in the hands of a small population who,~hile 
prizing their monopoly as their heart's blood, were yet for 
ever oscillating between high prosperity and the deepest 
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distress. Birmingham and Sheffield were modest, middle
sized towns, whtm the centmy opened - Birmingham 
having under 74,000 inhabitants, and Sheffield less than 
46,000. The more languid manufactures grew under the 
protraction of the war, the heavier became the taxation: 
so that it requires some consideration to conceive how 
either capitalists or operatives lived in such times. 

There was less expenditure for amusement in those 
days. Travelling was seldom thought of by 'middle-class 
people, except for purposes of business. Middle-class 
families in the provincial towns and in the country lived 
on for five or ten years together, without a thought of 
stirring. The number of that class out of London who 
had ever seen London was very small. Few who lived in 
the inland counties had ever seen the sea. Mountain!! 
and Lakes were read and talked of almost as Rome and 
the Mediterranean. Little money was spent in travelling. 
Scarcely any wall IIpent on books, music, or piciures, 
Children and young people had cheaper schooling, and 
less of it, and fewer masters than now. Tl¥ business of 
living was done at home, more than now; especially the 
needlework, to the serious injury of female health. 'l'he 
routine of living, in orderly families, was so established 
that it did not vary 20Z. in amollnt for a series of years. 
To householders of this order, it was a bitter and ex" ' 
asperating thing to ~ee millions upon millions voted for 
carrying on thewaI"; and hundreds of thousands 4vished 
in rewards to military and naval officers; the tone 
of government, and of too large a proportion of parlia
ment being as if money was inexhaustible. From these 
middle-classes, taxed in property and income, taxed in 
bread and salt, taxed in the house over their heads and 
in the shoes on their feet, compelled to take their children 
from school, and to lower the destination of their sons, 
proceeded those deputations, and petitions, and demands 
and outcries, in the closing days of the century, that the 
King would .. dismiss his weak and wicked ministers." 
Such sufferers did not mince matters in those days, nor 
choose their terms with over civiUty: and certainly, the 
l'ecords of the time give a strong and painful impression 
that the ,government regarded the people with little . -
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other view than as a taxable and soldier-yielding mass, 
troublesome at best, but a nuisance when it in any way 
moved or spoke. To statesmen, the State, as a unit, was 
all in all; and it is really difficult to find any evidence 
that the people were thought of at all, except in the rela
tion of obedience. 

As for the operative 'class, their condition was often 
such as to make the student pause, and ask if he can be 
reading of orily fifty,years ago. The artisan found that 
since he began life, the expenses of living had become 
fivefold or more. Meat, which had been 4d. per lb. when 
he married, was now 9d. Butter was trebled in price, 
and sugar doubled, and malt quadrupled, and poor rate 
ql.liuiupled. 'I'he liability to military service was for 
ever impending. If he did not enrol himself as a 
volunteer, to the sacrifice of much time and money, he 
was liable to be drawn for the militia; and he must go 
soldiering, when required, or pay for a substitute. And 
the means for recruiting the regular army were put in 
force so variously and so stringently, that the wife and 
children lived in a perpetual dread that the mechanic or 
labourer would, some way or another, go for a soldier. 

,The proportion 'Was indeed very large. Besides the 
militia. and volunteer forces, of which the militia. alone 
consisted of 200,000 men at one time, the number of new 
soldiers raised in the first eight years of the war was 
208,388. Of these 49,000 had been killed, or had other
wise died of their service; and 76,000 had been sent home 
disabled. Out of the population of that time, this was a 
very serious proportion: and so plentiful a sprinkling of 
maimed and sickly returned soldiers, and of the widows 
and orphans of those who had never returned, was enough 
to destroy all sense of domestic security among the in
dustrial classes. They were told, and truly, how blessed 
their condition was in comparison with that of the 
inhabitants of the countries actually laid waste by the 
war. They were reminded, and properly, of their duty 
to the state, and the obligation they were nnder to con
tribute to its support. All this was very true: but not 
the less did those who lived near the coast dread the 
press-gang, and villagers every wljere abhor the recruiting 
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party. In merely opening the Annual Registers towards 
the close of the century, we light upon notices of riots on 
occasion of enrolling the militia, and burning the muster
rolls and books at market crosses; of mutiny in the fleet; 
of addresses to the King about the oppressions of the war 
80 tremendously worded as that magistrates rode in among 
the assemblage to stop the reading; and of one month (in 
1797) in which" most of the counties, cities, and towns of 
the kingdom petitioned his majesty for the removal of 
ministers, and the consequent restoration of peace."
While the course of daily living was thus hard to the 
working man, and his future precarious, the Law was 
very cruel. The records of the Assizes in the Chronicle 
of Events are sickening to read. The vast and absurd 
variety of offences for which men and women were sen
tenced to death by the score, out of which one-third or so 
were really hanged, gives now an impression of devilish 
levity in dealing with human life, and must, at the time, 
have precluded all rational conception, on the part of the 
many, as to what Law is-to say nothing oj that attach
ment to it, and reverence and trust in regard to it, which 
are indispensable to the true citizen temper. 

The general health was at a lower average among all 
these distresses, than was even safe for a people who 
might, at any moment, have to struggle for their existence. 
'l'he habit of intemperance in wine was still prevalent 
among gentlemen; so that we read of one public man 
after another whose death or incapacity was ascribable to 
disease from drinking. Members 'of the Cabinet, Members 
of Parliament, and others, are quietly reported to have 
said this and that when they were drunk. The spirit 
decanters were brought out in the evenings, in middle 
class houses, as a matter of course; and gout, and other 
liver and stomach disorders were prevalent to a degree 
which the children of our time have no conception of. 
During the scarcity, the diseases of scarcity abounded, 
of course. Hundreds ate nettles and other weeds; and 
without salt, which was then taxed 158. per bushel. 
Thousands of families adulterated their bread. More 
meat, however, was eaten by labourers, in ordinary times, 
than no;w. It was more commonly considered a part 
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of their necessary food: but when meat averaged 9d. 
per lb., as it did in 1800, it was out of the reach of the 
labouring class. An address of Dr. Ferriar to the work
ing people of Manchester in 1800, has been preserved. 
by which we see, not only how ripe was his wisdom in 
sanitary matters, but what were the sanitary conditions 
of the class and time. It is now believed that, at that 
l'eriod, the persons who daily washed from head to foot 
were extremely few; yet Dr. Ferriar counsels parents so 
to wash their children, in cold water, before they send 
them to work in the morning: 80 that he was thinking of 
others than infants. He warns the people against damp 
cellars, broken windows, stagnant air in back rooms, un
aired. bed-clothes, wet feet, work on an empty stomach, 
and pollution from slaughtElr-houses, and other foul places. 
He joins with the warning against ale-house indulgence . 
one which appears rather strange-" strolling in the fields 
adjoining to the town," which he seems to think a. rash 
exposure to cold. There was a. notion abroad at that time 
that the wors~ peril to health was from" catching cold," 
and hence the popular treatment of fever-by heat and 
exclusion of air.-The horrors of small-pox were the worst 
of the time. Well intended as was the introduction of 
Inoculation, and great as were its benefits to those properly 
submitted to it, it had the effect of enormously increasing 
the mortality from small-pox. Before, disease had come 
in a flood, every few years, and swept away thousands like 
a plague, diminishing in the intervals to a point almost 
below notice. After the practice of Inoculation became 
extensive, the infection was kept always afloat. The 
scourge was most fearful towards the close of the last 
century. Ninety-two in every thousand deaths weI'e from 
small-pox, in the last ten years: and in all our streets 
and villages and hospitals were the blind and diseased and 
disfigured who had survived. This was a woe about to be 
removed. Dr. Jenner had made and published his dis
covery; and Vaccination began to be practised in 1800. 
Whatever improvements may hereafter take place in 
sanitary management, this date must always stand con
spicuous in the history of the national health. 

In the midst of all other perplexities and troubles, 
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however levere, the condition of Ireland always remained 
the wOnlt-the crowning affiiction of the statesman. Be
fore the end of the American war, Ireland had been cruelly 
neglected as to her means of defence, her protection and 
comfort. A handful of dismounted cavalry and of invalid 
soldiery was sent in reply to the request of port towns 
and populous districts to be furnished with the means of 
defence. The Irish then very naturally took measures for 
defending themselves; and before the end of 1781, the 
Volunteers exhibited a force of 80,090 men. This force 
could now obtain whatever it pleased to ask: and it asked 
and obtained the absolute independence and supremacy 
of the Irish parliament-under the same relations to the 
throne as the English parliament. Superficial observers, 
and few othenl, hoped that now all would go well in 
Ireland. This was called a final settlement; and English 
people asked what more the Irish could possibly want.
They wanted (what could not be had) a faithful parlia
ment; a real representation. For want of this reality in 
their so-called representation, they were worse off" after 
this settlement than before. While the num~ers of Protes
tants in Ireland had been stationary, that of Catholics had 
been on the increase, till, from being two to one, they had 
now become four to one; and yet their House of Commons 
was returned almost entirely by the Orange interest. It was 
believed that about three-fourths of the 300 members were 
of the Orange party: and not less than 100 were place
men or pensionenl in the direct interest of the govern
ment. Such a scene of faction and jobbing has perhaps 
never been witnessed under the pretence of working at 
legislation. As might be expected, the unrepresented and 
oppressed had recourse to rebellion. They invited the 
French to come and annex them to France. The French 
came, and would .have annexed Ireland to France, but for 
a series of accidents, and some miscalculation of the force 
required. In 1797, the government were warned that an 
insurrection was meditated. They did not believe it, 
though there Wllre 500,000 men banded together in con
spiracy; and the militia who mounted guard in Dublin, 
and almost every where else throughout the island, would 
have let m, the insurgents" with the greatest pleasure in 
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life." But by the following March, no one pretended to 
have any doubt of the danger. The towns were nearly 
empty of men: and in the country, the cottages were full 
of 'Yomen and children who could give no account of any 
men belonging to them. In Dublin the name of every 
inhabitant was registered upon his door; the walls dis
played government proclamations: there were prayers in 
the churches for life and safety: the theatre and other 
public exhibitions were closed: the prisons overflowed: 
the lawyers in the Courts and the members in the parlia
ment House were in military uniform: a mournful satire 
on the "final settlement" of Ireland by means of an 
independent legislature. The outbreak was fearful. The 
mere cost of human life was not less than 70,000 lives, of 
which 50,000 were on the Irish side. And there was 
much else, besides the extinction of life, to make the Irish 
rebellion one of the most fearful and painful spectacles 
that the student of history can be compelled to look upon. 

As it was clear that Ireland could, in no case, be more 
misgoverned than by her present parliament, and it was 
probable that a British parliament, with all its short
comings, both of knowledge and of will, would give the 
people some better chance of improving their state than 
they had at present, the proposal to unite the legislatures 
gained adherents from this time forward, till the proposi
tion became affirmed by the London parliament in 1799. 
Mr. Pitt was sanguine about this being the shortest and 
easiest method of emancipating the Catholics: and he 
allowed this view so far to influence his conversation and 
conduct asthat the Catholics believed him pledged to pro
cure their I. emancipation, if they assisted in carrying the 
Union: an~ this in the face of the King's declaration that 
he would fav:our the Union if it conduced to the stability 
of the Church: if otherwise, not. The King was, pro
bably, told that all fear of Catholic ascendancy was put 
an end to by. blinging the Irish representation into a. 
really supremE\ parliament; while the Catholics might 
reasonably hOP~hat their numerical superiority must 
become underst d and recognized when the obstruction 
of the Protestan legislature in Dublin was done away. 
However this 'ght be, there was a. mistake. The 

\ 
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Catholics believed themselves to be consenting to the 
Union on a vital condition which was not fulfilled; and 
thus, as we shall see, did the Union turn out to be no 
more of a "final settlement" of Ireland than any pre
ceding arrangement. 

Imputations of other kinds of inducement, charges of 
"profligacy and corruption," were freely thrown out in 
the Irish parliament-house and elsewhere, in the first 
months of 1800: and from that day to this, the calmest 
approvers of the Irish Union have been observed to make 
l'eservations in regard to the means by which the assent 
of the Irish to the measure was obtained, Perhaps there 
was secret corruption: but it seems also probable that the 
surprising change of mind manifested by the Dublin 
parliament between the sessions of 1799 and 1800 might 
suggest suspicions of bribery, while in fact the members 
were only exhibiting another instance of the passion, 
short-sightedness, and consequent fluctuation, which too 
often characterized their proceedings, In 1799, the Irish 
parliament assented to the English parliaI!llentary resolu
tions in favour of the Union by a majority of only one 
vote, In the next year, the majorities on the same side 
were large; and in March, the two Houses agreed in an 
address to the King, assenting to the wisdom of the 
measure, Some members of both Houses, on both sides 
the Channel, implored the government to grant such delay 
as should be necessary for ascertaining the real feelings 
of the Irish nation on the subject: but this was refused 
by overwhelming majorities ; and the Act of Union re
ceived the royal assent on the 2nd of July, 1800. 

By this act, Great Britain and Ireland were henceforth 
to constitute one kingdom, and to be called" The United 
Kingdom" accordingly. There was to be one parliament: 
and in this parliament the spiritual peers of Ireland, and 
twenty-eight temporal peers, elected for life by the peers 
of Ireland, were to sit in the House of Lords, and one 
hundred memQers in the House of Commons. The Pro
testant churches of the two countries wel'e to be united. 
The two countries were to be on equal terms as regarded 
trade and navigation, and treaties with foreign powers. 
'l'he laws and courts of both kingdoms were to remain 
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unaltered. From the date of the Union, all Acts of Par
liament were to extend to Ireland, unless special exception 
were made. . The succession to the imperial crown was 
to be the same as heretofore to the two kingdoms. It 
was on the 2nd of August, 1800, that the Irish Parlia
ment met for the last time; and there is something 
affecting to those who have lived to watch the course of 
Irish affairs, in reading, at the end of half a century, the 
happy anticipations of .the Viceroy, that, under the pro. 
tection of Divine Providence, these united kingdoms 
would remain, in all future ages, the fairest monument of 
the reign in which their union took place. On the last 
day of the year and of the century, the King closed the 
last session of the British Parliament, which was now 
to become the Imperial Parliament. The occasion was 
indeed a mere adjournment for three weeks, as the House 
of Commons was in the midst of the business which at the 
time chiefly occupied the King's mind, and which he was 
impatient for the legislature to resume-the passing of 
measures rest{ictive on the use of flour, on account of the 
scarcity. Early in the year, a bill had passed which 
forbade the sale of bread that had been baked less than 
twenty-four hours. Next, laws were made which be
stowed bounties on the importation of corn and of fish; 
subjected millers to supervision by,the excise, and to a 
legal rate of profits; and stopped the distilleries, to save 
the barley. Other measures of the same tendency were 
so interesting to the King and Ministry, that we find no 
mention in the royal speech of the mighty event which was 
now to take place, except in a parenthetical kind of way 
-as a reason why there must be some delay about the 
Bread Bills, but no reason for the delay teing a long one. 
But that the speech stands before our eyes complete in 
the records of the time, we could hardly believe that such 
could be the close of the series of British parliaments, on 
the eve of the admission of the great Irish element. 

While there were some who objected to the Union alto
gether, as abolishing the nationality of Ireland, and who 
were convinced that nothing but British force and minis
terial corruption could have carried the measure, there 

. were other Irish patriots who entered protests against the 
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incompleteness of the change. They would have had the 
Viceroyalty abolished; and also all custom-houses on the 
opposite coasts of the Irish Channel; and they would 
have transferred their two Houses of Parliament complete 
into the British Legislature. The King thought the 
Viceroyalty might be abolished: and probably every one 
now wishes there had been free trade, from the beginning, 
between the two countries: but, as for other points, the 
political fusion must stop somewhere, if the Irish were to 
preserve anything distinctive at all, or to enter into the 
Union with any good will: and it is, in such cases, for an 
after time to perceive and decide where the fusion should 
stop. As will presently appear, there was something 
more pressing than this which had been neglected, and 
which made the subject of the Union the bitterest and the 
most disastrous that filled the minds of our statesmen for 
a long course of years. 

It is common to us to hear and to say that the temper 
of the times, fifty years ago, was warlike, though, in fact, 
the people were beginning to have, and.to express, a. 
passionate desire for peace. To say that the temper of 
the times was warlike gives no idea., to us who can 
!scarcely remember war times, of the sphit of violence, 
and the barbaric habits of thought and life, which then 
prevailed. Everything seems, .in the records, to have 
suffered a war change. The gravest annalists, the most 
educated public men, called the First Consul" the Cor" 
sican murderer," and so forth, through tl).e whole vocabu
lary of abuse. Nelson's first precept of professional mora.
lity was to hate. a Frenchman as you would the devil.· 
Government rule took the form of coercion; and popular 
discontent that of rebellion; and suffering that of liot; 
The passionate order of crime showed itself slaughterous: 
the mean. kind exercised itself in peculation of military 
and naval provisions. Affliction took its character from 
the war. 'fens of thousands of widows, and hundrcds 
of thousands of orphans, were weeping or starving in the 
midst of society; and among the starving were a. multi
tude of the families of employed sailors. who were sent off 
on long voyages, while their pay was three or four years 
in arreaL The mutiny, which spread half round our 
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coasts, was a natural, almost a necessary consequence. 
Because it was "suppressed," it does not follow that the 
feelings connected with it were extinguished. In Wilber
force's Diary we find an expression of strong regret that 
"the officers do not love the sailors," such being, he 
observes, the consequence of fear entering into such a 
relation-fear on the part of superiors. The sufferings 
from bad seasons, again, were aggravated by a taxation 
growing heavier every· year, and money running shorter 
every day-all on account of the war. The very sports 
of the time took their character from the same class of 
influences. The world went to see reviews, at which the 
"King (when well. ) appeared on horseback. Then there 
were illuminations for victories: and funerals of pro.
iligious grandeur, when military and naval officers of 
emine\lce were to be buried in places of honour. There 
were presentations of jewelled swords, in provincial cities 
as well as in London: and, from the metropolitan theatre 
to the puppet-show, there were celebrations and repre
sentations off-combats by sea or land. The inhabitants 
of towns came to their windows and doors at the tramp 
of cavalry j ladies presented colours to regiments j and 
children played at soldiers on the village green. Prayers 
and thanksgivings in church and chapel--services utterly 
confounding now to the moral sense of a time which has 
leisure to see that Christianity is a religion of brotherly 
lov&-then met with a loud response which had in it a 
hard tone of worldly passion: and from church and 
chapel, the congregation took a walk to see the Sunday 
drill. Manufacturers and tradesmen contested vehemently 
for army and navy contracts j and the bankrupt list in 
the Gazette showed a large proportion of dependents on 
army and navy contractors who could not get paid. If 
the vices and miseries of the time took their character 
from the war, there was a fully corresponding mani
festation of virtue. From Pitt at the head, down to 
the humblest peasant or the most timid woman in the re
motest corner of the kingdom, all who were worthy were 
animated by the appeals of the times, and magnanimity 
came out in all directions. The courage was not only in 
the Nelsons and the Wellesleys: it was in the soul of tho 
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sailor's love, and the grey-haired father of the soldier. 
when their hearts beat at the thought of battle and the 
threat of invasion. The self-denial was found all abroad. 
from the Pitt who could respectfully support an Addington 
Ministry. and a Wilberforce who curtailed his luxuries, 
and exceeded his income by S,OOOZ. in" one year, to feed 
the poor in the scarcity, down to the sister who dismissed 
her brother to the wars with a smile, and the operative 
who worked extra hours when he should have slept-all 
BUBta.ined alike by the thought that they were obeying 
a call of their country. It was a phase of the national 
life which should be preserved in vivid representation, 
for its own value, as well as because it may be a curious" 
spectacle to a future age. 

CHAPTER II. 
• 1&. Pitt-The Catholio Question in the Cabinet-Proposed Change of 

Ministry-Illness of the King-The Northern Confederacy-English 
Fleet in the Baltio-Battle of Copenhagen-Armistice-Pacifio 
Convention-Expedition to Egypt-Battle of Abookeer-Death of 
Abercromhy-French Evacuation of Egypt-Mr. Pitt's Resignation 
-Mr. Addington-Peace Negotiations-Preliminaries signed
Terms of the Treaty of AlDie_Definitive Treaty signed-{lSOl-2.] 

THE first days of the new century-not the first years or 
months, but the first days-present a. picture of the 
faults a.nd weaknesses of statesmanship, which will make 
it a wonder through all historic time that the British 
nation preserved ita. place in the world. After putting 
together the facts yielded by the various records of the 
time, and thus ebtaining a clear view of the intrigues, the 
selfishness, the ignorance, the foolishness, the mutual 
deceit and misunderstandings, of the parties on and about 
the throne, the student of history draws a long breath of 
thankfulness al1d surprise that the nation should have 
escaped falling into a political chaos, and thus b'ecoming 
an easy prey to foreign foes. Some parts of the story 
remain obscure; but the greater portion has of late become 
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sufficiently clear to explain and justify Lord Malmes
bury's exclamation in soliloquy," We forget the host of 
enemies close upon us, and everybody's mind thinks on 
one object only, unmindful that all they are contending 
about may vanish and disappear if we are subdued by 
France." 

The chief obscurity is' how such things as are now to 
be disclosed could happen under the premiership of 
Mr. Pitt. The mystery of the particulars of his conduct 
must remain: but a. careful study of the men involved 
with him seems to yield a general impression that Mr. 
Pitt's chief fault was an undue self-reliance, leading him 
to a careless treatment of the King, a. want of considera
tion to his colleagues, and a too easy trust that he could 
manage difficulties as they arose, by means of resources 
which had never yet failed him. His temper was so 
sanguine as to impair his sagacity throughout his whole 
career. He was always found trusting our allies abroad 
-not only their good faith and ability, but their good 
fortune. He was always found expecting that the 
Austrians would defeat Napoleon in the next battle; 
believing that the plan of every campaign was admirable 
and inexpugnable; immoveably convinced that what he 
considered the right must prevail-not only in the long 
run, but at every step. If his fortitude of soul and sweet
ness of temper had not incessantly overborne his imper. 
fection of judgment, his career must have ended very 
early; for his failures were incessant. Such a repetition 
of failures would not have been permitted to any man 
whose personal greatness and sweetness did not overbear 
other people's faculties as much as his own. If it is 
impossible now to read his private letters, written in the 
darkest hours of his official adversities, without a throb
bing of the heart at the calm fortitude and indomitable 
hopefulness of their tone, it may be easily conceived how 
overpowering was the influence of these qualities over 
the minds of the small men, and the superficial men, 
and the, congenial men, and the affectionate idolators, by 
whom he was surrounded. If any of these doubted 
whet,her the Austrians would win the next battle, 'it was 
l\ot till they went home and sank into themselves; and 
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then they did not tell him 80. If any of them feared 
Napoleon more than they trusted plans of a campaign, it 
was not while his bright eye was upon them, and his 
eloquence of hope was filling their ears: and when they 
relapsed into dread, they did not tell him so. The 
restless, suspicious, worrying, obstinate, ignorant mind 
of the half-insane King was laid at rest for the hour when 
they were together; and the charm which invested the 
minister made him for those hours the sovereign over his 
master. It was no wonder that all this did him harm, 
and tended to impair still further his already weak 
sagacity. When he carried his accustomed methods into 
the conduct of critical affairs of domestic politics, it could 
not be but that, sooner or later, he must find himself 
involved in some tremendous difficulty. He was always 
kept in the dark about one thing or another that it was 
important for him.to know.· Nobody ever hinted to him 
that he was wrong: nobody ever called him to account: 
there were none but party foes to show him the other 
side of any question. Holding ,his head hip above the 
jobbers and self-seekflrs about him, and never looking 
down into their dirty tricks, or giving ear to their selfish 
cravings, except to get rid of them by gratifying them 
-too easily, no doubt, but with a heedless contempt; 
resorting for sympathy and counsel to the best of his 
friends, and then finding little but open-hearted idolatry, 
it is no wonder that he was unguarded, over-confident, 
and virtually, though not consciously, despotic. Des
potio he was throughout. His comr.w.es, including the 
King, revelled in the despotism, on account of its charm. 
The suffering people felt the worst of the despotism 
without any of the charm. While this host of sufferers 
was growing restless under the burdens of the war, 
and some of them frantio under the repression of their 
civil liberties ; while the Northern Powers were banding 
against us, to out off our oommerce and humble our 
naval pride; while Napoleon was marshalling his 500,000 
soldiers on their' coast, so that they could be seen from 
our cliffs on a sunny day; while the frame of the great 
minister was wearing down under tho secret griefs and 
mortificati9JlS which he never breathed to human ear, 

J) 
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he involved himseif by his constitutional and habitual 
faults in a fog of difficulty, which darkened the opening 
of the new century, and poisoned his peace and his life. 
He scarcely abated the loftiness of his carriage in the 
midst of it: he manifested a higher magnanimity than 
ever before: his patience and gentleness almost intoxi
cated the moral sense of his adorers: he seemed to forget 
all cares in reading Aristophanes and reciting Horace or 
Lucan with his young'friend Canning under the trees at 
sunset, or kept together parties of friends-ladies, children, 
and all-round the fireside till past midnight, by his flow 
of rich discourse; but his spirit was breaking. He had 
learned what fear was: and it was a fear which brought 
remorse with it. No remorse for the slaughter of the 
war; no remorse for the woes of widows and orphans; no 
remorse for having overborne the Englishman's liberty 
of speech and political action. About these things he 
appears to have had no sensibility. He had no popular 
sympathies; though he certainly would have had, if the 
people had ei("er come before his eyes, or he had had that 
high faculty of imagination which might have brought 
them before the eye of his mind. To him the people 
were an abstraction; and he had no turn for abstractions. 
The nearest aI>proach he made to entertaining abstrac-' 
tions was in acting for the national glory and inter
national duty. His view was probably right as far as it 
went: but it was imperfect-so imperfect, that he may 
be pronounced unfit for such a place as he held, in such 
times. His remorse was for nothing of this kind; but for 
his having dono that which caused a. return of the 
King's insanit.y, and, by that consequence, compelled him 
to break faith with the Catholics. He a.lways denied
and everybody believes him-that any express pledge 
was given to the Catholics: but nobody denies that those 
of them who agreed to the Union did so under an autho
rized expectation that they might send representatives 
out of their own body to Parliament. This expectation 
he found himself compelled to disappoint. He was not one 
to acknowledge the effect upon himself of such a difficulty 
as had arisen through his means: but all who loved 
him immediately saw, a.nd those who opposed him soon 
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learned, that the peace of his mind and the brilliancy of 
his life were overshadowed. But a short term of life re
mained: and that had much bitterness in it-so much 
that it was truly a bitterness unto death. He died 
broken-hearted. 

What he had now done was this :-In January 1799, 
he declared, in the debate on the Union, that no change 
ought to be made in the Test Acts until" the conduct of 
the Roman Catholics should be such as to make it safe for 
the government to admit them to further privileges, and 
until the temper of the times should be favourable to such 
a measure." As months passed on, however, the minister 
saw more and more clearly how harmless such a proportion 
of Catholics as could be sent from Ireland would be in the 
British parliament, though their vast preponderance in 
their own island had prevented all thoughts of admitting 
them there to legislative offices. Mr. Windham, Lord Gren
ville, and many others of Mr. Pitt's habitual associates, 
agreed with him in this; and it is clear that they often 
talked the matter over, and discuBBed the se(Jlrities which 
might be deemed sufficient, till they became so familiarized 
with the subject as to grow careless and indiscreet. The 
Catholics knew what they were thinking about, and the 
King did not. That is, the King knew something of his 
minister's opinion, from conversation with him in an 
ordinary way: but Mr. Pitt neglected to give the due 
official int~mation to the King, when the subject of ad
mitting Catholics to parliament became one of official 
discussion. When, at the beginning of 1801, the King 
was told by Lord Spencer that the subject had been under 
consideration so far back as the preceding August, he was 
deeply offended. This disrespectful carelessne!1s of Mr. Pitt 
was a fair occasion for self-seekers and enviers to take 
advantage of the minister's neglect, and the Sovereign's 
wp,aknesses. Lord Auckland seems to have made the first 
move-he who, after these efforts to displace Mr. Pitt, 
mentioned himself as thought of for Prime Minist!lr, but 
who remained only a joint holder of the office of Post
master-General with Lord Charles Spencer. He and the 
Chancellor, J"ord Loughborough, wrought together in the 
autumn, with deep secrecy: but such secrets cannot for 
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ever be hidden: and the transaction is now well under
stood. In September, the Chancellor called on the Duke 
of Portland, and asked him what he thought of the plan for 
Catholic emancipation at that time in discussion among 
the ministers. Finding the Duke favourable to the 
measure, he proposed to leave with him a paper he had 
written, setting forth the anti-catholic view. This paper 
J'eached the King on . the 13th of December. Meantime, 
and in Mnceit with t1iis action of the Chancellor, Lord 
Auckland, also a member of the Administration, wrote 
(with strong injunctions of secrecy as regarded himself) 
to his brother-in-law, the Archbishop of Canterbury, telling 
him that he considered it his duty to inform him that a 
measure was in contemplation whioh would be fatal to the 
Church; and to suggest to him that it was his duty, as 
Primate, to lay warnings before the King. 'fhe Arch
bishop consulted the Primate of Ireland and the Bishop 
of London, and then wrote the desired warning to the 
King, who was at Weymouth at that time. The King 
wrote a long;r.remonstrance to his minister, which not only 
showed, but -avowed, that he knew what was going on. 
After this, it would be absurd to say that the King was 
kept in the dark, later than the autumn: but there was 
still nQ such official communication as the importance of 
the subject required: and the effect of the consequent 
irritation on the weak brain of t.he old man could be no 
matter of surprise to anybody. . 

In September, Lord Castlereagh, then the young Chief 
Secretary for Ireland, brought over the scheme for Catholio 
emancipation which was considered the best: and if, as 
there appears to be no doubt, this was the" the plan of 
Lord C--," whic]:t is freely handled in the Chancellor's 
paper, the King must have known aU about it at least 
for some weeks: yet, at the levee on the 28th of January, 
the day after Mr. Pitt had laid the matter before him, the 
King said to Mr. Henry Dundas, then Secretary of State, 
"Wha,t is this that this young lord has brought over. 
which they are going to throw at my head? I . shall 
reckon any man my personal enemy" (and this he said 
also to Mr. Windham on the same day) "who proposes 
any such measure. The mast Jacobinical thing I ever 
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heard of." Dundas's answer was, "You will find among 
those who are friendly to that measure some whom you 
never supposed your enemies."-The next day, January 
29th, after Mr. Addington had been re-chosen Speaker of 
the Commons, and while the swearing-in of members was 
proceeding, the King wrote to the Speaker, to ask his in
tervention. "I wish he would. from himself, open Mr. 
Pitt's eyes on the danger arising from the agitating this 
improper question, which may prevent his ever speaking 
to me on a subject on which I can scarcely keep my 
temper, and also ¥is giving great apprehension to every 
true member of our Uhurch," &0. It was not only his 
temper that the King could not keep. Bis wits were 
going. Be called to General Garth one day at this time, 
to ride up close to him: and said he had had no sleep 
the last night, and felt bilious and unwell: that the 
reason was that Mr. Pitt had applied to him to emancipate 
the Catholics. On arriving at Kew, the General was 
desired to find the Coronation Oath in the library, and to 
read it aloud. The King. as usual, beggin~ the question 
about the liberty of the Catholics being fatal to the Pro
testant religion, declared with vehemence that he would 
rather beg his bread from door to door all through Europe 
than break his oath by consenting to the measure. 

Mr. Addington, whose genius was not for correct re
presentation, carried to the poor King a report of Mr. 
Pitt's yielding, which filled his heart with joy for the 
hour. But before night the mistake was discovered by 
a letter arriving from the Minister-calm, unbending 
and decisive as to his opinion and intentions on the great 
question. This was on Saturday, January 31st. When 
the Speaker waited on the King by appointment that 
evening, after the arrival of Mr. Pitt's letter, he was 
greeted with a command to undertake the conduct of 
affairs. When he would have declined, the King said to 
him, very earnestly, " Lay your hand upon your heart, and 
ask yourself where I am to turn for support if !Jou do 
not stand by me." Mr. Pitt's comment, when his friend 
Addington went to relate it to him, was, "I see nothing 
but ruin, Addington, if you hesitate." 

According to the King's own account, it was on the 
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next day, Sunday, February 1st, that Mr. Dundas waited 
on him to endeavour to convey to him the minister's view 
of the matter in dispute: and it is believed to have been 
on this occasion that the sovereign would not listen to 
their construction of the oath which he made his plea. 
When told that the engagement related to the monarch's 
executive, and not his legislative action, the King ex
claimed, "None of your Scotch metaphysics, Mr. Dundas!" 
-On the same day, Mr. Pitt sent in what he intended to 
be his letter of resignation, after he had held the Premier
ship for seventeen years. ,His master's attachment to 
him waS so strong that, in his reply, he left as wide an 
opening as his troubled mind would allow for the minis
ter. to recede; but Mr. Pitt's rejoinder was as unbending 
and explicit as before: and on the 5th, his resignation 
was courteously accepted; and Mr. Addington proceeded to 
attempt to form an administration. The work was diffi
cult: for the most capable of Mr. Pitt's friends went out 
with him; Mr. Dundas, Lord Grenville, Lord Spencer, and 
Mr. WindhaDl. It was no ordinary occasion of changing 
the rulers of the empire. While inferior men-the self
seekers, who thought politics were ordained to fill their 
pockets and magnify their names-were hard to please, 
complaining that an income of 2000l. a year was too little, 
and striving to get poor relations and even their butlers 
and valets provided for in small offices, better men all over 
the kingdom saw that on this arrangement depended 
the allegiance (of the heart, at least) of Ireland, and the 
mighty question of peace or war with France, and with 
the banded powers of the North. The choice of ministers 
was restricted: for the new Premier was hedged in 
between the parties of Pitt and Fox; and it was difficult 
to see how, if the King maintained his ground about the 
Catholio question, he could avoid choosing his most 
capable ministers from out of the ranks of Opposition. 
It would have been a hard task for a man of more ability 
than Mr. Addington. Mr. Pitt's magnanimity came to 
the resoue. He offered to sustain the new minister with 
his whole force; and' it came to be presently understood 
that he would be virtually minister, while retaining his 
independence on the Catholio question. The country 
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therefore supposed that the decision was made for con
tinued war. 

The King's mind was, however, too much disturbed to 
subside. On the 6th of February, the day after Mr. 
Addington's acceptance of office, the King read his coro
nation oath to his family, asked them if they understood 
it, and declared, "If I violate it, I am no longer legal 
sovereign of this country, but it falls to the House of 
Savoy." 

The secret of the change of ministry was now oozing 
out, and causing intense excitement from its connexion 
with the War question; and the 'public agitation reacted 
on the King. On the 7th, Mr. Addington gave the cus
tomary dinner, as Speaker, to a large number of guests, 
who all secretly knew what. was about to happen. On 
the 8th, Mr. Pitt and his successor were observed to dine 
together without witnesses. On the 9th, all London 
was speculating on the arrangements. On the 10th, Mr. 
Addington resigned the Speakership, to which he had 
been elected a few days before; and on ille 11th, the 
Attorney-General, Sir John Mitford, resigning his office 
'for the purpose, succeeded to the Speakership. A letter 
from the King to Mr. Addington, of that date, is clear 
and sensible; the well-known letter which declares his 
opinion that the office of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland would 
be abolished after a time, though it was necessary at first 
to continue it, in order to extinguish the system of Irish 
jobbing, and to show that the Viceroy himself ·could only 
recommend to office, while the real patronage rested with 
the Imperial government. A note of the next day, how
ever, exulting in the election of the Speaker, manifests 
strong excitement. On that day, the 12th, some mortifica
tion occurred in the resignation of Mr. Canning, then a 
rising young man whom the new Minister would have 
been glad to retain on account of his brilliant abilities. 
Mr. Pitt urged his young friend to remain: but it was 
Canning who had urged Mr. Pitt not to yield the point on 
which he went 'out of office, saying that for three years 
past so many concessions had been made to the King's 
prejudices, and so many important measures overruled by 
them, that the government was materially weakened j 
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and it was high time, for the sake of the country, to make 
a stand against the evil influences which swayed the King. 
Resigning for such reasons as these, Mr. Canning was a 
great loss. The first hint we find of the recognition of 
Mr. Addington's incapacity for his new position is in Mr. 
Canning's promise to Mr. Pitt not to laugh at the appoint
ment of the new Premier .. Lord.Malmesbury already saw 
the hollowness of the state of things, when such " sneer
ing" went on' in private, while public professions of sup
port were made which seem to justify the poor King's 
almost ludicrous reliance on his obsequious new minister. 
On the 13th, we find ·the King clinging to the hope that 
Mr. Pitt had been led on to ~is " rash step" of advocating 
the cause of the Catholics, and that" his own good heart " 
now impelled him to make reparation in the form of 
support of his successor. On the same day, the King 
remained long in church, as it was the day appointed for 
a general fast. He caught cold; and the next day wrote 
letters which show hurry and excitement. "God forbid 
he should b~ ill I " writes Lord Malmesbury on the 17th. 
It was a most critical point of time. Lord Colchester's 
diary reports that he never saw more trepidation in the 
House-more anxiety and concern on the ministerial side, 
or more eagerness in the opposition. And Mr. Pitt had 
not resigned. The painful interview with him was im
pending when the King was taken ill. On the 18th, the 
King was observed to talk very loud, and it became known 
that he had for some time used violent expressions about 
the Catholic question, saying that it might bring the 
advocates of emancipation to the gibbet. In a few hours 
more, his madness could not be concealed; and the im
mediate occasion was so clear that Mr. Pitt never recovered 
the shock. On the 23rd, the poor King said, after some 
hours of moody silence, "I am better now, but I will re
main true to the Church." No wonder Mr. Pitt was ill 
too; "very unwell-much shaken-gouty and nervous." 
The Prince of Wales took the matter more easily. While 
his father's derangement was filling all minds with concern 
and dismay, he went to a concert at Lady Hamilton's, and 
there said aloud to Calonne, the French ex-minister, " Have 
you heard that my father is as mad as ever?" Such was 
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the Prince who must be Regent, if the illneBB continued; 
and it was another heavy anxiety to Mr. Pitt. There was 
worse to come, however. That which finally broke his 
spirit about the Catholic question, and made him surrender 
all care for his political honour on that pressing subject, 
was a message from the King, sent by his physician in the 
first week of March. .. Tell him," said the King to Dr. 
Willis, .. I am now quite well; quite recovered from my 
illneBB; . but what has he not to answer for who is the 
cause of my having been ill at all?" Hard and unreason
able as now appears this punishment of a statesman for a 
sincere and inevitable conviction-()r, at most, for some 
carelessness in the management of the topic--it was too 
much for the courage of one already 80 shaken; Mr. Pitt 
wrote a submissive letter to the King, and pledged himself 
never to stir the subject more. 

The King was, however, not 80 well as he himself be
lieved. For several weeks afterwards we find notices of 
his being indiscreet, sentimental, and restleBB; of the 
Prince of Wales insinuating that he W8.j completely 
deranged; of acute observers fearing that he would sink 
into fatuity; of the Queen and Princesses appearing 
with swollen eyes and depressed countenances. And' 

'already, throughout this month of March, the· new 
Premier-actually not yet in office, because Mr. Pitt had 
had no opportunity of resigning the seals-was planning 
a Peace, though no one could conceive how the venture 
was to be made of mentioning it tQ the King: When 
once Mr. Pitt had yielded the Catholic question, there 
seemed to be no reason why he should not continue 
minister: and there is no doubt that it was the ardent 
wish of the King that he should; and the wish also of 
all who feared a hasty and inglorious peace, such as the 
new Premier showed a disposition to make. But Mr. 
Addington, though he had so lately declared himself to 
be "a mere locum tenens for Mr. Pitt," now showed, an in
disposition to go out; and Mr. Pitt was quite as reluctant 
to come in. He' was enfeebled and subdued for the time 
-wanted to go into the country and be' quiet-and even 
encouraged Mr. Addington to make Peace, declaring
what was ,indeed true, and had been true for years past-
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that the finances of the country required it. After this, 
the Premier was so bent on peace that grave apprehensions 
were entertained about the sacrifices that he would make 
for the sake of it: and some even hoped, as a· last chance 
for the natiQnal dignity, that Napoleon would assume his 
most overbearing manner; a manner too overbearing to 
be tolerated even by an abject minister, and an exhausted 
people. Before March w~ out, the court ladies were 
enabled to whisper that the Cape, Minorca, and Gibraltar 
-which Lord St. Vincent declared to be of no value-
were to be given up. Others supposed that BOme mark 
of complaisance to the Emperor Paul of Russia would be 
required; that absurd tyrant whom all the world was 
beginning to conclude to be crazy. In February, Paul 
had ordered his cruisers to take all ships going to England. 
In March, he was moody and savage about England, and 
sequestrating British property as fast as he could lay 
hands on it, in prosecution of the quarrel about the right 
of search claimed and exercised by England, in order to 
prevent the iupply of naval stores to the vessels of the 
enemy-the Northern Powers all, at that time, leaning 
towards France. The hungry people within our island, 

. suffering under an infliction of scarcity of several years' 
duratio~, dreaded the closing of the Baltic ports, and the 
cutting off of the supply of corn 'from. thence. Before 
the middle of March, 'a fleet was sent, under Sir Hyde 
Parker, to the Baltic, to back what was to be said by our 
representatives at the Northern Courts about the late treat
ment of the British in their ports, and on their seas: and 
events occurred, even before the month was out, which 
settled the points of what the behaviour of the English 
should be to the Emperor Paul, and what access they 
should have to.the ports of the Baltic. 

In the preceding December, Paul had issued a challenge 
to the crowned heads of Europe, to settle their disputes 
by single combat with him, each being attended by his 
Prime Minister. To the English, the idea of their stout, 
elderly sovereign engaging in such a combat, within 
closed lists, with Mr. Pitt for his squire, was so ludicrous, 
that it settled with them the question of the Emperor's 
sanity. A succession of whims, some of humour and some 
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of cruelty, kept up the impression. As the spring opened. 
his family became wretched, his subjects in despair, his 
enemies and allies perplexed and annoyed. As for him
self, he grew suspicious and alarmed; and it is believed 
that if he had lived another day or two, he would have 
shut up his own BOns in a fortress. On the night of the 
21st of March, ten persons, who had resolved that such a 
state of things must be put an end to, by coercing the 
Emperor, or worse, supped together, and drank freely. 
It is thought that they did not intend to murder him 
when they went to his room: but he was dead before 
they left it. The Empress Dowager was the only person 
who seemed to reprobate and resent the act. The next 
morning, the people were seen embracing in the streets, 
and shedding tears of joy: and the intimations to foreign 
courts that a stroke of apoplexy had deprived RUBsia of 
her sovereign were received without any show of regret 
elsewhere than in London. . 

While these things were going on at St. Petersburg, the 
British fleet bound for the Baltic was prepar2g to venture 
the passage of the Sound, in order to seek a remedy at 
Copenhagen for the failure of our negotiations there. 
When Sir Hyde Parker was hesitating whether to proceed 
by the Sound, under the guns of Cronenburg Castle, or 
round by the Belt, Nelson, the second in command, said, 
"Let it be by the Sound, or the Belt, or any way; only 
lose not an hour." By the Sound they went at last--on 
the 30th of March-before the death of Paul was known 

. abroad. The guns of Cronenburg Castle did no harm, as 
no attack was made from the other shore, and the British 
fleet passed safely within a mile of the Swedish coast. 
'fhis fleet consisted of eighteen sail of the line, accom
panied by frigates and smaller vessels. The force of the 
hostile allies was much larger-numbering forty sail of 
the line or more: but everybody knew that the higher 
naval skill of the British, and the union of their fleet under 
one command, must largely compensate for inferiority 
of force. When the time for attack was come, Nelson 
offered to go into action with ten ships of the line. His 
admiral gave him twelve, remaining at the entrance of the 
Sound witJ;L the rest. The channel was narrow and intri-
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cate, and the Danes had removed all the buoys: but this 
was not an obstacle which could deter Nelson. He had 
the channel sounded. and new buoys placed, by daily and 
nightly diligence. till on the 1st of April his ships were 
ranged off the end of tho shoal in front of Copenhagen, 
ready to advance the remaining two leagues as soon as the 
wind should serve. The next morning, the wind was fair ; 
but the pilots showed themselves unfit for their office. 
Nelson always afterwards said that it was the unequalled 
difficulty of the navigation which. made the glory of the 
victory of Copenhagen. The master of one of the English 
vessels, Mr. Bryerly, undertook to lead the fleet, and 
removed from the Bellona to the Edgar for the purpose. 
By 10 o'clock the action began. '1'he difficulties were 
many and great; and no fewer than three of the ships 
presently grounded. The indecision and delays of Sir 
Hyde Parker had throughout been very trying to Nelson., 
who felt that on the immediate action of this fleet de
pended the issue of the quarrel b~tween Great Britain 
and the No~hem Powers. If the Baltic allies could be 
humbled at the outset of hostilities, war might be extin
guished oD, one side, and our prospects much improved on 
the other; for there was no doubt that the Northern Con
federacy was instigated by France. Seeing this, Nelson 
had found it hard to bear the loss of time, and appearance 
of weakness caused by the indecision of his superior 
officer: but he had more 'to bear this day. At the end of 
three hours, when the exterior defences of the Danes were 
not yet destroyed; when he had not got access to their 
great ships; when signals of distress were flying from the 
mast-heads of three of the British ships, and the three 
which were sent as a reinforcement could not make their 
way to the scene of action, Sir Hyde Parker signalled to 
discontinue the engagement. Nelson knew that this would 
be ruin, and felt that all might yet be well. He resolved 
to disobey. In the mood of sublime jesting which heroes 
now and then manifest in moments of exigency, he put the 
glass to his blind eye, and turning towards the reserve, 
declared that he saw no such signal. He kept up his own 
-that for close action; and, as he hoped, his comrades 
had their attention so closely fixed on his proceedings and 
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orders 8.8 not to observe the signal of the Commander-in
chief. It was 80 with all except" the gallant good Riou," 
as N elaon called him. He was 80 placed 8.8 to be compelled 
to see and obey the order to retire. AB he unwillingly 
withdrew his little squadron of frigates, sloops, and fire.. 
ships, he exclaimed, "What will Nelson think of us?" 
But & fatal shot in a few moments ended his anguish. 
None of the other commanders were aware that they were 
fighting against orders. Before two o'clock, the Danes 
had nearly ceased firing; and their exterior line of defence 
had surrendered. 

By 8.8suming victory at this moment, Nelson obtained 
it. The truth was that the Danish line was uninjured; 
and that his own squadron was in great peril from the 
diffioultyof the navigation. He really was deeply touched, 
at the same time, by the gallantry of the Danes who 
remained on board the surrendered vessels, who were fired 
upon at once by the batteries on shore and by the British 
ships; by the latter on account of the refusal of the con
quered to be boarded by the boats of the Briiiah. Nelson 
went to his cabin, and wrote that letter to the Crown 
Prince which he would not close with a wafer, because 
he ohose to avoid all appearance of haste. He called for a 
candle, and made a large seal. This letter, sent with a 
flag of truce, declared that Vice-Admiral Nelson had orders 
to spare Denmark when resistance ceased: that the line of 
defence had surrendered: but that, unless the firing on the 
part of the Danes was stopped, he should be compelled to 
bum his prizes, without being able to save the men, whom 
he had much rather consider the brethren than the foes of 
the British. In half an hour, an answering flag of truce 
arrived, and the firing ceased. The Crown Prince desired 
to know the object of the note he had received. The reply 
was that humanity was Nelson's objeot: that he therefore 
consented that hostilities should be suspended; that the 
wounded Danes should be permitted to go ashore; and 
that the rest of the prisoners should be removed from the 
surrendered vessels before they were burned. In conclu
sion, Nelson declared that he should consider this the 
greatest victory he had ever gained, if it should lead to a 
reconciliation between England and Denmark. He now 
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turned over the negotiation to Sir Hyde Parker, and lost 
not a moment in extricating his ships from their perilous 
position. His own vessel and three more were aground on 
the shoal for many hours. As he left his ship, he observed 
that he might be hanged for fighting against orders; but 
he did not care. Twenty-four hours' truce were imme
diatelyagreed on; and this set him comparatively at ease. 
He went ashore to confer with the Crown Prince; and the 
people received him with shouts and thanksgivings, on 
account of his humanity to the .conquered. His plain
speaking to the prince, while only natural to him, was a 
better policy than any other man could have adopted. 
When asked why he had thus forced his way hither, 
and given battle, he said it was to crush the Northern 
Confederacy: and he pointed to the minister Bernsdorf, 
who was present, and accused him of being the author of 
the Confederacy, and answerable for the mischief that 
had been done. In the course of five days, an armistice 
of fourteen weeks was agreed on-the terms being, of 
oourse, favo ... rable to the British, without any new inflic
tion on the Danes. 

The first object now was to get away safely. Sir Hyde 
Parker proceeded· with the least injured ships, leaving 
Nelson. to refit the othel'S and follow. The dangers and 
delays were great from the character of the navigation: 
and prodigious waS the astonishment of the Baltio allies 
when the British fleet emerged from the dangerous 
ohannels into their great gulf. The Russian fleet was 
frozen up at Revel. The Swedish squadron, oonsisting 
of only six ships of the line, was at sea; and the 
Commander-in-ohief went in searoh of it, and found it. 
The Swedes had no chanoe, in the absenoe of their allies; 
and their king had never liked the oonfederaoy he was 
oompelled to join: so there was no diffioulty in alTanging 
an armistice in that qual·ter too. Before the British fleet 
oould reach the Russian, a messenger from the Russian 
ambassador at Copenhagen overtook Sir Hyde Parker, 
with news of the death of Paul, and of the willingness of 
his successor, the young Alexander, to be at peaoe with 
England. 

Sir Hyde Parker thought the affair now virtually con~ 
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eluded, and turned homewards. Nelson was again grieved 
-grieved at a precipitation as imprudent, in his eyes, as 
the former delays. The negotiations with Russia had 
IItill to be transacted; the wind was fair for Revel; and 
there seemed no reason why the :fleet should not. remain 
in the Baltic, to keep the diplomatists to their business, 
and be on the spot in case of failure. He soon had it all 
his own way. On the 5th of May, Sir Hyde Parker re
ceived his recall, and Nelson was appointed to the full 
command. 

After putting a watch upon the Swedes, he hastened to 
Revel. to bring the Russians to a separate account for the 
injuries which British subjects and property had under
gone from the outrageous proceedings of Paul. But the 
delays of the late Commander-in-chief had afforded oppor
tunity for the Russian vessels to get out, and repair to a 
safer place, where they could be protected by the batteries 
of Cronstadt. Messages of distrust passed between him 
and the Russian government: and it was the end of the 
month before the Russian admiral. sent to SiB after him, 
to offer amicable explanations, came to an understanding 
with him: but early in June, letters from St. Petersburgh 
reached him at Rostock, which granted all he wished. 
They declared that all the persons and properly seized 
and sequestrated by the late Emperor were ordered to be 
given up; that the late misunderstandings were a matter 
of pure regret; and that a visit from himself would give 
great pleasure at the Court of Russia. Nelson was ill, 
and had already applied for leave to return home. His 
frame, exhausted by the wear and tear of his previous 
service, could not endure the climate of the Baltic; and 
hiB return was a matter of life or death. So he could not 
accept the invitation from St. Petersburgh, but returned 
home. The mode of his return was characteristic. He 
thought it even now too soon to weaken the Baltic :fleet 
by the withdrawal of a single frigate; and, though he 
always suffered grievously from sea-sickness in a small 
vessel, he chose to come home in a brig. He quitted the 
Baltic on the 19th of June. Two days before, a pacific 
convention between Great Britain and Russia had been 
signed at ~t. Petersburgh, by which" unalterable friend-
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ship and understanding" were engaged for, and the need
ful .specifications were made about the conduct of com
merce, about the limits of the right of search, and about 
the mutual obligations of the parties, when either was at 
war witp. a third power. Sweden and Denmark were in
vited to join the convention; and they were very ready 
to do so. Thus terminated the quarrel with the Northern 
Powers; and thus was the way to a peace with France 
made somewhat more open than it could have been while 
such a contest was proceeding. . 

The two immediate causes of this pacification of the 
Baltic were the death of Paul and the vigour and daring 
of Nelson before Copenhagen. The sacrifice of life in that 
battle was called great: but when it is looked at as the 
whole bloodshed of a war, it appears little enough. Of the 
British, 350 were killed, and 850 wounded (not mortally). 
Of the Danes, 1,700 or 1,800 were killed: and wounded. 
The warfare, short as it was, was regarded with deep 
concern by all right-feeling men. The Prince of Denmark 
was the ne~lew of our sovereign; 'and the friendship of 
the two countries had been cordial till the entrance of 
Denmark into the Northern Confederacy changed her 
into an enemy. ,We have seen what was the gentle
ness of Nelson's tone, and what his reception when he 
went ashore. There was thenceforward a reciprocity of 
friendly offices. The Prince sent an affectionate letter to 
his uncle, George Ill., by the hands of Col. Stuart, the 
British military commander at Copenhagen, on the opening 
of the armistice: and when the embargo was taken off 
Danish vessels in English ports, the expenses, both of the 
laying on and the removal, were defrayed by England. 
As for the naval officers commanding in the Baltic, Sir 
Hyde Parker requested to be tried before a court martial; 
but his honour was not considered by the Admiralty so 
far compromised as to justify such a proceeding. Lord 
Nelson, from being a Baron was made a Viscount. Der.r 
as he had before been to the nation, he returned dearer 
than ever. It was not only that the critical battle of 
Copenhagen-his hardest-fought battle, as he called it
exhibited most remarkably all his finest characteristics; 
it was yet more that his frustration of the Northern Con-
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federacy disposed at once of a. whole batch of enemies, 
while it mortified and enfeebled the arch-foe, Napoleon, 
and 80 brought nearer the prospect of peace, for which the 
people were sighing. Nelson found, on his return, that 
nobody wanted to hang him for gaining the vi(Jtory of 
Copenhagen contrary to orders. 

In another quarter II. victory had been achieved ~hich 
improved the chances of peace : and it was the more gladly 
hailed because it happened when all England was looking 
for bad news. It was a great object to humble and over
power the French in Egypt, lest they should-as llad 
nearly happened the year before--send strong reinforce.. 
ments to Napoleon. Sir Ralph Abercromby, with his small 
but well-conditioned army, had been sent out in January 
in the fleet under Admiral Lord Keith. While they were 
waiting in a bay of the coast of Karamania for the supply 
of horses which had been promised from Constantinople for 
the use of the cavalry and artillery, four French vessels, 
with Bome transports, evaded the British cruisers, and 
landed large quantities of a=unition and '1f;ores at the 
mouth of the Nile. Then, when the horses arrived from 
Constantinople, they were found to be . such miserable 
beasts that only a. few could be kept for the artillery and a 
handful of the cavalry; and the rest were shot or sold. 
for a dollar a. head. The cavalry must serve as infantry. 
-Next, it was found that the Turkish force would be 
all hindrance and no help to the British ; and in truth, 
instead of an effective ally, it proved to be ill-equipped, 
disorganized, and ravaged by the plague; so that a 

. junction with it was by no means to be desired. At the 
Bame time that the British were disappointed of this ex~ 
pected addition to their force, they discovered that the 
Fronch army in Egypt was more than twice as large as had 
been supposed. It had been beli.eved to have undergone 
a reduction, by various accidents, to about 14,000 men: 
whereas it had been raised by reinforcements to 30,000. 
with 1,000 pieces of cannOn. Sir Ralph Abercromby had 
not more than' half this number, including the sick, and 
Bome unqualified reinforcements from Malta; and some 

'. useless followers. His effective force could not be reckoned 
. at more than 12,000. The nation might well dread the 
'. E 
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next news from the Mediterranean. Another disappoint
ment was not known at home, for it happened at the last 
moment. The Turkish ship of the line, which was to 
have· brought aid, was dismasted by lightning. The 
British commanders defied not only all these fearful 
omens, but the warnings of the pilots, who declared, in 
the mjdst of storms which appeared to warrant what they 
said, that it would be madness to land in Egypt before 
the equinox .• The landing was efl'ectedon the 7th of 
March, under prodigious difficulties. The soldiers were 
crouched down in the boats, with their arms unloaded, 
and were exposed to· the fire, of cannon first, and then of 
musketry; till they could land, form, load, and push on. 
They pushed on, at the first possible moment-the first 
2,000 that landed; and up the sandy hills they went, 
some with fixed bayonets, some even on hands and knees, 
but always driving the French before them, and securing 
the field pieces of the enemy within the first half-hour. 

During the next fortnight, there was some fighting; 
and the fo~ of Abookeer surrendered to the British: but 
the 21st was the decisive day. Before it was light, the 
French general, Menou, attempted to surprise the British, 
attacked both ends of thfilir line, and succeeded in creating 
some disorder. A part of his force got to the rear of the 
British infantry, while it was still too dark for the 
attacked to distinguish friend from foe. The growing 
dawn Boon set this right, however. The French were 
from 12,000 to 14,000 in number, and the British 10,000. 
In a little while, the French were dispersed all over the 
field-the cavalry broken and dismounted-the infantry 
pelted with stones, when ammunition failed-and several 
hundreds who had penetrated into an inclosure which 
formed the nucleus of the battle were slain, almost to a. 
man. The whole was decided before ten o'clock. The 
misfortune of Sir Ralph Abercromby's professional life 
was that he was extremely short-sighted. He felt this 
most in its making him dependent on the officers about 
hini. His friends felt it also in the danger to which it 
exposed him on the battle field. He was always foremost 
in the fight: and very often in the midst of peril which 
the most colU'ageous avoid by merely seeing where they 
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are. On this day, he was surrounded by the French, in 
the thickest of the fight, and received first a sabre wound 
in the breast, and then a musket ball in the thigh. He 
took no notice; and several of his officers came to him 
for conference and went away again, without perceiving 
that he was wounded. It was the trickling blood which 
betrayed him at last. When all was secure, and the entire 
defeat of the French ascertained beyond doubt, the old 
hero sank, faint, into a hammock, and was carried to the 
admiral's ship, where he died on the 28th-well aware, it 
is hoped, of the doom of the French in Egypt. They 
made no effectual defence, after the battle of Abookeer; 
and when sea and land forces were concentrated against 
them-forces from Turkey, from India, from Syria, and 
from Great Britain-they yielded at all points: and 
Egypt was cleared of them about the same time that 
the Northern Powers were signing their pacific con
vention. Parliament voted a monument in St. Paul's 
Cathedral to the memory of Sir Ralph Abercromby; and 
his widow was made a peeress, with rema~der ·to her 
two eldest sons, and a pension of 20001. a year. 

'l'hus was the way partly cleared for the peace which 
political observers were convinced, so early as the open
ing of the spring, that Mr. Addington was resolved on. 
In March, before the recovery of the King had advanced 
far enough to admit of his receiving Mr. Pitt's resignation, 
strong efforts were made to continue Mr. Pitt in office: 
but both he and Mr. Addington drew back from such an 
arrangement. Whether Mr. Pitt was too proud to return 
otherwi&e than by the entreaties ofhis sovereign, and Mr. 
Addington too well pleased with office to quit it so soon; 
or whether it was understood between them that the new 
minister should make a peace which his predecessor could 
not consistently propose, was the great political riddle of 
the day. On the 14th of March, Mr. Pitt delivered up 
the seals. Within a week after, elderly retired statesmen 
were in oonference about the danger of an inglorious peace 
-of concessions incompatible with the national dignity
and of exciting in the people expectations of relief which 
could not be gratified, as any great reduction of military' 
and naval force was a thing not to be thought of while 

. E 2 
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Napoleon was still in the fulness of his pride and power. 
In the midst of the uncertainty, Mr. Fox was rising daily 
-lifted up by the heaving and panting desire of the 
nation for peace. We are told by Lord Malmesbury that 
he was "quite paramount" in parliament, and used very 
odd language there, hinting at parliamentary reform, and 
pointing out the nature of the constituency of Old Sarum 
-" which, in fact, consisted of an old encampment and 
two or three cottages." . Odd language as this might 
appear to state\lmen who. in their contemplation of politics 
overlooked the element of the people, it appeared relevant 
enough to t)J.e millions of sufferers from the protraction 
of the war, who felt that they had not, and could not 
obtain, any represe~tation of their views and interests in 
parliament. . 

Notices of M. Otto now occur more frequently. M. 
Otto was the agent of the French prisoners in England: 
a dangerous man in the eyes of some politicians, but 
nevertheless often now dining with men in office, or in 
the friendsJcl.p of the ministers. As it became known in 
whispers that Lord Hawkesb:ury was the negotiator on 
the British side, and observed aloud that the Premier's 
spirits were rising every day, elderly politicians became 
more and more alarmed; for Mr. Addington was "very 
weak," and Lord Hawkesbury was no match for M. Otto. 
Throughout the summer, however, the Premier's spirits 
continued to rise. He was wont to' call this the halcyon 
period of his administration. Abroad, our way was 
clearing in the Baltio and in Egypt. At home, he was 
powerfully supported, as yet, by Mr. Pitt: and his pious 
adulation was agreeable to the King, who commended 
him and visited him: and the Emperor of Russia sent 
hlm a snuff-box and compliments; and the people cried 
out more and more for the peace he was going to give 
them; and there was, at last, an abundant harvest onoe 
more. It is true, there was talk of an invasion from 
Boulogne: and a great display of preparation was ordered; 
and Nelson was sent against the French flotilla. But 
even Nelson did not l!Iucceed; and yet people wel'e so 
little alarmed that the Duke of YOl'k could not visit the 
Ring at Weymouth, because it was so difficult to keep the 
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officers of militia at their posts, and to convince them of 
danger, that he dared not absent himself for a single day. 
Probably every one suspected, what the government 
would fain have kept secret, that negotiations for peace 
were going on all the while, and on a footing so favour
able for France, that it was not likely she should offer 
violence while she was on the point of obtaining what she 
wanted by merely asking for it. The Prince of Wales 
formally requested leave to expose himself in the defence 
of his country, and was desired to keep himself quiet: 
professional and commercial gentlemen punctually at
tended drill; and Britons sang that they never would 
be slaves; and foreign newspapers published all kinds of 
speculations a8 to the issue of the impending final conflict. 
of the two great Powers of Europe; and yet the Premier 
expressed in letters his grief and alarm because the public 
were by no means alarmed enough, and were sadly under
rating the power and prowess of the foe: There was, in 
fact, an unreality, that time, about the threat of invasion 
and its reception, very unlike what was fele both before 
and after: and the explanation was soon afforded. 

In the middle of· September, Ministers were rather 
grave; and it was known among a few that Napoleon 
was saucy, and Lord Hawkesbury embarrassed. On the 
29th, the Premier was in such unusual spirits, that it 
might be supposed that all was settled. On the 30th, 
one of the Ministers, conversing with an old political 
friend, went over all the affairs of Europe, including those 
of Great Britain, omitting only the subject of peace or 
war with France; from which his experienced friend con
cluded that all was settled. . On the next day, the pre
liminaries were signed in London; and the news was 
imparted to the Lord Mayor; but to nobody else in 
London, though circulars were sent to many provincial 
towns. Whatever difference of opinion might be enter
tained about the fact of the peaoe and its terms, it seems 
as if all reasonable men were at the time ashamed and 
concerned at the manner in which the fact was received. 
The King said.as little as he could; but there is a note 
to Lord Eldon which shows something of his state of 
feeling about it. He speaks of the embarrassed situation 
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of the kingdom from its experiment of peace with a 
revolutionary country; but hopes that with a large peace 
establishment, and the Seditious Meetings and Alien Acts, 
"the experiment may not be attended with all the evils 
that some persons expect."-Lord Eldon himself, though 
obliged, as Chancellor, to .defend the peace in the Lords, 
wrote miSerably to his brother about the state of mind he 
was in from anxiety about this matter.-Mr. Windham 
would muoh have preferred invasion to this peace, even 
as he would take the chance of a pistol in preference to 
that of a dose of poison. Mr. Pitt was believed to have 
counselled and superintended the whole. The Premier 
and those of his comrades who agreed with him were in 
a state of childish exultation, which disgusted moderate 
men, who saw that the issue must for some time remain 
doubtful, and that there was, at best, much to regret as 
well as to apprehend.-As for the people, they were at 
first bewildered with joy, as might be expected when told 
to exult by those in high places who were supposed to 
understand tile prospeots of peace, without having known 
much of the personal privations inflicted by a state of 
war. The rise of Stooks, the firing of guns, prooessions, 
illuminations, and addresses; were all that the complacent 
Minister could have desired: but the happiness did not 
last so long as he could have wished. The rejoicings 
began on the lOth of October. On the 12th took place 
the ratification of the preliminaries; and on this occasion 
a scene was witnessed by half London which the Ministers 
did not hear of till it was too late to interfere, and which 
heartily vexed the more able and moderate among them. 
'I'he agent sent over by Napoleon was Col. Lauriston, a 
young man of Scotch descent. The people were in' a 
frenzy of delight, unequalled, it is said, since the Restora
tion of Charles II. They crowded to the house of M. 
Otto; and when the Frenoh officials came forth to repair 
to Lord Hawkesbury's office, for the purpose of signing 
the ratifioation, the crowd took out the horses, and drew 
the carriage through the principal streets of the West 
End: waited while the business was transacted, and then 
drew the strangers back again. Col. Lauriston gave ten 
guineas to the people to drink: and the sanguine believed 
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and said that the English hatred of Frenchmen was o'Ver 
for ever.-So undignified an exhibition was painful enough 

• to those who felt the terms of the peace to be humiliating 
to England: but far more trying was the demollstration. 
to 8. little company of comrades then in London of whom 
nobody seems to have thought i-the French emigrants. 
Some of the Princes were there; and at the chapel and 
school at Somers Town the children of that unhappy 
family were taught that their adversity was only for a 
time; that royal ideas and feelings must be nourished 
and cherished in them, in perpetual expectation of their 
return, by the generous 8.ld of England, to throne and 
palace, and the enjoyment of the devotion of the penitent 
French people. And now, in the midst of all this, here 
was the government making peace with the usurper, 
without 8. thought of Bourbon grievances; and. here 
were the Londoners paying homage in the streets to the 
usurper's agents, who were conducting the business! To 
the exiles it seemed as if all hope of order and royal 
supremacy in the world was over; and '~ey eagerly 
seized on an omen of retribution, as they considered it. 
A tremendous thunderstorm burst over London on the 
night of the illumination. The exiles, in their melan
choly homes, were told what had happened at the Admi
ralty. The Crown and Anchor were drenched; the lights 
of the Crown were extinguished, while those of the Anchor 
shone out again.-It was more than the exiles could bear 
to remain in London; and they removed to Holyrood, 
near Edinburgh, there to solace themselves with the only 
hope they could now lay to their hearts. The hope was 
that the unquestioned dictatorship of Napoleon was a pre
paration for -their own return, even as the Protectorate 
of Cromwell preceded the Restoration of the Stuarts. 
Charles II. could not have been recalled during the' 
existence of the Commonwealth, nor they during the 
term of the French Republic. Napoleon was now their 
Cromwell, and-they had only to watch for his downfall. 
They could hardly be angry with George III.; for they 
knew he could not help himself or them. He probably 
accounred for the act to them as he did to others who 
sympathized with him: "Do you know what I call 
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the Peace?" he said to Lord Malmesbury: "an experi
mental peace; for it is nothing else. I am sure yoa 
think so; and perhaps you do not give it so gentle a 
name: but it was unavoidable. I was abandoned by 
everybody: allies, and all." It was with Pitt that they 
were most offended. He had coolly declared reasons for 
superintending this peace which were galling to them. 
He believed Napoleon ,'to have now satisfied his vast 
ambition: he believed that it was the need and desire 
of France to, be tranquil, and to enjoy her military glory, 
and to permit her extraordinary ruler to consolidate her 
power by the arts of peace. The irritated exiles had not 
to wait long for .their triumph, as far as Mr. Pitt was 
concerned. Napoleon presently elected himself President 
of the Italian Republics, gained possession of Louisiana 
and the Floridas across the Atlantic, and condescended to 
annex to France the island of Elba in the Mediterranean: 
all within the space of a few weeks: so that within half 
a. year, Mr. Pitt was prepared to acknowledge himself 
completely .ustaken, convinced now, as he had been 
formerly, that Napoleon was an insatiable plunderer, and 
an adventurer incapable of fidelity to engagements, and 
in every way unworthy of reliance. To the last, Mr. 
Pitt defended the peace on the ground of its necessity at 
home; but never more on the ground of possible amity 
with Napoleon. 

Before the meeting of Parliament, on the 29th of 
October, the terms of the peace had become more widely 
known and more calmly considered than during the first 
outburst of delight at the removal of .the hardships of 
war; and the consequence was that Ministers could not 
meet Parliament altogether so cheerfully as they would 
have done some weeks before. The result of the first 
debate was the rise of a New Opposition, composed of a 
small number in eaoh House of men of weight, and of 
experience in office; the Grenvilles, Lords Fitzwilliam 
and Spencer, Mr. Windham, Mr. Elliott, and others. Mr. 
Fox rejoiced in the peace because it was necessary, and 
better terms could not have been obtained. Mr. Sheridan 
expressed a wide-spread feeling in the sentence, U This is 
a. peace which all men are' glad of, but no man can be 
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proud ot" On the whole it is evident to the reader of 
the debates of that autumn that, by all parties, the peace 
waa considered a precarious one; a breathing time secured 
for the benent of the people of England. and the restora.
tion of the finances. Depressing as was this conviction, 
it Berved at once to moderate the boastings of the makers 
of the peace, and to subdue the lamentations of those who 
were grieved and ashamed at the terms of the treaty. 

By theBe terms, Great· Britain gave up Egypt to the 
Porte, the Cape to Batavia, Malta to the Order ofSt. John 
of Jerusalem. and all the French colonies she had captured 
to France; and she acquired Ceylon in the East and 
Trinidad in the West. Even theBe humble terms were in 
peril many times before the Definitive Treaty was signed. 
In November, Lord Cornwallis was Bent over to Paris, 
with great state. as Ambassador PlenipotentiaQ-. On the 
other side were Talleyrand and Joseph Bonaparte, for 
whom together, and perhaps Beparately, Lord Cornwallis 
was no match, either in vigilance or experience. He 
found himself treated with suspicion, and sometimes with 
rudeness; and it was no easy matter to sit by placidly, 
and witness the assumptions of 'Napoloon_ of the 
Presidency of the Italian Republics-while concluding 
on a peace which took for granted his quietude and 
moderation. Nothing but the determination at home to 
avoid war could have justified the prosecution of the 
treaty under such circumstances: but, as it was, the 
bnsiness came to a conclusion at last, at Amiens, whither 
the negotiation had been transferred from Paris. There, 
the respective signatures concluded the Peace of Amiens 
on the 27th of March, 1802. 

On the preceding day, the Duke of York, meeting Lord 
MaImesbury in the street, asked for news. .. Peace, sir, 
in a week, and war in a month," was the reply: a reply 
which reatJhed and pleased the King. At the next 
drawing-room, he told Lord Mabnesbury that he be
lieved the saying would prove a prophecy. Amidst the 
existence of such distrust, and its growing prevalence, 
the country could not enjoy much of the blessings of 
peace. The people to whom it was most essential, and 
who had most joyfully hailed it, felt nothing of the con-
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fidence and repose which it had promised; and few but 
the Minister remained smiling and complacent. In him, 
little change of mood was visible, for it took much to 
extinguish the smiles and complacency of Mr. ,Addington. 

CHAPTER III. 

The Irish Union-Discontents of various Parties-Opinions of the 
Government-French Tampering-The Emmetts-Plot-Outbreak 
-Lord Kilwarden-Results-Coercion-Catholics stirred up-Cur
rency Troubles-Duke of Bedford Viceroy-[1801...o.] 

NEXT to the settling of our affairs with foreign Powers, 
the greatest subject of anxiety to the government was the 
effect of the Union upon Ireland. When, on the :first day 
of the century, the bells of the churches rang, and the 
Park and Tower guns were :tired as the new Imperial flag 
was hoisted, there were other feelings than of joy in the 
minds of the men about the throne, though a great object 
appeared to have been accomplished. On that day, the 
King met the Chancellor to receive from him the great 
seal, and see it defaced, and the n~w Imperial seal sub
stituted. The Privy Council were sworn in anew; and 
proclamation was made of the alteration in the style and 
title of the sovereign. The word Union was in every 
mouth; but that state of the Catholio question which 
has been already described impaired the confidence of all 
who knew the circumstances. No one doubted. that the 
intimidation of the vice-regal government by the great 
dominant families was over; and with it, much jobbing 
at Dublin, and much tyranny on their own estates. No 
one doubted that vast internal improvements would take 
place, by which peace and prosperity among the people 
would be promoted. But the great religious quarrel was 
becoming more formidable than ever. By some means 
never explained, a paper was circulated among the Irish 
Catholics in the name of Mr. Pitt, in the issue of which 
he had no share whatever. It appears to have been made 
up of parts of that "Letter of Lord C--" which has 
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been referred to, and of Btatements drawn up by Mr. 
Dundaa and others, never intended for publication. The 
.. Lord C--" was Castlereagh, but understood to be 
Cornwallis, the Viceroy; and the rest was attributed to 
Mr. Pitt. This paper set forth the views aud wishes and 
probable conduct of the Catholics in that style of freedom 
which might be expected in written communications 
among public men of the same way of thinking; and it 
was wholly improper for general circulation at a time so 
critical. The Catholics believed their cause secure, thus 
advocated (as they thought) by the Prime Minister and 
the Viceroy; while at the same moment the Sovereign 
was stiffening himself immoveably against all concession 
whatever. The danger from the wrath of the deceived 
Catholics must be great: and the Union opened under 
the gloom of this misnnderBtanding. 

This was not, however, the greatest danger, threaten
ing as it was. The worst discontent of Ireland at this 
time was not immediately counected with religious 
feuds. The insufferable oppressions which -had caused 
and followed the rebellion of 1798 were resented as 
vehemently as ever; and those who had desired a re
public before and an alliance with France, did not desire 
these things the less,. but the more, for what had 
happened. The government was blind to this danger, 
for nearly two years after the Union; and the reason of 
this blindness was that the priests, who were always 
supposed to be all-powerful with the· people, were as 
fiercely opposed. to France under Napoleon as the Pr0-
testant clergy could have been. Napoleon had humbled 
the pride and restricted the power of Rome, and the Irish 
priesthood resented this in a style which misled the 
government into taking for granted the loyalty of the 
Irish people. Because no Catholic rebellion was brewing, 
Btatesmen supposed that all was well It is curious now 
to read the correspondence which passed between the 
governments in London and Dublin in 1801 and 1802, and 
compare it with the Btate of the country and the needs of 
the people. . 

The fertile parts of Limerick, Cork, and Kerry, and 
elsewhere,' 'Were separated by vast 'Wildernesses, where 
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no roads existed. and scarcely here and there a path. 
Swarms of people lived in these wilds, like rabbits in a 
warren. Not a plough or a cart was to be seen for many 
miles together; and the weed-grown mud hovels of the 
inhabitants could scarcely have been discerned by the 
stranger, though a hundred might be within reach of his 
eye. But few strangers . ventured there. The soldiery 
and police co~d make, no way; and they knew that 
every man's mind and hand were against them. Such 
districts were always the hiding-places of smugglers, 
thieves, and men in danger from society; and now, those 
who had outlawed. themselves by their share in the re
bellion of 1798 were harboured among the wilds. There 
was little commerce between the towns and the rural 
districts, to bind them together, and create mutual in
terests. The only produce of county Kerry was butter; 
and that was carried to Cork on horseback. The pro
portion of inhabitants employed upon the land was more 
than double that so employed in England; while the iso
lation of t1ee class from the rest of the world was much 
greater: so' that wrong ideas, once introduced' among 
the rural multitude, were irremoveable; and the tempta
tion to rule them as slaves or banditti was as strong to 
the landowners and the govel'D.jllent, as it was to hot
blooded and sanguine patriots to make them tools. 
Nothing had been done to remove from the minds of 
this portion of the population the discontents which had 
exploded in rebellion two years before; and they did not 
know that they had anything to do with England but 
to hate her. The Shannon was Howing through the 
midst of the island, ready to open, with a little pains, 
to the custom of the world 2,000,000 of acres of fertile 
land; and nobody stirred to do it. The local authorities 
had decided and represented. in 1794, that the thing 
ought to be done; but nobody was stirring to do it. All 
that the rural inhabitants knew about England. or about 
society, was that it hunted down smugglers and the 
friends of the peasantry, and hanged or shot patriots, 
and set up churches here and there whioh the people had 
to pay for, but could not enter. The small manufaotur
ing and commercial classes of that day were troubled in 
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their own way. They had their political and religious 
grievances and prejudices, and their Irish temperament 
and rearing-all unfavourable to England.-And oorre
spondence with the Irish exiles in France, and solicita
tions from the tempters sent (as seems really to have 
been the case) by Napoleon to stir up rebellion, in order 
to occupy England with a civil war, kept up a constant 
restlessness, excitement, and inability to acquiesce in any 
kind of settlement, which were, unfortunately, little under
stood or apprehended by the government. 

Lord Hardwicke was the first Viceroy after the Union; 
and Mr. Abbott, afterwards Lord Colchester, was Chief 
Secretary. Lord Hardwicke arrived in Dublin in May; 
and for a oonsiderable time was certainly well satisfied 
with the results of his government. He endeavoured to 
moderate violence, and keep down tyrauny wherever he 
saw it, and to do justice impartially; and as he found 
the Protestants highly political, and the Catholics, for the 
most part, a quiet, money-getting sort of people-like 
the Jews or any other class under permanWlt political 
disqualification-he was naturally popular among the 
Catholics, and less liked by the noisy. Protestants, who 
found themselves no longer what they were. He and the 
Secretary thought that while this was the case, all was 
well; and they were always writing home that it was so. 
lt is surprising to read their letters now; and to observe 
how they endeavour to vary the expression of their assur
ance that all was quiet-the people satisfied and happy in 
the new settlement, and everything sure to oome right 
in the shortest possible time, while insurrection was pre
pa~g in the towns, and the rural population was too 
barbaric to enter into the question at all. The govern
ment believed itself at leisure to occupy itself with 
military finances, and a system of checks upon military 
expenditure, and a discrimination between the offices of 
Lord-Lieutenant and Commander of the Forces; and a 
distribution of :(orces, in case of a possible invasion by~ 
and-by: and again, with a plan for enabling the Uni
versity of Dublin to print Bibles and Prayer Books; and 
again, with plans of greater weight-for working the 
mines of Ireland, and improving its inland navigation. 
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Next, the patronage question occasioned so much dis
agreement, that Lord Hardwicke was on the point of 
resigning. Amidst the controversies and discussions on 
the arrangement of the executive powers and legislative 
business of Ireland, these rulers went 0Ii. saying that all 
was well, and that nothing could be more rapid than the 
process by which the Union wall producing its fruits. 
During this period, however, the coercion laws under 
which Ireland had smarted from the time of the rebel
lion were perpetuated: not only was the Act for the sup
pression of rebellion renewed in the spring of 1801, but 
that for the continuance of martial law. When English 
members of the House of Commons suggested that no 
country could attain a safe and wholesome condition 
which was under a perpetuated martial law, Irish mem
bers assured them that they did not understand Ireland: 
and this, again, could not tend to make the Irish in love 
with the English connexion. By the autumn, when peace 
was agreed on, the Premier was himself disposed to disuse 
martialla'\ in Ireland, and to promise its removal on 
the signature of the Definitive treaty. 

In 1802, it was not to be described (the Ministers said) 
how well every thing was going on. Not one member 
of parliament lost his seat in consequence of having 
advocated the Union; and therefore all Ireland must 
be satisfied with it. The effect of the presence of good 
soldiery from England was evident and remarkable; 
their discip1ine was admired by the people; and they 
seemed to spread quietness wherever they were stationed. 
This was probably true. In August, 1802, however, Lord 
Redesdale, the Irish Chancellor, wrote a letter to the 
Premier which indicates that the security and com
placency of the vice-regal government were shaken at 
last. "When I first eRme to this country," says Lord 
Redesdale, "I was induced to form an opinion which I 
communicated to you, that it was approaching rapidly to a 
state of quiet. I am extremely sorry to say that I fcar 
I have led you into an error in that respect." The letter 
goes on to intimate that, amidst the apparent tranquillity, 
there was deep disaffection among the lower orders j and 
that it was only the fear of consequenccs which kept 
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them from breaking out into rebellion. It needs indeed 
only to glan08 at the chronicles of the time to perceive 
that, while the newspapers were boasting of the resul1B 
of the Union, as shown already in an improvement of 
manufactures and commerce, which would plaoe the Irish 
high among the natiollll, the misery of the peasantry was 
.uch as to dismay the passing traveller, and the violen08 
of the miserable such as to terrify those who 8&W the 
glan08 and heard the VOi08 in which the threa1B were 
conveyed. 

From the time of the Peaoe of Amiens, men who had 
Bed to Fran08 after the last rebellion began to drop back 
into Ireland; and there seeme every reason to believe 
that Napoleon made 1188 of them to excite a civil war, 
and afforded them aid in the attempt. An nntlllUal 
number of Frenchmen was obeerved to have busine88 in 
Ireland towards the close of 1802. They were sprinkled 
all over the island; and wherever they were. symptome 
were obeerved of a secret nnderstanding among the 
pea.antry; and night meetings in the wilds iecame more 
frequent. An odd cireumstan08 caught the attention of 
the government about the 8&me time. The French 
relativee of a gentleman who died in Ireland during the 
war, desiring to have an attestation of the fact, eent 
documents to a party concerned, with instructions to 
authenticate them before the commercial agent of the 
French government in Dublin, M. Fauvelet. The reply 
was that, after the most careful search. no Osuch pereon 
was to be fonnd; and yet, M. Fauvelet was correspond
ing with his government in his official capacity, and 
dating his letters from Dublin at the time. Moreover, 

. a letter from M. Talleyrand to Fauvelet was intercepted, 
desiring him to obtain, from the officers of Custome and 
others whom he could converse with in his commercial 
character, answers to a' eet of encloeed queries, about the 
military and naval forces then present; and also "to pro
cure a plan of the ports, with the sonndings and moorings, 
and to state ilie ° draught of water, and the wind best 
suited for ingreBB and egress." The date of this letter 
was November 17th, 1802. ° 

By the close of the year, the country was agitated by 
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rumours of a descent upon Limerick; and on the renewal 
of the war with France, it was felt that now, as before, 
Ireland was the way by which the enemy might best 
hope to humble England. Mr. Addington had probably no 
more cordial well-wisher than Napoleon; not only on 
account of his general feebleness, but because he was 
understood to remain in office as an anti-catholic Minister 
-I1S a Ministel," who made loyalty almost impossible to a 
vast majority of the Irish people. Napoleon himself, how
ever, had alienated the Irish Catholics, as has been said, 
from the French alliance. The projected rebellion of 
1803 was protestant and republican: and hence its in
evitable failure. Disaffected as were millions of the Irish 
people, few of them put any trust in the French-Irish 
leadertl who proposed to direct the prevalent discontent, 
or . cared for a republican form of government. Hence 
the impotent character of the catastrophe, in comparison 
with the amount of political discontent. 

During the short peace of Amiens, some of the educated 
Irish, amo~ whom was Curran, went to Paris, full of 
sympathy for the French repUblicans, and expecting to 
witness there such a state of things as they desired to see 
established in Ireland. Curran, for one, was grieved to 
the heart at what he saw. " Never was there a scene," 
he wrote to his son in October, 1802, "that could furnish 
more to the weeping or the grinning philosopher; they 
might well agree that human affairs were a Bad joke. I 
see it everywhere, and in every thing." Some few young 
men, however, were either not so disabused, or they hoped 
that they could manage things better in Ireland. Among 
these was one who is believed to have been admitted to 
consultation with Napoleon himself. The Court physician 
at Dublin, Dr. Emmett, who was now just dead, had had 
two sons, who were both implicated in the rebellion of 
1798. Thomas, the elder, escaped the gallows, and was 
now in Amedca. Robert was under age, and was not 
pursued: and it was he who now saw Napoleon, and 
became the head of the new conspiracy. By his father's 
death he obtained 2,OOOl •. or 8,0001., which he devoted to 
his political purpose. His papers show that a rising was 
organized throughout Wicklow, Wexford, and Kildare, as 
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well as in remoter districts; and that he bad reason to 
rely on a very extensive support. The same papers show 
that he was aware at times, to the full extent, of the risk 
he ran; and this indicates a fault in his honour which 
impairs the sympathy that would otherwise be commanded 
by the lot of one so young, so benevolent, and so ardent, 
cast into such times. He clandestinely obtained the 
affections of Curran's youngest daughter; and deservedly 
therefore Buffered under a restless misery of mind of 
which the records are very touching. He thanks God 
for having given him a sanguine disposition; declares 
that to this he runB from reflexion; and hopes that if 
he is to Bink into the pit beneath his feet, it will be while 
he is gazing upwards at the vision of his hopes. He 
8eems to have been so absorbed in his visions of a Platontc 
republio as never to have thought of the wretchedness to 
()thers that he might be oreating; never to have had a 
moment's remorse for renewing the horrors of the preced
ing insurrection; never even to have considered that it 
was a grave offence to break up the order anti security of 
.social life, without being amply prepared to substitute 
aomething which might compensate for its temporary loss. 
But if he did not suffer as he ought from the pangs of 
conscience, he had not the peace of the calmly devoted; 
aud it was a mistake to endeavour, as some do to this 
day, to make a hero of him, and to speak of him as noble. 
As he slept on his mattrass in the depot where his pikes 
and gunpowder were stored, he was as much of a tool as 
they; and the deep compassion with which we regard 
.such a picture of· Robert Emmett can have in it little 
mixture of respect. He never breathed to Miss Curran a 
hint of his purposes; and it was on the eve of the out
break that he obtained her vows.-The other leaders were 
a fanatic, named Russel, an old half-pay officer, who was 
expecting the Millennium, and desired to have a share in 
bringing it on; and an agitator, named Quigley, who 
came over from France with a full purse. Emmett 
agitated in Dublin; Russel in the North; and Quigley 
in Kildare. An outlaw, named Dwyer, who, with a 
band of desperate men, infested the Wicklow mountains, 
promised his aid to Emmett, when the enterprise should 

F 
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be fairly begun. When he should see' the . green flag 
floating over Dublin Castle, he would bring his men 
down from their mountains, and overawe the city. It 
was at Ohristmas, 1802, that Emmett came over from 
France; and the swearing in of the conspirators presently 
began. Some of the subordinate!! broke their oath, and 
gave information to the police as early as February: but 
the authorities were perFlexed by the frequent changes in 
the plans of the conspirators, and were at last unprepared. 
-Lord Hardwicke thought that more mischief would be 
done by alarming th(t country than by letting a con
temptible plot, as he considered this, come to a head. He 
satisfied himself .that the North ,would not stir: he be
lieved, with Lord Redesdale, that, the discontented in 
Irimerick,· though formidable as' banditti, were' of no 
account as rebels: he, caused a ·force ·of soldiery to- be 
sent into Kildare, to keep order there; and he trusted 
to the 'strength of the Dublin garrison for the safety of 
the capital. This might be all very well; but some in
cidents occt\'rred ·before the' outbreak which should have 
suggested immediate· vigilance .. ,,",. ,. 

On the 14th 'ofJuly, the 'anniveraary of the' French 
revolution, the orderly citizens of Dublin were surprised, 
and rather alarmed, by the·strength.ofdemonstration on 
the part of the populace. The bonfires were 'Very numerous 
and very large; and a rabble rout; such· all seldom'came 
forth into the daylight of the primcipal streets, danced 
and sang and drank round them.· These were too fair· II; 
specimen of poor Emmett'S' forcesr-On the 16th,·an ex
plosion in the midst of the city made the ·windows rattle, 
and many· hearts quake. The gunpowder in Emmett's 
depot in Patrick Street had blown up •. The police found 
pikes, and preparations for the manufacture of gunpowder; 
The conspirators believed that they had misled the police 
about how such things happ~ned to be there ; and they 
were confirmed in their· hope by the quiescence ·of the 
government; and especially by the·Viceroy remaining at 
his Lodge in the Park, guarded only by a sergeant and· 
twelve men, and by the absence· from town of almost· 
every considerable member of the government. Still, it 
was necessary to expedite the rising; or Emmett thought 
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so.-The French agents begged for delay, thinking the 
prospect desperate; but Emmett pointed· out that the 
militia would soon be embodied; and the haymakers and 
reapers now thronging into· the neighbourhood of Dublin, 
would be gone home. He '<lid not considen that these 
country forces had no common intereat with him. They 
cared for their religion, and he was Protestant. He 
wanted a republic; and they knew and cared nothing 
about such things. They might be ready for uproar; 
but by no means for achieving ·apolitical revolution.
One circumstance which determined the moment of rising 
was, that the Eve of St.'James fell· on·aSaturday, this 
year. On the. Eve of. St.·James, -the-people-dress the 
graves in the church of St. James.with flowers and green. 
Numbers would be abroad. for this puxpose; and numbers 
more. because it was market-day; when wages were paid 
and spent. On that Saturday, the 23rd ·of July, the 
outbreak was to begin. 

It began: and within an hour; Emmett was a. horror~ 
struck fugitive-. In· the evening,theinhabiio.nts· o£ St .• 
James's Street saw some mendistributing·pikes among 
the pea.santrywho thronged • the streets. The' residents 
put-up·their·shutters/and ,barred· their doors. If any 
messenger- went to -the barracks, half- a. mile off,-·whel·& 
there were 4,000 lIOldiers, no :soldier or police' appeared •• 
Presently, at dusk,-some horsemen gallopped through' 
the principal streets; and-·the-·mob ·grew violent. A. 
manufacturer, namedOlarke, who employed many -opera
tives, addressed the people on meeting them in his evening 
ride: but they would not listen to him t- so he· hasteliecL 
to the Castle, to give the alarm. On returning, one of 
his own men brought him down from his horse by a.-shot. 
which was severe but not -mortal. At this·-moment; lit 

rocket was sent .up,and a·.cannon fired; and ·at··the
signal, Emmett and his. ·Central Committee· came forth· 
from the depot. The leader· drew, his sword, and put 
himself at the. head of the -rioters, to go and take the 
Castle. But they.wouid not. go to the Castle, nor' where. 
they must meet the soldiery.. They shot Colonel Brown, 
who was going to his post, cried out for plunder, mobbed 
the whiskytillOpB, and proved themselves so ungovernable 
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that Emmett and his comrades left them, and had no 
resource but to hide themselves among the Wicklow 
mountains. The rioters shot a corporal on guard at the 
debtor's prison, and a dragoon who was carrying a mes
sage, and an outpost of infantry, which they surprised.
One more murder they committed before they were put 
down. . 

At about ten o'clock, .they seemed at last willing to do 
what their leaders had required of them at first-to 
attack the Castle. They formed in a column, and had 
passed from St. James's Street into Thomas Street, when 
the attention of some of them was attracted by the rapid 
driving of a carriage in their rear. Some knew the 
carriage to be that of the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Kil
warden-the best of the Irish judges--mild as he was 
upright. He was old; and he appears to have been so 
far shaken by the horrors of the preceding rebellion as 
to have been in constant fear of his life for the interven
ing five years. Till lately, he had never spent a night 
out of Dublin during all that time. Of late, he had gone 
out to his country seat, nearly four miles from Dublin, 
from the Saturday till Monday; and this he had done 
to-day. In the evening, reports arrived that an army of 
rebels was attacking Dublin. If h~ had remained quiet, 
all would have been well with him; but his only thought 
was to take refuge in Dublin. He desired his daughter, 
and his nephew, a clergyman, to go with him. There 
were two ways to the Castle, after reaching the city. If 
he had gone by the barracks, he would have been safe; 
but he' decided for the shorter and more populous way by 
St. James' and Thomas Streets; and thus he drove into 
-the very midst of the danger, while the inhabitants of 
the other route heal'd nothing of the riot till the next 
morning.-When the carriage entered St. James's Street 
at one end, the mob were leaving it at the other. They 
-turned back, and seized upon the carriage. The Chief 
Justice declared his name, and begged for mercy: but 
the savages said they must kill" the two gentlemen, 
sparing the lady. They dragged all three from the 
carriage, mad~ a way through the whole length of their 
column for the frantio daughter to escape, and thrust 
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their pikes through and through the bodies of the old 
man and his nephew, fighting with one another for pre
cedence in the act. Miss Wolfe ran through the streets 
in the dark till she found herself at the Castle, where 
her appearance told the tale, frightfully enough. The' 
military quickened their movements, and by half-past 
ten were down upon the insurgents, who were dispersed 
without a struggle. Lord Kilwarden still breathed; 
and he lived half an hour longer. Mr. Wolfe lay dead, 
some yards from the spot where the carriage was stopped. 
Some one said, within the hearing of the dying man, that 
the assassins should be executed the next day; on which, 
the upright Judge exerted himself to speak once more. 
U Murder must be punished," he said: "but let no man 
Huffer for my death but on a fair trial, and by the laws of' 
his Country." 

The number. of lives lost otherwise than by murder 
does not appear to have been ascertained :-nearly twenty, 
it is said, of soldiers and volunteers, and. probably about 
fifty of the insurgents; An escaped prisoner.f the rebels, 
who had been shut up in the depot after the explosion. 
showed the way; and the lane leading to it was found 
strewed with pikes. Within, were stores of ball-catridges. 
hand grenades, powder, some uniforms, and a batch of 
printed sheets, wet from the press, which bore the pro-

. clamation of the Provisional Government; of those lost 
men who were now pressing on towards the Wicklow 
mountains, to hide themselves from pursuit. These ill
judging leaders pretended in their wandering to be French 
officers; and the consequence was that the Catholic pea
santry, who hated the French for the Pope's sake, would 
have nothing to say to them. Poor Emmett might have 
escaped by sea, but he could not go till he had once more 
seen Sarah Curran. He stole back into Dublin, and was 
apprehended near her residence. It was not till now that 
her afflicted father knew of the attachment. In letters, 
written immediately before his execution, Emmett ac
knowledged his misconduct in regard to the Cur:rans. 
He met his death with composure. His epitaph is known 
to all as Moore's mournful song, .. 0 I breathe not his 
name." "Sarah Curran died of lingering heart-break. 
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Most of 'the leaders of the enterprise were apprehended, 
and some hanged. Russel was executed. Quigley was 
exiled, after making a full confession. 

This rebellion is sometimes called insignificant; or it 
is'said to be rendered' important only by the murder of 
Lord Kilwarden. But the truest and most intelligent 
friends of Ireland saw the matter very differently; and 
the survivors pf them ,hold their opinion to this day. 
This outbreak disclosed' (by means of the documents that 
were seized in consequence) an amount and extent of Irish 
discontent of which the most clear-sighted had before 
been unaware. The outbreak rudely checked the course 
of improvement which had obviously made .'8. fair start 
after the Union;' and the event and the documents t()
gether brought on a new series of Coercion Aots, under 
which few of the objects of the Union could go forward 
at all. , 

On the 28th of June-a.t the earliest moment, in those 
days of a slow post-the King sent down a message to 
parliament,. notifying that insurrection had again ap
peared in Ireland, and expressing his reliance that parlia
ment would. take measures for protecting the innocent, 
and restoring tranquillity. Two bills were immediately 
brought into the Commons: one for the suspension of the 
Habeas Corpus in Ireland, and the other for enabling the 
Viceroy to try the prisoners by martial law. Both bills' 
'were passed through all their stages in.' the . Commons 
·before ten o'clock the same night; and in the Lords before 
eleven; the standing orders, which would have caused 
delay, being suspended in consideration of the emergency. 
When parliament reassembled on the 22nd of November, 
the royal Speech announced that the Irish conspirators 
had been: brought to justice; and one of the earliest acts 
of the session was to renew the term of operation of the 
coercion bills of July. Year after year was the coercion 
continued; .and mournful was the, state of the unhappy 
oountry where all was to have gone on well after the 
Union.-In 1803, .Lord Redosdale, the Chancellor, wrote 
letters to Lord Fingall, about the Catholics, which by 
some means beoame public in January, 1804. In these 
letters were oontained insults to the Catholio body, doubts 
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of the loyalty of the most eminent Catholic gentlemen, 
and prejudices on the whole subject 60 injurious as to 
cause shame among frienda of the government that the 
second functionary in Ireland should 60 tool and 60 speak 
about the great majority of the population of the island: 
and at a moment, too, when. in consideration of the 
anxieties of the State, the leading Catholics had declined. 
to urge their claims at present. The popular exasperation 
'WlI8 naturally 8trong. The Catholic question. before in 
abeyance, W8II reviTed in full force ; and It requi:red. all 
the popularity of Lord Hardwicke, and all the efforts of 
the Catholic leaders, to secure the quietnese of the public 
meetings held throughout 1804. Then ensued. grievous 
distre88 to all· claseee' from the diaappearance of the 
metallie currency. The Bank Restriction Act of 1797 
had extended to Ireland; but there' was not, as in 
England, any supervision of the issues of the Bank, or 
any check to prints banking. The insecure state of the 
country caused a hoarding of the metals, at the very time 
that the island W88 flooded with paper monty. Country 
banks gave out notes down to the value of half-a-erown: 
a spurious coinage of flat morsele of silver W88 current 
for the time: but it was suddenly refused. at the post
office, and other government offices; and then tradesmen 
'Would not take it. The perplexity and distress of the 
people were extreme; and military guarda were set on 
the bakers' shops, and other places of trade. Before the 
public peace was fatally broken, government provided a 
costly Bupply of dollars and halfpence in roIle. and autho
rized. eilven;miths. to issue silver tokens, and opened. an 
office for the reception of depreciated money. At the same 
time, employers' paid their workmen by orders on the 
baker or other tradesmen. Riot was thus obviated, 
though very barely: but. the manufacturing and com
mercial, and. other social progrese hoped for from the 
Union. WaB grievously retarded. 

In 1805,the{Xlntinued suspension of the HabeaB COrpU8 
in Ireland was resolved on by large majorities in parlia
ment. though the tranquillity of the country was declared 
to be still on the increase under Lord Hardwicke. 

In 1806, when parliament had again rejected the 
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petitions of the Catholics, and France was threatening, 
and all was going ill on the Continent, there was serious 
fear that Ireland would make common cause with France. 
But she had obtained a ruler as mild as Lord Hardwicke, 
and yet more favouring to the mortified classes of the 
Irish people, in the Duke of Bedford, who, by a change of 
ministry, became Lord Lieutenant. When a wild outlaw 
force committed ravage in the north, at the end of 1806. 
under the ·nanie of Threshers, the Viceroy repelled all 
solicitations to obtain and use Insurrection Acts. He 
declared his belief that the existing law, properly ad
ministered, would suffice for the protection of society. 
and he proved that, in that case, it was so. He did what 
one man could do: but Mr. Pitt had died without seeing 
the Catholics righted. He left them sullen and dis
couraged; more ready to ask than he to answer how far 
his expectations of salvation to Ireland from the Union 
had been acoomplished. No one could say that Ireland 
would not have been more wretched without the Union: 
but neither.could it be pretended that it had proved a 
cure for her woes. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Precariousness of the Peace-Bantry Bay Mutiny-Foreign Tmvel
Dissolution of Parliament-Weakness of the Premier-Fren"h Re
quisitions-Peltier-Frenon Ag'gressions-King'sMessage-Negoti
ation with Mr. Pitt-Stock Exohange Hoa:.;-War declared-Hoi
land-Preparations for War-The Prince of Wales-The English in 
Frnnoe-First Nnval Cnptures-LoSB of Hanover-British Polioy 
-Tho Duke of Kent-Position of the Heir Apparent-Colonel 
Despard's Plot-Exeoution of Governor Wall-Prorogntion of Par-
liamcllt-State of Plirties-[1800-4.] 

IT has alreadyappeal'ed that the first wild rejoicings at 
the promise of IJeace gave way to misgivings before the 
t.reaty was actually concluded. Men in high places 
never had much hope of a lasting peace with Napoleon; 
and when their doubts were necessarily manifested by 
their public acts, lUell in low places were at first ex-
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asperated, and then alarmed. Soldiers had expected to 
be Bent to their homes, and never to leave them more; 
Bailors in all distant ports had watched for the signal 
to weigh for England; merchants and tradesmen had 
calculated on the remission of war taxes; and the 
labouring classes hoped they had heard the last of press; 
gangs, and recruiting parties, and balloting for the 
militia; and when disappointment followed immediately 
on the announcement of peace, there was so much anger 
and fear, that it did not appear as if the national happi
ness had as yet gained much. The people were told to 
wait till the Definitive Treaty was signed; and then, 
month after month passed on, and no news come of the 
conclusion of the business, while reports arose, almost 
every week, of impediments and· misunderstandings 
abroad, and want of cordiality among statesmen at home, 
which made the future as doubtful as ever.-On the 16th 
of November, 1801, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Mr. Vansittart, announced to Parliament that it was 
thought necessary to continue, for three m~ths longer, 
the military and naval establishments of the preceding 
year; for which purpose upwards of eight millions would 
be required. The amount was to be l'aised by means of 
the land and malt taxes, and a fresh issue of Exchequer 
bills. The militia force was to remain at 36,000, till the 
Treaty was signed. In expectation of this event, parlia
ment adjourned from week to week, till the winter 
holidays were over; and this method increased the 
suspense. News arrived that a considerable French fleet 
had collected, and had shipped 25,000 troops. It was 
declared that this fleet was only going to bring to order 
the island of St. Domingo: but prudence required that 
such a force should be watched; and a British fleet col
lected in Bantry Bay for the purpose, was ordered off to 
the West Indies, to the blank dismay of the sailors. They 
asked what the peace was for, if not to send soldiers and' 
sailors home; IItnd they refused to go anywhere but to 
England. A great impression was made on the minds of 
the poor fellows by their admiral's (Admiral Mitchell's) 
reply when the noise of the mutiny brought him on deck 
of the Temeraire, to know what was the matter. The 
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Captain told him that the men wanted to know where 
the ship was going; when he replied, "To hell, if she 
is ordered; and we must go with her." The mutineers 
were tried at Portsmouth; and when then:, doom was 
pronounced, one of, them humbly and sorrowfully ao
lrnowledged the justice Df his sentence; and .the others 
solemnly exclaimed, "Amen I" Twenty of the mutineers 
were found guilty, and:t;lleven were hanged, in the midst 
of the preparations for departure to the West Indies. 

When expectation 'was almost worn out, in April, the 
news' came at last: . and the . illuminations and other 
rejoicings were renewed. The popular Jealousy of France 
seems to have been as strong aseve~ judging by what 
took place before the· house of the lJ'rench Minister, 
M:. Otto, on the night of. the illuminations. The word 
CONCORD was exhibited in coloured lamps over the door; 
and the mob, reading this "Conquered.," began to riot, in 
resentment for any Frenchman saying that·Britons were 
conquered. Moreover, the G. R. was not surmounted by a. 
crown, as-..sual; and England was not to b.e supposed 
republican: sO M. Otto bestirred hiJnself to give orders; 
and'presently, the crown appeared, and the ·word AmTY 
was substituted for CONcoRD.-The income tax was re
linquished by the minister in the same month.-:-The last 
stroke was put to the conventiori.·with,:the .. Northern 
Powers; and the people had by; this time been told that 
the expense of the armistice had been I,OOO,OOOl. per 
week.I-The disbanding of !the militia and fencible troops 
took place, and that of the -regulars was ,soon to follow: 
the Secretary at War deolared the peace .establishment to 
consist of 121,400 soldiers, whioh was presently announced 
10 be reduced to little IDOl'e than 70,000:, and in ;rune, 
it was made, known· that, the French . government had 
at length chosen an ambassador to be sent .to London 
to begin the' new era of peaoe. . The ambassador, 1\1. 
Andreossi, did not, however, arrive till November, nearly 
thirteen months after the signing of the preliminaries: 
and meantime, affairs had assumed an aspect which made 
the public regarcl this arrival as nothing better than a 
symptom of hope that peace might possibly be preserved. 

One of the most important effects of the peace was that 
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it opened opportunities of foreign travel to Englishmen, 
and permitted an influx of new ideas, and an enlarge
ment of intellect and sentiment, more wa.nted then than 
it is now easy to conceive. The 'elderly peopte of our 
time can scarcely believe now that they ever thought and 
felt as they were brought 'up to think' and feel about 
foreigners and their respective'count;ries, an.d about art 
and literature, and every subject on which we have now 
for above thirty years freelycoIIimtinicated' ,with con
tinental nations. We find, in the letters and'diaries' of 
fifty years ago, complacent notic'e~'ofthe' good -effects 
looked for from the new fancy of the opulent classes' for 
seeing the beauties of our own. island. .. Ani I too 
sanguine," writes Francis Horner in 1800, "or~m: l"even 
correct, in fancying that some good effects' may result 
from a fashion whiohcarries the, Edinbnrgh citizen to the 
Lakes of Westmoreland, and ,brings the London citizen 
to the Falls of the Clyde? " 'After' 'the peace, the 
"fashion" grew more earnest., On the'day'of,the pro
clamation of peace, April 29th,'official notice was given 
at the ports of the kingdom,that his, Majesty's license 
was no longer necessary to enable British subjects to go 
to the countries of, the Continent. By September, the 
number of English in Paris had risen to' 12,000: and 
'greatly was the public press 'scandalized at the fact,'and 
at being compelled to admit it; s~ 'ashamed were the 
,insular moralists of the day at, the' curiosity of'their 
countrymen which could lead them into ,the midst of the 
profanity and indecency' of foreign capitals. Such were 
the notions of the stay-at-home"people of fifty 'years 
since! and the 12,000 tourists were, for, some' time after 
their return, regarded with mingled envy; admiration,' 
and fear; as having ventured upon;a very pleasant act of 
moral rashness. When some, lingering too long, to enjoy 
a little more, were caught like, the moth in. the'candle, 
they were less pitied than blamed, as scorched moths'are 
wont to be. W]l.en war broke out again, IIJld 'they were 
made prisoners in France, the virtuous at home said it 
served them right for having left their country, which 
contained everything that was good, and gone to look at 
whatever was naughty. But the people at home were 
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presently the better for the travels of those who got back 
safely. They saw those who had seen Rome, and could 
tell what it was to approach the Eternal City. They 
heard from those who had been no further than Paris of 
the statues and pictures which had been brought there 
from Italy, and of the new ideas to which the study of 
them had given rise. Short as was the peace, all who 
lived among the educated classes in London, and in the 
cbief provincial towns, felt as if some ventilation of 
English intelligence had taken place; as if some warm 
breeze from a sull'll'ier climate had entered, to whiff away 
for the hour some. fogs of insular prejudice, and enable 
the children of the soil to catch a far glimpse of those 
Alpine summits· of art which they could not approach, 
and must presently lose sight of again. 

Parliament was dissolved at the end of June, in order 
that the utmost freshness might be imparted to public 
transactions on the incoming of a new period. The 
royal Speech breathed confidence in the national resources, 
emphatio .pprobation of the parliament which had sat 
for two sessions, and recommendations to cultivate the 
advantages. of peace. Mr. Pitt was, in his private con
versation, as sanguine as ever; saying to Lord Malmes
bury, that "we had a revenue equal to all Europe, a 
navy superior to all Europe, and a . commerce as great as 
that of all Europe; and, he added, laughingly, to make 
us quite gentlemen, a. debt as large as that of all Europe; 
and that if with these means we acted wisely, with a 
just mixture of spirit and forbearance, and could protract" 
( defer) "the evil of war for a few years, war would be an 
evil much less felt." Men were, however, beginning 

. already to doubt the "spirit" with which our affairs 
would be conducted; and to feel that France was re.
quiring a "forbearance" which no fear of the .. evil of 
war" could long sustain. There was so large an infusion 
of new members into the Commons-no less than 184-
that no one could be sure what the temper of the House 
would prove to be; but, at the close of the elections the 
funds were low, and an acknowledged apprehensiveness 
was abroad which boded the renewal of war. Confidence 
was not improved by the Premier's declaration, on the 
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24th of November, in the debate on the Address, that the 
large armaments twice prepared within a few months 
were not owing to any danger of a rupture with France, 
but only .. as a means of security, best calculated to 
preserve the blessings of peace." 

In the Court Cll:lendar, prepared for the coming year, 
Napoleon was, for the first time, found in the list of the 
sovereigns of Europe; and it was stated that he "began 
to reign" on the 15th of December, 1799. As he was 
jealously watching public opinion in England in relation 
to himself, this was probably gratifying to him; but his 
wrath against our press, and his expression of it, were 
now rising to a point which seemed to render" forbear
ance" scarcely possible. In August, the Moniteur had 
begun a series of articles against the English press with 
which Napoleon soon implicated himself. Before the 
end of the month, he had forbidden the circulation of 
English newspapers in France, and had sent the police to 
all cates and reading-rooms, to seize such copies as they 
could find. In November, just while Mr. Ad!Angton was 
assuring parliament and the country that there was no 
danger of a rupture with France, the Govel;lllIlent journal 
was assuring the world that, as regarded England, 
.. France would remain in the attitude in which the 
Athenians placed Minerva, her helmet on her head, and 
her lance in her hand." The First Consul had some 
advantages over Great Britain, and he made the most of 
them. The Knights of St. John could not manage their 
affairs at Malta, nor provide a garrison out of their reduced 
numbers: and the British garrison was not withdrawn at 
the end of three months from the conclusion of peace, as 
agreed in the Amiens Treaty, because the real rights of 
the Order of Malta were not yet ascertained; and if the 
English withdrew, the French would immediately enter. 
Again, the British government interfered with Frp.nch 
aggression upon Switzerland i-interfered abortively; and 
thus invited inlUllt. Again, the exiles of the old regime 
were received and comforted in England; and by his 
complaints about this, it would appear that Napoleon was 
really afraid of them. While all this bluster was going 
on, the Prime Minister in London was showing himself 
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so weak that men felt that a crisis must be approaching. 
He . exhibited a Budget which made his supporters 
ashamed, as soon as its errors·were pointed out. He was 
delighted at the accession of Mr. Sheridan to his party, 
while that unprincipled wit was 'f quizzing" him daily 
every where, except when offering adulation in tete-a-tetes: 
and, at the same time, Mr. Addington could with difficulty 
be made to see .that he. had lost the support of Mr. Pitt, 
without which his administration must presently appear 
as incapable as himself. By this time, the whole power
ful coterie of Mr. Pitt's friends, including the Duke of 
York, were 'engaged in· "the game" as }lr~ Canning 
called it,' of restoring Pitt to ·office, as the only hope of 
saving the country, whenever that war should break out 
which they perceived. <1;0 be inevitable. Single ineidents 
may characterize statesmanship as thoroughly as a course' 
of policy;· and we meet with one at this time which 
manifests Mr. Addington's mind,and justifies the disgust 
of his opponents quite as -effectually as the Amiens treaty 
itself. 'Whll~ he·was exhibitinga'dishonest budget, and 
sympathizing with . the burdened. . people,· and.- coaxing· 
them to beal: .Jl.ewtaxes by promises ()f a peace·which he 
could not preserve, he conferred a sinecure of nearly-
3000l. a-year'-on his own son, -then ,a boy at school. As 
for the way .in· which it was. done; it was· thus. Mr. 
Adding~o~'s tutor; Dr. Goodenough, appearspre-eminent 
in· adulation among a. set of singularly obsequious cor
respondents of the Prime Minister •. During· this year, 
the ·Prime Minister made his obsequious tutor Dean of 
Rochester. The sentimental letter of thank.! which the
new Dean wrote ends thus :-" Excuse me for adding one 
other word. I understand that Oolonel Barre, Clerk of 
the Pells, is in a very precarious·,"tate. I hope you will 
have the fortitude to nominate Harry to be his successor." 
This was a .kind of. fortitude that was not out· of . Mr. 
Addington's reach. As his· biographer tells· us, "Mr. 
Addington did nominate his son to the vacant clerkship.'" 
Master Harry, then at· 'Winchester school, became an 
officeholder to the amount of nearly 3000l. a year; and 
alas I Mr. Pitt is found ," rejoicing most sincerely'" that· 
the Pells aloe so disposed of .. , 
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Mr. Addington was wont to say in after years that the 
ink was scarcely dry, after the signature of the treaty of 
Amiens, when discontents arose which perilled the new 
peace. On the 24th of May,M. Otto told Lord Glen
bervie that if the English press were not cimtrolled from 
censuring Napoleon, there must be a war·tothe death: 
and in the course of the summer;< six requisitions were 
formally made to the iBritish'govemment, the purport of 
which was that the press must be' controlled; the. royal 
emigrants sent to Warsaw;' the 'island of Jersey cleared 
of persons disaffected to the French governnient; and all 
Frenchmen dismissed from Great Britain who wore the 
decorations of the old monarchy; . The.reply,wasj that 
the press waS free in England, and that if ally 'of . the 
emigrants broke the·laws, they'should be punished;' but 
that otherwise they oouldnot be molestedJ r' ['he 'govem
ment, however; used its· influence 'in'remonstrance with 
the editors ·of. newspapers which'were-abusive 'of the 
French. Cobbett was pointed out by name'by' Napoleon; 
as a libeller'who must"be'punished;, and!> Peltier, a 
royalist emigrant, who had published some incell.tiveslto 
the assassination of· the French· ruler, .or prophecies 
which might at· such, a' crisis, be fairly' Tegarded 'as 
inoentives.M. Peltier's object was to use his 'knowledge 
of the • tools "of NapoleoD;" and. his; great''Pcilitical 'and 
literary experienoo, in 'laying . bare,,,the" character and 
policy of Napoleon; 'and he began ·in the summer ,1)(1802; 
a journal, the first number of which:occasioned the demand 
for his punishment.,·,. He was prosecuted by the Attomey~ 
General, and defended ,by,- Sir James' Mackintosh, ,in,a 
speech which was'translatedintO'nearly all the languages 
of Europe, and universally' considered one of: the"ltlost 
prodigious' efforts' of .oratoryever, listened. tc!J in any-age. 
The Attomey-GeneraJ.,.'Mlri Percival, ;declared' in IOOurt, 
that he could hardly hope, for· an impartial decision:' frOltl 
a jury whose faculties had. been so' roused; dazzled, aRd 
charmed; and it remains 8' matter Of 'surprise, and not 
leBS' of satisfaction, tha.t" amidstdhe 'popular prejudice 
against Napoleon, the popular sympathy 'with the emi
grants, and the English enthusiasm for the liberty-of the 
press, the jury should have seen their' duty in' this "Case. 

I 
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M. Peltier was found guilty; but the Attorney-General 
did not call for judgment on the instant. War was then 
_t the close of :February-imminent; and the mattel' 
was dropped. M. Peltier was regarded as a martyr, and, 
as far as public opinion went, was rather rewarded than 
punished in England. He was wont to say that he was 
tried in England and punished in France. His property 
was confiscated by the. consular agents; and his only 
near relations, his aged father and his sister, died at 
Nantes, through terror at his trial.' 

By this time, the merchants of Great Britain were 
thoroughly disgusted with l!'rance. Not only had Napo
leon prevented all commercial intercourse between the 
nations throughout the year, but he had begun to con
fiscate English merchant vessels, driven by stress of 
weather into his ports. By this time, too, the Minister's 
mind was made up as to the impossibility of avoiding 
war. His biographer tells us that w.s desire through 
life was to be "peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated:" 
but that i.n.- October, "even his sanguine mind was not 
wholly divested of anxiety." His own account of the 
matter was (in a conversation with Lord Malmesbury on 
the 19th of February) that his intention had been to bear 
all obloquy at home, all taunts about being too forbearing, 
in the certainty that France would presently :fill the cup 
of oifellce to overflowing; and that thus Great Britain 
woul<l enter upon the new war with a single mind and a 
resolute heart. He had passed over all acts of mere 
petulance and vulgar spite and had waited till insult was 
coupled with hostility or with hostile declarations before 
he moved. That time he felt to be now come. 

It was indeed. Napoleon had published a Report of an 
official agent of his, Sebastiani, who had explored 1he 
Levant, stIiving as he went to rouse the Mediterranean 
States to a desertion of England and an alliance with 
France. He reported of the British force at Alexandria, ~ 
and of the means of attack and defence there; and his 
employer put forth this statement in the' Moniteur,' his 
own paper, while complaining of the insults of the English 
press tow~rds himself. Our' ambassador at Paris, Lord 
Whitworth, desired an explanation: and the reception of 
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his demand by the First Consul and his Minister was 
characteristic. 111. Talleyrand smiled at the youthful 
ardour, military predilections, and intemperate patriotism 
of Sebastiani, declared" upon his honour" that Sebastiani's 
mission was a purely commercial one, and that whatever 
he had ItllU"lled about the British force at Alexandria and 
elsewhere was for his own amusement, and not at the 
bidding of the government: and it was this 88Ine Talley
rand who had, a few weeks before, sent that letter to 
Fauvelet in Dublin which we have mentioned as having 
been intercepted during the progreM of Emmett's con
spiracy. For lOme time, Napoleon's temper had been 
growing 10 fierce that his servants stood in dread of him ; 
and foreigners who visited him thought him actually mad. 
His conduct on this occasion was more like that of Paul of 
RU88ia than that of his own wily Minister, who thought 
to have given him his cue. Andreossi, in London, talked 
like Talleyrand; gave the aame &ooount of Sebastiani's 
Report, declared that France could not go to war; that 
her army were half Jacobina; that the natio. would not 
have war; and that Napoleon's objects were purely com
mercial Andreossi said these things in London on the 
23rd of February, little imagining what shame his master 
had been casting on such hypocrisy five days before in 
Paria, by means of a fit of p&88ion. He sent for Lord 
Whitworth to wait on him at nine in the morning of the 
18th; made him sit down; and then poured out hiS wrath 
"in the style of an Italian bully," as the record has it: 
and the term is not too strong; for he would not allow 
Lord Whitworth to speak. The first impr688ion was, 
that it was his design to terrify England: but Talley
rand's anxiety to smooth matters afterwards, and to ex
plain away what his master had said, show that the 
ebullition was one of mere temper. And this was pre
sently confirmed by his behaviour to Lord Whitworth at 
a levee, when the saloon was crowded with foreign am
bassadors and their suites, as well as with French 
courtiers. The whole scene was set forth in the news
papers of every country. Napoleon walked about, trans
ported with passion: asked Lord Whitworth if he did 
not know ,that a t.epible storm had arisen between the 
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two governments; declared that England was a violator 
of treaties; took to witness the foreigners present that 
if England did not immediately surrender Malta, war 
was declared; and condescended to appeal to them whether 
the right was not on his side; and, when Lord Whitworth 
would have replied, silenced him by a gesture, and observed 
that, Lady Whitworth being out of health, her native air 
would be of service to her; and she should have it, sooner 
than she expected.-After this, there could be little hope 
of peace in the most sanguine mind: and the King's 
message to parliament on the 8th of March (unknown to 
Napoleon when he thus committed himself), told the 
nation what to expect. France had in February resolved 
"to keep on foot 500,000 men, to undertake its defence, 
and avenge its injuries." On this 8th of March, the King 
of England informed his parliament that though all hope 
of peace was not relinquished, the armaments going on 
in the ports of France and Holland must be taken as 
suggestions of preparations for defence in Great Britain. 
It afterwat"ds became clear that these armaments were 
really what they pretended to be-designed for action in 
the West Indies-for the reduction of St. Domingo: but 
there were grounds enough for proceeding to arm, without 
this; and the response of parliament to the King's sug
gestions was as hearty as he could desire. They voted 
an addition of 10.000 to the naval force of the country, 
and the calling out of the militia. 

For some weeks after this, there seemed to be a lull. 
Napoleon was believed to have given orders to his agents 
to temporize to gain time, while it appears to be estab
lished that he repeatedly said to those about him. that 
so many factions were opposed to him that there was 
no chance of internal peace but by making war with 
England. The English publio grew discontented with 
the slowness of the Ministry. The blame was laid on 
Lord Hawkesbury's feebleness; and the King sent for Mr. 
Addington to complain of Lord. Hawkesbury's delays, and 
of his inattention in not duly reporting progress to his 
sovereign. More was doing, however, than the world 
was aware of. Negotiations were offered for Mr. Pitt's 
return to ~ower. Pitt's friends grew more restless every 
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day in the prospect of a war, to be conducted by an in
capable Ministry; and it is evident that Mr. Addington, 
with all his complacency, was uneasy under Pitt's silence, 
and absence at Bath, and obvious slackening of support. 
It was clearly Addington who made the first move. For 
some weeks Pitt appeared to his friends mysterious, 
unaccountable, and distressingly reserved. He was, in 
fact, resolved not to be indiscreet this time; but to leave 
all that he could (and disclosure among the rest) to the 
King. The negotiation failed because Mr. Pitt considered 
the talents of the Grenvilles indispensable to the service 
of the country, at such a time; and the existing Ministry 
would not hear of admitting them. Pitt and Addington 
were separated further than before by this business. 
Their accounts of what took place do not agree; and 
certainly, the inclination of those who read or heard the 
respective narratives was to trust Mr. Pitt's clearness of 
head and accuracy of statement, rather than Mr. Ad
dington's. They could not, for instance, in the face of 
Mr. Pitt's whole conduct during the winter, credit Mr. 
Addington's opening assertion, that the first move was 
Mr. Pitt's. From the King's extraordinary notions of 
Mr. Pitt's insolence in regard to himself as well as others, 
it appears that Mr. Addington had prejudiced the mind 
of his sovereign. No one, indeed, should be held re
sponsible for the extravagances of that infirm mind: but 
it is evident that in reporting Mr. Pitt's wish to introduce 
the Grenvilles, the Minister had so told the story as to 
make the King fancy Mr. Pitt a dangerous liberal. The 
King charged him with wanting to put the crown in 
commission; and with "carrying his plan of removals so 
extremely far and so high, that it might reach him." 
When Mr. Addington was compelled by pressure from 
Mr. Pitt's friends to lay the letters before the King, he 
appears to have done that in his own way too; for the 
King told Lord Pelham, "I have now got the written 
documents; but I will not read them, nor even take any 
notice of them." It was no great punishment to any 
reasonable. man to be spared from serving such a master: 
but it was a serious matter to the country to be in the 
hands of .ltis small-minded and smooth Minister: and 
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some statesmen, less unbending than Pitt, lamented that 
he did not come in under Addington's terms, in full 
assurance that in a short time he would have everything 
in his own hands. But Pitt was not the man to do this. 
The Duke of York thought both parties in the wrong, 
and lamented that the tra:nsaction had placed Pitt further 
from power than ever j and this lamentation was echoed 
far and wide, in the ala-rm of renewed war. The negotia
tion and explanations continued throughout April j and it 
was the more easily done for the' absence of parliament 
during the Easter recess. 

On the 4th of May, the naval preparations of England 
were discussed in parliament j and a shock was given to 
'public confidence, at present of such serious importance, 
by an instance of Mr. Addington's weakness. In Decem
ber, he had said in parliament that fifty sail of the line 
could be prepared for sea within one month; and more, 
if necessary. Now, after five months' interval, and two 
months after the royal summons to make ready, he ad
mitted tha't the country had only thirty-two ships iIi 
commission, not fit for sea; and that when he spoke of 
fifty, he meant, not that they would be manned and ready 
for sea, but rigged and fitted out. What the national 
feeling' was from this date, and eaI;lier, about the state of 
the navy, we shall soon have occasion to see: meantime, 
it did no service to the Ministry that some of its adherents 
mocked at the naval force of France, instead of being able 
to give a good account of our own. 

In the midst of the excitement of this subject, a sudden 
check to the national apprehension occurred. The morning 
after this debate, between eight and nine o'clock, a man 
'dressed like a government messenger arrived in vast haste 
at the Mansion House, bearing a letter, with a huge seal, 
addressed to the Lord Mayor of London. The seal looked 
official, and the letter purported to be from Lord Hawkes
bury, the Foreign Secretary. It declared that all dif
ferences between Great Britain and France were settled, 
and that the terms of continued peace were decided on. 
The usual forms of official communications were so exactly 
preserved that the Lord Mayor never for a moment sus
pected any thing wrong. The news was spread by 
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printed notices posted round the Custom House, declaring 
the embargo to be taken off certain ships: the funds rose 
five per cent.; and the City was uproarious with joy: 
80 that, at last, the news reached the ears of the Ministers. 
It was about noon when a true messenger arrived to 
declare the whole a hoax. The pecple's faces fell; the 
funds were down immediately; and the Stock Exchange 
was closed, the Committee resolving that all the trans
actions of that morning were void. It was a fraud on 
the Stock Exchange, vexatious enough in every way; 
but especially impreBBive by showing how strong was 
still the popular longing for peaoe. 

In a few days. all was settled. Lord Whitworth left 
Paris on the 12th of May; and a~ Dover met General 
Andreosei, on his way to Paris. On the 16th, it became 
publicly known that war was declared: and on the same 
day Admiral Cornwallis received telegraphic orders which 
caused him to appear before Brest on the 18th. On the 
17th~ an Order in Council, directing reprisals, was iBSued ; 
and with it the proclamation of an embargo being laid on 
all French and Dutch ships in British ports. 'l'he naval 
bounty of five pounds per man was offered on the same 
day: and death denounced against every sailor found on 
board the enemy's fleet. On the next day, May 18th, 
1803, the Declaration of War was laid before parlia
ment, and the feverish state, called peace, which had 
lasted for one year and sixteen days, passed into one of 
open hostility. 

The reason why the vessels of the Dutch were to be 
seized with those of the French was that Napoleon had 
1illed Holland with French troops, and was virtually 
master of the country, giving occasion to the inhabitants 
to suppose that he intended to annex it to France. Eng
lish manufactures were strictly prohibited; and the 
whole force of Dutch soldiery was employed as a Custom
house guard. 

An attempt was made to displace the Administration 
by means of ReSolutions brought forward in both Houses 
of Parliament, alleging concealment from parliament of 
important information, and disingenuous and weak con
duct abollt the fulfilment of the terms of the treaty. The 
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debates were long and extremely interesting. That in 
the Commons was rendered exciting by Mr. Pitt's taking 
part in it, while Mr. Fox and his party retired without 
voting. Mr. Fox had gone too far in praising Mr. Ad
dington's pacific tendencies to vote censure upon him 
now, though he could not but agree that much censure 
was deserved: and Mr. Pitt had been the superintending 
influence of the Ministry- when it was first formed, though 
he had for some time' withdrawn himself visibly from 
such responsibility. Neither of these statesmen could 
vote either way upon the condemnatory Resolutions. So 
Mr. Fox left the House; and Mr. Pitt showed the peril of 
inducting a set of fresh men at such a crisis. and moved 
the consideration' of the orders of the day. Ministers 
could not rest under an uncertainty; they pressed for a 
decision on the Resolutions, and obtained it. Mr. Canning 
and other friends of Mr. Pitt voted against the adminis
tration: but it was retained in office by a large majority. 
In truth the way to power was not clear enough, for any 
man or any party, to justify the displacing, at that 
moment, of any existing government, on the ground of 
misconduct which could not now be helped. The thing 
to be done was to provide for the vigorous prosecution of 
.the war. The King was not backward in showing his 
humour at this crisis. "The King' has two favourites," 
writes Francis Horner, at this time: "two favourites; 
the War and the Doctor" (Addington). "But the doctor 
has at present the preference; and even the war would be 
given up for him." His majesty was writing sentimental 
and confused notes to his minister. He received Lord 
Grenville's sister so rudely at Court, that none of the 
ladies of that family attended the birth-day in June: 
and he passed Mr. Pitt in the park without notice. Thus, 
Mr. Addington had the whole business to himself; and 
was now to show how he could govern the country. and 
conduct the defence of the empire. 

He was not practically opposed about the financial part 
of his plans. He brought forward his Budget on the 13th 
of June. He proposed to raise six millions of war-taxes 
by increased customs and e1'cise duties; these additional 
taxes to cease six months after the conclusion of a peace. 
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The Livery of London met to offer generous support, 
trusting that it might be in some other form than an 
unequal Income-tax: but a. modified Property-tax was 
presently imposed. The Common Council of London 
immediately resolved to raise and equip 800 men. Meet
inga were held in towns and parishes on every hand, to 
pass patriotio resolutions, and agree on methods of defence. 
At the anniversary dinners of publio charities " Tyrtooan 
songs" were sung, which intoxicated the company more 
than their wine. Princes of the Blood, lawyers from the 
Inns, bankers, and country gentlemen, as well as trades
men, entered themselves as Volunteers, and drilled in
defatigably, twice or oftener in the day. The subscribers 
to Lloyd's instituted a fund for the relief of the wounded, 
the solace of the maimed and bereaved, and the reward of 
the eminently brave. The merchants, bankers, and traders 
of London issued a Declaration, written by Mackintosh, 
which stirred up a fine spirit in the country. They de
clared that the coming contest was a struggle for national 
existence; for civilization against brute force; for all 
that Englishmen hold dear against all that they most 
hate; and they pledged themselves to exert all their 
powers to rouse the country to its defence, and to be ready 
with their services of every sort, on every occasion. The 
walls were placarded with speeches from King John and 
Henry Vth, and even Rolla's speech, signed by Sheridan. 
The stories of the invasion of Greece by Persia, of Hol
land by Louis XIV., and of England by Philip of Spain, 
were told from end to end of the country, and the memory 
of Queen Elizabeth became the enthusiasm of the day. 
In the London alehouses, the police spies declared, the 
spirit was good; and along the coast, the inhabitants 
showed themselves to be awake and devoted. At suoh a 
time, the people at each point of the coast are certain 
that theirs is the spot on which the descent will be made; 
and the play of passions and prejudices is !leen to great 
advantage duripg a period like the summer of 1803. In 
some cities near the coast, the Pittites were in alarming 
doubt about the Foxites. As even Foxites had domestio 
affections, to them was appointed the task of arranging 
for the removal of the women and children, on the first 
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signal of the approach. of the French. They were to 
number waggons, and bespeak horses, and appoint places 
of meeting, and maintain clear roads, while the loyal kept 
watch on the cliffs, and drilled, and set guards on the 
cathedrals, lest the Dissenters should take the opportunity 
to burn them down. An English nunnery in Dorsetshire 
was searched by a clerical Justice of the peace and his 
neighbours, in July, in.the expectation of finding hidden 
there, not only arms and ammunition, but a brother of 
Napoleon. The foreigner was looked for in every closet, 
and corner of the cellar. The abbess reminded the Justice 
that, while the sisters 'were catholics, they were English
women, as averse to foreign invasion as their neighbours. 
-The very accidents of the time show the spirit of the 
time. In practisi:ng street-firing with catridge, a volun-· 
teer wounds his officer. The Law Association, in Temple 
Gardens, charging with the bayonet, stumble, and ono 
bayonet breaks in the ground, and another pierces a coat. 
A gentleman kills himself, and knocks down others, by 
firing a musket with six cartridges in it. The fashions 
of the time smack of war. The drill dress of the Uni
versity students is immortalized in the chronicles of the 
year-blue jacket, Hack gaiters, and all.-The reviews 
and presentations of colours were a fine spectacle, that 
summer and autumn. The most· animating was the 
Royal review of the Volunteers in Hyde Park in October; 
and a nobler spectacle can hardly have been seen in our 
country, for a thousand years. It was wholly unlike an 
ordinary military review. The sovereign here met his 
armed citizens of London, to see how fit they were for 
the defence of their hom.es and their national institutions. 
The old King conducted himself with sobriety and dignity, 
and looked kingly on his charger. The Duke of York, the 
Commander-in-Chief, met him on the ground; and the 
Queen and her other ohildren attended him. All the 
houses withh}. view were crowded to the chimney-tops. 
Amidst the sunshine, and the martial musio, and the 
cheers of the crowd, there was a deep solemnity pel'V'ading 
the whole celebration.-Such inoidents as have been 
related show how great was the support on which the 
Minister might rely. 
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The eldest of the princes was not present at the great 
review: he had gone down to Brighton to avoid it: but 
he was not therefore inactive. The Prince of Wales had 
begged to be a volunteer, or to have high military rank 
like his brothers, fearing that, as colonel of his regiment, 
he should be placed far from the scene of conflict, if the 
country should be actually invaded. But it was not 
thought fit that the heir-apparent should be subjected to 
danger, in a post which coiild as well be filled by any 
other man. He was in a sore and irritable state of mind; 
and he strove, or pretended, to ascribe his irritation to 
this. But he had enough besides to make him miserable. 
His father had, in February, sent down a message to 
parliament, to desire them to oonsider the subject of the 
debts of the Prince of Wales. No delicacy was used 
about the matter. It was understood that Mr. Addington 
was using this method of buying off the Prince's claim 
for the .revenues of the Duchy of Cornwall during his 
minority: a claim which was sanctioned by the opinion 
of the Crown lawyers. The project now was to add 
60,OOOl. a year to his income for three years, to liquidate 
his debts: but no guarantee was proposed by which he 
might be prevented from squandering money as he had 
always hitherto done; and there was not even any 
security for the restoration of his establishment, which he 
had broken up, on a plea of necessity, while 1!.e was as 
lavish as ever on his private pleasures. The exposure of 
his debts before parliament was most humiliating to him
self, while nothing was arranged which could make it 
final and effectual.-When the Royal Message of the 8th 
of March called upon parliament to occupy themselves 
with the war,. the Prince desired that the subject of his 
affairs should be dropped: but it was soon resumed, and 
his annuity bill was passed. It did not leave him in any 
humour to meet his parents, unless compelled: and it is 
hard to say which is most painful to read about-the cruel 
harshnes8 and itlsulting manners of the father towards his 
son, at the very moment that he could be sentimental to
wards his adulatory minister, or the heartless levity and 
proBigate courses of the son, who made it his pleasure to 
expose to the public the harshness under whioh he suffered. 
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In J-qIy, the militia force amounted. to 173,000 men; 
and the deficiency was in officers to command them. The 
minister proposed, in addition to all the forces actually in 
existence, the formation of an army of reserve, amounting 
to 50,000 men: and this was presently ageed to; There 
was little that the parliament and people of England 
would not have agreed to at this moment, under the 
provocation of Napoleo~'s treatment of the English in 
France. His :6.rst act' was to order the detention, as 
priso~rI! of war, of all the English then in the country, 
between the ages of 18 and 60. The exasperation caused 
by this cruel measure was all that he could have expected 
or desired. Many were the young men thus doomed to 
lose, in wearing expectation or despair, twelve of the best 
years of their lives, cut off from family, profession, 
marriage, citizenship-everything that young men most 
value. Many were the parents separated for twelve long 
years from the young creatures at home, whom they had 
left for a mere pleasure trip: and many were the grey
haired fathers and mothers at home who went down to 
the grave during' those twelve years without another 
sight of the son or daughter who was pining in some 
small provincial town in France, without natural occupa
tion, and well nigh without hope. In June, the English 
in Rouen were removed to the neighbourhood of Amiens j 
those in Calais to Lisle; those at Brussels to Valenciennes. 
Before the month was out, all the English in Italy and 
Switzerland, in addition to those in Holland, were made 
prisoners. How many the whole amounted to does not 
appear to have been ascertained: but it was believed at 
the time that there were 1l,0(J0 in France, and 1,300 in 
Holland. The first pretence was that these travellers 
were detained as hostages for the prizes which Napoleon 
accused us of taking before the regular declaration of 
war; but when proposals were made for an exchange, he 
sent a savage answer that he would keep his prisoners 
till the end of the war. It is difficult to conceive how 
there could be two opinions about the nature of the 
man after this act. 

The naval captures of which Napoleon complained, as 
made prior to a declaration of war, were of two merchant 
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shipe taken by English frigates: and we find notices of 
such being brought into port on the 25th of May. 
Whether they were captured before the 18th, there is no 
record that we can find. Nelson was at sea, on his way 
to the Mediterranean, two days before the declaration: 
and on the 23rd, Admiral Cornwallis sent home news of 
the first capture of a vessel of war, off Uahant, bearing a 
crew of ninety-two men, who fought with great bravery. 
In a few days a frigate was taken; and another frigate, a 
brig of war, and some smaller vessels, in the course of 
June. On the sea, our successes seemed a matter of 
course; but meantime a blow was struck at Great Britain, 
and especially at her sovereign, which proved that the 
national exasperation against France was even yet capable 
of increase. On the breaking out of the war, George III. 
issued a proclamation, as Elector of Hanover, declaring to 
Germany that the Germanic states had nothing to fear in 
regard to the new hostilities, as he was entering into war 
as King of Great Britain, and not as Elector of Hanover. 
Whatever military preparations were going forward in 
Hanover were merely of a defensive character. Napoleon, 
however, set such defence at defiance. On the 13th of 
June, news arrived of the total surrender of Hanover to 
the French. The palace, which the King had lately 
repaired and furnished for the Duke of Cambridge, at an 
expense of 50,0001., was tenanted by General Mortier. 
The Hanoverians had entered into a convention with the 
French, by which the regency was set aside, the French 
cavalry was to be remounted and equipped, and the army 
reclothed, at the expense of the electorate; all magazines, 
arms, artillery, and defences, were given up to the 
invaders; all public property, which was made to include 
the effects of the King of England, was given up; and 
the Hanoverian army was to retire behind the Elbe. 
This was disastrous news to begin with; but it was not 
the kind of trouble which affected the King's mind. A 
Council being called on the occasion, he came to town to 
attend it; and' there is no doubt that he did, as his 
ministers said, .. receive the tidings of the loss of Hanover 
with great magnanimity, and a real kingliness of mind." 
Yet he was, at the same time,.irritated and harsh with 
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more than one member of his own family. Messages and 
interviews were proceeding, in the midst of the turmoil 
of the new war, to prevent the Duchess of York from 
sitting at the same table with Mrs. Fitzherbert at a ball: 
and the Duke of Kent was in disgrace with his father 
almost as deep at that of his eldest brother. Now, on 
the surrender of Hanover, the Duke of Cambridge 
returned home in a few days, his occupation abroad being 
gone. Government resolved to declare the Elbe and the 
Weser, and a.ll the ports of Western Germany, in a state 
of blockade; as the French had now command over all 
the intermediate rivers. It was calculated that this 
would annoy and injure Napoleon effectually, as it would 
cause the ruin of foreign merchants trading from the 
whole series of ports. English merchants would suffer 
deeply; but it was calculated that English capital and 
stock would hold out longer than those of foreign mer
chants. Thus was the sickening process of private ruin, 
as a cheek to publio aggression, entered upon, before war 
had been declared a month. The Hanoverian army was 
not suffered to remain in its position on the further bank 
of the Elbe. As the King of England refused to ratify 
the so-oalled convention of the 3rd of June, the French 
general, Mortier, was instructed to make the arrp.y prisoners 
of war, and send them into France. The Hanoverian 
general, Walmoden, could do nothing-the apparatus of 
war being all in the enemy's hands. He capitulated; 

. and his troops laid down their arms, and returned to 
their homes, on parole not to serve against France or her 
allies till regula.rly exohanged. Mortier wrote home that 
"General Walmoden signed the capitulation with an 
afflicted heart": and that it was" difficult to paint the 
situation of the fine regiment of the King of England's 
guards at dismounting. 

Thus far, no intimation had been given of Mr. Adding
ton's proposed European policy; or whether he had any 
such policy at all. On the 12th of June, we find the old 
diplomatist, Lord Malmesbury, talking over matters with 
one of the ministers, Lord Pelham, and recuning to the 
Pitt policy of " settling Europe" by balancing her powers, 
if Russia could be induoed to offer her intervention. One 
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improvement on the Pitt policy was suggested by his 
friend. "If," he says, "the general plan of' arranging 
Europe was accepted, or seriously w.ished for, we must 
make up our minds to give money-large subsidies; but 
I would give them only after the work was done as task
work; not as we had done hitherto, always beforehand." 
The reply of the minister was that Addington was "not 
yet up to this." And yet the government had had to lay 
before parliament an aocount of the subsidies furnished 
by England to the European Powers during the late war, 
amounting to upwards of 12,000,0001. The British mer
chants who, in the face of this fact, entered with so 
vigorous a spirit into a renewal of war thus seem to be 
brave indeed. And so they were: but it was a bravery 
inspired by the peril of their country and nation. This 
should always be remembered when the burden of taxa
tion and the grievance of. the Debt are complained of. 
About the war which closed the century, .there might 
fairly be a diversity of opinions, and the recklessness 
with which the Debt was increased will ever be the 
reproach of Mr. Pitt's administration. But the ·present 
war was an unavoidable struggle for national existence: 
and the prodigious increase of the Debt which was now 
to take place was a ransom paid for national life and 
freedom. It might be that the business was mismanaged; 
it might be that a vast saving of danger and misery, 
even now future, might have been made if the form of 
terminable annuities, and other arrangements, had been 
more extensively adopted: but, as regards the incurring 
of debt, truth and principle require that a wide distinc.
tion should be made between the burdens laid upon 
future generations by aristocratic selfishness and self
will, and those which grew up out of the common danger 
that threatened all classes with destruction. At the 
beginning of the war in 1793, the Debt amounted to 
260,000,0001. That war increased it to 620,000,0001., the 
annual burden being scarcely short of 20,000,0001. The 
new war was to carry the debt up to 1,040,000,0001., and 
the .a~nual burden to upwards of 32,000,0001.. This last 
addItion of 420,000,0001. was what the nation was, at the 
• • Political Dictionary,' yo1. ii. p. 403.-(Bohn's Standard LibralY). 
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time, willing to yield to the necessity' of the time; and, 
if the last generation had not been so willing, we should 
not now have been that British nation that we are proud 
and thankful to be. 

As for the disgrace of the Duke of Kent with his family, 
it was only an aggravation of the temper ordinarily 
existing between the parties. The information yielded 
by lapse of y~ars shows that the young Prince was a 
sufferer throughout his childhood and youth by the 
partialities of his parents, in the same way as his eldest 
brother. He was disliked by them, always treated with 
harshness, always misunderstood, and never allowed to 
speak in self-justification. He was cramped in purse, and 
he ran into debt. The nominal dignity of Lieutenant
General was given to him, without such an allowance as 
was necessary for the support of that rank, when held by 
a Prince of the Blood; and he had not the privilege of 
that caudid construction which was considered the due of 
every other officer of that rank in the British army. His 
last post had been at Gibraltar, and there, in the winter 
of 1802-3, a mutiny had occurred, which he was accused 
of having actually caused. He was recalled; and so 
harsh were his family to him that one of the ministers, 
Lord Pelham, begged of Lord Malmesbury that he would 
endeavour to soften the Duke of York towards his brother, 
and prevent an exposure of the family differences.-The 
conduct of the King towards his heir, at the same period, 
shows what his temper could be with his own children 
while pious words were on his lips, and he was in
cessantly calling upon God to witness the strength and 
purity of his conscience, and while he was exchanging 
tenderness and flatteries with his Chancellor, Lord Eldon, 
and hi. Prime Minister, Mr. Addington. Those who 
were his, he could love, and even doat upon; but he 
could not respect the rights of those who were not 
wholly his. He could insult Lord Grenville's relations, 
and .. cut" Mr. Pitt in the Park, and oppress some of 
his own sons, rwhile he fondled others. Throughout the 
period of preparation for war, and then of that for 
invasion, the ~rince of Wales strove to obtain some notice 
from his paren,s-some acknowledgment of his desire to 
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aid in the defence of the country; and it cannot but be 
felt by every reader of his correspondence with the King, 
the Prime Minister, and the Duke of York, tliat, what
ever cause of displeasure and mistrust he might have 
given them, the treatment he met ~th was insulting 
aud exasperating. Mr. Addington 1eft his letters unno
ticed as long as he could-no doubt from being afraid to 
mention him to the King. The King returned a curt and 
harsh reply to such an appeal as this, when made, at last, 
to himself: .. I ask to be allowed to display the best 
energies of my character; to shed the last drop of my 
blood in support of your Majesty's person, crown, and 
dignity: for this is not a war for empire, glory, and 
dominion, but for existence. In this contest, the lowest 
and humblest of your Majesty's subjects have been called 
upon; it would therefore little become me, who am the 
first, and who stan4 at the very footstool of the throne, to 
remain a tame, an idle, and lifeless spectator I ..... 
Hanover is lost-England is menaced with invasion
Ireland is in rebellion-Europe is at the foot of France! 
At such a moment the Prince of Wales, yielding to none 
of your servants in zeal and devotion-to none of your 
subjects in duty-to none of your children in tenderness 
and affection, presumes to approach you, and again to 
repeat those offers which he has already made through 
your Majesty's ministers •••••• Ought I not to come 
forward in a moment of unexampled difficulty and danger? 
Ought I not to snare in the glory of victory, when I 
have everything to lose by defeat? The highest places 
in your Majesty's service are filled by the younger 
branches of the royal family; to me alone no place is 
assigned. I am not thought worthy to be even the 
junior Major-General of your army." It was probably 
supposed that this letter was written for the Prince by 
some able leader of Opposition: it was probably supposed 
that he was insincere, and even malicious in thus ex
hibiting his dis~ontentS; and it was certainly concludeCl 
by the advisers of the Crown that the heir to the throne 
lIlust not be exposed to unnecessary danger. But the 
appeal should have been responded to in the spirit which 
it professed; and it was due to thl! Prince, as to every 
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other man, that a. reason should be assigned for the 
mortification of a wish ostensibly virtuous. The King, 
however," assigned no cause for the refusal but his own 
will: and the Minister and the brother merely alleged, 
on their part, the King's prohibition to them to mention 
the subject. If,' after this, and after his fathe.r had 
married him, without consulting him, to a woman whom 
he disliked, a.nd after the King had outraged his feelings 
about his debts and·difficulties, by the conditions he 
exacted aI\d the publicity he caused-if, after all this, the 
Prince sought solace in his own way, and plunged into 
profligate pleasures, the, King had no right to be exces
sively scandalized at the name of Mrs. Fitzherbert, or to 
be offended when his unhappy son went down disrespect
fully to Brighton, to aVQid the review in the Park, where 
his younger brothers figured as Commander-in-Chief and 
Lieutenant-Generals, while he was .only a. Colonel of 
Dragoons. What the King did now was to write that he 
had hoped to hea.r no more of the matter, after his repeated 
interdiction of the subject, adding" should the implacable 
enemy so far succeed as to land, you will have an opportu
nity of showing your zeal at the head of your regiment." 

The King appeared to advantage on critical occasions 
which involved no offence to his self-will and his preju
dices. It has been seen that he bOTe well the loss of his 
Hanoverian dominions. He was also quiet and coolon 
occasion of attempts upon his life. A wild and strange 
plot had been discovered and punished in the last winter, 
which must have appeared formidable in the first instance. 
One of the victims of Mr. Pitt's cruel policy of repression 
of political opinion was Col. Despard, who had been im
prisoned for several months in the gaol of Cold Bath 
Fields, then called, from the number of state prisoners in 
,it, the English Bastille. Despard had been committed 
under the suspension of the HabellB Corpus, never 
brought to trial, and discharged without remark on the 
~xpiration of the Suspension Act. This was good train
ing wr treason. He established a Society for the Ex
tension of Liberty; and this society was joined by a 
government spy. When the members had proceeded so 
far, possibly under spy-instigation, as to plan the seizure 
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of the government, and the capture of the public edifices, 
and the death of the King, the government laid hold of 
them, and lodged forty-six conspirators in prison. Col. 
Despar4 was kept, heavily ironed, in Newgate. The first 
witness called for his defence was his old comrade, Lord 
Nelson, who bore testimony zealously to his loyalty, as 
well as his bravery. Many persons doubted the goodness 
of the evidence, as far as the most serious charges were 
concerned, questioning the characters of the witnesses-
soldiers who declared themselves to have been won over 
by Despard: but there could be no doubt of his having 
gone ,so far in sedition as to leave him little chance in 
those days of political and judicial severity. Be was 
hanged, with six of his accomplices, on the 21st of 
February, 1803. His last words were a charge upon the 
Ministers that they, knowing him to be innocent, hanged 
him because he was a friend to liberty. No one believed 
this; and the saying went some way to settle the minds 
of persons before unsatisfied by the evidence. There is 
no doubt that the King believed that a great number of 
persons had arranged to surround his coach and shoot him, 
as hewent.down to meet his parliament; and the thought 
did not Reem to affect his nerves. His infirmities never 
impaired his personal courage. Some of the crowd at the 
execution cheered the last words of Despard. Many more 
set up a groan when the exe('utioner, having severed the 
head from the dead body, held it up, streaming with 
blood, and made the old proclamation, usual in cases of 
treason. The groan appears to have been extorted by 
disgust at this relic of barbarism, and not by sympathy 
with the sufferer, or execration of him. 

The conduct of the crowd at another execution during 
this period was so significant as to draw almost as much 
attention as the execution itself. Governor Wall was 
hanged in 1802 for an offence committed by him nearly 
twenty years before; and the offence. was having a 
soldier fatally flogged, without such a sentence by a. 
Court-martial as is requisite in cases of mutiny. The 
stem fulfilment of the law on the person of a ruler, at a 
period when mutineers were unrelentingly dealt with, 
was hailed by the populace, and by classes abo,:e the 

H 
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populace, with a welcome which was natural, though it 
had in it too much of vindictive joy. Governor Wall 
was leaving Goree, (the small island on the African coast 
where he held command,) in July, 1782, in bad health, 
when the soldie~'s, suffering from the non-payment of 
their wages, made a demand of a settlement before his 
departure in a way whioh the Governor considered 
mutinous. Time passoo. and ch:cumstances looked more 
threatening every hour; and Sergeant Armstrong, a 
chief remonstrant,· was brought out and flogged, after 
a conversation among, the officers which could in no way 
be made out to be a. Court-mart~al. The flogging was 
inflicted with a rope which seems to h\tve 'been used in 
ignorance of its unfitness for the purpose. It killed the 
man: Governor Wall remained unmolested jn England 
for some time after his return, but was at length arrested 
and carried towards London from Bath. At Reading, he 
absconded, escaped abroad, remained nearly twenty yeam 
a wanderer, and returned at last in full confidence of 
being let off. after' such a lapse of time. But the lapse of 
time did not alter the facts, nor des4"oy the evidence of 
: them. However strong the compassion felt for the un
. happy man, it was not a· case for ~ercy, while no. mercy 
could be shown to mutineers. It. seems unquestionable 
·that the punishment of Governor Wall infused confidence 
and loyalty into the peart, not only of the two services, 
but of the people of England generally as a proof that 
the oppressor was to meet retribution as surely as the 
disobedient, and that the law d~d not sleep. The ap
pearance of Wall on the scaffold was hailed by three 
organized s~outs of exultation, which evidently withered 
his heart. 'He no doubt understood them, as did many 
others, as cries of vindictive triumph: but we may hope 
that more was due to the supremacy of law than to 
popular hatred of the sufferer under it. The King's mind 
was quite clear, as was that of his Ministers generally, 
on the absence of reason for merciful interference in this 
case. Lord Eldon only seems to have doubted, as usual. 
.. He would not say t.hat Governor Wall ought to be 
hanged; and he would not say he ought not." So the 
LlIl.Ae WAJI decided without Lord Eldon's heln.. 
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Parliament was prorogued on the 12th of August, and 
it was high time, for the members were wanted in the 
country. They had sat thus long on account of the Irish 
rebellion. As soon as they could separate, after that, 
there was plenty for them to do in preparing for the 
defence of the country. The spirit was not every where 
quite so good as the police found it in the London ale.
houses. The farmers in Oxfordshire were saying that 
they were so heavily taxed, that if Bonaparte came, they 
could not be worse: and some Yorkshire squires were 
promised a handsome following if they would "turn out." 
The religious leaders were struggling for a prohibition of 
Sunday drilling; while Mr. Pitt declared such axercise 
'I1ot to be contrary to 'English Church principles. Mr. 
Pitt was "rampant about setting Europe to rights "
thus foreshadowing to all who recognized the ·weakness 
of the government, his speedy return to power. He had 
taken the command at Walmer, as Lord Warden, of 3,000 
volunteers, who were to be among the first to abide the 
invaders on the south coast. The government, mean
while, were "yawning over" plans of defence submitted 
to them, and drawing to London so many troops as to 
leave the coasts and interior weak, simply because arms 
were terribly deficient, and no vigorolls means were used 
to obtain a supply. Official gentlemen did not act to
gether; and their Premier had very little notion how 
to act at all. Thus, while the nation understood its peril, 
and was, for the most part, nobly eager to deal with .it, 
.effectual leading in the provinces was mU0h wanted. 
The Lord-Lieutenants could obtain no clear directions, 
and no one knew the mind of government. Th4:\ offers of 
some volunteel's were refused, without reason assigned; 
others were never answered; and the corps dissolved, 
disheartened. Where government did explain, it was to 
intimate a deficiency of arms, without promise ,of a speedy 
supply. Mr. Pitt, under the irritation of S1i.ch helpless
ness, dropped an occasional sarcasm, which occupied the 
Minister almost as painfully as the threats of NJtpoleon • 
.. The city are out of all patience with Addington," writes 
'Mr. Wilberforce, the day before the prorogation: .. aJ;ld I 
,think people in general will begin to be out of temper in 

H2 
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various places, from their personal acquaintance with the 
delays and inefficiency of his administration." So it was 
tiine that the Lords and Commons were betaking them
selves to their respective districts, to act under govern
ment direction when they could obtain it, and on their 
own judgment when they could not. The Royal Speech 
suggested "the duty, particularly, to give the most 
beneficial direction to .'that ardour and enthusiasm in the 
cause of their country' which animate all classes of my 
people." , . . 

While the Lords and Commons were thus employed, 
during the autumn, the politicians in London, partisans 

, of Pitt and Addington,· were carrying on a war of pam
phlets, so bitter as to complete the estrangement of th& 
old friends, and constitute them rivals. Once brought into 
a position of rivalship in difficult times, there could be 
no doubt about which would sink. Mr. Pitt, .. rampant 
about setting Europe to rights," was sure to be soon 
called on to undertake the work. 

CHAPTER ~. 

The Grenville Letter-Royal Anxieties-Meeting of Parliament
Foroe of the Country-The King's Dlness-New Ca.operation
Last Days of'~e Addington Ministry-Debate on the Defence of 
the country-New Administration-Position of Mr. Pitt-Loss of 
West India Ships-Incidents in France-Solemn Ceremonials in 
London-[1801-1S04.] 

THE East India Company's ship, Admiral Aplin, was cap
tured by the French squadron under Linois; and its 
letter bag fell into the hands of the enemy. Eighty-four 
letters, contained in the bag, afforded to·Napoleon a good 
.deal of information about English affairs, and the views 
of leading men. Among them was one from Lord Gren
ville to Lord Wellesley, which was translated, and pub-

. lished in the French newspapers. The English papers 
re-translated and published it; and strange must have 
been the effect upon the politicians in London of such a 
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revelation as this letter afforded of the acts and" projects 
of parties, as far as they were known to Lord Grenville. 
It Beems as if this letter alone was enough to overthrow 
the Addington Administration; for i.t showed that men 
and parties the most opposed to each other were drawing 
together under a conviction that all other considerations 
must be postponed to that of getting rid of a ministry 
which perilled the country at such a crisis as the present. 
Lord Grenville told his friend that there was not the 
slightest fear for the COjlD.try from abroad if only there 
were a wise husbandry and directing of its powers ad; 
home j but that as Holland, Italy, Germany, and Switzer
land, had fallen into the hands of Napoleon through the 
weakness of .tP.e government, while the people were 
strong, it was .impossible to say what might be the fate 
of Great Brit,ain, if some effort were not made to 'obtain 
good govel'lllJlent for her. He went on to say that he 
was drawing IJ.'I'lfJiY more and more from Addington; and 
so was Pitt: and, -though they were not likely ever to 
agree about ,..jlOIne past transactions, there was now little 
or no difference in their opinions of the affairs of the time, 
and the condv.ct ,indicated by them. Thus far the letter. 
The Old and ~ew Opposition, the one headed by 1'!1r.Fox, 
and the other by the Grenvilles, were, in fact, also show
ing a willingness to combine, for the same object: so 
that, when parliament met, on the 22nd of November, 
the Minister had all the. leaders against him, though ,the 
respective parties retained their names, and did not com
promise their opinions on other subjects, by entering into 
any coalition. From the beginning to the end of the 
session, the force of the speeches and of the votes lay on 
opposite sides. At the beginning, the ministerial majority 
was so large that the Opposition did not often try tpe 
power of their oratory; but each attack reduced the 
government majority; and the reduction invited further 
attacks; so that it became more and more evident that ~ 
change must ta~e place; and the question was whether 
it would happen in time for the strengthening of the 
country against the French invasion. Mr. Pitt, after 
testifying his disapprobation of the supineness and fickle
ness of the. government, was little seen in London. He 
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was much at Walmer, doing hiB" duty as Warden, exer
cising his corps; and astonishing officers of the army 
by his military knowledge and sagacity. The poor 
King was fretting; and, with abundant reason. The 
Prmce of Wales had separated from his wife, and was 
giving great occasion of scandal. The Minister to whom 
the King had clung fOl' satisfaction to his religious 
feelings; which were ojltraged every where else, would 
soon, he saw, be taken from him. Which way to tum 
he knew not. Mr. Pitt had, he'feared, become a leveller: 
and at· any rate, he would,want to bring the Catholics 
into parliament; . an' act which appeared to the old 
sovereign a sort of atheism. As for Fox, he had given, 
at a publio dinner, the toast .. The' Sovereignty of the 
People'::" and he was, or had been, an admirer of the 
French Revolution, which had begun in atheism, and 
ended in the murder of kings and their adherents'.' Lord 
Grenville was no better than Mr. Pitt about the Catholio 
question: and there was no ohanco of making a'ministry 
without either Lord Grenville and Fox on the one hand, 
or Pitt on the other. These things were, of themselves, 
only too perplexing and alarming for a brain like his; 
but there was also the terrifio vision on'the other side of 
the Channel. The old King was' full of courage and of 
English spirit; but it· required all the fortitude that a 
popular sovereign could command to look over, from such 
a station as the throne, to the heights of Boulogne. 
Napoleon had made a great demonstration there, and his 
activity formed a melancholy contrast with· the delay and 
irresolution at home. He had formed a new basin for 
gun-boats, and for the flat-bottomed boats with which he, 
proposed to invade England. He had enlarged and forti
fied the port and road of Boulogne, and also that of 
Ambleteuse. He ranged 500,000 troops along the coast, 
and visited them often and in great state: and he put 
up finger-posts along the roads whioh converge towards 
Boulogne, on whioh the direotion was .. the way to 
London." However much of the demonstration might 
be, like the last item, mere vulgar bragging, Napoleon 
had shown enough of what he could do to prevent his 
enemies del'lpising him and his threats. The wooden 
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walls of England were a strong defence; but they could 
not give that sense of perfect security which was necessary 
for the King's )=8 of mind.. 

As for the .. ter who was the cause of so much 
anxiety to others, he was apparently (puts serene, while 
writing to his brother that it was doubtful whether the 
enemy would wait to complete their preparations-doubt
ful whether they might not put forth from their harbours 
at any hour; and that he anticipated little opposition in 
parliament before the separation for the Christmas recess. 
He had to announce, in the Royal Speech, successes in 
the West Indies, and to claim credit for the suppression 
of Emmett's rebellion in Ireland. The settlements of 
Demerara and Essequibo, and four is~ds in the West 
Indies (Tobago, St. Lucia, St. Pierre, and Miquelon), had 
surrendered to the British; and this was the last piece 
of good news-much exaggerated also by him-which 
Mr. Addington was to announce as Minister.-He found 
himself vigorously opposed before Christmas. The Ad
dreBS was agreed to, with some explanations on the part 
of Opposition. The most interesting discussion was on 
the Volunteer Amendment Bill. Much confusion had 
arisen about exemptions; and Mr. Secretary Yorke ex
plained that the confusion arose from the imperfect 
arming of the volunteer corps, which prevented the com. 
manding officers from: making the timely returns re
quired by law. Claims to exemption from militia service, 
on the ground of volunteer service, should have been 
delivered in before the 21st of September; but as the 
corps must be reported as fully armed, equipped, and 
accoutred, and they were not so, the day passed, and the 
volunteers were left uncertain of their exemption. Mr. 
Yorke intimated that the volunteers might be pronounced 
armed, if they· carried pikes; and it was this which called 
np Mr. Pitt. He was one of those who thought that the 
volunteers could not be too much assimilated to soldiery : 
that, if they assumed to be the soldiery which was to 
defend the coUntry, they could not have too much mili
tary regularity iii. their appearance and action. He now 
spoke a word for his view, in opposition to that ot 
persons who preferred a more unprofeBBional demo~stra-
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tion, as looking more immediately patriotic, and less 
pregnant with danger to a future time. He looked upon 
the volunteers now training throughout the country as 
being .. accepted for regular infantry: that the only 
proper arms for such a borps were muskets: and that if 
they were armed with pikes or pitchforks, or any other 
weapon, the commander could not return them as pro
perly armed and equipped." He noticed, too, the supply 
of arms being, in many· cases, only a fourth of what was 
wanted; and required that, while that was the case, the 
number of days' exercise should be extended three-fourths. 
Mr. Pitt's view was that of the country gentlemen, one of 
whom, a capital specimen of his class, has left us his 
opinion of the slowness of the government in providing 
arms which the volunteers would use. While" plagued 
almost to death with orders about beacons, pioneers, and 
waggons," and arranging for all horses to be moved away 
from the coast .. with as many women and children on 
their backs as possible," he wrote, .. At one time our spirit 
was brisk; but ..••. government not having a sufficient 
number of arms to issue checked the ardour of those who 
had engaged. I have heard mucp. talk of the advantages 
of a pike, but the firelock is the only ~eapon to put into 
the hands of a. gentleman soldier. There are a great many 
pikes in store at Hull, but I rather 'think that there has 
not been a. requisition for any." Thill matter was no 
trifle. The volunteering of the country was the one great 
test of the principle and temper of the nation; and our 
insular situation must ever make this a more decisive test 

I than it can be in countries where war has been actually 
seen on their· own soil by civilians. As the Duke of 
Wellington observed, on occasion of a later alarm, the 
tendency of a people who are quietly governed, and 
have never seen war, must always be to rely on the 
government, to expect to be defended as a return for 
what they pay to it, and to disbelieve that violence can 
ever reach them and their homes-their stables and 
kennels, their libraries, their gardens and farms. There 
is danger that personal energy will go to sleep, and that 
the force of the nation will evaporate, while government 
is expected to do every thing in civil war or invasion. 
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A volunteer force is the natural method of counteracting 
this tendency-training the mind to citizeIlBhip while 
training the body to arms. The sacrifices made by men 
thus offering their services were usually considerable. In 
lOme ca.sea which we find in the 1-ecords of the Law-courts 
they were ablOlutely ruinous: yet the government first 
damped the spirit of the volunteers by discouragement 
and discourtesy; then made the terms of exemption 
from militia service by volunteering uncertain or im
possible. by failing to supply arms and accoutrements; 
and finally, ruined a few citizens, here and there, by fines 
and convictions occasioned by the uncertainty of the ex
emption order. To tamper thus with the national spirit 
on which every thing depended was no trifle, whether the 
question was of pikes and muskets or any thing else: 
and it is no wonder that Mr. Pitt threw out sarcasms 
about pitchforks in the House, or that he presently 
disappeared from parliament for the winter. . 

The military force of the country was at this time 
considered to be, of all kinds, 495,000 in Great Britain, 
and 120,000 in Ireland; and the number of vessels of all 
orders, employed in defence, no less than 1,652. Not the 
less for this, however, was the. naval servies unequal to 
the present requisition upon . it. Several ships were sent 
to 888 while actually under repair. During the short 
peace, shipwrights had been dismissed from the dock
yards, leaving half-finished vessels on the stocks; and the 
stores of hemp which had been accumulated by the 
preoeding Administration were sold off (to French pur
chasers among others) to save warehouse rent. This 
miamansgement was of a piece· with that which left our 
naval commanders in the East Indies uninformed by 
overland message of the renewal of the war, while the 
French admiral had immediate information. Our des
patches were intercepted, our India ships taken, and our 
settlements insulted, before our commanders in those seas 
knew why. N!Jlson was gone to the Mediterranean. In 
the West Indies, as we have see.n, SJme conquests had been 
made. Nearer home, a disaster occ11l'red at Christmas, 
which occasioned much temporary anxiety. At that 
time, whell it was believed that a landing. in Ireland was 
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in the enemy's intention, a tremendous storm broke Ul 
our armament before Brest, and scattered our ships, whil~ 
a steady S.E. wind seemed to offer itself to' carry th~ 
French to Ireland. They were, however, better em 
ployed. While our government was declaring that th~ 
enemy had no navy, and was at the same time blocka~~ 
the French ports, the French were building,- repairing 
and refitting their ships" knowing that the British vessell 
were wearing 'and wasting in: the wintry storms, anll 
must go home to refit when the fiRe weather came, anll 
the French were ready for sea. As these things werE 
pointed out, and the' mistakes of the Administratipli 
began to show their consequences, the King grew mor~ 
anxious and perplexed every day, and less and less ablE 
to withstand any attack of illness. About the middle o! 
January, he had a fit of the gout from remaining in wei 
clothes. On: the evening of the Queen's, birth-day, hE 
walked about with a cane; but his manner was strange 
and his talk incoherent; and the Queen from her card· 
table watched him anxiously and incessantly. He con· 
tinued to SAnd notes, announcing his recOvery from gout, 
to Mr. Addington; and they seem as olear as his note! 
usually were. There was a council held on the 24th oj 
January, at which he appeared, capable of transacting 
business: and so late as the 8th of February, he sustained 
a long conversation with the Duke of Kent, in' which hE 
appears to have been kind and gracious to his depressed 
son: yet it was known among those near the Court thai 
he had been decidedly insane 'during the last days oj 
January. Before the middle of February, the case was ae 
bad as possible, and the whole kingdom knew it. ThE 
Queen and her children resigned the care of the King and 
the ordering of all business to the Ministers by the ex
press act of delivering in, a written declaration to thai 
purpose. It was a terrible addition to the perplexities 
of the time. The Opposition grew rampant, and thE 
Administration grew feebler-in votes as' well as in 
spirit: and the French shipwrights plied their work 
faster and faster, and the threats of Napoleon grew fiercel 
and bolder. From the 18th of February, the King's 
mania abated; .and on, the 26th two documents were put 
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forth to 'the world which it puzzled the world to reconcile. 
The ArchbiNhop of Canterbury issued a form of Thanks
giving for the happy prospect of the King's speedy rester&
tion: and on the same day the bulletin. of the physicians 
declared that though his Majesly was going on favour
ably, any rapid amendment' was not to be expected. 
Parlisment inquired what this meant; and the answer 
was that while the King was equal to the transaction of 
Bome ordinary business, it would be prudent to guard 
him for some time from· all excitement and unnecessary 
exertion of mind. 

These were not times, however, when the minds and 
nerves of kings and statesmen could be spared. Though 
for publio' purposes the King was' called well in March, 
his family were very unhappy at the end of May. He 
dismissed and exchanged: servants, prayed aloud and 
incessantly when he should have slept, and became so 
irritable that the Queen never answered remarks and 
complaints, refused to converse with him unless some of her 
daughters were present" and kept her boudoir locked to 
seoure the repose she needed, several times' in the day, 
from his· wearing loquacity. We:find this going on even 
at the close of the year: and such was fte state of mind 
of the Sovereign during the spring whioh'seemed to be a 
criticaiseason for'the fortunes of the world. 

On the 19th of February, it was reported that Mr. Fox 
and the Grenvilles had joined forces. Mr. Pitt spoke 
well of the junction, while silent as to his own intended 
course. About the mal-administration of affairs, however. 

, he was so far from being Ifilent that many began to antici:' 
pate his joining, himself to the "Co-operation"; for the 
word, " Coalition" was disclaimed, and "Co-operation" 
Bubstituted. Mr. Addington, hearing, that Pitt constantly 
disclaimed personal enmity; thought this meant that Pitt 
fluctuated from day to day between old attachment and 
new party influences. He ntlver could understand that 
his own misgo~ernment afforded ample ground for parlia
mentary opposition, without any mixture of personal 
hostility; He was thtlrefore always hoping that his old 
friend would: not harm him in reality, and was astonished 
according11 by the great debates at the end of April, 
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which determined the fate of his Administration. On 
the 27th of February, Mr. Pitt reappeared in the House 
of Commons, and made a speech on the Defence of the 
Country which stung his old comrade, by one expression, 
as deeply as sting could go. He declared that he differed 
from the government, and entirely agreed with Mr. 
Windham, with regard to the extent of the question 
before them.-On the 15th of March, he moved for papers 
relating to the naval administration of the country, in a 
speech which was one of powerful criticism of the govern
ment. Thou'gh Mr. Tierney was amazed that Mr. Pitt 
should set up his opinion against that of the Admiralty, 
it appeared that others did so too; for the majority of 
the government was only 71, in a House of 331; a small 
government majority in those, days. The Prince of 
Wales's friends on this occasion voted with the Minister: 
and the Grenvilles and Fox with Mr. Pitt.-After this, . 
came the Easter recess; and at length, the great trial of 
strength on the 23rd of April. 

Mr. Addington wrote to his supporters in the country, 
to urge their attendance on the important Monday. .The 
Opposition had made exertions to rally their numbers; 
and the fickle Prince of Wales had joined them. Mr. 
Pitt did on that morning, what he had long contemplated, 
and what he thought would be better done before the 
critical divisions in Parliament, than after they should, 
as was possible, have placed him in a triumphant position. 
Some overtures were already made to him, or he was in 
some way sounded through Lord Chancellor Eldon, (Mr. 
Addington knowing nothing of it, as he always declared,) 
as to whether he would undertake office, if the Ministry 
should be out-voted. He now sent a letter to the King, 
by the Chancellor's hands, to be delivered before the 
debate: and in this letter he placed his services un
reservedly at the King's command, if they should be 
desired. .. It is done," he told his friend, Lord MaImes
bury. His health and his enjoyment of repose, out of 
office, would have made him infinitely prefer his late and 
present position; but, after what had happened, two 
years before, he was happy to be aiding in relieving the 
:{Gng; and, seeing what was .no~ before. his eyes, he 
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knew it was high time that BOme one was sa.ving the 
country.-It appears that, probably through Mr. Adding
ton's advice, Mr. Pitt's letter was not delivered to the 
King till after the division, and the Mini.t;terial resigna
tions which it brought on. But, as its date was un
questionable, this mattered little. 

It was on the day of the grsnd debate that the King 
held his first council since his illness, signing proclama
tions for the general fast on the 25th of May, and thus 
showing to the world that he was to hold his place in the 
important business next to be done. 

On the 23rd, the rush of the citizens to the House 
showed how great was the popular expectation from the 
debate of the night. Mr. Fox, in a quiet speech, full of 
substance, moved a revision of the bills for the defence of 
the country, and the consideration of measures to improve 
the state of defence. Mr. Pitt supported the motion, and 
accused the ministers of not having acted upon their own 
admission that the peace was a mere notice of the present 
war, and of having "brought forward nothing in which 
there has. not been a variety of contradictions in the 
plans, repugnancies in the ~easures, and imbecility in 
the execution: nothing in which every step has not been 
marked by unneceBll8.ry delay; and at last the measure 
adopted amounted almost to a retractation of the principle 
on which it was founded." No one could well go beyond 
this in oensuring the ministry j and there was no part of 
the long and vigorous speech which treated them with 
more tenderness. One member of Administration after 
another, however, defended, not the government, but 
particular portions of the preparations for defence, till 
the Attorney-General, Mr. Peroeval, took up the subject 
where Mr. Pitt had thrown it, and treated the debate as 
one of confidence or the contrary in ministers. But Mr. 
Perceval was no match for Pitt, Fox, and Windham; and 
his vulgar personalities answered no other purpose than 
to call up the great men in triumphant reply. At nearly 
four in the morning, the division took place, the numbers 
being 204 to 256, leaving ministers a majority of only 52. 
This was decisive. They could not go on, when 204 
members .had ·recorded their want of confidence in 
ministers: and on the 26th, Mr. Addington resigned. 
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Some friends of both parties still hoped that Pitt and 
Addington might be induced to act together: but this 
was quite out of the question. Mr. Pitt must be para
mount j and Mr. Addington could not be asked to take a 
lower seat, after being removed from the higher one on 
the ground of incapacity.. At least, so it was .thought 
at this date. The poor King behaved in a way which is 
touching to read of-wavering between the weakness of 
disease, and the strength of his own resolution to do what 
was right in such a crisis. When his minister's resigna
tion and Mr. Pitt's offer of service were presented to him, 
he was at first angry, as well as annoyed: but, presently 
recollecting himself, he said that it would be ingratitude 
to Providence to giv~ way to impatience, and a failure of 
duty to the nation to indulge personal feelings and pre
judices: and he became suddenly calm, and listened 
placidly to all that was said. He even expressed con
fidence in Mr. Pitt, to the extreme point of feeling sure 
that the coronation oath was safe in his hands. This 
self-control could not be expected to remain unbroken. 
On the 5th of May, he had not seen Mr. Pitt, but only 
received let:ters from him, in rega;rd to one of which he 
wrote to the Chancellor, somewhat testily. "The King 
doubts much -whether Mr. Pitt will, after weighing the 
contents of the paper delivered this day to him by Lord 
Eldon, choose to have a personal interview with his 
Majesty j but whether he will not rather prepare another 
essay, containing as many empty words and little in
formation as the one he had before transmitted." The 
Chancellor could not show this to Mr. Pitt; and it was 
awkward that there should be no adequate reply to Mr. 
Pitt's letter, as it contained proposals of a very wide scope 
as to how and by who~ the government might be carried 
on. For a whole week, things were at a stand. Mr. 
Addington complained of having been betrayed by the 
Chancellor, and Mr. Pitt knew not in the least what to 
expect. In opera-boxes it began to be rumoured that the 
ministers would yet stand their ground; and in private, 
statesmen agreed over their wine that Napoleon was 
certainly unable to invade England, or. he would have 
done it at this cl'itical time. The watche1'8 on the cliffs 
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redoubled their vigilance, and the beacons were kept 
ready to be lighted with a touch; but there was no more 
appearance of the French gun-boats than if they had 
been, like the English, broken up, and sold for next to 
nothing, at the peace of Amiens. 

It needed only ~or the Ittatesman and his old master to 
meet for them to be as of old. 0J;l the 7th of May, when 
Mr. Pitt was at breakfast, the Chancellor came in, charged 
with the ;King's co=and ~hat Mr. Pitt should return 
with him. It was with some apprehensiveneBB that Mr. 
Pitt foUJ;ld, at the door of the apartment, that no witness 
was to be present; neither the Cl,lancellor, nor the physi
cian, who, as the Prince of Wales had been giving out, was 
always wanted to keep the King in order. They were 
together more than three hours; and Mr. Pitt came out 
full of joyful s1p'Jlrue at the calmness and clearness of the 
King's mind." He had never been so baffled by him in 
any conversat~on he had had with hjm in his life." The 
King refused to admit Fox-tD have anything to do with 
him. Fox was prepared for this, and had acquiesced in 
Mr. Pitt's determination not to force ,ap.y one upon the 
King. Lord Grenville was invited, but, to Pitt's great 
indignation, he w:ould not come in without Fox. Pitt 
thought it a time when men ,should serve without making 
conditions: and he declared he would teach that proud 
man that, in the service and confidence of the King, he 
could do without him, even if it should cost him his life, 
which, from his state of health, he thought it might do. 
-On the 9th, the King was not so well; but there was 
nothing which need delay the arrangement of affairs. 
On the 10th, Mr~ Pitt received the seals, just surrendered 
by Addington. The kind-hearted King wrote to the 
Chancellor that he saw that Mr. Addington's mind was 
perplexed between returning affection for Mr. Pitt, and 
Boreness at the contemptuous treatment he had met with 
in pa.rliament from his old friend: their pa.tronizing 
master therefore determined to keep them asunder for a 
time, and encouraged' Addington to go down into the 
country and rest himself. 

The ministerial changes were not extensive. Mr. Pitt 
himself was Chancellor of the Exchequer. The ministers 
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who were in charge of the defence of the country, Mr . 
.Yorke and Lord St. Vincent, of course retired; and the 
Foreign and Colonial Secretaries, Lords Hawkesbury and 
Hobart, vacated their places. Lord Harrowby became 
Foreign, and Lord Camden Colonial Secretary; and Lord 
Hawkesbury came in again, as successor to Mr. Yorke, 
as Home Secretary. Lord lUulgrave had a seat in the 
Cabinet, succeeding Lord Pelham as Chancellor of the 
Duchy of Lancaster. .. Those who remained from the 
former ministry were the Lord Chancellor Eldon, the 
Duke of Portland, as President of the Council; the Earls 
of Westmoreland and Chatham (the last being Mr. Pitt's 
own brother), and Lord Castlereagh, as President of the 
Board of Control.· The new appointment which, from its 
issue, has the strongest interest for us, was that of Pitt's 
old fliend and colleague, Henry Dundas, now Lord Mel
ville, who went to the Admiralty. At the time, it was 
difficult to understand this appointment; a lapse of years 
has not explained it. There was no single appointment 
which, under the circumstances, involved Mr. Pitt's credit 
in an equal degree. His attacks on the naval administra
tion of Lord.St. Vincent had chiefly occasioned his return 
to power; and the world had a right to expect from him 
that he would fill the office as to show how it ought to 
be administered, at a crisis in the national history which 
made the very existence of the nation chiefly dependent 
on good management at the Admiralty Board. What 
Lord Melville's administration was, we shall have occasion 
to see hereafter. 

Now then, the statesman who was "rampant ab011t 
setting Europe to rights, after providing for our vindica
tion at home," had an opportunity of showing what he 
could do. The dangers amidst which he stood were 
terrible; but his sanguine spirit and his lofty self-con
fidence enabled him to face the prospect, whether or not 
they might suffice to bear him through. His sovereign 
was not sane, and might become so mad at any moment 
as to render a regency necessary; and the regency of the 
PIince of Wales would be as perplexing and embarrassing 
to the minister as the madnesl! of the King. Mr. Pitt's own 
health was such as to nlake himself aware, as has been 
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seen, that his life might be the cost of his maintaining 
his place under the opposition of Lord Grenville. During 
a whole year of war, nothing had been done but gaining 
some French and Dutch colonies in the West Indies; and 
some bad news had arrived which shook other people's 
nerves, if it was not too much for his. The Apollo 
frigate, and the greater part of her convoy to the West 
Indies, were wrecked on the 2nd of April, off the coast of 
Portugal. With difficulty twenty-nine of the vessels 
were saved, and sent on their way; but forty sail of 
richly laden merchant vessels were lost, and more than 
600 seamen, besides the frigate, with her captain, many 
of her officers, and sixty of her crew. How the disaster 
occurred has never been properly explained, but it was a 
heavy blow, at a time when the country could ill bear 
commercial adversity. 

Such aid as the Minister could derive from Napoleon's 
evil deeds, and the popular hatred of them in England, 
he had to the fulL In the last February, our old diplo
matist, Lord Malmesbury, was informed, in confidence, of 
a plot to restore the Bourbons, which he was told could 
not fail. The plans laid were extensive; and the secret 
was believed to have been well kept. It was not well 
kept, however, some traitors having been admitted to 
confidence. General Pichegru, a devoted loyalist, was. 
the leader; and he went abroad in January. At Paris, 
he had interviews with Moreau, one of Napoleon's generals. 
It was alleged that the assassination of Napoleon was a, 
part of the scheme; this was denied by the conspirators, 
and by Napoleon's own secretary, Bourrieune. Moreau, 
escaped to Germany; Georges, a leading conspirator, 
was executed at Paris; and Pichegru was thrown into 
prison. As the plot was known to some persons of high 
influence in England, and supported by them, it.is not to 
be wondered at that the French people, in a time of war, 
imputed to the Euglish nation, who were harbouring 
and cherishing \he Bourbons, the design of getting rid 
of their great enemy by assassinati~n; and, on the other 
hand, the mysterious death of Pichegru, of whose plot the 
English nation knew nothing whatever, caused a general 
belief that Napoleon got rid of his ~nemieit by JIlurdering 
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them in prison. Pichegru was found, on the morning of 
the 6th of April, strangled by a black silk handkerchief 
and a stick. A commission was appointed to inquire into 
the circumstances of his death; and they reported that 
he appeared to have committed suicide. There was 
sufficient improbability in the case to give rise to a sus
picion that he was murdered; and the matter was never 
cleared up. Lord Malmesbury says, that when the plot 
was secure, and certain' successes gained, .. Lord Bertford 
was to appear in the double character of making peace, 
and restoring the old dynasty." If this is true, and such 
interference with the government of a foreign nation was 
one of the methods of a. war in which England had as yet 
gained no credit in open conflict, we cannot wonder at 
any degree of hatred entertained in France against the 
British. At the same time, our national character was 
committed by our Minister at Munich, Mr. Drake, who 
was tempted into an intrigue for overturning the govern
ment of France by a man, Mehu de la Touche, who pro
fessed to be an agent of the royalists, but was in fact a 
spy of Napoleon's. When he had drawn in Mr. Drake 
far enough, their correspondence was intercepted, and 
Mr. Drake's letters were published at Paris. This corre
spondence is called .. absurd" by Lord Malmesbury, be
cause it failed; but not the less did it tell against the 
character of the English at Paris; and the hatred on both 
sides was aggravated accordingly.-The English detesta
tion of Napoleon had presently a better justification. 

The only son of the Duo de Bourbon and the grandson 
of the Prince de Conde, the young Duo d'Enghien, settled 
in Baden, instead of joining his relatives in England, and 
lived quietly at Ettenheim, passing his time in study, 
gardening, and hunting. Napoleon had been heard to 
say that this was the only one of the Bourbons from 
whom he had any thing to dread: and his residence so 
near the French frontier, allowing of his obtaining in
formation about France, which he could report to Eng
land, his popularity from his high character, and the in
fluence of his ancient name, rendered the apprehensions 
of the new ruler of France reasonable enough. The 
l'rince was a.fterwards declared by Napoleon to have been 
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implicated in Pichegru's plot, and other conspiraciefl: 
but no sufficient evidence of the charge was ever pro
duced. A troop of horse Wall sen't, in defiance of all 
international obligation, into the state of Baden; they 
crossed the Rhine in the night; and on the 15th of 
March seized the Duc d'Enghien and some other French
men, and carried them oft' to Strasburg. On the 17th, 
the Duke was conducted, heavily ironed, to Paris, where, 
being allowed no rest on the road, he arrived on the 
morning of the 20th. He was hurried on to the Castle 
of Vincennes; and there, at nine the same evening, he 
was brought, worn out with fatigue and hunger, before a 
military commission, who, producing no evidence, con
ferred with each other and interrogated him for two 
hours, at the end of which time they passed on him sen
tence of death. When sent back to his apartment, he 
asked for food and permission to sleep-so great was his 
exhaustion. Yet, when presently led down to the moat 
of the castle, and seeing by the torchlight the apparatus 
of death waiting for him, he preserved entire calmness. 
He thanked God, when told that the 'grenadiers before 
him were Italians, that he was not to meet his death by 
the hands of Frenchmen, refused to have his eyes ban
daged, because a loyal soldier does not fear death, and 
directed his executioners how to fire so as best to hit 
their mark. Such a fate, descending in such a mode 
upon such 0. man, was enough to excite an enthusiasm 
of detestation in England against the adventurer who 
had thus cut oft' a prince so noble: and it was while the 
island echoed with the dirge of the Duc d'Enghien that 
Mr. Pitt again stepped into power, "rampant about set~ 
ting Europe to rights." One of the worst incidents of the 
case is, that Napoleon concealed while he could the death 
of his victim, whose probable fate was discussed in the 
Senate on the 22nd, and on whose behalf he received 
petitions twenty-four hours after his death. In this 
i~stance, he we!lt too far for either the popular admira
tIOn or fear. He went once to the theatre just after the 
deed became known; and as soon as he appeared, half 
the audience withdrew. Throughout Europe, the sensa
tion was .as strong as in England. The young Em,peror 
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Alexander of Russia, a fervent admirer of Napoleon, could 
not endure such a deed as this. He ordered his Court to 
go into deep mourning, and sent instructions to all his 
ambassadors abroad to follow the example of the Court. 
The same was done at Stockholm: and the Emperor of 
Russia presently sent a strong remonstrance to the French 
Cabinet and to the Diet at Ratisbon. All this put power 
~the power of public opinion-into Mr. Pitt's hands. 

His entrance upon office was made impressive to him, 
self and others by two solemn ceremonials which immedi., 
ately succeeded the reinforcement of the government. On 
the 18th of May, the whole volunteer force of the metro
polis went down by water to Greenwich to receive at 
Blackheath their'colours, presented by the magistracy, in 
the presence of the Commander-m..Chief and many 
hundreds of the highborn and powerful. It is on this 
occasion that we meet with the first mention of the 
PrinceBB Charlotte of Wales as appearing in public. She 
was now eight years old. She stood beside her uncle, the 
Commander-in-Chief, the Lord Mayor, and the standards. 
At the final 'review, the Duke of York ordered a royal 
salute, as .each company passed the little girl. 'I'he 
colours swept the' ground in her honour as they were 
carried by; "which compliments," we are told, "she 
returned with a wave of her hand' from her bosom, in a 
very attractive manner." The troubles which over
clouded her short life were gathering now; but she was 
too young to know much about them.-The,other cere
monial was the general fast, on the 25th of May. When 
ordered, it was for the purpose of humiliation on account 
of the King's illness, as well as of the peril of the king
dom from foreign foes. Now, the form was changed into 
one of thanksgiving for the King's amendment in health, 
while the lowly tone about the national dangers was 
preserved. In the streets, nothing was heard but the 
bells of the churches, except when the gay companies of 
the Volunteers, in their bl'ight uniforms, marched to the 
churches. After service, the shops remained closed: and 
the streets were mOl'e silent than ever; for every body 
was gone to see the parading of the volunteers, who spent, 
the l"est of the day at drill. It was little like the London 
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of our day; though we may hope that our modern London 
would show the same alacrity of spirit if a similar appeal 
should ever be made to our national courage.-On this 
very day, while the citizens were saying" Amen" to the 
thanksgiving for the King's recovery, the Duke of York 
was writing to Lord Eldon, as Mr. Pitt did the next day, 
on the alarming things the poor sufferer was saying and 
doing. II He is not aware," wrote the Duke of York, !' of 
the dreadful consequences which may attend him, if any 
unfortunate circumstance can be brought forward in 
parliament." He had talked about some unreal and 
absurd plans of foreign policy, the day before, in one of 
the audiences: and, as every body might not know them 
to be purely imaginary, they might fatally increase the 
Minister's difficulties, at his entrance upon office. 

Such were the circumstances of Mr. Pitt's return to 
power. 

CHAPTER VI. 
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lP Napoleon had not, by courtesy, been placed on the 
list of sovereigns in the Court Calendar, he must now 
have been so by right. There could be no doubt about 
acknowledging him after May 1804, for then he was made 
Emperor with all formality. After the discovery of the 
Pichegru plot, "his obsequious Senate told him in an 
address that he ought to complete his own work, and that 
splendour was of no avail without stability. After con
sideration" Napoleon desired the Senate to furnish him 
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with their confidential opinion, .. whether it was desirable 
to make hereditary succession the basis of the government 
of France." The Senate consulted for four days, during 
the latter portion of which time the leaders were warned 
confidentially, that if they did not make haste, they 
would be forestalled by the army, who would certainly 
lift up their General when he went to review them, and 
make him Emperor. The movement had begun in March. 
It was on the. 18th of .May that the Senatus Consultum 
was summoned for the purpose of proclaiming Napoleon 
Emperor, aI),d the dignity to be hereditary in his family. 
He at first styled himself Emperor by the constitutions of 
the Republio; but presently exohanged the word .. Re
public" for "Empire." Some offioers of his army re
signed their commissions on the oocasion; but on the 
whole, the change was popular. Louis XVIII. issued 
from Warsaw his formal protest; but the Pope was 
induced to -go to Paris, to confer the Crown; and the 
Bourbons could do nothing in the face of such a sanction. 
The ooronation took place on the 1st of December, 1804. 
-Then closed the best part of Napoleon's publio life. 
Up to this time, the good wishes and hopes of the best 
men in society, both abroad and at home, had been with 
him; and he had so far respeoted liberal opinion, and 
wrought for the real good of France, as to justify the 
hope of the wise who were too far off to be a.ware of 
what he said in unguarded moments. It is now known, 
however, that he had throughout contemplated war, and 
moant to make it the business of his life. At the time of 
the formation of the peace of Amiens, he told one of his 
oounoillors, in a oonversation reported by Thibaudeau, and 
in others given to us by his own secretary, Bourrienne, 
that old viotories lose their immediate effect on the minds 
of the people; that masterpieoes of art are the delight of 
only a few; that publio works, though glorious in the 
eyes of posterity, do not suffice for suoh present popularity 
as was neoessary for him and his new state j and that 
military glory was indispensable to the consolidation of 
the empire, surrounded as France was with open enemies 
and resentful victims. " It must be60me the first of all 
states," he said, "or it .will fall." He deolared tha.t he 
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considered all treaties as mere truces; and that, though 
he intended to leave to his foes the odium of renewing the 
war, he was secure that it would not be long before they 
would resume hostilities, or afford him a fair opportunity 
of doing so. There is thus no doubt-and men presently 
began to see this-that Mr. Pitt's :first and third opinions 
of Napoleon were right; and that the intermediate mood 
of hope and relenting was an amiable error, for which the 
time was now come for him to atone. 

Those who knew him best (not too nearly, so as to be 
under his fascination, but keen observers at a sufficient 
distance) were grieved and alarmed that Mr. Pitt should 
have to cope with Napoleon by means of a new war. 
What kind of Peace Minister Mr. Pitt would have made, 
there was but too little opportunity for knowing; but it 
had become pretty clear that he was not a good War 
Minister. His love of peace was as ardent, and, to those 
who knew him, as unquestionable as that of Mr. Fox, or 
any other advocate Gf conciliation. He had the high 
sphit, patriotio instincts, and strong will, required by his 
position; but he had not the faoulty for it. Untaught 
by experience, his notion of the continental war was pre
cisely what it had been before: we must seek continental 
alliances; we must subsidize the smaller states, or aid 
them with loans. Upwards of 12,OOO,000l. had before 
been thus paid away; and the states so aided had beeu 
successively conquered and drawn within the power of 
France j yet this was what Mr. Pitt planned to do again, 
being as sanguine as he was before" about setting Europe 
to rights." . . 

His :first measure, brought forward on the 5th of June, 
was his Additional Force Bill, by which he hoped to 
render the Reserve a means of recruiting the general 
army by an annual reinforcement of 12,000 j and this by 
a method which would lessen the enormous bounties 
created by a competition between men enlisting for a 
limited, and those for the general, service. The force 
would now be -disposable, in case of its service being 
needed abroad; and, the militia being reduced from 74,000 
men to 40,000 for England and 8,000 for Sootland, and 
it being ~e more for a man's in~rest to serve in person, 
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it was hoped that the recruiting would go on better than 
hitherto. It certainly could hardly go on worse, if Mr. 
Pitt's own account was true--that out of 30,000 ballotted, 
not more than 2,000 or 3,000 appeared to serve. The 
parishes were to be ordered or encouraged to furnish the 
requisite proportion of men, who were to serve for five 
years; and if they failed,. they must pay a moderate fine, 
which was to go into the general recruiting fund. There 
was to be no compulsion to serve abroad on the men who 
enlisted, but they were to reinforce the regulars at home: 
and it was, hoped that the relation thus established 
between the reserve. force and the regulars would 
naturally lead to a more easy reinforcement of the troops 
which might have to serve abroad. Such was the famous 
Additional Force Bill of Mr. Pitt; famous, less on account 
of its nature than because it served as the rallying point 
of all the opponents of the restored Minister. The first 
reading was permitted, after some adverse speeches, with
out a division. On occasion of the second reading, the 
Premier found his own relatives and old comrades, the 
Grenvilles, against him, joining their influence with the 
weak and aimless cavillings of Addington, and the 
vehement opposition of Fox, and the vociferous rage of 
Sheridan. During the late debates on this Bill, the 
Minister openly expressed his surprise and disappoint
ment at the treatment he met with from the Grenvilles; 
and the conflict was as vehement a one as has often been 
seen in parliament. The second reading was carried by 
a majority of only 42; and there were crises in Com
mittee afterwards: but there was no division on the third 
reading, and the Bill became law, after an' opposition in 
the Lords, carried on by the Grenville and Addington re-

o presentatives in that House. Already the Minister found 
what it was to have the proud Grenvilles against him. 

The supplies granted by the Commons before they sepa
rated amounted to between 53,000,0001. and 54,000,0001. 
On the 7th of July, the King had, by message, desired a 
vote of credit which might enable him to defeat or dis
appoint any enterpl"ise of his enemies, and to meet the 
exigencies of the time. When the Speaker presented to 
the King. on the last day of July. an account of what the 
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Commons had done, he said BOme things which appear 
surprising to us who feel the effect of the expenditure of 
that time. However willing we may be to bear it, and 
to admit its nece88ity, we cannot but wonder at the view 
taken by the House of Commons of a matter to us so 
plain. .. In providing for these grants," said the Speaker, 
" large in their amount, and commensurate with the extra
ordinary demands of the times in which we live, we have 
nevertheless steadily persevered in our former course, by 
raising a large proportion of our supplies within the year: 
and we have now the proud satisfaction to see that the 
permanent debt of the nation is rapidly diminishing, at 
the same time that the growing prosperity of the country 
has strengthened and multiplied all its resources." The 
Sinking Fund was still believed to be paying the Debt 
by BOme magical operation; and we wonder the less at 
that part of the Speaker's doctrine: but his mention of 
the growing prosperity of the country is remarkable. 
During the spring, prices had so far fallen as that wheat 
was at 49,. 6d. The relief felt by the majority was less 
likely to make itself known to parliament than the fear 
and anger of the agricultural classes, which were sending 
up loud complaints of distress. By the time the Speaker 
made his boast, however, those classes were somewhat 
conBOled, for wheat was rising. The weather had been 
such that the harvest in England was deficient from a 
fourth to a third; and before the end of the year, wheat 
was at 86,. 2d. These fluctuations were bad for all 
parties. At this moment, when the prices of food were 
rising, when taxes were increasing, when the large govern
ment expenditure had considerably raised the interest of 
money, when there was a demand for soldiers and sailors 
which encouraged strikes for wages among operatives 
and labourers, and when our foreign trade was threatened 
by the declaration of a new war, it may be doubted 
whether many of the manufacturers of Great Britain 
would have said" Amen" to the Speaker's thankfulness 
for the growin~ prosperity of the country. 

Towards the close of the Address, there was a reference 
to the States of the Continent which seemed to point to a 
probable, alliance against France. The Royal Speech of 
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the same day disolosed the projeot more clearly. The 
last paragraph indioated "the re-establishment of suoh a 
system in Europe as might resoue it from the preoarious 
state to whioh it was reduoed." The allianoe was not 
finally agreed upon till the next spring, but meantime all 
the world remained informed that such a plan was under 
oonsideration. In Ootober, Pitt's language "conoerning 
oontinental connexions" was more full of hope and ex
pectation, and 9f willingness to subsidize, than his friend 
Wilberforoe could quite sympathize in; by that time, the 
reoess had allowed him his own way for many weeks, 
during whioh his spirits had risen, and his self-relianoe 
had shown itself equal to what it ever was: and he was 
now hoping to hear of mischief being done to the enemy's 
flotilla off Buulogne. In July, the inhabitants of our 
southern ooast had believed that the moment of invasion 
was oome; and they showed an alaority in their duty 
whioh gratified the Minister and every body else. An 
aocidental fire broke out in the midst of the camp at East
bonrne. Immediately the fire and alarm beacons on all 
the neighbouring hills, and far alolilg the ooast, were 
lighted, and ever man was at his post.-The threat of this 
flotilla had now been so long protraoted that the British 
longed to see an end of it. Twioe in the month of 
August 1801, Nelson had endeav01,lred to out out the 
flotilla; but he sustained more damage than he inflioted. 
He deolared-what the French papel's always denied
that the boats were ohained to one another, and the 
whole to the shore. Various attempts, all abortive, had 
,been made sinoe: but this season was to repair all 
disasters, and the Boulogne invasion was to be brought to 
nought. In Ootober, some attempts at ohase and oapture 
were made, with no result but mortification and loss: and 
in December the Catamaran Expedition, as it was called, 

. took plaoe. Certain vessels, filled with combustibles, 
level with the water, or below it, were to be sent in among 
the enemy's boats, and blow them up: but they did 
every thing but what they ought to do. '1'hey knooked 
against piles, oould not get up to the point of attaok, 
would not go off because "something prevented it," 
and passed quietly through the enemy's fleet, which 
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parted to let them through. Nothing but mortification 
resulted. In November, the Romney, a fine ship, was 
wrecked near the Texe!, and the crew captured by the 
Dutch, from the captain having taken some wrecks for a 
part of our Texel fleet at anchor: and four days after, as 
the fleet was clearing out of Torbay, the Venerable-the 
fine ship which had borne Lord Duncan's flag at Camper
down-went ashore on some rocks, and WIIS lost. These 
naval disasters were a sad beginning of the new term of 
office; but the Premier's mind was elevated by a high
handed act of his own, which was presently reported. 
with comments, all over the world. 

Since the rise of Napoleon, it had been a matter of 
serious anxiety to the English government what to do 
about Spain. To each successive administration, this was 
a knotty point. By an article-a secret article-in the 
treaty of St. lldefonso, concluded in 1796, Spain became 
bound to furnish to France a contingent of troops, or 
money in.etead of soldiers. The Court and Government 
of Spain were now among the worshippers of Napoleon, 
and in fact his tools. The people hated their Court and 
Government, and France, and wished to be the Spanish 
nation once more, and not a misgoverned people, under 
the orders of France. Our Minister at Madrid, Mr. 
Frere, hoped to see soon a Spanish revolution, which 
lihould make Spain Spanish, and should secure her for 
our ally; but, in this year, a personal quarrel between 
him and the real ruler of Spain, the Prince of the Peace, 
caused his recall-unnecessary, as he thought, but, as 
Mr. Pitt thought, inevitably, if we were to hope to 
keep Spain in a state of neutrality between France and 
England. It was, and had long been, the object of. 
England to keep Spain neutral; while France was using 
every effort to stimulate her to hostilities. To preserve 
this neutrality, England had gone so far as to let Spain 
understand that no notice would be taken of her supply
ing money to France, under the provision of the treaty of 
St. lldefonso, if bnly she furnished no troops, and took no 
further part whatever in the quarrel. Throughout the 
first months after Mr, Pitt's return to power, Spain could 
be brought, to no satisfactory point. She alleged reasons 
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which were not credible for equipping and manning men
of-war. She allowed a passage to French troops. She 
would not furnish an exact account of her obligations 
under the treaty. It was universally believed that she 
was beguiling the ,time till the arrival of her treasure
ships from her American settlements, in the autumn, 
when she would doubtless devote herself and her treasure 
to the cause of France; She had done so once before, in 
1761. On that occasion Mr. Pitt's father had desired to 
do what Mr. Pitt meant to do now. Lord Chatham had 
been overruled, and the rich remittances of the Spanish 
colonies reCl'uited the resources of France. Mr. Pitt now 
took care to avoid being overruled, and to prevent France 
being the better for the rich remittances from the Spanish 
colonies. He adopted his father's view, that the refusal 
of satisfaction was tantamount to a declaration of war 
by Spain; and he decided to dispense with any other 
declaration of war. As the time drew near for the arrival 
of the treasure, it became kown that not only had a great 
armament been long fitting out in the port of Ferrol, but 
a considerable Spanish force was collecting there j and it 
was soon to be joined by French troops. Upon this, 
the English government acted. They sent out a small 
squadron to cruize off Cadiz, and intercept the Spanish 
treasure-ships. Why the squadron was so small-why 
only four frigates were opposed to four Spanish frigates, 
so that fighting became necessary, when an overwhelming 
force would have caused an honourable surrender, on the 
side of the Spaniards, without bloodshed, was one of the 
questions perseveringly urged by the Opposition. As it 
was, the ships were four to four. The English Com
mander, Captain Moore, intercepted the Spanish squadron 
on the 5th of October, as it was making all sail for the 
Bay of Cadiz, and made known his orders to detain it, 
and his desire to do 80 without bloodshed. The parties, 
however, presently came to fighting; and three of the 
treasure-ships were brought to England. The fourth, 
the Mercedes, blew up,' nine minutes after the action 
began; the treasure went to the bottom of the sea, and 
very few lives were saved. Among those lost was a 
group whose fate touched all hearts, and much aggravated 
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the feeling of those who censured Mr. Pitt for thus attack
ing a nation with whom we were theoretically Itt peace. 
A Captain Alvear was returning from the colonies, with 
his family and fortune, to end his days in Spain, after 
an absenoe of 25 years.. He had laid by, in that time, 
£30,000; and his family consisted of his wife, four grown
up daughters and five sons. With his eldest son, he left 
the Meroedes at the beginning of the action, which must 
have appeared so incomprehensible to him in a. time of 
peaoe, when he had believed the seas secure. In a few 
minutes he saw the Mercedes blown up and utterly 
destroyed. The sympathies of the world were with the 
bereaved man and his surviving son; but of what avail 
were they? Captain Moore gave up his cabin to the 
sufferers: and the government repaid the £30,000. but 
this was all that anyone could do. On board the Spanish 
vessels, the loss of life was about soo. The English 
lost two lives, and four or five men only were wounded. 
Besides much rich merchandize, specie and ingots were 
taken to the amount of four million and a half of dollars. 

'I'he outcry made by Franoe, and by Opposition at 
home, on occasion of this achievement, may be imagined: 
and it certainly injured the reputation of the country, 
and of the statesman who ruled her. Many who did not 
know, or stop to consider, that the instructions given 
·from the Admiralty were to detain the treasure, and not 
to begin a war, were full of compaBBion for the aggrieved 
country, and of indignation for the assailant: and those 
who did understand and consider that detention was the 
object, thought that it was badly managed, and that 
doubling the number of ships would have saved all the 
calamity of the case, and most of the scandal. In the 
midst of the Premier's natural anxiety about meeting 
parliament, after this beginning of a. war with Spain, he 
was deprived of a. colleague whose assistanoe could ill be 
spared. The Foreign Secretary, Lord Harrowby, fell 
down stairs on his head, early in December, and was so 
far injured as to be unfit for office. Lord Mulgrave suc
ceeded him, and prepared to take his stand beside Mr. 
Pitt in parliament, to justify what had been done in this 
Spanish b~ineBB. .. . 
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It was understood throughout London that Mr. Adding
ton was to lead in a motion of inquiry about our Spanish 
relations: and that Mr. Sheridan was to co-operate with 
him. But a reconoiliation was taking place between Pitt 
and Addington, by desire of the King, and through 
the intervention of Lord Hawkesbury. On the 1st of 
November, Lord Hawkesbury oalled on Mr~ Addington 
at Richmond, and was so agreeable that Mr. Addington 
determined to "keep.'quiet and aloof" from party in 
parliament; and not to be made. the stalking horse of 
Opposition., By the end of the month, he and his lady 
dined with Lord Hawkesbury; and in a few days more, 
attempts were made, by offers of minor offices, to connect 
some of Mr. Addington's personal friends with the Ad
ministration. On the 12th of December, the grand move 
took place. It had been found impossible, after repeated 
trials, to obtain the support of the Grenvilles on any 
other condition than that which the King negatived-the 
bringing in Mr. Fox: and something must be done to 
fortify the administration before the opening of the 
session. To bring in Mr. Addington, removing him from 
the Commpns, and thus to disengage his party from 
Opposition, seemed the only thing to be done: and it was 
done. To the amazement of the world of London, it 
became' known in the Christmas 'Week, that Pitt and 
Addington· had met, and become as affectionate as ever; 
that Addington was to go to the Upper House as Lord 
Sidmouth; and that five of his friends had 1,>een invited 
to office. He himself became President of the Council; an 
office in which his incapacity would be less mischievous 
than in perhaps any other that he could have accepted. 
The weak, vain, and sentimental man appears to the 
worst advantage at this time, in the letters to his friends 
which appear in his Life. Every one wiser than himself 
and the King seems to have been fully aware that he was 
(in the language of men of the world) merely a tool of 
Mr. Pitt, who took him out of the disgraoe of being a tool 
of the Opposition. Some of his friends intimated to him 
their anticipation of a rupture before long. At present, 
it was extremely convenient that he thought the Spanish 
business. though attended with Bome awkward ciroum· 
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stances, .. strictly defensible. II He could say nothing 
a bout the Defence Bill; but he would speak up in justifica
tion of the seizure of the treasure-ships.-By this arrange
ment, Mr. Pitt lost more than he could ever regain. At 
the first moment, .. it was strongly disapproved by Pitt's 
intelligent admirers; and lowered him a little in the 
City." AI for his opponents, they could not conceive 
why he had thus humbled himself. It seemed to them 
that if he had steadily resisted the King's predilections in 
favour of Addington, he m.ight havo had everything in 
his own hands. Addington could not have been forced 
upon the country as leader: it was known that the 
Grenvilles would not come in without Mr. Fox: and Mr. 
Pitt was in fact the only man who, at present, could 
govern the country. Perhaps those who thus decided 
did not know all. Perhaps they were not fully aware of 
the state of the King's health, and the restraints and new 
obligations it imposed on the minister. Perhaps, in the 
midst of their complaints of Mr Pitt's inconsistencies, 
they were unaware of one source of inconsistency in 
him-the melting nature of his heart. None are more 
subject to the yearnings of affection, to the visitings of 
old remembrances, than the proud and self-willed who 
first alienate their friends, and then go a long way to 
bring them back again. Years before this time we find 
Canning .. regretting II to Lord Malmesbury that Pitt 
"had so much of the milk of human kindness, that 
he never would punish those who had betrayed him:" 
and now we see him walking in the Park with Wilber
force, who reports in his Diary that Pitt said, .. , I am 
sure that you are glad to hear that Addington and I are 
at one again!' And then he added, with a sweetness of 
manner which I shall never forget, 'I think they are a 
little too hard upon us in finding fault with our making 
it up again, when we have been friends from our child
hood, and our fathers were so before us, while they say 
nothing to Grenville for uniting with Fox, though they 
have been fighting all their lives.'. " Perhaps Mr. Pitt's 
unaccountable political move may have been directed by 
lOme moral impulse, of which it did not belong to 
Opposition. to take cognizance. The imprudence of it, 
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in the view both of the worldly and the truly wise, looks 
as if it were so. The strong and self-reliant can never 
safely resume a friendship with the weak and vain, nor 
the magnanimous with the petty. No amount of tradi
tional or habitual affection will avail against the incom
patibility. The reconciliation was not likely therefore to 
be a permanent one. It lasted only a few months; and 
it was Lord Sidmouth· who broke off their connexion. 
Even then, Lord Sidmouth records his testimony to the 
kindliness of Pitt's nature: "he took me by the hand, 
at parting, with strong appearances of sensibility and 
affection."-In judging of such cases as these, health 
should always be considered. At the time of the recon
ciliation, Lord Sidmouth wrote, "It seems to me that 
Pitt's health is in an uncomfortable state. His spirits, 
however, will, I trust, be henceforth more tranquil; and 
in that case, his health will improve." Lord Chatham's 
liability to gout descended to his Bon, whose health, 
never strong, had been worn and weakened by the toils and 
anxieties of public life, to which he had been subjected 
before his constitution had become fully established; 
really, not long after he had done growi.p.g. For some 
years, now, his digestive powers had been wasting with a. 
rapidity little imagined by his nearest friends. Before 
his splendid speech on the slave trade in 1791, he had 
stepped aside to swallow medicine, to allay the violent 
irritation of his stomach; and during the intervening 
years, his complaints had so grown upon him, that now a 
very little would suffice to deprive his country of his. 
services; He had concealed the ravage of disease partly 
from himself, and much from his friends, by the free 
use of wine, which, of course, aggravated the mischief. 
In the letters of most of his friends at this time we 
find anxious mention of his health; and some agreed 
with Lord Sidmouth that easy spirits would be his be .. t 
medicine. "Much will depend," Lord Si~uth adds, 
.. upon the strength which government may exhibit at 
the opening of the session." What that strength was 
must presently be tried; for Spain had declared war 
against Great Britain on the 12th of December, our 
minister baving left Madrid a month before. .The PreI¢er 
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had to account for the new war we were entering upon; 
and the decision on that question would exhibit very 
fairly what was his parliamentary strength. 

Before entering on the Spanish business, however, the 
House was informed of the arrival of overtures for peace 
from Napoleon. The Emperor addressed the King as 
.. Sir and Brother," in a letter which professed a desire 
for peace, and a conscientious conviction that. France and 
England abused their prosperity in perpetuating their 
quarrels. Under this conviction, he felt no shame at 
taking the first step in proposing a reconciliation. The 
King did not need to know what we now know of 
Napoleon's late conversations with his Councillor and 
others about this deliberate purpose of keeping up a war 
with England, to perceive the hypocrisy of the present 
proceeding. It was perhaps as clear then as now that 
this letter was written in order to be laid before the 
French Legislature, as a justification of the continuance 
of Ii war, while the nation earnestly desired peace. The 
King of England wrote in the third person, and spoke of 
Napoleon merely as .. the head of the French govemment." 
He declined giving a definite answer to the overture he had 
received till he had taken counsel with the other Powers 
of Europe, and especially the Emperor of Russia. The 
security of Europe was involved in the question; and 
the King of England was .. engaged in confidential con
nexions and relations" with other Powers, which must 
make them a party, to his decision. Here was a broad 
hint of the preparation of that continental alliance of 
which the world was expecting to hear. The overture 
was mentioned in the Royal Speech on the 15th of 
January; and the correspondence was laid before the 
Legislatures of England and France. 

'i'he 11th of February was the day fixed for the dis
CU88ion of the Spanish question in both Houses. The 
Declaratio~ of War with Spain, laid before parliament, 
and pu11ished on the 24th of January, contained a re
capitulation of dUr grievances with Spain, which certainly 
made out a case as strong as that of our relations with 
Holland. If war was unavoidable in 'either instance, it 
was in both; for both were mere agents of Napoleon. 

It 
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Perhaps the strongest point of the explanation was that 
which must have surprised the Opposition i-that during 
all the controversy with Spain, from September till the 
middle of November, and again from the departure of our 
Minister from MadIid to the Declaration of War, no com
plaint was made by Spain about the seizure of the 
treasure ships prior to a. declaration of war. The noise 
had been great in France and England; and the notice 
of the rest of the world had been fixed upon the incident; 
but Spain made no complaint of it, till the final manifesto 
was issued, The British Minister was disposed to think 
that the. Spanish M41ister had not heard of the event 
while they were negotiating; and thus it was clear that 
war was made on other grounds than that particular act 
of aggression. Two points besides were clear. Upwards 
of a year before the present time, the British Minister at 
Madrid had given notice that if the Spanish government 
did not discontinue its armaments, and explain its pre
oise relations with France, his Britannic Majesty" would 
want no other declaration of war than what he had already 
made." The other point was that the Spanish govern
ment, in its last manifesto, protested that it had always 
contemplated war since France had declared it-Spain 
and Holland being conjoined with France in the treaty of 
Amiens, and in political interests .since. Thus fortified 
by evidence that the war with Spain was not caused by 
the seizure of the treasure-ships, Mr. Pitt and his new 
Foreign Secretary, Lord Mulgrave, confronted parliament. 

III the House of Lords, the ordeal was not very formid
able. The two principal opponents, Lords Spencj'lr and 
Grenville, differed on the main point-the necessity of 
war with Spain; Lord Spencer agreeing with the govern
ment, that it was wholly inevitable; and Lord Grenville 
endeavouring to show that Spain had evinced aU possible 
eagerness to avoid war, but had been driven into the arms 
of France by the insolent carelessness and imbecile de
lays of the British government. The address proposed 
by Ministers in both Houses was an echo of the paragraph 
of the Royal Speech which related to Spain; and the 
amendment proposed by Lord Spencer in one House, and 

. Mr. Grey in the other, cast the blame of the war on the 
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Administration: and thus, the question was, in fact; one 
of confidence in the Ministry. In the Lords, the amend
ment was but feebly supported, though the deb&.te lasted 
till four in the morning. It was a. rare thing in those 
days for a. debate to be adjourned; so rare, that we find 
the Speaker thinking it necessary to explain, that the 
member prevented by the adjournment from speaking 
had the right to begin next time. It was two o'clock in 
the morning when the House adjourned; and six o'clock 
the next morning when the debate concluded. The 
ministerial majority was so large as to put the stability 
of the government beyond all question, being 207 in a. 
House of 419 members. 

In this affair, whatever fault or weakness Mr. Pitt had 
had to answer for had been imputable to the Administra
tion preceding his own. If our Minister at Madrid had 
been left without instructions, and if Spain had been 
suffered to pass under the influence of France, it was 
during Mr. Addington's term of office. But now, an in
quiry was to come on which touched Mr; Pitt much more 
nearly. The most important appointment he had made 
was, as has been said, that of his old comrade and intimate 
friend, Henry Dundas, now Lord Melville, to the Ad
miralty. No other appointment was of such consequence 
to the nation, under the circumstances of the times; and 
in no other were his own feelings so implicated. It was 
not yet a year since he had poured out in parliamenf his 
indignant reprobation of the mismanagement of naval 
affairs when the state of Great Britain depended on her 
remaining mistress of the seas: and now, a. far WOl'se 
condemnation impended over his own Naval Minister. 

On the day after the favourable vote on the Spanish 
business, the 13th of February, the Commissioners of 
Naval Inquiry, appointed under Mr. Addington's adminis
tration, delivered in their Tenth Report, in which they 
exposed some malpractices of Mr.' Trotter, Paymaster 
of the Navy, in which Lord Melville, while Treasurer 
of the Navy, from 1784 onwards, appeared to be impli
cated. Mr. Pitt would not believe a word of it, as re
garded Lord Melville, and censured the Commissioners 
for bringing forward such a charge. Lord Sidmouth, 

x2 
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vindicated his own Commissioners: and again, the old 
friends cooled towards each other, through the rest of 
February and March. Lord Melville had never once 
spoken to Pitt, or anyone else, on the subject, during the 
whole time that the Commissioners were pursuing their 
inquiry; but the Minister was aware that something 
was going on, though- he probably anticipated nothing 
worse than accusations of jobbing. When the Report 
was brought ,into his. office, he eagerly seized it, and ran 
through it without even cutting the leaves. The charge 
was, that Mr. Trotter had misapplied the public money; 
and the evidence given appeared irresistible. That which 
Mr. Pitt did resist was the suspicion that Lord Melville 
had been concerned ill the malversation. He took the 
part at once of advocate of Lord Melville; and no remon
strance, argument, or entreaty, prevailed to induce him 
to relinquish that position. He foresaw that Opposition 
would seize upon the occasion to displace the government; 
and he resolved to uphold his comrade and his Cabinet 
together. If some accounts are true, however, the two 
men were scarcely on speaking terms from the moment 
that Pitt discovered that his confidence had been more or 
less abused, and his government dishonoured, by the un
scrupulous carelessness, if nothing worse, of Lord Mel
ville. . He felt sure that Lord Melville had pocketted no 
publio money; and he considered himself bound to defend 
an old political colleague; but he admitted, and strongly 
resented in private, the vicious management which had 
oocasioned the charge. 

The matter of the Report spread abroad, first among 
politicians, then in the City, then in the country, then 
through all Europe. .. By God, Sir," protested Alderman 
Curtis, "we felt him in our market I " Mr. Brougham 
landed from a foreign tour just at the time, and was wont 
to say that when the faults of our government rule were 
discussed abroad, he had fallen back on the purity and 
high honour of our statesmen; and what could he say 
henceforth? Mr. Horner declared that no persou what
ever, in any company, doubted, or permitted others to 
dou bt, that Lord Melville shared in the peculations of 
his subordinate. It could not be expected that Opposition 
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would leave suoh a matter unnoticed and. unused. Mr. 
Whitbread gave notioe of a motion of censure on Lord 
Melville, whioh was discussed on the 8th of April: Both 
political parties were sanguine as to their obtaining the 
viotory; a thing which appears strange in the face of 
the fact, that Lord Melville had acknowledged to the 
Naval Commissioners that he had permitted lO,OOOl. of 
the money of his department to be removed from the 
Bank, and applied to other purposes, declining, when 
called upon, to account for the sum, on the grounds of 
his having no materials from which to make up an 
acconnt, and of t.he purposes themselves being of a. 
delicate and most private character. After this, it is 
surprising that' an acquittal can have been looked for on 
any hand: yet it was believed at the time that, but for 
the conscientious Wilberforce, Lord Melville would have 
escaped without legislative censure. It was said that. 
Wilberforce's speech carried forty votes. His kind heart 
would fain have kept him silent; but it was a question 
on which his conscience must overbear his feelings. 
Having waited as long as possible, in hope of hearing 
some valid argument in defence of the acoused, but none 
suoh ooming, he rose, late in the night; and, as he rose, 
he enoountered that whioh would have struok him down 
upon his seat again, if there had not been something 
nearer his heart than even his reverence and love for his 
friend Pitt. As he turned to address the Chair, he had 
to look across Pitt, and met those penetrating eyes whioh 
it was not easy to encounter in ordinary intercourse. 
When the words immediately followed, .. I cannot satisfy 
my mind without saying a few words in support of the 
original motion," Pitt's countenanoe fell; and as the 
speech opened out, his agitation became too great to be 
concealed. The division took place soon after Mr. Wilber
force sat down. The question was between the passing 
of Eleven Resolutions of Mr. Whitbread's and the resort 
to the previous question. The numbers were equal-
216 to 216. T1i.e Speaker (Abbott) must give the casting 
vote. Sitting white as a sheet, he was unable to do so 
for ten minutes, during which pause the suspense was 
very solemn. When at last the vote wa~ given against 
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Lord Melville, Pitt instantly put on the little cocked hat 
he was in the habit of wearing, and crushed it down over 
his eyes; and a friend who sat near him, Lord Fitzharris, 
distinctly saw the tears trickling down his face. He 
commanded himself, however, to struggle for some modifi~ 
cations in the wording of the Resolutions which would 
abate the disgrace of Lord Melville. He had small su~ 
cess: and his colleague was pronounced by vote of the 
House of Commons "guilty of a gross violation of the 
law, and a high breach of duty.". It was five o'clock in 
the morning when this conclusion was reached; and the 
House stood adjourned over the next day-a bitter day 
to the Minister, as were most of the few that remained to 
him. There was. little chance now of his hllalth improving 
through improvement in his spirits. At this hour, two 
or three members of the House, of whom the despised 
Col. Wardle was one, were heard agreeing that they 
would get near, and "see how Billy looked after it:" 
but some young men, ardent admirers of Pitt, defeated 
this by locking arms in a circle round the Minister, and 
so guarding .him out of the House, safe from impertinent 
eyes, though he was apparently unaware of the service. 
The anxiety with which Lord Melville was awaiting the 
result .till past midnight may be conceived: but at two 
in the morning,· he was in high spirits, having just re
ceived a. note from the House of Commons which assured 
him of a large majority in his favour. Of course, on the 
passage of the Censure, he immediately resigned. A 
letter that he was believed to ha.ve received on the o~ 
casion mu~t have astonished him as much as the rest of 
the world. The King expressed regret that Lord: Melville 
had, "through inadvertence," lost his oB;ice, but hoped 
hl\ would yet live to be of service to his country. 

The matter was not allowed to rest at the point to 
which the vote of the House had brought it. For the 
sake of publio principle, for the sake of the publio service, 
and for the sake of the leaders of Opposition, it was 
necessary that the charges of embezzlement should be 
more juridically established. It had been the habit of 
Mr. Pitt and Lord Melville, and others of the coterie, to 
treat the Opposition leaders, and particularly those of the 
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IOOOnd rank, with extreme insolence, &8 obstructive of 
the national policy. Now was the time for these men to 
show what they wanted, and what the nation ought to 
require from its public servants, and how ill, amidst vast 
assumption of patriotism and exclusive loyalty, the country 
might be, and was really, served. 

Mr. Whitbread followed up the business by moving that 
an address should be presented to the King, praying that 
he would remove Lord Melville from all office, and from 
his presence and his councils for ever. He was induced 
to withdraw this motion, on the unanimous agreement of 
the Bouse, that they would go up to the King, and lay 
before him the resolutions affirmed by them. Mr. Wilber
force declined joining this melancholy pr0CeB8ion, not con
ceiving that duty required him to put such a force upon 
his feelings, after he had elfectually borne testimony to 
the principle of the case. On inquiry from Mr. Whit
bread, on the 25th of April (the Easter recess having in
tervened), it appeared that the Premier had not advised 
the King to dismiss Lord Melville ffom the Privy Council, 
and that he had no intention of doing so. But the proud 
minister, on consideration, yielded this, rather than allow 
another debate and division on the point. Be had ascer
tained that the general opinion of members was that he 
ought to advise the King to dismiss Lord Melville from 
the Council; and he had, therefore, done it; and the 
name was to be erased at the first meeting of the Council. 
Be said he was not ashamed to acknowledge that it was 
with a deep and bitter pang that he submitted to be the 
agent of increasing Lord Melville's punishment; and no 
one could doubt this who saw the countenance, and 
marked the attitude, of the sick and humbled minister. 

He had more trials than the Bouse knew of. He was 
in danger of losing the support of the Addington party. 
Against the wishes and advice of Mr. Addington, Pitt 
proposed to appoint Sir Charles Middleton~made a peer 
under the title of Lord Barham-to Lord Melville's office. 
Lord Sid mouth wrote, ., I deplore the choice that you 
have made," and resigned. Mr. Pitt, knowing his man, 
would not lay the resignation before the King, till he had 
seen Lord Sidmouth. He went to him, reasoned the 
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matter, pressed him "with great earnestness and kind
ness" to reconsider the matter, and wait a little. He 
added something truly characteristic of both men. He 
begged Lord Sidmouth not to write, but to express in 
conversation what he had to say. Lord Sidmouth replied 
that he was afraid of that, for that Pitt's manner a good 
deal affected him; but that his mind would, nevertheless, 
remain firm, however his feelings might be wrought upon. 
It ended as might have been expected. Lord Sidmouth 
withdrew his resignation for the time; that is, till the 
next pet, which might probably 'occur at a less critical 
moment. 

Mr. Trotter had been dismissed by the Admiralty: the 
Naval Commisllioners had received the thanks of the 
House of Commons, and returned .their acknowledgment: 
the editor of a newspaper had been brought before the 
House, on the motion of Mr. Grey, and was reprimanded 
for breach of privilege in his audacious comments, made 
in a judicial tone, on the proceedings of the House against 
Lord Melville; it had fallen upon the Liberals of that 
day, the Grey and Fox party, to vindicate the privilege 
of Parliament amidst taunting inquiries. what had become 
of their love of the liberty of the press; and the minister 
had obtained the appointment of a commission of inquiry 
into the War-office i-these things. had been done, when 
the further proceedings regarding Lord Melville were 
decided on. The Committee 'proposed by Mr. Pitt re
ported on the 27th of May. They confirmed all the 
former charges, and pointed out the case. of the 10,OOOl., 
of which no account whatever was rendered. The Peers 
gave permission to Lord Melville to present himself before 
the Commons to explain his conduct. He presented him
self there on the 11 th of June, just as Mr. Whitbread was 
,about to move for his impeachment. After sitting for a 
few moments, on a chair placed within the bar, he rose 
,and addressed the Rouse, premising that the permission 
under which he was there allowed him to explain himself 
,only on points on which condemnatory resolutions had 
not been passed. His address was able. but far from 
.satisfactory. If he had not shared in the convenience of 
a public fund-and most of his hearers believed that he 
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had not himself embezzled money-he had been a party 
to preceedings too reckless and profligate to be passed 
over. To the last, he refused to say a word about what 
had become of the lO,OOOl., wholly unaccounted for; and 
the general supposition was, and is, that it was spent in 
BOme secret service which could not reputably be made 
known. Much of the secret service of those days of re
pressioD of political opinion could not be made known 
without more discredit than government could sustain. 
Any service which must be kept secret on account of the 
exigencies of the war might have been explained to a 
Secret Committee of Parliament: but Lord Melville did 
not desire this. He simply refused to give any account 
whatever, saying that he was bound to such silence by 
public and private honour. The representatives of the 
people did not understand such honour, in connexion 
with the malversation of their funds (for it was admitted 
that the money was not spent for naval purposes). They 

. finally decided to proceed by impeachment, after having 
voted, by a majority of nine, for a criminal prosecution 
by the Attorney-General. It was by the desire of the 
Melville party that the method was changed. They 
believed that no jury could be trusted, under the existing 
excitement of the public mind. On the 26th of June, a. 
deputation from the Commons, headed by Mr. Whitbread, 
appeared at the bar of the House of Lords, and, in the 
name of the Commons of Great Britain, impeached Lord 
Melville of high crimes and misdemeanours. A Bill was 
rapidly carried through Parliament, which provided for 
a continuous prosecution of the affair, through all pro
rogatious and dissolution of Parliament; and then ensued 
a pause in the 'Proceedings, rendered necessary by the 
advanced state of the season. 

'I'here was, however, no pause in the consequences of 
the affair to Mr. Pitt.' His health was sinking rapidly 
under grief and mortification, and the final breach with 
the Addington party, .. was taking place. They actively 
took part againllt Lord Melville, and yet expected o~ce 
for some of their group, which the Minister could not, 
under the circumstances, give; and Lord Sidmouth re
signed on the 5th of July. On the 4th, he a.nd Pitt met 
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for conversation on the subject; and it is clear that Lord 
Sidmouth expected the wooing with which he had been 
repeate.tly indulged before, but which the Minister sooms 
now to have been tired of offering. "It is remarkable," 
Lord Sidmouth observed, "that neither then nor on 
Sunday did he express any regret, or offer any remon
strance, in consequence of the intimation I gave him of the 
step which he compelled me to take." When, presently 
after, Lord Sidmouthw-as severely visited with illness and 
with family misfortune, Mr. Pitt called on him, and showed 
him every kindness, forgetful of political discontents. 

The Catholio question had come into discussion during 
the Spring, on ()ccasion of a petition from the Roman 
Catholios of Ireland to be admitted to a full participa
tion of all privileges enjoyed by all other classes of his 
Majesty's subjects. The topio was one now most painful 
to Mr. Pitt: but his course was rendered comparatively 
easy by the extreme injudiciousness of bringing it for
ward at the present time. The Pope, was, to all appear
ance, in intimate alliance with Napoleon. If, as was 
supposed, he acted under compulsion in going to Paris 
to crown Napoleon Emperor, amidst a vast display of 
compliments on the one side, and pious blessings on the 
other, this did not mend the case for the Catholios in 
.Great Britain. The Pope was either the friend or the 
helpless tool of the great enemy of the British nation; 
and, in either case, it was an unfortunate moment for 
his spiritual subjects to seek political privileges; and a 
multitude who would have supported their claim at an 
earlier or a later period, were unwilling to sustain it 
now. If Mr. Pitt had not been bound, as we know he 
was, never more to stir on their behalf during the King's 
life, he could not have befriended them while invasion 
was understood to be impending. The majorities against 
them in both Houses were overwhelming; and their 
cause was injured accordingly. Lord Grenville brought 
forward the question in the Upper House on the lOth of 
May, when the debate lasted till four in the morning, 
and was then adjourned. It was resumed on the 13th, 
when it lasted till six in the morning, and ended with a 
majority of129 against the claim, in a House of 227. On 
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the same day, Mr. Fox opened the debate in the Commons, 
which WIIB adjourned at three in the moming. One other 
long litting finished the matter for the present year, the 
majority being 212 against the motion, in a House of 460 
members. Mr. Pitt entered (lIB it proved. for the last 
time) on a full explanation of his views &8 to the position 
of the Catholica. Without being in any way pledged to 
the support of their cause, he could avow that he did not 
see the dangers to the empire which some dreaded as a 
consequence of their admission to political privileges; and 
there had been a time--&t the period of the Union-when 
he had believed that that admission could take place with 
every security and advantage. But unforeseen obstacles 
had then arisen. Those obstacles .-emained; and others 
had presented themselves, in the condition of Ireland and 
in our relations elsewhere; and he considered it inex
pedient for the Catholics themselves, &8 well as for others, 
that that great change in their position should take place 
just now which he believed would be safe and right at a 
happier time. No expresa allusion could be made to the 
state of the King's mind; but the Minister indicated the 
consequences of a vote, at such a period. against the 
decision of the other House, and of the warfare which 
would be stirred up throughout all classes in England 
and Ireland by the immediate collision of Catholics and 
Protestants in the field of politics, at a moment when 
the undisturbed forces of society were required for the 
defence of the empire. At the time, and for long after
wards, it was considered one of the deepest stains on Mr. 
Pitt's reputation that he failed to support the Catholio 
claims when he returned to power: but it can now 
scarcely be disputed that what faults he committed on 
this question were of an earlier date. He had misled 
expectation: he had baulked reasonable hopes: he had 
been presumptuous and careless, and had caused much 
sutTering to others and to himself: hut all that could not 
be helped now. In the session of 1805, it appears that 
he could not have acted otherwise than he did. The 
vindictive or sorrowful reproach that he inourred was an 
inevitable retribution for former fault and errtlr; but it 
was undeserved by his latest act. 
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The alarms of invasion were not subsiding, all this 
time. The French gun-boats were still stealing along 
under the shores, protected not only by the batteries 
above, but by their small draught of water, which pre
vented the British cruisers from reaching them. Napo
leon was still visiting his infantry, of which he had now 
115,000 on the north coast, without artillery and cavalry. 
He was from time to time reviewing his troops, and 
animating them with' the prospect of the plunder of 
London: inspecting the boats, and practising the soldiers 
in embarking and debarking. If this was not earnest, it 
looked very like it .. It kept the British sailors in good 
order, and on the watch; and it is clear that it was not 
their fault that the numerous attempts of this and the 
preceding year to break into or break up, the Boulogne 
:flotilla all failed. The actions were entered into with 
spirit and bravery, and well sustained; but the shallow
ness of the water and the admirable skill of the enemy's 
dillpositions prevented any success on the part of the 
British. The best proof of Napoleon's own opinion of 
the importance of this part of his scheme of war was, 
that he found time. to look personally to the discipline 
of his Boulogne forces, while he had so much upon his 
hands elsewhere. War had been declared for more 
than a year, and it seemed to the people of England that 
nothing had been done. In June, Mr. Grey moved an 
Address to the King, praying for information as to our 
relations with foreign powers, and our future prospects, 
that parliament might not be prorogued, leaving the 
nation in ignorance of its condition. The motion was 
negatived by a large majority; but it made known the 
wish of the friends of the people that they should be 
informed whether they were paying their heavy taxes to 
any purpose, and what were the prospects of the war. 

Hints had been repeatedly given about continental 
alliances; and a continental coalition was, for the third 
time, Mr. Pitt's policy. It had now occupied him for a 
year; and "never," as Lord Malmesbury thought, "as 
far as human foresight can go, was any measure better 
combined; or better negotiated." But the statesmen of 
Europe had to do with one who set at defiance such 
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foresight as they could command, and who, by beating 
their forces in the field, baffled them in council. Wlien 
they had, by their united wisdom, elaborated a plan 
which seemed to them perfect, and heard from their 
generals that Napoleon could not escape their vigilance 
or their vengeance-could not tum anywhere without 
encountering a foe-could not do anything of all that 
he purposed-the thing was done, Napoleon was con
queror, and the councils of the European cabinets were 
Bcattered to the winds, &8 the armies of empires were over 
the earth. It might be true that wherever the enemy 
turned he would meet resistance: but he cut the matter 
short by bursting through all resistance. While the old
fashioned captains spread out their forces, that no point 
might be undefended, he collected his into a compact 
mass, and drove at the weakest part of the enemy's line. 
breaking up plans and armies at once into a mere wreck. 
It seems to have required some lears to convince the old 
captains of Europe of Napoleon s method of warfare, and 
to train and teach them how to meet it. In 1805, they 
were so little aware of it as to be as full of expectation 
from their plans of a campaign as the statesmen of 
Europe from their plans of a coalition. 

As for Mr. Pitt, he was borne up amidst the humilia
tion and griefs of the Melville business by his secret 
confidence-the brilliant hope which lay next his heart
that Napoleon would be crushed in the autumn. His 
own health was rapidly failing, and his spirits would 
have sunk, but for his talisman of the Coalition. The 
languor of illness and mortification grew upon him from 
day to day; but when consulting and arranging about 
the war, he was as alert as ever. .. Procrastination in 
one whom you used to call the General," wrote Wilber
force at this time, "has increased to such a degree as to 
have become absolutely predominant:" yet was he, about 
continental affairs, peremptory, punctual, despotic, and 
eaj!er as ever. 

On the 11th of April, a treaty of concert between the 
sovereigns of Great Britain and Russia had been signed 
at St. Petersburgh, by which the contracting powers 
agreed to ~ut an end to the suffering of Europe from the 
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encroachments of Napoleon, by proceeding against him 
without waiting for fresh agressions. They were to 
engage the states of Europe to enter into a league against 
France; and those states were to furnish an effective 
force of 500,000 men, independent of the force which 
Great Britain might supply, which would naturally be 
chiefly on the seas. Money was also to be dispensed by 
Great Britain, in proportion to the forces brought into 
the field by 'the respective allies. The objects of the 
coalition were to compel the restoratioD. of Hanover to 
the English King, and of Holland and Switzerland and 
the north of Germany to independence; and the evacua
tion by the French of all territory which they had 
usurped 'or overrun; and the re-establishment of the 
balance of power throughout Europe. No one of the 
Powers united in this compact was to mak!l peace without: 
the concurrence of the rest.-Amidst professions of admi
ration of this treaty, Austria and Sweden still held to 
their hopes of peace with France, and negotiated for it, 
till Napoleon, in the summer, annexed Genoa to France. 
This was not to be endured; and on the 9th of August, 
the Austrian Minister at St. Petersburgh signet] the 
agreement of the -league. Still there was more pretence 
of negotiation-Napoleon declaring that his seizure of 
Genoa and Lucca. was only in anticipation of what his 
enemies were about to do to him.-By September, it was 
clear that Austria. and France were going to war 
in earnest. Napoleon at last dismantled his Boulogne 
flotilla, and drew off his troops, marching them, with all 
that he could spare from Holland and Hanover, to the 
Danube, to meet the Austrians. A reinforcement from 
home was ordered, of 80,000 men, to be raised by con
scription. He had already stregthened his army in 
Italy, and was ready for the Austrians on that side. He 
had engaged the King of Naples to remain neutral; and 
he had thrown a garrison into Ancona, without the 
ceremony of asking the Pope's leave. H~ well knew now 
that everything depended on speed. He must scatter the 
wits of the slow-moving Germans, in order to scatter 
their forces; and he must be up and at them before the 
Russian army of 120,000 men, now on its march, could 
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join the Austrians. He had enough to do, without wait
ing for this reinforcement to his foes. His General 
Massena would take care of the Archduke Charles and his 
100,000 in Italy: but there were 85,000 men waiting for 
him in Bavaria, under General Mack and the Archduke· 
Ferdinand; and 35,000 in the Tyrol, under the Archduke 
John. He had with him, when he crossed the Rhine at 
Strasburg, on the 1st of October, 200,000 men. Half of 
these were divided under three generals, and sent to 
crOBB the Danube at different places, and possess· them
selves of three citie&-Munich, Augsberg, and Dachau
all of which were in the rear of Ulm, where General 
Mack had fixed himself, with upwards of 30,000 men. 
Ulm. with this Austrian army, was now between Napo
leon and the three generals whom he had sent round to 
occupy the towns in the rear; and the Austrian forces 
were helplessly divided. The French held both banks 
of the Danube, and the bridge over the lsar at Munich. 
~here was no hope for Mack and his army but in the 
arrival of the Russians; and Napoleon was not one to 
allow the necessary time. If the Russians should reach 
Munich before he had done with Mack, the three French 
~eneralB were to unite their forces, and keep the Russians 
m check as well as they could till Napoleon could 
oomeup.. . 

On the 28th of October, Mack surrendered Ulm, and 
his 30,000 men, and all his artillery and stores. In 
every direction, the severed Austrian forces were inter
cepted or pursued; and 80 miserably humbled, that the 
story got abroad-and the. Austrian officers themselves 
were quoted as authorities for it-that the Austrians had 
entered into the war with no good-will, being discon
tented at seeing a Russian army marched into the heart 
?f their country. From whatever causes the Austrian 
unbecilityarose, Bavaria was cleared of Austrians within 
a month; and Napoleon, now the invader of Austria, was 
pushing on, due east, for Vienna.-The Russians, at 
length arrived, tried to withstand the invader, on ad
vantageous ground between him and the capital; but 
Murat drove them back, after some obstinate fighting. 
They broke down bridges, and slowly retreated towards_ 
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Vienna. Napoleon's auxiliary Generals built up the 
bridges again, and the French steadily followed.--One o( 
the places where Napoleon rested was the noble Abbey 
of Miilk,-the finest edifice of its order in Europe. On 
the 9th of November, as he sat under the archways of 
this magnificent ecclesiastical palace, on the rock round 
which the Danube wound, and overlooking the vast 
stretch of woodland. which expands towards Vienna, a 
procession came through the woodland, and up the steep, 
and into the presence of the conqueror. The magistracy 
of Vienna, had come, to implore him to spare the city, 
Perhaps they had heard below that the Abbey was fur
nishing between· fifty and sixty thousand pints of wine 
per day to the .French soldiery: and, though the cellars 
of Miilk might (as was the fact) continue this for four 
days without exhausting half their stock, it was a melan
choly prospect for Vienna, where the conqueror might 
choose to plant his army for the winter. The deputation 
assured him that the inhabitants of Vienna were innocent 
of the war. It was none of their doing. His reply was, 
that they must keep themselves innocent by shutting 
their gates to the forces of both Russians and Austrians, 
and admitting none but French. The Emperor Francis, 
meantime, was flying from his capital. Two days before, 
he had set out, with his Court, for Brunn, in Moravia. 
His Generals had fallen back into Hungary. The in
habitants saw that there would be no fighting in the 
city. They disliked all they heard about the Russians 
from the peasantry, and had throughout been indisposed 
to the war. They therefore gave the French a sort of 
welcome. Theyat least found no fault with them. They 
appointed a National Guard to watch over the peace of 
the city in conjunction with the police; and to the 
people generally it appeared to be really of little con
sequence whether it was Francis or Napoleon who was 
living at the palace at Schiinbrunn, in this month of 
November, 1805. What would Pitt have said to such a 
Sl)ectacle, if he had seen it from afar? 

On the 26th of September, he confided all the particulars 
of his foreign plans to an old friend, glowing with the 
persuasion that they could not fail. That old friend 
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afterwards lamented the one only omission that he could 
detect ;-that a similar confidence had not been placed in 
the British Mini.ster at Vienna, Sir A. Paget, who might 
have reported of the military plans of Austria in time to 
have had them amended. But the Austrians were left to 
pro88Cllte the war in their own way, and to bring fatal 
disasters upon the whole alliance. On the 30th of Octo
ber, Mr. Pitt was at a dinner party, where the talk was 
of rumours that Mack and his army had surrendered 
at Ulm. The rapidity-even now mysterious-with 
'Which the news had spread, justified the Minister's re
jection of it. He dismissed it as a lie; but one who sat 
next him was convinced that his haste and positiveness 
proceeded more from dread of the news being true, than 
from security that it was not. On Saturday, the 2nd of 
November, the Minister had a dinner party at his own 
house, and the same friend sat next him, and recurred 
to the subject of the unpleasant rumonr. " Don't believe 
• word of it:' said Pitt, almost peevishly: "it is all a 
fiction." The next day, Sunday, Pitt fell in with a 
Dutch newspaper, with something about Ulm in large 
letters at the head of a column. Neither he nor Lord 
Mulgrave could read Dutch; and the publio offices were 
empty of all the clerks who could read Dutch. The 
friend who had sat at Mr. Pitt's elbow yesterday-Lord 
Malmesbury-had been a long time at the Hague: perhaps 
he understood the language: so the two ministers went 
to him at his house in Spring Gardens, at one o'clock. 
He could translate it sufficiently well to inform the 
Minister of the terms of the capitulation of Ulm. Pitt 
struggled with his pride--struggled hard under the eye 
of the old diplomatist, to oonceal his feelings. But hiB 
countenance and manner "were not his own." This 
was another blow to his breaking heart. As it happened, 
this was Lord Malmesbnry's latest impression of him; 
for they never met again. 

In four days more, his spirits were revived, while his 
heart was deeply"touched, by news from another quarter. 

It has been mentioned that Nelson put to sea-his 
destination being the Mediterranean-two days before 
the formal.deolaration .of war with France. He had iii 

L 
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wearisome life of 'it, instead of the active one he had 
expected; his object being to catch the French Heet as it 
came out of Toulon. For fourteen months his watch 
was incessant. From May, 1803, to August, 1805, he never 
left his ship but three times; and those three times were 
on the King's service; his al;>sence on no occasion exceed
ing an hour. He was somewhat mortified at receiving a 
vote of thanks from the city of London for his skill and 
perseverance in blockading Toulon. He wrote back that • 
that port had never been blockaded: .. quite the reverse." 
His object had been to give the enemy every opportunity 
to come out-<>nly. so as that he might catch them. 
These last two years of Nelson's life were the most trying. 
He had. to endure the most wearing suspense, and as 
much of doubt as his decided mind could admit, with no 
success to keep up his spirits under the toils and hard
ships of his service. The very climate and character of 
the Mediterranean seemed, as he said, quite altered; and 
his ships were worn by a long succession of gales. His 
health was breaking more and more rapidly, and he was 
unwilling to die before destroying the naval force of 
France. In the midst of his trials, the war with Spain 
broke out,1l.Ild other officers were appointed to the lucrative 
service~f catching treasure-ships and merchantmen. This 
was a. severe pang to him-honouring and loving as he 
did the officers who had been his brave. and patient 
comrades for so long in the barren Mediterranean. On 
the 18th of January, the French Heet came out of Toulon, 
to join the Spanish ships. Nelson was in 8. Sardinian 
port when two frigates brought' him the news. Bad 
weather came on, and concealed the Heets from each other; 
and Nelson lost the object of his long and weary watch. 
He found that the Frenoh were not any where about 
Sardinia, Sicily, or Naples; and he ran down to Egypt 
to find them. They were not there; nor had been. He 
beat about the stormy Mediterranean the whole winter
sometimes searching for the enemy-sometimes keeping 
watch on Toulon. On the 8th of March they escaped 
him, passing the Straits of Gibraltar, to go no one knew 
where. Nelson was cruelly delayed, tQO, by westerly winds, 
while north-east wind.!! were Iiweeping over the Atlantio.. 
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It was actually the 5th of May before the British could 
pa118 the Straits. By that time, the French and Spaniards. 
haviug joined, were far on their way to the West Indies. 
Thither Nelson followed them; and there again he missed 
them-misled (without any fault) by a false report and a 
series of accidents: They fled, however, before the terror 
of his name; and our colonies there were saved. So the 
West India merchants told him, in an address ot' thanks 
on his return. But his spirit was chafing at the in
cessant escapes of the enemy. "Saw three planks," his 
diary says, under the date of June 21st, midnight. " Saw 
three planks, which I think came from the French fleet. 
Very miserable, which is very foolish." 

At the end of July, he was holding counsel with hilt 
friend Collingwood, off Cadiz: and they agreed that the 
enemy must be gone to Ireland. Nelson went northward 
accordingly: then back to Cadiz. and all over the Bay of 
Biscay. Not .. ship was to be seen. Then, before the 
middle of August, he was off the north-west coast of 
Ireland: but no strangers had been there. Depressed 
and discouraged, he still kept his judgment awake and 
bright. Perhaps the enemy might come down upon 
Brest, and the Channel fleet require reinforcement. He 
put in to see. Admiral Cornwallis, off Ushant, had. seen. 
and heard nothing; and he sent Nelson, with his own 
"Vessel and another, to Portsmouth.-At Portsmouth, he 
learned that, .. month before, the French and Spanish 
tieat had. been met in the Atlantio by Sir Robert Calder's 
squadron, which had taken two large ships. NelsoIli 
wished, as the nation did, that he had been there, to have 
done more, though the feat would have been thought a 
considerable one, if a greater than Sir Robert Calder 
had not accustoined the world to prodigious victories. 
He now went down to his house at Merton to rest. 

In a few days, a friend from the tieet called on him at 
fiye in the morning, and, finding him ready dressed, gave 
hun the news that the enemy had got their reinforce
ments out from Ferrol, without hindrance, and had entered 
Cadiz in safety. This was enough to stir a cooler spirit 
than Nelson's. He offered his services to the new Ad
miralty Minister, Lord Barham, who was thankful. ot 

. . L 2 
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course, to accept them. Every exertion was made to aid 
him, and meet his wishes; and on the 14th of September, 
he arrived at Portsmouth. Before he left London, he 
went to his upho1.J;,terer, who held in charge his coffin, a 
present from a brother captain, and a favourite article of 
furniture in his cabin. This strange present had a 
meaning. It was constructed out ()f the mainmast of a 
French vessel, destroyed at the Battle of the Nile. Nelson 
now, in the middle of September, 1805, gave Ilirections 
f()r the history of the coffin to b~ engraved upon the lid, 
as he should probably soon want it. This was not from 
the sense of danger which every officer must feel who is 
soon going into action: but from the knowledge that he 
was a mark for· the enemy, and that the hostile force 
would always "make a dead set," at his ship, and their 
marksmen aim at his heart. When he embarked at 
Portsmouth, the popular enthusiasm set at defiance all 
bounds and all order; and it was seen to be necessary to 
let the people crowd the parapets as they would, and take 
care of themselves. It was cheering to Nelson to perceive 
that the popular faith in him was as strong as ever, though 
he and the ·nation had so long been baulked of victory. 

On the' day when Mr. Pitt confided his plans, in a 
sanguine spirit, to Lord Malmesbury-the 26th (Jf Sep~ 
tember-Nelson was drawing neal' Cadiz; and he arrived 
there on his birth~ay, the 29th, when he completed his 
47th year. He had taken precauti()ns, and successfully, 
to prevent its being known what his f(Jrce was. When 
the French Admiral, Villeneuve, heard that he had joined. 
the :fleet, he hesitated about leaving the bar: but an 
American traveller assured him that the report must be 
false, as he had seen Nelson in London only a few days 
before. Nelson kept his chief force out of sight, and 
stationed himself so far N.W. of Cadiz, as not to ba 
caught by a westerly wind and driven into the Medi
terranean; and thel'e he blockaded the port, His object 
being to starve (Jut the ships, he captured such small 
Danish vessels as were employed in conveying provisions 
to little towns along the coast; and he held himself 
ready to account afterwards for this act of aggression 
upon Denmark. ". 
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Every day now gave more promise 'that the enemy 
would come out; and the population of the fleet were in 
high spirit&-even amusing themselves with theatrical 
entertainments in the evenings. Nelson had his cares, 
however-much improved as were -his prospects. His 
want of frigates kept him in the dark, as it had done so 
disastrously before. He had not scoutS enough to satisfy 
him that he knew what the en.emy were about. The 
Spanish squadron from Carthagena might come up in one 
direction; and the French one from Brest in another; 
and the odds might then be too fearful, even for his spirit" 
and notion of British superiority. On the 9th of October, 
he sent to his friend Collingwood his sketch of a plan of 
attack, as far as he could form it with his present know
ledge. On the 19th, the long-wished-for message reached 
him that the enemy were coming out of port. By two 
o'clock, they were at sea: and the field was open at last. 

It was the 21st before the fleets faced each other. The 
enemy had 33 sail of the line and 7. frigates: the British 
had 27 of the one and 4 of the other. After the arrange~ 
ments for battle were all made, Nelson was calm and 
.cheerful, but not in the state of exhilaration which he 
had manifested on some former occasions. He had now 
·opposed to him as near a match, as to both skill and 
bravery, as the enemy could supply. Admiral Villeneuve 
disposed his force so as to have the port of Cadiz to 
retreat to, and to compel the British to place themselves 
where there might be danger from the shoals of Trafalgar 
and St. Pedro-points of coast in their lee. Nelson and 
Collingwood led on the two liries in which the British 
ahips were arranged; and the first shot was fired just 
before noon. It was at a quarter past one in the heat of 
the action, that Nelson received his death wound. A 
ball struck the epaulette on his left shoulder, and broke 
his spine. In another hour and ten minutes his Captain, 
.Hardy, brought him news that ten of the enemy's ships 
had struck. In fifty minutes more, Hardy came to him 
again, with news of complete victory. At least, fourteen 
or fifteen of the enemy's ships had struck, he said; and 
Nelson replied, that he had bargained for twenty. And 
.~wenty there were. The last s~ots were heard a few 
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minutes before Nelson drew his final breath, at half-past 
four. By accidents of weather, several of the prizes were 
lost; and one escaped into Cadiz; but the naval force of 
the enemy was efrectually broken. The Spanish Admiral, 
Alva, died of his 'Wounds. Villeneuve was carried to 
England, whence he was permitted to return to France 
On his way to Paris, he was either murdered or committed 
suicide. . 

It was while Mr. P~t was in the midst of the struggle 
of feeling, which has been described as succeeding the 

" news of the capitulation of Ulm-only on the Thursday 
. after that Sunday when he carried the Dutch newspaper 

to his friend in Spring Gardens-that the tidings of the 
Battle of Trafalgar reached him. He was called up in 
the night to receive them, in the form of a packet of 
despatches from Admiral Collingwood. He said after
wards that, for once in his life, he could not sleep after 
the interruption. Many times, in his career as minister, 
he had been called up in the night, to receive news, good 
or bad; and he had always before been able to lay down 
his head and sleep immediately: but on this occasion, he 
was so restless that he rose at three o'clock. The naval 
power of' France and Spain was destroyed. We had 
nothing more to fear at sea: that part of our warfare 
might be considered closed; but. Nelson was gone; and 
no one from Pitt down to the humblest man born on 
British ground, knew whether most to rejoioo or to 
mourn. Their peculiar hero was lost; the greatest naval 
commander that the world had produced; and nothing 
could be a compensation for his loss. Peculiar indeed 
Nelson was: peculiarly British, among other things. 
While full fraught with the genius which belongs to no 
country, he had the qualities, almost in excess, which 
Blitons are apt to call British. His whole frame of body 
and mind seems to have overflowed with an electrio 
sensibility, by which his own life was made one series 
of emotions, and his own being seemed to communicate 
itself to all others. Every man, woman, and child, who 
came near him was heroio j and in himself were mingled 
emotions whioh rarely meet in the same soul. Few 
would have the oourage to entertain at onoe, as he did, 
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guilt and piety, remorse and confidence, paroxysms of 
weakness and inspirations of strength. Except as his 
native vigour wrought as discipline, he was undisciplined. 
He was as vehement in his modes of expression as in his 
feelings; and he appears to have made no effort what
ever to preserve his domestic virtue, and withstand the 
guilty passion which poisoned his life, and that of his 
innocent wife, and which mingles pity and disgust with 
the admiration and gratitude of an idolizing nation. His 
piety was not only warm, but most presumptuous in the 
midst of his helpless guilt. He prayed glowingly and 
confidently; but then, it was not like the prayer of any 
one else. It was petition as to a Superior Power enlisted 
against the French, whic4, on such an occasion, would 
not deal with him about Lady Hamilton. This view, 
onconsciouslyheld, was no doubt natural; for it was that 
of the people generally. No one wanted to deal with 
him as others are dealt with by society, for his domestic 
guilt, while he was to the popular eye like an angel with 
a flaming sword, God-sent to deliver the country. To 
the people, he was now the champion and the sailor; and 
he was adored as he, in that view, deserved to be. The 
disclosures of after years, and the ethical judgment 
which, sooner or later, follows upon a passionate idolatry, 
.have made the name and image of Nelson now very 
different from what they were on the day of his funeral: 
but still he is truly regarded as the greatest of naval 
captains; as worthy of all honour, for bravery, humanity, 
professional disinterestedness, and devoted zeal; and as 
commanding even a deeper admiration by the delicacy 
of his sensibilities on behalf of his country and his 
comrades. His passions and weaknesses were so olearly 
the misery of his life; that to point them out as being 
80 is, perhaps, a sufficient reprobation. In the ecstasy of 
their gratitude, the nation mourned that they conld do 
nothing but heap honours on the memory of their hero, 
a~d on all whom he had left to whom they could do honour 
WIthout Bhaming him and themselves. His brot}ler was 
made an earl, with an income of 6,OOOl. a year: his sisters 
were presented with lO,OOOl. each; and lOO,OOOZ. were 
voted for the purchase of an estate. All this would not 
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have satisfied him; for, in the last paper he wrote, on 
the day of his death, the paper which made the nation 
his executor, he thrust his relations into a Bort of post
script, It was Emma Hamilton whom he bequeathed to 
the nation's care, with a curious mingling of claims of 
her own public services and of her being his Emma. The 
one claim neutralized t:\le other. If it was the principle 
and method of society' in England to reward public 
service, wherever fou,nd, . without a glance at private 
moral deserts, Lady 'Hamilton might and would have 
been pensioned, and. raised far above the destitution in 
which she ilied abroad. But such is not--and was, even 
less, at that time"""':the view of English society; and 
Lady Hamilton could expect nothing from the nation 
while she was commended to 'them as Nelson's legacy; 
known, as she was, to have estranged him from a wife to 
whose goodness he bore the most emphatic testimony. It 
is a relief to turn from the spectacle of Nelson writing 
that paper in his cabin to that of his funeral in St. 
raul's, when the sailors seized his flag, as it was about 
to be lowered into his grave, and rent it in pieces, that 
each might wear a fragment next his heart. The leaden 
coffin, in which he was brought home, was cut up and 
spread abroad in like manner. Statues and other monu~ 
mente were voted in profusion: and for many years after~. 
wards children by the firesides of England looked up 
when their ear was struck by the tone in which Nelson's 
name was spoken, and wondered at the tears which they 
saw in their parents' eyes. Never was man more mourned 
by a nation. 

Two days after the arrival of the news from ,;[,rafalgar, 
Mr. Pitt was present at the Lord Mayor's dinner, in high 
spirits. His entry into the City had been a sort of 
triumph; and the new victory gained by Britons effaced, 
in the popular mind~ the impression of defeat sustained 
by Austrians. While Mr. Pitt was balancing this good 
and bad publio news, the same process was going on in 
lils secret mind, with regard to some that was more 
private. The bad fortune was that he could make no 
impression on the Grenvilles. He WIlS very helpless in 
l1is. weak cabinet;. a~d the Addington apiance, which 
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had brought nothing but mortification, was over. The 
state of the country, as he was always telling the King, 
required the union of the ablest men that could be found; 
and party considerations ought to be placed in abeyance. 
The King always agreed, and told him to apply to the 
Grenvilles : but when reminded that the Grenvilles 
would not come in without Mr. Fox, he stiffened himself 
at the name, and could not be further reasoned with. Mr. 
Pitt hoped and believed that his perseverance in advocat
ing the admission of Mr. Fox was making some impres
sion, and that the difficulty would give way in time: 
but there was now no time to lose. Once more, he 
applied this autumn to the Grenvilles; and once more 
he received the old reply. With a heavy heart, he 
turned to contemplate his own party-especially his 
own personal adherents. The best plan he could devise 
was to put his young friend Canning and Charles Yorke 
into the Cabinet, with the Board of Control; and this he 
intended to have done at the beginning of the Session. 
If sucoess should happen on the Continent, he could stand 
his ground against any opposition, and triumphantly 
carry out his scheme of policy. If not-but this was 
an alternative of which he never spoke, and from which 
he probably turned away his thoughts in his deepest 
solitude. 

The good news with which he cheered his Cabinet and 
himself was, that Prussia had declared for the Coalition. 
In his sanguine moods, he overlooked-what he must 
have known-that it mattered little what Prussia pro
fessed and promised, as she was obviously trimming 
between Napoleon and Alexander, and not to be depended 
upon by either. Lord Harrowby was immediately sent off 
to Berlin, from whence his very earliest letters were full 
of disoouragement; for, by that time, Napoleon was 
dliving the Austrians before him like a Hock of sheep.
It was time now to be fixing the date of the meeting of 
parliament; and the poverty of the exchequer was ex
treme. The go~mment, in its pressure for money, was 
iss~g bills at three months' date; and they must be 
proVIded for. Yet the Minister lingered about fixing the 
date. _ He longed fOf Bome good news from the continent 
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which should enable him to lift up his head in parliament 
as in his proudest days. His comrades were of his mind 
about delaying to the utmost the opening of the seBBion; 
for his health not only made them uneasy, but much im
peded the business of the government. Neither they nor 
he seem to have anticipated that he would never appear 
in parliament more.-The meeting of parliament was 
finally fixed for the 21st of January. 

The forces with which England was to strengthen the 
allies were preparing: An armament for the Weser was 
on its way; and an expedition of 45,000 men, under the 
Duke of York, was eoon to set forth. The staff of the 
Commander-in-Chiefwas to include the Dukes of Cumber
land and Cambridge. Austria was now suffering from 
adversity, and her armies commanded by her Archdukes; 
and most people in England regarding this as an omen, 
dreaded a similar result from the young Princes of the 
Blood being sent out as Commanders and Aides befo~ 
they had been learners. Mr. Pitt's brother, Lord Chat
ham, was of the coterie; and, from his want of energy, he 
boded no good to the conjunction. But news was on the 
way which presently stopped men's' tongues about all 
leBBer misfortunes. 

When Napoleon received the news of the Battle of 
Trafalgar, he said, in a tone of )Texation, .. I cannot be 
every where at onoe." To the end of his life, he seemed 
to conclude that he could have conquered Nelson, if he 
had been on the spot. He was carrying all before him 
where he was. 

We have said that the Emperor and Court of Austria. 
had gone northwards into Moravia, when Napoleon 
entered Vienna. Napoleon was aware that the Austrian 
forces were hourly recruited by fine young soldiers from 
the Tyrol, Croatia, and above all, Hungary. He had 
engaged to treat with a Prussian envoy, who was coming 
to express the good-will of Prussia to him-as the good
will of Prussia had just been offered to Mr. Pitt in London. 
The Prussian envoy, made his journey extremely slow, in 
order to Bee how affairs were tending. By the 22nd of 
November, Napoleon would wait no longer. He pushed 
across the Danube. and follow:ed the Court in the direction 
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of Brunn. By the time he had reached Brunn, the Em~ 
perors of Russia and Austria. had. retreated to Olmiitz, 
where a new division of troops from Russia joined them, 
raising their force to 80,000 men. Here the Prussian 
envoy presented himself, and was received with the in
eulting recommendation to go to Vienna, and wait to see 
which way fortune would decide the impending battle. 
We know by a letter to Talleyrand, that Napoleon was 
at this time aware of the Prussian negotiations in London. 
He did not forget to show his sense of such conduct when 
an opportunity occurred for humbling Pruseia. 

He had little dread of the Austrian troops, regarding 
. them as made up chiefly of raw recruits and soldiers dis~ 

couraged by the events of the campaign thus far: but he 
feared the Russians. He sent a man into the Russian 
camp who knew how,to use his eyes, while appearing to 
see nothing. Savary went to see Alexander, bearing one 
of Napoleon'. now commonplace epistles, remonstrating 
against war, and inviting to peace and friendship. 
Savary brought some information about the Russian 
forces to his master; and then made a secovd visit, from 
which he brought more. Alexander refused to desert 
Austria l but, on his part, offered terms which Napoleon 
rejected with scorn. 

If the Emperors could have waited for even a short 
time, the fortune of the campaign might have been dif~ 
farent. But the Russians were hungry. There were 
provisions in Vienna in abundance l but the French had 
been enjoying them: and Brunn and the mountaina 
behind afforded an intolerably bare subsistence to the 
troops of the allies. They pushed on to Brllllllo a.nd 
Napoleon retreated to Austerlitz. It was not the first 
time he had been there. While Savary was cajoling the 
young Czar, Napoleon had made use of his time in sur
veying the field of Austerlitz, which he found to be 
admirable for his purposes.-Marshal Kutusoff was the 
responsible Commander on the side of the allies. On the 
1st of December, he brought on and arranged his forces 
in a style which delighted even his great antagonist. 
But Napoleon saw faults. He saw that the Austrian 
foroes were not well .disciplined, ~nd that, in order to 
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turn the right flank of the French, Kutusoff was extend
ing his line too much. Dropping his glass with an air of 
satisfaction, Napoleon observed, ".By to-morrow evening 
that army is mine."~A1l night he passed, through freez.
ing winds and storms, from bivouac to bivouac, bewitching 
his soldiers with the singular magnetism which he could 
dispense on such occasions. He slept for one half-hour, 
and no more, by a bivouac fire, and was on horseback 
before daylight. It . was the first anniversary of his 
Coronation; and the 'day turned out as he intended it 
should.-By an hour or two after noon, thousands of 
Russians lay nnder the broken ice in the lakes in the rear 
of the allies; and thousands' more lay dead in lines on 
the field of Austerlitz. Some had been pushed back, and 

'the thin ice broke nnder the pressure of their retreat. 
Those who would not retreat wert) mowed down where 
they stood. The Russians fought tremendously, and 
endured desperately; and it was night before the last of 
them left the field, which they did in fine order. The day 
was far from an easy or secure one to the French. There 
weremomen\B in it when the fortnnes of Napoleon seemed 
on the verge of destruction: but the issue was so clear 
that Francis of Austria was presently by his side, in a 
mood of submission, calling his great adversary, " Sir, my 
brother," and giving up pl'etty nearly whatever Napoleon 
chose to ask. Alexander would have nothing to do with 
this. He kept aloof; and saw from afar the Austrians 
going over to the French interest, and consulting with 
Napoleon how to l1;et rid of him and his troops. It was 
indeed so. On the 6th of December, the armistice was 
signed, by which Francis agreed to turn off the Russians 
from his territories, and admit no foreign troops what
ever henceforth: to give up Presburg-thus posting the 
French in the rear of Vienna-and to give up Carinthia, 
Styria, Carniola, and Venice; thus opening to the French 
a broad expanse of territory about the Adriatic, and a 
command of the Mediterranean at that end. This was 
more than could easily have been obtained by many cam
paigns; but it was not nearly all that was required when 
the Definitive Treaty came to be signed, on the 26th of 
December, at Presburg., By that treaty, Austria and its 
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dependencies and allied neighbours were in fact completely 
subjected to the pleasure of the oonqueror: and at the 
very time, the Archdukes were ooming up-one victorious 
over a division of Bavarians, and another with a, large 
army in excellent order. They could now do nothing: 
and the Emperor of Russia oould only protest, and with
draw his troops. They were in a very distressed con
dition: but he began his retreat on the 6th of December, 
and saved at least his honour. 

Mr. Pitt waH at Bath when the news arrived of the 
seoession of Austria from his great Coalition. He had 
been ordered to Bath early in the month of De~mber; 
and, soon after he went there, he had a fit of the gout 
which did not relieve him as usual, but enfeebled him 
extremely, and destroyed his power of digestion. The' 
news of Austerlitz came first through France, in the 
boastful language of her newspapers. "Roll up the map 
of Europe," said the heart-broken statesman, in the first 
moment of his anguish. Presently, however, his sanguine 
spirit rallied. Rumours were prevalent of the Russians 
having rallied, the day after the battle, and driven Na
poleon out of the field: aJ),d Pitt, characteristically, chose 
to believe these rumours to the last moment, in defiance 
of the despatches from his own envoys abroad. At the 
end of December, just at the close of the most wretched: 
year of Pitt's life, Lord Castlereagh went to Bath to tell 
him the truth. He never rallied after it.-On the 10th 
of January, he was brought toward home, "so emaciated 
as not to be known:" but his physicians declared that if 
he was to recover, it must be by means of entire rest.' 
The government was at a standstill: and nobody knew 
what to do. The King was now nearly blind, and in a.: 
state of restless uneasiness which threatened a return of 
insanity. Pitt's coadjutors, subordinates, and friends, 
agreed to propose office to the leaders of Opposition, in 
order to save the country: and the Opposition leaders 
were (e.ccording to his own ,statement) making overtures 
to L?rd Sidmouth for the support of the Addington 
ootene. It seemed to all parties the darkest period they 
had ever known. In order to'be ready, the Opposition 
prepared ~ ameJ).dment to the .A,ddress which m"\lBt be 
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moved on the meeting of parliament, little aware how 
soon death was to set aside their plans. 

On the 11th, Saturday, the minister reached his home 
on Putney Heath. On the Monday, he saw two of his 
comrades-separately, and only for pleasant conversation: 
but he was greatly exhausted, and told the Bishop of 
Lincoln (who was constantly with him) that he felt he 
should never recover. Placing his hand on his stomach, 
he said he felt a fatal ,giving way there. Yet he was out 
for a drive the next 'day. On that day he saw his old 
friend, Lord Wellesley, then just returned from India. 
He was gay and sanguine as ever, Lord Wellesley used 
to say; even sure that h~ should recover; but the in~ 
terview was too much for him: he fainted away; and 

. none of his colleagues were admitted again. On the next 
day came on the fatal irritability of stomach which closed 
the struggle. When Parliament met, the Amendment 
was given up, or suspended, by Opposition, because they 
found that the Minister against whom it was aimed was 
passing beyond their reach. The next day, Wednesday. 
22nd of January, he was first spoken to as a dying man: 
he was then too weak for intercourse, being unable to 
articulate more than a word or two at a time. That his 
mind was awake is however proved by an interesting 
vestige of those closing hours, preserved by his physician. 
Among the inferior office holders of his administration 
was Robert Ward, since better known as a novelist than 
as a politician. Mr. Ward had given up a Welsh judge
ship for the office he held, under some engagement for 
compensation for a sacrifice at the outset. During his 
illness, Pitt had more than once mentioned him; and 
now he was understood to be attempting to say" Robert 
Ward." He signed for pen and paper, and he feebly 
marked some wandering characters, of which not a word 
has been read to this day, but his well-known signature.. 
It was doubtless some memorandum in the young man's 
favour. The impression of his latter days was very 
dreary on the minds of those who knew the details of his 
state. During the first week at Bath, his step was firm 
and his bearing statelyasusual. When brought back to 
Putney, he could only sit in his easy chair, neither. 
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reading, nor speaking, nor being spoken to--purely on 
account of bodily weakness: and what a maIlS of painful 
thoughts was heaving within I The being first spoken 
to 0.1 a dying man, on the Wednesday morning, though 
evidently a surprise, mnat have been welcome to one sunk 
110 deeply in adversity. He died, at the age of 47, early in 
the morning of the next day-Thursday, January 23rd. 
On that evening a gen'Ueman who had happened to be 
out of the way of the intelligence of the day, called at 

- the door to make inquiries. No one answered his knock: 
and the" door being open, he went in. The house was very 
still, and, no one appearing, the Tisitor proceeded until 
he came to the room where the cold corpse wal lying, 
deeerted. The mock was dreadful; and the inquirex 
never lost the impression of horror and disgust. As he 
waa leaving the premises, .. solitary serva.nt appeared 
from below. Every body else was gone from the side of 
the dead. Such attachment as he inspired seema not to 
have been that which makes sacred "the mell of the 
flown bird;" it had nothing of a domestic character. He 
was never married. Political life was every thing to him 
-charming all he was in IIOciety •. He staked his all in 
life on political success; and he died of defeat. Every 
one believed a.nd knew that his integrity about publio 
money matters was indisputable; and no one therefore 
lupposed that he could die rich: but it was a painful 
lurprise to his friends to find how vast were his debts. 
He owed nearly 50,0001., though his income, while Warden 
of the Cinque Ports, was not less than 10,0001. a year, 
and he lived at the rate of not more than 5,0001. or 6,0001. 
Some of his affectionate friends were anxious to pay these 
debts quietly, out of their own purses, to avoid the setting 
up of a doubtful precedent, as well as for the honour of 
the departed ; and Mr. Perceval, for one, though his 
family was large and his fortune moderate, offered 1,0001. 
But a motion was brought forward in the House, on the 
3rd of February, for the payment of the debts to trades
men (amounting- to 40,0001.) by the country; and no 
Op~081tion was made to it. The body lay in state in the 
Pamted Chamber of the House of Parliament, and was 
buried. in W estminster ~bbe;Yt.with. every.mark of honour" 
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There was probably no part of his life when he was so 
unpopular as in the closing period; for his peculiar 
policy was in course of wretched failure. His own friends 
found it difficult to press a Resolution that he was a great 
Statesman, in the face of such an issue as appeared now 
to be awaiting his statesmanship. From such a judg
ment as can be formed. from the earlier portion of his 
administrative career, we may bppose that he would 
have been a. great Peace Minister. Unhappily, his lot 
fell in a time of ineVitable war; and he proved that a • 
war-admiI).istration was no field for him. Those who 
give him up as a Wa,r Minister,admire him as a financier; 
It is clear that the economic progress of the nation was 
steady and remarkable during the early and peaceful 
portion of his government; and the expenditure was 
moderate, and not on the increase, till the war broke out. 
His improved Sinking Fund would have entitled him to 
the national gratitude, if he could have provided security 
that the million per annum laid by should be really a 
surplus: but the plan since resorted to of borrowing 
money for that fund-itself destined to payoff debt-has 
covered the scheme with ridicule, if not reprobation, in 
which Mr .. Pitt's memory ought to have no share.-As an 
orator, we must conclude from the united testimony of 
hearers of every order, that he witS not to 'be surpassed. 
That of Fox on a certain occasion was that "if Demos~ 
thenes had been present, he must have admired, and 
might have envied." The most strenuous opponents of 
his policy found the House of Commons very desolate 
when its roof no longer echoed back the voice which 
stirred the spirit as much as its articulate utterance roused 
the whole mind, through all its range of faculties. The 
composure of manner and dignity of bearing which were 
maintained throughout his most stimulating addresses 
added prodigiously to their power. How both enhanced 
the charm of his social intercourses we can conceive after 
reading what was said of him by the pure and con~ 
scientious Wilberforce after a life-long observation of his 
mind and character. " Mr. Pitt had foibles, and of course 
they were not diminished by so long a continuance in 
office. but for a. clear an<i 'IlomprehensivQ view of the. 
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most complicated subject in all its relations; for that 
fairness of mind which disposes a man to follow out, and 
when overtaken, to recognise the truth: for magnanimity, 
which made him ready to change his measures when he 
thought the good of the country required it, though he 
knew he should be charged with inconsistency on account 
of the change; for willingness to give a fair hearing to 
all that could be nrged against his own opinions, and to 
listen to the suggestions of men whose understanding he 

, knew to be inferior to his own; for personal purity, dis
interestedness, integrity, and love of his country,-I have 
never known his equal." 

CHAPTER VIL 

Arthur Wellesley in India-Snbsidio.ry System-The Mahmtt_ 
Five Chiefs-Their Empire-The Mahratta War-Plan of the Cam
paign-Geueral Wellesley in the Deckan-Battle of ABBye-Battle 
of Argaum~lonel Murray in Guzerat-General Lake in Hin
dOBbin-Battle of Delhi-Restoration of the Mogul Sovereign
Battle of Lsswarree-Lieutenant-Colonel Harcourt in Cuttack
Results of the Campaign-Salt Monopoly-Treaties-Wellesley Ad
ministration in India.-Lord Cornwallis Governor-General-His' 
Death.-(1801-6.] 

THREE months before the date at which our History opens, 
the Governor-General of India, the Marquess Wellesley 
wrote to Mr. Addington, "My brother Arthur has dis
tinguished himself most brilliantly." This brother Arthur 
was then thirty years of age; and his fame came in with 
the century which his deeds will render illustrious in 
European history. What he had now done was to prove 
that his forces could deal with the light troops of roving 
cavalry which were the main reliance of the enemy in 
In~ia, as well as with regular armies and fortified cities. 
ThIS had never been proved before, and as the Marquess 
Wellesley obseryed, "This is a most important object. 
The only power of any importance in India is the 
Mahratta. Their force, of any value; consists entirely of 
cavalry, precisely' of the nature of that destroyed by 

. • M 
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Colonel Wellesley." A war was now impending with 
this only power of any importance in India. To under
stand the grounds of the very serious conflict in which 
the rising soldier won his fust extraordinary victories, 
it is necessary to glance at the natural conditions of the 
area in which the great conflict took place; and .at the 
causes of the quarrel. ' , 

The Peninsula of India is divided from the upper part 
of our possessions there by a chain of mountains, the 
Vindhya range. The upper part, north of this range, is 
Hindustan proper: the lower 'triangular penirisula is 
the Deckan. In the upper part, we find eastwards the 
great basin of the Ganges, with its innumerable streams, 
its rank vegetation and rich culture, and its race of 
inhabitants raised by the geological circumstances above 
the other inhabitants of India in intelligence and the 
arts of life. There, in the seasons of inundation, are seen 
the villages clustered on the rising grounds, surrounded 
by a wide waste of waters, through which appear the 
tops of the forests under whose shade the inhabitants 
live when the waters have gone down. There spread the 
rice fields, and the impenetrable jungles to which the 
wild beasts descend from the hills when the waters have 
gone down; and there are interspersed the towns where 
our western race has carned its knowledge and its arts. 
-From Bengal and Bahar the surface rises to a table 
land which, drained by the slope, and enjoying a cooler 
climate, produces crops of wheat and other European 
grains, with the rice, tobacco, cotton, and indigo, which are 
the growth of tropical countries. The palm disappears; 
and almonds, peaches, figs, and Chinese and English fruits, 
take its place. The trees shed their leaves in December, 
and forests are rare up to, the skirts of the Himalaya. 
mountains on the north. In this division lie the great 
cities which were the capitals of the mightiest Indian 
potentates before Europeans set foot in the country
Canoge, which once occupied an area equal to that of 
London, Cawnpoor,Agra, Delhi, and others. Westwards, 
the count,y sinks into a series of sandy plains, stretching 
to the basin of the Indus. In that tract there are no 
mountains, nor, therefore, rivers, nor rains; and it is, of 
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couI'se, barren. At the beginning of the century, this 
was considered our natural frontier on the west of 
Hindustan. 

As for the Peninsula, bounded on the north, as we 
have said., by the Vindh;ra range, and having the sea 
round all the rest of it-lts shores are low and rugged, 
forming a belt between the sea and the mountain ranges, 
called Ghats, which follow the form of the peninsula, for 
the most part. This low and rugged strip is narrowest on 
the western side, commanded by Bombay and Goa. The 
Ghats are highest on that side; and it is easily conceived 
that their passes, which are few and difficult, are of the 
utmost importance to the command of the interior. That 
interior is a vast table land-another natural seat of the 
ancient powers of India. This table-land is traversed by 
rivers, most of which How eastwards, as the eastern 
coast, commanded by Madras, is the least precipitous. 
Only one very large river runs westwards, and that one 
-the Nerbudda-Hows in a hollow:formed between the 
northern range, the Vindhya, and the parallel 'range of 
the Satpoora mountains. The two great rivers which 
run eastwards are the Godavery and the Kistna. They 
divide not only the table land but its characteristics . 
. North and east of the Godavery, the country is one vast 
forest region, where villages and tracts of cultivated land 
appear like islands in an ocean. South-west of the 

.. Godavery, down to the Kistna, exposure and cultivation 
are the rule, and woods are the exception. Here, trains 
of laden bullocks, coming up from the coasts, ate seen 
emerging from the passes, having little or no descent to 
make, though they had had weary work climbing the 
steeps from the other side; and, on the other hand, 
travellers bound for the coast enter the passes straight 
from the comparatively cool and fresh interior, and go 
down and down into heat and closeness and rank tropical 
vegetation, or burning rocks and sands, till they can hardly 
believe that they have not changed their latitude. 

Some persons 'consider the Deckan to terminate at the 
Kistna, and not to include the point of the peninsula; 
but the distinction is of no importance to us here, and 
the charactllr, of the country does not appear to bear it out. 

x2 
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The great table land of Mysore, the country of Tippoo 
Sultan, where stands his great city of Seringapatam, 
seems of a piece with the rest, though it is south of the 
Kistna; and so is a good deal of the Carnatic, to the east 
of Mysore. The strip of low land between the western 
Ghats, and the sea is called by the general name of 
Malabar, though it wall divided among various powers 
when the century opened.-Such was the area of the 
coming conflict in 1800. A clear comprehension of it 
helps us to understand the position and operations of the 
parties concerned in the great Mahratta war, in which 
the .. brother Arthur" was to win his fame. 

It was now no longer a. question whether England was 
to hold her Indian empire. Whether she liked it or not, 
arid whatever it cost her, there she was (represented by 
a. little nation of her soldier and merchant sons), and 
there she must remain, and act for the best. The native 
potentates had always quarrelled among themselves; and 
their wars would be internecine if she now withdrew 
(supposing withdrawal to be otherwise possible). There 
were statesmen at home who, in their hearts, wished that 
a. cloud had for ever hidden that peninsula from western 
eyes: but· it could not now be helped. England had 
millions of subjects there who must be protected, and 
allies who could not be deserted.. This necessity led on 
that of conquest: and the Subsidiary System of Marquess 
Wellesley was the natural consequence; and not only 
the natural consequence, but, as is now generally a.greed, 
the policy which was the wisest and the most humane. 

The potentates and their peoples in India hated the 
British with the natural hatred which follows the foot
steps of foreign intruders, and the conquests of foreign 
victors: and they were thus ready to join against the 
British, and eager for the French alliance, while they 
were fighting among themselves about questions of suc
cession, or some other cause of feud. It was impossible' 
to leave them to themselves, with any regard to the. 
safety of our own fellow-subjects th~re; and yet, no one: 
desired that they should be 80 slavlshly humbled as to 
be annexed to our empire unconditionally, and in a 
.heterogeneous mass which it might be difficult to rule, 
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and impossible to civilize. Lord Wellesley's policy was 
to use" every occasion on which we were compelled to 
interfere with an Indian state (to defend ourselves, or to 
put a stop to exterminating violence), to render such a 
state subsidiary to us, while preserving its native rulers, 
religion. and customs. When he had conquered an in
vading or intriguing neighbour, Lord Wellesley installed 
a government, subject to control in matters of state im
portance, and compelled the government to make a per
petual treaty, by the terms of which it was agreed that a 
Political Resident, and a certain armed force under British 
command, should be maintained at the expense of the 
tributary state. By this method of management, the 
conquered peoples preserved their modes of living, and 
had their own sovereign continually before their eyes ; 
and were therefore spared some of the mortifications and 
hardships of conquest: but their freedom and dignity 
were as completely gone as if all had been trampled 
down together under the march of British armies. The 
Opposition in parliament had in this system an inex
haustible theme of complaint and reprobation against 
Mr. Pitt and Mr. Addington and their administrations, 
who supported the Wellesleys in their Indian policy; and 
all that Opposition could say of the fact of the despotism, 
and of the violation of the rights of states, as conceived of 
in Europe, was true and incontrovertible. The question 
was whether the wrong and misery of pursuing any c:>ther 
course was not greater. It seems now to be generally 
agreed that the Wellesley policy was the best, under the 
sad conditions of the case. But at the time, even the 
majority in the India Company were so opposed to it 
that Lord Wellesley once resigned his government, and 
(lnly remained in office at the earnest entreaty of Mr. Pitt 
and Mr. Addington.-At the opening of the century, 
the conquest.s and control which we had obtained were 
making necessary more conquests and more control; as a. 
slight sketch of the personages and the circumstances 
will show. • 

The Mahrattas were originally a hardy mountaineer 
tribe, who rose into importance in the time of the great 
Aurungzebe. Their strong leader, Sevajee. founded their 
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empire, and died in 1682. During the latter part of the 
last century, the Mahratta empire rapidly declined; and, 
when Lord Wellesley went to India, it was split into 
portions which had to be separately dealt with. At the 
opening of the period we are now to survey, those portions 
were five, under as many chiefs. The five chiefs were 
the Peishwa, Bhoonsla, Holkar, Scindia, and Guickwar. 
Let us see who these men were-where they were placed 
-and what was our c<;mcern with them. 

The Peish'wa means the Prime Minister. This indi
cates that there was a sovereign.· There was a nominal 
sovereign of the Mahrattas-the Rajah of Sattara; but 
he had no power, and was mentioned at all only because 
his powerful subjects revered royalty of race. The 
Prime Minister' ruled; and the office of Prime Minister 
was made hereditary.-Near the edge of the table land 
of the Deckan, not very far from Bombay, is Poonah, a 
fortress situated in a rich and flourishing region, which 
the Peishwa (the greatest man of the five, and their ac
knowledged head) had obtained from the helpless Rajah, 
and from conquered neighbours. Though treated as the 
head of the Mahratta chieftains. the Peishwa. was yet 
weak and.untrustworthy. Sometimes he could not hold 
his ground but by' British aid: sometimes he leaned to 
France, and had to be watched: sometimes he was under 
the dictation of his confederate 'Scindia. No reliance 
could be placed on either his power or his good-will. 
But there he was at Poonah, holding his court, and 
enjoying the reputation and ostentation of being the 
greatest man of the Mahrattas. 

The second in order (not in greatness) of the five was 
Bhoonsla.. He had been Commander-in-Chief under the 
poor Rajah, and, like the Prime Minister, was tempted to 
make himself an independent prince. His territory was 
Berar, on the north-east of Poonah-a. part of the table 
land lying under the mountain boundary, and consisting 
mainly of the forest land, sprinkled with villages and 
cultivation, which has been described. In the war which 
was approaching, this Berar Rajah was expected to look 
northwards, over the mountain boundary, towards Benares, 
and other rich cities on the Ganges and the Jumna, and 
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also to the east, to secure the coast from the attacks of 
the British, and to facilitate the access of French allies. 

The great soldier Holkar was the third. He was not 
in the Deckan, his territory being the rich province of 
Malwa, on the north of the Vindhya chain, and including 
a portion of that range. Holkar was at war with the 
next on the list, Scindia, at the beginning of the century; 
and no enemies could be more furious against each other 
than were these Mahratta chieftains. Their quarrel 
was about the succession to Holkar's pro'vine&-Scindia 
having killed a brother of Holkar's, and Holkar, himself 
illegitimate, now carrying on war on behalf of an infant 
heir. He thought he could best mortify Scindia by 
humbling the' Peishwa; and he marched to Poonah to 
do so, in 1801. He succeeded so abunaantly that the 
Peishwa sent a supplication to the British government, 
entreating support, in return for which he would become 
tributary to the East India. Company. Lord Wellesley 
was glad of such an opening; and the agreement was 
presently made. It was thought a good opportunity to 
make alliances with as many of the Mahratta chiefs as 
could be won: and an ambassador was sent to Scindia, 
the great supporter of Peishwa. Holkar placed on the. 
musnud (or throne) a puppet sovereign, in whose name, 
apparently without his will, affairs were transacted at 
Poonah-the Peishwa being conveyed by the Bombay 
government to a place of safety.-But Mysorewas now in 
danger from the victorious Holkar being so near; and a 
British force was sent, under Lord Clive, to watch the. 
Mahratta frontier. .The Bombay troops were also kept 
in readiness for action, as occasion might rise. All this 
time, Holkar and Scindia. both earnestly sought alliance 
with the British, as a means, no doubt, of security against 
each other. 

Scindia, the· fourth on our list, was even a more re
nowned warrior than Holkar. His territory adjoined 
that of Holkar, being the north-western portion of the 
Deckan, including Kandeish and a part of Malwa. The 
first chieftain, ctuickwar, had Guzerat, the peninsula. in 
the western sea, north-west of the Deckan. The terri
tories of the five chieftains thus extended from Delhi to! 
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the Kistna, a length of 970 miles; and from the Bay of 
Bengal to the Gulf of Cambay, a breadth of 900 miles. 
They ruled over a population of 40,000,000; and their 
armies comprehended 210,000 infantry, and 100,000 
cavalry. They had the assistance of French officers and 
troops ; and Scindia had made such presents of terrritory 
to M. Perron, a French officer, on the banks of the Jumna. 
and the Ganges, as in fact' constituted a French state in 
the midst of the richest ,regions of the north. To make 
war with the Mahratta 'chiefs was therefore to carry on 
in India the war with France, into which England had 
re-entered after the peace of Amiens. 

It has been seen that the Bombay government gave a 
refuge to the Peishwa when Holkar drove him from 
Poonah; and that' an army of observation was sent to 
save Mysore in the south from Holkar. The Peishwa. 
made a treaty with the English (called the Treaty of 
Bassein) on the last day of 1802, by which he bound him~ 
self to perpetual alliance with the British, if they would 
restore him. The great Mahratta war began with the 
attempt to do this. 

Scindia and Bhoonsla, being alarmed at the demonstra
tions of the British, urged Holkar to join them, laying 
aside Mahratta quarrels to repel the great common enemy, 
as they considered the British; and they spared no pains 
to draw off the Peishwa himself,. their tool and victim, 
from his alliance with England. As Scindia had some 
possessions and great power in Guzerat, Guickwar's terri
tory, it will be seen that the impending war was in fact 
between the British and the confederated Mahratta chief~ 
tains, who were in the interest of France. ' 

Having thus surveyed the area and the parties, we 
. now come to the war. 

On tho frontier, between Mysore and the South Mah
ratta country, is Hurryhur j and there was stationed the 
British army of observation, under the command of 
General Stuart. After the treaty of Bassein, the General 
was desired to detach a considerable force, and send 
them into the Mahratta country. The command of this 
detachment was given to the .. brother Arthur," of whom 
the Governor-General was so proud. Major-Genera.l 
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Wellesley was peculiarly fitted for the service now ap
pointed to him by his .lo~l knowled~e, gained in the 
Mysore war, and by his mfluence WIth the Mahril.tta 
chiefs. And wherever he went, some other qualifications 
won for him the respect and confidence of the inha
bitants. He repreSBed license in his troops, and was . 
considerate beyond example to the peasantry; consulting 
their feelings, remembering their interests, and manifest
ing a steadiness of temper and calm kindness of manners 
which gave him more power than all his merely military 
qualifications, great as theY' were. He had been long 
ready for the service now required of him, having pre
pared, two years before, a statement of the method in 
which war with the Mahrattas should be carned on. He 
had then recommended Hurryhur for the point of start
ing. The best season he considered to be that of the 
filling of the rivers which descend from the Western 
Ghats, about June, as a full river would prevent the 
Mahratta cavalry from intercepting the supplies which 
must be sent after the army from Mysore, while the 
British would find little difficulty in passing the army 
over first by a pontoon-bridge, and supplies afterwards 
by basket-boats. At that season, too. there 'would be 
least of that deficiency of water which was one of the 
chief hardships of war with the Mahrattas. Their land 
afforded plenty of straw for the horses, and some cattle for 
human food; but the main supplies of rice must come 
from Mysore; and also the arrack. For two years, these 
and other conditions of the war had been studied and 
prepared; and now, on the 9th of March, 1803, the 
campaign was begun by the march from Hurryhur of 
nearly 10,000 cavalry and infantry, .besides the requisite 
artillery, and· 2,500 of Mysore cavalry. A large force, 
under Lieutenant-Colonel Stevenson, was to meet him 
from Hydrabad; and they must make the best of the 
bad season of the year, it being now nearly three 
months earlier than the time that General Wellesley 
would have chosen for the commencement of operations. 
Every facility was, however, afforded by the petty chi!3fs 
through whose country the army passed, as General 
W ellesl~:r was popular with them in the highest degree. 
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By the middle of April, :the two forces were near each 
other, on the approach to Poonah, whence Holkar was in 
retreat, having left orders with the tools whom he had 
put into power there to destroy the city on the appear
ance of the British army. "I expect to be at Poonah 
some time about the 20th," wrote General Wellesley, on 
hearing this news; and on the 20th he was there, after a. 
memorable forced march, rendered extremely difficult by 
the badness of the road down the GMt. While his 
carriages were' breaking down, or sticking fast in black 
mud, the authorities at Poonah withdrew: but the city 
was saved from its doom of· burning, while the British 
were in possession of an exceedingly strong post: "in a. 
position from which nothing can drive us," as the General 
wrote. With all its delays, the march upon Poonah was 
effected in thirty-two hours. The inhabitants flocked in 
from the mountains, where they had hidden themselves j 
and the Peishwa. was restored without delay, entering 
his capital on the 13th, of May, amidst prodigious demon
strations of joy. . On the next day, the opinion of General 
Wellesley was that there were no hopes of a speedy 
return to Mysore, but that the business of the Mahrattas 
would be settled without hostility, and pretty soon. 
When this declaration was written, negotiations were 
going on .with Scindia. at his camp, ",midst the strongest 
professions, on his part, of good-will and peaceable inten
tions. But these professions were false; and, in another 
month, the necessity for war with Scindia. and his ally, 
Bhoonsla of Berar, was apparent. It was clear that they 
were in alliance with Holkar, and that they were sti
mulating their French coadjutor, M. Perron, to aid 
them, not only by his own resources, but by obtaining the 
help of the mountain tribes of the north-west. On the 
discovery of this confederacy, it was thought necessary 
to place full political and military authority, in relation 
to the affairs of the Deckan, in the hands of some one on 
the spot, who should be subject only to the Governor
General: and there could be no doubt that General 
Wellesley was the man to whom this post should be 
confided. He received this new trust on the 26th of 
June. 
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During July, much negotiation with the chiefs went 
on, the main result of which was that every body was. 
convinced of the utter duplicity of Scindra and Bhoonsla, 
and that their object was, by any means, to get the 
British forces marched back to some safe distance, before 
the periodical rains, which would make it impossible for 
them to reoccupy their present stations for some months. 
By lengthening out the negotiations, too, time was given 
for a great French force, under the care of Admiral Linois, 
to land at Pondicherry, and pass into the territory of 
M. Perron and his native allies. By the Amiens Treaty, 
Pondicherry, and the other former possessions of France 
and of Holland in the Indies, had been restored, without 
any of the former limitations of the force to be sent there. 
This great oversight of Mr. Addington and his colleagues, 
the Wellesleys repaired, as far as they could, by assidu
ously watching Pondicherry and the neighbouring coasts. 
No French troops left Pondicherry during the negotiations 
with the Mahratta chiefs; and before these negotiations 
were concluded, the news arriving of the breaking out of 
the war with France, the troops just landed were all made 
prisoners. Ab6ut the same time, the Nizam, the chief 
Prince of the Deckan, and an ally of the British, was 
known to. be dying; and the confederated chiefs were 
well understood to be waiting only for his death to take 
the succession to his territories into their own hands. 
Understanding all these things, General Wellesley saw 
war to be inevitable, and was anxious to make it as brief 

. and effectual as possible. Before the British Ambassador 
had left the camp of Scindia, on the· final rupture of the 
negotiations, a. magnificent plan of a campaign had been 
laid by the brothers Wellesley, and the preparations so 
matured, in profound secresy, as to allow the enemy no 
time to look about them. ~'his was well; for the Nizam 
died on the day that our Ambassador left Scindia's 
camp. 

The plan of the campaign is easily understood; for it 
was as simple as it was grand. The confederates were to 
be simultaneously and immediately attacked at all points. 
'I'heir whole united empire was to be, as it were, sur
~ounded. . A glance at the map will show how this was 
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done; how, by four BritiSh armies, all victorious, the 
business was finished in five months. 

First: Generals Wellesley and Campbell and Colonel 
Stevenson undertook Scindia and his great combined 
army in the Deckan. Scindia was at the foot of the 
Adjuntee pass, which we see among the mountains north 
of Aurungabad, in the north-west part of the Deckan. 
General Wellesley, with his force of near 17,000 men, 
was near Poop.ab, when the British Ambassador left 
Scindia's camp. He marched without delay-on the 8th 
of August; ",nd on the 12th had obtained possession of 
the strong fortress and town of Ahmednuggur; by which 
conquest he secured his communication with Poonah, and 
an open passage for provisions and other stores, and a 
depot for them .. He crossed the Godavery on the 24th, 
and on the 29th arrived at Aurungabad. Colonel Steven
son was to the east of him: but the enemy passed between 
them, intending to cross the Godavery, and march upon 
Hydrabad, the capital of the deceased Nizam. Colonel 
Stevenson marched down towards the enemy, and General 
Wellesley followed the bank of the river towards the 
south-east; and Scindia therefore fell back northwards. 
He was joined by large reinforcements near Jaffierabad. 
The British generals effected a junction by the 21st of 
September at Budnapoor, a little to ,the east of Aurunga.
bad, whence they intended to march and attack Scindia 
on . tbe 24th. They set out round the hills, Colonel 
Stevenson by the western, and General WeHesley by the 
eastern road. On the morning of the 23rd, the latter had. 
information that the combined Ma.hra.tta force was with
in six miles of him. Lest they should get away in the . 
night, and thus elude the general action which he desired 
to bring on, he determined to attack them at once, with
out waiting for the arrival of Colonel Stevenson. His 
army would then have marched twenty miles to the field 
where the Mahrattas had been resting. His force con
sisted of 4,500 men, while that of the enemy was between 
thirty and forty thousand. With this small force, he 
fought and' gained the oelebrated battle of Assye.-The 
Mahrattas, after some manreuvres, posted themselves 
betwetlD. the village of Assye and the river Kaitn~. 
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After a slaughterous conflict of three hours, during which 
the :Mahrattas rallied again and again, they fled in the 
direction of the Adjuntee pass,leaving the country strewed 
with their dead and wounded. They left the conqueror 
in possession of 98 pieces of cannon, 7 standards, their 
whole camp equipage, droves of bullocks and camels, and 
large stores of ammunition and provision. Of the British, 
600 were killed, and 1,500 wounded: a heavy 1088 out of 
80 small a force, tl].ough trifling in comparison with that 
of the enemy. Colonel Stevenson came up in the evening, 
to find that his colleague had utterly routed a force six 
times as great as his own. He was too late, unhappily, 
to share the glory of the field of Assye: but he did 
what he could in pursuing the foa.-The Mahrattas 
did not ascend the Adjuntee pass. but moved westwards, 
as if to threaten Poonah. General Wellesley followed 
them, as soon as he had taken care of his wounded and of 
his prey; and directed Colonel Stevenson to get posse&
sion of the strong hill fortress of Asseerghur, called the 
key of the Deckan, and of Burhampoor, a little to the 
80uth of it. This was done without difficulty-Burham
poor surrendering on the 16th, and Asseerghur on the 
17th of October.-Meantime, the General was following 
the enemy, who had made two long marches southwards, 
as if intending to levy contributions on the Nizam's cities, 
or to attack Poonah, while the British were occupied with 
the northern forts. This, as General Wellesley observed, 
would not be very pleasant; and he therefore left the 
service in the north to Colonel Stevenson, while he kept 
on the track of the Mahratta army, undeceived by their 
stratagems, and never drawn aside by their feints. After 
manymarchings, by which nothing was gained by'Scindia, 
he begged a truce; and between the 11th and 23rd ofNe
vember, a truce was arranged. But it presently appeared 
that Seinma's horse were to be seen in the Bhoonsla's 
army. He had broken faith 80 completely, that no 
further consideration' could be shown him. 'l'he battle of 
Argaum finished the humiliation of the confederates in 
this quarter.-At the end of a long march on a hot day, 
the General and his troops saw the forces of the enemy 
drawn out in a long Hne, far in front of them, with 
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villages imd gardens behind them, and the plain of 
Argaum in front. The British were led against them 
immediately; and they found the line to be long indeed 
-not less than five miles. It was presently broken by 
the onset of the British; and the result of a conflict till 
dark was, that the Mahrattas and their Persian reinforce
ments fled, leaving behind them 38 pieces of cannon, and 
all their ammunition. The British loss was small, and 
the triumph great; the' cavalry scouring the country by 
moonlight, dispersing more widely the flying enemy, and 
sending into camp elephants, camels, and much baggage. 
-One more achievement remained. The great fortress 
of Gawulghur, supposed impregnable, was taken by the 
combined forces of Colonel Stevenson and General Wel
lesley. It was stormed on the 15th of December.
Bhoonsla could hold out no longer. He sued immediately 
for a separate peace; and the treaty was signed on the 
17th.-By this treaty, the province of Cuttack was an
nexed to the British dominions in India, and provision 
was made against the French, or any other enemy of 
England, fighting against us, under the colours of the 
Rajah of Berar. Other advantages were obtained; for 
the Rajah was completely humbled. In a few days, 
Scindia also submitted, and his treaty was signed on the 
30th of December. He was driven'out of the Deckan; 
except by the foot.hold of one fort and one city; and for~ 
bidden to interfere in any affairs there: he was deprived 
of some strong places and of his territory in the Douab, 
in Hindustan, and of possessions elsewhere; and he was 
bound, like Bhoonsla, to admit no European enemy of 
Great Britain into his army or civil service. Scindia was 
to receive the aid and protection afforded by the sub
sidiary connexion with Great Britain which the Governor- i 

General was extending over India. From our ally or foe, I 
he had brought himself to be our dependant. The fall 
was sad, for one so· haughty; 1ut his double-dealing, 
from first to last, deprived him of much of the compassion 
of his conqueror. 

Such were the achievements of one of the four armies. 
Looking up westwards, we find Col. Murray command

ing the force in Guzerat, amounting to about 7,000 
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men. He was reinforced. in August by some troops from 
Bombay, under Lieut.-Col. Woodington. Wherever these 
forces were distributed, they carried all before them, 
capturing Scindia's forts, and reducing the strongest of 
all-Baroach, near the mouth of the Nerbudda. The 
Guickwar, who appears to have been passive during the 
proceedings, was protected in his dominion. Baroach 
was taken on the 29th of August; and from that time, 
the Mahrattas made no effectual resistance in the north
west. All was over with Scindia there before the battle 
of Assye was fought. 

Turning northwards, we find the British forces equally 
successful in Hindust&n. General Lake was invested 
with the same full authority there that had been given 
to General Wellesley in the Deckan. When it appeared, 
in August, that there was to be no truce with Scindia, 
General Lake turned his forces against the French state 
formed in the Douab, and given to M. Perron. To the 
mortification of the British troops, the French hastily 
retreated, when a battle was expected. M. Perron lost 
reputation irretrievably by this move: and the French 
power in India never recovered from the shock of the 
disgrace. Coel and Alleghur may be seen to the south
east of Delhi. It was at Coel that Perron retreated, 
leaving General Lake in possession of the place. The 
General turned at once to the strong fortress of Alleghur, 
which was taken by storm, under the command of Colonel 
Monson, on the morning of the 4th of September. Of the 
enemy 2,000 were left dead. M. Perron had lived here; 
and his treasure and stores were found. The Command
ant was taken prisoner; and, three days afterwards, 
Perron put himself and his family under British protec
tion, complaining bitterly of the duplicity and treachery. 
with which he was treated on every hand. He was re
ceived with kindness and honour, and conveyed, as he 
desired, to Lucknow. On the 11th, Scindia's northern 

; army, amounting to 20,000 infantry and cavalry, with 
I the requisite aI'tillery, were found to have crossed the 
,Jumna in the night, in order to attack the British before 
I they recovered from the fatigues of a long march. 'I'he 
i British ~ere only 4,5QO; and of these very few were. 
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really European.. They ha.d marched eighteeen miles, 
while the enemy, fivefold in strength, were fresh and 
prepared: and the affair was so sudden, that it was an 
hour before the infantry could come up to the support of 
the cavalry, which had suffered grievously meantime.
The junction was effected by a. pretended retreat of the 
cavalry-natural enough if it had been true. The feint 
served the double purpose of effecting the junction, and 
of drawing the enemy' out of a strong position. The 
enemy rushed on, bringing their. guns with them, and 
shouting victory. The British infantry passed through 
the cavalry, which immediately formed behind; and 
then, the whole line of infantry marched on, their general 
at their head, through the tremendous fire of the enemy, 
and charged with bayonets, after firing a volley within 
100 paces of the foe. The enemy broke and fled: the 
British infantry opened their line, to let the cavalry pass 
through; and this second charge completed the business. 
The loss of the enemy, on the field and in the river, was 
three-fourths that of the entire British force. The whole 
of their artillery, and much ammunition and treasure, 
were left in our possession. This is the celebrated battle 
of Delhi-tlo called because the minarets of Delhi were in 
view from the field, and not because the city was con· 
cerned in the conflict. The French officers in command 
surrendered within three days; and on the fourth day 
after the battle, General Lake went to visit, at Delhi, 
the deposed sovereign, Shah Aulum, whom he was now 
to restore. All Delhi presented an impassable crowd of 
happy Mussulmans on this occasion; and the spectacle 
of the old descendant of T",merlane and Aurungzebe was 
all the more affecting. He was blind, feeble, of pauper 
appearance, and seated under a tattered canopy-the last 
rello of royalty that he had preserved from Scindia and 
the French. He was now emperor again; and he gave 
the second title of his empire to General Lake. By the 
restoration of the Mogul Emperor, the British acquired 
the favour of the whole Mohammedan interest in India. 
-The battles of Muttra and Agra. followed-by which 
the navigation of the Jumna was secured, and a vast 
amount of treasure and stores captured. Then followed 
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an extraordinary march, during which the spirit of 
General and soldiers seems to have made them incapable 
of injury from heat and fatigue. The object was great 
-to overtake and engage the residue of the enemy's 
force,-amounting to a large army-so as to prevent.it 
from falling upon Delhi. By a series of rapid and long 
marches, this was done; and the brilliant course of 
General Lake's victories was closed by that of Laswarree. 
In two days and nights, his soldiers had marched 65 
miles; and they had been sixteen hours under arms when 
the battle began. It was a hard struggle, and a mur
derous one. Throughout this great Mahratta war, in
deed, we must guard ourselves· against supposing the 
enemy to have been contemptible, because they were 
every where beaten. The Mahrattas had bravery and 
military genius; and they were aided by the military 
science of France. On oCC&8ion of this battle of Las
warree, their guns were admirably served, and it was 
hard for the victors to say what had been wanting to the 
resources of the vanquished. Yet was the defeat signal. 

j The enemy would not give way till they had lost all their 
I guns; and even then, they endeavoured to retreat in good 
order. Two thousand of them were made prisoners; and 
it appeared as if almost all the rest were killed or wounded. 
Every thing they possessed fell into the hands of the 
British. The demolition of Scindia's power in this quarter 
was as complete as elsewhere. 'l'his battle took place on 
the 1st of November; after Colonel Stevenson had taken 
A88eerghur, and while General Wellesley was following 
Scindia to and fro, before the battle of Argaum.-In this 
battle occurred one of those incidents which let us more 
into the character of warrior life than volumes of descrip
tion or reports. General Lake's horse was shot under 
him: his son offered his-pressed his father, for some 
time in vain, to mount it. At length he, very properly, 
did 80, and the son mounted that of a trooper at hand. 
At the very mo~ent, the young man was strunk down by 
a shot; and not for an instant could his father stay to 
learn his fate. He must head the infantry; and he did 
so, without a sign of faltering. It was not till the end of 
the battle ,that he knew that his son was likely to live. 

N 
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His name stood beside that of General Wellesley, in all 
the records of the Mahratta. war; and his deeds in Hin
dustan fairly rivalled those done in the Deckan. The 
citizens of Calcutta presented swords to him and to 
General Wellesley together; and when the British par
liament voted thanks to all the parties concerned in this 
wonderful war in India,' the King created General Lake a. 
peer, while making General Wellesley a Knight of the 
Bath. . .' 

We have still to look to the eastern region of the war,! 
where Lieutenant-Colonel Harcourt was trying what the 
British arms could do in Cuttack. It was of eminent 
importance to secure the province of Cuttack, or, at least, 
to keep a. way open through it, for the sake of free com
munication between Calcutta and the governments of 
Madras and Bombay; and Poonah, and Hydrabad, and 
General Wellesley's army. The French fleet was now 
riding the seas: and the resource of uninterrupted com
munication by land was most desirable. This was achieved 
-as completely and well as every part of the great scheme. 
A body of 3,000 men set forth from Ganjam, on the coast, 
under Colonel Harcourt, while smaller parties marched 
to meet them from different points, or kept watch against 
the light troops of Bhoonsla.. On the 14th of September, 
the city of Munickpatam surrendered to Colonel Harcourt, 
and it was clear that Bhoonsla would be punished in 
this direction as effeetually as by General Wellesley at 
the other end of his dominions. On the 18th of Sep
tember, a. curious acquisition was made by the British. 
Towering over the salt sands of the coast, and visible from 
far out at sea, stands the Pagoda of Juggernaut, to which 
so many pilgrims come once a year as to create a famine 
along their route, and leave the bodies of thousands to 
putrefy by the wayside. It was now that the British 
became answerable for that which has since caused so 
much concern and remonstrance-their countenance of a 
cruel paganism; for now the priests of Juggernaut came 
to entreat the British to take them and their temple under 
their protection. Colonel Harcourt took possession, and 
marched on, meeting now with little further opposition. 
The fortress of Barabuttee was taken on the 14th of 
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October; and then the whole province of Cuttack was in 
British possession. The coast was ours from the Hooghly 
to Pondicherry: and there was no point in all that line 
where the French oould land without meeting a foe. 
The interior was open. to the British in all directions. 
The French officers were our prisoners, and seeking our 
protection. l'heir artillery was in our hands, and their 
Indian allies, proteges, or employers, were suppliants for 
mercy from the English generals. i'hus did the "brother 
Arthur" begin his war against the French: that war 
which he was to conclude at Waterloo. The beginning 
had the same character of comprehensiveness and decision 
as the end. Our forces came in upon the Mahratta princes 
from the sea, the mountains, and the forests--over the 
salt sands of Cuttack, and the high plains of the Decken, 
and through the/asses of the Ghats, and over the rivers 
of Hindustan, an out of the rank swamps of the basin of 
the Ganges. They oome up thus at one moment, leaving 
no gap in the scheme, making no failure, hemming in the 
aggressors, and driving them hither and thither, like the 
wild beasts that are driven in by the hunters. When the 
final humiliation took place, the victors looked on from 
the heights of the Himalaya and from the southern 
Ghats; from the bastions of Baroach, and the minarets 
of Delhi, and the pagoda galleries of Juggernaut. It was, 
a prodigious scheme-that of the Manhratta war-and : 
magnificently executed. The Subsidiary System of Lord : 
Wellesley received a sudden and vast enlargement; for 
all this was done in a campaign of five months. It' 
belongs to a future time to review the consequences of 
this great acquisition of territory by the East India 
Company,' and their methods of managing the new and; 
prodigious vassalage which thus suddenly accrued to 
them. It need only be pointed out that now, on the 
acquisition of the ,province of Cuttack, whose low shores 
are white and glistening with salt, began the monstrous 
evil of the salt monopoly, which caused a formidable; 
rebellion some years afterwards, and is yet an unsettled 
affair. The time was coming when the inhabitants, 
living on a vegetable diet which renders salt indispeDJ5-
able to the, preservation of health, should die by hundreds 

, B2 
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for want of it, while it was caking the shore for miles 
before their eyes. 

The humbled Mahratta potentates signed themselves 
vassals, under the form of ratifying their treaties of peace 
-Bhoonsla on Christmas-day 1803, and Scindia, a few 
days after. In January and February the treaties were 
ratified by the Governor-General in Council; and pro
clamation was forthwith made throughout India, of peace 
with the Mahtatta princes. The rejoicings were profuse, 
throughout the whole of India.. At Calcutta, the citizens 
erected a marble statue of the Governor-General, and 
conferred honours on his generals. In Europe, it was 
felt that much had been done for our national reputation, 
not only py the ·splendid conduct of the war, but by the 
moderation of the terms of peace. While points of 
command were reserved by the Company, and such terri
tory as was indispensable to the security of its own 
subjects, the Mahratta chiefs were allowed to enjoy 
every thing else, subject only to conditions which would 
prevent their being mischievous again. They were made 
vassals, and -allowed to be rich in possessions; and not 
made prisoners or slaves, dependent for life and food on 
their conquerors. Their days of rude and turbulent 
independence were. over; but they did not fall into the 
crushing gripe of a Cromwell, but 'Passed into the Subsi
diary System of a Wellesley. By Resolutions of Parlia
ment, the rulers of India. had long been precluded from 
making conquests in India for the sake of territorial 
aggrandizement; but when compelled, as now, to conquer 
in self-defence-to conduct a war with France on Asiatic 
soil-it could not have been wondered at if the Mahratta 
princes had been more severely treated. 

They were not all done with yet. Holkar, an illegiti
mate son, and with all the restlessness and suspicion of 
aspirants under that disqualification-the leader of troops 
whom he had not means to maintain-was still dangerous, 
because he must always be unsatisfied. He must sink to 
nothing, or live by predatory warfare; and the British 
government could not allow its subjects or its allies to 
be annoyed by predatory warfare. There was then no 
ground for peace between this freebooter and the govern-
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ment: and it Boon appeared that the task remained' of 
subduing him. Much of the Deckan having been ravaged 
by war, he was even in more want than usual; and in 
the spring of 1804, he was actually plundering the 
Jeynagur territories, in preparation for an attack on the 
rich city of that name, which was within the territop.es 
of our ally, the Nizam. At the same time, he was 
tempting Scindia and various rajahs to join him. in arms 
against the British, and carry on a predatory warfare, in 
which he said he should proceed, whether they joined 
him or not. Scindia's chief minister made known· this 
overture, officially, to the British government, soon after 
the conclusion of the peace: BO that, in preparing to curb 
Holkar, the Governor-General proceeded on sure ground. 
He had thus far been merciful, expressly forbidding 
.. brother Arthur," in the preceding June, to urge hostili
ties against Holkar, for indemnity for plunder perpetrated 
in support of the other Mahratta chiefs: but now there 
must be no further tampering with danger from the free
booter. The worst of any outbreak of hostilities in 
India. is that there is no saying where the matter will 
end. One discontented potentate or another is sure to 
join in, and extend the quarrel, and protract the conflict. 
But Holkar was already tampering with so many that 
the mischief was doin.g, whether covered with the name 
of peace or war. The Governor-General resolved to try 
whether he could not make it the interest of Holkar to 
keep quiet; and thus to put an end to the prevalent 
apprehension from him, and to the necessity of keeping 
up an expensive military establishment for the sake of 
holding him in check. 

Negotiation was begun and responded to. But, during 
the very days when Holkar was promising to withdraw 
his troops within his own dominions, and to keep them 
at safe distance from those of the allies of the British, he 
wrote letters, which were intercepted and brought to the 
Governor-General, to the allies and subjects of the 
Company, exciting them to revolt, and declaring his 
intention to send a force to ravage the territories of the 
British. He was informed that these letters had been 
interceptE)d, and once more and finally invited to lay 
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aside his guilty schemes, and to enter into a true alliance 
with the British government. He sent ambassadors to 
propose terms so extravagant, and offered in a manner so 
offensive, as to show that he desired them to be rejected. 
On their rejection, his ambassadors intimated that they 
were ready to listen to offers of territory and money, and to 
report them to HoIkar;' but that his troops were not to 
be withdrawn within, his own dominions. As this was 
an indispenslllble condition, the ambassadors withdrew. 
The forbearance of the Governor-General still afforded 
room for further delay, and put up with more insolence 
from HoIkar, who sent word to General Wellesley.that 
he would allow him no time to breathe, but would come 
presently and overwhelm lacs of human beings (hundreds 
of thousands) with his army, which could sweep and 
destroy like the waves of the sea. By this time it was 
April: and it was necessary to begin a new campaign 
against HoIkar. Lord Lake and General Wellesley re
duced him; the first by a series of rapid marches by 
which he brought HoIkar into direct engagements in spite 
of every effort of the marauding chief to pursue a desul
tory warfare in preference; and the other, by taking his 
fortresses. In November, two great victories seemed to 
have crushed the foe. General Fraser scattered his 
forces, and took all his guns at Deeg-himself, however, 
falling in the action, which took place on the 13th of 
November; and four days later, Lord Lake surprised and 
utterly routed the whole cavalry of HoIkar under his 
own command. Bolkar barely escaped, stripped of every 
thing; but here intervened one of those complications 
which are the peculiarity of Indian warfare and policy. 
The Rajah of Bhurtpoor, one of the subsidiary chiefs who 
had been the most liberally dealt with by the British 
government, now avowed an alliance with Holkar, and 
sustained him for a while. The fate of both was assured 
beforehand; but the confederacy protracted the war. It 
was not till the close of 1805, when another Governor
General had taken the place of Lord Wellesley, and 
had died in office, and when General Wellesley was in 
England, that peace with HoIkar, then a reduced fugitive, 
was concluded. 
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Party spirit ran high about the conduct of Indian affairs 
during the closing years of the last century, and the 
beginning of the present. The funded, debt of the 
Company had largely increased, before Lord Wellesley 
became Governor-General, as well as since; and it re
mained to be proved by time whether Lord Wellesley 
had increased their revenue-whether he had, as he 
believed, doubled it-by conquest and financial arrange
ment. Very strong evidence was also requisite to satisfy 
the publio mind, and that of the India Direotors, that so 
muoh warfare was necessary; nothing short of necessity 
making it justifiable. The majority of the Direotors 
were dsoontented with Lord Wellesley's administration; 
and he once aotually resigned, as has been said; and" con
sented to remain in office only at the earnest request of 
Mr. Pitt and Mr. Addington. This was in 1802. He 
stipulated to remain in office only till the beginning of 
1804; but when that time arrived, the negotiations for 
the Mahratta. peace were proceeding; and it was no 
moment for a. change of government. He agreed to re
main another year. In Maroh, 1805, the frigate Fiorenza 
was detained in the Hooghly for the purpose of conveying 
Lord We11esley to England; but despatches from home, 
and the business of the Bhurtpoor Rajah, with whom 
peace was conoluded in the next month, still detained 
him for a. short time. At home, there was a great im
patienoe to see him; and his successor was sent out, so as 
to arrive in July. His enemies wanted to impeach Lord 
Wellesley; and his friends wanted to hear him explain 
himself in parliament: to hear his own views publioly 
given of the results which he expeoted from the recent 
wars, and to know whether the finances of the Company 
were really in the state of embarrassment whioh had been 
represented. 

His successor was Lord Cornwallis-now infirm, and 
nearly worn out; but as unable as he had ever shown 
himself to prefer his private ease and convenienoe to the 
publio welfare:- He had fought in the Seven Years' War; 
he had gained victories in America, and sustained the 
grief of surrendering, with his force, to the Americans 
and French, after holding out as long as he could. He 
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had never approved the American war, and had avowed 
his disapprobation at the peril 9f his interests; but he 
did n~t suffer the less keenly when his surrender at 
York Town proved the death-blow of the English power 
in America, and caused a change of Ministry and of mea.
sures at home. His virtue, however-his disinterested
ness and prudence--appear to have been so unquestion
able, that he did not suffer politically, or ill personal 
character, for, this misfortune; and soon after, he was 
Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief of BengaL 
The war with Tippoo distinguished his administration; 
and we see him th~ host of 'l'ippoo's two sons, the 
hostages put inta the hands of this kind-hearted and 
generous nobleman. When the Irish rebellion of 1798 
broke out, we find him appealed to to go and see what 
could be done; and the testimony is universal as to his 
benevolent endeavours to put down violence, softel!. 
rancour, and rectify injustice on every hand. We have 
seen him in 1801 at Amiens, negotiating the peace as the 
British Plenipotentiary; and now, in 1805, in the sixty
seventh year of his age, we follow him to India, where 
he agreed to go once more, on the assurance that he was 
the only man who could satisfy all the parties concerned 
in the question of the conduct of Indian affairs. This 
was an extraordinary life of service and dignity to have 
been lived by a man whose qualifications were his virtues 
rather than his talents. Disinterested,.moderate, prudent, 
brave, and benign, he commanded confidence on every 
hand; but he had done nothing which proved him to be 
qualified to be a rival to the Wellesleys, or even, perhaps, 
to be able to appreciate their policy and action. When 
he arrived, he showed every courtesy to the man he came 
to supersede-desiring that Lord Wellesley should receive 
the parting address of regret from the inhabitants of. 
Calcutta at Government House, immediately before his 
own levee: but he found much to disapprove and mourn 
over in the condition of affairs; the pay of the troops in 
arrear; the finances deranged, Holkar yet untamed, and 
Scindia becoming troublesome again. Upon the repre-I 
sentations which he made in due course, were founded 
exaggerated charges against Lord Wellesley, who was 
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held up in the Court of Directors, and in parliament, as 
a wanton and warlike oppressor, who exhausted the 
resources of the country he was sent to govern, wr the 
sake of deluging the neighbouring states in blood. Lord 
Wellesley appealed to time: and time so far justified him 
as that the East India Company paid him honours in 
his old age; voted him 20,OOOl., with compliments on 
his generosity in having given up to the army that 
conquered Mysore five times that amount, which he might 
have taken as his share of the spoils; and circulated 
largely among their servants in India the Despatches 
which he published in 1837, as the best repository of 
knowledge and wisdom on Indian affairs. Lord Wel
lesley's administration was either infamous or glorious; 
a scheme wpich was irredeemably wrong unless it was 
eminently right. The matured opinion of nearly half a. 
century seems to have decided in its favour: and his 
government in India is now looked back upon as not only 
-what no voice can deny-a period of extraordinary 
brilliancy, but as having been that which avowed, though 
it did not originate, the principle that must be the basis 
of our action and abode there: that principle which was 
instituted before he was born, but which he was the first 
to recognise clearly and completely, and to embody con
sistently in his policy of his Subsidiary System. 

He returned to England, as has been seen, just in time 
to let Pitt hear his voice once more. Pitt saw him, and 
fainted away under the sound of his voice, and the sight 
of his face, though all agitating subjects were avoided. 
The old friends little imagined, at the moment, that 
Lord Cornwallis had then been long dead. Pitt did not 
live to hear the news that Lord Cornwallis had died on 
the 5th of October (1805) in Benares, on his way to take 
the command of the army. To the British nation it 
appeared that the governments in England and India 
lost their head at the same time, and were left helpless 
and embarrassed. Those were indeed dark days abroad 
and at home. P 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Meeting of Psrliament-TheKing's Dislike of Mr. Fox-Alamrlng 
Slate of Affairs-All the Talents-The Catholic Question-Lord 
Grenville-Charles James Fox-Other Ministers-Opposition Ran
oour-First Difficulties--.-Military Administration-Financial-Nego
tiation for Peace-Reprobation of the Slave Trade-Wilberforce
Colonial Slave Trade Prohibition-Acquittal of Lord Melville-Mr. 
Fox's Illness-Death of Lord Thurlow-Death of Mr. Fox-State of 
the War~Battie of Maida-The Cape regained-Buenos Ayres
Humiliation of Prussia-Dissolution 'of Parties-Dissolution of Par
liament.-[lS06-7.] 

THE Amendment to the Address, intended to have been 
moved on the 21st of January, 1806, but merely read in 
both Houses of Parliament, declared in the most distinct 
terms that the state of public affairs was alarming beyond 
example. It intimated that the disasters abroad and 
grounds of apprehension at home were the fault of ad
ministration, and pledged parliament to inquire into the 
misconduct; and prevent its recurrence. There were two 
reasons for the Amendment not being moved. Lord 
Sidmouth, who had been for half a year openly at 
variance with Mr. Pitt, and who commanded forty or 
fifty votes, had let it be understood that he should sup
port the Amendment: but on the afternoon of Monday 
the 20th, he or his party let the Whig leaders know that 
he could have nothing to do with it. '.rhe Prince of Wales 
was very angry; and his Whig friends understood this 
as a probable indication that the King would form the 
strongest Tory ministry that he could get together, if 
Mr. Pitt should really be dying. They looked to see 
Lords Hawkesbury, Sidmouth, and Castlereagh, in power 
very soon. Such a prospect made their amendment of 
more importance than ever: but there would now be 
some risk in pushing the matter to a division. It would 
have been ventured upon, however, but that it became 
known in the course of the day that Mr. Pitt was actually 
dying. When the Whig leaders met at Mr. Fox's in the 
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afternoon, he told them that if others could enter into a 
discussion of Mr. Pitt's policy at such a moment, he could 
not. .. Mentem mortalia tangunt." he said, in strong 
emotion. Yet it was a. crisis when a suppression of 
opinion would have been a crime. Therefore was the 
Amendment simply read-by Lord Cowper in the one 
house, and Lord Henry Petty in the other. 

There was something exasperating to those who under 
stood the facts of the case in the knowledge that the 
calamities, actual and apprehended, of the state were 
owing to the King's horror of Mr. Fox-of whom he 
really kne-w little or nothing. He imagined him to be a 
fierce levelling republican, who, after quarrelling with 
the loyal Burke, and having held conversations with 
Napoleon at Paris, was now only waiting to overthrow 
the British Constitution, and trample the monarch in the 
dust. He knew that Mr. Pitt esteemed Fox, and would 
gladly have joined him in the government of the country. 
He suspected that Pitt would never relinquish the object 
of bringing the King and Mr. Fox face to face, because 
Pitt could not rule the country without the Grenvilles; 
and Lord Grenville would not come in without Mr. Fox. 
It was a point, however, on which the King's obstinate 
mind had been fixed, up to the present time: and the 
consequences had been those which were now making all 
hearts quake for fear.-The foreign alliance which was 
just broken up disastrously would never have been 
formed, if Lord Grenville had been in the ministry. 
Austria had never been ready and willing for war, as Mr. 
Pitt's sanguine mind had concluded that she was: she 
had made no effectual resistance to the French; and now 
she was so humbled, that if she wished it ever so much, 
she could resist nO more. Russia had suffered both defeat 
from Napoleon and desertion by Austria, and had drawn 
her armies home. Prussia had held aloof, to see which 
way the luck would go. Spain and Holland were mere 
vassals of France. There was nothing now for Napoleon 
to fear on the Continent; and no great deal for him to 
do •. He was at liberty to " crush England," as he was in 
the habit of saying. England did not mean to be crushed, 
of course: but her position was very unfavourable for 
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such a struggle as seemed to be impending. The Catholics 
were so deeply discontented at the iSS11e of the late dis
cussion of their claims, that no sober politician would 
answer for the "loyalty of Ireland. The Treasury was 
empty; and the nation was in that state of depression of 
spirits which makes it particularly difficult to raise money. 
What the administration of naval affairs had been, Lord 
Melville's case had shown: and there was no confidence 
that military. affairs were going on much better under 
the King's pet son, the Duke of York. The political 
rivalship between the King and the Prince of Wales was 
at its height. The. Prince gloried indecently in his 

. father's difficulties; and it seemed impossible to hope 
that the King w:ould take for his ministers the men who 
were the Prince's advisers and daily companions-the 
friends of the Catholic Mrs. Fitzherbert, and the pledged 
advocates of the Catholic body. The poor old man was 
now nearly blind-too nearly blind to open the session 
in person. He was feeble and infirm; and the Catholic 
question was no longer a matter of reasoning with him, 
but one of nerves. The Amendment to the Address 
might well say, "This House is perfectly sensible that 
the alarming and unexampled state of public affairs 
renders the most vigorous exertions necessary for the 
preservation of the empire." . 

On the day of Mr. Pitt's death, the Duke of York, 
usually bland and cheerful, lost his temper, and was 
peevish and angry. This was because Mr. Pitt's staunch 
n:iend who had caballed for him more than any other man 
but Cauning, Lord Malmesbury, thought and said that 
there must be a change of ministry. The Duke would 
not hear of it: so Lord Malmesbury sent him his reasons 
in writing-reasons for being sure that if Mr. Pitt had 
been alive and well, the ministry could not have stood
feeble in itself, and oppressed with failure in every 
direction but on the sea.: reasons which, therefore, left 
no doubt that now, with Mr. Pitt lying dead, nothing 
could be done but to form a new cabinet. Still, the 
image of his brother triumphing, and his brother's ad
visers coming in from their condition of exclusion, was 
too much for the pet son of the King: and he was cool 
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towards Lord Malmesbury till he saw that every body 
about him, even the King, was of opinion that there must 
be a new administration. Then, he gave way with a 
good grace, and acknowledged the mistake he' had fallen 
into. 

The first application known to have been made was to 
Lord Wellesley. This was somewhat daring; considering 
that &CCUIIatio1Js were abroad against him, and that an 
impeachment was threatened, on 'account of his Indian 
policy. The remnant of the Pitt Cabinet invited Lord 
Wellesley-of course, with the King's approbation-to 
undertake the conduct of affairs. He immediately re
fused, and made his refusal known to the Prince, who 
eulogized the act to Mr. Fox as one of high generosity, 
while others thought it might be either that, or a 
measure of deep prudence. The next resorted to was 
Lord Hawkesbury; of whom the King had once said, that 
he had "no head." There could not be a stronger proof 
of the desperation to which the royal policy was reduced. 
Lord Hawkesbury took time to consult with his friends; 
from whom he received such information of the public 
determination to secure an union of parties and coalition 
of leaders as should make a strong government, that he 
could not venture on office, supported only by royal 
favour and the aid of Mr. Pitt's subalterns. He declined; 
-and he would have stood higher in men's opinions than 
ever before, if he had not spoiled the act by appropriating 
to himself the lucrative office of Warden of the Cinque 
Ports-thus making a profit of the incident-and by 
having made use of his position to get the necessary 
forms gone through with an expedition far from decorous. 

Of all the difficulties which stood in the way of an ap
plication to the Whigs, the greatest was the King's notion 
of the extent of his prerogative. He considered it his 
right-and he had always 80 considered it-to appoint to 
office the men he liked, without control or interference 
from any quarter whatever. If told that the public wel
fare required tlie appointment of a Cabinet composed of 
lIuch and such materials, he resisted the suggestion, saying 
that to· accede to it would be to give Opposition an in
direct con¥ol over appointments which it was his sole 
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right to make. He owed it to his posterity, he was wont 
to say, to keep this kingly power intact; and sooner than 
surrender it, he would give up his. crown. When, in 
March, 1778, it was proposed to him by his Minister to 
admit the Whigs, he declared, three times in four days, 
that he would abdicate, saying, that if the people would 
not support his prerogative of choosing his ministers 
according to his own views, they shou11 have another 
king. Four 'Years a£i;erwards, he repeated the threat, 
when the division against Lord North exposed him again 
to be .. trampled· upon by his enemies," as he was ac
customed to say. We hear of no such threat now; but 
he yielded only when he found that there were really no 
men of his own way of thinking of whom a Cabinet could, 
at this time, be made. If he could not have one after 
his own liking, the next best thing was to'have one which 
should unite parties, and secure the co-operation of their 
best men. 'This would bring in some of his own way of 
thinking, with whom he could enjoy official inercourse. 
Such an union happened to be exactly what the country 
wished for;. and the Administration commonly called 
.. All the Talents" was formed with little difficulty or 
delay. . 

On the 27th of January, Lord Grenville had an inter
view, by appointment, with the King. He was requested 
to form a. government j and they agreed that it must be 
of a comprehensive character. Then came the word of 
proof. Lord Grenville said he must avow that the man 
he should consult would be Mr. Fox. .. I thought so j 
and I meant it so," was the reply: and the words flew 
all over the kingdom as fast as human tongues could send 
them. The Prince's behaviour was almost enough to 
make the King take back the words. He openly gloried 
in the humiliation of his father, took on himself the air 
of a party leader, and pressed his friends for office and 
place for his dependants. One consolation for the King 
was from the suggestion that the Whigs would be most 
effectually foiled by giving them power. The popular 
expectation from them was greater than any men could 
fulfil j and they were hampered by declarations easily 
made in opposition, but very hardly redeemed as pledges 
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by men encompassed. by the perplexities of office. The 
Whig portion of the new Cabinet would., certainly and. 
soon, disappoint the people. As a beginning, Mr. Fox 
would disappoint the Catholics. It was understood every 
where, and.Mr. Fox made the avowal openly in conversa
tion, that he did not intend to harass the King about the 
Catholio question at all. He knew that it would be use
less; and he advised the Catholic leaders to wait awhile 
-not to petition against the Parliam,ent which had just 
rejected their claims-not to injure their cause by pushing 
it forward at a moment of grievous public alarm and per
plexity. If, however, they differed from him about .their 
course, and chose to renew their claim, he should be 
always found on their side, as hitherto, and say what he 
thought of the virtue of their cause. Many of the Catho-. 
lie leaders acquiesced. in this: but the enemies of Mr. Fox 
were right in concluding that many would not. To this 
day, his reputation is injured, in some quarters, b;r the 
imputation that he neglected the Catholic cause when 
power opened to him j while others think him fully 
justified. in attempting the great object of peace with 
France-to say nothing of other aims-though compelled 
to sever these aims from that of Catholic Emancipation. 
If, as such differences.soom to show, it was a case of diffi
cult decision, the successive Ministers who agreed to 
spare the King's feelings and the King's brain on this 
subject are entitled to a candid judgment: and most 
people, probably, now think that Mr. Fox, seeing that he 
could do the Catholics no good beyond the expression of 
his opinion, would have been wrong to decline, on their 
account, a possible opportunity of .restoring peace with 
France, and promoting prosperity at home. Meantime, 
he was disappointing the Catholics, as he and his com
rades were pretty sure to disappoint some other classes 
of expectants. 

The King's friends saw further consolation for him in 
the admission into the Cabinet of his favourite old 
minister, Lord Sidmouth. This was a consolation, how
ever, which failed in practice. The King seems to have 
grown very tired of Lord Sidmouth, some time before 
this date. . The obsequiousness and flattery. and pious 
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sentiment, which had once so pleased the sovereign, could 
not always compensate for the complacent selfishness 
and garrulous vanity which made the weak man forget 
good manners, when his head was full of himself. In 
the preceding summer, when Lord Sidmouth resigned, 
he tried to return the key of the Council-box to the King, 
instead of to .Lord Hawkesbury, because he and .Lord 
Hawkesbury were not on speaking terms. When the 
King intimated that.'he had nothing to do with such 
quarrels, and would have ended. the audience, Lord Sid
mouth detained him for an hour, compelling him to listen 
to his story, and so fatiguing him that the King told his 
family he had been: plagued to death. Lord Sidmouth 
was not likely.· to regain his ground by becoming the 
colleague of Mr. Fox I and he had therefore no more such 
sentimental notes, and tender interviews, and royal 
presents, as had made him happy during his former term 
of office. Though called, as his biographer declares, 
" the King's friend" in the Cabinet, not one letter passed, 
and very few interviews, during his whole term of office. 
Lord Grenville and the Whigs need not have feared to 
give theu new colleague any place which might afford 
him access' to the King's ear: for the royal ear was not 
favourably inclined. In August following, Lord Sid
mouth himself wrote: "Previoll!t to the Council, I had 
a long audience, the effect' of which has been to relieve 
m1 own mind, and, .I am willing to believe, that of the 
Kmg. Misconceptions have been done away." Before 
this time, the King had grown into a great liking for 
Mr. Fox. He not only testified, on all occasions, to the 
good faith and good manners which he found in Mr. 
Fox, but· fairly fell, like everybody else, under the in
fiuence of his extraordinary fascination. If this had but 
happened a few years sooner, what disaster and misery 
might have been spared I 

It was necessary to have Lord Sidmouth in the Cabinet, 
though nobody particularly desired it. It was not on 
account of his personal qualities that he was sought; but 
on account of that "very numerous appearance of. his 
friends," ·of which he wrote with complacency (though 
in a mistake) as the cause of the relinquishment of the 
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Amendment. He commanded votes enough in Parlia
ment to be able to turn the balance in a time of difficulty. 
Lord Grenville's government would unite the Old and 
New Opposition, as they were ealled; Mr. Fox being the 
head of the Old, which had opposed the war, and advo
cated broad popular liberties, and appealed to broad 
popular sympathies; and Lord Grenville being the leader 
of the New, which, though Whig in its principles, had 
supported the war as a painful necessity. and discounte
nanced any presen~ extension of popular liberties. These 
two parties were secured: but they had together only 
about 150 in the Commonll: and the new Administration 
must have more than this, considering the terms they 
were on with the Court. Some third party must be in
duced to join: and the choice was· lletween Lord Sidmouth" 
with his compact body of adherents, and the scattered 
and perplexed Pittites. Lord Sidmouth had. helped the 
exposure of Lord Melville: he was acceptable to the 
P.rince, IMId, as was supposed, to the King also: he was 
not answerable for the recent oolltinental alliance: he 
was not warlike or extravagant.: his underlings '\Vere 
cleverer than those of the Pitt party. For these reasons' 
and some others, Lord Sidmouth was considered the least 
undesirable of the leaders of whom one must be invited 
into the Coalition; and thus, though without talents, he 
became one of the Ministry of .. All the Talents." The 
Prince sent Mr. Sheridan to him on the 23rd of January: 
and, after some complacent discussions about his con
science and private feelings-such as he was for ever 
making publio-he accepted office, as every body knew 
throughout that he would. Though indispensable, his 
junction proved highly detrimental to the Grenville 
Administration. It was the occasion of a false step 
which proved most injurious to the new Cabinet. Lord 
Sidmouth, even if he had been, as he was supposed, "the 
King's friend," could not have sat alone ill the 'Cabinet 
with ten men, of whom he had hitherto been the opponent. 
He endeavoured; he was wont to say, to be as moderate 
as he could in his demands for his friends: but he must 
have one supporter in the Cabinet. He proposed Lord 
Buckinghamshire: but it was objected that Bome men of 

o 
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greater mark among the Whigs were to be left on one 
side; and he was invited to choose again. He named 
Lord Ellenborough, then Lord Chief Justice; and un~ 
happily the request was agreed to, and a high judicial 
functionary was inducted into a political seat. The new 
ministers here afforded a grand theme to their opponents: 
and their opponents took care that they should never 
hear the last of it. Mr. Canning then in his worst mood 
of vindictiveness, persecuted Mr. Fox, the whole session 
through, too much as he himself was, ~t a. future day, to 
be persecuted, under circumstances mournfully similar. 
Few will now doubt that he had the right of the 
doctrine, and Mr. Fox the superiority of temper. It is ad~ 
mitted now that to keep separate the judicial and political 
functions, is a primary principle of good government-as 
it once was the most decisive feature of political progress ; 
and Mr. Fox's argument, that a cabinet is not an institu
tion, not an arrangement in any way known to the law, is 
not found to stand as a sufficient defence before the·mischief 
and peril of impairing the judicial function: but every 
one's sympathies turn from the petulant young debater 
to the composed and benign Minister, when"the charm of 
his temper appears amidst provocation. When Canning 
was ironically commenting on the title of ~ All the 
Talents," Mr. Fox repudiated the title, and observed that 
it was impossible that the Ministry could have arrogated 
it to themselves while they saw Canning himself on the 
other side of the House. 

The two chiefs of the new Administration disappointed 
"the expectations of their enemies by working well to

gether. Mr. Fox had committed himself against the 
Wellesley policy in India, and had associated himself on 
that question with Lord Wellesley's enemies, Sir Philip 
Francis and Mr. Paull. Lord Grenville took the opposite 
view, and was a great champion of Lord Wellesley. 
This was not a difference which need prevent their acting 
together: and they settled it by agreeing that the accus&
tion of Lord Wellealey was in no manner to be made a. 
government qUestio~hile Mr. Fox reserved full liberty 
to speak and act as h should think proper, if the affair 
should be brought for ard by others. When the people 
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talked of the new Ministry, and the return of the Whigs 
to power, they were thinking of Mr. Fox. Perhaps he 
was, in all eyes, the true leader of the Cabinet. Yet 
Lord Grenville had qualities which perfectly fitted him 
for the post of leader. He had the knowledge of affairs 
and the habits of business in which his coadjutors were 
deficient: for he had not, like them, been long in Opposi
tion, and excluded from the sphere of political business. 
He was a kinsman and friend of Mr. Pitt, and had been 
his steady supporter till his return to power in 1804. 
We have seen something of Mr. Pitt's suffering under the 
retreat of .. that proud man," as he called Lord Gren
ville, to a new position among the Whigs. The benefit· 
to the Whigs of this accession was very great. Lord 
Grenville had that thorough respectability of .life in 
which some of the Whig leaders were sadly deficient. 
He had an extent of knowledge which justified the 
extreme strength of his convictions; he had a power of 
will which, though amounting occasionally to obstinacy, 
was of eminent service in the position which he held in 
such times. His well-grounded self-confidence set free 
all his energies for action; and his industry was in pro
portion to his confidence. He was a wise friend of the 
Irish nation, and a really heroio advocate of the Catholio 
olaims; for to his steadiness on this question he sacrificed 
power for many years of his life. He was, at the Bame 
time, so unquestionable a ohurohman, so opposed, as he 
proved when Chancellor of Oxford University, to all 
church reform, that the King's mind might be quite easy 
about the preservation of Protestantism while Lord Gren
ville was Minister. These were qualifications which 
fitted him for the post of leader: while his united honesty 
and prudence, his sense and learning, his experience and 
P?1itical philosophy, offered a broad basis of reliance for 
his colleagues and the country •. 

If such a man and minister as this was almost over
looked in the presence of Fox, what must Fox have been? 
As unlike Lord" Grenville as one man could well be to 
another. Be had not the private respectability which is 
so dear to the English people. Under unfavourable cir
cumstance!! in early life, he became a gamester, and 

0:.1 
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remained so for two-thirds of his life. By a vigorous 
effort, he wrenched himself from the fascinations of play, 
when his friends arranged his affairs: but his vices 
could not but tell upon his intellect and his conscience, 
impairing the value of his life while shortening its durar 
tion. He had not Lord Grenville's immutable steadiness; 
nor his personal dignity; nor his vigilant prudence; 
nor his marvellous industry; nor his political and social 
science. While Lord.' Grenville was perhaps the most 
finished political economist of his time, Fox owned that 
he could net read Adam Smith, or fix his mind on specula
.tions of that order. He had no conception, either, of the 
scope and importance of natural science, or of mental 
philosophy: and he could. not, like Lord Grenville and 
most men of enlarged knowledge, respect the science and 
philosophy which he did not possess. These deficiencies 
led him into mischief, in public and in private: caused' 
him disgrace and misery in his personal position, and, 
made him unsteady and disappointing on some important' 
points when he was ~ possession of po~er. What w~s; 
It, then, that made him tower above hlS party and hIs' 
colleagues, so that all men's eyes were fixed on him, and I 
hearts by thousands which forgot all about respectability I 
and prudence and consistency? He had a heart-such a 
heart I And he had an imagination worthy to act with 
that heart: and a logical faculty such as is found only· 
with the highest order of heart and imagination. Though 
he had not Lord Grenville's knowledge, it does not follow 
that he was ignorant. Though he could not attend to 
political economy, he was engrossed by history; so 
deeply i~ested in it, that he drew from it more philo
sophy. th . he was himself aware of. His classical ac
complishm ts were of a high order, and to them he 
owed muc of the beauty of his indescribable oratory. 
Of that or tory it is best to say nothing-so impossible 
is it to con ey any sense of its power. The best of the 
whole man '~s poured out into it-his passionate love 
of liberty-hi hatred of tyrants-his scorn of hypocrites 
-his homage t rectitude-his compassion to the suffering 
-his recogniti ns of the past-his intuition of the soul 
of the present-Jtis prevision of the future-and all the 

\ 
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nobleness, generosity, and sweetness of the noblest, most 
generous and sweetest temper that ever graced a lofty 
genius-all this, poured out in floods, now like sunlight, 
and now like volcanio fire, can hardly be conveyed to the 
imagination of the present generation, deeply as it moved 
the hearts of the last. He had powers which singularly 
compensated for his deficiencies. He could learn in a 
moment almost whatever he pleased; and when in the 
very depths of lome unworthy paesion, he could leap out 
of it upon higher and safer ground. As an instance of this 
kind of venatility-he one night gamed 80 desperately at 
his club aa to be plunged in despair at his 108888. His 
fa.oe and manner 80 alarmed his friends, when he rushed 
from the houBB, that they apprehended 8Ilioide. They 
followed him oloBBly, knocked at his door almost as soon. 
&8 it had admitted him; an.d walked straight into the 
library. There they found him on his back on the 
hearth-mg, reading Herodotus, and to all appearance 
perfectly happy.-AI for his quickness in gaining know
ledge, Dr. Abraham Rees, the Diesenting Minister, used 
to tell an anecdote which well exhibits it. Dr. Rees and 
a deputation went up to Mr. Fox, to engage his interest 
for the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts. Though 
staunch in the principles of religious liberty, he did not 
pretend to know any thing of the points of this particular 
case. He looked hia visiton "through and through" 
while they spoke, asked four or five admirable questions, 
and dismiSlled them, after a very short audience. As 
they went up St. James's Street, he passed them, booted 
for his ride: and he entered the House, riding-whip in 
hand, as lOon as he returned. Dr. Rees and his friends 
were in the gallery; and to their great delight, they 
heard from Mr. Fox a speech on their question so masterly. 
so deep, comprehensive, and exact, that their cause could 
not have been in better hands. The grounds of the 
popular expectation from Mr. Fox now were his strenuous 
opposition to the American war, at the beginning of his 
career; hiB sympathy with the French Hevolution, as 
long as it appeared to be the protest of humanity against 
tyranny; his reprobation of the political peI'll6cutioDB 
which were the disgrace of Mr. Pitt's government; his 
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steady advocacy of Peace with France, even after Lord 
Grenville and his friends had given up all idea of it; his 
advocacy of the Catholio claims, and of religious liberty 
every where; and his intrepidity and power as the leader 
of Opposition during many dark and stormy years. He 
had undergone a rupture in his friendship with his 
master and idol, Burke, rather than give up his hopes 
from the French Revolution; and he had, with his 
friends, seceqed froni. the House on occasion of the 
passage of the Treasons 'and Seditions Acts. He had 
forfeited 1;4e confidence of many 'by his way of coming 
into power, with Lord North, in 1770: but of late, from 
1797 to 1802, he. had retired from the political world 
where he thought he could do no good, and had proved 
himself happier in his country home, farming and garden
ing in the mornings, and reading Greek plays in the 
evenings, than he had ever been while great among the 
great men 'of the day. In 1802, he had been in Paris, 
and had conversed with Napoleon, and been the guest of 
Lafayette, and others who understood the politics of 
France; and this seemed to improve the Chances of 
peace, if he were made Minister. It was to promote this 
object and another-the abolition of the Slave trade
that Mr. Fox made the Choice of office which surprised 
some of his friends. He chose to be Foreign Secretary. 
The state of opinion in France in regard to our leading 
stalesmen seems to have been ourious, in those days. 
The Opposition were despised by orderly Frenchmen, 
and Mr. Pitt revered as the upholder of Monarchy. No 
Frenchman could say that Mr. Pitt had managed the war 
very well: but they fancied he had saved his country 
from revolution. Tet they could not resist Mr. Fox's 
sympathy with them as a people, and his disposition to 
be on friendly terms with them without reprobating 
their ideas or proceedings, or meddling with their forms 
of government. At the same time, we find Mr. Fox, at 
Paris, obliged to repel precisely, however indiguantly. 
the oharge brought against Mr. Windham, by Napoleon 
himself, of being concerned in the plot of the Infernal 
Machine. It was actually believed by intelligent French
men that an English political leader could plot for the 
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assassination of the ruler of France. It is interesting 
here to turn back to what Mr. Fox wrote, in a private 
letter, in 1778, about his political destinies. He was then 
thirty-one: now fifty-seven. "People flatter me that I 
continue to gain rather than lose estimation as an orator: 
and I am so convinced this is all I shall ever gain (un
less I choose to be one of the meanest of men) that I 
never think of any other object of ambition. I am 
certainly ambitious by nature: but I have, or think I 
have, totally subdued that passion. I have still as much 
vanity as ever, which is a happier passion by far, because 
great reputation, I think, I may acquire and keep: great 
situations I never can acquire, nor, if acquired, keep, 
without making sacrifices that I will never make." Every 
body knew how simply and generously he had desired 
not to stand in the way, when Mr. Pitt had been making 
overtures to the Grenvilles: and now, at last, he was in 
a "great situation," such as he had thought he could 
never acquire: and vast and bright were the anticipa
tions from such an event. His health, it is true, was not 
good: but the diligence with which he undertook and 
prosecuted the business of his office prevented the public 
from suspecting how bad it was. The difficulties of the 
new Administration were known to be great, from the 
relations of parties, the disfavour of the King, and the 
temper and quality of some of the new Ministers them
selves: but we know from the upright 'and enlightened 
Homer, what was anticipated by such men as himself
men gifted with every thing but foresight as to the 
changes of mortality. "We have every reason to place 
our trust in the two leaders of this Ministry, from their 
behaviour to each other in this arrangement: whatever 
may have been the case with others, both Mr. Fox and 
Lord Grenville have shown great moderation, and a 
perfect confidence in each other. If they as perfectly 
understand each other, with regard to the direction of 
public measures in future, we shall have an administra
tion of far grea,ter efficiency and success than the appear
ances of our domestic parties, I must own, would at first 
lead us to expect." 

Mr. Fox, as has been said, took the Foreign Office. 
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.Lord Spencer was Home, and Mr. Windham, War Secre
tary. The young Lord Henry Petty (still living as 
Marquess of Lansdowne) was brought forward in the 
then most difficult office of Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
Lord ::;idmouth was Lord Privy Seal, and Lord Fitz
william President of the Council. Lord Howick (after
wards the revered Earl Grey of our own time) took the 
Admiralty; and the Earl of Moira had the Ordnance. 
The difficulty was about the Chancellorship. It was 
offered to Lord Mansfield first, and then to Lord Ellen
borough, who both declined it. . It was then given to 
Erskine, who, though a great patriot, and the greatest of 
advocates, was not .qualified for the woolsack. No one 
thought he was; and the discontent was great: and no 
one w.as. more dissatisfied than himself. He went to 
Romilly, and implored guidance as to what he should 
read,and how he should prepare himself. ., You must 
make me a· Chancellor now," he said, "that I may after
wards make you one." Romilly himself became Solicitor
General, and Pigott Attorney-General. A sweeping 
change was made in minor offices; such a change as had 
not been known for many a day: and this was no 
wonder; for there was to be a sweeping change of policy. 
One of the Prince's great friends, an. able man who had 
done good service to good principles in his day, had by 
this time, it appears,incapacitated himself for receiving 
his due reward of honour and power. Sheridan's politi
cal services merited high office; but his personal habits 
excluded him from it. In his daily intoxication he was 
indiscreet; and he could not be trusted in the Cabinet .. 
This is supposed, without doubt, to be the reason why. he 
was made only Treasurer of the Navy; and that. not 
without hesitation and reluctance. Sir Gilbert Elliot's 
appointment to the Board of Control was not understood or 
approved: and, as has been said, the admission of Chief 
Justice Ellenborough to a seat in the Cabinet damaged 
the Administration with both friends and foes. 

Such was the Ministry which was now to encounter 
unfavourable construction from the King and Duke of 
York, vexatious difficulties from the vulgarity of the 
Prince of' Wales, and a. virulent persecution from the 
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Opposition led by Canning, then as petulant, provoking, 
and troublesome, as any spoiled child ever was, and the 
more imposing in his petulance from his idolatrous re
grets for his departed chief.-Some of Mr. Pitt's friends 
conceived, like Canning, that duty to him required of 
them opposition to his successors of a· most rancorous 
kind. Others, like Lord Carington, when conversing 
with Lord Malmesbury, held that time and fate had now 
dissolved all bonds of allegisnce and of party, and that 
every man should act as seemed to him best for the 
public welfare: and others, as Lord Malmesbury himself, 
wondered that there could be a doubt as to what every 
true Pittite ought to do-that is, to hold to all other 
Pittites, and keep aloof from J>olitical men while the 
Whigs were in power-just as if Pitt were still alive. 
None of these could fail to be pbstructive te the new 
men; and their power of destruotion Beems to have been 
in proportion to the royal countenance of it.~The terrors 
of the rank Tories of the day-men below the power of 
appreciating Pitt-told for tlomethingon weak heads, in 
palaces and out of parliament. Dean Milner is found 
writing to Wilberforoe that Fall: and Petty were in~ 
capable of steady enmity to the Slave Trade; that they 
could not do any thing from prinoiple; that there would 
be presently a. filling of the Churoh with Socinians, if not 
Deists; and that the State would be inundated with 
infidelity and low profligate morals. That, under the 
administration of the virtuous man and strict churchman, 
Lord Grenville, such anticipations should have been made 
by the Dean of Carlisle, shows what must have been the 
rancour of the time. 

On the very approach of" all the talents" to the King, 
a difficulty arose. When, on the 1st of February, Lord 
Grenville read a paper, containing an account of proposed 
arrangements, the King was alarmed at the mention of 
ohanges in the army; and yet more, when it appeared 
that the changes were thought to be needed in that part 
of the military system which was under the charge of the 
Duke of York. He protested that this was an affair of 
the Crown alone; and that he should be surrendering his 
prerogative, if he allowed his ministers to meddle with 
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the management of the army further than the mere 
levying, clothing, and paying, the troops. Since the 
time of the first Duke of Cumberland, the sovereign had 
wholly controlled the army, through the Commander-in
Chief. Lord Grenville considered this unconstitutional 
doctrine; and every body understood that he was dis
missed. But the King sent for him two days afterwards, 
and read a paper which. declared his acquiescence in Lord 
Grenville's claim, provided only no changes in the 
management pf the army were made without his know
ledge and consent. This being readily agreed to as 
never having been questioned, every thing was con
sidered settled, so that the· ministers might proceed to 
business. 

The most pressing a.ffair was the military administra
tion, in which the accomplished, gallant, paradoxical 
Windham was the responsible man. He was as perverse 
on this occasion as ever. He had been the advocate of 
Mr. Pitt's military system and of his principle that the 
soldier must be severed from the rest of society-set 
apart for his peculiar business-trained, rewarded, and 
punished under a wholly peculiar regime. Mr. Pitt's notion 
of an efficient- soldiery was, that it should be a perfectly 
organized machine of offence, each individual being as in
organio as man can be made. Mr. Pitt's great supporter 
in this view now brought forward. a plan of military 
defence, the chief object of which was to improve the 
condition and character of the soldier by enlisting him 
for seven years, with an addition of three, in case of 
actual war, instead of for life. At the same time, he 
would not hear of any mitigation of the barbarous 
punishments to which soldiers were then subject; for 
he insisted on severity of disoipline as emphatically as in 
Mr. Pitt's time. The singular spectacle was thus wit
nessed of Mr. Windham sitting to hear his plan praised 
by sucoessive speakers on opposite grounds. One showed 
how much more formidable the soldier would be to the 
enemy by retaining his citizen charaoter and interests, 
expecting to re-enter society as a civilian after a definite 
term; while another expressed agreement with Mr. 
Windham in his belief, that unless a. system of exclusive 
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treatment and singular discipline was preserved, there 
would be no resource but the conscription for reinforcing 
the army. Mr. Canning made bitter sport of Mr. Wind
ham's inconsistencies in this business; but did not pre
vent the measure from passing. He and his friends made 
merry with the new method of recruiting, which would, 
they were sure, bring forth no soldiers. By this time, 
it had become a very difficult matter to procure recruits. 
The more stringent the compulsion applied by the pre
ceding ministers, and the more broad the cajoling of the 
young men of the nation, the fewer came forth for the 
defence of the country; so that now, after so many years 
of war and exhaustion, it would have been no wonder if 
any new scheme had failed. But as soon as Mr. Wind
ham's plan became understood throughout the country, 
recruiting began to improve, and desertion to diminish. 
There seemed no doubt that if the minister had been 
consistent-reducing the barbarity of punishments, and 
encouraging the award of honours---hls plan would have 
worked better still. But he could not be consistent, 
though he could be obstinate on particular points. He 
threw his whole force into the advocacy of military 
punishments, bull and bear-baiting, the slave trade, and 
other inhumanities, and opposed popular education as a . 
mighty national evil, while taking credit, from himself 
as well as from others, for drawing men into military 
duty by humane inducements, and a manifestation of 
respect for their citizen character. His proposal for 
limited service passed the Commons on the 6th of June, 
or rather, at four in the morning of the 7th, by a majority 
of 92: and the Lords dismissed it from their House on 
the 17th, and sent word to the Commons that they had 
passed the bill. 

The new ministers gained little credit by their financial 
plana and management. Their excuse for not fulfilling 
the expectations they had raised while in Opposition was, 
that the estimates were prepared by their predecessors, 
and the financi~l plans of the year laid, so that they could 
not proceed to reduction at once. They proposed several 
new taxes, which (as seems to be a fatality with the 
.Whigs) were so bad as to be succeBBively given up. 
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Lord Henry Petty gave up the private brewing tax; 
and the manufacturing districts compelled him to take 
back his projects of taxing unwrought iron. The matter 
ended in his adding 10 per cent. to the assessed taxes, 
and raising the property and income tax from 6t to 10 
per cent. The odium which these measures brought on 
men who had spoken as they had done about the burden 
of taxation, may be· imagined. Gillray, the caricaturist, 
did them as much mischief out of parliament as the 
Opposition could within it: and, after standing at the 
printshops to see Fox and Petty as tax-gatherers insult
ing John Bull, or Fox as a bear and Petty a dog, taught 
to dance by Lord Grenville, men went home, sorrowful 
and indignant, to wonder at themselves for putting their 
trust in. popular leaders, any more than in princes. Here 
was Charles James Fox, of all men, heavily increasing 
the income tax, and exempting the King's income from 
the tax I As he never could read Adam Smith, or fix his 
attention on political economy, it was not to be wondered 
at that he had joined in proposing untenable imposts, 
exposing his incapacity as 8. financier: but it was not 
like him to exempt the King's income from a burden 
which pressed. heavily upon every other man in the 

. oountry who was· not 8. pauper. The new ministry 
gained no credit in its financial department. 

Meantime, the objects which have been mentioned as 
nearest to Fox's heart when he accepted' office were 
occupying his mind, and taking form under his hands. 
Peace and the abolition of the slave trade were those 
aims.-Early in February, Mr. Fox received a request 
that he would forward a passport to a foreigner arrived 
at Gravesend from Paris, who had important tidings to 
communicate. Mr. Fox sent for him, and granted him a 
private interview in his own house. After some intro
ductory conversation, the man opened to Mr. Fox a. 
scheme for the assaBBination of Napoleon, who was to be 
shot from a house at Passy as he went by. The fellow 
appeared to have no doubt that he was telling very 
acceptable news, while the minister was so utterly con
founded at finding himself tete-O.-tet, with an aSBaBSin, 
that' he lost presence of mind. He rang the bell, and 
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ordered him to be chased from the house, and from the 
kingdom, as 800n as possible. Presently, however, it 
occurred to him that this was not the way to prevent the 
a88assination. He sent after the wretch, and had him 
detained, and immediately wrote to Talleyrand a detail 
of the affair, with as much as he understood of the plot, 
promising to detain the man as long as the law would 
allow, and then to have him landed as far al!l possible 
from Paris. It is curious that this incident should have 
befallen the statesman who had 80 lately been obliged to 
defend Mr. Windham from the imputation of having been 
concerned in a. similar plot; and that Napoleon should 
have lauded Mr. Fox's conduct in gi~ing warning of the 
danger, as a remarkable exhibition of "principles of 
honour and of virtue." No more seems to have-been heard 
of the stranger: but it appears that the incident prepared 
the way for a. peace negotiation. On the same day that 
M. Talleyrand wrote Napoleon'S message of acknowledg
ment, he sent to Mr. Fox the Emperor's speech to the 
legislature, pointing out to his particular observation the 
paragTaph, "I desire peace with England. On my part, 
I shall never delay it for a. moment. I shall always be 
ready to conclude it, taking it for its basis the stipula
tions of the Treaty of Amienl!l." Mr. Fox laid this before 
the King, and then wrote a. simple and kindly letter to 
'l'alleyrand, explaining how the Treaty of Amienl!l and 
its stipulationl!l admitted of various interpretationl!l, and 
declaring a readiness to go into the matter, and see where 
the causes of misundemtanding and war really lay; the 
interest of the allies of England, and the security of 
Europe at large, being considered throughout. The 
correspondence proceeded, without much ground being 
'gained, till June, when a new move was made by the 
,French minister. Lord Yarmouth was among the English 
.detained in France since the breaking out of the war . 
. He arrived in Paris from Verdun at the beginning of 
June, and was immediately sent for by Talleyrand, who 
wished to charge him with the secret reasons for the 
refusal of France to admit Russia into the negotiation. 
Lord Yarmouth was unwilling to be concerned in the 
matter, as he did not desire peace, and would have opposed 
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it, if he had been in his place at home: but Talleyrand 
compelled him to hear, and charged him to convey some 
very gracious sayings-such as that England was wel
come to Sicily, that France would not ask her to give up 
anything, and thllot the feelings of the French nation had 
entirely changed, the asperity which had marked the 
beginning of the war having given place to an earnest 
desire for peace. Napoleon frequently asked whether 
Lord Yarmouth had '\tny credentials, saying that in 
diplomacy the agents 'did not speak the same political 
language unless they spoke under an equality of authoriza
tion. The aue powers were sent to Lord Yarmouth: but 
meantime, ,Talleyra,nd had gone back from the point 
about Sicily, and, as may be seen in the published corre
spondence, shuffled so disgracefully, that it seems sur
prising that Mr. Fox could have had any hope of a good 
issue with such an opponent.-On the 25th of July, the 
news arrived in London that a treaty between Russia and 
France, which had been slily negotiated all this while, 
had been signed. This was mortifying and enfeebling 
to England; and bitterly did Mr. Fox feel it to be so: 
but it opened the way for sending from England a duly 
accredited ambassador, to treat openly for peace; and 
Lord Lauderdale was the man. .. In the present dis
position of the French government," wrote Mr. Fox to 
Lord Yarmouth on the 2nd of August, "there is, I fear, 
little probability that peace can be concluded on such 
terms as are alone admissible. The trial should, how
ever, be made with frankness and good faith; and it is 
with this view that his Majesty has been pleased to 
direct that the Earl of Lauderdale should proceed to 
Paris, notwithstanding the present unfavourable aspect 
of the negotiation." Lords Yarmouth and Lauderdale 
united their efforts to keep the slippery French minister 
to the original points of the negotiation; but it was in 
vain. He never gave them any hold. When they re
solved, as they did repeatedly, to leave Paris, he became 
cordial and reasonable, and apparently frank; but, as 
soon as they seemed to be in a fair way of coming to an 
agreement, he was off again. At last, in October, he and 
his master suddenly left Paris without notice, and the 
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insulted Englishmen demanded their passports, and came 
home. After the entire correspondence had been pre-
sented to parliament, no one could pretend that our 
ambassadors had been impatient, or could deny. that they 
had manifested a most patriotic forbearance under treat
ment the most disingenuous and provoking. But there 
are some who believe, even to this day, that it was Mr. 
Fox's illness and death which intercepted the hopes of 
peace; and that if he had lived, the darling aim of his 
political life would have been accomplished. He did not 
live to know that the separate treaty with Russia, im
properly obtained for the intimidation of England, had 
been indignantly repudiated by the Emperor of Russia; 
but he had experienced enough of" the dishonesty of 
Napoleon and his minister to be convinced that it was 
more easy to plead for peace with France than to obtain 
it. In the spring, at the outset of the negotiation, he 
had lost popularity by appearing to be yielding to Lord 
Grenville's less pacific policy; and there can be little 
doubt that, from the time of Lord Lauderdale's arrival in 
Paris, he pursued the negotiation from a sense of duty, 
and not from any hope of success. 

In parliament, the Grenville Ministry was doing well 
throughout the Spring. They had large majorities, when
ever they chose to ask for them. But in the country 
they did not stand so well as at first. They were not 
good men-of-business, and they were at once oppressive 
and feeble as financiers. Their enemies-with the Duke of 
York at their head-seeing this, and honestly believing 
that it was bad for the country that it should be ruled 
by a Cabinet so variously composed, so prone to favour 
the French and the Catholics, and BO unacceptable to the 
King, plotted to make .. a push at it before the recess." 
~'he Duke of York saw Lord Chatham about this, and 
then Lord Malmesbury; and Lord Malmesbury wrote to 
Canning; and they got as far as to agree that if they 
could find a Pittite leader, they ought to stand out 
against parlial!'J.entary majorities, as Mr. Pitt did in 
1783, till they could bring the majority over to their side. 
This implied that they were to be supported by the 
King; and when Lord Malmesbury hinted a question as 
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to how this caballing would be regarded at Windsor, the 
Duke of York laughingly said that he would take the 
risk of that. All this seemed to Lord Malmesbury "very 
cheering ;'~ but the plotters were at a loss for a leader. 
All agreed that the Duke of Portland ought to be the 
man: but his health, though improved by a severe 
surgical experiment, WaS not thought equal to such a 
charge. Though many conversations were held with the 
Duke of Portl!lnd, and' with Mr. Perceval (the two next 
Prime Ministers) on the subject, it "came to nothing." 
The Ministerial majorities in parliament, and the good 
repute of tord Grenville and Mr. Fox, were, probably, 
still too strong.-The letter from Lord Malmesbury to 
Canning bears date the 7th of June. On the 10th, Mr. 
Fox moved a. resolution in the Commons which ,as 
carned with scarcely any opposition, that the House, 
reprobating the African Slave trade, would, with, all 
possible expedition, take measures for abolishing the 
trade. Thus was he working towards his second great 
object in accepting a .. great situation," while his enemies 
were caballing to remove him: and high were the hopes 
of the abolitionists who had wrought hard for this end foJ.' 
so many years, amidst alternations and depression and 
encouragement, when a deadly apprehension struck upon 
their hearts. The day week after Mr. Fox's fine speech, 
broad resolution, and spirited reply to objectors, two of 
the faithful abolitionists met and mourned together. 
II William' Smith with us after the House," says Wilber
force's Diary, under date of June 27th, .. and talking 
of poor Fox constrainedly; when at last, overcome by his 
feelings, he burst out with a real divulging of his danger 
--dropsy." It was even so; though his strenuous atten
tion to business, his diligence and cheerfulness, had 
disguised from others the decline of which he appears to 
have been sensible himself. He contemplated, at least, 
absence from parliament for the session when he said 
that he wished to go down to the House once more, to 
say some~.ng on the Slave trade. This motion was the 
last he ev r made. 

The Ab litionists had been Borely disappointed by Mr. 
Pitt, in reg rd to this question; and they now believed 
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that, through Mr. Fox, they had gained every thing. It
is scarcely possible for us now to conceive of the nature 
and virulence of the opposition to the abolition of 
slavery, and even of the slave trade, in the early days of 
the question. The great West India interest was only 
one obstacle among many. Many defended slavery-in 
which they included the slave trade--as scriptural. Some 
scholars defended it as classical, and talked of Epictetus. 
Lord Eldon defended it as constitutional. General 
Gascoigne asserted it to be not only necessary, but praise
worthy and beautiful; an institution which, if it had not 
always existed, ought always to have existed. Many 
more were averse to permitting .. property" in any form 
to be touched. not knowing how far the meddling might 
go., and JOOre still did not see what they had to do with 

. it, and would not allow any .. real business" to be put 
aside for the sake of what was (lut of sight, and no affair 
of theirs. But for the accident of Mr. Pitt and Mr. 
Wilberforce, being personal friends,and very intimate, it 
is probable that even the devotedness of Clarkson and 
Wilberforce, and their ooadjutors, would have failed to 
obtain results so early as they did-long as the delay 
Beemed to humane men who knew what was suffered by 
negroes from day to day in the prosecution of the 
devilish traffic. Wilberforce stimulated Mr. Pitt to a 
degree of activity which perplexed foreign potentates, 
who had no Clarkson or Wilherforce among their subjects. 
They believed, as Bome foreign governments believe to 
this hour, that there was some deep political scheme, 
some trap, as they said, concealed under the pretence of 
England's humanity towards the negroes: and yet, while 
exciting this kind of speculation abroad, Mr. Pitt was 
disappointing the abolitionists at home. Habits of delay 
grew upon him as his health and spirits failed; and he 
omitted some acts, and lingered over some engagements, 
on behalf of the negroes, so as to justify doubts about his 
entire sincerity in the matter. On the other hand, no 
man was less able than Wilberforce to understand business 
on a large scaie, or comprehend how a Prime Minister 
must arrange his objects, and regulate his transactions. 
Wilberforce's own house was a chaos of disorder, and his 
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days were broken up into snatches of business, piety, and 
social intercourse, which would have constituted a useless 
life but for the sublime purpose of humanity which 
bound it together. In the midst of this disorder, Wilber
force stood struck with admiration, at times, of his friend 
Pitt's sagacity, practical ability, and power of achieve
ment: and yet, he could never let him alone about the one 
piece of business in which they were concerned together. 
It was probably necessary that Pitt should be reminded 
occasionally-kept up:to his professions and promises; 
but it was not necessary or advan~ageous that he should 
be teazed, as Wilberforce undoubtedly teazed him j and 
the cause may have suffered by it. Pitt was not the man 
to bear lecturing and teazing, and being dictated to; or 
if, from his own sweet temper and Wilberforce's goodness, 
he bore it, he could not like iii, or be the better disposed 
by it. Wilberforce saw little or .nothing beyond the 
cause to which he had devoted his life: and in the most 
innocent way, he would endanger the government, and 
harass the Minister, and push aside all business but his 
own, in. a way which can be justified only in regard to 
questions of the most urgent exigency j and then, if con
trolled by petition or remonstrance which his affectionate 
heart and anxious. conscience could not resist, he would 
mourn over the lack of principle and zeal in the Minister 
who had all the affairs of empire on his hands. It is 
clear that Pitt either promised too much or did too little: 
but it may be remembered that he was under a gentle 
compulsion from without which was out of all propor
tion to the zeal ,within j and inconsistency in profes
sion and action was the natural, however mischievous, 
consequence. 

When the Grenville and Fox Ministry came in, it was 
one of the questions spread out before their eyes, on 
which they, as individuals, though not as a cabinet, 
were to take their side at the outset. The royal family 
were opposed to the abolitionists; and so was Mr. Wind
ham; and some other members of the Cabinet were in
different, or doubtful, or adverse: but Lords Grenville, 

. Spencer, and Henry Petty, were broadly favourable to 
the abolition of the slave trade. As for Mr. Fox. he was 
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.. quite rampant and playful," says Wilberforce. "as he 
was twenty-two years ago, when not under any awe of 
his opponents." He was under no awe which prevented 
his speaking out; and in private he obtained the Prince's 
.. word of honour not to stir adversely." There walt little 
doubt about success in the Commons; and little hope 
from the Lords; but, to the surprise of the Premier, he 
found his Btrength there so great that he transcended in 
his speech the bounds of hiB measure, to prepare the way 
for a. broader proposition afterwards. The measure now 
under their Lordships' notice was a Bill to prohibit the 
exportation of slaves from the British colonies, after the 
1st of January, 1807: and its object was to prevent the 
employment of British capital and shipping in the foreign 
slave trade. This Bill passed the Lords 110 triumphantly 
that the Ministers at once determined to proceed. It was 
too late in the sessioll to procure the passage- of a Bill to 
prohibit the slave trade altogether; but, as we have seen. 

. Mr. Fox's condemnatory resolution was passed, almost by 
acclamation; and by it the House stood pledged to pro~ 
cure the abolition of the traffic, as BOon as possible. If 
it should please Heaven, the abolitionists said, that Mr. 
Fox should live, and Lord Grenville rule for another 
year, the thing would De done. Mr. Fox did not live, 
nor Lord Grenville rule. another year: but the question 
was too far advanced ever to go back, or be lost sight of. 
In order to prevent such pushing of the trade before the 
next lBt of January as the fixing of that date would 
naturally occasion, a. Bill was rapidly passed, before the 
end of the' session. to prevent the e:qtployment of any 
fresh ships in the trade. 

Lord Sidmouth was one of the membem of the Cabinet 
who could not, on this question, act with the leaders. 
He did not talk paradox or inhumanity, like Mr. Wind~ 
ham; but he could no more obtain a. hearing from the 
abolitionists than if he had. Mr. Fox treated him with 
candour. .. I see what you mean," he said. "You think: 
that abolition is fIOt abolition; and there is a good deal 
of truth in that." Lord Sidmouth's view was that, while 
much might be done for humanity, by regulation, on the 
coast of Africa, in the middle passage, and in the West 

p2 
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Indies, it was rash bey.ond measure t.o pr.ohibit the trade' 
altogether; as the smuggling which must ensue w.ould 
.occasi.on m.ore misery to the negr.oes than their race were 
at present underg.oing. Twenty years after, L.ord Sid
m.outh was able t.o p.oint t.o the fulfilment .of this pre
dicti.on. By that time it was becoming kn.own that the 
slave trade had en.orm.ously increased, in c.onsequence .of 
the eff.orts t.o put it d.own; and that the miseries .of the 
negr.oes had been fearfully aggravated. But, at the date 
.of .our history,.n.o man; ,on any side .of the questi.on, seems 
t.o have seen what time and expe!ience are n.ow clearly 
revealing-that the only way t.o ab.olish the trade in 
slaves'is t.o ab.olish slavery. While negr.o slavery exists, 
negroes will be .obtained; and with the m.ore desperati.on 
and cruelty, the,m.ore the traffio is interfered with by 
law. When, a few years later, the light br.oke in up.on 
the ab.oliti.onists that this sh.ould have been their meth.od 
and aim, they were humbled at this new instance .of 
human blindness, and vexed that they had n.ot asked f.or 
,the wh.ole at .onoe, when they might as easily have .ob
tained it as the part whioh they had gained: but it was 
yet s.ome time before the bitter o.onvioti.on reaohed their 
s.ouls that their eff.orts .of so many years had, at present, 
served .only t.o aggravate the misery whioh they th.ought 
t.o annihilate. There is n.o need t.o regard their eff.orts 
as l.ost, and their' n.oble energy as wasted. Their im
mediate .objeot failed; as is the case, .oftener .than n.ot, 
with express aims, while vari.ous unf.oreseen c.ollateral 
benefits arise. They aggravated the slave trade; but 
they led .on ma~d to the ab.oliti.on .of slavery itself;, 
and plaoed bef.ore the eyes .of the w.orld a spectacle.of a. 
p.olicy .of m.orality which cann.ot but have an incalculable 
influence.on the advancement .of p.oliticaland s.ocial m.orals 
wherever states and s.ociety exist •. Mr. Fox said a. few 
w.ords, .on .occasi.on .of the last m.oti.on he ever made in 
parliament, when m.ovinghis res.oluti.on against the Slave 
Trade, which sh.ow, in a way m.ost t.ouching t.o surviv.ors, 
what was his view.of the m.oral and p.olitical imp.ortance 
of the m.ovement. "So fully am I impressed," he said, 
"with the vast imp.ortance and necessity .of attaining 
what will be the .object .of my m.oti.on this day, tha.t if, 
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during the almost forty years that I have now had the 
honour of a seat in parliament, I had. been so fortunate 
as to accomplish that, and that only, I should think I 
had done enough, and could retire from public life with 
comfort, and conscious satisfaction that I had done my 
duty." 

Lord Melville's busineBB was concluded this summer
concluded so far as that a considerable majority of the 
Peers acquitted him under the ten heads of the impeach
ment. '1'he trial began in Westminster Hall on the 29th 
of April, and the votes were taken on the 12th of June, 
after sixteen days of trial. Among those who judged 
him, in and out of Westminster Hall, there were many 
who pitied his position-many who thought him an ill
used man-many who thought him punished enough by 
exposure and suspens&-6nd not a few who, out of con
sideration to his family, his friends, and his peers, were 
glad. that he should .. get off." But it was felt at the 
time, and has been felt since, impossible that many, if 
any, should believe him actually innocent of the charges 
brought against him. That he was declared innocent 
by considerable majorities tended to bring into contempt 
and disrepute the House of Lords and trial by inpeach
ment; and the tampering with the truth-the decision 
against evidence for unassigned reasons-was gravely in
jurious to the morality of the time, and to the reputation 
of statesmanship in England. It was this which caused 
the grief of good men at the event of the impeachment, 
and not any mortification at the escape of the culprit. 
If such men had been capable of vindictiveness, they 
might have been satisfied; for Lord Melville was abun
dantly punished. He was not a man of very sensitive 
honour; and he did not therefore suffer as most men of 
rank and education would have done in such a position. 
He was, as his friends said, " tough," in mind as in body; 
and he no more drooped, or secluded himself, or seemed 
aware of disgrace, than he grew thin, or grey, or feeble: 
but still he suffered. He was pushed aside from the life 
of activity and official excitement which he dearly loved; 
he was dethroned from his supremacy in Scotland, by his 
loss of patronage and personal honour: he had become a. 
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subject for taunts whioh he could not repel, nor, in his 
innermost heart, slight; and for ingratitude from some 
who were now too muoh scandalized to remember the 
benefits they had reoeived from him when he was wor
shipped as a great man; and he lived to reoeive a long 
letter from Mr. Peroeval, explaining that the reason why 
he oould not ask Lord Melvme to join his Ministry, where 
his talents would have' been' most aooeptable, was, that 
suoh an aooession would damage its oharacter. He lived 
on amidst w<1Unded pride and reduotion of the conse
quenoe he had loved so well-lived on, in apparent oheer~ 
fulness andl unquestionable good-humour-even shaking 
hands heartily with Wilberforoe, when, some years after, 
they met, faoe to faoe, in the narrow passage whioh leads 
from the Horse Guards to the Treasury: but, in spite of 
his toughness, he must have suffered deeply: or, if he 
did not, his immunity was not that whioh would have 
been preferred to suffering by a highly honourable man. 
That he had been the means of lowering, throughout the 
world, the oharacter of English statesmanship, would 
have poisoned the peaoe of suoh a man. The one good 
result whioh- followed from the whole affair was the 
warning to offioial men-(not to be honest, for it is 
hoped that suoh warning IS never needed-but) to be 
minutely acourate, to have no unauthorized seorets about 
the affairs of their offioe-and to ohoose ther underlings 
carefully, and superintend them diligently. No suoh 
"inadvertency" as LOl'd Melville's has since ooourred. 

On the 26th of July, Lord Sidmouth told his brother 
that Mr. Fox's situation was quite hopeless, though he 
might li't'e some time. He oalled on the siok man, two 
days after, and found him cheerful-reading Virgil, good-

, humoured and friendly-his voioe clear, his mind bright, 
but his aspeot that of fatal disease. In two days more, 
Lord Ellenborough was writing to Lord Sidmouth of this 
illness being" a oalamity of enormous magnitude;" and of 
the strong probability that the Cabinet must break up, 
through disunion among its members, if Fox should die. 
He mentions Lord Howick as having agreeably surprised 
him by his moderation in politics, and as being, from his 
administration of naval affairs, of inestimable im portanoe to 
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the government. In the middle of August, some cheering 
intelligence came from abroad, which raised the spirits of 
the Cabinet, and animated its weaker members to the 
hope that, by earnest striving and mutual forbearance. 
they might get on, when the life and soul of their body 
should have been taken away. On the 12th of September 
died Lord Thurlow-the surly lawyer, who was hardly 
ever known to admire anyone but Fox; and of whom 
Fox: said that he wondered whether anybody was ever so 
wise as Lord Thurlow looked. The two men were leaving 
life together-the one, honoured by nobody, and disliked 
universally; the other, less honoured perhaps than be
loved; but beloved as few men are, even of those who 
live in quieter regions than those of political strife. Fox 
died the next day, September 13th. Canning was among 
those who had heard-what every one was inquiring for 
-the circumstances of his last days. He had wished to 
get home to St. Anne's Hill, where he thought he could 
breathe more easily. The physicians considered the 
journey impossible. The Duke of Devonshire recom
mended a removal to his villa at Chiswick, as a first 
stage. He could get no further, and died in a. few days. 
If Cauning could have foreseen how another statesman 
'Would, in an after time, break down under an opposition 
like that which he had inflicted on Fox this summer, and 
would move to the same house for air and repose, and die 
in the same chamber, the prevision would have softened 
and solemnized his soul at· once, and brought him to in
stant repentance for the most mischievous and petulant 
passage of his life. "Little did I think," said the King 
to Lord Sidmouth, "that I should ever live to regret Mr. 
Fox's death." If he felt so, what must have been the 
grief of those who had long known and loved him, and 
who had expected for him now a. few years of crowning 
glory-a carrying out in act of the aims and aspirations 
of forty years of political service. During the few months 
of recent official life, he had rather lost than gained, they 
were aware, in reputation as a statesman: but they 
believed this to be owing to accidental clouds and tem
porary difficulties; they believed his time was coming, 

. and gloried already in the hope of seeing him achieve 
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. whatever he had advocated, and justify all the enthu
siasm he had ever excited. And when the opportunity 
was opening, the grave yawned in the way, and he was 
gone. Whether it would have been so if he had lived, 
can never be known, and may well be doubted: but it is 
impossible not to feel sympathy, even now, with the dis
appointed-seeing, as we do, what was before them: and, 
as for the grief of the personal bereavement, there was no 
one, amidst the bitterest' of his adversaries, who could 
affect to make light of it., Though he died too soon for 
those who had. known' him best and longest, "he lived 
long enough," as even Lord Malinesbury declared, "to 
be regretted by all." , 

.. No co~try," ,wrote the same old friend of Pitt, 
"within the short space of six (eight) months ever lost 
,two such able statesmen as Pitt and Fox, or ever at a 
more important moment; a loss less felt at the instant 
than it will be some time hence. They left no equal in 
their line;' and after such superiority, the nation will 
not be contented with moderate abilities." It WaB an 
important moment.-The nation had been thinking for 
some time now that our way of being at war was a rather 
curious one,,' It seemed as if nothing had been done 
since the battle of Trafalgar. The war-minister, Mr. 
Windham, held a very stem tone about the discipline of 
the soldiery, and always spoke very.slightingly of volun
teers: but it did not appear that our forces were doing 
any thing effectual In the preceding \vinter, just when 
the Grenville Ministry was coming in, there had been 
lIome disaster in the south of Italy. A small force of 
English, and another of Russians, had landed in the 
Neapolitan territory, compelling the King of Naples 
thus to answer to Napoleon for a breach of the neutrality 
he had promised. Napoleon sent a large force do}VD from 
the north of Italy, where it was no longer wanted; and 
in a trice the Russians were sailing away from the one 
coast, and the British from the other; and Napoleon's 
brother Joseph was living at the palace, as ~ing of 
Naples. The poor King and Queen, whom Napoleon 
hated especially on account of tlleir friendship for Nelson, 
had reached Palermo; and there they lived, guarded by 
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the small British force, which had escaped from the main 
land, and two or three llhips sent by Lord Collingwood, 
on their petition. The new King went into Calabria, to 
visit his territories there; and as soon all he had turned 
his back upon Naples, the British and Sicilians took 
Capri, and some other islands opposite the coast, and the 
maritime fortress of Gaeta. The Calabrians did not like 
their new masters; and they rose in insurrection on 
every side. The warfare was horrible, and far from suc
cessful on the Ilide of the French. The British in Sicily 
having been, to a small extent, reinforced from home, and 
placed under the command of Sir John Stuart, took the 
opportunity to cross 'Over into Calabria, and help to 
damage the French. They landed on the 1st of July, 
not far from Nicastro; the whole force, including 
artillery, not exceeding 5,000 men, and one-third of that 
number being foreigners in English pay. Sir Sidney 
Smith arrived in the bay immediately after; and so 
disposed his ships and gun-boats as to facilitate the 
escape of the little army, in case of need. 

Finding that the French General. Regnier, was coming 
down to attack him in the space (five miles in width) 
between the mountains and the sea, Sir John Stuart 
marched to meet him, over ground cut up by water
courses, and encumbered by thickets of myrtle. It was 
on the 4th of July that the British found the French 
posted most advtntageously near Maida, from which 
place the battle took its name. Regnier imprudently 
left his position on a rising ground, where he had swamps 
and thickets on either hand, and a broad river in front; 
and came down to meet the British in the plain. Probably 
the compact little force looked very contemptible in 
Regnier's eyes, as it advanced across the plain; he was in 
a hurry to come down with his 6,300 men, to beat the Sir 
John l:ituart who had beaten him in Egypt. Since the 
Austerlitz battle, the French boast had been that no 
troops in Europe could stand their bayonet charge. The 
British were now to' answer this boast. They threw 
down the blab.kets they had carried at their backs; 
levelled their bayonets, and rushed .on with a hurrah, to 
meet French .veterans and their bayonet charge for the 
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first time; for the English troops were somewhat raw. 
The French gave way at every point, and were presently 
completely routed. They had sustained, as their own 
newspapers said, no such defeat since their revolution. 
They admitted that they left 1,500 killed and wounded 
on the field, while of the British only 45 were killed, and 
82 wounded. The French retreated, amidst & hostile 
peasantry, beyond the Appennines; and Stuart had the 
pleasure of sending home the news of the victory of 
Maida. It availed only to retard the aggressions of the 
French, whose operations were certainly thrown back by 
it for a year. Sir' 'John Stuart's force was too small to 
drive out the French from Calabria j and it was presently 
so reduced' by the fevers of the region that its remains 
had to be carried over to Sicily.-Before July was out, 
Gaeta surrendered to the French; and the battle of 
Maida remained our single success in Italy. The quality 
of our soldiers had been proved, and the French had 
been impeded and mortified: this was all; and it was 
not enough to raise the spirits of the English nation 
about the war. Fox smiled upon the news from his 
dying bed. He did not know of the gloom which was 
presently to ensue. 

The Cape was regained, and the mortification of its 
relinquishment by the Addington Administration was 
wiped out. Sir David Baird took it from the Dutch with 
ease. One more adventure of our arms seemed at first 
to be successful, but ended in humiliation. Admiral 
Sir Home Popham took it into his head, without any 
authority from home, to attack the Spanish colonies in 
South America; and he induced Sir David Baird to let 
him have a portion of the force which had recovered the 
Cape. With these, he took Buenos Ayres, and sent 
home 1,000,000 dollars, with a circular manifesto to our 
merchants, inviting them to turn their attention to the 
land of gold he had opened to them. The Cabinet had 
endeavoured to recall Sir Home Popham before he had 
committed the country and himself to this strange 
scheme: but, as their orders did not reach him in time, 
and as all seemed to turn out well, they acquiesced-well 
pleased to see the nation in good spirits once more. But 
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the British were almost immediately driven out from 
their new conquest; and by the time that Fox was laid 
in the grave, our force on the South American coast, 
with all the strength it had been able to draw from the 
Cape and from home, was able only to secure itself at a 
post on the shore, till further reinforcements should 
arrive. 

It was not only that England had gained and done so 
little, during all this time: a worse consideration was, 
that France had done and gained so much. During this 
gloomy autumn, it appeared as if Napoleon was really 
destined to be master of Europe. The vacillating conduct 
of Prussia, up to the time of the battle of Austerlitz, has 
been seen. After that battle, Haugwitz, who had hovered 
in the neighbourhood, concluded a treaty with Napoleon. 
by one clause of which the Hanoverian dominions of 
George III. were to be given to Prussia. There was 
shame enough left among some of the best men in the 
Court of Berlin to make them suggest that Hanover 
should not be taken possession of till the end of the war; 
and then only with the consent of our King. In England 
the excitement was great, some joining with the royal 
family in vowing that Englan4 should contend for the 
retention of Hanover to the last of her blood and 
treasure, and others thinking that as Hanover was 
already in Napoleon's hands, our blood and treasure 
might be better spent in other objects. The question 
was soon settled as far as Prussia was concerned. 

It was on the 1st of April that the Prussian monarch 
issued his patent of annexation of the Hanoverian 
dominions to Prussia, declaring them to have belonged to 
Napoleon by "right of oonquest"and to have been 
transferred to Prussia "in consideration of the oession of 
three of her provinces to Franoe." l'russia brought upon 
herself by this aot not only the wrath of England, but 
the hostility of Sweden: and at the same time she found. 
that Franoe was encroaohing on her at various points, 
instead of observing the boundary of the Rhine, and 
actually treating· with Mr. Fox, during the negotiations 
of the summer, for the restitution of Hanover to George 
III. Presently after she learned from St. Petersburgh, 
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that Napoleon had hinted to the Russian Emperor that 
any part of Polish Prussia that he might wish for should 
be at his service. Again, II> formidable French force was 
closing round the Prussian frontier: the dwellers on the 
frontier made grievous complaints of the burden of their 
compulsory support of the. French troops: and, at the 
same time, one of those outrages towards individual 
liberty and life was perpetrated which often rouse nations 
to war more suddenly , and fiercely than aggressions of a 
wider scope. . A bookseller of Nuremburg, named Palm, 
was seized, on an accusation of issuing a libel against 
Napoleon, in the form of a pamphlet on German politics, 
carried to Braunau (which' ought to have been quitted 
by the French before this time, according to treaty,) and 
tried and executed by a court-martial. A general cry 
arose throughout the Prussian dominions for a change of 
government; for that the alliance with Franee formed 
by the preseut government was a mere mockery, and not 
to be endured. While the change was preparing. matters 
grew worse and worse. Scarcely a day passed without 
some new discovery of the treachery of the strong ally, 
and the helplessness of the weak one; and the finishing 
stroke to the discouragement of Prussia was given by the 
discovery of the real objects of the Confederacy of the 
Rhine, made public on the 1st of August. The con
federates were smail potentates whose dominions lay 
along the river. The confederacy had been first thought 
of when Napoleon was on friendly terms with Prussia; 
but it now appeared that it had become his object to 
secure a footing in Germany which would enable him to 
hold his ground against Austria and Russia, without 
relying on Prussia. As soon as this Confederacy had 
declared its secession, under the protection of Napoleon, 
from the German empire, and Francis had exchanged his 
title of Emperor of Germany for that of Emperor of 
Austria, Prussia discovered how helplessly she stood in 
the midst of these arrangements, ignominiously exposed 
to the'mere rapacity of France. The members of the 
Prussian government saw at length that nothing but war 
was before them; and they thought that they might as 
well carry it on as a new set of men. The King is ~q 
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to have been the last man in the government to be con
vinced of the necessity of war with France: but he saw 
it at last; and during the month of August, warlike 
preparations were observed to be geing on.-A scene of 
singular duplicity followed. On the 7th of September, 
an honest man, who greatly admired Napoleon, was sent 
to Paris, to treat for peaoe. He, Knobelsdorff, was in 
earnest: but his King sent him merely to gain time to' 
levy forces; and Napoleon knew this. When Napoleon 
let forth on his campaign, the innocent Prussian proposed 
to go with him-not having any idea why the Emperor 
was going, and thinking that they might carry on their 
negotiation by the way. It was the end of September 
before Prussia let Russia know what was about to happen; 
and it must be another month th6l'efore before she could 
have aid. In the meantime, she must meet France Bingle~' 
handed. She wished, however, fOIl' money from England; 
and she humbled herself therefore to intimate that she 
was willing to make peace. The oppertunity for re
covering Hanover was seized. Lord Morpeth set out for 
the Prussian head-quarters on the 1st of .october, and 
arrived there, at Weimar, on the 12th. The Prussian • 
Ministers did not think he could have been .so ,quick; 
and they would rather he had not ~rrived till after the 
battle about to be fought, which they thought could 
hardly place them in a worse position as to credit, while 
8 victory might ,enable them still to keep Hanover. 
They actually did not see Lord Morpeth till after the 
result of the battle of Auerstadt, fought.on the 14th, 
was known.-That battle, and every other, was gained 
by the French. The King .of Prussia was presently a 
fugitive beyond the Oder, and Napoleon was sending out 
his orders from the 'Palace at Berlin, as he had done, less 
ihan a year before, from that of Vienna. In a few weeks, 
the !'rUssian power was annhiliated; and the forces of 
Napoleon had swept over the whole of the north bf 
Germany. 

While Fox was breathing his last, the Tower guns were 
firing for the Capture of Buenos Ayres. <From that time, 
bad news poured in so fast as to shed embarrassment and 
gloom over tht) consultations of the Cabinet as to how to 
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reconstitute itself. What the difficulties were in the 
appointment of office seems never to have been clearly 
told; but no one can wonder that, among so strange a 
diversity of men, the greatest of them being gone, there 
could be little union. We find so much praise of Lord 
Howick's moderation, and good temper and manners, that 
we must suppose that the more liberal party in the 
Cabinet had some difficulty in standing its ground. Lord 
Howick succeeded to Fox's most arduous office, and 
yielded his own, at the Admiralty, to Mr. T. Grenville. 
Lord Holland, the nephew of Mr. ~ox, was the only new 
member brought in. He took Lord Sidmouth's office; 
and Lord Sidmouth became' President of the Conncil, in 
the place of Lord Fitzwilliam, who went out. Lord 
Minto, late Sir Gilbert Elliot, became Governor-General 
of Bengal. , 

Three weeks from Mr. Fox's death were occnpied in 
preparations for his funeral, which was as imposing as it 
was mournful. He was buried at Westminster Abbey, 
on tAe 10th of October. Hitherto, the nation had been 
divided for many years, not so much into Tories and 

, Whigs as into Pittites and Foxites. The m,en who had 
at first stood as symbols of principles had become, as 
symbols are apt to do, idols. The idols were broken, and 
men must find out afresh what their principles were, 
and choose fresh exponents of them. It did not appear 
that there were any men before the eyes of the nation 
qualified to become such exponents, at present. It seemed 
that new parties must be formed, on grounds to be newly 
explored and ascertained. The broad and deep middle 
class of Great Britain always affords a basis and materials 
for a great popular party. It had long been unauly de
pressed, by a combination of unfavourable influences; 
and one great question now to be decided was. whether 
it was sufficiently aware of the dignity and soundness of 
,its permanent interests to assert itself in opposition to 
the self-will of royalty, and of an aristocracy which is 
always most powerful in a period of war. , The leading 
Ministers considered it necessary, though earnestly op
posed by the Tory members of the Cabinet, and vehemently 
blamed by a hoat of observers without, to give the people 
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an opportunity of declaring their minds at so marked a 
crisis; and they therefore engaged the King to dissolve 
parliament on the 25th of October.-These leaders were 
well aware that their popularity had been declining ever 
since they entered office; and that, if seen already to be 
weak, they might be regarded as contemptible now that 
Mr. Fox was gone. 'I'hey might risk every thing by 
calling a new parliament. But it was essential to them 
self-respect, and their confidence in office, that the opinion 
of the people in regard to them should be pronounced, 
and that the policy of the coming period should be in
dicated by the nation before it was prosecuted by them
selves. So, though the King frowned, and Lord Sidmouth 
shook his head, and Mr. Wilberforce owned himselt 
shocked, and a host of Liberals doubted and wondered, 
Lord Grenville decided that a new parliament shoUld 
meet on the 15th of Decembtlr. 

CHAPTER IX. 

Strength of the Cabinet-No Christma.s recess-Lnrd Howick-Mr. 
Canning-Mr. Perceval-Sir Samuel Romilly-F11.ncis Homer-
Othel'8-Force of the Country-Financial Scheme-Abolition of the 
Slave Trade-The Catholics-Irish Act of 1793-Proposed re
laxations-CabaI.-The King·s retractation-The Measure dropped 
-The Ministry dismissed-Portland Administration-Offices in re
vendon-" No Popery" cry-Dissolution of Parliament-" The short 
Adminiatration."-{1806-7.] 

THE elections seemed to settle the point of the further 
reprobation of the Grenville Ministry. 'I'hey had so 
large a majority that the Opposition were quite dis
heartened. We find Lord Eldon growing very angry at 
this discouragement, and telling his Tory friends that all 
good people hate coalitions: and that, if the Opposition 
would even now take for their ground the coalition of 
the Grenvilles and Foxites, they would find themselves 
supported by 8ll the virtue of the country. He com
plained bitterly of the whole Tory party, from the King, 
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himself to Mr. Canning, for their guilty supineness. He 
pitied his sovereign for the ignorance of his value, shown 
in not making him Chancellor again: ascribed this de
sertion of his old servants by the King to his age, his 
blindness, his being surrounded by evil domestic in
fluences, and his wish to avoid those who had seen him 
in his fits of insanity. ." The King's conduct," he con
cludes, "does not astonish me, though I think it has 
destroyed him." It is amusing, after this, to read the 
protestations 'made by" Lord Eldon, only three months 
later, of the perfect vigour of the. King's understanding, 
and the noble independen~ of his action.-As for the 
Opposition, Lord Eldon says he could never induce them 
to form any plan, to agree upon any system; and thus 
they only railed at the Administration, without over
throwing it. 'I'his was precisely the complaint of the 
best men of the liberal party, who eared more about 
seeing the country well governed than about maintaining 
any particular set of men in power. "I look upon it as 
a serious misfortune to the country," wrote Francis 
Horner, on the opening of the new parliament, " that it 
is for the present deprived of that very important part 
of our political system-a party arrayed against the 
Ministers, for the purposes of popular vigilance and in
quisition, upon fixed and assignable principles." Thus 
the machinery for governing during this important period 
of probation, consisted of a. reluctant sovereign,sup
ported bya carping family and Court; an ill-compacted 
Cabinet, sufficiently supported as to numbers in parlia
ment; but abundantly thwarted and censured there, with
out any Opposition which could bring their principles of 
government to any oaatisfactory test.-As for the most 
vexatious member of Opposition, Mr. Canning, Lord Eldon 
was more angry with him by far than Lord Grenville 
was; for Canning was already showing a power of pro
gression which isolated him from all but the few true 
Pittites who remained connected with public affairs. 
During this November, Lord Grenville made liberal offers 
to Mr. Canning of office for himself and three or four 
supporters: Mr. Canning refused them: but Lord Eldon 
could not forgive him for having been so sought. He-
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said that Lord Grenville was flattering the vanity of 
the youngster, and pretending to make him of con
l!equence; and he held up Canning to the distrust of all 
good Tories. Lord Wellesley was the negotiator between 
Lord Grenville and Canning. Hie own position was a 
strange one. An impeachment was hanging over ~im, 
which had been desired and supported by some members 
of Lord Grenville's Cabinet, and had been deferred only 
because the requisite information could not be' obtained 

. before the close of the session: and the time was coming 
when the government of the country was to be offered to 
him. While he was thus standing unconsciously between 
threatened ignominy on the one hand, and proffered 
honour on the other, he was' labouring to recruit a 
partially hostile Cabinet from the noisiest part of the 
Opposition. • 

For once, parliament was not allowed the usual Christ
mas recess. The failure of the negotiations for' peace, 
and the state of the war on the Continent, were pressing 
for consideration: and the new parliament, which met on 
the 15th of December, continued its sittings almost from 
day to day. Mr. Abbott was again chosan Speaker; and 
the Royal Speech was communicated by Commission
the prinoipal topio being the failure of the' negotiation 
with France.-Lord Howiok's speeoh on the Address was 
considered by friends and foes the best he had ever made. 
It is interesting nowto look baokupon the manifestations, 
during that year, of the ability of various kinds in various 
men, whioh was afterwards. to 'have so muoh influence 
over the affairs of the world. Lord Howiok was not very 
young in years; but he was in power; and he began to 
manifest, to the admiration of his opponents, the 10ftines!J 
of prinoiple and sentiment whioh enabled him to hold the 
same tone in power as in Opposition.-Mr. Canning's 
speech in reading an amendment whioh he did not move 
",as pronounced on all hands very able. Some objeoted to 
its tone of personal assertion, whioh looked like a desire "to 
fix himself in the throne of Opposition." Those who 
uttered the objeCtion were probably unaware of the recent 
offers made to him, whioh rendered his present self~ 
assertion neoessary.-Mr. Perceval, of whom little had, 

Q 
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been' heard before, except in his character of a violent 
partisan Attorney-General, in Pitt's last administration, 
was now coming out in a character of his own-as an 
enemy to all relaxation ,of ;religious tests. From this 
time his rigid, narrow mind, honest and unphilosophical ; 
his temper, amiable ,towards friends, and bitter and 
arrogant towards opponents; his manners, simple and 
affectionate to his conne:x:ion.s, and ll,ldicrously presump
tuous and offensive 'to all persons whom he considered 
heterodox-these qualitit1s were now beginning to be 
conspicuous in the man whom na,tu;re never intended to 
be conspicuous, but who, by one of those apparent mis
takes of fate which make ,statesmen of very small person
ages, was soon to be at the head ,of affairs for a series of 
years.-In this same year, on occasion of Lord Melville's 
trial, Romilly made what wa.s called at the time his first 
publio appearance. His function 8"S Solicitor-General 
drew all eyes upon him; , anti D,Q dou~ afterwards existed 
anywhere as to what 'his goodness was, and what his 
greatness ought to be. By some few he had long been 
affectionately revered: he was nQw W be the dread of 
the oppressor, and the hQpe ,of the pure and the merciful 
in heart.-Another man entered parliament this session 
from whom great things w:ere expected, and who lived 
just long enough to ,show that' such expectation could 
hardly have been exaggerated. ' F,rancis Horner now 
took his seat for St. !ves. During this short session, he 
did not prove his quality to ,strangers, speaking only 
twice, very shortly, and modestly watching, instead of 
aiding, the discussion' of the great questions of the time. 
But he was there, witl!. hi,s high integrity and intelli
gence, ready to aid every goQd cause when the time 
should come.-On this occasion William Lamb was one 
of the striking novelties. He m.oved the Address in the 
Commons; and it was agreed. that whatever his abilities 
might prove to be, he had the most impressive manner 
and voice of any man yet known in the House. Such 
was the judgment pronounced on the future Melbourne ! 

-the fourth future Prime Minister in this short list of 
rising men.-Another young man was there who was to 
lll.ake a brilliant manifestatiop. of his powers before theJ 

, 
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end of the short session, and to raise aud justify new 
hopes during a series of yeare, and show what he could 
do in office, and then sink into insanity and death. J. 
W. Ward, afterwards Earl of Dudley, sat among a few 
friends who promiBed deep for him, but were soon almost 
ashamed not to have engaged for much more.-The young 
Lord Palmerston was there. II He is but a lad," some one 
had just written of him to Wilberforce: but his opinions 
were nevertheleBB speculated upon with interest. He 
was clever: and evidently resolved to devote his abilities 
to political life. He is represented as having been in 
those days serious and modest: and if this was true, he 
deserved the interest he excited. He had failed in the 
contest for Cambridge University, against Lord Henry 
Petty, on the coming in of the Grenville Ministry; and 
his failure was supposed to be mainly owing to his modest 
and conscientious diffidence in declaring himself on the 
Slave trade question, by which he was imagined not to 
be an abolitionist, while he in fact was one. Young as 
he was, he was now on the eve of office. It is interesting 
to look back on this his first crossing of the threshold of 
the House, where his voice is now, in his old age, still 
heard-as vigorous as ever. It was not long subdued by 
diffidence and modesty; and his ability was not of a kind 
to grow old, any 'more than to grow great and noble. Of 
all kinds of ability, ingenuity is perhaps the least likely 
to expand into genius, or to exhaust itself with years. 
While one after another of the ;rising ,statesmen of his 
10uth has sunk under the weight ,of political ~nk 
lUto madness, suicide, inituQed disease,' .and premature 
death-Lord Palmeretou remains the last, appa.rently as 
easy as he once was diffident, and far ;mQre gay and 
boyish, it would seem, than when, as II a lad," he took 
his Beat in the great Council. Df the nation at Christmas, 
1806. . 

The condition and conduct .of military affaire, a,nd the 
~te of the fina,nces, were the most prominent subjects .of 
lUterest on the meeting of the new parliament. The dit. 
ferences of opinion about the cha.,:acter of the hest milit&ry 
d~fence ~ere as broad and deep as ever. Some l!ladel;S 
still belie:Ved that volunteering Jiliould he discouraged. 

.. - .Q 2 
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and the army' made a state machine-the military defence 
of the State being wholly separ\l-ted from its political life : 
while 'otherS dreaded the extinction of political life in the 
process; and' the' Cl'118hing of popular liberties under the 
state machine ofa separate military organization. These 

. believed that if national 'institutions were rendered valu
able, and if citizens were trlLined to value them, there could 
be little doubt or difficulty about their· adequate defence: 
while nothiD.g (,lOuld be so fatal to the hope of national 
welfare, and even of national existence, as the practice of 
deputing io an uninterested hireling force the preservation 
of what ~very man should feel personal solicitude in pre
setving. Uwastheimplication of this principle in the 
ol>"posite methods of military policy that gave the in
terest to the researches and:debates of this winter. Very 
opposite stories were told at the time; but there was soon 
no doubt whatever that the new policy of enlisting for 
terms of years, and of improving in other respects the con
dition and prospects of the soldiery, was working well. A 
greater 'number of recruits, of a higher order; and at a 
lower bounty, was raised than under the old method; and 
desertion. :was' diminishing, month by· month.-Results 
now began to appear from the inquiry into military 00-
ministn.tion ordered in Mr. Pitt's time. Abuses which 
might match with those in the-navy were brought to 
light. Some friends of the Grenville ministry would have 
had them ,conciliate the King and the Duke of York by 
letting this subject drop: but,the best and bravest of the 
cabinet would not consent to this, though they did not 
follow up the -inquiry with all the- spirit they had shown 
in Opposition. A magnificent army contractor, named 
Davison, a banker, a:nd colonel of a regiment of volunteers, 
had been for' some· time living in prodigious style, buying 
estates, pictures, and wines, and giving dinners which the 
Prince of Wales and his brothers honoured with their 
presence; and the poor soldiers had been all the while 
shivering with cold in their sordid barrack-rooms; their 
coals having gone to' light' Davison's fires, and their 
blankets:,tol thiicken his-carpets. He was found to have 
pocketed 30l. inevery 100l. charged for coals, on the mere 
_.stated prices, besides having bought his coals in Bummer 
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when they were cheap, and sold them in winter when 
they were dear. He was made to disgorge a large 
portion of his wealth, and to refund upwards of 18,0001. 
on his commission alone: and he was imprisoned in New
gate. The abuse charged against Lord Melville and his 
underling-of using large. BUms (in this case am@:unting 
to millions) of the publio money for intervals of time 
without interest, was proved to have reached an enormous 
height in the military department; grOSB frauds of vario-ns 
kinds were exposed: and the exposure did some good; b~t 
it was extremely difficult to establish a better system. Men 
of family and of fashion, who did not know how to take care 
of themselves, and to maintain their station, otherwise 
than by holding offices which they turned over to .depll
ties, were placed in positions of·trust which should have 
been filled by men of business: and the mischiefs of such 
a system of appointment could not be undone or guarded 
against in a day.-As for the actual force of the country, 
when all deductions were made from Mr. Windham's 
calculations which the keen sight of party spirit could e;x:
hibit grounds for,.there remained a vast disposable force. 
Fifty thousand men could at any time be :furni)!hed for 
any great continental expedition. L.ong lines of martl)Uo 

. towers were still built along our coasts, though ma.n,y 
people felt that the battle. of .Trafalgar had secured us 
from all danger of invasion, and. t1u>ugh ,. ,patriot pp~t 
was teaching us to Bing 

" Britannia needs no bulwarks, 
No towers 1Il0ng the steep; 

Her march is on the mountain way," 
Her home ;s on the deep." 

The idea of fortifying ourselves at home seems still·to 
have been the prominent one: and the new ordnance 
grants were expended on such projects: but our means of 
aggression, or rather of defence on foreign soil, were on 
the increase; and the peace-~try of Lord Grenville 
m~e ~ very creditable appearance ,ip. parliament at the 
begmnmg of 1807. 
It was understood that a grand new financial scheme 

was to be brought foward early in the session; and &.II 
soon a8 th~ debate on the peace negotiation .W~B ~. 
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Lord Henry Petty explained what the scheme was. It 
was Lord Grenville's plan: and it only showed that he 
and his Chancellor of the Exchequer knew no more of 
finance than most other men in parliament. It had been 
thought before the Peace of Amiena, that taxation had 
been carried as far' as·it could go: and it did appear as if 
no more articles remained to be taxed, and that the only 
thing to be done was' to increase the existing imposts. 
The sum pa.id into the Exchequer in 1801, as the entire 
produce of the taxes, was a little. more than 34,000,000l. : 
while in 1806, it had been nearly 56,000,000l. As there 
must be some limit to the application of this method, the 
present ministeril devised a new Sinking Fund, which 
they unaccountably fancied would work to the extinction 
of debt. The old sinking fund was nominally in opera
tion: but, since 1792, the Commissioners of the Debt had 
been borrowing with one hand while paying with the 
other-creating new debt in order to extinguish the old. 
In a sort of imitation of this, the war expenditure beyond 
the amount of the taxes-that is, about 1l,OOO,000l. per 
annum-was to be met by a system of borrowing, with 
scarcely any aid from taxation. The fallacy lay in tha.t 
word" scarcely." As nothing could come out of nothing, 
this 1l,OOO,000l. must come out of something: and the , 
ministerial mistake was in supposing that that some
thing might, by twisting and turning, be reduced to an 
amount exceedingly small. The plan was to raise the 
money by loan; to set apart from it, with help from the 
war taxes, an amount equal to a tenth of it, of which half 
(or 5 per cent.) would pay interest and cost of manage
ment, while the other 5 per cent. would form a sinking 
fund which would, in fourteen years, payoff the principal. 
The amount drawn from the war taxes was, of course, 
taken from the revenue of the year, though it was called 
a mortgage on those taxes: and the call for it had to be 
met somehow. It was to' be met by a supplementary 
loan; which again was to' be extinguished by a sinking 
fund of 1 per cent. Thill'l per cent., and the interest of 
the supplementary loan, 'were to be met somehow: and 
that somehow was' to be by new taxes. 'l'he plan went 
out with its· authorS; and there is, therefore, no need to 
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dwell on it further ~ but there were more able financiers 
than Lord Grenville and his young Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, who explained at the time that there would be 
waste, instead of economy, in the twistings and turnings. 
of the plan; and that at the end of the fourteen years, the 
nation would have been some millions the worse for the' 
money not ha~g been raised in a direct manner by 
taxation. The payment of interest, and of postponed, 
which is always' compound, interest; and the having, 
finally to pay 1n a time of peace when the funds are 
high, money borrowed' when the funds'were low, would· 
be ultimately so much additional burden to the nation. 
The consequences of the heavy taxation which had now 
gone on for many years were cruelly felt; and were visible, 
we are told, to' the traveller passing along the roads and 
through the villages 'of our island. Wages were nominally 
high, and still rising ;', but prices; though fluctuating, were 
on the whole rising in a greater proportion than wages. 
Pauperism was on the increase; and the burden' of the 
poor rates greW-heavier at the . same time with every other 
kind of taxation. It was obvious" at a glance that the 
working-classes were less well clothed and more anxious 
and moody; their places' of recreation were closed or 
deserted; and those who returned to any familiar place 
after an absence of a few years, found pale and grave faces 
by the wayside, and missed the old cheerfulness and mirth. 
There was little yet of the intolerable misery which was 
to come in a few years mOi'e: but the decline in the 
popular condition which is a necessary consequence gf a 
protracted war was now distinctly recognised; and sinking 
funds were tending rather to sink the tax-payers than the 
debts of the country. In such a state of things the Gren
ville ministry gained and deserved no credit as financiers. 
Lord Henry Petty was thoroughly in earnest in his advo
cacy of his scheme, and presented it very powerfully; 
but it would not bear examination beyond the walls of 
parliament. 

We have seen that Parliament stood pledged to abolish 
the Slave Trade at the earliest opportunity. It was now 
done, as far as Parliament could do it. On the 2nd of 
Januar;r~ Lord Grenville brought in the promised Bill 
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for the Abolitio.n of the Slave Trade. The King's SQns 
immediately exerted themselves to canvass against it. 
Lord Eldon pro.no.unced it impracticable, because aboli
tion of the African trade would bring after it a demand 
fo.r abolitio.n in the West Indies. All the o.ld o.bjectiQns 
were renewed j and with the more urgency as the crisis 
drew near. The· pledged zeal of the Prime Minister 
might be thought to. settle the matter. But his Bill 

.. could no.t be considered safe while SQme members of his 
Cabinet were opposed to it; and we find Lord Sidmouth 
on this occasion pro:e08ing, not to cease stealing men 
and women, but·to buIld churches for the stolen people, 
and teach them the Ohristian . religion, as held by 
th!ili- ravishers; and to. let them marry in the land o.f 
bondage, after having snatched them frQm their natural 
ho.mes, in their o.wn cO-untry. The" young Duke o.f 
GIo.ucester," as he was then called by the veterans in 
the cause, saw the impious folly o.f. this trifling; and he 
told, simply and briefly, what he had .seen of· the trade 
and its Consequences. His cousins, the Dukes of Olarence 
and SUBBeX, came forward as the spokesmen of their 
family on the question: and a miserable exhibitio.n it 
was. Men's hearts might well fail them when they saw 
such an opening of·the political life Qf the King's sons: 
when they saw how meagre was the intelleot, and how 
sordid the sentiment, brought to bear o.n a question 
which could not but elicit the generosity. of youth and 
the magnanimity of. high station, if such generosity and 
magnanimity had been there. But whatever ardour 
there was, was on behalf of the traders·andplanters; and 
if there was indignatio.n, it was at the idea that France 
might profit by our rectitude and humanity. These 
manifestations, and the sly and yet boastful activity of 
the Dukes of York and Oumberland in helping to over
throw the Administration, are the first scenes in the 
political life of the King's younger sons. What the PQsi
tion and conduct of the eldest were, we have seen. The 
best men perceived the least to. ho.pe for from the royal 
family.-The sentiment of the country and of parliament 
was no.w, ho.wever, too strong fo.r even rQyal upholders Qf 
the traffic in ~laves. In the mo.rning of the deoisive day 
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in the Lords, Mr. Wilberforce and Lord Grenville counted 
above seventy peers on whose votes they might surely 
reckon. The Minister's stately mind and manners re· 
!axed into a mood positively genial; and he, for once, let 
men see that he could feel the glow of hope and the bliss 
of aspiration, like other men. His speeches towards the 
conclusion of this great controversy are as ardent as his 
friend Fox could well have made. He was not too san- iI 

guine. At five:in the m0rning of the 6th of February, 
the decisive vote was taken, when the Bill was supported 
by a majority of 100 to 36. Lord St. Vincent, who held 
with his lost· friend, Nelson, that Abolition of the Slave 
Trade was a" damnable and cursed doctrine," held only 
by hyprocrites, entered his solemn and final protest 
against this measure of national ruin, and walked out of 
the House. Not the less did the Bill pass its third reading 
without opposition. 

Counsel had been heard on: behalf of the Planters; and 
the same aid was granted them in the Commons. Most 
people considered the question now carried: but Wilber
force found still "a ·terrific list of doubtfuls," though 
many" West Indians" were with him. When the debates 
came on, it was found that the old apathy was all gone. 
The young noblemen in,the Commons, and others, were as 
eager to speak on th,e .side of "justice and humanity" as 
any representatives of the planter to plead against the in
sertion of those words in the preamble of the Bill. HaIf
a-dozen at a time started up, to show that the slave trade 
was incompatible with justice and humanity. The de
cisive vote was taken on the 23rd of February, when the 
IfO;llse seems to have been wrought up to a high pitch of 
excitement. When the Solicitor-General, Romilly, con
cluded his speech, the members broke through all rule, and 
burst into loud acclamation. The passage which roused 
the enthusiasm was this: "When he looked to the man 
at the head of the French monarchy, sun·ounded as he 
was with all the pomp of power, and all the pride of 
victory, distributing kingdoms to his family, and princi
palities to his followers, seeming, when he sat upon his 
throne, to have reached the summit of human ambition, 
and the pinnacle of earthly happiness; and when he fol-
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lowed that man into his closet or to his bed, and con
sidered the pangs with which his solitude must be tortured, 
and his repose banished, by the recollection of the blood 
he had spilled, and the oppressions' he had committed; 
and when he compared with those pangs of remorse, the 
feelings which must accompany ~' honourable friend 
(Mr. Wilberforce) from that house to' his home, after the 
vote of that night should have confumed the object of his 
humane and unceasing labours; when he: should retire 
into the bosom of his happy and delighted family, when 
he should lay himself down on his bed, reflecting on the 
innumerable voices that would be'raised in every quarter 
of the world to bless him'; how'm'\lch more pure, and per
manent felicity must he' enjoy, ill the consciousness of 
having preserved so many'millio:b.Ii'of his fellow-creatures, 
than the man with whom he had compared him, on the 
throne to which he had waded through slaughter and 
oppression I" It is' easily understood how, at that mo
ment of our history, this passage must have met the 
sentiment of the hearers; It was not the time for them to 
see that the measure before them could not achieve the 
intended good: nor could it be expected that even the 
just and candid Romilly should silppose Napoleon capable 
of any views beyond those of the grossest personal am
bition, or that he could pringle any higher ideas with 
those of a crown and a wide territorj. If time has opened 
a somewhat broader and deeper view to' us; we can yet 
sympathize with the virtuous' triumphs' of that night. 
1'he vote was 283 to 16. Several coinrades went home 
with Wilberforce after the ,House was up. "Well, 
Henry," said he to his friend Thornton, "what shall,we 
abolish next?" co The'lottery; I think," was the answer. 
William Smith said, "Let us make Oilt the names ofthese 
sixteen miscreants. "I have four of them." .. Never 
mind," said Wilberforce; who was kneeling on one knee at 
the table, writing a note, 'and looking up as he spoke. 
"Never mind 'the miserable sixteen: let us think of our 
glorious 283." This was a happy hour: and so was that 
in which Lord Grenville, next day, wrote to Wilberforce, 
on hearing of the decisive vote. "I really feel quite 
overpowered with the thoughts of this succes!'," wrote 
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.. that proud man," from whom Pitt could not draw such 
expressions of feeling. Yet all was not safe, even now. 
It was judged best to give up the declaration in the pre
amble that the slave trade was contrary to justice and 
humanity, though the condemnation in terms remained 
sufficiently strong. The third reading took place on the 
16th of March; and on the 18th, the Bill was carried up 
to the Lords. By that time, it was well known that the 
Grenville Ministry was out, or on the point of being so; 
and there seemed too much reason to fear that the measure 
would fall to the ground., after all, between two Ministries 
-so zealous as the Princes and the India planters took 
occasion to show themselves. But Mr. Perceval wali on 
the side of the abolitionists; and even Lord Eldon thought 
the matter had gone too far to be decently stopped. And 
the departing Ministers were anxious' for the honour of 
this Bill becoming law during their term of office. On 
the 23rd, the amendments of the Commons (chiefly con
sisting of a declaration of penalties on the infringement 
of the Act) were considered in the Lords:; and Lord West
moreland offered his final protest, ip. vain. "Our ex
istence depended on the strength of our navy," he said: 
.. and the strength of our navy was chiefly derived from 
the slave trade." Nevertheless, the trade was finally con
demned and prohibited; Lord Grenville rose once more, 
and" congratulated the House on having now performed 
one of the most glorious acts that had ever been done by 
any assembly of any nation in the world." It was the 
last Act of the Grenville Administration-of the last 
Whig Administration for nearly &' quartet of & century. 
The Royal assent was given on tl1e 25th of March-the 
day on which the Ministers delivered up the seals. 

Among the many difficulties calilled to Ministers by the 
death of Mr. Fox, the greatest was the temper and con
dition of Ireland. While Mr. Fox lived, the Catholics 
knew that the best would be done for them that circum
stances would admit' of; aIid under the rule of the Duke 
of Bedford, 'he present Viceroy, employment and honour 
were given impartially to Catholics and Protestants, so 
far as the law allowed. The propitiatory effect of such & 

method of ruling had been sho~ in ~e success of the 
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Viceroy in putting down (as has been mentioned before) 
the insurrection of "the Threshers" by the ordinary 
powers of the law-assisted as it was by the efforts of the 
orderly part of society. If Mr. Fox had lived, such an 
impartial rule as that of the Duke of Bedford might have 
won over the disaffected in time, and given more years of 
preparation for the experiment of Catholic emancipation. 
But, now that he was gone, and the Catholics were again 
taking their own cause into their own hands, it was 
evident that there was 'extreme peril in continuing their 
disability to rise in the army and in the state, and in 
refusing to alter the relatioI1,8 of the Irish church to the 
Irish people. Some of the most enlightened men who 
were watching the signs of the times felt and said it 
would be a fatal omission, if another session of parliament 
should pass without justice being done to the brave Irish 
soldier and the loyal Irish citizen.-Lord Grenville pro
posed as a beginning an improvement so small that it was 
fairly regarded merely as a correction of an oversight; a 
correction rendered necessary by the Union of the two 
countries in a period of war. It was also the redemption 
of an expreslt pledge. It could hardly be. conceived that 
anyone could object to.it; and at first, no one did effectu
ally object to it-not even the King, with his morbid' 
nerves, and his hasty and obtuse understanding, and. his 
obstinate temper. 'l'hough he had' called the broadest 
distinctions "Scotch metaphysics," when propounded to 
him by Lord Melville, he could not, and did not object,' 
except as a matter of feeling, to the improvement which 
Lord Grenville proposed to him at the beginning of 
February, 1807. . 

An Act had been passed in Ireland in 1793, and the 
government of the day positively promised its extension 
to England, by which Roman Catholics were permitted to 
hold the rank of Colonel in.the army, with, of course, all 
inferior and corresponding dignities. As this Act had 
not been made operative, as promised, out of Ireland, it 
was found that Irish regiments could not be brought to 
England without subjecting. their Catholic officers to 
penalties for not having taken the oaths required by law. 
The Irish Aot expressly restrioted. Roman Catholics from 
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holding the officeB of Commander-in-chief, Master-General 
of the Ordnance, and General of the Staff. The quarrel 
now about to take place was about this restriction. 

Lord Grenville represented to the King, that, by the 
Union, Irish soldiers were required to serve in England 
and Scotland, while yet they were Bubjected to penalties 
in England which had been abrogated in Ireland. He 
proposed to' extend the provisionB' of the Irish Act to 
England: and the King gave his assent. AB soon as the 
leading Tories heard this, tIter began to be alarmed, and 
prepared, to stir and cabal. They were indignant that 
.. the King's' friends" in the Cabinet, Lords Sidmouth and 
Ellenborough, offered only a feeble opposition to this. 
Lord Malmesbury ventured to intimate that the measure 
seemed merely just; but Lord Eldon and Mr. Perceval 
declared it to< be unneCllllllarY, as -nobody would put the 
law in force against Irish officerS, if they were really 
wanted for the defence of the country. Such was their 
notion of justice, and prUdence; and decency of political 
manners I At the same time, these loyal. men concluded 
that the Kin~'B health must· be in a bad state-his mind 
apatheti~hiB facultieB weak; It is surprising how Boon 
they discovered the excellence of understanding, when he 
once began to- countenance their caballing. 

The Ministers proposed to add a clause to the Mutiny 
Bill, by which the provisions of the Irish Act of 1793 
would be extended to England. In a despatch to the 
Viceroy thiB' intention was communicated: and he was 
requested to prevent the Catholics from renewing their 
petitionB to parliament just at present, when they could 
do no good, and might do harm. This despatch was laid 
before the King on the 9th of February, when he approved 
of preventing the Catholics from petitioning, but dis
approved of the plan in their favour. The Cabinet pre
sented a memorial (it being the King's desire that the 
whole business should be conducted in writing) in which 
they pointed out that what they proposed waB merely the 
fulfilment of an engagement entered into by his authority, 
and sanctioned by his government in the Act of 17113. They 
~her indicated the peril that must arise from the exclu
Sion of Catholics from the military defence of the country, 
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during a period of war. The King sent, the next day, an 
answer exactly like the former one: the Catholics must not 
petition, and they should have no privileges. His Ministers 
ought to remember what happened seven years ago, and 
never to mention the subject again.-The Cabinet held 
council that night, and forwarded another explanation. 
Before the King answered it, he saw Lord Sidmouth on 
other business, and questioned him about his opinion, as 
a good anti-catholic, of ,this matter. Lord Sidmouth de
clared afterwards that he told his Majesty that one thing 
or another must be done: the Irish ·Act must be repealed, 
or its provisions must be extended to England. The con
sequence of this conversation was that the King gave a 
reluctant consent to the necessa,ry clause being added to 
the Mutiny Bill,declaring that he never would go one 
step further, and that he hoped the subject would never 
again be mentioned to him. The despatch was sent to the 
Viceroy. ' 

The Viceroy summoned the leading Catholics to hear 
the intentions of government. One of the Catholio 
gentlemen asked whether the jl'estri~on in the Irish.Aot 
was to be carried into the English one. Mr. Elliot, the 
Irish Secretary, said that it w~ n.ot: but, thinking after
wards that he might have answered for too much, he 
wrote home for clear information on this point. This is 
the strangest part of the .story. ',l'he King had declared 
repeatedly, and So had "the King's friends" in the 
Cabinet, that they would neve;r consent to any new con
cessions to the Catholics: and yet Lord Howick avowed 
in the House, "I must Qonfess that I had not myself 
sufficiently attend.e~ to the distinction between it and the 
Irish Act.'" It was found that the King and some 
members of the Cabinet" had not been fully aware of 
the extent" of the new Jll'ovi,s~on. The whole subject was 
again discussed in ~he Cabin~, and it was determined, in 
opposition to Lord ,Sidmouth, who was outvoted, to write 
out at length for the Lord Lieutenant the proposed 
clauses, and to tell him moreover, in the most express 
manner, that the measure laid open to Catholics the whole 
army and navy service, without any restriction whatever. 
This introduction of the naval service into the question, 
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and the removal of all restriction with regard to service 
in the army, ought undoubtedly td have been made clear 
to the King by express consultation: but this was not 
done. The correspondence and the despatches to the Lord 
Lieutenant were ,laid before him; he returned them with
out remark; and his Ministers sent them to their destina
tion. Whether tb,e King's bad sight was answerable for 
this, or whether he ,ead the papers indolently, or passed 
them over as con,taining nQthing new, there is no saying 
now. All we know is that his Ministers took silence for 
consent, though he had declared, recently and plainly 
enough, that he never would agree to any new con
oossionlf. It was .on the 2nd .of March that the papers 
were thus returned, and forw~ded to hemnd. 

Lord Sidmouth was not satisfied that the King knew 
what he was about, and urged his colleagues to come to 
BOme explanation ~th him. ',l'his they declined, seeing 
no necessity for it, as the King had seen all their papers, 
and fearing to agitate him unnecessarily. Lord Sidmouth 
declared that he w;ould D:Qt ~troduce the subject in the 
royal presence; but that, if a fair opportunity offered, he 
should still tell the King what he thought of the danger . 
of opening the navy, andataff offi~s in the army, to the 
Catholics. As might be expected, the opportunity soon 
occurred. On the 4th of March, (!everal of the Ministers 
'saw the King. He asked Lord Howick what busineBB 
was coming forward in the nouse; and Lord Howick then 
explained to him that, for reasons which he assigned, it 
was thought better to bring forward a separate Bill on 
the Catholic subject than tQ tack it upon the Mutiny Bill. 
The provisions were fully discuBBed; and Lord Howick 
understood the King to assent to them, though with 
extreme dislike and reluctance. Lord Howick imme
diately told Lord Grenville what had passed, and they 
agreed that the consent on which they had proceeded thus 
far had not been withdrawn: and this conclusion was 
C<?nfirmed by the total silence of the King to Lord Gren
ville on thiswbject in an audience on the same day. 
-But Lord Sidmouth had also an audience on the same 
day: and he appears to have introduced the subject him
self, and in such a way as to alarm and agitate the King. 
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The King asked him what he meant to do; and his 
answer was that he should oppose the measure, even if it 
had the royal concurrence. He left the King much dis
turbed, and declaring that he would never go beyond the 
extension to England of the Act of 1793.-On the 6th, 
however, Lord Howick introduced the new Bill in the 
Commons. . 

One curious feature. of this ~e is expressly described 
by Lord Malm,esbury:"'""that a large number of persons, in 
both Houses of Parliament, were now not so much op
posed to Catholic emancipation as' bound by loyalty to 
the King, and to the inemory of Mr. Pitt, not to allow the 
subject to be stirred during the King's-life. Lord Camden 
and many others were- in this position, bound by promise 
to Mr. Pitt that the King sheuld not be. disturbed if they 
could help it. If now the Ministers brought forward a 
Bill, with the assumed consent of the King, such men 
would have no pretence fot holding th~ir old ground; 
and the Catholics might be emancipated in: a trice. No 
time was therefore to be lost, said the enemies of the Ad
ministration and of the Catholics, in coming to the rescue 
of the King"':"'in bringing him back to· his .. principles," 
and presenting him to the nation as the true Protestant 
sovereign that he had always been, and that they found 
him still to be when they obtained his ear. They went 
vigorously to work. The second reading of the Bill was 
fixed for the 12th of March. On the 11th, Lord Sidmouth 
sent in his resignation; and, from his objecting to nego
tiation with Mr. Canning, and from another note of his to 
,Lord Grenville in the same week, it appears as if there was 
a plan for removing Lord Howick to the Upper House, and 
giving his office to Mr. Canning.· It seems that Mr. Can
ning warned Ministers that there were plots for' displacing 
them, and entreated them to come to an understanding 
with the King, instead of leaving him to the evil influ
ences of their enemies. Lord Grenville begged of Lord 
Sidmouth not to be in a hurry: but Lord Sidmouth had 
/l-lready informed the King of his resignation, and had 
been graciously commanded to remain in his office. 

On that day, two old Tories sat together, consulting for 
hours as to what they could do to bring out the King in full 
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force against his Ministers. The Duke of portlana was 
infirm, diseased, exhausted-" kept up" in busy times 
only by lauda:num and cordials, and apt to fall asleep 
over the most important letters that were put into his 
hands to read-dilatory, inert, disposed to dead silence 
himself, but unable to get rid of gossips and prosers: but 
he was the man looked to as the head of the Tory 
]\linistry, whenever there should be one. The Tories 
shook their heads about his health; but always ended by 
settling that the Duke of Portland must be their chef. 
Lord Malmesbury was now too deaf and infirm to be a. 
Cabinet Minister: but as a wily old diplomatist, he was' 
invaluable to his party. At least, he thought himself so ; 
and he appears to have been in their confidence still; 
though his diaries convey to the reader some impression 
of his being now nearly worn out-more fond of plots 
ana secrete than ever, but lesil capable of bringing out 
any result; more full of cunning and self-importance, 
with less and less of the wisdom and genuine spirit of 
business which had made him a. really distinguished 
diplomatist in his younger days, when the transactions of 
nations, and not of political parties, were watched and 
guided by him. These two wily and self-complacent old 
politicians sat long together, on this 11th of March, con
sulting about the overthrow of the Grenville Administra
tion, and flattering each other and themselves about 
their loyalty, without, apparently, any thought about the 
Catholics, one way or another. "After, considering the 
business in every point of view," they agreed that they. 
couIa do nothing" effective" till they knew what the 
King's mind really was. They suspected he could not 
like his Ministers' proceedings: but if it should chance 
that he did, it would never do for them to be working 
against him. Next morning, however, the Duke sent for 
his gossip; and they ,spent five hours together. The 
Duke was so uneasy about the King, that he thought of 
telling him his mind in a. letter: and, with a. world of 
pains, the lette): was concocted, altered, amended, copied 
and sent. It may be seen among the Malmesbury papers : 
and it may be questioned whether a more insolent and 
dangerous piece .of interference ever was perpetrated 

B 
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under a government subject to rules of principle and 
manners. The loyal men who deprecated the unsettling 
of the royal mind by the mention of the Catholic claims 
had no scruple about shaking the King's nerves by a 
letter full of pompous alarm and evil boding. The sum 
of the letter was, that the Duke of Portland offered to be 
Prime Minister, to help his King out of his present 
scrape. The receipt of the letter was merely acknow
ledged without remark, and the old men were evidently 
mortified: but meantime the King had "signified· his 
orders "to two nephews of the Duke of Portland, to vote 
against the measure brought forward by his Cabinet. 
Ladies abollt the Court went to and fro with mysterious 
messages and items of news, while the gentlemtl,n sat 
solemnly amusing themselves with making Cabinets, and 
calling this patriotism. The Duke of Portland -was 
"noble and magnanimous" in permitting his admirers 
to hail him as Chief, while his infirmities, as he said, un
fitted him for the post: but he would die at that post. 
There is something ludicrous, but, at the same time, very 
disgusting, in the mysterious bustling of these unsought 
office-seekers, caballing in the dark, and patriotically de
voting themselves in a cause where they were not wanted. 
" No urging was necessary" to induce the Duke of Port
land to nominate himself Prime Minister: but, if it had 
been, his !fiends could have said nothing after his own 
account of his state of health, which would cause him 
to perish in the attempt "to serve his King and his 
country." 

"Settling Administrations" now appears among the 
items of daily business of Lord Malmesbury. All this while, 
the unconscio1!ls Ministers were going on with their affairs 
in good faith, little imagining what trickery was trans
acting behind their backs. When at last it became 
known to them that there had been some tampering with 
the King, and other shabby behaviour, they suspected 
Lord Sidmouth-naturally and unavoidably; and it is 
only recently that, by the pUblication of the Malmesbury 
Diaries, and some other memoirs of the time, the full 
iniquity of the transactions has become known, and the 
disgrace fixed upon the right persons. Lord Sidmouth 
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seems to have been merely weak, as usual, and not 
treacherous to his colleagues. 

On the 13th, the King sent for Lords Grenville and 
Howick, and told them . that he would never consent to 
their Bill; and on this Mr. Canning told Lord Grenville 
that his duty had become clear. He had already refused 
to take office at this time; and now he saw that he must 
support the King, as all Mr. Pitt's friends would feel 
themselves bound to do. They had only waited to be 
certain of the King's wishes. He declared at the same 
time that he would never sit in the same Cabinet with 
Lord Sidmouth. At that very hour, Mr. Perceval was 
declining overtures from LOlld Sidmouth to unite against 
the Bill, and come roto power together. It appears that 
Perceval also would never sit in the same Cabinet with 
Lord Sidmouth. Not an individual connected with 
Lord Melville would support the government if Lord 
Sidmouth were in it. The Ministerial majority in par
liament too were so wrathful against the same unfor
tunate politician that no new Administration which 
included hjm would have a chance; and thus, amidst 
this .. sickening scene" as Lord Eldon called it, of secret 
Cabinet making, the only point settled by common con
Bent Beems to have been the exclusion of Lord Sid
mouth. 

On the 15th, Lord Grenville notified to Lord Sidmouth 
that he was sending to the King a paper in which his 
Ministers expressed their willingness to let the Bill drop 
altogether. He did not know what the result would be; 
but he should learn the next day, when he was going to 
Windsor. On the preceding evening, Saturday the 14th, 
the Cabinet had sat late, much "unpleasant conversa
tion" passing which settled nothing; and the resolution 
~ drop the Bill was adopted at a meeting of the Gren
ville portion of the Cabinet on the Sunday. In offering 
to withdraw the Bill, the Ministers reserved to themselves 
the right of expressing their opinions on the subject (If 
the Catholic claims whenever Catholic petitions came up 
to parliament, and of offering such advice about Ireland to 
the sovereign, at all times, as they should conceive the 
needs of the Btate to require. This ought to have been. 

x 2 
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better noted at the time than we :find it to have been. 
Notwithstanding the efforts of the most enlightened 
persons in parliament to exhibit the fact that the Gren
ville Ministry did not go out on the Catholic question, but 
on a very different one, their enemies, followed by too 
many narrators since, have turned away attention from 
the real ground of their overthrow. The King's answer 
expressed satisfaction that the Bill was to drop; regret 
that his Ministers should think it necessary to state in 
parliament 'their good-will to the Catholic claims; and a 
positive disallowance of the latter part of their minute, 
which he desired them to withdraw. He required from 
them a pledge, that they never would, under any circum
stances, propose to him any concessions to the Catholics, 
or offer any advice whatever to him on any part of that 
subject. Such a pledge it was, of course, impossible for 
Ministers of any party or way of thinking to give. It is 
the duty_of Ministers, as agreed on all hands, "to advise 
the King, and to give, without favour or affection, that 
counsel which they think best for the country." The 
bigotted and irritable sovereign, while so alarmed for the 
Protestant- Constitution, forgot this great 'Constitutional 
principle; and on behalf of the principle of the responsibi
lity of Ministers it was that the Grenville Administration 
went out, letting in the Tories to rule for nearly a quarter 
of a century. -

On the 18th, Wednesday, the Ministers, in presence of 
the King, uttered their reasons for declining to give the 
pledge he required of them. He treated them civilly, ex
pressed satisfaction with every part of their conduct up 
to the time of the dispute on the Catholic question, and 
declared his intention of " looking out for other Ministers." 
Some who were" looking out for" a summons to the royal 
presence waited in vain-waited in the sickness of deferred 
hope. The Duke of Portland had not, as yet, been 
thanked for his offer of the Premiership to himself. His 
friend Malmesbury reasoned with him about dates. "The 
Duke was struck with this, and rallied:" and he imme
diately proceeded to settle what secretaries he should 
want.-It was from a fresh party that the plotters heard 
at. last what was doing. Lord Camden informed them 
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that Lordll Eldon and Hawkesbury had been called up at 
one in the morning of the 19th, by a royal messengel" 
who desired them to be at Windsor by ten. Whether the 
return of royal patronage dazzled the eyes and intoxicated 
the understandings of the returning party, or whether 
they really were men incapable of making distinctions~ 
unapt at .. Scotch metaphysics" -we cannot say; bnt the 
amount of mistake among them on this occasion would be 
incredible of it were not recorded by themselves. The 
King gave the two Lordll the whole bundle of papers to 
read: and the same papers were read by Lord Hardwicke 
and the Bishop of Lincoln: and the two pairs of readers 
gave lIuch different accounts of ther purport as completely 
to puzzle the plotters. The first pair of readers found in 
the minl1tes of Ministera such hard conditionll that they 
devoutly agreed with the King when he appealed to them 
whether his choice had not been to lIurrender his Ministers 
or his throne; while the other pail' found in the papers 
no hard conditions at all. But the King's tone decided 
that of his new officers; and we find Lord Eldon pitying 
himself for being called out of his retirement, but unable 
to refuse to ILI!sist his old gracious MlLI!ter in struggling 
for the established religion and his throne. Now that 
this appeal was made, we find the King pronounced to be 
,. remarkably well-firm as a lion---and placid and quiet 
beyond any former moment of his life" -determined" to 
be the Protestant King of a Protestant country, or no 
King at all." The Duke of Portland was now happy at 
last. The two Lords were desired by the King to 
command him to form an administration, in consultation 
with Lord Chatham; and by the evening ofthe 19th, the 
Duke WILl! writin~ to Lord Chatham In a few days, the 
new AdministratIOn was settled. Lord Wellesley, after 
much wavering, declined joining it. It seems to have 
been understood that Mr. Perceval was to be the chief 
Minister in reality, though it was necessary to place the 
failing and slow Duke of Portland nominally at the head. 
Mr. Perceval w.1LI! made Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
1111'. Canning was Foreign Secretary; Lord Hawkesbury 
Home Secretary; and Lord Castlereagh War and Colonial 
Secretary. Lord Eldon was Chancellor; and the Duke 
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of Richmond Viceroy of Ireland. Lord Bathurst went to 
the Board of Trade, with George Rose under him. Earls 
Camden and Westmoreland were President of the Council 
and Lord Privy Seal. 

On the.25th of Jlrlarch, the old Ministers surrendered 
the seals-all but Erskine, who remained another week 
to decide some causes in Chancery. He used to tell how 
amazed his colleaguelS looked when he came fort;h, with 
the seals still in his hand, from the royal closet, "unhurt, 
like Daniel from the lions' den.'" When, at length, the 
seals were 'given to Lord Eldon, the King expressed a 
hope that Lord Eldon would keep them till the close of 
the reign. Lord Eldon evidently thought the new ad
ministration -would be a short one, though he found the 
King had more sense and understanding than all his late 
Ministers-" All the Talents "-put together; and was 
now to be supported by a Bet of perfectly obedient 
servants. 

As Mr. Perceval was withdrawn from a lucrative 
practice, it was intended to provide for him by giving 
him the Chancellorship of the Duchy of Lancaster for 
life; but this was defeated by the result of a motion 
made by Mr. Henry Martin, and carried by a large 
majority, to address the King, praying him not to grant 
for life that or any other office which had usually been 
granted during pleasure. 

During the recess, the new government, and all con
nected with it, made the most of their time in raising the 
old No Popery cry. Mr. Perceval appealed to his con
stituents to support him in aiding his sovereign to 
maintain the true religion. The Duke of Portland, as 
Chancellor of Oxford University, and the Duke of Cum
berland, as Chancellor of that of Dublin, wrote to their 
Universities, avowedly by the wish of the King, to desire 
that they would petition parliament against concessions 
to the Catholics. But the case of the dismissed Ministry 
was not yet done with. Mr. Brand had given notice of a 
resolution, which was discussed on the 9th of April (on 
the reassembling after Easter), that it was contrary to 
the first duties of Ministers to restrain themselves by any 
pledge from offering to the sovereign any advice which 
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circumstances may render necessary. This truth was 
supposed to be so evident that the Grenville party never 
doubted its being affirmed, and supposed themselves in a 
majority of at least twenty, while locked out in the lobby 
at six in the morning. They had agreed to bring on 
some further resolutions, with the same bearing, that 
evening, when they found that they had lost the question. 
Its defeat was procured by appeals on behalf of the King, 
and threats of a dissolution, if it was carried. The King's 
age and conscientiousness were dwelt upon, and his zeal 
for the church i and his having acted on his own responsi
bility, without any advice from any quarter; and the 
awkward position he would be placed in, if waited on by 
a deputation, and compelled to hear the ;resolution, which 
was in fact one of censure on himself. These considera
tions prevailed over the indisputable truth of the resolu
tion, and it was lost by a majority of 32 in a House 
of 484. I 

It was found necessary to dissolve parliament after all. 
On taking the Great Seal, Lord Eldon had said it would 
not be in his hands a month if there was not a. dis
solution; so strong were the Whigs in the Commons. 
The Royal Speech, of the 27th of April, is a: curiosity in 
its way. It professed to put on trial, before the nation, 
the King's recent conduct, in support of religion and the 
throne; and appealed to the Catholics, by all the in
dulgences granted them during his reign, to support a 
sovereign so faithful to his duties, and to the cause of 
toleration. It surely must have been the wrong-headed 
Perceval who composed this singular speech. He was 
already the life and soul of the new ministry. Two days 
before the delivery of the speech, Lord Malmesbury had 
thus soliloquized in his Diary, about his old friend at the 
head of the ministry: "In the course of the last three 
weeks, it has, from various little facts, struck me that 
the Duke of Portland's colleagues are swerving from him; 
that they tal&e a great deal on themselves, immediately 
belonging to him, and treat him more as a nominal, than 
as a. real, head of the ministry." 

The '~Short Administration," as it was called, had done 
as much· as could have been expected from it, under the 
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extremely adverse circumstances of its .existence. Its 
chief value, however, was in the testimony which it 
offered to high principles of society and government. If 
it could not achieve continental peace, the actual security 
of the negro in his own land, political and commercial 
equality for Ireland, and religious liberty throughout our 
empire, it testified to all these principles, and asserted all 
these rights. . It was· the last opportunity for offering 
such a testimony and assertion from the places of power, 
for a. long course of anxious years. . 

END 01' lIOOK: L 
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of Spain Bnd Napoleon-Invasion of Portugal-Departure of the 
Royal Family for BraziL-{1807.] 

IT remains a wonder, to this day, that the country escaped 
absolute ruin from misgovernment during the critical 
years whose history we have now to disclose. The im
becility of the Portland Administration is 110 matter of 
dispute. In differing moods of contempt, of wrath, and 
of simple wonder, the fact il admitted in all the memoirs 
of the time. Lords Eldon and Malmesbury at one end of 
the political scale, and Cobbett and Burdett at the other, 
treat the fact as admitted. It has been seen how, in 
April, the Premier was neglected by his Cabinet; how 
they were already falling off from him, and acting On 
their own notions. The matter did not mend with time. 
A. the months' passed on, the Duke of Portland took 
more laudanum, suffered more pain, and sank more under 
it; sat for hours in dead silence, and as if hearing nothing, 
though he kept a friend or two by him, to save him from 
being alone; .and about midnight began to revive, being 
in full flow of such political wisdom as he had by one or 
two o'clock in the morning. Endless diffioulty arose 
from his lethargy; and in one case at least, fatal misohief. 
At thQ most critical period of the century. we had & King 
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with an infirm brain, and a Prime Minister dying of 
torturing disease and opiates; while the family of the 
one, and the Cabinet of the other, offered little ground for 
hope or reliance. The Prince of Wales and the Duke of 
York were now soon to show their quality. In the Cabinet 
were two of the weakest men then e.ngaged in public affairs 
-Lords Hawkesbury and Castlereagh. Lord Chatham was 
soon to prove himself beneath contempt in his function, 
though he was the brother of William Pitt. Whatever' 
Lord Eldon :was as a lawyer, he was of the lowest order of 
politiCIans; and he now classed himself with Hawkesbury 
and the other weak members of the Cabinet, entertaining 
a virulent hatred against Canning, and some jealousy of 
Perceval. The talk of these men when they met was of 
the profits of a political position-of complimenting and 
binding their friends by gifts of office, by seats in 'parlia
ment, by cOilsideration of one sort or another; and in the 
record, we find a ludicrous assumed tone of dignity, 
benevolence, and magnaniJllity, running through the 
whole. We ,read a vast deal about "friendship and 
handsome acts," in the giving away of sinecures, and 
permitting pluralities of lay offices; and find that, at this 
date, there were fifty-three candidates for peerage, "to 
none of which. the King would listen." Mr. Perceval, 
though not adequate to his position, was of a higher 
order than these. If he had had an intellect of a som&
what better quality, and the training which such an 
intellect would have secured for itself, he would have 
been an excellent man. He was strictly virtuous in the 
private relations of life, was absolutely honourable, very 
amiable, and of a generosity and disinterestedness which 
were the more remarkable from the absence of those 
qualities of the intellect with which they are usually 
allied. He had poor powers of reasoning, and none ()f 
imagination; and therefore his strong religious sensi
bilities made him a bigot, and the force of his unreasoned 
convictions drove him into an abusive dogmatism. He 
could never see what was not before his eyes; and ther&
fore the people fared badly nnder his rule. (We speak 
already of his rule, because he was now virtually the head 
of the Cabinet.) He could never understand how any 
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one could hold views unlike his own; and therefore, 
while gentle, agreeable, and well-bred towards his family 
and personal friends, he was grossly abusive towards oppo
nents in parliament, and a pragmatical despot wherever 
he could make himself felt further abrQad. His comrades 
complained of him as being "too parsimonious," when 
the object was to afford subsidies to Austria for the con
tinental war: but the rest of his administration shows 
that this was from no considell'ation for the heavily taxed 
people, but probably because he could not stretch the 
vision of his mind so as to comprehend objects so remote. 
Sydney Smith has left a sketch of him "paying the 
strictest attention to the smaller parts of ecclesiastical 
government, to hassocks, to psalters, and to surplices; in 
the last agonies of England, bringing in a Bill to regulate 
Easter offerings; and adjusting the stipends of curates, 
when the flag of France is unfurled on the hills of Kent:" 
and again, walking to Hampstead church in adva.nce of 
his dozen children, "with their faces washed, and their 
hair pleasingly combed," while all Ireland was ready to 
rise in exasperation at his treatment of the Catholics; 
and Mr. Perceval has himself left us, in certain letters to 
Mr. Wilberforce, evidence of his dread that the meeting 
of parliament on a Monday should occasion Sunday travel
ling among M.P.s, at a moment when he should have felt 
himself quite care-laden enough, without undertaking the 
charge of other gentlemen's Sunday morals: but this 
pernicious absurdity, while making him more hated by 
the people than rank vice would have done, arose from 
the narrowness of his intellectual range, and by no means 
from any harshness, hyprocrisy, or pride, in the temper 
of the man. He was beloved by all who came near him: 
and the stern and virtuous Romilly bears the same testi~ 
mony on this point as every body else. He abstained 
from intercourse with him, because he did not think: it 
right to enjoy the engaging social qualities of one whose 
political rule..he totally abhorred. They had long main
tained .. a delightful intimacy;" and Perceval strove 
earnestly against the alienation which Romilly willed, 
but did not cease to regret. In regard to purpose and 
persistency. Perceval was among the few strong members 
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of the Cabinet. In regard to ability, he was among the 
many weak. During the session which was now to 
begin, he made a remarkably feeble appearance in his 
place. His parliamentary friends accounted for it by 
supposing him worn out with fatigue and anxiety by 
illness in his family. However this might be, he was far 
from answering the expectations of any party during the 
short _ion of 1807.-At that juncture, the post of First 
Admiralty Lord was of very high importance. In the 
state of Europe at the time, and under Napoleon's system 
of Continental blockade, the holder of that office, Lord 
Mulgrave, was one of the most important men in the 
government. Lord Melville told him that he had it in 
his power to do more good to his country within twelve 
months than perhaps any other man in it. He brought 
forward Lord Palmerston into official life, and also Mr. 
Croker, whose name thenceforward became connected 
with Admiralty business. Lord Mulgrave was a man of 
sense, with whom Canning seemB to have agreed. very 
welL-Canning was the strong man of the government; 
-so strong that the others did not know what to make 
of him; and· he did not know how to get on with them. 
He was the eagle in the dovecote, or rather among the 
owls. He fluttered the "olees in their Corioli so tr&
mendously that we find them heartily wishing that their 
gates had never shut him in among them. His most 
sanguine and affectionate elderly friends considered him 
as .. hardly yet a statesman." It seems as if his 
exuberant activity, and his boyish petulance and fun 
made them forget how old and how wise he really was. 
He was thirty-seven; and he immediately showed that 
he was as fit for office as he ought to be at that age, if 
ever. He was surrounded with difficulties, as Secretary 
for Foreign Affairs. Every thing had, for years past, gone 
wrong abroad; and at home the discipline of his office 
was so lax that he had every thing to reform. Not only 
were we feebly or falsely represented abroad; at home, 
no secreta were kept. The clerks wore gossips, and 
the messengers were lazy; and Mr. Canning had quite 
troubles enough with his colleagues, without the aggrava
tiOIl8 that might 00 caused by the tongues of underlings. 
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His work connecten him chiefly with Lord Mulgrave on 
the one hand, and with Lord Castlereagh, the War Secre
tary, on the other. With Lord Mulgrave he could act 
easily and agreeably; with Lord Castlereagh it was im 
possible. Lord Castlereagh was gentlemanly, amiable, and 
pliable; but he was weak, and wholly incompetent to his 
function; and Canning was not one who could easily 
tolerate folly at any time; and when it was made mis
chievous by being put in a high place, it was exasperating 
to him. We shall soon see the consequences. Meantime, 
we find old diplomatists and practised politicians-all 
who knew what Canning was doing-astonished at the 
ability he manifested. It was destined to be a mere 
specimen of what he could do; for he was unfortunately 
placed, and his position was a most insecure one. He had 
alienated the Grenville and Grey party, which included 
nearly all the ability except his own; and he was every 
day respecting less the men with whom he was acting
very few of whom regarded him as a comrade. '1'0 work 
he went, however, persuading the King to write to the 
Emperor of Russia in friendly style, while the;re was yet 
time to forestall Napoleon in the wooing of the weak 
Russian: sending out new men to foreign Courts, fur;. 
nished with elaborate instructions about schemes of policy 
which were all to be ruined by the folly of others; 
suggesting ideas to the Army and Navy Ministers of 
diversions which should leave a central battle-field clear 
for renewed efforts for the liberties of Europe; diversions 
which became desperate failures as soon as they passed 
from being his ideas to being other people's acts; and, 
the while, peremptorily insisting on that dissolution of 
parliament, which was found to be necessary, after his 
party had for some weeks doubted the need. 

The new Administration made prodigious and irresis
tible efforts to have a House of Commons of their own. 
Mr. Tierney, who managed the business of buying seata 
for the friend. of the Grenville Ministry, could get none. 
6,OOOl. were given for seats, without any stipulation as to 
the length of the parliament, though the last had existed 
only four months. The new Ministers had bought up all 
the seats that were to be had, and at lj.ny prices.. It W.all 
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said and believed that the King had advanced a very 
large sum out of his privy purse, for the purpose. The 
leading Opposition men had great difficulty in getting in; 
and few t)f them were returned for the places they had 
previously represented. In the last parliament, the new 
Ministers had with difficulty mustered a majority of 32 : 
now they had one of neatly 200. No one supposed this 
to be any indieation of a change in populal" feeling. The 
people did not' look ro parliament tt> reflect the mind of 
the nation. Some of them who wel"e alarmed at the cry 
of the Church and the throne being in danger from Lords 
Grey and. Grenville, . sent up addresses of thundering 
loyalty; ·but these were chiefly from Chapters and Cor
porationl. The Whig party, in their grief at the extinc
tion of their laIt hope of popular benefit from Whig rule, 
used langaage of such violence as commonly belongs only 
to faction: and they were considered factious accordingly. 
The people were sick of factions; and they turned to men 
who professed to be of no party, but presented themselves 
as chivalrous champions of popular rights, waging war for 
the people against all the world. Now was Cobbett read 
in a. hundred thousand homel; and now was Burdett 
worshipped in the streets. He appeared in the extremest 
glory of bad taste, on the day of the opening of the new 
parliament, in a triumphal car-his face pale, his air 
languicl, his wounded leg-wounded in a duel with his 
old friend Paull-stretched on a cushion, and the otber 
foot so placed on a footstool as to appear to be trampling 
on a figure inscribed !' Venality and Corrnption."-In the 
midst of all the violence on every hand, thoughtful and 
earnest men carried heavy hearts within them. '1'0 the 
Homers and the Romillys, and some in private life like-
minded with them, there was a mournful solace in turning 
from the spectacle before their eyes, and from pondering 
on the decay of liberty, and the deterioration of the idea of 
it in the minds of Englishmen, to enjoy the assertion of its 
principles in the then new work-Fox's History of the 
Reign of James II. There they could fully possess them
selves with the idea of what they were losing; and they 
could glOl'y once more in what Englishmen could do, 
when in manifest pelU of their hard-won liberties. It is 
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one of the most touching traits of the time-the recourse 
which despairing politicians had to literature, as a con
genial diversion from the anxiety amidst which they 
lived. Once more was Napoleon to be expected on our 
shores-at liberty as he now was, from having carried all 
before him, and :reduced to vassalage almost every sove
reign on the continent. Many of the most sensible men 
in the country thought an invasion more probable in the 
summer of 1807 than ever before: and yet, the training 
for defence which had .been prosecuted with so much 
vigour when the alarm Wail fresher, waif now neglected. 
Royalty, nobility and gent:ry were too much engrossed 
with humbling and insulting Catholic soldiers to attend 
to the defence of the country; and shabby little French 
privateers came, two or three together, within musket 
shot from Eastbourne, or other places where the people 
were likely to be half asleep, laughed at our martello 
towers (brick-built, so as to be likely to fall in with the 
weight of the gun, on a shot being fired at the centre), 
hooked as many vessels as wClluld pay for the adventure, 
and made off, in sight of the indignant summer visitors, 
who could only 1ret and fume, on pier or cliff. At one 
time, the national defenders were at church: at another, 
the commanding officer was out partridge-shooting. In 
one place, there were cannon without ammunition: in 
another, there was ammunition without cannon. One 
way or another, many a cargo was thus carried off, and 
many a crew went to a French prison, from the neglect of 
brethren at home-notwithstanding all the boast of forts, 
towers, regiments, iron-bound cliffs, and defensive canals. 
At the same time, a spirit of" savagery,"-so called by 
patriots of that time-seemed to have taken possession of 
the English people. The poor denounced the great in 
language of virulent hatred, and the railers were strin
gently coerced. The criminal law was vehemently en
forced-cruel as it then was upon petty thefts and super
ficial disorders. The murders became terrific; and the 
punishments of all offences savage, from something of the 
same temper. When the royal family walked on the 
terrace at Windsor, on Sundays, disturbance wail caused 
by the nu.mber of intoxicated peo:p},e whQ ha.d to be turned 
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off; and one here and there would strike a Court official, 
or knock off an officer's hat. At such a time, Cobbett was 
sure of listeners when he called the rich and noble 
" locusts" and "caterpillars," and the clergy "black 
slugs." At such a time, the temptation was strong for 
the flimsy and the vain, the superficial and unstable well
wishers of the people, to come forward, and offer to lead 
them to the aOGIuisition' of impossible things. It is cheer
ing to observe how some men of soberer minds and wise. 
hearts were .beginning to look into popular interest, and 
entering upon those r.esearches into matters"()f national 
welfare which the existing generation is carrying on over 
their graves. A Burdett with his shows is sure to be 

. swept away by the first strong wind from any quarter: 
but a Lancaster, a. Whitbread, a Malthus, a Horner, a 
Romilly, is sure to hand over his deeds or his speculations 

. to a future generation, however small may be his apparent 
suocess in his own. 

Under the date of 1816 will be found* a statement of 
the efforts made in this year by Mr. Whitbread on behalf 
of the Education of the people, as well as to encourage in 
them provident habits, by providing a secure and ready 
investment for the smallest savings. Amidst the dark
ness of the times, he saw that the one hope lay in the 
elevation of the mind and condition of the labouring 
classes: and in his views and proposed measures we find 
more real statesmanship than in all the Cabinet measures 
of successive administrations. About the same time we 
find Malthus according his name and services as a member 
of a Lancaster School Committee, and a correspondence' 
between him and Horner, in which it is declared that 
Lancaster had pushed education in England so far that it 
could never be stopped; and that the true way to pre
serve the Church was to keep close to the principles of 
the Reformation, of which the Education of the people was 
the most impol-tant. While Mr. Windham was opposing 
Mr. Whitbread's object as vehemently as he had before 
opposed the abolition of the Slave trade, and while the 
Lords were venting their fears that the people would be 
taught 'error if they were taught at all, Romilly was 
• See Martineau's • 'History of the Thirty Years' Peaoe,' Bit. I. Ch. VU. 
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calmly pointing out that the object was, not to give the 
people knowledge, but to enable them to acqUire it. He 
aeems to have been almost alone in his view that "the 
poor" and the "labouring classes," and "the people," as 
the ignorant part of the nation was loosely called, were 
men, in precisely the same rl'nk in the world of the in
tellect with the Eldons and the Dr. ,Johnsons, and the 
Windhams, who arrogated to themselves the' dispensing 
of knowledge. Romilly qlaimed for the whole body of his 
countrymen that they should be'put in possession oftheir 
own powers. After that, it was nobody's business but 
every man's own what knowledge he should obtain, and 
in what opinions his enlightened intellect should rest. 
This was a view far too wide for the politicians of the 
time; and the Eldons and Windhams even refused to 
vouchsafe what they considered trUe opinions [and harm
leM knowledge, lest the ,intellect ahould become awakened 
and strengthened in the proceBB; It should be remem
bered that there was a ROI:llilly in 1807 who recorded the 
claim of the human intellect in full, when the legisla
ture refused even an instalment of it. :Mr. Whitbread's 
Bill, after passing the Commons, was thrown out, in 'the 
Lords, on the motion of Lord Hawl!.:esbury. 

It is deeply interesting to' find in Horner's correepon~ 
dence at this time a notice of'" a new /Speculation" of 
Malthus, .. about the importance of the people being fed 
dear." The notion was so new to even the most thought.. 
ful men, in the face of all the dreadful, facts for ever 
extant' about famines among Hindoos, and rice-eaters 
everywhere, and all populations where the chief food was 
that which was most easily. and abundantly produced, 
and in the failure of which there was nothing left to fall 
back upon, that eve:n a Horner. thought that it had "the 
look of a paradox." .. But," he adds, however, .. I have 
not yet detected the fallacy, if there is one." Malthus, 
the most unassuming and moderate of men, was quietly 
intimating to tpose wpo would listen the'Irish famine 
which was to rend the heart of the :nation forty yean 
later; and pointing out that tb,ose who loved their race 
should encourage in all men that desire of comfort, and 
habit of liring on superiol'food, which should leave open 

Of S 
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a recourse to a lower sort in case of a scarcity of the 
higher. The want of perspicuity and precision, and of 
thoroughness in following out the consequences of his 
doctrines, which has hindered the reception of the writ
ings of Malthus, and caused him to be singularly mis
represented even to this day, was then perceived and 
lamented by those who knew how to value him: but he 
was in full career of social discovery; and it is a consola
tion, in the retrospect of that melancholy season, to see 
him meditating and speaking in the spirit of benevolence 
and candour, and the best men .of the time listening to him 
with searching attention and earnest respect. Another 
sign of the times is the tone of wonder and concern with 
which an act of Emigration is spoken of, when attention 
is drawn to the fact by the wreck of an emigrant vessel. 
The emigrants were Scotoh, and 150 in number; and 
great was the surprise and alarm that men should leave 
their country for America, and give np their little farms 
for sheep-walks, when every strong arm was wanted for 
the defence of our shores. That cit~ens should ever leave 
their native land is spoken .of as a matter of grief :-that 
they should do so when from thirty to forty guineas was 
the common bounty paid in Scotland, and in most English 
counties, for substitutes for the militia-now" so hard to 
be found "-was declared to be beyond measure strange. 
There could be no stronger evidence of distress at home, 
and of the unpopularity of the military service. 

The Grenville Administration had left as a legacy to 
their successors three enterprises abroad, for which they 
must be reckoned responsible, and which turned out as 
disastrously as any previous or subsequent failures. 

It will be remembered that Sir Home Popham's troops 
were left entrenched on a point of the South American 
coast, after their expulsion from Buenos Ayres, awaiting 
reinforcements. There is no doubt now in any mind that 
they should have been brought off, with a full acknow
ledgment that wrong was done in Popham's attack on 
Buenos Ayres. The enterprise was disclaimed by govern
ment: Popham was exposed by Lord Grey in parliament, 
and afterwards tried by Court-martial, and reprimanded 
for his conduot. The clear course of principle and policy 
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'was to fetch away the remaining troops, and let the dis
graoe abide with the unauthorized leaders of the expedi
tion. But Popham's Circular to ,the British merchants, 
promissory of a rich trade, had excited the spirit of greed 
110 fatally aggravated in a s68ll0n of war; and it over
powered the rectitude and prudence of the government. 
On the failure of the negotiation for peace, a reinforce
ment of 3,000 men was sent to the Rio de la Plata, under 
Sir Samuel Auchmuty. They found their countrymen 
miserable enough, half-starved and depressed, with no
thing to do within their entrenchments, and unable to 
get out;. on account of the hovering horsemen of the enemy, 
who harassed them incessantly. Sir Samuel Auchmuty 
saw that this was no place to stay in; and he determined 
to strike a blow for the possession of Monte Video, a for
tilled Ilea-port which would afford a lure footing in the 
country. It was no 68IIy matter to remove the troops 
there: and next, the defences of the place were found to 
be much IItronger than had been lIupposed. The British 
were unprovided with tools for: mining and entrenching; 
their powder was going fast, without making any im
pression; and a force, fully equal to the~ Gwn, was ad
vancing to defend the town., Either they must assault 
the place at once, or give up the enterprise. They made 
the assault, aiming at an imperfect breach. They missed 
it in the dark, the enemy having disguised it with ,stones ; 
and the slaughter was great before there was light enollgh 
for then to find the narrow and pe.riloWi fissure. It was 
gallantly entered first by Captain Renny who fell dead; 
and many followed him to his fate--there being room for 
only one to enter at a time: but the place was taken, with 
great lOBS to the enemy. Meantime, orders had been re
ceived by General Craufurd, on his way to Chili with 4,200 
men, to go and recover Buenos Ayres instead; it being un
happily imagined, by both government and .people at 
home, that our national honour required the;recapture of 
that place. Craufurd and Auchmuty joi.ned; and, by 
express command from home, placed their mUted f<>,l'oos, 
amounting to above 9,000 men, under the command at 
General Whitelocke. The expedition under his command 
repaired to Bueno. Ayres in May 1807~ 

. 82 
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The government and nation bitterly rued, afterwards: 
this choice of the commanding officer. If they had known 
of the achievement of Sir S. Auchmuty, there can be little 

-doubt that the appointment would have been his: but 
the capture of Monte Video was not heard of in London 
till after' General Whitelocke's' departure. But there 
were many officers of experience, who had commanded in 
India and in Egypt; who might have been sent; for 
General 'Whitlelocke had never held a separate command. 
But the government unduly despised the enemy; and the 
General- improved upon their contempt. Though fully 
aware that the Buenos Ayreans were- awaiting him with 
two hundred pieces of cannon posted, and barricades 
erected in their streets, and their flat roofs lined with 
15,000 armed inhabitants, vindictive' in their mood, and 
safe from attack, he compelled his troops to march with
ouHiring a shot---even with their pieces unloaded-till 
they should reach the central squares. Of course, they 
were shot down as they passed, bayonets being useless in 
such circumstances, and slaughtered in heaps at the barri
cades; and three regiments· laid down -their arms. Sir S. 
Auohmuty did wonders" through all this discouragement 
-carrying the great square, and capturing cannon, 
ammunition and prisonerS, as many as he could dispose 
CJf: but Craufurd had been compelled to surrender with 
his,troops: The disasters had been too great for the un
happy commander to bear. He could not see his way to 
further conquest, or feel' sure of holding what he had 
gained. Most men would have tried what could be done, 
the place being actually won, with a noble supply of the 
enemy's artillery and ammunition, and with every possible 
incentive to retrieve the disgrace which must be wiped 
out now or never. But General Whitelocke was not 
equal to thill. He accepted, the next day, the ignominious 
terms offered by the enemy. - The General of the Spanish 
forces, Linieres, himself a Frenchman, proposed to restore 
all the prisoners, tln coIidition of the British surrender
ing all their conquests on the Rio de 180 Plata. It must 
have been a bitter moment to Sir, S. Auchmuty when 
Monte Video was given up. He and General Craufurd 
came home in the same ship which brought General 
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Whitelocke's despatch. ,The strangest part of this des
patch is the oonclusioIlj in which the General expresses 
his trust that this treaty will meet the approbation of hi.s 
Majesty. The reason assigned by him for his.,submission 
to the enemy was, that that enemy assured him that th,e 
lives of the English prisoners were in danger from ,the 
fury of the citizens of Buenos Ayres. Neither the King 
nor anyone else had any approbation to give. The'publio 
indignation ran high; and it was immediately clear 
that General Whitelock was a ruined man. He Was 
tried by court-martial, and sentenced·to be cashiered and 
dismissed from his Majesty's service. Some imputations 
derogatory to his honour as a soldier-imputations,. in 
short, of cowardice-had been cast upon him after his 
service in St. Domingo, some years before. His last ap
pointment was believed, at the time, to have been a piece 
of self-will of the King's; and men were angry that an 
officer whose sword ought, as they thought, to have been 
broken over his head in St. Domingo, should be chosen 
for such an enterprise. When his failure became known, 
he had no chance of mercy. He had unfortunately,re
mained in safety. outside the town, with a small body 
which he called the reserve, when he sent his troops t.o 
take Buenos Ayres with their pieces nnloaded. This 
gave him the name which he could never shake off, 
General Whitefeather. The people were ready to tear' 
him in pieces. His trial was long delayed, and, then 
much protracted, by royal favour; and when, at ·last, he 
was declared, by the sentence of the court-martial, 
" totally nnfit and nnworthy to serve his Majesty in any 
military capacity whatever," the multitude complained 
that he had escaped too easily. Such was the end of one 
of the "diversions" of those days; begun in grllotJIitous 
rashness, carried on in cupidity and inconsistency, an!1 
ending (notwithstanding Sir S. Auchmuty's exploits) in 
utter failure and disgrace. 

While the f\pods of the Plata ,were .rolling ,past the 
scene of our humiliation in the West, the eastern waters 
of the Golden Hom were no less distinctly. reflecting. our 
shame. Turkey was, during this period of :E!uropean 
warfare, canvassed, or wooed. or threatened •. or.caJoleil •. by 
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the opposing Power's; and was always obliged to appear 
for the moment to side with the strongest. We now see 
the Frenchman, Sebastiani, whispering into the ear of 
the helpless Sultan Selim accounts of the irresistible 
power of Napoleon;· and then, the Russian ambassador, 
in high irritation, going on board an English ship, and 
thence threatening Selim with all the hosts of Alexander: 
and next, Mr, Wellesley Pole forcing himself into Selim's 
presence, in his riding-dress, and whip in hand, and 
declaring that if the demands of Russia were not im
mediately complied with, a. British :fleet should enter the 
Dardanelles, and lay Constantinople in ashes; and again, 
Selim whispering to Sebastiani that he should like to be 
Napoleon's friend, but he is afraid of Russia and England. 

Before the end of 1806, Russia had driven Selim into 
the arms of France; and war was declared at the Porte 
just after Napoleon's victories in Prussia had :filled 
Alexander with alarm. His troops had overrun some 
Turkish territory before war was declared; but just at 
this juncture, he wanted all his forces for the defence of 
his own frontier. He dreaded the effects of withdrawing 
them from the Turkish provinces, which would immedi
ately fight for France; but he must do it. He besought 
the British to undertake another of those "diversions" 
which began to BOund so disagreeably to the ears of 
Englishmen; to send a :fleet of theirs, which was cruising 
in the Egean Sea, up to Constantinople, and to compel 
Selim to relinquish his alliance with France, and make 
terms with Russia and England. The Grenville Cabinet 
were rather glad of an opportunity of obliging Alexander, 
to whom they had refused both money and land troops, 
and whose friendship it was important to retain: and 
they gave orders to Sir John Duckworth, then cruising 
off Ferrol, to join Admiral Louis at the mouth of the 
Dardanelles. Mr. Arbuthnot, the British ambassador at 
the Porte, offered the final terms of the two Courts to 
Selim, as soon as he heard of the junotion of the two 
squadrons off Tenedos; that is, on the 26th of January, 
1807. They were declined; and from oertain threats 
about making hostages, Mr. Arbuthnot feared for his 
own safety, and,foxt that of all'the English in the place. 
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He arranged with the captain of the frigate Endymion, 
which lay at hand, to invite all the English merchants 
and the whole legation to dinner on board his ship, on the 
29th of January. They went wholly unaware that they 
were not to land again. When, sitting in their dinner 
dress, they were told that theii wives, children, and 
merohandize, must be left to the meroy of the Turks and 
the generosity of Sebastiani, they had little appetite left 
for the dinner whioh wu set" before them". No com
munication with the shore was, however, allowed; and 
by eight in the evening, when it was very dark, the 
Endymion was under weigh. The Turks did not find it 
out, nor molest her passage down th~ Dardanelles; and 
she arrived in safety at the rendezvous" off Tenedos. The 
strong and rapid current makes the passage of the narrow 
and intricate ohannel comparatively easy, that way: the 
diffioulty is in' passing the other way, up to Constanti. 
nople. A strong south ot south-west wind is necessary 
for this; and the fleet had to' wait for such 8 wind till 
the 19th of February. A terrible fire had destroyed the 
Ajax, of 74 guns, in the interval, with the loss of 250 
lives. Seven line-of-battle ships remained, and followed. 
each other, at intervals, into the mouth of the strait. 
Neither the efforts of Sebastiani, nor the explosion of the 
Ajax, nor any other warning that the English were 
coming, had roused the Turks to make the slightest 
preparation. The ships sailed proudly up the strait, 
undelayed. by the fire of the forts at the narrowest part 
of the channel, and belohing out flames and cannon-balls 
as they went. They took and burned some Turkish 
ships, and appeared before Censtantinople, to the horror 
of the whole population, who were absolutely without 
means of defence. The Divan would have yielded at 
once; but Sebastiani prevented it, and instigated a negotia-" 
tion which proved a fatal snare to Sir John Duckworth, 
notwithstanding express warnings and instruotions, strong 
and olear, from Lord Collingwood. He was unwilling to 
destroy the city, and shoot down the defenoeless inhabi
tants; and he allowed himself to be drawn on, from day 
to day, exchanging notes and receiving promises, inst!lad 
of fulfill~g the threats under w4ich he demanded an iro-
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mediate arrangement. Meantime, not a moment was lost 
by Sebastian;. and the Turks, whom he was instructing 
in Napoleon's methods of warfare. Women and children, 
Christians and Mohammedans, worked day and night at 
the defences i and in a few days. the whole coast was 
bristling with artillery, and ,the chance was over. The 
British officers hadsee~ through their glasses the placing 
of the cannpn, and the arrival of the ammunition, and the 
lining of the coast with spirited troops, and the lodgment 
of garrisons ,'in the towers; and they chafed under the 
intolerable disgrace of their inaction. But Sir John 
Duckworth was bnsy negotiating for the whole of that 
fatal week, at the end of which thete was nothing to be 
done but to get away as safely as they yet might. The 
wind had not changed, and it did not change till the 1st 
of March i and the further delay thus caused gave time 
for charging the forts at the Dardanelles' withammuni
tion and men. For thirty miles' (reckoning the windings 
of the channel) the ships ran the gauntlet ,9f an incessant 
fire-and such a fire as was never ,seen before. Stone 

• balls, ,weighing 700 or' 800 Ibs., broke doW'll the 'masts, 
crushed in the decks, snapped the rigging, and amazed 
the hearts or the sailors. The hills smoked from end tq 
end, and the roar of the artillery rolled from side to side. 
In another week,' Sir J. Duckworth declared iii his dis-. 
patch, any return would have been iIDpossible. The news of 
this singular affair spread fast over Europe. Every body 
thought the expedition gallantly conceived, and miserably 
weak in its failure; while the conduct of the Turks was 
miserably weak till they were properly led, and al;lundantly 
gallant afterwards. Napoleon sent aid to the Porte-ex
perienced officers, and' promises of men, money, and 
ammunition,if required; -but there was no more forcing 
of the passage of the Dardanelles. The British and 
Russians blockaded the entrances of the Dardanelles and 
the Bosphorus, and so nearly starved Constantinople as to 
compel the Porte to try its skill in naval warfare, for the 
sake of obtaining supplies. The Turkish ships engaged 
the Russians, and were worsted. The relief of the Porte 
came at last through the peace which Alexander made 
,with Napoleon in the next autumn. The British did 
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nothing more than maintain the blockade, and bear the 
shame of their absurd failure as well as they could. A 
good deal of surprise was felt that Sir J. Duckworth did 
not ask for a court-martial, especially after the things that 
were said of him in parliament by Windham, Canning, 
and many others. But he did not; and the extraordinary 
pressure of other interests and incidents of the war oc
casioned his misdadventure to be passed over more rapidly, 
if not more easily,. than ,he had any right to expect. 
Beyond censures from a.ll sides in parliament, and in the 
records of the .time, he met with no retrlbution.-So 
ended the second of .the .. diversions" proposed under 
the Grenville Ministry. 

The third legacy of this kind that they left was a 
diversion on the side of·Egypt. 

For some time, a notion had been gaining ground, in 
the minds of English politicians,' that the Sultan would, 
some day soon, be giving Egypt to Napoleon, in return 
for the aid afforded to Constantinople, on the Danube, 
and elsewhere. Egypt was.in an nnhappy state. Mo
hammed Alee, the Viceroy, was at· feud with the Memlooks ; 
and the Arab inhabitants were made a prey of by both. 
The Grenville Ministry thought that a diversion in that 
direction would be of great servioe to Russia, and great 
injury to 'Napoleon; and they confidently reckoned on 

. being enthusia.sticallyreceived by the Arab inhabitants, 
and probably by the Memlooks also. In laying their 
plans, however, they strangely underrated the forces and 
the ability of Mohammed Alee; and they sent only 
between 4,000 and 5,000 ·men to .the mouth of the Nile, 
instead of an army large enough to cope with the able 
and warlike Pasha of Egypt, and his Albanian troops. 
The small British force was drafted from the troops in 
Sicily. It landed .without opposition on the 17th of 
March, supposing that Sir John Duckworth must by this 
time have conquered ·the Sultan, and that his province 
of Egypt would come very easily into our hands. No 
opposition WIl1l made to the landing of the troops, and 
Alexandria. capitulated immediately. Drily seven lives 
were lost on the British side. Within the city, however, 
no provisions were found; and just when the soldiers 
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were inquiring how they were to be fed, Sir J. Duck. 
worth arrived from the station at Tenedos, and told of the 
failure of his enterprise. Something must be done. No 
food remained on board the transports: and the Pasha's 
Albanians cut off all supplies from the Delta. The citizens 
of Alexandria bethought themselves of employing the 
invaders to get food for them, as well as for themselves, 
and instructed them that they must go along the coast, 
and. bring wh.at they· could find in the cities' there. 
General Fraser, the Commander, detached 1200 men from 
his small force, and sent them on this errand under 
General Wauchope.General Wauchope did not under· 
stand eastern cities,and Albanian methods of warfare. 
He forgot that the streets are the narrowest of alleys, and 
the houses, with their latticed windows and flat roofs, 
favourable for ambush. He marched strait to Rosetta 
and into the middle of it, being unaccountably confident 
that Rosetta would receive the British as' Alexandria had 
done. But the Albanians were there before him; and 
they had left one of the city gates wid~ open, for the 
march of the troops into their trap. Four hundred of 
them were shot down in the streets; and among them, 
General Wauchope himself. He was happier than White. 
locke and Duckworth in not surviving the disaster which 
he had provoked.. The remaining 800 men were'extricated 
and marched back to Alexandria, without having effected 
any thing. As soon as Sir J. Duckworth heard the news, 
he gave up his command to Rear·Admiral Louis' (who 
presently died), and sailed away for'EIi.gland~-Hpresently 
appeared that there were stores of food in Alexandria, if 
they could be got at; and that supplies'were perpetually 
coming in from the river: but General Fraser' seems to 
have relied strangely on the represenfationB'ofthe governor .. 
and to have followed his advice with an unaccountable 
confidence. Under his guidance, he tuI'iled again towards 
Rosetta, though the Pasha was using every hour in 
oollecting his· forces at Cairo. 2,500 men were sent to 
lay siege to Rosetta in regular form; and there they 
waited for aid from the Memlooks, which never came.. 
The Pasha's foroes arrived in a flotilla. of boats: one 
detachment of British was out off, and among the scattered. 
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remainder. there was great. slaughter. The survivors 
fought their way back again to Alexandria, where they 
reported a 1088 of from 1,000 to 1,200 men. Why the 
new administration did not send succours from Malta and 
Me88ina has often been asked; and it has been said, to 
their deep discredit if true, that they could do nothing in 
aid of an expedition which they disapproved. However 
this might be, General Fraser was discouraged from 
home, and hourly harassed by the enemy.-At the requisi
tion of the Pasha, the people of Alexandria cut off his 
supplies, and cut down his outposts. More and more of 
the enemy oame up as his little force dwindled away; 
and at last, on the appearance of a column which he was 
unable to encounter, he sent out a flag of truce, with an 
offer to evacuate Egypt on the restoration of the prisoners 
taken since the invasion. This was in August, 1807; and 
in September the last English soldier left the mouth of 
the lHle.-By this time, the Sultan had declared war 
against England, and had caused a seizure of all the 
British property in his dominions.-There was truly 
little to boast of in the achievements of British arms 
at the moment of the acoession of the Portland Ad
ministration. It was for them to. show whether they 
could retrieve the national credit, and check the now 
terrifio progress of Napoleon. As soon as Canning's 
mind began to be busy about his function, he consulted 
with the veteran diplomatist, Lord Malmesbnry; and the 
advice he received was to grant subsidies rather than 
loans; to offer a large subsidy to Austria, payable when 
she should have actually declared war against Napoleon; 
and to make every body abroad clearly understand that 
it was not the intention of the King of England to with
draw himself from the Continent while Napoleon con
tinued to ravage it. A1tfor the method of conducting the 
war, .. diversions" were still the prominent idea: but 
Lord Malmesbnry recommended that they should be near 
!tome; nearer even than Germany. It is with some 
Interest that "We find him, so early as March, 1807. 
men~oning the Isle of Walcheren as a good object of 
attainment; that'Walcheren whose name was to become a 
word of ~oa.thing and a4ame before three years were over. 
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In the preceding autumn, Napoleon was, as we have 
seen, at Berlin. There he sat triumphant, sending to 
Paris the Prussian standards, and the arms and other 
memorials of Frederick the Great,which it wrung the 
hearts of the Prussians to part with. Among the most 
wretched of them was their Queen, who had stimulated 
her husband to the war; and had appeared on the battle
field, encouraging the soldiers. Of Napoleon's many 
antipathies, Olle of the strongest was to women of energy 
and intelligence. He did not so. much despise as hate 
such women; and his insulting mention of the Queen of 
Prussia, on several occasions, drew upon him a rebuke 
and remonstrance from his own wife.. His reply was 
as low as were his feelings in regard to women; and he 
went on to treat the Queen of Prussia with insult or 
cajolery, as suited his mood or his convenience. As he 
had no chivalrous feelings, it was perhaps as well that 
he did not affect any.-It was from Berlin that he issued 
his celebrated decree against the English, by which he 
declared the British islands in. a state of blockade; ex
communicated the English, in all relations whatever; 
declared the persons of all English men and women 
captive, and their property confiscated, wherevm- either 
could be found; and threatened punishment to all persons, 
every where, who held any sort of intercourse with any 
of the British nation. This was the great Berlin. Decree 
which was proclaimed in Paris, and in all the ports of 
the northern seas that were under Frenoh influence, and 
which caused the arrest .of all the British, resident or 
visiting at those ports, the seizure of all their property, 
and the cancelling of all debts due to them.-It was from 
Berlin that he sent proposals of peace to the King of 
Prussia. The terms were so very hard that the poor 
King hesitated, and was disposed to try once more what 
he could do with the aid of Russia. Napoleon at once set 
about humbling the Russians, in order to the complete 
subjugation of Prussia. . Late as it was in the year, he 
set forth eastwards, and entered Warsaw (where he was 
favourably received) on the 19th of December, his army 
having preceded him by three weeks. His soldiers ex
pected to winter on the Vistula, and spread along its 
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eastern bank, from Warsaw to the sea, to "repose them
selves: but the Russians were not disposed. to allow this. 
Their General, Benningsen, attacked. the French General, 
Bernadotte, who forthwith attempted. to dra'Y the Russians 
into a position in which they could be attacked. by Napo
leon while engaged. with him. But Benningsen under
stood his business· too welL He retreated. towards the 
north-east, followed. step. by step by the French, whose 
forces had been recruited. by prodigious efforts. Conscripts, 
hardly trained for the field, were brought from Italy, and 
other remote dominions of France. British merchandize 
in Hamburg was released on, the payment of 700,0001.; 
and similar levies were made upon the other ports and 
large cities in the rear. Com,. wood, clothing (from 
Hamburg 50,000 great coats without delay) were re
quired, in addition to the money; and the whole Continent 
behind and Oll either hand groaned under the exactions of 
Napoleon. The conflict· which must result from such 
preparations was watched for by all the nations; though 
our George m. was at the moment too much engrossed 
by the dread of equalizing his own Catholic and Protestant 
soldiers to have much attention left for other things. It 
was in the midst of his consternation about the Grenville 
and Grey Catholio Relief Bill that the great battle of 
Eylau was fought: 

Eylau is a village, twenty. or more miles south of 
Konigsberg, in Eastern Prussia. There the Russians and 
Prussians drew together all the forces that the season and 
the French had left them; and the French mustered for 
a critical battle. The French had about 10,000 more 
men than the enemy; and about 120 less cannon. After 
some bloody skirmishing, by the light of burning houses, 
on the 7th of February, the two armies lay down amidst 
the sheeted snow, lighted. by the same watchfues; for 

. they were crowded within an extremely small space. 
Few could sleep: but Napoleon did. He was harassed 
with fatigue; and he slept through the night in a house 
at Eylau. Ifis position appeared perilous; but it was 
much more so the next day. There was a strong east 
wind, and a blinding snow; and as he stood by the 
churchYl!Xd, on a little .emin!;lnce, the Russians came up. 
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and almost trod him down before he perceived how nea~ 
they were. They were not fully aware what was within 
their grasp; and, delayed for a moment, if not daunted, 
by the bold face of his guard, and presently attacked on 
either hand, they- let their prize escape. The fate of 
Europe hung on that moment, and Napoleon's usual for
tune prevailed:. The check he then received was, how
ever, cOnsiderable. The battle during the whole day 
was a series' of extraordinary vicissitudes. Each party 
reasonably believed. itself victorious half a dozen times. 
It was the ·bloodiest and most desperately contested battle 
which had been fought since the rise of Napoleon. Even 
he, with his boasting habit of speech, hardly claimed the 
victory; and the funds fell at Paris, on the receipt of his 
bulletin. This was not perhaps so much on account of 
the issue of this particular battle as because the French 
people now discovered that the Russians were a for
midable enemy, and that the result of the campaign was 
not so assured beforehand as they had supposed. Each 
force retired; the Russians towards Konigsberg, and the 
French towards the Vistula. 

This was the last success of the Russians for the present. 
While both armies were receiving reinforcement, Napoleon 
sent Lefebvre to take Dantzig. The place held out eight 
weeks, and then capitulated, on the 26th of May, 180'1. 
He had so far admitted the importance of the check at 
Eylau as to propose peace immediately afterwards, in a 
very different tone from that which he had before used 
towards the unhappy King .of Prussia. The temptation 
to come to terms mu.st have been strong; but the King 
resisted it, at the desire of the Russians. All Europe 
presently knew this, and praiEled the King of Prussia; and 
looked for the issue of a wea.t ~y from Austria, and for 
important aid of men and money f):om England. On the 
whole, the destruction ,of Na-pOleon seems to have been 
really more probable at this nwment, than at any previous 
point of his career-more probable, certainly, than his 
extrication. But the hopes of so many nations were soon 
extinguished. It was the universal belief that 50,000 
men, sent from England to tha mouth of the Elba, would 
now have ended the war. Napoleon was ordering the 
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third conscription within seven months, and. the heart of 
France was sinking within her; while Austria would 
with alacrity have brought up her forces from Bohemia, 
to invest the Elbe, in Napoleon's rear. But Lord 
Howick's reply to the request of the friendly Powers 
was (on the lOth of March), "Doubtless the spring is 
the most favourable period for military operations: but at 
the present juncture the allies must not look for any 
considerable land force from Great Britain." A subsidy 
of 500,000l. was granted; but no troops went forth before 
July; and then they were only 8,000; and they were 
sent where they could do little good. 'l'he early summer 
showed how disastrous were the consequences of thus 
letting that critical spring pass away unused. 

Napoleon took the field again in June, with recruited. 
for~uipped in Yorkshire cloth, whether he knew 
it or not; for his requisitions were so hasty that the 
Hamburghers were obliged to brave the penalty of death., 
and import English goods for tJJ.e making np of the tens 
of thousands of ga~ents demanded. He must conquer: 
he knew it, and he said it. As Metternich observed, he 
might win many battles without destroying his enemies, 
but he could not lose one witAout destroying himself. 
As Austria waited for England, and England was not 
stirring, every advantage was given to Napoleon, and he 
won. On the 14th of June, the anniversary of the battle 
of l[arengo, he totally defeated the Russians at Friedland, 
a few miles from Eylau. It was a complete wreck of the 
cause of the allies. The Russians showed all the military 
qualities which had made them respected at Eylau; but 
they had to pass a river in the presence of an enemy 
double· their own number. They did not surrender. 
They preferred perishing; and they were drowned and 
slaughtered in crowds. Deep were the curses then 
vented upon English parsimony and dilatoriness. After 
taking a high tone among the allies, she withheld aid at 
the moment when there could scarcely be a. doubt that it 
would have availed to prostrate Napoleon. Russia, as we 
shall see, forsook her; and some words 'attributed to the 
Crown Prince of Denmark soon after showed how the 
alliance of England was regarded after that unfortunate 
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"pring. .. You offer us your alliance," said the Prince, 
"but we know what it is worth. Your allies, who have 
been vainl! expecting your succours for a whole year, 
have taught us what is the worth of English friendship." 
Thoughtful historians; a,nd statesmen of a new generation, 
have recorded their belief that this failure in fidelity and 
energy at the close of the Grenville Administration was 
paid for by the whole ;E'eninsullU' War-by another seven 
years of struggle with Napoleon. and the addition of 
JOO,OOO,OOOl. to our national debt. Even the muskets 
promised, imd for- want of whieh.: a large body of the 
:Russian troops remained unarme.d; did not arrive till 
Alexander had made peace with the conqueror. 

It was observed during these recent campaigns, that 
Napoleon did not follow up his victories as in his earlier 
days. On the present occasion, .the difficulties of the 
ground were such. and the loss of hope and heart among 
:the beaten troops sO" great, that he might ha.ve annihilated 
the Russian army in: its ret:.;:eat behind the Pregel, if he 
JJ.~d followed it. But he did not. He let his foes flounder 
through swamps, and run .over each other in the appre
hension that he was behind them, while he sat still. '!'he 
fact was, his own. position was very precarious. Fifty 
:thousand of his soldiers were in hospital, sick or wounded i 
his new levies.were hardly trained for their work; his 
,army would fall to pieces if he left the spot; yet he knew 
:that he was much wanted at Paris, where the belief of his 
invinoibility was by n9 means what it had been, and 
where the people, not having seen him for nearly a year, 
were becoming discouraged and angry·at·the slaughter of 
the young men of the nation, and the ever-inoreasing 
:weight of the taxes. Napoleon was, in the midst of his 
glory, distressed on every side; and timely vigour, union 
and oourage among the allies might soon have retrieved 
the reoent disasters. But the weak Alexander did not 
/lecond his brave generals, and his wh91e desire was for 
peaoe. How he made it will never' be forgotten whilQ 
Jristory is read. 

On the 16th of June, two days after the battle of 
Friedland, Napoleon was in Konigsberg. The Niemen 
formed the Russian frontier;. and thither Alexander's 
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forces were retreating, in the direction of TiIsit. On the 
morning of the 19th, the allied armies began to pass the 
bridge at TiIsit; and for forty hours the un'broken line 
stretched over it. When all were on the Russian side, the 
bridge was destroyed. Alexander did not mean that his 
IOldiers should pass it again. He had not entered into 
the war on his own account so much as for the objects 
of Austria and England: in which, however, the peace of 
Europe was involved. England had failed in her engage
ments; Austria was timid and ~passive; and he did not 
consider himself obliged to sustain alone the burden of 
supporting unfortunate Prussia. If this had been all, there 
would have been no reasonable ground for censuring him 
for making peace at'l'iIsit. But in the process, he violated 
solemn engagements, recently made, manifested a profligate 
selfishness and cruel treachery which appear more shocking 
and amazing as time rolls on 

It was on the preceding 1st of April that he had met 
his beloved brother of PruBBia and the Queen at Memel, 
to mourn over the tyranny of Napoleon, and concert mea.
sures for withstanding it. The sovereigns sprang into 
each other's arms; their eyes were full of tears, and· they 
could not speak. They walked hand in hand, and at times 
Alexander threw his arm over his friend's neck. The 
meeting with the spirited Queen was even more affecting 
-with kissing of hands and cheeks, tears, and sympathy. 
If there had been any voice to whisper how matters 
would be before June was out, who would have believed 
it ?-Several weeks later, quite at the end of May, Alex
ander said, in Ills reply to that letter which Mr. Canning 
induced George III. to write, that "There was no salva.
tion to himself or to Europe but by eternal resistance to 
Bonaparte;" yet, within four short weeks, where was he, 
and what was he doing? 

It is not agreed which of the Emperors first proposed 
peace. Each afterwards declared that it was the other. 
But circumstances seem to confirm the word of Napoleon. 
for once. Now; one of the articles of agreement between. 
RUBBia and Prussia was that neither should make peace 
without the other. Thus, the mere negotiation for a 
seperate PI,l&Ce was a breach of faith, to begin with. Before 

T 
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tliey met, the Emperors, who abode on opposite sides of 
the Niemen, agreed upon an armistice which showed both 
that their objects were few and simple. Napoleon wished 
to ruin England, and had to ask of Russia merely to shut 
her ports against British ships, and excommunicate the 
English people. Alexander had simply to ask Napoleon 
to let Poland alone, and to desert Turkey. When the 
nature of their respective needs was ascertained, they 
agreed to meet, and hold a private consultation on the 
affairs of Europe, 'which they could settle as they pleased. 
Alexander went to this conference, full of resentment 
against England, vanity at being placed, hand in hand 
with the great conqueror, at the summit of European 
aestinies, and having apparently no thought or care for 
the insulted and despoiled brother of Prussia to whom he 
was so lately vowing sympathy and protection. 

As if the conference was to be too shameful to be over
heard, it was to take place in the middle of the river. A 
large raft, with a wooden house upon it, splendidly 
adorned, and canopied with the eagles of France and 
Russia, was moored in mid stream, where it glittered in the 
sun of June., Here the two Emperors were to be entirely 
alone. Another raft, at some distance, was destined for 
their respective suites, who might be forswearing enmity 
while their sovereigns were conspiring against the liber
ties of Europe. On the 25th, the river banks were lined 
with the Imperial Guard of both monarchs, in a triple 
TOW, and the thunder of the cannon waited for the meet
ing of the potentates. A boat under each bank received 
the Emperors who stepped on board at the same moment, 
followed each by a few officers. They were to land on 
opposite sides of the raft, and enter the house by opposite 
doors. Napoleon's rowers landed him first; and he has
tened through his own door, to open that by which Alex
ander was to enter. The first words were spoken by 
Alexander, who said, " I hate the English as much as you 
do, and am ready to second you in all your enterprises 

, agll.inst them." "In that case," replied Napoleon, "every
thing will be easily arranged, and peace is already made." 
-Everything was eaSily arrang~d-even in two hours. 

When the business of framing the treaty had to be 
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done, they made a show of joining Prussia in the compact, 
calling in on het behalf the man who was strongly sus
pected of delivering up Dantzig by treachery, and who 
was certainly a mere man of straw OD: the pl'esent occasion, 
-General Kalkreuther. Talleyrand was Napoleon's agent. 
When the beaty was all ready for signature, Napoleon 
invited to dinner the Queen f)f Prussia whom he had re
peatedly insulted in his bulletins; and then declared 
himself to be so fascinated by her spirit and grace that he 
desired Talleyrand te get the treaty signed after dinner 
without her knowledge; lest he should be won over to 
alter its provisions in favouJP of Prussia. He afterwards 
admitted the difficulty he had in withstanding-not so 
much the loud cry for" Justice I justice I" with which she 
greeted him at first, as the ability and reasoning power 
with which she led and sustained conversation on the 
politics of Europe. Her emotion when she heard of the 
signature of the treaty was a mournful spectacle: and 
not less must it have been so to- see her husband in the 
daily rides with the Emperors which he thought it right 
to submit to, but which his soldiers could ill bear to wit-. 
ness. The sovereigns were now all living in TilBit. 
Napoleon sent Alexander the furniture of his houslr-even 
his own bed-French dinners daily-and every luxury he 
could think of. '1'hey were together all the morning on 
business, and dined together every evening. When they 
rode, the King of Prussia was on one hand of Napoleon, 
and Alexander on the other; but the Emperors were always 
conversing earnestly and riding fast, and the King could 
not keep up with them. It was not till the ceremony of 
dismounting had to be gone through that they remem~ 
bered him; and then they waited while he rode up 
alone, in the sight of all the people. Alexander might 
have wished never to see again the ally whom he had 
betrayed. 
U~der this treaty, Alexander accepted a portion of the 

dommi,?ns of tha,t'ally, in Polish Prussia; reconciling him
self to It by giving it the name of a compensation for the 
expenses of the war. The King of Prussia was deprived 
of all his territory between the Rhine and the Elbe; but 
Silesia wall, restored to him, with the greater part of his 

T 2 
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German dominions on the right bank of the Elbe. Even 
this restitution was embittered by its being made as a 
mark of the Emperor's regard for his .. brother" Alex
ander. Out of the same regard, Napoleon deserted both 
Poland and Turkey, without remorse. To return the obli
gations, Alexander promised to take in hand the sturdy 
Sweden which stood 'out vigorously against Napoleon; 
recognized the new kingdom of Westphalia, and Jerome 
Bonaparte 'as its king; and also the royalty of two other 
brothers of Napoleon, who were made Kings of Naples and 
Holland: The whole of the south of Europe was acknow
ledged. to be Napoleon's, and both Emperors were ,to 
damage Great Britain, in every possible way. The King 
of Prussia was to reduce his troops to 40,000 men; and to 
pay about 6,OOO,000l. to France, submitting to the occupa
tion of Berlin and his chief fortresses by French troops at 
the expense of Prussa, till the debt should be discharged. 
This debt was in addition to the charges for the war, 
which amounted to above 20,OOO,000l. The annual revenue 
of Prussia was only 3,000,0001.; so that it was clear that 
she could never free herself from the French garrisons 
which held the virtual control of the country. The pro
clamation in which he released from their allegiance the 
inhabitants of his lost provinces is one of the most affect
ing documents in history-full of the dignity of patient 
misfortune. We should like to know whether, amidst 
the dazzling blaze of Napoleon's favour, Alexander found 
eyes to read it. If he did, he could have little enjoyed 
his new honours that day. 

In giving the history of this Treaty of Tilsit, we have 
been nanating what. deeply concerned the interests, if not 
the very existence, of the British nation. There were 
Secret Articles in this Treaty of Tilsit, in which England 
had a vital interest. These secret articles are not to be 
found in any collection of State Papers; but Napoleon's 
diplomatists have given a sufficient account of them to 
enable us to speak of them with assurance. Napoleon 
would not part with Constantinople; but he not only 
gave up Turkey as a whole to be dealt with as Alexander 
pleased, but agreed to unite his efforts with Alexander to 
wrest from the Porte all its provinces but Roumelia, if 
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within three months she had not made term! satisfactory 
to Alexander. In requital for this, if England did not 
before the lst of November make terms satisfactory to 
Napoleon, on the requisition of Russia, the two Emperors 
were to require of Sweden, Denmark, and Portugal, to 
close their ports against the English, and were to unite 
their forces in war against Great Britain, by sea and land. 
Spain was to be compelled to remain at war with England 
also: and, by a yet more secret set of articles, known to 
the two Emperors alone, it was agreed, amidst a plan of 
complete spoliation of Europe, with portions of Asia and 
Africa, for their aggrandizement, that Spain and Portugal 
should become the dominions of Napoleon under the 
government of princes of his family.-A striking proof of 
the complete prostration of Alexander's judgment at thiFi 
time is that he, without objection, left to Napoleon the 
framing of these secret articles, after their parting. The 
articles were merely sketched at Tilsit-drawn out after
wards at Paris nnder Napoleon's dictation, transmitted 
rapidly to St. Petersburgh, and signed by Alexander as a 
matter of course. Napoleon went home (where he arrived 
in August) to contract the French Constitution and 
diminish the liberties of the people: and Alexander re
paired to his capital, where he instructed his minister to 
deny that there were any secret articles in the Treaty of 
Tilsit in any way injurious to England. The rulers of 
England, with the animating soul of Canning in the 
midst of them, were meantime not idle. 

In the month of May, the Duke of Portland had had an 
audience of the Prince of Wales at Carlton House, at 
which he had heard a piece of news from the Prince, 
which it deeply concerned him, as Prime Minister, to 
know. The Prince Regent of Portugal had sent secret 
information that Napoleon wanted to invade our shores 
with the Portuguese and Danish fleets. The Portuguese 
had been refused. It was for us to see to the Danish. 
Mr. Canning lost no time in, seeing to it: and while the 
Emperors were' consulting at Tilsit, he was actively 
engaged in disabling Denmark from injuring us. When 
he had confidential information of the secret articles of 
the Tilsit, Treaty, his proceedings were hastened, and 
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they were made as peremptory as the occasion required. 
He endured great blame, for a long time, on account of 
this peremptoriness; and he could not justify himself, 
because the government were pledged to secrecy. The 
highest principle, the most acknowledged honour, and the 
best oratory of parliament and the country, were against 
him; the Grenvilles and Greys-the Homers and Romillys 
-the best part of the press and the public were against 
him, and spo,ke in the confidence of the plainest and most 
straightforward morality; yet there is now-and there 
has been, ever since the facts were revealed-an universal 
agreement that he was right; that he did only what was 
necessary; and that it was done in the best manner. 

Mr. Jackson, who had .been for some years our Envoy 
at the Court of Berlin, was sent to Kiel, to require of the 
Crown Prince (then at Kiel), who was known to be under 
intimidation by Napoleon, that the Danish navy should 
be delivered over to England, to be taken care of in 
British ports, and restored at the end of the war. The 
Crown Prince refused, with the indignation which was to 
be expected. His position was an extremely hard one; 
and our King showed his sense of this by the mot which 
he uttered to Mr. Jackson on his return, and which he 
liked to tell •. He abruptly asked Mr. Jackson whether 
the Prince was upstairs or down, when he received the 
British Envoy. "He was on the ground floor, please 
your Majesty." " I am glad of it, for your sake," replied 
the King; "for if he 'had half my spirit, he would certainly 
have kicked you down stairs." The King consented with 
extreme reluctance to our interfering with Denmark at 
all: but when once convinced that Denmark was under 
coercion, Qnd must obey the strongest power of the two 
that were acting upon her, he agreed to the measure that 
self-defence required from his government, and supported 
the ministers in what they had to do. 

Mr. Jackson had been escorted, when he went forth on 
his mission, by twenty ships of the line, forty frigates 
and other assistant vessels, and a fleet of transports, con
veying 27,000 land troops. Admiral Gambier commanded 
the naval, and Lord Cathcart the military, expedition. 
These forces had been got ready within a month, with 
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great ability, and under perfect secrecy; and before the 
final orders were given, ministers had such information of 
the secret articles of the Treaty of Tilsit as left them no 
hesitation whatever about seizing the Danish fleet, if it 
was not lent quiety. Denmark held the keys of the 
Baltic. Napoleon's soldiery was ready to pour into her 
territory at one word from him; her fleets and stores 
were precisely what he wanted for his attacks on Eng
land: and it was distinctly known that he was imme
diately about to use them. In securing the Danish fleet, 
we were taking it from Napoleon, in fact; and for the 
purpose of self-preservation. When, therefore, Mr. Jack
son was indignantly dismissed by the Crown Prince, no 
time was to be lost in seizing the fleet.-The Prince sent 
a messenger with all speed to Copenhagen to command 
that the place should be put in the best possible state of 
defence. The messenger arrived on the 10th of August, 
in the evening; and great was the consternation in the 
city, for there was hardly a gun on the ramparts, and the 
armed troops were quite insufficient for the crisis. The 
Prince came from Kiel, the next day, to give his orders in 
person. He was attended only by his court officers, and 
was therefore allowed to pass through the British fleet. 
Mr. Jackson followed him, to make one more effort for a. 
peaceable agreement; and it was then that the Prince 
made, that declaration about the value of the English 
alliance which has before been quoted. The next day, he 
retired into Jutland. Contrary winds detained the 
English ships for three days more; and those three days 
were diligenty nsed by the Danes. One piece of prepara
tion sounds now very strange and very dreadful. A 
plank, or part of one, was removed from every ship and 
replaced by a piece of thin deal so painted or smeared as 
to look like the adjoining planks. The first heavy wave 
would have driven it in, and sunk the ship. The sinking 
of that fleet, with our sailors on board, would have been 
such a spectacle as the world never saw: but the device 
was discovere{\. in time.-On the 15th, the forces were 
landed at Wedbeck, for their march upon Copenhagen. 
and the fleet worked up before the city. Once more, an. 
attempt wall made to avoid extremities. The commanders 
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issued a proclamation to the Danish people, declaring the 
cause of their appearance, and offering to withdraw in 
peace, if the Heet was delivered up as a deposit, to be 
restored uninjured at the close of the war. If it was not 
so delivered, it must be taken; and Denmark must be 
responsible for the consequences. The Crown Prince re
plied by a proclamation, amounting to a declaration of war. 
He ordered the seizure of all British vessels and property. 

And now the affair was decided. There could be no 
doubt as to what the end must be-8o vast a force being 
sent without notice, in a time of peace between the two 
countries, against an unprepared city. By the 1st of Sep
tember, however, Stralsund was occupied by the French; 
and part of the British force was detached to watch them; 
and this proved that it would have been fatal to lose time. 
By the 8th of September, all was over: the Danish navy 
and arsenal were surrendered. One fourth of the buildings 
of the city were by that time destroyed; and in one street, 
500 persons were killed by the bombardment. One resident, 
whose house was near the walls, left his military service 
for a moment, to remove his three daughters to a place 
of greater safety. All the three were killed by the burst
ing of a shell; and in the same night his only son fell by 
his side, while both were fighting on the walls. The next. 
day, when the British were passing through the street, 
the old man pointed to the bodies of his ohildren, and fell 
dead beside them. Many were the hearts so broken during 
the four days of the bombardment; and we find an Eldon 
as much moved as a Wilberforce at the details of the in
tolerable calamitiesinfiicted while the oity was like an 
inhabited volcano. We find Arthur Wellesley leading 
the negotiation, on the part of the British, for the sur
render of the Heet. He had left his oivil post as Chief 
Secretary for Ireland (to which he presently returned) to 
command the reserve at the siege of Copenhagen, where 
he was the victor in some outlying conflicts. He was sent 
for to negotiate the oapitulation, and" having insisted on 
proceeding immediately to business," as was his wont, the 
terms were drawn up in the night between the 6th and 
7th, and signed the next day; so that the entry of the 
British into Copenhagen took place on the 8th. The 
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promptitude of spirit of Sir Arthur Wellesley and his coad
jutors, Sir Home Popham and Lieut.-Gen. Murray, did not 
altogether suit the views of the government at home. 1 
It W68 believed that some dissatisfaction was felt at the 
agreement to evacuate Zealand 68 soon 68 the Danish :fleet 
could be removed; and also at the omission to secure the 
vessela and stores remaining in the merchants' docks, in 
consequence of which a line of shipping was actually 
drawn up before Copenhagen, in view of the last of our 
rleet, when departing. But the terms included and secured 
all the avowed objects of the expedition. Efforts were 
made to conciliate the· Danes, after all was over; but, as 
was very natural, in vain. Notice was e-,'en given by them 
that British :flags of truce must not be sent within gun-shot 
range. For many months, the emotions of rage and horror 
which swelled in the hearts of all Danes continued to 
spread over the world. On the 28th of the next January, 
the :flame of war caught the establishments on the banks of 
the Hooghly. It was the birthday of the King of Denmark : 
and the residents at the Danish factory in Bengal had in
vited the English, as usual, to a festival in honour of the 
day. At six in the morning, the aged chief agent, speech
less with horror, shewed a countryman the British :flag 
:flying from their own staff. Every Danish ship was 
seized, and the British, who were to have been guests, 
were masters of the Factory. The youngest Danes pre
sent have felt that day to be the most intolerable of their 
lives: 

.Almost as soon 611 the news of the achievement reached 
England, the victors brought the Danish :fleet into Ports
mouth harbour. One of the most painful features of the 
case is the confiscation which ensued, because the sur
render was not made quietly. At the moment of the 
attack, there were Danish merchantmen in our waters, 
with cargoes worth 2,000,0001. These we took possession of; 
and, of course, of the navy which we had carried off. Lord 
Sidmouth and others moved in parliament for such custody 
of the ships being ordered as mould enable us to restore 
them in good condition at the end of the war: but the 
answer was that, those terms having been refused, the 
ships were oura on the ground preferred by the Danes 
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themselves, This was true; but it was .one of those 
truths by which Napoleon's crimes put all honourable 
and humane minds to the torture. It is with a painful 
sense of something like constructive hypoClisy that we 
read now of the efforts which the kind-hearted men of the 
time made to get rid of the moral pains of the occasion. 
Wilberforce rejoices in. Admiral Gambier's description of 
the glory and our own 'safety to Providence; is consoled 
at the hope that the chief injury to Copenhagen was done, 
not by bomb's, but by rockets, which set the houses on fire 
without killing the inhabitants; (Congreve was there, 
making trial .of his new· invention:) and labollrs at a 
subscription for the relief ofthe Danes of the capital; and 
strives to persuade his friends that they should raise, out 
of their private means, the amount of the soldiers' and 
sailors' prize money, that the Danish ships might be 
eventually restored. It would not do. The affair could 
.not be deprived of its character of a desperate and ex
asperating calamity, for which Napoleon was answerable. 

With the next session began Mr. Canning's trial of 
temper and courage about this business. He bore it well. 
The occasion was great, and he trusted that time would 
justify him. . It was well, perhaps, that he did not know 
how long the time would be. The Royal Speech declared 
that government was apprised of an intention to assail us 
with the Heets of Denmark and Portugal. The Opposition 
did not believe it. Mr. Canning declared that the plan 
was arranged in accordance with secret articles ill the 
Treaty of 'l'ilsit. The Opposition did not believe it, and 
pressed for proof. He had none to produce; nor could he 
declare his authority. His bare word was opposed to the 
denials of France and Russia. When he read extracts 
from official papers, instead of giving the whole, resolu
tions of grave censure were moved against him by Mr. 
Adam; and Mr. Canning withdrew from the House during 
the vote upon them. Only 66 voted with Mr. Adam, and 
168 against his resolutions. But not the less did Mr. 
Canning's bare word stand against the denials of the 
Tilsit conspirators. He declared his intention of keeping 
his secret through any censures that the speeches in 
parliament. might excite against the Ministry in the 
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country; and when he said this, he knew tha.t many 
honest and sensible men believed that the Ministers had 
acted in panie, and that there were no secret articles 
whatever appended to the Treaty of Tilsit. When many 
of the leading men of that time were dead, and when 
Canning himself had but a. year or two more to number, 
his justification arose from an unexpected quarter. The 
• Memoirs of FouchS' were published in Paris in 1824; 
and they contained a. passage which Canning must have 
read with a singular mixture of feelings. "About that 
time it was," says Fou.chS, or the scribe instructed by 
him. "that we learned the success of the attack UPOIl 

Copenhagen by the English, which was the :first derange
ment of the secret stipulations of Tilsit, by virtue of 
which the Danish fleet was to be placed at the disposal of 
France. Since the death of Paul L, I never .saw Napo
leon give himself up to such violent transports.of passion. 
That which astounded him most in that vigorous enter
prise was the promptitude with which the English 
Ministry took their resolution." He was disposed ta 
suspect Talleyrand of treachery. Bl).t there had not been 
time far Talleyrand to give the information; and Napo.
leon had now to learn that thll British Cabinet had ceased 
to be destitute of all sagacity and vigour about foreign 
aft'airs.-The publication of this passage settled the matter 
of the accuracy of the information on which Ministers pro.
ceeded; and the speculation that remained among the 
elderly men whose minds were carried back to 1807 was 
how Canning came to know the facts. After nearly 
another score of years, the publication of the Malmesbury 
Diaries inforpled the world that it was the Prince Regent 
of Portugal who gave the warning to the Prince of Wales. 
-Lest we should treat the Portuguese navy as we had 
treated the Danish, Napoleon detained it in the ports of 
France. 

The amazement of Alexander, when the news reached 
him, was scarcely less than that of his new ally. He 
ordered his Minister to demand in strong terms of the 
British Ambassador what it meant. The Ambassador, 
Lord G. Leveson, had received no inst;ructions upon the 
case; but he said, on. the spur of th,e moment, the best 
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thing' he could have said-the truth, in the shortest 
phrase. His reply was "self-preservation." Alexander 
was uneasy in mind. His people were discontented 
with his transaction at Tilsit: the English fleet was 
riding in the Baltic, and might at any moment attack his 
Finnish possessions; and England had just proved that 
she :Was not so apathetic as she had compelled him to 
think her. His Minister, Budberg, became suddenly kind 
to the English Ambassador, and confiding, after having 
shown great 'haughtiness and reserve. He whispered his 
private opinion that the Peace of Tilsit could not last: 
that it was agreed upon to gain breathing time; and that 
very soon, Russia, Austria, and England, must be again in 
alliance. The Russian people were, in fact, as well~ 
disposed towards us at that time as ever; and it was this 
consideration which at once made Alexander court our 
Minister, and inclined our Ambassador not to use the 
power, by this time confided to him from home, of 
summoning a large amount of naval force to invade the 
ports of Russia. It was very well that Lord G. Leveson 
declined instigating a violence which could have done no 
real good:. but, as soon as the British fleet had left the 
Baltic, the Emperor and his Minister grew cold; and in 
October, Russia. declared war against England, in a. 
manner so little calm and reasonable as to compel the 
conclusion that Alexander was under the orders of Napo
leon, and dared not disobey. The ground assigned was 
the rejection by England of Alexander's mediation with 
Napoleon: but none could have known better than Alex
ander that such mediation was out of the question till he 
should' choose to afford to the English government as full 
a knowledge of all the provisions of the Treaty of Tilsit 
as was possessed by the other party to the quarrel which 
he was to settle. This he incessantly refused. His 
Minister, as we have seen, spoke slightingly of the 
Treaty; but this did not divert the British government 
from its demands; and the importance of the Treaty to 
Alexander was proved by the necessity it laid him under 
of declaring war against Great Britain by proclamation on 
the 31st of October ensuing. 

The only potentate now etanding aut against the con-
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queror was the brave, high-minded, but eccentric and 
rash Kin~ of Sweden. In the spring of thill year, he was 
holding m blockade the principal portll of the Baltic, 
thou~h an armistice had been agreed upon between him
self (now commanding his troops in Pomerania) and the 
French Marshal Brune. They met, on the 4th of June, 
to confer on what was the real duration of the armistice; 
and the young King embarrassed the Marshal extremely 
by appealing to hill intellect, his conscience, and his 
heart, on behalf of the Bourbons-Louis XVIII. and lIome 
of his family being at that time the. guelltll of Sweden. 
Thill IItrange conference presently found its way, under 
royal sanction, into the newspapers, to the great dis
comfort, no doubt, of Marshal Brune. The King held 
Stralsund, and was still fortifying the island of Riigen, 
where 8,000 Britillh troops were sent to his aid, while our 
Copenhagen expedition was preparing and setting forth; 
but, before the English had accomplished the enterprise, 
he was obliged to relinquish Stralsund. He destroyed 
all the cannon and magazines, however, and stole out 
without noille, leaving an unprofitable conquellt to Mar
shal Brune. Yet, all has been mentioned, it was necessary 
for the British to detach a portion of their force to watch, 
the French in that direction. The relit of the story of 
Sweden, in that IItruggle, is soon told.-In the beginning 
of the next year, the Swedes might have made peace with 
both France and Russia; but the King and his people 
were alike resolved not to agree to such a pacification as 
would make them accomplicell in the subjugation of 
Europe'; they declared for war, and endured' bravely 
many of its worst inflictions. Russia plotted for the 
deposition of the King, suBpecting that it waB his chival
rOUB IIpirit that sustained that of the nation: but his 
people were faithful to him, except in the instance of, 
the surrender of one fortreBB and flotilla by treachery. 
RUBsia wall too powerful, however; and in November, 
1808, Finland was virtually given up to Alexander; and 
Sw~en was' thus deprived 'of her great granary, and 
destmed to ruin. England had of late aided her vigour
oUllly, driving the Russian navy into port, and blockading 
them t~ere; and sending -t3ir John Moore, with 10,000 
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men, in May, when France, Russia, and Denmark, were 
all advancing to crush the gallant Swedes. Sir John 
Moore found the King in what he thought a very wild 
state of mind, proposing conquests, when he had not 
forces enough for defensive operations. All agreement in 
their views was found to be impossible: the King re
sented the Englishman's caution; Sir John Moore thought 
the King so nearly mad that he made off in disguise from 
Stockholm, and brought back his troops, which had never 
been landed: The unhappy Bourbons now found them
selves unsafe in Sweden: and in August, Louis XVII!., 
with the Queen and the Duchess d' Angouleme, landed in 
England-:-the last station of their wanderings, before 
their restOration to France. From that time, they lived 
quietly at Hartwell. There was now no other country in 
Europe which could afford them a. secure asylum from 
their foe. 

After the relinquishment of Finland, the Swedish people 
found they could endure no more. Besides Finland, they 
had lost Pomerania: they were reduced to want; they 
were thinned by pestilence as well as by war; but the 
King's ruling idea was to continue the conflict to the last. 
Notwithstanding the armistice, he intended to renew the 
struggle at the fust possible moment. As the only way 
to preserve their existence, :his subjects gently deposed 
him, and put the administration of affairs into the hands 
of his aged uncle, the Duke of Sudermania. The poor 
King was arrested on the 13th of March 1809, as he was 
setting out for his country seat. He drew his sword, but 
was immediately restrained, and placed in imprisonment, 
for a short time. His uncle, at first called Regent, was 
soon made king. He declared his intention of remaining 
faithful to Sweden's excellent ally, Great Britain; and for 
a time, he sustained the assaults of Russia. But it could 
not be for long. Peace was made with Russia in Sep
tember 1809, and with France in the following January. 
Pomerania was restored to Sweden, but not Finland; and 
she had to make great sacrifices. Perhaps the most pain
ful was her good understanding with Great Britain. She 
was compelled to bear her part in the Continental System 
of Napoleon, and to shut her ports against all communica.-
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tion with England. Thus were we deprived of the last 
of our allies in the north of Europe i and we found our
selves standing out alone against the whole power of the 
Continent. 

After the peace of Tilsit, Napoleon turned himself to 
the southern ally of Great Britain, to injure and humble 
the English in that direction. He detained the Portu
suese ships which were in his power, in order to prevent 
(as has been said) their being seized like the Danish 
navy: and he required of the Prince Regent of Portugal 
three things which the Prince waft ill no condition to re
fuse i-that he should shu1l hill ports against the English; 
that he should detain all Englishmen residing in Portugal, 
and that he should confiscate all the English property in 

, Portugal. He must do this immediately, under penalty 
of invasion. The Prince agreed to the first, but remon
strated about the two others, as contrary to all principles 
of law, and all obligations of treaties. He knew that 
remonstrance was of no avail; but he gained time by it. 
He prepared for removal to Brazil, and gave notice to the 
English to sell their property and depart. It was not till 
he believed that they had done this pretty completely, 
and exported their property, in one form or another, that 
he shut his ports. In answer to the Emperor's insolent 
prohibition to him to go to Brazil, he said -that would 
depend on the conduct of France towards Portugal. On 
the first movement towards the invasion of their country, 
the royal family would Bail for Brazil. 

There was no surprise to England in these proceedings. 
Mr. Fox's negotiators had discovered at Paris in July 
1806, that Napoleon intended to take Portugal from the 
Braganza family, and divide and bestow it for his own 
eonvenience: and for some time past an army under 
Junot had been gathering at the foot of the Pyrenees, the 
de~~tion of which was understood to be Portugal. The 
spmts of the Portuguese had long been ~sustained only by 
~ritish encouragement, and the presence of English ships 
m the Tague. lt was well known, at the same time, that 
Nap?loon was promising to give away this and that 
portion of the Spanish territories, without the ceremony 
of,asking leave of his ally, the King of Spain; and the 
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sUbjugation {)f the whole Peninsula was certainly ex
pected, after the summer of 1806. '1'he Prussian business 
delayed proceedings: but now that it was settled, it was 
clear that the Peninsular scheme was to be resumed. By 
the end of August, when the English were engaged 
before Copenhagen, Junot's army under the Pyrenees 
amounted to 25,000 foot, and 3,000 horse. On the 17th of 
October, Junot received his orders from the Emperor; and 
on the 19th. his forces crossed the Bidassoa, thus giving 
notice that the war against the Peninsula. was begun. 

There ;were two parties at the Court of Spain at this 
time, the position of which it is necessary to glance at, in 
order to understand the nature of the struggle betwem 
Great Britain and Napoleon in the Peninsula during the 
course of years now to be entered upon. The King of 
'Spain, Charles IV., was indolent, bookish, and fond of the 
pursuits of private life; and therefore very glad to let 
his 'queen manage state affairs. She was a. spirited, but 
an abandoned woman ; the mistress of a man whom she 
had raised from a low station. . This man, Godoy, now 
held the high rank of Prince of the Peace, and found 
every thing that he desired so easy to obtain that his 
desires had by this time extended to the crown itself. 
He had arrived at wishing to be the founder of a new 
dynasty. This man, and the KiI;tg and Queen with their 
creatures, were one party. The other was, as usual, that 
of the Heir Apparent. The Prince of Asturias--since the 
well~known Ferdinand the VII.-was now twenty-four 
years of age, and a widower, after a marriage of four 
years' duration with a princess of the Neapolitan family. 
The Prince was surrounded by the agents of Godoy ; but 
he had two adherents who were hostile to Godoy. The 
one was the Count Alvarez, too virtuous to stand his 
ground in such a Court; and a priest, the Canon Escoiquiz, 
who had obtained a complete ascendancy over the Prince. 
and managed all his affairs. The deceased Princess had 
hated, and effectually counteracted, Godoy. Now that 
she was gone, Godoy's aim was to get rid of the Prince's 
a.dvisers, and marry him to the sister of his own wife, a I 

niece of the King. The Prince had just escaped from , 
this scheme, and resumed confidential intercourse with I 
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his favourite priest, when Napoleon stepped in to manage 
these family affairs, in 1807. He contrived that, by 
October, Ferdinand should write to him an earnest per
mission to be allowed to marry a princess of the family of 
Bonaparte. Already, however, by the time it arrived, 
Napoleon'. views had become extended. He was negoti
ating with an agent of Godoy's party, about measures 
which he thought would enable him to take Spain alto
gether from the Bourbons, and give it to a subservient 
member of his own family; and he therefore sent no 
answer whatever to Ferdinand's letter. According to the 
new negotiation, Portugal was to be divided; and the 
southern part was to be given, as a Principality, to Godoy. 
The northern part was to be delivered over to the King 
of Etruria, in exchange for Tuscany; which. Napoleon' 
himself was to appropriate. The Emperor bound himself 
to preserve Spain to Charles; but it is clearly known 
that he· at the moment intended to dethrone Charles. 
Long before this, promises had ceased to cost him any 
thing. The contracting parties were to lose no time in 
carrying out their scheme. Junot's army was immlr 
diately to march across Spain, at the expense of Spain, 
and invade Portugal j and Spanish forces were at the same 
time to invade the Portuguese provinces at different 
points, Another French force of 40,000 men was to 
assemble at Bayonne, to be ready in case of England 
affording aid to Portugal j but this force was not to 
enter Spain, on any account, without the consent of both 
Charles and Napoleon. Notice was given to Alexander 
of this agreement, and of its immediate object-the 
making Napoleon master of Lisbon and the Portuguese 
.hipping that remained there j and, according to orders, 
Alexander Bent round his squadron from the Dardanelles 
to the mouth of the Tagus. It is noticea.ble that this 
arran~ement was made Bome time before Alexander's dlr 
claratlon of war against England. . 

Junot'. orders were to march rapidly, proclaiming every 
where that he came in friendship and affection, with the 
sole purpose of defending Portugal from the aggressioDs 
of England: but he was, under any oircumstances what
ever, to make himself master of Lisbon and of the Heet by 

U 
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the 30th of November. The circumstances were mourn
ful enough. In order to fulfil the Emperor's commands, 
Junot pressed forward his forces till they were dis
organized by suffering. Such was the badness of the 
roads, the force ·of the streams, the scarcity of food, the 
hardships @f every sort, that the army was routed, as if 
by an enemy that .could cope with its ewn Napoleon. 
The pillage of the inhabitants was a matter of necessity. 
If there ha:d but been some one to lead an opposition to 
the invaders, they could not hav.e reached Lisbon in time 
-nor at all. Theystruggled into Lisbon in small parties, 
feeble and in wretched plight, by the end of November. 
:By that time, the English Ambassador had taken down 
-the national arms from his gate; and gone on board Sir 
Sydney Smith's fleet in the Tagus. The inhabitants wept 
at his departure; but it was rendered necessary by the 
hostile acts of the government, under the requisition of 
Nanoleon. These acts were known to be enforced; and 
they were not therefore to be resented; but they com
ipelled the departure ,of Lord Strangford and his embassy 
from the city. When, however, Napoleon's newspaper at 
Paris announced, under the ·date of the 13th of November, 
.. The House of Braganza has ceased to r.eign," Lord 
Strangford landed, offered the friendship of England again 
.to the reigning family, and notified that Sir Sydney 
Smith was bringing up his ships, to receive them, if they 
would seek safety in their distant dominions till better 
days should dawn: News arrived just then that Spanish 
-troops were entering Portugal at different PQints; and 
Lord Strangford knew why; for he had sent home a copy 
·of the secret treaty in virtue of which these things were 
.done. The Court made its final decision for going to 
Brazil. In one day, the British sailors, delighted at the 
,determination, got ready vessels enough to convey the 
whole crowd ef adherents to royalty that were pressing 
for a passage. . 

It was a mournful sight, that departure. 'The archives 
of the kingdom, and the treasure and plate .of the royal 
family, went first: :and then came the long train of car
riages which conveyed the fifteen royal personages and 
their attendants. The Queen was Wane, and had been 
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secluded for sixteen years. She was on this day calm, 
and quite aware of what was done, and courageous in the 
doing. The rest were pale and weeping, but resolute. 
They did not expect ever to return; and the crowd, even 
more sympathizing than alarmed, did not expect that they 
would. The first token of good cheer was the salute fired 
by the British vessels, &8 the royal fleet passed among 
them. That sound reminded the forlorn Portuguese that 
they were not friendless. But the people on shore were 
superstitious; and at this hour, and when their minds 
were full of the cruel words, .. The House of Braganza 
has ceased to reign," an eclipse of the sun made itself felt. 
In deep dejection the people returned home, when the 
last sail had disappeared; and the first object they saw 
was the head of Junot's first column, come to take posses
Ilion of the heights of Belem. Junot saw those last sails; 
and so strong was his passion at having missed capturing 
the royal family, that he, with his own hand, fired a. 
cannon-shot at a merchant vessel which had been detained, 
and was setting sail after the fleet. . 

In a few hours more, cannon were posted in the streets 
of Lisbon: the people were laid under ruinous contribu
tion, and prohibited from meeting in greater numbers 
than ten. Portugal was in the hand of Napoleon. The 
valuable island of Madeira. was, however, confided to 
British care, to be restored at the conclusion of the war, if 
such a. time should arrive before the prostration of the 
Whole world. 

It was now for England to consider-and never had 
she a. more serious matter to ponder-whether she should 
leave the Peninsula to the tender mercies of Napoleon, or 
make it a final battle-ground on which their quarrel should 
be decided. The importance of the decision was supreme, 
because the quarrel of England had now become that of 
Europe: and the vital quarrel of Europe must ever be 
that of the world. 

112 
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WmLE Napoleon was busy in the north of Europe, he had 
never lost sight of his aims in the Penill8llla: and he had 
induced his ally of Spain to furnish him with the finest 
of his soldiery, in large numbers. The flower of the 
Spanish army was in Pomerania, or Hanover, or wherever 
they could be stationed farthest from any summons of 
their sovereign. He next kept a vigilant eye on the dis
sensions in the royal family of Spain, which he did his 
best to aggravate, while declaring that he could not 
attend to other people's domestic quarrels. Godoy's spies 
discovered, in the autumn of 1807, that the Prince of 
Asturias was thoughtful, absent, and embarsssed; and 
the Spanish Minister at Paris wrote to Godoy, that there 
was certainly some secret between Ferdinand and the 
French government. The Prince's papers were seized.. 
Some were in cypher, written by the Prince himself, and 
some by his deceased wife to her mother at Naples. In 
these there was no criminality, though they showed that 
he had secrets, and that he and his people hated Godoy 
and his agents. But there was a paper sealed with black, 
which conferred a commission after Charles IV. should 
have ceased to reign. The Prince explained that this was 
prepared as a precaution against Godoy's designs of 
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lIeizing the crown on the death of the King. Though it 
were 80, it was a painful and shocking circumstance for 
the King to discover. Godoy made the most of it; and 
the Prince W311 committed to prison, on a charge of con
spiracy against his father's life and throne. This was in 
October. The Prince at length confessed that his secret 
correspondence with France was about obtaining a wife 
from the Bonaparte family, in order to escape the peril of 
being compelled to marry Godoy's sister-in-law. This 
confession, corroborated by testimony from Paris that the 
Prince and Napoleon had certainly some secrets, alarmed 
the Court party lest they should bring down the con
queror's vengeance on themselves. The Prince wrote 
penitential letters, imploring pardon of his parents for 
having acted a disobedient part; the King proclaimed 
that the parental heart had disarmed the hand of justice; 
and the charge was hushed IIp. There was a show of 
bringing to trial the Prince's confidants, on an accusation 
of treason: but they were all acquitted. Care was taken to 
keep them and the Prince apart. The walls of fortresses, 
or wide spaoes of land and sea, were interposed between 
them; and Napoleon looked on, with a keen insight, per
ceiving that no cordial understanding could ever again 
exist between father and son, and that he oould make use 
of their hatred to rid himself of them both. "I never," 
he said to O'Meara, .. excited the King of. Spain against 
his son. I saw them envenomed against each other, and 
thence conceived the design of deriving advantage to. 
myself, and dispossessing both." 

First, in November, he increased his 40,000 men on the 
frontier to 60,000; and he ordered them into Spain with
out asking that consent of the King which was stipulated 
for in the treaty. They were seen taking the road, not 
for Lisbon, but for Madrid; and there was no need of 
them at Lisbon, the Portuguese being so unresisting that 
Junot was marohing on without seeing a soldier along his 
whole route. Moreover, two bodies of this army marched 
311 far away from Portugal 311 could be-one down upon 
the Ebro, and the other towards Barcelona. The Court 
began to be somewhat uneasy at these demonstrations; 
but they ~ bound themselves to Napoleon for the guilty: 
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hire of the spoliation of POrtugal; and they dared. not 
call their master to acconnt. He was himself in Italy, 
fixing the attention of the world upon his brilliant doings 
there; and nobody, out of the Peninsula, seemed to be 
observing how the French armies were lengthening them
selves out over the highways of Spain, while the Bourbon 
Court sat trembling and watching for the movement to 
explain itself. There Was a man in England, however, 
whose business it was to watch over continental transac
tions; and he had a keen eye, which was noting every
thing. ~ext,in January, as soon as Napoleon returned. to 
Paris, he required a levy of 80,000 men, forestalling the 
conscription of 1809. Throughout France, the parents 
sighed, and said they thought the Treaty of Tilsit was to 
have given them peace. _ The levy was said to be against 
England; but the new soldiery were marched south. 
When over the frontier, they played snowball with 
Spanish 'garrisons, or drank with the soldiers, or obtained. 
admission as sick of feigned diseases into garrison hOB

'pitals, or wore long cloaks with arms nnderneath, or 
quarrelled. and fought--all by express order; and thus 
got into one Pyrenean fortress after another, till Spain 
lay as open to French invasion as if the monntains had 
been razed. St. Sebastian. Pamplona, Barcelona, and 
Figueras, were garrisoned by thll French by the middle 
of March. When Godoy was importuned for instructions 
by dismayed commandants, he replied that he did not 
see how resistance was possible. Next, the monasteries 
were taken for barracks, and the monks turned. out to 
shift for themselves. Waggon-Ioads of biscuits, baked. at 
Bayonne and other French towns on the frontier, were 
brought down, and laid up in store: and, as a decisive act, 
the Spanish magistracy in the towns north of the Ebro 
were displaced, to make way for French officials. With
out a word of explanation, or the firing of a single shot, 
the whole of the north of Spain had become French before 
April, 1808; and the Spanish navy had been removed to 
the harbour of Toulon. Portugal had become French 
before the winter was over. The symbols of Portuguese 
nationality had been effaced; and the French arms and 
a.uthorities were everywhere; in the provinces that had 
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been promised to Godoy, no less than in Lisbon. In rage 
and dismay, Godoy heard of Junot's having assumed the 
entire government of the whole of Portugal, in the name 
of Napoleon. The inhabitants of Lisbon were groaning 
under the enormous exactions of the French General; 
and in the count!], the despairing peasantry refused to. 
BOW their fields: m the courts, the old laws were gone, 
and the Code Napoleon. was set np: and many of the 
native sC)ldiery made themselves free of al1law, becoming 
robbers in the mountains. Such was the condition of 
Godoy's promised territory. He sat watching, trembling 
and wrathful, and doing nothing. The keen-eyed man 
who sat in the Foreign Office in London was watching 
too, but not idly nor in fear. He was preparing to invite 
the British nation to make these outraged countries a final 
battle-field for the liberties of Europe. 

When the Queen of Etruria came to Madrid, having 
given np her dominions without receiving, or having any 
ohance of receiving, the promised equivalent of Portuguese 
territory, the Court saw that their affairs were indeed 
desperate. The fact had come out, in conversation in 
Paris, that Ferdinand's title was to be, no longer Prince of 
Austurias, but Prince of the Indies. More troops were 
pouring over the Bidassoa; and at last, the Imperial 
Guard itself. Napoleon sent to Charles a present of 
twelve fine horses, and was coming himself to Madrid to 
talk over the affairs of the Peninsula. Godoy persuaded 
the King and Queen to go down to Seville, to sail for their 
American dominions, as the Braganza family had done. 
'I'he Prince could not determine whether to go or stay. 
The secret got out; the people were in a ferment at the 
prospect of being so left; the French ambassador thought 
It a great pity that such a step should be taken. On the 
morning of the day of departure, the Prince was heard to 
say he would not go i and the citizens resolved that he 
should not be carried away by force. When the carriages 
drew up in the evening, the people gathered round them, 
and cut the trl!-Ces, and declared that nobody should go, 
They hunted Godoy for his life; and he escaped only by 
hiding himself nnder some mats in a garret: but his wife, 
to whom he was known to be outrageously unfaithful, was 
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protected, and safely lodged in the palace. This was the 
beginning of a revolution which ended, in three days, in 
the abdication of Charles IV. in favour of his son. The 
King had first disgraced Godoy: but this was not enough. 
The unhappy man had fallen after all into the hands of 
the populace, and barely escaped with his life, on the 

. arrival of the guards; and the King and Queen made no 
secret, of their concern-going to the prison to see him. 
Ferdinand was the only one who could control the people; 
and to him ·the royal power was transferred, on the 19th 
of March. Thus did Ferdinand VII. attain the crown, 
not without suspicion on, many hands of having been at 
the bottom! of the insurrection which intercepted the flight 
of his father as King. In his Decree, the King declared 
his abdication to be free and spontaneous; and he said so 
to the assembled diplomatio body at Court; but in a 
private letter to Napoleon, two days afterwards, and in a 
Protest drawn up the same day, he set forth that his 
l'esignation of theOrown was forced, and that the act 
must be considered null. "Ihave been forced to abdicate," 
he wrote to the Emperor, "and have no longer any hope 
but in the' aid and support of my magnanimous ally, the 
Emperor Napoleon." 

Napoleon was not slow to interfere. The news of the 
insurrection of the 17th reached him at Paris in the 
evening of the 26th; and the next morning, he offered 
the crown to his brother Louis. The next step was to get 
the whole royal family into his hands; and Ferdinand 
first, as the most difficult. By a. series of lies and frauds, 
infamous almost beyond example in history, the new King 
was tempted and drawn on towards Bayonne-his coun
sellors doubtful and remonstrating, the people alarmed 
and imploring, and at last proceeding so far as to cut the 
traces of the carriage. But he went, as under a sort of 
fatality, and the trap olosed upon him as he entered 
Bayonne on the 21st of April. Murat was, meantime, the 
real ruler at Madrid. He so contrived as to obtain pos
session of the person of Godoy; and he sent him, under 
guard, to Bayonne. Then, he obtained long 'conferences 
with Charles and the Queen, evidently wrought upon 
them to set up a claim to retract the act of abdication, as 
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extorted by force, and persuaded them that they would 
regain the crown (already given away to Louis Bona
parte-), by going to Napoleon to ask him for it. So they, 
too, set out for Bayonne, and arrived on the 30th of April, 
four days after Godoy. Napoleon now held the whole 
party at his disposal, and could proceed to work out his 
objects in Spain-11.8 he believed, without opposition. 

To the British nation and the world the great interest 
was to know what the mind of the people of Spain really 
was, all this time; what its quality was; its hopes Bnd 
wishes; its courage and firmness; its capacity, in short, 
for freedom. This was, at that juncture, the greatest 
question, the most important speoulation, in Europe. If 
the Spaniards could not help themselves, they oould not 
be aided: if they did not desire freedom, it could not be 
given them. If they were worthy to enter upon a last 
struggle for nationality, leaders might presently appear 
on their native battle-ground: if not, the battle-ground 
ought not to be entered upon. This was the question 
which roused and occupied the mind of all England in 
the summer of 1808. 

The first clear view we have of the Spanish people 
amidst these events, is when they were rising up, at the 
rumour of the royal flight to Seville. and gathering 
to prevent it. .. Do you think," they cried, while muster
ing before the palace, .. that we have no more spirit than 
the people of Lisbon 1" When Ferdinand was hailed as 
King, all Madrid burst into a. blaze of illumination, and 
the houses and streets were adorned with Howers and 
green boughs. The citizens fondly hoped that a new and 
a young King would lead them against the French; and 
recover their own country for their own occupation. They 
were dismayed when he persisted in going to Bayonne: 
and they became hopeless of aid from the royal family 
when it was made known over Europe that Ferdinand's 
parents iusisted on the restitution of the sovereignty, his 
mother actually declaring to him (according to the testi
monyof FerdiBand's own adherents), in the presence of 
her husband and Napoleon, that his birth was illegitimate 

- [Louis, however, did not accept it, and it was shortly after.,.8Ids 
assigned to ~oeeph Bonaparte, the King of Naples.] 
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-that he was her son, but no son of the King's.-After 
this we see the Spaniards meeting in the different pro
vinces, to appoint provincial governments for the popular 
guidance and defence; and these juntas sending delegates 
to England, where now lay the only remaining hope of 
betrayed and insulted Spain. The first petitioners who 
came over were from so near the French strongholds, that 
their departure was an escape. They came from the coast 
of Asturias; and one of the two, an Asturian viscount, put 
off in an open boat. Mr. Canning was eager to show them 
kindness; and the whole British people offered them a 
hearty welcome. They declared fine things about the 
spirit and aspirations of the mountaineers in the north; 
and it. seems that they either undertook to answer for all 
Spain, or that what they said' of the north was extended, by 
the imagination and the hopes of their hearers, to the 
whole of the nation. Money, sympathy, and promises, 
were given them, in disregard of admonitions from cautious 
politicians to wait and see what men would be sent over 
as really national representatives. The Duke of Portland 
was, by this time, almost past stirring to do or decree any 
thing; and, 'enthusiasm carried all. such prudence before it. 
The favours lavished on Asturians presently brought over 
Gallicians and Biscayans, who were still only remote pro
vincials, who could not be supposed capable of answering 
for the Spanish people. Some discretion in the English 
was required by the fact that we were still, absurd as it 
seemed, at war with Spain; and more, in the opinion of 
those who best knew the Spaniards, from their characters 
and training. By character they were disposed to be san
guine and very boastful: and by training, they were prone 
to depend on others, and to leave off acting themselves as 
soon as others began to move in their behalf. But it was 
not a moment when the English people could be cautious. 
England would no longer be without allies; a nation was 
at last found in Europe which would spurn the rule of 
Napoleon, and such a nation must be supported by the 
whole power of Great Britain. It was decided by accla
mation-by an acclaim which put down the warning 
voices of a few Opposition leaders-that the experiment 
should be tried of conflict between an enthusiastiC! people 
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and the armies of France-this enthusiastio people being 
sustained by money and other supplies from England; 
and, as soon as her forces could be got ready, by an army. 
Thus far, England had not really fought at all on the land, 
Bince the renewal of the war. Her enemies had jeered, and 
her allies had complained, because her soldiers were to be 
found only on the sea, and lining her own shores. Now, 
they were to meet the French on the soil of Spain and 
Portugal, and Napoleon was in fact to cope with a new 
power. The large majority, in and out of the govern
ment, were too confident of the suecess of our arms: and 
a smail number .. despaired from the beginning," as we 
find Francis Jeffrey declaring that he did. He and 
other opposition men believed that in a short time not a 
British soldier would remain in the Peninsula, but as a 
prisoner. But they were regarded, naturally enough, as 
wanting in patriotio feeling and political faith; and 
aspiration seemed, for once, to have passed over from the 
liberal side to the conservative. Wilberforce and his 
friends were happy, anticipating the downfall of popery 
in Spain. Royalty and aristocracy were happy in the 
hope that the ruin of the upstart oppressor of kings was 
near; and Canning and the people (for Canning was then 
virtually on the popular side) were happy in having found 
a whole nation of brethren rising up to offer an exchange 
of sympathies on the question which absorbed the world. 
Amidst the joy and the hurry, the few who were mournful 
and quiet had other reailons for their despair than dread 
of Napoleon. There was the weakness of the government 
at home: and this was indeed a fatal mischief. 

Mr. Canning had the misfortune to be brought into 
close and constant relations with Lord Castlereagh, who 
touched nothing that he did not spoil. Lord Castlereagh 
was Secretary at War; and his incessant blunders and 
constitutional incapacity trammelled the Foreign Secretary, 
and through him the whole Cabinet, as far as our rela
tions with the Peninsula were concerned. The Greys 
and Jeffreys. "Qeing aware of this state of things, were 
largely justified in their apprehensions. Week by week, 
month after month, during the rest of the year 1808, 
their justification Beemed to be growing complete. 
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It was about the 1st of May that the citizens of Madrid 
rose in insurrection on hearing that Ferdinand was in 
Napoleon's power; and that Ferdinand had made a con
ditional renunciation of the crown. In a few days, 
.. order reigned" at Macirid; and the Spanish princes had 
renounced their whole empire, delivering their territories 
in Europe and elsew;here to Napoleon, and Ferdinand 
even writing to his successor under the title of "his most 
Catholio Majesty," to oongratulate him, on his accession 
to the Spanish throne. From that time, the family were 
prisoners in France: and from that time, as has since 
been observed, Napoleon began to experience his retribu
tion. Within a month, all Spain was rising; and during 
the weeks of June, when the new constitution was in 
course of construction at Bayonne, under the direction of 
Napoleon, the inhabitants of Spain were every where 
cutting up the roads, refusing supplies to the French. 
and killing; in a spirit of desperate hatred, every French
man they could lay hands on. It was at this time that 
the enthusiasm in England was at its height.-In July 
came a. check. On the 14th, a regular Spanish army, 
which was sent to intercept the new King's journey from 
Bayonne to Madrid, was tota.lly routed; and then again, 
in a few days more, fortune declared for the other side. 
The French General in Andalusia., Dupont, had conducted 
warfare so infamously, that the spirit of the people was 
roused to the utmost, and they would now, if ever, show 
what they could do. The eyes of a.ll England were fixed 
on the points of the Sierra. Morena, while the forces sent 
after Dupont by the Junta of Seville were marching 
thither. Dupont capitulated at Baylen: and when the 
news reached Madrid, King Joseph, though only just 
taking breath after his intrusive journey, broke up his 
Court and left the capital-unable to bear the acclama
tions with whioh the tidings were received. The Spaniards 
were so elated with this first viotory that they began to 
talk of not wanting the British. They were gratified by 
English sympathy, they said; but they had now no doubt 
that they could humble Napoleon, without assistance; 
and when they had freed their own country, they would 
conquer France. 
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Negotiations, perplexed, and full of distrust, were going 
on meanwhile between the British at Gibraltar, and some 
leadeN of the Spanish cause. They were perplexed, be
cause there was some underhand dealing in the English 
Cabinet-tlome mutual counteraction between Lord Castle
reagh and one or more of his colleagues; and the negotia.
tions were full of distrust, because England and Spain 
were still nominally at war; and overtures from Gibraltar 
must necessarily appear suspicious to the authorities of 
the southem provinces of Spain.-On the 20th of July, 
Sir Arthur Wellesley landed at Corunna, and a fleet walt 
following him, with troops which were to begin the seven 
yeaN' war in the Peninsula. The commanders of these 
forces, and of the British ships which were riding round 
the coasts of Spain, were placed in a state of desperate 
perplexity by the orders of .Lord Castlereagh: orders 
whlch it was out of all human power to reconcile, or, 'in 
any point, to execute. But the landing of 'Sir Arthur 
Wellesley on the coasts of the Peninsula was an event 
whose significance no mismanagement could impair. The 
British general promptly decided (being compelled to 
follow his own judgment) to make Portugal his first scene 
of action; and he went to meet the fleet at the mouth of 
the Mondego. There he leamed that he was superseded 

, in the chief command, and actually reduced to the fourth 
rank in the army which had just been put into his hands. 
Sir Hugh Dalrymple and Sir Harry Burrard, men quite 
unused to the command of armies, were suddenly, and 
without reason assigned, appointed to the highest com
mands; and Sir John Moore, on his retum from his inter
view with the mad King of Sweden, was put under 
Burrard's orders; thus the conqueror of the Mahrattas 
was to find his place under all these three.-Sir A. Wel
lesley was not a man to throw up the service of his 
country in disgust, because he was personally ill-used, and 
bscause the War Office was badly. managed. He knew 
that .10,000 British soldiers were in the Baltic, with 
nothing to do; and 10,000 more, equally idle, in Sicily; 
and large numbers crowding Gibraltar; and 5,000 morE! 
w!lndering .without purpose or duty between Ceuto. and 
Lisbon, ,,;hile he had only 9,000 with which to encountel" 
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the French in the Peninsula, and begin war npon Junot. 
His professional sense was harassed by the extreme folly 
of the orders from home; and his personal feelings were 
outraged by slights almost too hard for human patience; 
but he did the best he could. He landed his troops 
(awaiting the arrival of those who were now his superior 
officers) between the 1st and the 4th of August; and, 
being Joined by General Spencer from the south, found 
his little army amount to 12,300 men.-On the morning 
of the 8th of August, the British troops began to move
took the first step of a seven years' march to Waterloo. 
" It was the unhappy war in the Peninsula that ruined 
me," Napoleon said, years afterwards, to Las Cases. .. The 
unfortunate war in Spain proTed a real wound; the first 
cause of the misfortunes of France." 

The first British blood shed in the Peninsular war was 
on the 15th of August, in a skirmish, in which the 
ardour of our soldiers made them rash. On the 17th, the 
British won the battle of Rori93, which was valorously 
contested by the French under Laborde. On the 21st, 
Junot himself was beaten out of the field at the battle of 
Vimieiro: and the destiny of the French in. Portugal 
might have been settled at once if the victO!" had been 
aJ.l.owed to manage the results of the victory he had 
gained. But Sir H. Burrard, who had very properly 
abstained from interfering with Wellesley's fame in the 
conduct of the battle, prohibited any vigorous movement 
after it: and the troops wer-e not allowed to place them
selves between the French and Lisbon. On the 23rd, 
however, Sir Hugh Dalrymple arrived, and in his turn 
took the chief command, ordering, in tlile first place, the 
desired advance. Before it could be entered upon, Junot 
!lent an eminent general to propose an agreement under 
which Portugal might be evaCliated by the French. It 
was not on account alone of the lOBS of the battle of 
Vimie.iro; for his troops had rallied with spirit, and with 
less damage than had been supposed; but Lisbon was 
about to rise in revolt; and the country was too much 
exhausted to permit the French to live upon its resources, 
if once they should lose the capital. Out of this arrival 
of General Kellerman at the outposts of the little J3ritish 
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army grew the Convention of Cintra, and much justifi~ 
tion to the few at home who were in dejection about the 
Peninsular war. 

After the news of the battle of Vimieiro, all England 
was on the watch for the next despatches, which would 
tell, no doubt, of the total extinction ()f Napoleon's power 
in that direction. In the middle of a September night, 
the firing of the Park and Tower guns roused thousands 
of citizens from their beds. In the morning the streets 
were full; but, as the true character of the newa became 
understood, the general wrath and disgust were expressed 
in a manner positively alarming to the government. A 
convention had been arranged at Cintra, by the terms of 
which the Freneh troops were indeed to evacuate Portugal, 
but at the expense of the British, and in their ships. 
They were to be landed, with all their property, between 
Rochefort and L'Orient; and no stipulation was made 
that they should not serve agairi immediately. The 
enemy were actually to be conveyed, at our expense, to 
a plaoe whence they could, the next hour, proceed to 
attack Spain more conveniently than from their 'present 
position. The Portuguese and Spaniards were already 
remonstrating with the British generals; 'and now, the 
government at home was besieged with petitions and re
monstrances. A Court of Inquiry was instituted, in 
which the members tried to evade a decision on the terms 
of the treaty: but the Duke of York brought them to the 
point; and some approved, and some disapproved the 
terms. The King sent to Sir Hugh Dalrymple a formal 
declaration of his disapprobation ef the whole proceeding. 
Lord Collingwood, before hearing of the Cintra Conven
tion, disapproved so strongly of similar terms concluded 
between the Andalnsian army and the vanquished Dupont, 
who, with his troops, was to be conveyed to Rochefort at 
the expense of the conquerors, that he refused to allow so 
large a body of armed men to pass the sea till he was 
authorized to do so by instructions from home.-The plea 
of the generals, in defence ()f the terms they had made in 
the Cintra Convention, was that it appeared to them of 
supreme importance to be set at liberty to proceed to 
Spain. All the great fortresses in Portugal were iII. 
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French hands; and the defeated army had much life and 
spirit in it yet. By ridding Portugal altogether of the 
French, the field would be cleared for the great Spanish 
warfare; and they thought this the greatest advantage 
they could obtain. When parliament met, the Opposition 
moved a vote of censure on ministers for sanctioning the 
Convention, and were beaten by a majority of 50; a 
majority which was considered, under the circumstances, 
small.-A political consequence arose out of this business, 
which largely affected the interests of the country at a 
subsequent time. The Cabinet decided on sanctioning 
the Convention at a. meeting held during an unavoidable 
absence of Mr. Canning; and they did it without consult
ing him, notwithstanding the office he held. This was 
the beginning of the hostility between him and Lord 
Castlereagh, which exploded at a disastrous crisis, a year 
afterwards. . 

The Russian ships in the Tague, nine sail of the line 
and one frigate, were delivered up to the British, in 
deposit till six months after the close of the war, accord
ing to one of the articles of the treaty; the officers and 
crews being sent home at the expense of Great Britain.
During the first week in September, the British took 
possession of Lisbon, and were supposed ready to march 
on into Spain. But it was not till the 27th of October. 
nearly two months after the Convention of Cintra, that 
they were on their way to the more important field of 
action. 

By that time, we find the most sanguine of the friends 
of Spain speaking in the same tone with the dejected 
and despairing whom they had so lately been rebuking • 
• ~ Every thing, it is now manifest," wrote Francis Horner 
in that month, "depends upon the great operation on the 
Danube." By that time, Napoleon had planted his mili
tary posts, and taken possession of whatever suited him. 
from Flushing to Dalmatia. Hamburg groaned under 
his oppression. Austria could endure no more, and was 
planning to rise. The Pope, who had crowned him, ex
communicated him, and was imprisoned. Murat, his 
brother-in-law, was on the throne of Naples. Austria 
had busily repaired her finances, and recruited her forces .. 
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BO 88 to compel both Napoleon and England to suspect 
that she meant to rise, though she was nominally the 
ally of France, and at war with England. Napoleon ac
cordingly armed and strengthened the Confederates of 
the Rhine, and arranged an interview with Alexander, in 
order to keep him steady to his French alliance. Some. 
advisers of government at home believed that much good 
might now have been done by cordial assistance being 
proffered to Austria by England: but the Duke of Port. 
land W88 ill and apathetic, and Mr. Perceval was (what 
they called) parsimonious; and the autumn slipped away 
without any thing being done. 

The French and Russian Emperors met at Erfurth, the. 
Emperor of Austria sending an excuse for his absence. 
The pomp W88 great, Napoleon being attended. by a suite 
consisting of the Princes of Germany. One of the amuse. 
ments of the Potentates W88 riding over the field of Jena, 
and pointing out to each other the most remarkable scenes 
of the conflict. There was a magnificent breakfast in, a 
tent; and afterwards the chase, and in the evening a 
banquet. Prussia was too much humbled to stir: but 
Austria went on with her preparations. Her declaration 
of war against France bears aate the 6th of April 1809. 
On the 21st of May Napoleon met with a decided check 
at the hard-fought battle of Aspern. But in July, he 
crushed the Austrian armies at the Battle of Wagram;' 
and once more dictated terms of peace. And this issue 
of "the great operation on the Danube" once more made 
Spain the only battle.field in Europe. Napoleon had 
indeed one adversary ()n the German side who was un
subdued, and who gave him much trouble; an humble 
innkeeper in the Tyrol, a peasant in appearance and 
manners, but a greater hero than any prince of them all 
-Andrew Hofer by name. This man made heroes of aU 
his countrymen who came within the glance of his eye, 
or the sound of his calm and manly voice: and they took 
this opportunity of !ltruggling for the independence of 
the Tyrol, by closing its mountain passes at once against 
the Bavarians and the French. For months after the 
battle of Wagram; they were still unsubdued; and they 
occupied a lal'ge French force very inconveniently. :But; 

x 
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HOfer was to follow the common lot. When all Europe 
went down before the conqueror, like a forest before the 
hurricane, it was impossible that a single tree should 
stand, however green and strong. In January, he was 
with his family, in a little cottage up the icy steeps. At 
four in the morning of the 27th, the place was surrounded, 
and he was carried down a prisoner. All the way to the 
frontier, the road was 'lined with a weeping and praying 
multitude. He alone could smile. After some mockery 
of a military trial at Mantua, he was shot, on the 20th of 
February, while his wife was taking care of their infants 
at home, and looking out, hoping against hope, for his 
return over the sheeted snow. If Napoleon did not care 
for the excommunication of the Pope, neither was he 
trQUbled by such groans and curses of multitudes of the 

'humble and virtuous as would have broken the heart and 
turned the brain of any other man. 

While men were looking to Spain because there was no 
hope elsewhere, there was little comfort there. Napoleon 
had withdrawn the bulk of his army, when he wanted its 
services on the Danube; but the Spaniards made no use 
of the opportunity. They were disunited; feeble and 
inexperienced; and after the battle of Wagram, new 
French armies poured over the Pyrenees to flood the 
Peninsula. The British Ministry and the majority of the 
nation could not, or would not, understand the weakness, 
moral and military, of the Spaniards. They were so per
suaded of the universal enthusiasm of Spain that they 
assured Sir John Moore, on his leaving Lisbon in October 
1808, that the inhabitants would dispose of the French 
on either hand of his march, and they would assist him in 
preparing for the invasion of France from the south, as 
soon as the French should have been driven out of Spain. 
He soon discovered that all parties were proceeding to 
plan, order, and execute, in total ignorance of facts. He 
could not learn any thing about the roads; and the 
forces were broken up into small divisions through a mis
take on this point. He found little or no enthusiasm, and 
little enough of civility, on his route. TheSpanish forces, 
so mighty on paper, were always heard of, but never to be 
seen. He entered Salamanca on the 13th of November, 
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and thence wrote one of those letters, whose pathos was 
to deepen till the close. .. Things are not," he reported, 
.. in that flourishing state they ate supposed to be in 
England." Sir David Baird had landed at Corunna, with 
a detachment with which he was to join Sir J. Moore at 
Salamanca. He wrote indignantly of the conduct of the 
junta at Corunna, which gave him no aid, and caused 
him muoh embarrassment. Full ten days before it was 
possible that the junction could be effected at Salamanca, 
the news reached Sir J. Moore that the French were within 
twenty leagues of him-at Valladolid. If there were any 
Spanish armies, they had gone out of sight, into far 
corners. He had not a single gun, a8 the artillery had 
made a needless circuit, through false accounts of the state 
of the roads. His whole present force consisted of three 
brigades of infantry. The Spaniards did not tell him, and 
he discovered only by aooident, that the number of the 
French were much exaggerated. As he expected· rein
forcements from the south, as well as from Corunna, he 
must not stir without urgent necessity: and while he was 
waiting at Salamanca, the Spanish cause was lost in 
Asturias, and General Baird was placed in danger by the 
French overrunning the northern provinces. 

Then came the news of the total defeat of the Spaniards 
under Castanos at Tudela on the 22nd of November. 
While the Spanish generals were disputing about what 
their first object should be-whether to defend Aragon, 
or attack the French in rear, or join the British, the 
enemy came up against them on the Ebro, and at Tudela 
routed them utterly, stripping them of their artillery, 
ammunition, and baggage. This event left 'the British 
commanders no choice as to what they should do; All 
the British force in Spain was little above 25,000, while 
the French were 400,000, and the Spaniards, it was clear, 
could not be depended on to do any thing for themselves. 
The British must provide for their own safety. How t<> 
do this was one of the hardest questions ever left to be 
decided by a military commander. Sir John Moore was 
furnished with false information by the Junta at Madrid; 
and the Junta had succeeded in deceiving the British 
plenipotentiary, Mr. Frere, who insisted, even with 

x 2 
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threats, that the British generals should march to Madrid, 
and support what he declared· to be the noble spirit of 
the Spaniards. Sir John Moore's judgments were neces
sarily fluctuating, because every day brought informa
tion, true or false, which had an important bearing on his 
plans. In the middle of December, ·however, he came to 
a clear decision. He and the Spanish ·general, Romana, 
were to farm .a junction on the further bank of the 
Carrion, in the east ef Leon, to attack the French who 
were advancing from Valencia. A large French force 
under Napoleon himself was at Madrid----actually occupy
:i.ng a part of it, while the Junta tried to keep the fact 
a secret.. The moment seemed favourable for striking a 
blow .atthe French under Soult, before retreating: and 
the retreat might thereby 'be rendered unnecessary. It was· 
possible that a victory might draw Napoleon from Madrid. 
By the junction of the British commanders, the force 
lmder Sir John Moore amounted to 23,583 men; with 60 
pieces of artillery. Romana. would bring a few.; but the 
English had now learned not 10 rely on Spanish armies. 

'1'he battle for which the British soldiers were longing 
never teok place. The moment Napoleon heard of Sir 
John Moore's advance towards Soult, he left Madrid with 
~O,OOO men, forced them fiercely over the mountains, in 
defiance of drifted snow and driving sle~t, and hurried on 
to annihilate the English. But; on .the other hand, the 
moment Sir John Moore heard of Napoleon~s march from 
Madrid, he knew that he must retreat upon Corunna, or 
be answerable for the destruction of his whole force: and 
he had passed the Esla twelve hours before Napoleon 
came up, t.li.ough the Emperor travelled almost without 
a pause. 

The retreat to Corunna is ·one of the most mournful 
passages .of the war. The British had, as yet, done 
nothing in Spain, any more than they had previously 
done any where else on land. Their military reputation 
had still to be made; and the tens of thousands of gallant 
soldiers who were eager to begin to make it seemed to be 
incessantly baulked of the opportunity. At this time the 
eyes of all the world were upon them: and at home 
the ears of the government and people were filled with 
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the boasts of the Spaniards, and of British diplomatists in 
Spain on their behalf. A battle was at last to be fought. 
The very day was fixecl; the vwy river was reached; and 
at that moment a retreat was' ordered: a retreat in the 
depth of winter, with an insulting enemy pressing close 
upon them at every point. Sir John Moore himself had 
preserved a dignity of self-discipline amidst anxieties and 
provocations which was insufficently appreciated: at the 
time, but which now melts every heart which is reached 
by the tale. He held his own temper, language, Bind 
nerves, under stern and sweet control: but it was now 
more than he or anyone could do to preserve a similar 
discipline in his focce. The British were as yet the most 
inexperienced soldiery in Europe; and the "instinct of 
discipl~" was not yet formed in them. The cold was 
severe: the comforts of the towns were tempting: in 
regard to military glory, all hope seemed to be over'; at 
least, the men heard their officers say so: the officers 
became lax in regimental duty, and unrestrained in their 
murmurs. The British general had to bear the anguish 
of seeing his army not only miBB glory, but incur disgrace. 
He had to rebuke them sternly for gross excesses. 

Napoleon conducted the pursuit himself as far as 
Astorga, where 80,OO() of his soldiers, with 200 pieces of 
artillery, were collected on New Year's day. If Sir J. 
Moore's soldiers could but have seen it, it was no small 
feat to have drawn the conqueror with the flower of his· 
army away from the capital, and from threatening Por
tugal, into the obscure north-western provinces. The 
British could not fight, under the circumstances, and they 
might be driven into the sea; but at least they were 00-
C8i8ioning a respite to the rest of the Peninsula. . 

At Astorga, Napoleon gave up the command to Soult •. 
He was wanted. at Paris, for Austria was preparing to 
offer war. He travelled almost alone to the frontier; but 
the Spaniards did not succeed in cutting him oft' by the 
way. He travelled too fast for them. 

The British. could obtain few animals of draft; and 
~hey were therefore compelled to abandon their magazines 
In the towns. They enjoyed the supplies in passing, and 
then destroyed what they could, but they were obliged to 
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leave much wealth to the enemy. From the time they 
entered Gallicia, all possibility of a battle seemed over; 
and the country would not even sustain them in winter 
quarters. The General determined from that day to 
,embark his troops at some one of the Gallician ports and 
iland them in the south of Spain, where their presence 
might be of more avail than in this ruined north-west 
'corner of the kingdom.-He pushed on: but on every 
hand his men and the camp followers broke open the wine 
vaults and provision stores, and came out drunk and wild, 
so as to fall an easy prey to the.frightful weather and the 
vigilant 'enemy. Sir J.Moore remained incessantly at 
tthe most important and dangerous post, in the rear. 
Here he received information about the ports, and decided 
to embark from Cornnna, after halting at Lugo to restore 
rthe discipline of his army, and see whether there was yet 
a chance ,of engaging the enemy with advantage. He 
,sent ·orders to the leading division to wait at Lugo: but 
General Baird entrusted the despatch to a dragoon, who 
;got drunk and lost it. The consequence was that the 
'Van went,struggling on when it should have been resting, 
,and had 1;& return to Lugo weary, and with a loss of 400 
Imen by the way.-The country people gave no help or 
comfort. There Willi much talk of an armed peasantry 
burning withpatriDtism: but the armed peasants of 
Gallicia ·showed no other eagerness than to put them

,ilslves a.nd thEii.r-property beyond the reach of any soldiery. 
They drove their ea.ttle up into the mountains, and hid 
'themselves in the ·p8ji!ses.-The road was now seen to be 
'strewn With deadbullDcks and mules, and, too often, dead 
men: and barefooted .men, and women with infants, 
struggled and 'tottered ,along in the snow. The money, 
hitherto:kept at hand, must now be sacrificed, or a battle 
fought to defend it. lIt Willi thrown away-the amount 
being 25,0001. The bullocks could draw the load of 
dollars no further; and ,the .DWney was rolled down the 
mountain side. .:An officer h&d pointed out in good time 
where fresh and -strong bullocks might be had: but the 
officer in charge of the treuure neglected the information; 
and the dollars were left to be--&lmmbled for by Gallician 
peasants and their eIUlD;ly. 
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At Lugo, the forces recovered much of their tone; and 
their General offered battle to the French, hoping it 
would be immediately accepted.. as the stores at Lugo 
were too scanty to admit of his remaining more than two 
days. But the French were quiescent, and the British 
were obliged to proceed. Great care was necessary; as 
there was a road by which their flank might be turned: 
and the country behind them was made intricate and per
plexing by the multiplicity of stone walls which cut it up 
into patches. and split it into numberless lanes. The 
proper road had been marked by bundles of straw. On 
the night of the 8th of January, the camp fires 1Vere 
heaped up so as to burn brightly for a long while, and the 
English withdrew in silence, each column under the 
guidance of a qualified officer. But before they were all 
off the ground. a storm came on which destroyed the land
marks, and only one division out of three found their road.. 
Again, discipline gave way, and the loss of men before the 
next halt was greater than in the whole preceding part of 
the retreat. 14,000 infantry only marched on to Corunna, 
under the command of Sir J. Moore himself. He now put 
himself in front, because the embarkation was to be the 
next great act he was to superintend. As he reached the 
heights from which the sea was visible, he looked with 
eager eyes to the harbour of Corunna. It was empty of 
ships. The British vessels had been detained at Vigo by 
contrary winds. A battle might be necessary, after all; 
.and at the very point where rest and safety had been 
promised to the harassed and relaxed soldiery.-The people 
of Corunna behaved well, and gave what help they could. 
'l'he city was strengthened on the land side, and laid open 
on the sea front. The horses, now worthless, were killed; 
a large quantity of ammunition, too far beyond the town 
walls for use, was blown up; and a position was chosen 
for a waiting battle, if the ships should not arrive in time 
to prevent it. 

They did not arrive till the 14th. During the next 
night, the sick and the dismounted cavalry were quietly 
embarked, willi some good horses and fifty-two pieces of 
artillery. Several general officers now advised their com
mander to negotiate for terms which should secure the 
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safe embarkation of his troops. It must have been a sore 
necessity which eoul~ have bowed his spirit to this. He 
might have asked leave to embark his force if the enemy 
had won, by victory, the right to control his movements: 
but his army, though in bad plight, was not defeated. 
He would ask no favours. By daylight on the 16th, 
every thing was on board but the soldiers and their equip
ments. They were to be shipped, as soon as it grew dark: 
but about two in the afternoon it became clear that the 
enemy meant to fight. There was to be a battle at last. 

'1'he British were under severe disadvantages from the 
nature of the ground,. and their inferiority of numbers. 
They were about 14,500 strong; and the French about 
20,000. The British had new arms and good powder, 
served out from: the stores at Corunna; and this was 
their only point of superiority to the enemy. Yet they 
beat the French, at this last moment; and if the days 
had not been so short, must have wholly overthrown 
them; for their ammunition was nearly exhausted, and the 
rising of the tide in the river behind them would have 
hemmed them in between itself and the extended lines of 
the British.· But the darkness came on, and the officer 
now in command, Sir John Hope, embarked the troops, 
according to previous arrangements; and they left the 
Gallician shore without further molestation. 

The officer now in command was Sir John Hope; for, 
before the embarkation began, Sir John Moore was dead 
and buried. While he was watching the critical point, in 
the critical moment of the battle, a cannon-shot, shattering 
the left shoulder, struck him from his horse. He rose to 
a sitting posture on the ground, and his eyes were still 
fixed on the thick of the struggle. His countenance 
brightened when he saw that the English were working 
onward. As the soldiers carried him in a blanket from 
the field, he repeatedly made them turn round, that he 
might see whether the fight was still going well. He was 
so quiet, under his intense pain, that some soldiers hoped 
he would do well: but he looked steadfastly at his wound, 
and said that it was impossible that he should live. He 
was calm to the last; said he had always wished to die 
this way: he was gratified that we had beaten the French j 
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he hoped the people of England would be satisfied-that 
his country would do him justice. 1;£e was full of interest 
about his officers, and the acknowledgments due to their 
merits; and the only moment of agitation was when he 
spoke of his mother. The guns which boomed when his 
body, wrapped in a cloak, was laid in a grave hastily dug 
in the ramparts of the old citadel of Corunna, were those 
of the French, letting the battle drop, as the British pressed 
them hard. 'l'hose who buried him had to hasten, as the 
signal was given for embarking. But every one is 
familiar with the incidents of that burial, through the 
noble dirge--" Not a drum was heard"-which carries a 
funereal gloom and pathos inta the hearts of those who 
know nothing else of Sir Jahn Moore but that he there 
died, and was so buried. 

Government at once made it appear that Sir John Moore 
was too great, and his conduct under the circumstances 
into which they had sent him too admirable, for their 
appreciation. They spoke of him with a cold disfavour, 
in parliamen't, which showed how little they had of his 
patience, his prudence, and his forlitude. Others, and not 
a few, whose feelings on behalf of Spain were less shallow, 
and less petulant and passionate, though not less devoted, 
did justice to the General who went out to war, and found 
himself opposed, not immediately to a flesh-and-blood sol~ 
diery, but, first, to a dread invisible force of Adversity. 
He heroically accepted that post from which every man 
must feel an inward recoil; that generalship which no 
man can leek or desire. His lot at the time seemed hard, 
even to his depreciators: his lot seems now, with time, 
glorious to their hearts' content to those who loved him 
best. When the petulance and passion of the day were 
over, his last wish began to be fulfilled; and now, the 
people of England are satisfied; and Sir John Moore's 
countrymen do him justice. 

Thus mournfully began the year 1809, and thus were 
the hopeless justified so far in their despair of the cause 
of Spain. There was rough controversy in parliament 
about the conduct of the Spanish war, and the conclusion 
of the Portuguese branch of it. It is difficult for us of the 
present, day, accustomed as we are to the glory of the 
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British arms, to conceive of the irritation, the shame, the 
disgust-not to say the fear-with which foreign cam
paigns were regarded, before our arms had begun to be 
glorious in the contest with Napoleon. The names of 
Nelson and other naval commanders were adored-not 
only for what the men did, but because their names stood 
between us and disgrace. The whole misery was not 
understood by the people at large; the incapacity, self
will, and wrQng-headedness, of the royal family, and of 
the WaD Minister, Lord Castlereagh. Government was 
~ed to account in parliament, and some experienced 
officers and displaced statesmen spoke their minds very 
plainly: but the people generally had only. an oppressive 
and exasperated. feeling that we were, as we had been for 
years, paying money lavishly without any visible result : 
that we were not succeeding; and that Napoleon was not 
only unchecked, but extending his tyranny every year 
with a relentless continuance too like the spread of the 
shadow of an eclipse, not now far from being total. 

If the aspect of affairs was thus gloomy at the opening 
of 1809, it was so much the more so at the close, as no 
efforts in opposition to the conqueror liad been of any avail. 
In July, three weeks after the fatal battle of Wagram, the 
British and Spaniards won the hard-fought battle of Tala
vera, in Castille; and the gallant Wellesley seemed to 
have driven back the French at last; but fresh combined 
forces poured down upon him; and, in the beginning of 
Augnst, he found that he could save his army only .. by 
great celerity of movement." It was only where he (now 
become Lord Wellington) prevailed by his presence and 
authority, that any thing was done. The Spaniards so 
failed him and one another, that he was obliged to retire 
into Portugal and entrench himself upon the Tagus, while 
the French humbled our boastful allies in every direction 
where they chose to tum. At the close of 1809, all the 
fortresses of Spain were in French hands, and.alJ. the 
Spanish armies were routed. 

There was nothing in the conduct of the war in other 
quarters to sustain the spirits which were depreBSed by 
the ruinous condition of Spain., An expedition was sent 
from Sicily-15,000 men under Sir John Stewart-against 
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Naples; chiefly for the purpose of preventing the new 
King of Naples from sending his force out against Austria, 
and (at least, BO the Neapolitans believed) also for the 
restoration of Ferdinand IV. to the throne. Some success 
attended the British and' Sicilian arms at :first; but the 
French in Naples BOon cleared the country of the English. 
The expedition went out in June; and by October, we 
had no footing left on the coast or islands which at first. 
appeared to have been gained. 

The remaining e~terprise, the distinguishing olle of the 
season., had consequences which extended through a long 
course of years, and which, indeed, affected the destinies 
of England more than any other event of the timo. It 
was the Walcheren Expedition, which disgraced the 
Government, turned the poor King's brain beyond reco
very, removed Mr. Canning from the Government, broke 
up an administration, and caused a sweep of mortality 
among the British soldiery, enough to bear down all hope 
and heart, at the most critical time of the war. 

Three times before, during the war, it had occurred to 
one or aoother, connected with the government, that it 
would be a good thing to hold Antwerp, and command the 
ScheIdt, seize the French ships in the river, and get pos
session of their arsenals and dockyards. On each occasion, 
men of military science and experience had been consulted; 
and invariably they had pronounced against the scheme. 
Now, however, what Mr. Pitt had considered impracticable, 
Lord Castlereagh, with the rashness of incapacity, resolved 
should be done: and, in order not to be hindered, he 
avoided consulting with those who would have objected to 
the enterprise. Though the scene of action was to be the 
swamps at the mouths of the ScheIdt, he consulted no 
physician. Having himself neither naval, military, nor 
medical know ledge, he assumed the responsibility-except 
such as the King and the Duke of York chose to share • 
.As for the poor Duke of Portland, he was capable of doing 
mischief by his being half dead; how much mischief, soon 
appeared: bUll he was past doing any good; and in this 
great affair he was passive. It was May, 1809, before any 
stir was apparent which could lead men outside the Ca
binet to, infer that an expedition for the ScheIdt was ~ 
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contemplation; but so early as the beginning of April (it 
is now known), Mr. Canning signified that he could not 
share in the responsibility of an enterprise which must so 
involve his own office; that he could not act with a War 
Minister so incapable as Lord Castlereagh; and that, if 
Lord Castlereagh was not. removed, he himself must 
resign.. The Premier· 'Qegged for a. little delay, on the 
ground that a. charge against Lord Castlereagh, of traf
ficking in a seat in parliament, was then under discussion 
in the Comm~ns; and any move against him in the 
Cabinet, at that moment, might be fatal to his prospects. 
In May, when the preparations for the Walcheren Epe
dition were becoming known, Mr. Canning again urged 
his request. The matter was laid before the King, and 
communicated to Lord Camden, Lord Castlereagh's uncle. 
Both admitted that a change must be made; and the -
King's wish was, that the foreign correspondence should 
be wholly transferred to Mr. Ca.nning's department. But 
this would still h~ve left Mr. Canning responsible for the 
Walcheren Expedition; and he continued to urge his 
objection, which he, from that time, understood to be 
adopted by the Cabinet. The Duke of Portland after
wards assumed the entire blame of 80 concealing the affair, 
as that Lord Castlereagh was kept entirely in the dark 
as to the Cabinet's opinion of his incapacity, and Mr. 
Canning's objection to work with him. When the ships, 
in their gallant array, were riding in the Channel, before 
the eyes of the French, the new plea arose that Lord 
Castlereagh must be allowed to complete his enterprise, 
and have the credit if it succeeded; and when it had 
failed, it was declared that such was not the moment to 
crush him; and irresistible appeals were made to Mr. 
Canning to hold on till the affair had blown over. 
Throughout the whole, Mr. Canning was sacrificed by all 
parties-the King, the Premier, and Lord Camden: and, 
next to him, Lord Castlereagh was the injured person
no power having been given him to judge and act in his 
own case. It was not till the autumn that his position 
was revealed to him through a fatal explosion. 

The fleet that rode in the Channel consisted of 39 ships 
of the line, and 36 frigates, and a due proportion of small 
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vessels: in all, 245 vessels of war: and 400 transports 
carried 40,000 soldiers. Only one hospital ship was pro-. 
vided for the whole expedition, though the Surgeon~ 
General implored the grant of two more. He gave his. 
reasons, but was refused. Mr. Wilberforce was on the 
Sussex coast when the noble spectacle of the great arm~ 
ment passed by; and he was full of misgivings,. as were 
others, who, for the whole course of the war, had seen 
the successive failures of the "expeditions" sent out till, 
as Mr. Wilberforce said, they had become ,ick of the very 
word. The naval commander was Sir Richard J. Strachan, 
whose title to the responsibility no one could perceive,. 
while many who had more experience were unemployed. 
The milita~ command was given (as the selection of the 
present Cabmet had been) to Lord Chatham, for no better 

. reason than that he was &. favourite with the King and 
Queen, who liked his gentle and eourtly manners, and 
his easy and amiable temper. It was wholly a court 
appointment, expiated by the poor King at length more 
bitterly than many a crime might have been by a man in 
a lower station. The fatal mistake was made of not 
defining the respective authorities of the two commanders; 
and both being inexperieneed or apathetio, each relied 
upon the other first, and east the blame of failure upon, 
him afterwards. In the Autumn, an epigram of unknown 
origin was in every body's mouth, all over England: 

H Lord Chatham, with his sword undrawn, 
Stood waiting for Sir Richard Strachan; 
Sir Richard, longing to be at 'em, 
Stood waiting for the Earl of Chatham:' 

The Heet set sail on the 28th of July, and was on the 
coast of Holland the next day. The first discovery was 
that there were not boats enough to land the troops and the 
ordnance. 'l'he next was that no plan had been formed, 
about how to proceed, The most experienced officers 
were for pushing on to Antwerp, forty-five miles off, and· 
taking it befote it could be prepared for defence; but the 
commanders determined to take Flushing. first. They 
set about it so slowly that a fortnight was consumed in 
preparat+ons. In two days JIlore, the 15th .of August, 
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Flushing was taken. After this, Lord Chatham paused 
to consider what he should do next; and it was the 2hat 
before he began to propose to go on to Antwerp; Then 
came the next discovery, that, by this time, two inter
mediate places had been so strengthened that there must 
be some fighting on the way. So he did nothing more 
but take possession of two small islands near Flushing. 
Not another blow was struck; not another league was 
traversed by. this magnificent expedition. But the most 
important discovery of all no~ disclosed itself. The 
army had.been brought into the swamps at the beginning 
of the sickly season. Fever sprang up under their feet,· 
and 3,000 men were in hospital in a few days, just when 
it became necessary to reduce the rations, because pro
visions were falling short. On the 27th of August, Lord 
Chatham led a council of war to resolve that "it was not 
advisable to pursue further operations." But, if they 
could not proceed, neither could they remain where they 
were. The enemy had more spirit than their invaders. 
On the 30th and 31st, such a fire was opened from both 
banks of the river, that the ships were obliged to retire. 
Flushing was given up, and every thing else except the 
island of Walcheren, which it was fatal to hold at this 
season. On the 4th of September, most of the ships were 
at home again; and Lord Chatham appeared on the 14th. 
Eleven thousand men were by that time in the fever, and 
he brought home as many as he could. Sir Eyre Coote, 
whom he left in command, was dismayed to see all the 
rest sinking down in disease at the rate of hundreds in a 
day. Though the men had been working in the swamps, 
up to the waist in marsh water, and the roofs of their 
sleeping places had been carried off by bombardment,'so 
that they slept under a canopy of autumn fog, it was 
supposed that a supply of Thames water to drink would 
stop the sickness; and a supply of five hundred tons per 
week was transmitted. At last, at the end of October, 
a hundred English bricklayers, with tools, bricks, and 
mortar, were sent over to mend the roofs; but they im
mediately dropped into the hospitals. Then the patients 
were to be accommodated in the towns; but, to spare the 
inhabitants, the soldiers were laid down in damp churches; 
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lind their bedding had, from the beginning, been in
sufficient for their need. At last, government desired the 
chief officers of the army Medical Board to repair to 
Walcheren, and see what was the precise nature of the 
fever, and what could be done. The Surgeon-General 
and the Physician-General threw the duty upon each 
other. Government appointed it to the Physician-General, 
Sir Lucas Pepys; but he refused to go. Bothofficerswere 
dismissed, and the medical department of the army was 
reorganized, and greatly improved. The deaths were .at 
this time from two to three hundred a week. When 
Walcheren was evacuated, on the 23rd of December, nearly 
half the force sent out five months before were dead or 
missing; and of those who returned, 35,000 were admitted 
into the hospitals of England before the next 1st of June. 
Twenty millions sterling were spent on this expedition. 
It was the purchase money of tens of thousands of deaths, 
.and of ineffaceable national disgrace. 

That the whole affair would be brought under the 
notice of parliament might have been considered a matter 
of course: yet Lord Chatham took a step which, after it 
had been debated upon, caused his retirement from office 
under an imputation of underhand dealing. He delivered 
into the King's own hand a private statement of his case, 
which, of course, involved an accusation .of his colleague, 
Sir Richard Strachan. Some time after the whole dis
cussion was over, he complained in private of the conduct 
of the Ministers to him, declaring that he did not mean 
his letter to be concealt!d. from them; and that this was 
well known to Mr, Perceval: that he had laid it down 
sealed, declared what it was; and desired that it might be 
read whenever Sir Richard Strachan should deliver in his 
statement. The Ministry resisted the motion of Lord 
Porchester for an inquiry into the Walcheren business, 
three days after the next meeting of parliament: but 
they were beaten; and again they were defeated on the 
question of the production of Lord Chatham's private 
statement. Ob. this last point, the King was necessarily 
brought into court as a witness. He declared that such 
a document could not be produced, because it no longer 
existed. ,The original statement had been put into his 
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hands, with an humble request that it might be kept 
secret: the writer had asked for it back again, in order to 
insert some corrections; and when it was again proffered, 
the writer was referred to the Secretary of State. Every 
effort was made by the Court and the Ministry to screen 
Lord Chatham; and they so far succeeded as to bear 
down a vote of censure on him in parliament. At seven 
in the morning of Saturday, the 31st of March, 1810, 
three divisions gave majorities to Ministers of 40, 48, and 
51. But this availed little to. their colleague, whose 
reputation was past saving by any parliamentary vote .. 
He resigned his seat in the Cabinet, and was succeeded, 
after an inter.vaJ. of a few weeks, by Lord Mulgrave. It 
was a matter of deep concern to the friends of Mr. Pitt to 
be compelled to pronounce on the conduct of his brother; 
but the mournful silence of some told against him as 
strongly as the open censure of others; and he was a 
ruined man, as regarded his political career. 

Some few successes at sea. came at intervals to relieve 
the gloom of the war, and save the nation from the super
stition that. Napoleon was invulnerable. Lord Cochrane
was a brave and spirited commander. When under 
Admiral Gambier, in the spring of 1809, he destroyed a 
considerable part of the French :Heet off Rochefort. Four 
ships of the line were taken and blown up at their anchor
age; and seven more ran ashore, and were either destroyed 
or wholly disabled. The French had placed a boom in· 
front of their line for a defence; but the British ships, 
coming down with all their wei~ht, under favour of a 
strong north wind and a :Hood tide, broke through the 
boom, and carried all before them. Only ten lives were' 
lost on the British side in this action, while the prisoners 
taken were several hundreds. The British success in 
decimating the French navy seems to ha.ve been invari
able. As soon as it began to revive, it was cut down' 
again. The brave and noble Collingwood, now gradually 
sinking under the pressure of fatigue, anxiety, and home-· 
sickness (for he had never been permitted to enjoy more 
than one single year of repose since he left home a.fter his 
marriage, and had never met Lady Collingwood but twice' 
for many years), was yet vigorous in professional action. 
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It is a touching story-that of his long years' services in 
the Mediterranean. He kept Napoleon in check and in 
awe; he saw his ship wearing out in the tempests and 
toBBings of that great gulf of which he was sorely weary ; 
and he felt that he was himself wearing out under a 
worse stress of the mind . and heart: but he held on 
bravely, with a mournful patience which rebukes the 
impatience of the readers of his letters; and the conqueror 
felt to the last the restraint of his presence in the world. 
He was now never more to see wife or child: but they 
were still to hear of his deeds for some months longer. 
In October, 1809, he destroyed a French fleet, consisting 
of three sail of the line and four frigates, convoying 
twenty large transports which were carrying relief from 
Toulon to Barcelona. In the same autumn, a squadron 
from his fleet took several Greek islands, before garrisoned 
by the French. Upon this the government of the Seven 
Islands was immediately restored, to the great joy of the 
inhabitants. After·these feats, Lord Collingwood gravely 
represented to government the peril to his life of remaining 
longer at sea without rest; and on the 27th of Maroh, 1810, 
Lord Mulgrave wrote the long-desired permission to him 
to come home. Sir Charles Cotton was to take his place ; 
and the members of the government looked forward with 
pleasure to the opportunity of testifying their respect and 
gratitude, and to the happy spectacle of his recovery in 
his own home. So said the letter written by Lord 
Mulgrave. It came back to the Admiralty with the seal 
unbroken. Lord Collingwood had died three weeks before 
its date. His was as hard a professional life as his friend 
Nelson's, and a harder death. His moral life was an 
easier one, notwithstanding all its dreadful privations; 
for he was a virtuous man, whose home was always a. 
thought of peace. Sickened as his heart was by hope 
deferred, and tantalized affections, it had no storms of 
paBSion and of shame to sustain. Weare abashed at the 
thought of pitying one so good and great: yet a tender 
and respectful'pity is perhaps the first feeling cailed np 
by the name of Collingwood, in those who have contem
plated his life. 

Among the troubles consequent on the European war, 
, y 
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we had now to reckon a quarrel with the United States, 
which was becoming more serious from year to year. 

The anti-commercial decrees of Napoleon were issued in 
November and December 1806. One of the articles of 
these decrees ordained that no ship should be admitted 
into any port under the control of France without a cer
tificate which should !Ieclare where she came from, and 
that . no part of her cargo was English. The British 
government hoped that if a retaliatory decree should be 
issued by them, neutral states. would be roused by the 
injury to their commerce to resent and resist the "Con
tinental System" .. of Napoleon; and Lord Grenville's 
Administration therefore issued an Order in Council, in 
January 1807, which interdicted the passage of vessels 
between any two ports which were not freely open to 
British commerce. No good effects being found to result 
from this measure, the Portland Administration followed 
it up, in the next November, by a more stringent Order, 
which provided that, with certain exceptions, all ports, 
in the colonies or elsewhere, from which the British :Bag 
was excluded, should be considered, in regard to trade 
and navigation, as in a state of blockade; and that all 
vessel strading to or from such ports, or carrying any 
produce or manufactures of such countries or colonies, 
should be considered, with their cargoes, lawful prize to 
their captors. The Opposition not only protested against 
the policy of such a proclamation as this, but questioned 
its legality; and the matter was hotly contested in par
liament during the session of 1808. 

The American government had made it clearly under
stood at the Courts of London and Paris that it had never 
acquiesced in the original decree of Napoleon; and its 
indignation at the British Orders in Council, which, if 
duly executed, would annihilate American commerce, was 
naturally strong. An Act of Embargo was passed by 
Congress, interdicting commerce with both England and 
France; and by the end of the summer, the American 
newspapers were proclaiming the consequent national 
loss to be 48,000,000 of dollars, and pointing out, in a 
very stimulating manner, how many national benefits 
might have been achieved with sl\ch a sum as that. In 
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August, the American Minister, Mr. Pinckney, made 
advances towards an accommodation, proposmg that if 
American commerce were expressly ell:empted from the 
provisions of the O~ders in Council, the American em
bargo should be removed. Time had been afforded for 
some such amicable arrangements with the United States 
by a Bill which had passed in the spring, .. for the regu
lation of intercourse with America," and an envoy, 
Mr. Rose, had repaired to Washington, to negotiate an 
arrangement. It became our government to make every 
effort to satis(v the Americans, because we had certainly 
in one case offended against international law and un
derstanding. A sea fight had actually taken place from 
the commander flf the British ship .. Leopard" . having 
attacked an American frigate, poured three broadsides 
into her and boarded her, because she refused to permit a 
sp..&rch for deserters. Mr. Canning, on hearing the news, 
at once avowed to the American Minister in London that 
the Commander 6f the .. Leopard" had enforced an 
untenable claim. Mr. Rose returned without having 
effected any accommodation. Mr. Pinckney's offer, made 
in August, did not close the dispute: and Mr. Erskine 
was sent out, to try what he could do on occasion of 
a change of President; Mr. Madison suceeeding Jefferson 
in 1809. At the beginning of that year, the danger of 
a war seemed imminent; revolting as was the idea of 
such a war arising out of the lIlutual injuries of two 
European powers, who were trying to ruin each other. 
The repugnance of the Opposition was so strongly ex
pressed in parliament at the beginning of the session, 
that in April the British government modified their 
Orders in Council so as to favour America expressly, 
by opening to her shipping the Baltic, the German 
Ocean, part of Italy, and the foreign possessions of the 
Dutch. This was 80 far well: but there was a strong 
feeling in both countries that the mischief was not over. 
With an enemy like Napoleon, apt and eager about em
broiling his antagonists, and with a Ministry like that 
which now governed England, at once weak and insolent, 
the nation had well nigh lost hope of not having the 
whole world against her, while the contempt was every 

. y 2 
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year mixing more largely with the. dislike with which 
England was regarded. Nelson was gone: and Welling
ton had not yet had opportunity to vindicate his country's 
name. Her name and fame were at this date very low, 
while Napoleon was at the summit of his. Causes were 
in operation which were to turn the scale; but nobody 
yet knew it; and the national heart was heavy enough in 
the year 1809. . 

Besides foreign adversity, there was, this year, domestic 
disgrace. The King was proud of his second son. While 
harsh towards the Prince of Wales and the Duke of Kent, 
and not apt to beafi'ectionate to any body, he seems to 
have been really fond of the Duke of York. And ex
ternally there seemed to be reason for it. The Duke had 
for seventeen years been respectably married. The old 
reports of his gaming tendencies had died away; and it 
was undisputed that he had considerably improved the 
organization and discipline of the army. Yet rumours 
were abroad of something being wrong; prophecies that 
a new Commander-in-Chief would soon be wanted; in
timations. "that further afflictions were in store for the 
poor old King; and expressions of compassion for the 
Duchess of York. With the opening of 1809' all was 
made clear. On the 27th of January, the well-known 

,Mr. Wardle, a colonel of militia, and commonly called 
Colonel Wardle, drew the attention of the House to the 
danger the country must be placed in, at such a time as 
the present, by corruption in the Military Departments of 
the state. He indicated a house in Gloucester Place, 
splendid with carriages, servants, and fine furniture, as 
the nest of the corruption he spoke of. In this house, he 
said, the Duke of York llad placed his mistress-a 
woman named Mary Anne Clarke--who was in the habit, 
as could be proved, of selling offices in the army, by means 
of her favour with the Commander-in-Chief. Mrs. Clarke 
had, in one instance, taken a bribe of 5001., whioh she paid 
over to a silversmith as part payment for a service of 
plate-the Duke of York discharging the remainder. 
Other cases were detailed which convinoed the hearers, in 
the midst of their consternation, that there must be some 
ground for the charges. The positions laid down by 
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Colonel Wardle were, that Mrs. Clarke possessed the 
power of military promotion: that she took money for 
the use of that power; and that the Commander-in-Chief 
shared the money. There were further allegatiorul of 
Mrs. Clarke having been bribed by clergymen and gentle
men to procure appointments in the Church and the 
State: but the military abuses were those that the House 
had first to deal with. The members of the govermment, 
while indignantly denying the charges, desired, on the 
part of the Duke of York, a full and fair trial of his 
conduct. This was eagerly agreed to by all but a few 
political fanatics, who pronounced the whole business to 
be a tail-piece of the French Revolution, which it would 
be dangerous to countenance by any attention whatever. 
When they had said what they had to say, the question 
was debated whether the method should be by a Secret 
Committee, bound to publish the results of the evidence, 
or in open House. The friends of decency desired the 
Secret Committee; but the majority saw reasons enough 
for a more open investigation to procure it; and for two 
months, the time of parliament and the attention of the 
public were wholly engrossed by the subject and its 
infamous details. Spain was forgotten; and Napoleon 
himself was almost lost sight of, while Mrs. Clarke and 
her associates came down through crowded streets, and 
passed into the House through a lane of gazers, to give 
evidence at the bar. The woman was wholly unabashed 
-in full possession of her wit and grace, and so ready 
with the story of her successive amours as to alarm 
certain of her hearers, and stimulate the vicious curiosity 
of the whole nation. Wilberforce, whose seusitive and 
religious nature was tortured during the whole process 
of inquiry, observed that it was" cUlious to see how she 
won upon people." The extreme liberals in parliament 
were tolerant to her; and more than tolerant, for the good 
they thought she was doing in overthrowing any popular 
v.eneration for, the royal family, and exposing the corrup
tIOn that was at the heart of the administration of the 
most important of public affairs. The truest lovers of 
their country mourned, and almost despaired. For' some 
years, the popular temper had. been growing savage under 
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the stimulus which a long war affords to the brutal pas
sions. The rapid increase of crimes of violence had 
been unquestionable .for some time past. There were 
more murders, and they were of a more savage nature; 
and a new brutality had introduced itself into commoner 
offences. And now it seemed as if the domestic virtue of 
the nation was to be tainted, and the imagination was to 
be familiarized with licentiousness. Much vice became 
suddenly shameless: . the newspapers became at once" in
decent publications:" and the spectacle was presented of 
the national legislature forgetting or excusing the vice of 
the case in the entertainment afforded by the unrestrained 
cleverness of the singular witness they had called to their 
bar. The subject of the domestic virtues of the sovereign 
was dropped while his eldest and third sons were living 
in open adultery, and the second and favourite son, the 
best public servant of the family, was upon his trial 
before the country for profligacy like that which was 
now laid open. In the churches, the worshippers remem
bered that certain of the clergy had paid court to the mis
tress of a' Prince, however they might spurn the less 
guilty outcasts in the streets. In the country towns, 
men anxiously noted the amusement their representatives 
evinced under the sallies of Mrs. Clarke's wit at the bar 
of the House. In the streets through which the Duchess 
of York might have been passing, the sweeps and errand
boys, playing at pitoh-and-toss, cried, not" Heads or Tails," 
but "Duke or Darling." Even they had picked up that 
word from the evidence, though they could not read it. 
Among the tens of thousands who were so soon to mourn 
over the plague-ravages of Walcheren, there were m~ny 
who suffered more from this moral Walcheren campalgn 
whioh had to be gone through first. 

It appeared so plainly, during the investigation, that 
Mrs. Clarke acted in a spirit of vindictiveness against the 
Duke, with whom she had quarrelled; it was so clear that 
she was in close connexion with Colonel Wardle; and her 
word was so evidently worth nothing at all, that hopes 
began to be entertained by those who dreaded "a popular 
triumph" that the affair would blow over. But it was 
too serio1lB for that. It was understood that the Ministers. 
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thought that the alternative lay between the Duke's resig
nation, and his impeachment by parliament; and when it 
was rumoured that the Duke steadily refused to resign. 
the Opposition leaders were dismayed. They said that, if 
it once came to an impeachment, all was lost; for the 
Lords would certainly acquit. Lord Malmesbury asserted 
that the Duke's accusers were "instigated by levelling 
principles, and had no other view than the sinking and 
degrading all rank:" Lord Eldon was calling the House 
of CommonB the" bloodhounds of St. Stephen's;" and Lord 
Melville, of all men, was busying himself in the Duke's 
defence. It was feared that all constitutional safeguards 
would be broken through, to save a member of the royal 
family. But the minority in the Commons was too con
siderable, and in every way too respectable, to be slighted; 
and the object of the inquiry was presently obtained. As 
Boon aB the evidence had been all received, the Duke of 
York addressed a letter to the Speaker of the Commons, 
dated February 23rd, in which, after expressing shame at 
the connexion which had brought his public virtue into 
question, he declared on his honour, as a prince, in the 
most solemn manner, that he was wholly ignorant of the 
traffic carried on by Mrs. Clarke. If this was true-and 
to doubt the word of any gentleman so offered was very 
painful-a note which had come, by a sort of accident, 
mto the possession of the House must have been a forgery, 
though the hand-writing was declared to be his by many 
witnesses from the Post Office and the Bank. Night after 
night, the subject was debated-the House rising some
times at three in the morning, and sometimes at six. On 
the 17th of March, there was a division on a Resolution of 
Mr. Perceval's; that the Duke had no guilty knowledge of 
the corrupt proceedings proved. The majority on this 
occasion was only 82 in a House of 464 members. There 
was to be one more debate a~ least; on a motion of Mr. 
Bathurst's for an Address to the King, requiring the 
resignation of the Commander-in-Chief. But the Duke 
anticipated the decision of the House by voluntarily re
signing his office. On the 20th of March, Jl.lr. Perceval 
read to the House parts of the Duke's letter to the King, 
in whic~ he declared that, as the House of Commons had 
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declared him innocent of the charge of corruption, he 
could approach his Majesty, to offer his resignation of his 
office, without being supposed to do so from fear of the 
result. Under the circumstances, this mode of expression 
was not wise or graceful--any more than the claim he 
advanced to credit for patience and firmness in meeting 
the inquiry. . 

The Duke was displaced: but there was a general ex
pectation that he would not long remain out of office. 
Lord Althorp wished the House to pass a Resolution 
which should exclude him from office permanently; but 
for this parliament was not disposed. They regarded the 
Duke as having been infatuated by the arts of a corrupt 
person, and led into misconduct in his office which merited 
a severe check; but, apart from this, his deserts as Com
mander-in-chief were too eminent to permit a nation so 
ill-served as England was at present to baw.sh from public 
affairs one of her ablest officers. General Sir David Dundas 
assumed for a time the vacant place at the Horse Guards; 
and the Duke of York returned to.it in 1811.-As regarded 
Colonel Wardle, the conclusion was somewhat ludicrous. 
Public meetings were held in honour of his patriotism and 
chivalrous courage, and addresses were sent up to him 
from Glasgow and Canterbury, from London, Westminster, 
and the county of Middlesex, and many more. Before all 
had had time to address him, he was condemned to a pay
ment of 2,OOOl. and costs at the suit of the upholsterer 
who had furnished Mrs. Clarke's house at the Colonel's 
expense. The Colonel published.in the newspapers a pro
test and vindication, grounded on a charge of perjury 
against Mrs. Clarke and her abettors. This issue wrought 
strongly in favour of the Duke of York, and facilitated his 
return to office.-After making every allowance, however, 
it is impossible not to feel disgust at the tone of the 
courtiers on the occasion. The pious Lord Eldon-the 
man supremely favoured in the possession of a Conscience 
-is found writing in his most sentimental style about the 
affecting letters of the King, and the most affecting letters 
of the Duke, and the handsome and dignified way in 
which they behaved to the Ministers, while we find not 
a word about the injury to meritorious officers of being 
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kept down in favour of men who would rise by bribing a 
courtesan; not a' word about the iniquity and woe of 
COlTUpting the military serviCe: not a word of reprobation 
of the profligacy for which no language would have been 
severe enough if it had been chargeable upon an Opposi
tion nobleman, or any man whose rank placed him under 
the feet of the sanctimonious Lord Eldon. 

Scarcely was this strife over when another, which was 
all the while preparing, burst forth. 

The revelations induced in the cases of Lord Melville 
and the Duke of York promised to secure extensive reforms, 
in regard both to national office and property. In the 
public alTears of the Admiralty Boord., ll,600,OOOl. were 
unaccounted for in March of this year. In St. Domingo, 
there had been, within four years, an expenditure of 
7,700,OOOl., as yet unaccounted for: ,and the Commission 
of Inquiry, which cost the nation 18,OOOl. a year, had as 
yet exhibited no result of its exertions. '1'he several 
Commissioners delivered their Reports; but it did not 
appear that they had laid hold of the peculators. Great 
exposures on this subject were made in the Commons, in 
the debate of the 21st of March. On the 27th, the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer moved for leave to bring in a bill 
to prevent the sale and brokerage of offices. He declared 
this measure to be a consequence of the disclosures made 
in the course of the late inquiry about the Duke of York. 
His information determined the House to inquire, by 
means of a Committee, into the management of East 
India patronage: and the abuses in the sale of writer
ships and cadetships were found to be so enormous, that a 
sweep was made among the appointments of late years, 
and a considerable number of young men were recalled 
from India, amidst the compassion of society, which did 
not attribute to them the corruption which had first 
opened fair prospects before them, and now blasted all 
their hopes.--Out of this matter, again, rose the discovery 
that Lord Castlereagh had been dabbling in the dirt of this 
market. He had been bartering an Indian writership for 
a seat in parliament for his friend Lord Clancarty-thus 
abU8in~ at once East India patronage and the integrity 
of parliament. The charge was brought forward by Lord 
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A. Hamilton, on the 25th of April. Lord Castlereagh 
admitted the facts, and acknowledged the offence; but he 
pleaded harmlessness of intention, and also of result, for 
the bargain was aooidentally broken off. In consideration 
of this (whioh was surely no good reason) and of the 
frankness and humility with whioh the aooused aoknow
ledged his offence, he and his abettors were let off with 
the dishonour and disgrace. The House, "considering 
all the ciroumstanoes of the case, and that the intention 
referred to in the evidenoe was never carried into effeot, 
does not think it neoessary," says the Resolution, "to 
oome to a oriminating Resolution on the same."-Again, 
on the 5th of May, there was a new charge against Lord 
Castlereagh, in whioh Mr. Peroeval was inoluded; and 
on the 11th it was debated. The oharge was that these 
two Ministers had p,ooured by purchase a seat in parlia
ment for. Mr. Quintm Dick, and had afterwards en
d~avoured.· to influence his vote in the Duke of York's 
business. About the purchase of the seat it would have 
been hyprocrisy in those days to pretend to be ashamed: 
but it was .heinous misconduct to attempt to influence 
votes, and to. dismiss their nominee for his independent 
judgment, after these very Ministers had declared that 
the inquiry into the Duke of York's business was purely 
judicial. The Ministers were, however, so strongly sup
ported by the Grenville party, in their dread of the 
question of Parliamentary Reform, and of exposure of 
similar acts in the days of former administrations, that 
the minority was very small; only 85 to 310. Romilly's 
remark upon it was, .. The deoision of this night, ooupled 
with some that have lately taken place, will do more 
towards disposing the nation in favour of a Parliamentary 
Reform, than all the speeohes that have been, or will be, 
made in any popular assemblies."-The" oonsoientious 
Peroeval" was, at the very time of using this intimida
tion on a judioial question, spending hours and thought, 
and pen and ink, on preventing the members of parliament 
from being tempted to travel on a Sunday--as if he had 
been put in charge of their private consciences while he 
was tampering with a political one. He had fixed the 
opening of the Session for a Monday: Wilberforce re-
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monstrated, feeling it unsafe to trust the members to come 
up on Saturday. Perceval explained and regretted at 
some length; and at last changed the day to Thursday • 
.. The House put off nobly by Perceval," writes Wilber
force. So much for the camels and gnats of that time! 

It w~ during these proceedings that silence was en
forced upon Mr. Canning by his chef and other colleagues, 
on the plea of Lord Castlereagh's adversities in parlia
ment: and then, as has been told, succeeded the plea of 
the Walcheren expedition. Upon Canning, too, was laid 
the task of saying what could be said in excuse for the 
sinning minister under the accusations of the House. His 
position was so hard that on the las~ day of May, he told 
his story to the King himself, thinking that the failing 
Duke of Portland might not have made all clear to the 
royal mind. But the King laid his commands upon 
him not to resign at present, "The sine qua non with 
Canning,H the Premier wrote to the Chancellor (who 
could not endure Canning, but understood how indis
pensable he was to the Administration), "is to take from 
Lord Castlereagh the conduct of the war." Before the 
end of June, the Premier disclosed to Mr. Canning that 
changes were to be made in the War Office; and then, for 
the first time, Mr. Canning was informed that the whole 
matter had been concealed from Lord Castlereagh. During 
the whole of July, he was put off with assurances that no 
arrangements were making, and that Lord Castlereagh's 
mind was in course of preparation for the change. When 
he pressed for precision as to dates, he was told that in 
six weeks, when the issue of the Walcheren expedition 
should be known, he should either be. satisfied or per
mitted to resign. At the appointed time he was urgent. 
The event of W alcheren was known on the 2nd of Sep
tember. On the, 3rd, he wrote to the Premier at his 
country seat, and learned on the 6th, that no arrangement 
had be~n even considered; Lord Castlereagh was, at that 
h?ur, Ignorl\nt of all that had been thought in regard to 
hIm for the last half yea),"; and that if he, Canning,
should .persist in his resolution to resign, he must be 
resl?onslble for the dissolution of the Ministry. No al~er
native.was left, after such usage as this. Mr. Cannmg 
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intimated that he should attend no more Cabinet councils, 
and should discharge the duties of his office only till his 
successor should be appointed. 

Now, at last, Lord Castlereagh was informed of that 
'Which it so much concerned him to know. He im
lnediately resigned. At the' moment when his great 
Walcheren.scheme had lapsed into humiliation and dis
grace, he discovered that his colleagues had for many 
months been' agreed upon his incapacity, at the instiga
tion (as he conceived the matter) of Canning. He was 
never clear-headed; and the tumult of feelings into which 
he was now plunged was not likely ·to make him more 
logical than usual. He wrote a long letter to his ad
versary; a letter abounding in mistakes of fact and false 
reasoning, and ending in a challenge. It would have 
been too absurd, even to his confused and narrow under
standing,. to challenge a man for thinking meanly of his 
abilities. He expressly decJ.ared that this was not his 
ground of complaint; but that Mr. Canning's justifiable 
demand was unjustifiably "executed." Mr. Canning 
might have declined fighting on the ground that he was 
not concerned in the "execution" of his own demand, 
and had, in fact, as much reason as any body to complain 
of it: but Canning was a man of the world, and had the 
moral weaknesses of that character. He declared that 
Lord Castlereagh was mistaken in his whole view: but 
he did not explain how or where; and he went out to 
fight as illogically as his challenger. The duel took 
place on the 21st of September, within sight of the 
windows of Pitt's death-chamber. They fired twice; and 
at the second discharge, Mr. Canning was wounded in the 
thigh. He was able, however, to attend the levee on the 
11th of October, to resign the seals. Hisfriend Huskisson 
went. out with him. 

It had been evident to the King in Augnst that the 
Duke of Pprtland. must retire; and the Chancellor was 
called into consultation about it. Not the less angry 
.was Lord Eldon now with Capning, whom he accused of 
breaking up the repose of the government-of the govern
ment whioh had this year Bunk to the lowest point of 
popular -contempt. Now was the time for the Duke of 
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Portland to retire. He did so, and died on the 29th of 
October. 

The duel and its antecedents were sad and shameful 
enough ft'om every point of view: but perhaps the worst 
results were those which manifested themselves. in the 
temper of Canning, and the political career of both, for 
the next few years. Lord Castlereagh had so little mind, 
so amiable a temper, so superficial a sensibility, such ac
commodating manners, and, furthermore, the command of 
so many votes in parliament, that his mortifications were 
soon got rid of, by himself and the leaders of his party: 
and his country had the misfortune to be served by him 
for a long course of years after his exclusion from power 
for ever seemed decided. Mr. Canning had done nothing 
which need even delay his return to office; and no man 
was so urgently needed-6o indispensable, as almost 
everybody but Lord Eldon said at the time. But his 
temper was not softened or sweetened by what had hap
pened; and he was now to show himself more haughty 
and irascible than ever. before, while out of his right 
place, and unable to settle down in any other. He had 
"fluttered the Voices," and now he must go through a 
period of banishment, and bear it as he might. He had 
been injured; and he was angry; and the portion of his 
life now to come was far from being the happiest. 

The Marquess Wellesley was at this time in Spain as 
our ambassador. He was doing good service in exposing 
to the English understanding the untrustworthiness of 
the Spaniards, and the weakness of their cause: but he 
was now wanted at home. Indeed, any man of ability 
was so precious in those days of Ministerial incapacity, 
that the difficulty was to decide where to put him, while 
every office was in pressing need of him. The Ministry 
had been ignominious in its coming in, and in its conduct; 
and now, the ignominy of its going out deprived its 
leaders of Canning-their only able man at home. They 
~ent at once for his friend Wellesley from Spain, appoint
l~g Henry Wellesley (afterwards Lord Cowley) to take· 
hIS place aR ambassador. This done, the time till Lord 
Wellesley could return must be employed in negotia
tion. The parties seem to have been these. ·First, the 
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remaining Ministers, who still called. themselves the 
Pittites. Next, the friends and constant allies, Lord 
Wellesley and Canning. Thirdly, the Addington group. 
Fourthly, the Grenville set. It was thought possible by 
Mr. Perceval, who was really amiable in his personal 
transactions, that Lord Wellesley, on his return, might 
accomplish Canning's resumption of office. One diffi
culty in the way was, that neither Perceval nor Canning 
could take the lead in the Commons, so as to compel the 
other to be his subordinate. Though it was desirable, 
on the whole, that the Premier should be in the Lower 
House, it might be arranged otherwise, so that the two 
men might remain on an equality before parliament. 
Canning would have liked that Perceval should be re
moved to the other House, by the gift of a peerage; but 
Perceval declared that this would be "clapping an ex
tinguisher upon him in the shape of a coronet;" and 
besides, he had not fortune to support new rank. So 
Canning was left till Lord Wellesley should return; and 
the first application was made to Lords Grenville and 
Grey. It was so manifestly out of the question that they 
should take office, on account of the Catholic question, 
that Lord Grey did not think it worth while to come to . 
town from Northumberland. Lord Grenville, who was 
in Cornwall, thought it more respectful to the King to 
come to town; but did not for a moment admit the possi
bility of taking office. Their friends thought the ap
plication was merely for the purpose of gaining time for 
Lord Wellesley's answer to come. 

There remained the Sidmouth party. Lord Sidmouth's 
sensitive vanity was sorely wounded by the awkwardness 
with which this negotiation was begun. Mr. Perceval's 
want of tact in a former address to Lord Melville was 
hardly greater than he now manifested in his dealings with 
Lord Sidmouth. First, he sent the marplot, Lord Chat
ham, on the 5th of October, to propose to Lord Sidmouth 
employments for his parly, without any mention of his 
lordship himself. This extraordinary method of negotia
tion was explained by Mr. Perceval in a letter no less extra
ordinary. He hinted that some friends of his, at present 
indispensable, would not hear of Lord Sillmouth being in 
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the government: but that the objection might hereafter 
give way, if the Addington coterie should render good 
service meanwhile. The letter, Lord Sidmouth said, 
amounted .. in substance only to this; if you will per
suade your friends to support me, I will endeavour to 
persuade mine to permit you to come into office some time 
or another." This was not a winning method to use 
with a vain man; and Mr. Bathurst and Mr. Vansittart, 
the friends sought, refused to take office without him. 

There was now nothing to be done but to construct an 
Administration out of the old materials, strengthened by 
the accession of Lord Wellesley, if he should come. He 
did come; and he succeeded to Canning's office, of Foreign 
Secretary. Mr. Perceval was Premier, being Chancellor 
of the Exchequer as well as First Lord of the Treasury. 
Lord Liverpool took Lord Castlereagh's place at the War 
Office, to the surprise of many who thought that the ablest 
man was wanted there: and his place at the Home Office 
was filled by the Hon. R. Ryder. The other offices were 
filled as before, except that Lord Palmerston became Under 
Secretary at War, in the place of Sir James Pulteney. It 
was December before the arrangements were completed. 
In the midst of them the contest for the Chancellorship 
of the University of Oxford, vacated by the death of the 
Duke of Portland, was going on-Lord Grenville being a 
candidate against Lord Eldon and the Duke of Beaufort. 
The struggle was an important one, considering the pres
sure of the Catholio question at that time. The opinion 
entertained of Lord Grenville's soundness as a churchman 
was shown in his election by a majority of 13 over Lord 
Eldon. The King indeed remarked, that .. it would be 
hard if Cambridge had a Unitarian Chancellor" (the Duke 
of Grafton), .. and Oxford a Popish one:" but it is clear 
that the most zealous body of churchmen in the kingdom 
thought Protestantism safe in the hands of Lord Grenville. 
The Catholic claims were not at that time decided to be a 
revolutionary: question. 

It was a melancholy season for a Jubilee, this close of 
the year 1809; yet a Jubilee there was, on the entrance 
o~ the fiftieth year of the King's reign. The old man 
lrimself,w&ll nearly blind, and his wits were wavering: he 
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was at variance with his heir; his favourite son was just 
disgraced; and he was in displeasure with others of them. 
The .. Pittites" were in a state of collision among them
selves; and the government in deep disoredit at home and 
abroad, on account of the Horse Guards' exposure and the 
Walcheren affair. All hopes from Spain were dwindling 
away; and Napoleon was, at present, in the very insolence 
of his power. It was noticed that Napoleon no longer 
rendered an 'account to the legislature, as one responsible 
for the conduct of public affairs; but that he offered a. 
narrative"':""a. history vouchsafed by himself to them of 
what he had thought proper to do and decree. It was 
pointed out .that he now spoke of .. my empire, " instead 
of "the empire;" and that, in every direction, he had 
piven up all pretence of being a popular ruler. "Holding 
the Pope in imprisonment at Avignon, and having made 
four kings and a viceroy of his nearest relations, he was 
at this time meditating another step, to accomplish which 
he summoned his family to a grand meeting, the purpose 
of which ,was painfully suspected by his unhappy wife. 
Napoleon represented to his family the necessity of pro
viding an heir to his throne. He caused them to see that 
it would be mere obedience to the Providence which had 
enthroned him; and they immediately disoovered a seoret 
article in the Treaty of Vienna, whioh favoured his 
wishes. When Josephine hastened to meet her husband, 
after the battle of Wagram, she saw that something was 
wrong; and when, after dinner one day, he took courage 
to tell her that he must, however unwillingly, divorce 
her, she had to be carried, by himself and the physician, in 
convulsions, and by a. back staircase, to her apartments. 
But before the family council, she commanded herself, and 
agreed, though with a faltering voice, to the divorce. The 
t:lenate disSOlved the marriage immediately, appointing to 
Josephine an income of BO,OOOl. a. year, and the title of 
Empress. The Emperor of Austria lost his hold on the 
sympathies of Europe by eagerly giving his daughter to 
Napoleon: and so quickly were affairs managed that, 
within four months of poor Josephine's first alarm, the new 
wife was receiving the homage of France in the Tuileries. 
Thus was France apparently towering above the nations, 
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while Spain was crumbling down beneath their feet. It 
is true that all was not what it seemed: it is true that 
Napoleon'. aggressions on Spain were destined to bring on 
a fat&l retribution; and that thi •. Austrian allianoe 
aroused the jealousy of Russia, wmoh had ooquetted with 
him, and afterwards indulged the vindiotivene88 of a 
deserted coquette: it is true that the new marriage was, 
&I Napoleon himself said, .. a pit covered with flowers." 
But nObody knew these things at the time. No hollow
neBB W&I apparent when, in the autumn of this year, the 
aummonswent out for the familyoouncil, and Austria was 
making ready to go over to the conqueror;. and the 
English people were invited to hold a Jubilee, in whioh 
there coUld be little mirth. The cries for Reform, and 
what the King took for revolution, had become so vehe
ment thronghout England, that the Court was almost as 
much conoerned &I the enlightened liberals to see how little 
fit the Opposition leaders were to cope with the times. 
While the government had been trying (thanks to Rcmilly, 
in vain) to make their Sedition Bills more stringent, the 

. Opposition leaders were showing themselves undecided, 
backward, indistinct in their views, isolated in their 
conduct; fit neither to cope with the rash bigots on the 
government benches, nor with the railing malcontents 
out of doors. . In the midst of the depression abroad, and 
the 'luarrels at home, in defiance of the gloom whioh was 
settling down upon the world, the Jubilee was to be held, 
and men were to be joyful and loyal on the 25th of 
October, at least, whatever had gone before or should come 
after. 

The Jubilee W&l held, and with much real fervour of 
loyalty. Sir Samuel Romilly foresaw that it would puzzle 
posterity to account for the unquestionable popularity of 
the King at this time: but the causes may still be under
stood and appreciated. Whatever was happening abroad, 
we were still safe within our own islands, with a throne in 
the midst; and the phrase about "rallying round' the 
throne" was then neither hackneyed nor absurd-the 
long war appearing to have sprung directly from the 
~eat revolution abroad, which had played such tricks 
Wlth thrones. The aged King, nearly blind, and now 

z 
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sinking, now rising, in mental health, saved us from the 
regency of a Prince whom nobody loved, and whose vices 
the best people feared. The King's family troubles and 
personal sufferings secured to him the respeotful sympathy 
of all but the heartless. Last and least, it was agreeable 
to be summoned to any publio rejoicing in such times. 
and the whole nation seemed to feel it so. 

At Windsor and, Frogmore, the royal residenoes, the 
display waS, of course, the most imposing. From the fust 
blast of the trumpets at six in the morning, to the last of 
the fireworks at midnight, all was show and festivity. 
The royal family attended service in the Chapel, and the 
Princes 'and Princesses offered their tributes of honour to 
"a reign sacred to piety and virtue." All the churoh 
bells in the kingdom were ringing; all the streets were 
gay with processions during the day, and shining with 
illumination at night. Every body sang" God save the 
King" and "Rule Britannia :." and all corporations 
feasted. The poor feasted too; and all deserters from 
army and navy were pardoned ; and the bulk of society 
was, no doubt, the better for that day. They knew that 
there were grand doings in the far corners of the earth, 
by appointment, in sympathy with home; meetings. in 
Canada, balls at Bombay and Calcutta, and some remission 
of toil; some faint revival of the sensation of citizenship. 
in the convicts at Botany Bay. It was something to 
know this. It was something that the Park and Tower 
guns should fire for something else than bloodshed. The 
national heart needed a holiday; and this was an innocent 
Ilnd natural occasion. Those who could not admire the 
old King oould wish him well. Those who could not 
praise his reign could respect his length of days. Those 

'who would not have originated rejoicings at such a time 
·fell in with the geniality of others, without too curiously 
I1sking why. The Jubilee went off well; and those who 
were most proud of it were most eager to point out how 
unlikely it was that there should ever be another. 
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CRAPI'M III. 

O. P. Question-Opening of the SesBion-~. Peel-Adversity-Com
mercial Crash-Efforts at Reform-Bullion Committee-Penal Law 
reform-Condition of ·the Clergy-Dissenters' Licenses Bill-Pri
vilege question-Parliamentary censure of Burde~Sir F. Burdett 
committed to the Tower-His release-Weakness of the Government 
-Death of Windham-D .... th of Princess Amelia-Insanity of the 
King-Meeting of Parliament-Repeated adjournments-Proposition 
of a Regency-The Princes' protest.-{1810-12.] 

THE close of 1809 was marked by two trials in West
minster Hall which tested the quality of English Jury 
trials, and which were therefore watched with an interest 
which bore no proportion to the importance of their sub
jects. One was a prosecution of Mrs. Clarke and two 
tradesmen, by Colonel Wardle, for perjury. A mob :filled 
Westminster Hall, and dis.turbed the proceedings by their 
shouts in favour of Colonel Wardle, the popular idol of 
the day. Lord Ellenborough, Ohief ,Justice, -was the 
judge. The honest jury returned a. verdiot of Not Gu.ilty. 

The other trial arose Oilt of some late riots in,Cov:ent 
Garden theatre. It appears strange now that, at such a. 
time, a time when the liberties of the world ,were in 
jeopardy, and when adversity was besf\tting ,our own 
country on every side, men ,could feel interest enough 
about theatre prices to make a. riot. But, from whatever 
cause, whether from dulnese under the, circumstances of 
the war, or from the excitement of a. quarrelsome temper, 
which is one of the consequences of war, or from a sincere 
conviction that the principle of fair play was in question, 
it 80 happened that the O. P. riots of 1809 were a. very 
serious matter indeed. 

On the morning of the 20th ,of September, 1808, ,at four 
o'clock, Cove!lt Garden thea~e was perceived to be on 
fire. It was in every way a most disastrous fire. That 
the theatre was destroyed was by no means tlte :worst 
part of it. Seven houses near were totally :demolished ; 
and mapy more rendered uninhabitable. Several dramatio 

, z 2 
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works, of which no copies existed outside the theatre; 
and, worse still, much music of Handel. Arne, and other 
composers, of which likewise there were no duplicates, 
were lost. By the fall of a b'qrning roof, eleven men 
were killed at once, and others fatally injured. It is 
curious now to read the record of the anxiety that was 
felt about Drury 4ne theatre, from the Hakes of fire that 
were blown upon its roofs: and how men got upon the 
roof, and opened the cistern, and kept suoh watch as to 
save the second theatre. The cause of the fire was sup
posed to be the lodgment among the scenes of the wadding 
of a pistol, fired by the hero of the favourite dramatio 
piece of the day-Pizarro, which was adapted for the 
English stage by Mr. Sheridan, the principal proprietor 
of Drury Lane theatre. 

On the night of the 24th of Febroary next, when the 
Commons were discussing the conduct of the war in 
Spain, and Mr. Sheridan w&s listening, while waiiing to, 
speak, the House was filled with a glare of light so extra
ordinary that cries of .. Fire I Fire! ,. interrnpted the 
conoluding part of Mr. Canning's speech. Drury Lane 
theatrew&s on fire l and it was Mr. Sheridan who in
formed the Ministers, in 8. low tone across the table, that it 
was so. The sympathy-for him was so strong that the 
adjournment of the debate wail demanded by several 
members l but Mr. Sheridan calmly said that .. whatever 
might be the extent of the individual calamity, he did. 
not consider it of a nature worthy to interrnpt their pro
ceedings on 80 great a national question." He left the 
House, aocompanied by all good wishes. But he knew 
that the roin was desperate. The destroyed thea.U-e had 
been deep in debt before. It was looked upon as a new 
theatre, because it was the successor of one burned down 
in 1793. The arohitect had exceeded his estimate 80 
enormously that the debts seemed hopeless before; and 
now, the building was burned down before its erection 
was paid for. From the false estimates of architects arose 
the subsequent mischiefs connected with the theatres; 
and among others, the O. P. riots of 1809. 

The expense of rebuilding Covent Garden turned out to 
be so heavy, that the proprietors raised the prices of 
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admission. The publio were not disposed to allow this i 
and they alleged that advantage was taken of Drury Lane 
theatre being in ruins to fix a monopoly price on a public 
amusement. A separate cause of complaint was the 
erection of 28 private boxee, by which the area for the 
publio was much contracted, and facilitiee were supposed to 
be afforded for corrupting the morals of the frequenters of 
the theatre. A vigorous opposition was prepared for the 
first night, the 17th of September. On the steps, a mob 
was vociferating for the Old Prices, long before the doors 
were opened. The emotion of surprise at the beauty of 
the structure and its decorations caused silence at first I 
but when Mr. Kemble appeared to speak the opening 
addre88, the uproar began. For three months afterwards 
it continued throughout the performanoea. The people 
in the pit turned their backs upon the actors; and the din 
of cries, stamping, horns, trumpets, dustmen'lI bells, and 
watchmen's rattles, was insufferable. When the cry of 
O. P. could no longer be heard. the letters were stuck upon 
hats and placards; and at length, there was fighting
serious boxing between the police and the audience. and 
between rival partisans, and tearing up of benches, and 
breaking of chandeliers. A sort of troubled pause ensued 
when the combatants became weary l and it was hoped 
that the mischief Wall over. when an incident occurred, 
out of which grew the trial in Weetminster Hall. Mr. 
Clifford, a barrister, appeared one night in the pit with 
the letters O. P. in the front of his hat. Way was made 
for him to the centre. amidst cries of" way for the honeet 
eou1l8ellor." The box-keeper, Mr. Brandon, caused MJ::. 
Clifford to be arrested, and carried .before the Bow Street 
magistrate. The magistrate immediately discharged 
hini.. Mr. Clifford indicted Brandon for an 888ault and 
false imprisonment. The trial took place before Sir 
James Mansfield, Chief. J1l8tice of the Common Pleas: 
and his charge to the jury Wall an express direction to 
~uit Brandon. The jury, however, satisfied that Mr. 
Clifford's act was not one of riot, gave their -verdict in his 
favour. The judge expressed strong regret. and fears 
that evil con8equencee would ensue; but the crowd in 
the neighbouring streets thought otherwise: and ther 
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hailed the verdict with cheers which were heard as far as 
human voices would reach. The managel'S now fonnd . 
they musll yield. They relinquished the prosecution of 
other parties who had done as Mr. Clifford did; dismissed 
Brandon (who was soon reinstated, however) and restored 
the old prIces. A reconciliation dinner, with Mr. Clifford 
in the chair, and Mr. Kemble at his right hand, took place 
on the 4th of January; and the toast of the evening was 
the prosperity of both parties; the gain of the public in 
amusement, and of the proprietors in emolument. The 
fears of the Judge were not realized; and the sober 
opinion of the country, adverse to the rioters on both 
sides, was with the jury which had fonnd a verdict against 
the Judge's charge. 

The best men were now looking fgrward with a dull 
pain of mind to the opening of the session. They knew 
what would be done on the Court side. The financiers of 
the Cabinet would talk of the growing prosperity; of 
how well the people were off, notwithstanding the taxes; 
and of how well trade flourished, in spite of Napoleon's 
decrees, and our own Orders in Council. The delinquents 
in the Walcheren expedition would be screened: the 
single victory in Spain, which had borne no fruits of 
success, would be paraded, and nothing effectual would 
be proposed for the prosecution' of the war. On the 
Opposition side, there would be complaint, exposure, 
denunciation, but no large and generous scheme of reform, 
and no united action. And it turned out just so.-The 
government must have been hard pressed for topics of 
congratulation when they put into the King's mouth 
felicitations on the destruction of the docks and arsenals 
at Flushing, as a result of the Walcheren expedition. 
Such words, uttered at a moment when our soldiers were 
dying by thousands, and our money had been spent by 
millions, were too impudent (for that is the right word) 
for endurance: and the amendments moved by Lord St. 
Vincent and Lord Grenville, on the discussion of the 
Address, were strong in proportion. The most interest
ing circumstance to us now in the opening of this session 
is, that it was the young Mr. Peel's first occasion of appear
ing in any sort of connexion withthe~overnment. He 
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seconded. the Address in th~ CQIIlmons; enlarging chiefly 
on the necessity of unanhnity in' parliament, as essential 
to due resistance to Napoleon, and to our doing. our duty 
by those who' were struggling against his ul!urpations. 

One observation strikes the eye as remarkable, in con
nexion with events at home SOOIl to happen: "With 
regard to our internal conditioll," he said, "while France 
had been stripped of the flower of her youth; England 
had continued flourishing, and the only alteration had 
been the substitution of machinery for manual labour." 
The timll was at hand which should afford some remark
able illustrations; both as to th~ prosperity and the ma
chinery. It took many long years to illustrate the mind 
and character of the young member whose "animated 
speech" now interested the House, and made the ministers 
agree that they had made an acquisition in young Mr. 
Robert Peel. Before the elld of the year, he was Under
Secretary for the Colonies. 

Mr. Perceval's statement of the national prosperity was 
offered in an exulting mood. Great public works-roads, 
canals, and docks-were proceeding, as if in a tjme of 
settled peace; and the manufactures and commerce of the 
country were still rising, while- Napoleon, who had some 
time since wanted only ships, colonies, and commerce, had 
lost the colonies and commerce of France, and could make 
no use of his remaining ships, which were pent up in 
their ports, from fear of our navy. The ret1U"lls from· the 
property tax, which had, as' regarde.d trades and pro
fessions, sunk during· two former years, were again on the 
increase. If there had been stagnation in some of our 
manufacturing and trading districts, from' our position 
with regard to America as well as the continent, new 
chaunels were opened, and,- in one direction or another, 
we found our ind:ustry in request. This was true. It 
could not be told in parliament what new channels were 
opened; but it was known by all who could use the in
formation that, during the preceding year, the island of 
Heligoland, in the North Sea, had been fortified, and made 
a commercial depot, for the purpose of smuggling British 
goods into Denmark, and also into Germany by the Elbe 
and the Weser. In this year, the small Danish island .of 
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Anholt in the Categat was strengthened and employed 
for the same purpose. It was in May that the flourishing 
statements of the Chanoellor of the Exchequer were made, 
at III moment when his spirits were raised by the know
ledge tha.t the American Congress was then engaged in 
opening our trade with the United States. He overlooked, 
however, some portentous facts which ought to have 
changed the whole aspect of his representations. 

The greatpublio works spoken of by Mr. Perceval were 
entered upon at the same time .(many of them in 1808) 
with the ,wild speculations ventured upon by our mer
ohants in oonsequence of the expedition to Buenos Ayres, 
and other Bupposedopenings to an unlimited oommerce. 
Waterloo Bridge and Vauxhall Bridge were planned and 
subscribed for in 1808; and the great issue of paper money 
then, and for Bome time after, raised both wages and prices, 
and caused a false exhilaration and a fictitious prosperity,
the retribution for which had hardly begun, or was not 
apparent to government, at the date of Mr. Perceval's ex
hibition of his budget in 1810. There had been a warning, 
however, at the close of 1809, such as would have ohanged 
the tone of a minister of the present day. The heavy rains 
in the autumn had so far impaired the prospeot of the 
harvest as that in December the average for wheat had' 
l'e&ohed 1028. 6d.; and the grain imported during the year 
cost nearly 3,000,000l. The spring of 1810 was cold and 
wet: large inlportations of grain, even to the value of 
7,000,0001. took plaoe; and the price of wheat wall rising 
while Mr. Perceval was speaking; and in August it had 
reaohed an average of 1168. A period of fine weather 
reduced it to 948. 7d.. and ruined the corn-doalers. Just 
at the same time, the British commodities in the Baltio 
were oonfiscated. ruining many merchants; and the ao
counts came in from South America, exhibiting such 
desperate losses as ruined many more. Within 8. few 
months a.fter Mr. Perceval's boastful declarations, the 
collapse of credit was more tremendous than had ever 
before been known in so short a space of time. The crash 
began in July, with the failure of some great commercial 
houses. In August, & London bank stopped: and several 
country banks were brought d.own by its fall. Wild. 
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fluctuatioIll in prices followed; and in November the' 
number of bankruptcies in England, which had usually 
been under 100, had risen to 273, .. besides stoppages and 
compositions," as the Commercial Report declared, .. equal 
in number to half the traders in the kingdom." Manu· 
factarers no longer trusted the merchants, nor employed 
the operatives. In Manchester, houses were stopping "not 
only every day, but every hour." The commillSions ot 
bankruptcy for the year now amounted to 2,314, of which 
26 were against bankers. The hunger of the operative 
classes, and the outcry against machinery as the main 
cause, prepared the events of the 8uooeeding dark years. 

There was some foresight, however, among the more 
clear-headed members of both Houses of Parliament. Lord 
Grey delivered a long speech, introducing some resolutions, 
called by the aanguine very gloomy, on the state of the 
nation; and many joined him in the demand for inquiry 
into the expenditure of government, and into some gross 
abuses and corruptions. A member of the Commons, Mr. 
Joseph Hunt, was expelled the House, by unanimous vote, 
for having drawn 10,000l. from the Bank without account
ing for the sum: and the Embezzlement Bill, brought in 
by Sir John Newport, was passed in the face of some pro
teats from government officials, who asked what .. gentle.. 
man of respeotabmty" would venture upon office, if the 
punishment of transportation hung over them. Motions 
for retrenchment met with less favour, Mr. Peroeval seeing 
.. not the least QOOa8ion" for such proposals, after the 
government had womised .to oonduct the national affairs 
in an economical manner. A proteat against sinecures was 
carried in opposition to the government; but, of course, it 
could Dot immediately become available for any publio 
relief.-These proceedings, however, impelled Mr. Peroeval 
to lOme show of action on the right side. His father, 
while First Lord of the Admiralty, had granted to his 
eldest IOn, and in reversion to Mr. Peroeval himself, the 
lucrative offiqe of Registrar of the Admiralty and Prize 
Courts. Mr. Perceval now proposed some II regulations It 
of this office, which, however, were not to take effect till 
after his tenure of it had expired: and the fees contem
plated were not to be SaTed to the suitors, but in part'Mj<i. 
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over to the Consolidated Fund. Romilly objected to such 
an abuse: but his objection was not even noticed: and 
when he further observed that the holder of the office was 
still allowed to make a profit by the use of the suitors' 
money at interest, he was· told that this was a practice 
allowed in other offices, and not objected to there.-Such 
was the way in which the publio business was conducted 
in those days I 

The prop6sitions thus made by liberal members, and 
contested by government, however good as far as they 
went, were not the lat:ge and generous measures of reform 
whioh the best men, in and out of parliament, wished to 
see at. least introduced, and treated as worthy of dis
cussion, while . the popular uneasiness and disoontent 
were growing from· day to day. The members of the 
government, while boasting, of national prosperity, and 
probably sinoere in their boast', regarded such discontent 
as so much pure vice, and called it Jacobinism. We find 
one of them, a member of the Admiralty Board, com
plaining that "the country gentlemen, if not Jacobins,. 
are at least reformers, and Utopian· reformers;" while 
scarcely any of the public men of the time gave-" the 
smallest weight to the J acobinical spirit which was' raging 
unrepressed." "There is scarcely a paper," he says, "in 
any little tradesman's or labourer's hands of a Sunday that 
is not big with sedition." . 

Meanwhile, something. eft'ectual was doing in a quiet 
way. While" Jaoobins" were muttering or railing, and· 
small improvements were talked over at great length· in' 
parliament, and expositions of the national condition were
spread abroad in the newspapers, a knot of thoughtful 
men--a. philosopher or two, some experienced Dlerchants, 
and some clear-headed politicians-were sitting for 31 days 
between February and June, examining 29 witnesses, and 
consulting on the evidenoe prooured about the monetary 
oondition of the country, and its influence upon other oon
ditions. This was the year of the celebrated Rullion Com
mittee. At the head of the philosophers concerned was 
Francis Horner, II. lawyer who was not supposed a likely 
man to know or care much about currency matters. He 
qared, much, because he had some notion that the obsourity 
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and unsettledness of the national fortunes were connected 
with monetary mismanagement: and as for knowing-he 
had the great advantage of being aware that, as yet, he 
knew nothing of the practical workings of the relation be
tween the Bank and the nation. He came to the inquiry 
unprejudiced; while those who took their seats with minds 
full of notions knew.in reality no more than he, as was 
presently proved to themselves by the evidence which 
came before them •. "Hitherto," wrote Horner to Lord 
Grenville, at this time, .. I have abstained from forming 
any conclusion, even in my own mind, respecting the 
causes of the present state of money prices; nor am I sure 
that I have yet gained a clear and exact notion of that 
change, whether depreciation or not, of which the cause 
remains to be ascertained." In this .. suspense of opinion," 
he moved, on the 1st of Febl'1l&l'Y, for a variety of papers 
respecting the existing state of the circulating medium 
and the bullion trade. On· the 19th of February, his 
Committee was appointed. The Chancellor of the Ex
chequer was a member of it, of course: and we find besides, 
Mr. Huskisson, Sir Henry Parnell, Mr. Tierney, and Mr. 
Abercromby; Mr. Baring, the merchant, and Mr. Thornton, 
the Bank Director. 

The conclusions arrived at by these gentlemen were 
pronounced by themselves, in their private correspondence, 
very old: but they were as unacceptable to the govern
ment and to the Bank as any new theory could have been; 
80 that we even find attelnptl! made, a year after, to Bound 
parliament about making Bank- notes a legal tender, in 
order to avoid the necessity of the Bank being brought 
back to cash payments.· Mr. Horner and his comrades 
had, however, too deeply impressed pa.rliament and the 
nation with the sense and knowledge of our monetary 
system being at that time essentially vicious to allow of 
any such fatal mistake being made: and if their compass 
of the subject was not entire, and if mischief has happened 
again, since the resumption.of cash payments, we owe it to, 
them that webave been.in aoondition·to suffer occasionally, 
that we have had any thing to lose, that a national bank
ruptc~ did not follow within' a quarter of a century of the 
financiaJ enterprises· an<l. expedielits of Mr. Pitt~ "The 
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severallmcoessive steps," wrote Homer to Lord Grenville 
after the discussion of the Report, .. which have been 
observed in every country that a.llowed its currency to faU 
into a state of depreciation, are coming upon us faster than 
was to have been expected in this country; and, as there 
will be no recovery after Bank notes are made a legal 
tender, the discussions which precede such a measure are 
evidently of the last importance." 

The evils .ttending on an inconvertible paper currency 
were indeed coming upon the country faster than any 
body had expected. At the time when this Committee was 
sitting, a hundred pounds of paper would purchase only 
S6l. lOs. &d. of gold. The restriction laid on the Bank by 
government in 1797. forbidding it to make its payments in 
gold, was indisputably necessary at the time; and the 
continuance of the restriction through several subsequent 
years was excused by the extraordinary circumstance 
that invasion was expected from year to year. Now, at 
the end of thirteen years from the laying on of the restrio
tion, the expectation of inTasion had become a less evil 
than the operation of an inconvertible paper currency: 
and the present year partioularly was BO threatening, that 
the continuance of the restriction began to be freely 
canvassed elsewhere than in the Bullion Oommittee. Sud
denly, on the calamitous fall of prices, and the check to 
specula.tion now oocurring, the value of paper money sank 
from a previous steady depreciation of 2Z. 138. 2d. per 
cent. to that of 13l. 9" 6d. per cent. The number of 
country banks had been 280 when the restriction was laid 
on: and now it was more than doubled; affording a. pro&
pect of perpetual alternations of floods and dearth of 
money-of exultation and panic I unless indeed such con
sequences should be intercepted by a national bankruptcy. 
Those of us who were children in those days can never 
forget the incessant talk by the fireside about a proba.ble 
national bankruptoy. It seemed, by the gravity of 
parents' faces, to be something very terrible that was 
expeoted j but children could not help thinking that there 
would be something very amusing in having no money, 
and eTery body being brought to a state of barter; and 
all, except landowners, having to begin the world again, 
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and start fair. And then, there were speculations all 
abroad 88 to whetheI: government would allow the Bank 
to resume cash payment.; and whether the Bank could 
and would pay in cash. And Cobbett, then in the full 
flow of his political writing, a.nnounced that he would 
give himself up to be broiled upon a gridiron whenever 
the Bank .hould resume cash payments. Probably many 
hundreds of living men and women are conscious to this 
day of some association between a. gridiron and paper and 
gold money-eo fam.ilia.r as they once were with the 
picture of Cobbett's gridiron as the heading of his 
Political Register. 

The Report of the Bullion Committee 19'88 not in the hands 
of members till the middle of August, on account of the 
number of tables contained in the appendix: but enough 
of its contents got abroad, to afford some ground of hope to 
the sufferers under the commercial disasters of the summer. 
Its chief recommendation was to repeal the Restriction Act, 
and compel the Bank to return to cash payments, at the 
desire of the holder of notes, as soon 88 a due caution would 
permit.. The circulation of notes 'of any kind under the 
value of20 •. had been prohibited in 1808: and it was now 
proposed that no notes under the value of 5Z. should be 
permitted to ciroulate, after the use of gold and silver 
coin should have been completely re-established. Two 
years were thought by the Committee time enough to 
prepare the Bank, and the public, for the change; and 
this was the period recommended. The alarm amo~g the 
bankers and great merchants, excited by this recommenda
tion, was such as sadly to increase the mischiefs of the 
existing panic: and, &8 we shall S88, the resumption of 
cash payments did not take place in two years. At the 
end of four years, therl) were many who would have been 
thankful indeed if it could have been done: but the 
fluctuations, already so disastrous, were to become worse 
yet; till one should be 80 calamitous as to compel, and 
render compIIXatively easy. a return to cash payments in 
1819. Whenever luch a return should be attempted, the 
fearful penalty would remain of 01ll' having to pay in 
restored money the debts incuned in a depreciated cur
:rency; ·and pow ,!uch a responsibility was to be Ulet was a 
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subject of anxiety, not only. to the government, but to 
every thoughtful citizen. The lapse of time, however, 
would not mend the matter, but make it worse. 

The subject was talked over every where, till the time 
came for its discussion in parliament in the next May. 
On the 6th, Mr; Horner made his long-expected speech, 
and moved his sixteen' resolutions, well knowing that 
they would be put down by a large government majority, 
but aware of the importance of distinctly impressing his 
views upon the House. Even he, who so well knew the 
interest of the subject, was surprised at the quiet and 
close attention paid by the House, not only to his speech, 
but to two very long debates, which occupied several 
nights. "Nothing, perhaps," he wrote to his father, 
"could prove more strongly that, however the votes have 
gone, from timidity, as well as from the usual motives 
that make majorities, there is a general persuasion that 
something of importance to every man's own private 

. concerns, as well as the public interests, was involved 
in the question." The first debate lasted four nights, 
when his resolutions were lost by a majority of 76, in a 
house of 226 membeJ:8. A division was taken, against 
the wishes of 1I0me of Mr. Horner's friends, on the last 
resolution, which .proposed a return to cash payments in 
two years, rather than (as atpDesent arranged) in six 
months from the conclusion of a peace. Forty-five voted 
in favour of the resolution; and it -was thought to be sO 
much gained, that forty-five stood pledged to the most 
extreme proposal of the report. Four days afterwards, 
the government, by the mouth of Mr. Vansittart, moved 
seventeen counter-resolutions, the third of which has since 
been, and will ever be, celebrated for its absurdity--that 
Bank notes "have hitherto been, and are at this time, 
held in public estimation to be equivalent to the legal 

. coin of the realm, and generally accepted as such, in all 
pecuniary transactions to which ·such coin is lawfully 
applicable." It will never be forgotten that an English 
House of Commons voted Bank notes to be equal to gold 
when a hundred pounds .of them would purchase only 
S6l. lOs. 6d. of gold. Out .of .the government of that day, 
however, came a man who, within ten years, ;restored us 
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to a cash currency, and thereby made paper really of 
equal value with gold. . 

Those were da.ys wheJl.the perils which hung over 
Europe, and threatened the national existence of the few 
unconquered foes of Napoleon, seemed to thrust aside all 
projects for the amelioration of society at home, which 
could be deferred to a time of peace. But some evils 
were becoming so flagrant that they would not wait. 
The increase of housebreaking was one of these; and of 
theft of every kind. Wise men saw that much of the 
evil was owing to the nono{lxecution of the laws, and 
that the reason why the laws were not executed was the 
excessive severity of some of them. In ·the words of 
Romilly, crimes had become more frequent, offenders 
.more daring and desperate, public morals more outraged, 
and the laws more despised, from year to year. Romilly 
brought in a Bill to repeal the barbarous Act which made 
it a capital offence to steal to the 'amount of 408. in a 
dwelling-house. In a very thin House, 31 voted in 
favour of the Bill; and it was lost by a majority of two. 
Of the 33 who voted against it, 22 Wel"e men in office. 
When a Bill to abolish capital punishment for the offence 
of stealing to the value of 58. in a shop was brought 
forward, in the Upper House, by ;Lord Holland, it was 
thrown out by a majority of 31 to 11; and the majority 
(anxiously summoned by Ministers to the division) in
cluded seven prelates: a fact memorable in the history 
of a Christian country. The repeal of a law, whose 
existence even now seems scarcely to be credible, was 
.pronounced, by the teachers of the gospel of Christ, .. too 
speculative to be safe." In the next session, the 408. Bill 
passed the Commons, and with it some others repealing 
capital punishments in (lases of small theft&-vigorous as 
was the opposition of the Prime Ministep: but they were 
thrown out in the Lordlil. The seven prelates, and here

. ditary legislators among whom they sat, were still deaf to 
the. outcry of.humanity, and blind to the evidences of social 
policy; 10 that pilferers were It ill hanged in long rows; 
the most hardy and dexterous villains were still abroad; 
and the shopkeepers and humble housekeepers of the 
kingdom continued to ~victims, becausa.they could not 
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find in their hearts to get men hanged for stealing gown
pieces, and coals from a wherry,. and the contents pf 
the larder. A beginning had been made, however, in 
1808, when Sir S. Romilly obtained the repeal of the capital 
punishment for stealing from the person to the value 
of 5.. And in 1811, the Lords abolished the death
penalty for stealing in bleaching-grounds, in consequence 
of theeam!)st petition of a large body of proprietors of 
bleaching-grounds. The argument of the petitioners 
was, that, "of late. such offenoes had greatly increased;" 
and this was precISely the argument used by the Lords 
for rejecting three out of four of Sir Samuel Romilly's 
Acts of amelioration. 

During this period of increasing crime, we observe 
symptoms of awakening to the condition of the Church. 
The wretched fortune of poor curates was mentioned in 
parliament; and once mentioned, it was not likely to be 
forgotten. No one could consider it defensible that rich 
livings should be held by absentee olergymen, while the 
.curates who did the duty were paid too little to afford 
them bread. The most selfish of the aristooraoy had of 
late-sinoe the breaking out of the French Revolution~ 
seen and allowed the importance of countenancing the 
religion of the country, and rend!\ring the clergy respect
able in the eyes of the people, as the best kind of political 
polioe. Higher-minded men saw better reasons for abating 
the scandal of the juxtaposition of wealthy livings and 
a starving clergy: and by the great body of the people, 
the working olergy, who were their helpers and friends., 
were more regarded than the great men of the church, 
who. were too far above .them, or lived too far away, to 
command their sympathies. In 1808, the House of Lords 
decided in favour of an inquiry into the number of 
livings which exoeeded 4001. a. year, distinguishing those 
which were served by ourates from those on which the 
incumbent was resident. And again, they addressed the 
King, to pray him to cause to be furnished an account of 
the number of livings under 1501. a. year. The subject 
~as still afloat when, in June of this year, 1810, Lord 
Holland objected to the grant of 100,0001. from the public 
money, foJ.: the relief of the poorer olergy, under tlia 
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name of Queen Anne's Bounty. The relief proposed was a 
mere temporary almsgiving, on account of the excessive need 
of an impoverished clergy; and he thought it a scandal, 
tending much to the increase of dissent, that money 
.hould be taken out of the common purse, in a season of 
heavy taxation, while the spectacle WBS before the people's 
eyes of rich benefices, untouched where e~en no service 
was done. The objection, though unavailing in regard: 
to the grnnt, brought out some honest opinions and manly 
avowals, as to the objectionable distribution of church pro
perty, affording hopeofa reform at a future time. A curious 
Incident occurred the next evening, when Lord Sidmouth, 
impressed with the rapid increase of dissent, and attribut
ing much of it to a paucity of churches, moved for a return 
(which was granted) of the numbers and capacity of 
churches and dissenting chapels in parishes containing a 
population of J ,000 and upwards. His speech brought out, 
from Lord Holland, 8i remark about the luxury of the 
Church; and Lord Sidmouth's reply was that a church 
could not be eaRed luxurious, which had 10,000 livings, 
out of which no less than 4,000 were under I50Z. a year. 
It did not oCCl1'r to him, well as he knew how great was 
the aggregate wealth of the Church, that if so many as 
4,000 livings were too poor, many must be lIluch too rich. 

Lord Sidmouth was at this time busy about his well~ 
intended and unfortunate Bill to regulate the issue of 
preaching licenses to Dissenting Ministers, which created 
a prodigious ferment, the next yeaT. There were orussioml • 
in the Toleration Act through which any person comply~ 
ing with certain forms could preach any where, whether 
he was orags or a minor, and however grossly ignorant~ 
ln the record of liceDles kept for theeounty of Middlesex, 
the words "preacher," "gospel, '" and so on, were found 
misspelled in every coneeivable way by applicants: in 
Staffordshire journeymen potters applied for licenses ta 
preach, owning themtlelves no otherwise prepared for 
preaching than as they were instructed .. by God and 
the Holy Ghost." Their application was refused; but 
the refusal was found to be illegal. For many months, 
Lord Si~mouth was aided and upheld in his work of 
preparation by the leading dissenting ministers of the' 

2 A 
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kingdom, who felt as strongly as any churchman could 
do the evil of the work of religious instruction, and the 
guidance of religious worship, being allowed to pass into 
the hands of the ignorant, who were sure to be, in that 
case, also the presumptuous. But difficulties arose. The 
Methodists took the alarm first. They declared themselves 
not dissenters, and gave notice that they would not recog-

• nise the measure; which yet, however, was framed chiefly 
with a view to them. The most unreasonable fears arose 
and spread. It was feared that the measure would con
tract the Toleration Act,which it was intended to expand 
and confirm. It was feared that a revival of the Conven
ticle Act would follow upon it. Mr. Wilberforce and his 
sect dreaded interference with religious meetings in private 
houses. By the spring of 1811, the ferment had become 
wholly unmanageable. Nothing could have been finer 
than the demonstration made, if it had been in defence 
of religious liberty against any real danger; but the 
movement was characterized by one of the most eminent 
dissenting ministers of the time, Mr. Belsham, as one of 
"morbid sensibility." The Premier wrote to Lord Sid
mouth that he owned himself" seriously alarmed." Lord 
Liverpool wrote an entreaty to him to let the Dissenters 
alone while they kept themselves quiet,. or it would 
occasion new trouble with the Catholics. But Lord 
Sidmouth would not give way. He brought forward 
his Bill on the 9th of May, 1811; when Lord Holland 

• objected to it. He complained of the insolence of de
claring persons to be unfit to preach religion because 
they were in an humble station in life; because they 
might, as Lord Sidmouth had said, have come down into 
the pulpit from the chimney or from the pillory; he 
objected to any dictation from any quarter as to who was 
and who was not to utter truth, or what seemed to him 
to be such, in his own way; and he thought it better 
that a small number of unfit persons should enjoy the 
exemptions (such as from serving in the militia and on 
juries) granted to Dissenting Ministers, than that conflicts 
on the subject of religious liberty should be provoked, 
without any publio solicitation from the Dissenters 
themselves. The further the opposition went, the more 
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resolved was Lord Sidmouth to persevere, that he might 
not be misunderstood, but fairly put his measure on 
record. Some members of the Cabinet had an interview 
with him on the 21st, and remonstrated, and endeavoured 
to persuad&-in vain. On that night, he moved the 
second reading; and the Bill was negatived without a 
division. In the following year, Lord Liverpool caused 
a relaxation of some of the statutes . which affected the 
Dissenters, relieving them (among other burdens) from 
ihe necessity of taking the oaths, and making the declara
tion prescribed by the Toleration Act, only leaving their 
teachers and preachers liable to be called upon for such 
an observance by a justice of the peace, provided they 
were not required to go more than five miles from their 
own homes for the purpose.-Throughout the whole 
affair, which was prodigiously noisy at the time, the 
embarrassment was the same that attends all efforts to 
legislate, more or less, in relation to matters of opinion. 
If there had been no Toleration Act, and no recognition 
by law of differences in religion, Lord Holland's opposi
tion to Lord Sidmouth's Bill would have been supported 

• on every hand. But if the law practically assumed any 
power of intervention about religious teaching and preach
ing, it seems reasonable that it should insist, as in other 
cases of permitted function, that the functionary should 
not be a minor, or a convict, or unfit to teach because 
he had every thing to learn. And many years were yet 
to elapse before the Dissenters obtained that equality 
before the law which Lord Holland aided them to pro
cure, and which could hardly have been postponed, or 
even discountenanced, by the passage of Lord Sidmouth's 
unfortunate Dissenters' Licenses Bill. 

Every thing that passed in parliament, and perhaps 
out of it, in the spring of 1810, was of insignificant 
interest in comparison with the great struggle about 
p.arliamentary Privilege which was brought on at that 
tIme. The Bullion Committee, commercial disasters, the 
pro~pects of tlie harvest-every thing was made light of 
while men were watching the doings of Sir Francis Bur
dett, his partisans and his enemies. There is no liability 
80 marked. among the dangers of patriotic citizens in our 

2A.2 
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country, as that of insensibility to the danger of pressing 
hard upon the compromises of a constitution like that 
under which we live. It is not a constitution framed by 
design, every part of which is open to decision by every 
sort of mind. It is not one which Sir Francis Burdett 
could teach, like a mathematical problem, to the son 
standing at his knee .. It is a structure which has risen 
and spread by gradual accretion, and is made serviceable 
by a serieS of accommodations. Many a sincere patriot 
may have endangered the Constitution as much by strain
ing a compromise as any Stuart could do by straining his 
pTerogative. That prerogative .includes a whole group of 
compromises; the connexion of the throne and the Church 
is another; the respective powers of parliament and the 
Law Courts are a third; and there are many more. When 
any of our constitutional compromises are so presumed 
upon by any party as to endanger broadly the rights of 
any other party, it becomes the duty of citizens to call 
the compromise to account-to bring it into discussion
to cause it to be thoroughly reviewed, in order to have it 
settled whether the compromise shall continue or be 
replaced by definite enactments. But such a. search. 
should be a. very rare event; and he who insists upon the 
nlOve should be very certain that some rights are in
vaded, or sure to be so, before' he presses hard on the 
obscure and tender parts of the constitution. Such a man 
as Burdett was not likely to be thus cautious, or in any 
way sensible of the importance of what he was doing 
when he raised the struggle on the Privilege question in 
1810. It may convey some idea.. of the bearings .of the 
matter to contrast him and his blustering confidence with 
the modest and conscientious doubts of the philosophic 
lawyer, Francis Horner. While Burdett, whose sincerity 
there seems no reason to doubt, was parading the streets 
as a popular champion, and publishing libels, and de
nouncing all men as fools and COlTUpt who did not view 
the matter as he did, Horner was writing thus to Lord 
Holland: .. I am ashamed to say that I am in a sea. of 
difficulties and doubts about privilege; and what keeps 
nle so long in uncertainty is, the confidence with which I 
hear both the opposite opinions maintained ••.• In such 
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an emergency, when my oracles give discordant responses, 
I mean to try if I can form an opinion for myself." 

The case of which it was so difficult to judge arose thus. 
On the 1st of February, when the inquiry about the 

Walcheren expedition was soon to come on in the House 
of Commons, Mr. Yorke gave notice that he shonld, on . 
that oooasion, move for the exclusion of strangers, in 
order that incomplete accounts of the evidence might not 
get abroad before the whole could be laid before the 
publio. Mr. Sheridan, on the 6th, spoke in objection
not to the use of the power of exclusion by any member 
on proper ocoa.sion.; but to declare his opinion, and call 
upon other membe1'8 to declare theirs, that the approach
ing oocasion was not & proper one. The House, thinking 
that each member must judge -of each occasion far himself, 
'Voted with Mr. Yorke, leaving Mr. Sheridan in -a small 
minority. As for the point of the publication of the 
minutes of evidence. that was settled .bytheir being pub-
lished every third day,tbl'Ough thewhola course of the 
inquiry. 

Among the debating societies which abounded at that 
time was one ca.lled the British Forum, which held its 
,sittings in Bedford Street, Covent Garden, and was pre
:sided over by an apothecary, whose name was John Gale 
.Jones. The matter of the exclusion of strangers during 
the Walcheren investigation. was discussed at this club; 
and Mr. Jonel published the result in placards which 
were posted in all directious on the walls. The announce
ment was that the exclusion of strangers was an attack 
on the liberty of the preBB, which ought to be censured; 
and that the members of the British Forum would discuss 
on .. 'certain evening the point, "Which was .. greater 
outrage on the publio feeling, Mr. Yorke's enforcement of 
the standing order to exclude' strangers from the House 
(If Commons, 'or Mr. Windham's recent attack on the 
liberty of the press."-Mr. Yorke having complained in 
the House 0.£ this placard, the printer, John Dean, was 
brought to the bar. Having given up the name of Mr. 
Jones as the writer, Dean was committed to the custody 
of the Serjeant-at-Arms, and Jones was ordered to attend 
the next day, February 21st. J'ones declared that he had 
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acted under the conviction that it was the right of every 
Englishman to comment on all public proceedings, and 
not from any disrespect towards the House of Commons: 
that, on looking over the placard again, he found he had 
erred; and that he threw himself on the mercy of thE 
House. The House voted unanimously that he had beel] 
guilty of a gross breach of the privileges of parliament: 
and that he should be committed to Newgate. Dean waf 
reprimanded and discharged, after sending in an humblE 
petition for forgiveness; and the proceedings were entered 
in the J onmals ofthe House. 

On the 12th of March, Sir Francis Burdett, who had 
been absent through illness, questioned the legality oj 
the whole proceedings in regard to J6nes. Mr. Sheridan 
moved for the release of Jones, on the ground of his con· 
trition: but this could not be justified, as he had been 
committed after his expressions of contrition: and the 
vote was taken <)ll the question of the legality of the pro
ceedings. Thirteen members voted with Burdett, and 153 
against him.-Burdett's next act was to write a "Letter 
to his. oonstituents, denying the right of the House of 
Commons to imprison the people of England:" and this 
letter was published in Cobbett's Register on the 24th of 
March. It was indisputably libellous throughout. In 
appealing to Magna Charta, he 'contrasted "the laws of 
our forefathers" with the declarations of "a part of our 
fellow-subjects, collected together by means which it ,is 
not necessary to describe." Mr. Lethbridge brought the 
letter under the notice of the House. Burdett declared 
that he had never contemplated any breach of privilege; 
and that he would stand the issue. He withdrew, and 
Mr. Lethbridge moved two Resolutions declaring the 
Letter a scandalous libel, and that Sir Francis Burdett, 
in authorizin~ its publication, had been guilty of a. viola.
tion of the pnvileges of the House. After discussion and 
adjournments, the Resolutions were agreed to at half-past 
seven in the morning of Friday the 6th of April; and a. 
vote was taken on the question whether Sir Francis 
Burdett should be reprimanded in his place, or committed 
to the Tower. His committal to the Tower was decided 
on by a majority of 38 in a House of 342 members. 
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The Speaker signed the warrant at half-past eight, that 
spring morning, and ordered its execution before ten 
o'clock. The Serjeant-at-Arms, however, was polite, and 
thought it desirable to give notice to the culprit; and it 
was five o'clock before he saw Sir Francis Burdett at his 
own residence. Sir Francis promised to be ready to re
ceive him at eleven o'clock the next morning-Saturday. 
The Serjeant supposed this to mean that his prisoner 
would go quietly; and he left him. At eight o'clock, the 
Serjeant came again, and told his prisoner that he had re
ceived a severe reprimand from the Speaker for leaving the 
warrant unexecuted. Burdett replied that he had written 
to the Speaker to declare his disbelief of the legality of 
the warrant; and now he would not go, unless taken by 
force; and that he should make all possible resistance.
Meantime, a mob had gathered in Piccadilly, in front of 
Burdett's house. During the night, and all Saturday and 
Saturday night, the concourse remained and increased; 
and the Serjeant obtained no answer to his repeated 
knocks at the door. At seven on Sunday morning, he 
tried again; and in vain: and by this time it was evident 
that the capture could not be made without the aid of a. 
formidable force. The merits of the question were not 80 

clear but that Romilly had doubts. He stood almost 
alone, even among the Opposition, in his opinion that 
this was a case which should have been left to the ordinary 
tribunals, as the animadversions of Jones and Burdett 
were upon a matter already concluded, and therefore not 
censurable as impeding the proceedings of parliament. The 
dangerous power pOSBessed by the House of making itself 
accuser, judge, and jury, however indispensable to meet 
cases where their proceedings were impeded from with
out, ought not, he thought, to be exercised in regard to 
comments on business ooncluded. while there were ordinary 
tribunals which could deal.with libellers.-And now, on 
the Sunday, the Speaker was so uncertain what powers 
he p08Be88ed of enforcing his warrant, that he sent his 
warrant to the Attorney-General, and acted from that 
time on his opinion. . 

Meantime, the matter had become very serious. On 
the Friday night, Mr. Perceval's windows had boon 
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broken, and Mr. Lethbridge's, and many others: and the 
mob in Piccadilly compelled f1Very man who passed to 
take off his hat, and cry "Burdett for ever I" At noon 
on Saturday the Guards and a company of foot were sent 
to disperse the mob; and the Riot Act was read by a 
magistrate. The dispersion was brief; and in the evening, 
as the assemblage was larger than ever, the Ministers 
sent for troops from all parts of the C(ro.D.try. Already, 
several persons were wounded in the streets. By Monday 
morning" the authorities had made up their minds what 
to do. They decided that Burdett's house must be broken 
open, and that he must be carried to the Tower by force. 
The Serjeant had gone to the Secretary of State's office on 
Sunday night, and formally requested the necessary 
assistance. About ten on Monday morning, he went to 
Burdett's house, with a strong body of police, a carriage, 
and an escort of cavalry and foot soldiers. He entered, 
with the police, by the area and the kitchen door, which 
they forced. Leaving the soldiers below, he went up 
staus with some police officers, to the room where Burdett 
was seated with his family and a few friends. Any 
dignity that might have been supposed ,to attend his 
resistance was dissolved at once by a piece of bad taste-
of theatrical display-as miserable as the Westminster 
procession when his footstool was a. sprawling figure of 
Venality. He was found sitting, with his son at his 
knee, to whom he was teaching the provisions of Magna 
Charta.-He again refused to yield to any thing short of 
actual force; and the constables were advancing to ex&
cute his apparent desire, when his brother and a friend at 
his side took hold each of an arm, and led him down to 
the ca.rriage. The party were iliiven rapidly, by the 
northern parts of the city, and no opposition was made; 
but the military ha.d to sustain severe ill usage on their 
return.-A great multitude rushed to Tower Hill; and 
when a cannon was fired, according to custom on the re
ception of a state-prisoner, the rumour was spread that 
the Tower guns were firing upon the people. The rage 
among the populace was as fierce as might be expected; 
and the soldiers had to fight their way from the entrance 
of East Cheap to London Bridge. It was some time before 
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they fired; but when they did, two or three people were 
killed, and many wounded.. 

Sir Samuel Romilly had given notioe of a motion for 
that evening, for the release of Jones; but the irritation 
of the time was so great that he oonsented to put it off. 
The Speaker had no such choice. He was obligcll to 
read to the House the letter he had received from 
Burdett. It was a piece ofTUlgar insolence, clearly 
intended to provoke his expulsion from the House. As it 
was certain, however, that Westminster 'Would re-elect 
him by acclamation, he was not gratified bya.ny proceed
ings being taken on his letter. As he was already in 
prison for breach of privilege, this new brea.chwas 
passed over. 

Day by day tempers grew worse, on each side. Burdett 
brought actions at law against the Speaker, the Serjeant
at-Arms, and Lord Moira, in whose custody he now was. 
When Romilly moved, on the 16th, for the release of 
Jones, on the ground that the man hali suffered enough., 
the House seemed disposed to 6gree; but the Ministers 
would not permit the release, without new humiliations 
on the part of the culprit. The next day, the inhabitants 
of Westminster sent in a petition and remonstrance so 
affronting in its language, that it was a mortification to 
the House to have it entered on their Journal.&-which 
was a conseqnenoe of its being ordered to lie on the table. 
A petition from the Livery of London, received on the 
8th of May, was hardly, if at all. more disrespectful thall 
the Westminster one; but it was rejeoted by the House. 
A petition from the freeholders of Middlesex was treated 
in like manner. Burdett was very far from rejecting the 
addresses sent to him. 'l'he newspapers were full of 
accounts of them, and of reports of the prisoner's replies. 
His vanity was now in all its glory. The state of men's 
passions at that time is shown by the mistakes made 
about Sir Samuel..Romilly's part in the affair. Because 
he thought the libels in question a business for the 
ordinary courts to settle, rather than parliament, both 
parties jumped to the conclusion that he was a partisan 
of Burdlltt's. It was so reported, in and out of the news
papers, that Burdett's resistance was under his advice, 
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and that he had visited the baronet frequently during 
the days of siege, that he was compelled to explain in the 
House that he had had no communication whatever, 
direct or indirect, with Burdett, and that he had never 
been in his house in his life. And now, on the lOth of 
May, Burdett's solicitor offered him retainers in the three 
actions he had brought against his captors. It could 
hardly have been seriously supposed that any member of 
parliament.would appear in this cause. 

And now the grand difficulty of all had to be dealt 
with: the question whether parliament should make any 
appearance at all in the Law Courts. It was decided 
that the Speaker and the Serjeant-at-Arms should be 
allowed to plead. The Report of the Committee ap
pointed to inquire into the privileges of the House was so 
incorrect that it had to be recommitted. The members 
had gOlle out of their beat, so far even as to quote the 
opinion of the peers, as ascertained in a conference. The 
House refused to receive this opinion; and yet, as it 
curiously happened, the Lords had, after all, to decide a 
question of the privileges of the Commons-Burdett's 
actions being canied before them by a writ of error. 
'I'here seemed to be no end of the perplexities and. con· 
tradictions, and unmanageable difficulties of the case; as 
always happens when there is ·a strain upon the com
promises of the Constitution. What the House had de
sired in appointing the Committee was tha.t, by means 
of materials furnished by the Journals, the privilege of 
parliament should be accurately defined-the questions of 
its application and applicability remaining, of course, for 
consideration in each case as it arose: but, instead of 
this, the Committee quoted the opinions of the peers, and 
gave their own notions of the powers of the Law Courts ; 
and thus their labours did not help on this vexed 
question. Meanwhile, the publio bodies which had com
plimented Burdett and scolded the House of Commons, 
began to send addresses of thanks to Romilly, Lord 
El"l!kine, and Mr. Whitbread; and there was hardly any 
gathering of men, however small, in which the privilege 
question was not argued. Lord Erskine had the honour of 
meeting the Prince of Wales at dinner one day, when 
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the argument on the subject grew hot between them. 
Lord E~kine said that the principles he advocated were 
those which had seated the family of his Royal Highness 
on the throne; and the Prince retorted, that they were 
principles which would unseat any family from any 
throne. 

The affair came to an end by the natural opportunity 
of the prorogation of parliament on the 21st of June. 
For some days before preparations were made by Burdett's 
friends for such a triumphal procession as had been 
seldom seen. Placards on the walls announced the order 
of the pageantry; and caricatures at the print-shops 
represented the emerging of the sun of patriotism from 
the east. John Bull, in an ecstasy of enjoyment, was 
basking on a bed of roses, while Burdett shone on him 
from the morning sky. In the summer dawn of the 
great day, the tread of many feet was heard in the 
streets. By the afternoon, the whole road from the 
Tower to Burdett's house in Piccadilly was a close-packed 
crowd; and the windows and roofs of all the houses 
were peopled with watchers. Scaffoldings in Piccadilly, 
waggons and carts wherever they could be put, were all 
covered with people; and the greater number wore blue 
cockades. Blue silk pennons waved from the windows; 
and blue flags were carried about the streets, and made to 
float before the faces of the immoveable cavalry who 
were posted here and there. Three hundred horsemen 
were waiting outside the Tower from two o'clock; and 
very tired they were of waiting when the mortifying 
catastrophe was made known.-About four o'clock, a. 
Boldier on the ramparts put a. speaking-trumpet to his 
mouth; and the faces on Tower Hill turned towards him. 
He repeated a. few words several times; but those who 
heard did not believe him. What he said was, "He is 
gone by water." This was not a. thing to be believed; 
and no attention was paid to it. Presently one of the 
constables told the people near him that Burdett had 
been gone some time; but he was rebuked for saying 
such a thing, just to get the people to go away. At half
past four, th~ placards were hung out over the gates of 
the Tower, mseribed., "Sir Francis Burdett left the 
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Tower by water, at half-past three o'clock."-The com
mittee, at first confounded., rallied their spirits, and 
iresolved to have the procession, though they must dis
pense with the hero. Many went home, many at distant 
points could not be made to understand; but others 
joined, and the procession was an imposing one. Burdett's 
phaeton was empty; .but Jones was on the roof of a 
hackney coach, ha.ranguing the crowd very actively, but 
.amidst too much noise to be heard. He had been ejected 
from prison .by <stratagem, after declaring that he would 
never go out spontaneously; and he was now vehemently 
<complaining of being made a free man against his will.
i'he crowd was nearly dispersed by ten o'clock; but those 
in Piccadilly would not go till the neighbours had illu

. minated; and soon, nearly all London was shining out 
:at the windows. 

Sir Francis Burdett never fully recovered his position 
.after this day. His more violent partisans despised what 
they called his cowardioe; and more reasonable men com
plained of his inconsistency. He could not be expected to 
join the procession after frequent warnings that lives might 
again be lost in the streets: hut he should have known 
his own mind sooner, and have forbidden the procession. 
Those who most readily gave him credit for a sincere 
abhorrence of injustice, and a genuine instinct for popula.r 
rights, and wh(j) were willing to excuse the vanity which 
Jowered the patriotism, saw from this day that he was 
lIlot to be relied on for oonsistency and resolution. A 
man who had provoked the contest with parliament, and 
ventured the overthrow of public order, and who ended by 
I8linking home in a boat, leaving his army of admirers wait
ing for him in the streets, was no hero: and no future efforts 
to re-establish him as 8 hero were of any avail. Though 
many persevered for some time in denying it, his day was 
over. The sun was not punctual. While people were 
gazing eastwards for it in vain, it was already fast sink
ing into the west. John Bull looked grave, gathered him
self up from his bed of roses, and went home grumbling. 

During the whole of this session, it was suspeoted that 
the ministry was in a very unsettled state: and we now. 
know that they felt themselves so weak that theY' 
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struggled on with a. difficulty which perhapil some clear
sighted men might have inferred from the positiveness, 
hardness, and insolenoe, of the Premier's tone. Mr. Per
ceval's tone was so excessively peremptory at times, that 
wise observers might reasonably suppose that there was 
misgiving and fear within.-Lord Mulgrave succeeded 
Lord Chatham in May, as has been said; and there were 
shiftings of offioe among those already in the government. 
In April, the Premier had endeavoured to fortify himself 
by bringing in Lords Sidmouth and Castlereagh, both 
valuable for their command of votes; and Mr. Canning, 
inestimable for hiB ability. None of them thought that 
Canning would come in; but they might 8.11 well try. 
'l'he answer WII8 an instant refusal; and so was Lord 
Sidmouth's, in case of Canning's aoceptanoe. He was 
open to solicitation, however, if Canning declined: and 
he was kept waiting till too 12th of Jnne, when Lord 
Wellesley called on him with renewed proposals. The 
difficulty was that Lord Wellesley would not agree to 
any irrevocable exclusion of his friend Canning. In 
July, the Premier went himself to Lord Sidmouth, with 
no better succellll. The two gentlemen could only sigh 
over the fidelity of Lord WeUesley to his friend. In 
September, there was some idea of letting Lord Wellesley 
go; but this could not be ventured: and then, of inducing 
Canning and Catrtlereagh to come in together. Castlereagh· 
was applied to first; and his refusal was so positive, that 
nothing more could be done; and the Cabinet must hold 
on as it could till lOme change should take plaoe of itself . 
.. So ends our negotiation," wrote Mr. Perceval to Lord 
Eldon: .. and the consequence, I trust, will be, that we, 
shall all be determined to do the best we can to stand 
firmly and nnitedly by ourselves, when we find we can
not mend matters." Relple88 as the Cabinet would have 
been without Lord Wellesley, there were several there 
who would have been delighted to be rid of him; for 
t~ey found him very troublesome. He was for ever, by 
hIS knowledge, checlrirlg their ignorant expectations 
about Spain; and he never omsed to claim for his 
.. brother Arthur" justioe in the oonditions under which 
he was ~ carry on the war in Spain., It was troublesome to 
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be rebuked for expecting victories when the general was left 
unsupplied with men, money, stores, authority abroad, 
and influence at home; with every thing essential to the 
successful prosecutipn of the war. Lord Wellesley would 
not relax in his assertion of his brother's needs and 
claims; and so, the underlings of the government agreed 
that he was a very disappointing person for so great a 
man; and that his discontents must be owing to literary 
jealousy. When he spoke in the Lords, he must have 
every thing ad. u'1Iguem; and would not rise and speak 
unless he was thus carefully prepared. As might be 
expected, his written communications were industriously 
finished; It so happened that the other leading members 
of the Cabinet were remarkably bad writers. Among 
gentlemen, it would hardly be possible to find worse: yet 
they altered and amended Lord Wellesley's productions to 
suoh a degree that, as he told a friend, .. he had thought 
he was among a cabinet of statesmen; but he found 
them a set of critics." The underlings got hold of this; 
and they settled, to their own satisfaction, that literary 
jealousy was the reason why Lord Wellesley did not work 
smoothly with the Eldons and the Percevals of the govern
ment. To take in Castlereagh without Canning was not 
thought of for a moment. It was not only that the 
Premier knew he must lose Lord Wellesley in such a 
case; but, as he told an adherent, Lord Castlereagh's un
popularity was so great, notwithstanding some consider
able talent, and very conciliatory manners, that his junction, 
unaccompanied by his rival, would be purely detrimental 
to the government. For long afterwards, Lord Castle
reagh's aid was thought and called" a mere acquisition of 
weakness." No present opening·appeared for either of the 
late Cabinet duellists, as they would not come in together. 

Meantime, a leading man was gone from the ranks of 
their opponents; a chief member of the Grenville Oppo
sition party. In helping to save the bcoks of a friend 
whose house was burning, Mr. Windham had, a year 
before. received a blow on the hip which he thought of 
little importance; but it cost him his life. In May he 
was condemned to an operation, as the only chance of 
recovery: on the 17th. after every preparation of mind 
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and affairs that a brave and careful man could make, he 
put himself into the hands of the surgeons. On the 4th 
of June, he sank under the consequences of the operation, 
which could not possibly have availed. He was sixty 
years of age. In the midst of the general regret for the 
1088 of the most acoomplished gentleman, perhaps, then in 
the House of Commons, and a man of many noble 
intellectual and moral qualities, no one undertook to say 
that the country had sustained a political loss. " Wind
ham," it was once said, "is certainly a drawback upon 
the value of any Ministry, unless he can be kept in order." 
This .. keeping in order," however, was just what could 
never be done, either by himself or others: and it was not 
only the Ministry he belonged to that suffered by his per
verseness. The whole people suffered when such a man 
a8 Windham put forth his great powers in opposition to 
popular education, and the mitigation of our penal laws. 
Mackintosh declared him a man·of a very high order, 
spoiled by faults apparently small. But such a love of 
paradox as made Windham the perverse man he was is, and 
ought to be considered, one of the gravest of faults that can 
be harboured by the kind of mind which is capable of 
harbouring it at all. The habit of tampering with truth 
in speculative matters, and of dealing with facts in a 
spirit of prejudice, must be constantly weakening the 
foundations of thought and action, and vitiating the whole 
structure of opinion and practice. This consequence of 
his perverseness had gone far enough in Mr. Windham's 
case, to make his opinions of little value, except to those who 
found it convenient to quote them. He could gratify 
some and annoy others (defying all conjecture as to whom 
he was about to gratify or annoy), but no one thought of 
being convinced by him. This was remarkable in regard 
to a man famed, above every thing, for his logical powers : 
and it was remarkable that, with those logical powers, he 
s~ould have so frequently arrived at wrong conclusions. 
Like other men of a paradoxical habit of mind, he failed 
to carry his high sense of honour into his relations with 
~th. There he was slippery and unfaithful,while 
~thout blemish, and above suspicion, in what he con
Sidered ~ore practical transactions: as if any thing could 
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be so comprehensively practical as a statesman's relations' 
with ,the principles of things. All this was from nO' 
deficiency of knowledge as to those principles. As 
Mackintosh pointed out, he had become accustomed ~ 
those which were established among men of speculation. 
and his mind ,was roused to combat, them before they 
were brought under ,popular notice; and in opposing
them, he opposed what was to him established when to th", 
ma,ny he seemed to be contending against innovations., 
Hence his defence of what was worn out, which at once 
perplexed and delighted the EIdons and Percevals and 
Malmesburys, who found in him an occasional ally; a 
support never to be reckoned on, but often most welcome. 
He was a man of genius, a. wit, a IIcholar; but no philo
sopher. His manners were full of charm; and his con
versation as rich and delightful as it was often provoking. 
He was sure to be remembered with admiration, and with 
as much regret as follows upon high admiration when its 
object is gone; but it was not possible that he should 
be practically missed from the ranks of statesmanship. 
During his last illness, there was a crowd of inquirers 
before his door; and his death was the great public event 
of the day., His praise was in the mouth of all who loved 
exquisite orabJry, and benevolence of heart, and high 
grace of mind and manners; bu~ if the truth were known, 
perhaps no one in parliament or in the Privy Council 
ever wished him back again. He was buried where he 
was born, at the family seat at Felbrigg ill Norfolk. 

In the autumn, a difficulty was on the increase, from 
day to day, with which the feeble Ministry knew that they 
must soon deal in some decisive manner. The failure 
of the Walcheren expedition" and. the disgl'8.ce of his 
courtly favourite, Lord Chatham, had so disturbed the 
King's mind, that he lost his sleep; and his cheerfulness,. 
and such composure as had been obtained by extreme 
care. A family affliction now, onee more, overthrew his 
reason. The youngest of the Princesses, Amelia, had, for 
many years, been in bad health, and her disease was 
known to be unconquerable. It was understood that 
there were family secrets in connexion with her which, in 
considel'ation for his tottering intellect and vehement self-
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will, had been kept from his knowledge; and the moment 
for imparting them was that in which he must take leave 
of his favourite child. Parliament was to have met on 
the 1st of November; but, before that time, it was pub
licly known that the circumstances of the royal family 
would compel its 4prorogation to the 29th. Meantime, 
the King had become wholly unfit to affix his signature 
to the Commission who were to prorogue the Parliament. 
The parting interview had quite overthrown him; and it 
was a piteous spectacle to those present, when the blind 
and feeble old man was led to the bedside, and his child 
took his hand, and put' on his finger a ring with a. me
morial inscription, whose purport his heart could read, 
though his eyes could not. The ministers, in profound 
secrecy, summoned their' supporters, and hoped, by silence 
as to what theymeant'to do, to avoid bringing Opposition 
members up to town: and in this they succeeded. 

On the 1st of November, the Lord Chancellor informed 
the Upper House that there was no Royal Speech or 
Message, and no Commission to open Parliament. The 
King was ill; but likely to 'be soon better. It was a 
question whether, under the circumstances, a Com
misaion would not have been legal if issued under the 
Great Seal, without the sign manual; but he had not 
assumed the responsibility of proceeding upon any mere 
opinion on this point. He preferred laying the matter 
before Parliament for its decision. In the Commons, the 
Speaker addresaed the' hundred members present, saying 
that, in the absence of any Royal Message or Commission, 
he had thought it his duty to take the chair, in order that 
the House might adjourn itself. The ministers, in both 
HOUBes, anxiously explained that the King's illness 'was 
mild in character, and that he had obtained some sleep: so 
that the physicians had confident hopes of a speedy 
recovery. Both Houses adjourned to the 15th. The 
Princess died the next day, at a time when her father W9.11 

so composed that the physicians decided to tell him the 
news at once. . They told bini they were going to try his 
Majesty's piety. He replied that he knew what they 
meant; that Amelia was dead. He rambled and was very 
low, but :was not indifferent ; which :was a good3lign :·ILnd 

2 B 
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he mentioned her again; which was another: and the 
physicians were more sanguine than before about his ra
~very, But he never was rational again. The last heavy 
cloud was .settling down upon his intellect. There was, 
however, a suspense of weeks and months, equally embar
rassing to· the Ministers and to Parliament. It was 
difficult to extract from the constitution any guidance in 
9ircumstances .so singular; and it was a formidable matter 
to establish precedents for conducting the monarchy 
without a monarch. On the question of repeated adjourn~ 
ments, the Opposition wel'e divided; and without any ill ... 
feeling among themselves. n :was enough, in a case so 
llnusual, to indicate that there was vigilance against 
dangerous precedents. That vigilance indicated, men 
voted according to their expectations of the King's re
covery or continued insanity. On the 15th, the Houses 
adjourned to the 29th; and. on the 29th, when a report 
from the physicians, decidedly favourable, was offered, in 
the form of a report from the Privy Council, a considerable 
majority decided for .another adjournment to the 13th of 
Decembe~. . When that day arrived, the· Ministers ao
knowledged that they had no plea Jor further delay in 
\liscussing how the country was to be governed. A com
¢ttee was appointed to examine the physicians. Their 
report was delivered on the 20th. There was nothing in 
it to delay the pressing business of providing for the carry~ 
i.ng on of the governmen.t. . 
. On the same day, therefore, Mr. Perceval proposed and 
carried three Resolutions, which declared, 1st, that the 
King was prevented by illness from fulfilling his royal 
functions: 2nd, that it was the duty of the Lords and 
Commons to supply ths existing defect in the organization 
of the government: and,. 3rd, that the Lords and Commons 
should determine on means for giving the necessary assent 
to bills respecting the powers to be exercised in the King's 
name and behalf during his illness. These Resolutions 
were almost in the same words as those which had been. 
brought forward by Mr. Pitt, and passed (with the aid of 
Lord Grenville, among others) in 1788. They were there
fore sure to pass now, however eager the Opposition might 
bo to. bring the Prince of Wales into full power, and the 
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Ministry to keep him out to the last moment. On the 27th. 
the Resolutions were diseu8sed in the Lords, and the two 
first were passed without a division. Lord Holland moved 
an amendment on the third, to the effect that the Prince 
of Wales should be requested, by address, to assume the 
powers and functions of the Crown, in the King's name, 
during the King's present indisposition, and no longer; an 
intimation being given, with the Address, that it would be 
necessary to forbear all but strictly necessary state action, 
till the Legislature should have settled how all beyond it 
should be provided for. This amendment was negatived; 
and the Resolutions being thus agreed upon, the Ministers 
went on to follow the precedent of 1788, in regard to the 
next step; which was to define the powers to be exercised 
by the Regent. 

The proposals of the Ministers, as to the restriction of 
the powers of the Regent, were BO unacceptable to the 
Prince of Wales, that he ~xerted himself. to the utmost
even to the point, of assembling his brothers to sign II> 
Protest-to overthrow the propositions prepared for par ... 
liamentary discussion. The Protest was sent to Mr. Per" 
ceval, and found among the papers of Lord Eldon. U 
was dated midnight of the 19th of December: but the 
subject to which it referred did not 90me into debate till 
the new year had opened; and it is best to close here the 
records of the gloomy year 1810, whose disasters seemed 
but too likely to overcloud many a year yet to come. 

CHAPrER IV. 

RestrictiODJl on the 'Regent-Negotiations with Lords Grenville and 
Grey-'1'he Ministry unchanged-The King's health-The Court
New Negotiations-Lords Castlereagh and Sidmonth.in the Cabinet 
-Virtual close of the Reign-Mr. PerceTal'S death-Provision for 
his Family.-{1811-1812.] .-

THE opposite ~ews and interests of the Ministerial ahd 
the Grenville parties on the Regency question are obvious 
Qnough, and Been 'in a moment to be unavoidable. . The 
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ministers confidently hoped for the King's speedy re
covery; and their object was to give as little power as 
possible, during the short fixed period of the regency, 
to one ,whom they regarded as their personal foe, and 
the friend of their political opponents. The Opposition 
leaders expected to return to power nnder the Prince, and 
hoped to rescue the conntry from the miserable mis
government nnder which it was sinking to ruin. They 
were aware that the tie between the Prince and them
selves had' long been loosening: they remembered that, 
since the ,death of Fox, there had been little personal 
interCourse, and that the Prince had avowed his intention 
of ceasing to interest himself personally in politiCil-()f 
ceasing to be, as he said, "a party man." It is probable 
that they also knew that he had thought himself neglected 
and coldly treated by the Grenville ministry, and not 
sufficiently consulted about the measure which caused 
their overthrow. Still, he was 80 well aware of the bad 
qualities of the }>resent ministry, and so much more con
nected with the Grenvilles and the Greys than with any 
other section of the political world, that no one had any 
doubt whatever' that the Gren-yille and Grey ministry 
would be in power at the earliest moment that the change 
could be decently made. The Prince himself certainly 
intended this at the opening of the year; and a list of the 
proposed administration was put into the hands of his 
intended ministers, for their consideration. 

But the interposition of the royal family in favour of 
the Prince, as against the Perceval ministry, perplexed 
the affair, and not only made Lord Eldon exceBBively 
miserable, but embarrassed the braver and less selfish men 
with whom he was connected. They suddenly found 
themselves left, at the critical moment, with only the 
Queen on their side-ell her sons having gone over to the 
enemy on the great subject of the power to be given to 
the Regent. " I am hardly in my right mind upon what 
is passing:' wrote Lord Eldon to his brother, in this 
January: "and when I am attacked, day by day, and 
every man who was with me in administration in 1804 is 
obstinately holding silence, and the whole royal family, 
whose protestations of gratitude my boxes teem wi.th, are 
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among my enemies, God help me if I had not the means 
of proving that I have nothing to fear." The midnight 
protest of the Princes, enclosed to Lord Eldon by the 
Duke of ·Cumberland with "the greatest regret," ;tIl;ust 
have caused consternation to the devoted friend of their 
father, declaring, as it did, that the proposed restrictions 
on the Regent were "perfectly unconstitutional," and 
II subversive of the principles that seated their family on 
the throne of these realms." 

The proposed Restrictions were these. The tem of 
the regency was to be limited to the 1st of February, 
1812, supposing parliament to have been sitting for six 
weeks previously. The Regent was to consider his office 
a. trust, and to conform to the statutes which regulate 
trusts. He was restrained from granting peerages (except 
for naval or military achievements), or offices or titles in 
reversion or abeyance. The Royal property was to be 
vested in trustees, for the King's benefit. The care of 
the King's person was to be confided to the Queen, who 
was to arrange his household: a Council being appointed 
to advise and assist her in her duties, with authority to 
examine the King's physicians. There were many, be
sides the Princes, who objected to the power being given 
to the Queen and her Council of deciding when the King 
should resume his functions, in case of recovery: and, 
after much discussion, safeguards against abuse were 
provided by an obligation to communicate the state of 
the King's health to the Privy Council, and thence to the 
II London Gazette." On this point, the Ministers were 
beaten in several divisions;. and it was clear that they 
were tottering in their Beats at the time that the Regency 
Bill passed, which was on the 5th of February. On the 
next day, the Royal Assent was (by a necessary fiction) 
given by a Commission acting under the a1j.thority of 
both Houses of Parliament. The Prince took· the oaths 
on the Bame day before the Privy Council, when Bome 
close observers were amused with watching the various 
expressions in the different countenances. And by this 
time, there was reason for much conflicting feeling; 

Early in January, the Prince Bent for J,Qrd Grenvill!" 
and r~uested. with every appearance of graciousness and 
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confidence, that he and Lord Grey should draw up for 
him a reply to the Address which the two Houses were 
about to present. He proposed that his friend, Lord 
Moira, should be joined with them in the task; but this 
proposal the Whig Lords declined. The task was a diffi
.cult one, because Lord Grenville stood pledged, by the 
records of previous regency debates, to opinions widely 
different from those of the Prince and Lord Grey. The 
points of dijferencewere passed over with vague phrases, 
and the paper was sent to the Prince through Mr. Adam, 
in whose presence he read it. He" strongly objected to 
almost every part of it," made some curt marginal notes, 
and sent, for his, boon companion, Sheridan. There was 
no time to be lost, as the Addresses were to be presented 
the next day. Sheridan proposed that a new Reply 
should be drawn up; and he and the Prince set about 
it. At night, Sheridan met Lord Grey at Holland House, 
and the new paper was read, shown, with its offensive 
marginal notes, and warmly discussed. The Prince 
adhered to it: and on the following day, Lords Grenville 
and Grey transmitted to the Prince an indignant remon
Btrance on' his levity in this affair, and on the affront 
they had received. Sheridan used his influence to re
'Concile the Prince to himself, and his wit in writing epi
grams and quizzes on the digni1l.ed personages who had 
assumed a tone of dictation to the Regent. As might 
be expected, the alienation of the Prince from his former 
political friends was decided; and the new hope of a 
bette!' government of the country was extinguished. ' 

One of the King's physicians had meantime been work
ing on the mind of the Prince. After having for some 
:weeks led the Prince to believe that the King could never 
recover, he now gave him exaggerated. accounts of the 
'improvement in health of which the newspapers were 
,beginning to speak j and he intimated that if, on recovery, 
the King should hear of a change of Ministry, he might 
,probably die of the news. An artful letter of flattery 
and coaxing was also sent by the Queen, communicating 
sayings of the King, which she could not have really 
known, as she had not seen him. The Prince acutely 
conjectured this letter to be Perceval's, as thelaW'Yer-
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like word .. pending" appeared in it-a word which the 
Queen was the last person likely to' use. It produced 
upon him, however, an effect which concurred but too 
well with his existing feeling towards LordS Grenville and 
Grey: and on the 1st of February, he announced to Lord 
Grenville, by letter, his decisi9n to leave the Ministry sub
stantially unchanged. The next day, the leading Whigs 
waited upan him 'at Ca.rlton House, and found that he 
was indeed determined. The streets were full ,of people, 
anxious to hear the latest reports of the King's health, on 
which mainly the important decision W9.Ssupposed to 
hang; and clusters of Opposition members were on the 
pavement questioning their acquaintance as they left 
Ca.rlton House. On the 5th; aftet taking the oaths, the 
Regent wrote to Mr. Perceval, to say what every body 
was expecting. He said it in an ungracious manner, as 
every body but Mr. Perceval 'thought: but he was toq 
well pleased to admit any uncomfortable feelings. He, 
as his friend Ward tells us, "was not of that: opinion," 
though the wording of the announcement was this: 
.. The irresistible impulse of filial duty and:, affection to 
his beloved and afflicted father leads him" (the Prince) 
"to dread that any act of the Regent might, in the' smallest 
degree, have the effect of interfering with the progress of 
his sovereign's recovery, and that this consideration akme 
dictates the decision now communicated to Mr: Perceval." 
No assurances of physicians had nearly so much effect in 
preparing the public to expect the King's recovery as this 
letter; for, as every body said, the Prince could not so ill 
'discharge his' new duty as to retain in power a Ministry 
which he thought bad for the country, if he believed that 
he had really time and power to change it. Among 
those who were not disposed to acquiesce in the Regent's 
decision were the civic officers of the metropolis. They 
went home discontented, and soon presented to his Royal 
Highness, by the hands of the Lord Mayor and Aldel1llen, 
an Address of great boldness, in which were set forth the 
miseries resulting from the misgovernment of the country, 
the popular discontent at the conduct of Ministers in 
carrying on the government in the Kiilg·s name, when be 
was . incapacitated, and at theloestrictions laid on the 
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Regent, and the absolute need of reform of parliament, in 
order to resoue the people from ruin. In his reply, the 
Prinoe prudently dwelt, to the exolusion of almost every 
thing else, pn the joy he should feel in the act of render
ing up his offioe to the King, on the blessed oocasion of 
his Majesty's recovE;lry. 

It was rnmoured, at the time, that when Sheridan ",ent 
to Lord Rolland's, 'in. Pall Mall, to disouss the rival 
replies, the 'Prinoe ,stole thither too, disguised in a large 
cloak. It was said that Mr. Peel saw him issue from the 
gates of C¥,lton HpJlse, and, reoognizing him, observed 
him till he entered Holland House. It was also said that 
the l'ririoe ,then again offered' the government to the 
offended lords; and that it was the representation of the 
physioian before alluded to whioh held them baok: and 
this seems to be oonfirmed by the clear declaration of the 
'Morning Chroniole,' that they might have had offioe 
if they would. It i,s certain that the Prinoe declared 
opeuly,that he would never see the Ministers he was oom
pelled ,tp retain. He' would dine with his old comrades, 
but never with lll,s Ministers; and, whatever any body 
might say, he would have Sheridan, and Adam, and Lord 
Moira, and other Whigs, ab0'lthim to consult with, 
under any circumstances. Of course, he was told that 
this would pe,impossible; and of course, the oontradiotion 
roused his self-will. He w8.ll, however, as feeble and 
fiokle as he was self-willed. In a few months we find the 
Queen and Lord Eldon oongratulating eaoh other and the 
world pn the Prinoe having succeeded to the government, 
under c~rcumstanoes whioh enabled him to deteot "the 
horrible falsehoods with whioh wioked politioians had 
filled his mind;'" and, 11.)1 the Queen expressed it, which 
enabled her son George to learn ,that his poor father 
knew better who were his son's best friends than that 
Bon himself did. "At present," wrote Lord Eldon at thai 
time, "many;I believe, think he is too muoh attaohed to 
meY He oertaiuly was; and there was little to be hoped 
from ~ man who, at fifty, could turn from a Grenville 
"and a Grey to enjoy the flattery of an Eldon, and permit 
the cant which called the beg!; friends of his life, 
and men whose honour was too lofty to bend at the 
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most critical moment of their career, "wic~ed politi
cians." 

There was now an end of the irregularities and fictions 
in the carrying on of the government, which all deplored 
as dangerous and perplexing; but which could not, by any 
means, be helped. 'I'here was a vast deal of debate, and 
very properly, about each irregularity and fiction as it 
arose; but every thing was settled at last; and the cases 
in dispute are sufficiently recorded in the chronicles of the 
time. It is enough to say that there was difficulty about 
calling parliament together, at first; and then about ap
pointing a royal commission; and then about the method of 
drawing money for appropriations voted in the precedin/!: 
session-the auditors declining to justify accounts and 
draw money, without full assurance of the legality of 
their proceedings; and then, Parliament hesitating before 
the unconstitutional act of assuming executive power. 
Then, when the conditions of the regency were determined, 
it was necessary to open parliament in form, by a com
mission under the Great Seal, sanctioned by the authority 
of that very parliament which was supposed not to have 
been sitting: and lastly, when the Regency Bill was 
passed by the two Houses, it received a nominal Royal 
Assent from the very personage whose incapacity to 
assent was the ground of the Bill. Every body was glad 
when these solemn shams were over, and when parliament 
was, for the third time, opened in regular form, on the 12th 
of Febrnary. The Regent did not go down in person, but 
by Commission; and the Speech was, as nearly as possible, 
what it would have been if sent down by his father. The 
universal remark W8ll, that these were clear indications of 
his being on bad terms with the Ministers. He intended 
to be a mere mechanical Regent, at least for the short 
original term of the regency. 

He relaxed from his moodiness as the year went on: 
and before it was half over, the conviction was general that 
his office would last as long as the life of the King. In 

. May, the people in the f!~reets supposed that the King was 
getting better, as he appeared on horseback with his 
daughters. After some rumours, the fact was made 
known in Windsor that one of the equerries had ordered 
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the King's saddle horse to be got ready; and the multitude 
who flocked to the Castle saw the favourite horse Adonis 
actually brought out. '£he King presently appeared,· 
conversing cheerfully with two of the princesses, mounted 
his horse with ease, and rode for more than an hour, with
out any appearance of eccentricity. But at that very time, 
the Duke of York was writing to Lord Eldon- of the 
imbecility into which his father appeared to be sinking. 
His talk was hopelessly rambling and frivolous. In July, 
the bulletiri. of the physicians declared his general health 
to be much strengthened, without any corresponding 
improvement in his mind. The physicians declared that 
they did not yet despair of his ultimate recovery; but 
before the expiration of the term of the regency, they had 
nearly dropped the subject of their hopes. He understood 
that the Duke of York had been reinstated in his office of 
Commander-in-Chief, and rejoiced in it: and he was aware 
.of the regal fete given by the Regent in: June, in lieu of 
the ordinary festival of the King's birthday; but, while 
these events excited his feelings, they brought out no 
evidence of improving reason. He must henceforth be 
considered as excluded from Court affairs; and the Court 
proceeded on that understanding. The Regent's fete, 
given on the plea of encouraging British manufactures at 
a time of appalling distress, was. declared to be the most 
splendid ever seen in England; and its splendour did more 
harm to the feelings of the starving poor than good by 
.the small consequent reduction of the manufacturers' stock. 
It was made a sort of demonstration against Napoleon, by 
Louis XVIII and the French Princes being brought to it, 
out of their retirement: but the people would have 
preferred an opposite kind of action-the repeal of the 
Orders in Council, to which much of their distress was 
owing. When, on the expiration of the first term of the 
regency, the Prince desired to have Lord Sidmouth in his 
Cabinet, as President of the Council, Lord Sidmouth made 
it a positive stipulation that the Order should be sus
pended; and, as will soon appear, for sufficient reason •. 
This was done, as regarded the United States, in June, 
1B12, too la.te to prevent war with America, but with the 
immediate effect or. raising the spirits of. ~. population 
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whose sufferings had 'passed the limit of endurance. 
Before that time, the Queen had once more held a Court, 
after an interval of nearly two years; and the thronging 
of ladies to St. James's was a signal that the recovery of 
the King was no longer to be hoped for. Another such 
signal was the provision made for the Princesses by parlia
ment in April, 1812. They were endowed with 36,0001. 
a year by tj:te nation, as their father could no longer takA 
care of them. The King had been empowered to grant 
30,0001. a. year to' the four daughters living with hin.. 
In a time of excessive distress, Mr. Perceval asked for 
36,0001. for three who survived. He obtained it; but at 
a cost of strong popular displeasure.. And, while he was 
thus recklessly profuse to royal ladies, the cause of liberty 
and security throughout the world was perilled by the 
withholding of supporll from the army in Spain; as we 
shall hereafter see. 

As the year 1811 drew towards its close, the nation 
looked a.nxiously for the disclosure of what the Regent 
meant to do about a Ministry, on occasion of the prolongar' 
tion of his power. The Regent himself regarded .. the 
present extraordinary crisis" as .. a new era" in his life. 
He said so in a letter to the Duke of York, which he 
empowered the Duke to show to Lord Grey, and which 
immediately became public. In this letter, he largely 
praised his present Ministers, but expressed his desire 
that some of those persons among whom the early habits 
of his pu blio life were formed, would strengthen his 
hands, and constitute a part of his government. Lords 
Grenville and Grey replied, that their opinions remained 
1lIlchanged, as to the absolute necessity of conciliating 
Ireland by the repeal of the Catholic disabilities; and 
that their first duty in office would be to propose a 
measure to that effect. As the existing Ministry were all 
of the opposite mode of thinking, no union was possible; 
and the Regent looked elsewhere for strength to Iris 
Cabinet. Marquess Wellesley now resigned his office of 
Foreign Secretary, in which he was succeeded by Lord 
Castlereagh. Lord Sidmouth became President of the 
Council; and Mr. Perceval was in the highest spirits at 
the dreaded period being sO' well got over-the period of , . 
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the entrance of the Regent npon the possession of full 
kingly power-without any material change of councils. 
He and his comrades had escaped the disgtace of dismissal, 
and of a reversal of their policy. It was true that the 
nation was unhappy-the working classes starving and 
rebellious; the Corporation of London discontented and 
indignant; Ireland threatening a violent secession from 
the Union; and Napoleon yet unchecked abroad: it was 
true that our armies in the Peninsula were so ill supported 
that the best man in the Cabinet had resigned, in disgust 
at the treatment our best general was receiving from 
government. and that, out of the Cabinet, scarcely any 
one saw a gleam of hope within the whole compass of the 
political horizon: still, Perceval was as obtuse and san
guine as ever; and in higher spirits than ever, on ascer
taining that the new monarch was of his party, and ready 
to renew his lease of power. The political blindness here 
was obvious to all clear-sighted men at the moment. A 
few weeks changed their natural indignation into a r~ 
spectful compassion for his innocent human blindness. 

This must be considered the close of the reign of 
George ill. Instead of the funeral pomp of kings, there 
was the gay pageantry of opening parliament. Instead 
of the unsealing of the tomb where the weary one might 
rest, there was the intimation that he was imprisoned in 
a living grave. Instead of the solemnity of a Proclama
tion and Coronation, there was a mere striking off of 
fetters from the new ruler, who had no fresh style and 
title for heralds to shout abroad. But not the less was 
the reign of George III. closed; and, though silently, it 
was effectually put away among the records of history. 
It was, in fact, a reign of the last century; and subject 
only to the judgment appropriate to the deeds of a by
gone age; for, during the few years of the present century, 
his habits of mind had merely become confirmed, while 
his intellect was weakening. It had not been a good 
reign; neither honourable to himself, nor glorious, in any 
sense, for the national reputation, nor promotive of the 
happiness of his people. But few were disposed, at the 
time of its virtual close, to deal strictly with him for it. 
His position was an appeal for forbearance. The time might 
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come when he would be angrily represented &II gone to 
that place where bad kings congregate, and suffer their 
retribution: but at present he was regarded &II an outcast 
from both worlds of judgment, and wandering comfort
lessly between them. If he had passed beyond the reach 
of remonstrance and censure, he had not arrived at the 
region of retribution; and those who had suffered under 
his rule strained their eyes to see, in his environment, 
cause for compassion, if not forgiveness . .Now and then, 
but rarely, 11 glimpse was caught of his state. He was, 
very properly, kept in total seclusion, within a range of 
apartments at Windsor. As he was soon totally blind, 
such seclusion was no penalty to him. Room for exercise 
was all that he could enjoy; and that he had. We see 
him, after a time, through the eyes of a casual witness, 
walking in the oorridor, dressed in a warm wrapping
gown, with long white beard, and his sightless eyes 
rolling restlessll; and again, at the piano, striking some 
chords, or playmg some melody of his beloved Handel 
We hear of him &II being within sound of the funeral 
train which W&ll about to lay in the grave, that still 
refused to open for him, the body of his grand-daughter
the heiress of his crown; yet unconscious of the calamity 
which touched every heart in the empire but his own
unmoved even to inquire the meaning of the trumpets, 
and the 801emn music, and the tread of horses and of 
human feet. He lived thus for eight years after the 
assumption of full power by the Regent; and not till his 
funeral torches had burned out, did men feel disposed to 
pass judgment on his life and reign: and when they did, 
it was in the softened tone which men would naturally 
use in the presence of a ghostly image of a helpless old 
man, with sightless eyes, and a snowy beard upon his 
breast. 

Mr. Perceval's high spirits oontinued. The war with 
America. was on the point of breaking out. Dukes and 
earls were forbidding the appearance of pastry at their 
tables, and ordering rice flour, on acoount of apprehended 
famine. Men were hanged in rows and detachments for 
rebellion. Whole families were murdered, by ruffian 
thieves, in a single quarter of an hour; and ci.tizens; 
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worn by anxiety through the day, gave up their nightly 
rest, and formed themselves into a patrol, to save their 
families. Yet Mr. Perceval's spirits did not sink in the 
least. At a dinner party at his own house, in April, his 
guests never saw him in a more bantering humour j" and 
his daughter told how he had promised his children to 
give a ball when he had made a general peace which the 
whole nation shoUld approve." 
, While these merry, doings were going forward, there 
was a man 'dining, two or three times a week, at the coffee
room of the House of Commons, and hanging about the 
lobbies and galleries, till his face became familiar to 
persons who had business there. The face was an in
teresting one; "strikingly composed and mild, though 
haggard," Wilberforce tells us. The man's appearance 
was that of a gentleman; and the people at whose house 
he lodged found him kind-hearted and considerate. On 
one of these days, a 'little child of his landlady'S had 
strayed away; and the lodger exerted himself to recover 
it. On the morning of the 11th of May, he took the 

, family to the European Museum, and pointed out to them 
what they ought to observe. He had a. wife and children 
himself, he told them, and they lived .at Liverpool. He 
had been four months away from them, trying to get 
justice for some cruel wrongs. ,Those wrongs were in
flicted in RUBsia, where he, a merchant connected with 
Archangel, had been calumniated and imprisoned. His 
hostess, while listening to his quiet narrative, with his 
pathetio countenance before her, never dreamed of his 
,being insane, and of the Russian prison having been, in 
fact, a. lunatic division of the establishment. But so it 
came out to be, after his death. He said that his own 
government ought to have righted him; but that it had 
offensively refused to aid him. After the visit to the 
European Museum, he went into the Court of Chancery 
for some time, and then, as usual, to the House; and there 
he plaoed himself in the reoess,.of the doorway of the 
lobby, standing with his right hand in his breeohes 
pocket. Lord Eldon :was 'Wont to say that he was the 
person watohed for--the stranger having hung about his 
Court just before: but the man himself said that he most 
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Wished to encounter Lord George Leveson Gower, omi 
late Ambassador to Russia. It was Mr. Perceval, how
ever, who first, of all his supposed enemies, appeared at 
the door. The hand, with a small pistol in it, was drawn 
from the pocket, and Perceval was shot through the heart. 
He staggered forward, muttered the word "murder" or 
II murdered," and died in ten minutes. While some of the 
members present raised him, and carried him into an . 
adjoining room, others looked round for the murderer,' 
who hbd been unmarked, and, in the confusion, might 
easily have escaped. Ile walked to the fire, laid his 
pistol on a. bench, and, on being asked whether he was 
the villain, :replied, "I am the unhappy man." As soon as· 
it was known ~ he was Mr. Bellingham, an unfortu..: 
nate merchant and ship-broker of Liverpool, there were 
offers of evidence, to be brought from Liverpool, of hia 
long-existing insanity. It is scarcely credible now that 
this should have been refused: and it appears sad that 

. communication with Liverpool should have been too slow 
to save the poor man's life. If railroads and electriC' 
telegraphs had existed then, not all the indecent haste of 
the authorities could have taken away his life; for the 
evidences of his insanity were unquestionable. He knew,' 
as he said, from the first 'what his fate would be. He 
assigned nothing like a reason for shooting Mr. Perceval;. 
there was no connexion pointed out by him between his 
wrongs and the act of murder; yet he spoke and felt as if 
the connexion had b~n obviously close and logical. He 
was not proud or v~in of what he had done; but calmly 
satisfied that it waa not wrong. He shed tears when his 
victim's last moments were described, but still felt that 
all was as it should be. The authorities wondered ex
tremely; but they did llot pause. It seems as if their 
precipitation was caused by alarm at the reception of the 
news by a portion of the mob, whom they supposed to be a. 
representation of the people at large. The first crowd in 
Palace Yard was composed of respectable people whose
fuelings were evidently human, an.d not political. Horror 
and concern were in every countenance. But presently 
the pick-pockets began to arrive, and to try to make con~ 
fusion, for the sake of .their own harvest. Then came , 
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flocking (on the news reaching the remoter parts of 
London) all who most intensely hated the government, 
and supposed that it must now be overthrown. Romilly 
relates that savage cries of exultation were heard, with 
lamentations that other members of the government had 
not been murdered also. Some of the ferocious rabble 
mounted the hackney-coach which was brought to convey 
Bellingham to Newgate, and others kept possession of the 
opposite do,or, as if for the purpose of rescue; so that he 
was sent away through another entrance. Romilly, sick 
at heart, said that the most lively alarms must be excited 
by such demonstrations in the minds of all thinking men: 
and that the English character seemed to have undergone 
some· unaccountable and portentous change. If Romilly 
was so impressed, it is no wonder that the authorities were 
wholly dismayed, and full of the vindictiveness which 
attends dismay, and in this spirit they hurried on the 
trial. 

It actually took place before an answer could be re
ceived by return of post to the earliest intimation to the 
family of what had happened. Mr. Perceval was shot 
soon after ·:five in the afternoon of Monday; and the trial 
came on on the Friday, at the Old Bailey. Bellingham 
was hanged on the following Monday. His body was in 
the hands of the surgeons for dissection, "the heart still 
faintly beating," before a. week was over from the moment 
in which he took his stand in the recess of the doorway. 
He was 42 years of age. Insanity had existed in his 
family before: and a. son of his who, with the rest of the 
family, had changed his name, and who had successfully 
studied for the medical profession, became deranged as he 
approached his father's time of life, and was restrained as 
a. lunatic. It is stl'ange that the government did not see 
that their best policy was to receive every possible evidence 
that the act was that of a madman, instead of a political 
foe. But the madness was dangerous, and the man was 
extinguished. 

The morning after the murder, measures were taken to 
secure from the nation a provision for Mr. Perceval's 
family. The family was a large one; bllt the provision 
made was out. of aU. propQrtion .. to .. their Jleeds, and, fear-
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fully vexatious to a suffering people, ill able now to brook. 
such selfish profusion at their expense. One item after 
another was added by comrade or friend, in the course of 
the debate, till the grant mounted up to this :-50,OOOZ. 
for the children; 2,OOOl. a year to their mother :-this 
2,OOOl. per annum to revert to the heir on the death of 
the widow, to be enjoyed by him for life; and 10001. a 
year for life to the eldest son, on his coming of age. 
When this grant was made no one dreamed of the desti
nation which awaited a part of this monstrous provision. 
In the shortest possible time that decency would permit, 
Mr. Perceval's widow married again, leaving regret in 
many minds that no stipulation had been made for the 
return to the treasury, in such an event, of the income 
which had been intended as an endowment of her widow. 
hood. 

The great question of the formation of a Ministry was 
thus brought up again. Before proceeding to detail the 
negotiations, we must see what those had to do who 
undertook to govern the country in 1812. 

CHAPTER V. 

State or the Nation-Commercial PrellS1ll'e-Crim_Wage_Ma
chinery-Fmme Breaking-Lnddite Acta--Progress of Luddism
Lord Sidmoutb, Home Secretary-Punishment of the Luddites. 
[1811-14). 

NOTHING had been seen, since the beginning of the century, 
to compare with the distress of 1811 and 1812. The 
foreign commerce of the country was in a lower condition 
in 1811 than ever before in the memory of those living. 
Statesmen talked, and not unreasonably, of the renewal 
of our commerce with Portugal, in consequence of the 
expulsion of the French; and of the improvement of our 
trade with Brazil, from the establishment of the Braganza 
family there .. They pointed to Russia, now rousing her
self to resist Napoleon, and promised that the ports of the 
Baltic would soon be re-opened to British manufactures. 
. 20-
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All this was true; yet never had our commerce been so 
depressed. Our manufacturers were set fast, and could 
not pay wages on which their workmen could live; and 
workmen could not live on low wages when the average 
price of wheat was 1128. and that of meat 8q,. and 9d. 
per lb. ~'he ordinary course of manufacture-particularly 
of the hardware manufacture-was broken up. The factor 
stepped in between the employer and the operative, and 
made his market of the necessities of both, leaving them 
discontented with each other. The employer sold off his 
stock at a loss; and the workmen made inferior wares, by 
means 'of advances from the factor for materials. The 
wares were smuggled abroad, or sent wherever a new 
commercial opening appeared; and the reputation of some 
of our manufactures was fatally damaged by these reckless 
and ruinous proceedings. 

In April, 1811, the necessity for parliamentary relief to 
the merchants had become urgent. It was not money 
that was deficient now, as in former seasons of distress, 
but security on which money could be obtained. It 
was not sa much banking credit that had collapsed as 
mercantile credit. It was believed by the best econo
mists of the time that a large immediate advance to the 
merchants and manufacturers, which should enable them 
to await the approaching opening of some foreign ports, 
would be a safe and a wise measure, however deplorable 
the necessity in itself. Parliament authorized an advance 
of not mOl:e than 6,OOO,OOOl. on adequate security. As 
usually happens in such cases, only a small part of the 
sum was called for-in this case, not above 2,OOO,OOOl. 
The knowing that it could be had was the thing wanted. 
At the same time, there were symptoms of revival of 
business from foreign demand; but, on the other hand,' 
there were fears about the harvest. The preceding winter 
had been intensely cold: snow had choked up the mail I 
,roads, and buried thousands of sheep among the hills, and 
. lain heavy on the hearts of thousands of weary families 
who were aheady chilled with hunger, and could no more' 
buy fuel than they could clothe themselves in furs. Thel 
Thames was very nearly frozen over, that winter. The, 
Spring was backward; and then the heats came rushing, 
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on, with more disastrous effect than the storms of winter. 
The meadows were parched 1l:p before any grass had been 
obtained; the springs ran dry. Church towers were 
struck by lightning, and the bells melted. Cattle and 
men were found scorched in the fields; and if a fire 
occurred, there was no putting it out. In Prussia, miles 
of woodland were left in a few hours strewed with ashes; 
and in the Tyrol, the conflagration of the forests pro
ceeded from league to league, till 64 villages and 10,000 
head of cattle were destroyed. 24,000 peasants were 
turned out to be scorched by the sun at noon, and 
drenched by the dews at night; and a multitude of them 
died in a few weeks by an epidemic thus oecasioned. 
Everywhere the harvest was deficient; and in England 
the average price of wheat became 1068. ad. The super
stitious were more and more apprehensive, as time brought 
added distresses, that the nation was under the Wl'ath ef 
God; and in the early days of September, many believed 
there was no further doubt that the end of the world was 
at hand. A sign appeared in the sky, which to them 
seemed to show that Napoleon was the last great enemy 
of the race, and that the day of judgment was come. A 
comet, like none that they had seen or heard of, wheeled 
rapidly up the sky. The learned and the wise enjoyed 
the spectacle, as the vast new light arose in the still 
autumn evenings, half as large as the moon, with its 
broad train of light streaming down to the horizon; but 
the rude and the timid could not lift up their heads to 
gaze at it. Here and there a man stood up in church or 
chapel, warning sinners to repent, and the righteous to 
stand fast for death, as the day of the Lord was at hand. 
Others were preaching at the corners of the streets, and 
in lanes, and on the hill side: and among the hearers 
were some who were almost glad to be told the tidings; 
for they were worn out with misery, and the grave is a 
place where .. the weary are at rest." But, before the 
clouding over of the sky for winter, the sign had passed 
away, and the day of judgment had not come. Instead 
of. this, the wicked were more rampant than ever. .As 
the days shortened, midnight murder terrified those who 
had not been alanucd before. On the night of the 9th 

202 
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of December, the entire household of a Mr. Marr was 
murdered within a quarter of an hour-himself, his wife, 
their infant in the cradle, and the shop-boy under the 
counter; and on the 19th, the entire household of a :I'llr. 
Williamson watt bntchered in the same manner. Such 
scenes of violence went forward in different parts of the 
country -that many began to be of Romilly's opinion, that 
the English character had undergone some unaccountable 
and porten'tous change. 

Portentous these horrors were; but not unaccountable. 
Many soldiers had become weary of the war, which to 
them had been thus far all hardship and no glory. They 
deserted. They could not show themselves at home, the 
penalty for desertion being death. They gathered to
gether in: gangs, took possession of some forsaken house 
among the hills, or of caves on the sea shore, and went 
forth at night in masks and grotesque clothing, and helped 
themselves with money and clothes, wherever they could 
find them, sacrificing life where it was necessary to their 
objects. In these times of dear food, the salaries of clerks 
and other'persons valuable from their filling situations of 
trust, were doubled, to enable them to hold their place. 
Artisans too had high wages from those who could afford 
to employ them. We find that those who were employed 
at Greenwich Hospital were at this time receiving from 
30B. to 35s. per week-a mere subsistence at such a season 
of high prices; but still a subsistence. But those whose 
services were not immediately wanted sank in proportion. 
In the factories, there was no increase of wages; and 
where, through dread of the despair of the people, there 
'Was a nominal rise of wages, it was usually compensated 
for by a reduction of the hours of labour. The fate of 
the handloom weavers appears to' have been the hardest. 
In 1806, they had felt themselves badly off with 178. 6d. 
a week; and now they had only 7B. 6d. This was at 
Glasgow; but it was a season of extreme pressure with 
spinners and weavers throughout the manufacturing 
districts of England.· It was no consolation to them to 
be toM that thf\ir depression could not be helped, beca~se 
their labour had been displaced by machinery. At this 
date, one person could, with the help of machinery, spin 
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88 much cotton as 200 persons could have spun in the 
same time when the sufferers were setting out in life; 
and in weaving, a proportionate supersession of labour 
had taken place. Wise men knew that this machinery 
would, in a few years, employ many times more than the 
number of persons at first turned adrift; but this truth 
did not feed those who were hungering now, and it is no 
wonder that their misery avenged itself on the machinery 
which was doing their work, and, as they declared, steal
ing their bread. A gleam of moral light at such a time 
is too precious to pa88 away unnoticed; and it must there
fore be mentioned that, in this dreary year, when. the 
whole west of Scotland was in a wretched condition, the 
poor weavers of Hamilton refused to receive alms, and 
desired to work for their bread. A subscription had been 
raised for the unemployed; but they would not touch it 
till they had earned it. A foot-path from Hamilton to 
Bothwell bridge was therefore made; and the honourable 
weavers kept their honour. They little knew how they 
had thus beautified that foot-path to many that should 
come after them. 

'Ve :find, at the same time, notices of an extreme 
jealousy of imported labour, and of the success of certain 
strikes. The tillage of Lincolnshire was then beginning 
that course of improvement which has made its levels 
now, from being mere fen, one of the richest districts of 
England. The labourers, in the neighbourhood of BostOIl, 
expected to make "half a guinea a day" during the 
harvest, and to keep the corn in the fields till their limited 
supply of labour could carry it in. We :find, in a Boston 
newspaper, a notice of Irish reapers as a sort of novelty 
in that year. 'rhe farmers are vindicated for bringing 
them in to expedite the harvest, and to keep down wages; 
while the native labourers are severely rebuked for mal
treating the strangers, and exhorted to observe towards 
them "the sacred obligations of hospitality," and the 
regard due to benefactors of the district. We:find broad 
hints given about the expense of the French prisoners in 
t~e country, and accounts spread abroad of the very 
different arrangement in France, where our imprisoned 
countrymen were drafted into battalions, to be employed 
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on the fortifications, and the roads and bridges. The 
cases were widely different--the deficiency in France 
being of able-bodied. men, and here of the means of 
living; and, while so many of our own people (lould not 
find employment, government did not venture to bring 
the fOl"eigners out into the daylight, and set them to 
work. The consequence was a perpetual series .of at
tempts at escape,' troublesome' and expensive to the 
authorities, but romantic to read of now. The accumula
tion of prisoners, in both cQuntries, had become very 
burdensome; and much more so to England than to 
France, .as the French in this country were, for the 
most part, private soldiers; while, of the comparatively 
few English in France, very many were of respectable 
families, who had crossed the Channel on business or for 
pleasure during the Peace of Amiens, and were then de
tained by the barbarous policy of Napoleon. His Spanish 
and Portuguese prisoners, however, made his number of 
captives much more than equal to ours; and, in 1810, it 
had been hoped that he was ready to rid himself of them. 
There were then about 50,000 French prisoners with us, 
and not above 10,000 British in France. The Spanish in 
France were scarcely fewer than the French with us; and 
the Portuguese about 12,000. An exchange was nego
tiated, and many sunk hearts beat high with the expecta
tion of freedom, and a native home, in a few weeks or 
days. But Napoleon insisted that for every three French
men should be given-not three British subjects, but one 
British, and two Spanish or Portuguese. To this our 
Government would not consent; and the exiles sank down 
again into heart-sickness. The gentry strolled about the 
country towns, and played billiards to while away the 
time; and the soldiers earned their living, and some in
dulgences, by labour on the publio works. As for the 
French on Dartmoor, and at Stilton, and other stations, 
they made their rations of bread into savoury soup, by 
some wonderful prooess, and carved their meat-bones into 
whirligigs and curious toys, which' many a man now 
living remembers as one of the marvels and mysteries of 
his ohildhood. They must still go on to make toys, if 
any thing; for the starving working men of England 
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would admit no foreigners to share any useful labour 
which presented itself to be done. 

The strikes which were successful at such a period as 
this were, of course, confined to the very few occupations 
that were flourishing. Weaving and spinning were sunk 
too low for even this poor resource; but we find the 
journeymen tailors in an opulent state, supporting four 
strikes for an increase of wages, within seven years, and 
succeeding in them all. They had money in the Bauk 
for the assistance of operatives in other trades through
out the country. The making of fire-arms was another 
prosperous branch of employment-no more affected than 
that of the tailors by the decline of foreign commerce, 
while the war lasted for which they supplied the ap
purtenances. While they were thus earning and. enjoying 
the good things of life, Parliament was looking grave 
over a petition for relief, signed by above 40,000 "dis
tressed manufacturers of Manchester," who were but a 
sample of the sufferers of their class throughout the 
kingdom. Sir Robert Peel, the father of the rising states
man just connected with the Ministry, said that nO time, 
since the present state of society had existed, had ever 
witnessed such distress as that now under notice. ne 
said that he was in a condition to speak positively as to 
the facts, and all his hearers knew that he was so. None 
of them, after that, could be much surprised at the 
methods that the operatives took to prevent, as they 
thought, their labour from being superseded by machinery. 
It was not eighteen months since Mr. Peel had said that 
England had continued flourishing, while foreign countries 
were decaying, and that "the only, alteration had been 
the substitution of machinery for manual labour." If, 
now, the teus of thousands of distressed petitioners had 
been asked what they thought of the one only "altera
tion," they would have pronounced it the cause of all 
their woes. They could see nothing beyond it;. and they 
would not believe that more fatal mischiefs lay behind it 
-obvious to those who stood on the high ground of 
science, but concealed from the lowly whom no one had 
yet undertaken to teach. Their next move was one which 
might ~ve been expected, under the circumstances. 
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It was just at the most trying part of1811, in November, 
that the hosiers of Nottingham had been obliged to dis
charge many of their workmen. These men saw nothing 
before them but the workhouse; and., at the same time, 
they knew that a certain wide frame, of a new construc
tion, which could produce twenty-four dozen gaiters per 
week, at 48. the dozen making, was employed by a :firm in 
Nottingham, and likely to be used by others. They knew 
that nearly 30,000 hosiery frames were in use in England 
at that time, being such an increase as they were not 
dispose4 to allow. A.new lace-frame ):tad been patented 
two years before, whlCh benefited their town and their 
neighbours, by almost superseding the manufacture of 
pillow-lace, which had hitherto supported thousands in 
Devonshire, Bedfordshire, and other countries. They 
could not reason from the one case to the other; they were 
in no mood for reasoning at all; and besides, the lace 
weaverl!l were themselves in distress. One November 
Sunday they stood in groups, in the market-place and 
the IItreets of Nottingham, stirring up one another's wrath, 
and consulting what they should do. A manufacturer at 
Bulwell heard that they meant to come and break his 
frames; .and he gave out that he should arm his workmen, 
and barricade his house. He did so on the Monday 
evening. A body of rioters came, and demanded that the 
frames should be given up to them, or that they should be 
let in to break the frames for themselves. The owner 
refused both propositions, and was fired upon. Several 
shots were exchanged, and II> weaver, who was tearing 
down the window-shutters, was shot dead. His comrades 
carried off his body, and presently returned with an ad
dition to their force .. They burst in, and the family 
barely escaped by a back door. The rioters burned, not 
only the frames, but every thing in the house. . 

Above thirty years before this time, an imbecile, named 
Ned Lud, living in II> village. in Leicestershire, was tor
mented by the boys in the street, to his perpetual irrita
tion. One day, in a great passion, he pursued one of the 
boys into a house, and, being unable to find him, he broke 
two stocking-frames. His name WItS now either taken by 
those who broke frames, or was given to them. When 
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frames were broken, Lud had been there: and the abettors 
were called:Luddites--a name of great terror for two years 
from this November, 1811. 

On the Tuesday, the rioters waylaid a carrier, broke the 
iron part of the frames he was conveying, and burned the 
wooden part in the street. In the night, they destroyed 
the greater part of the frames in a whole village. On 
Wednesday they did much more, being still unopposed to 
any effectual purpose. They assembled in open day, and 
destroyed not only fifty-three framell, but a cornmill, 
From this time, they swore vengeance in the first place 
against millers and corn-dealers. It was only on the 
Thursday that the magistrates began "to think of de
cisive measures ," and no application reached the Home 
Office till Friday morning. On the Sunday, when Not
tingham was tilled with the local militia, and a detachment 
of cavalry was posted in the market-place, it was given 
out that "tranquillitywas entirely restored." In Notting
ham it might be so for the moment; but the country 
round knew nothing of tranquillity for many a long 
month afterwards. Small parties incessantly dropped 
down before the doors, wherever there was a frame, and. 
having demolished it, disappeared before any alarm could 
be given. Such practices are as contagious as autumn 
fever. Before the close of the year, the disturbances had 
spread into Derbyshire and Leicestershire, though Not
tingham remained the head-quarters of the insurrection. 

There was a law against frame-breaking, which rendered 
the offenders liable to transportation for fourteen years, 
but it contemplated only the destruction of hosiery frames, 
not those used in the lace and other manufactures. On 
the 14th of ·February, Mr. Secretary Ryder introduced a 
Bill rendering capital the offence of destroying all ma
chinery used in manufactures. He also proposed to 
revive the operation of the existing law, which empowered 
the county authorities to obtain lists of all the male in
habitauts above the age of twenty-one, for the purpose 'of 
selecting a llUfficiency of special constables, for the keep
ing of the peace. 'fhe Bills passed the Commons within 
a week. . The debate in the Lords, on the second reading; 
is chie,By interesting to us now as having given occasion 
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to the only speech in parliament of Lord Byron, who was 
then young, and a new member of the legislature. When 
he took his seat, he would not ask a peer of any party to 
introduce him properly, and no one knew he was coming; 
yet he was as pale with mortification and anger as if he 
had been purposely neglected. A friend who was with 
him caused the Chancellor to be infgrmed of hie presence; 
and Lord Eldon, always kind and courteous on such 
occasions, left the woolsack, went up tit him, and offered 
hie hand, which was all but rejected. The moody young 
man declared to his friend that he did not choose to be 
set down as belonging to any party. He would have 
nothing to do with any of them; he had taken hie seat 
and he would go abroad. He did so, but was back again 
before this debate. His speech was a very able one in its 
way-a strong pleading for the famishing operatives j 
but it was mistimed, very factious in its spirit and violent 
in its language. It was unpractical, because it arraigned 
the policy of the government a..t the wrong moment, and 
called for "conciliation" as the reward of violence against 
society. It ended with the declaration that, to convict a 
frame-breaker, it would be necessary to have "twelve 
butchers for a jury, and a Jefferies for a judge." And 
here ends the brief record of the parliamentary life of Lord 
Byron. The Bills passed in March. Before that time, 
the insurrection had spread through Lancashire and 
Cheshire, and the West of Yorkshire, alld the second Bill 
was, consequently, so far altered as to extend its pro
visions to the whole country. 

During that terrible winter and spring, lights were 
burning, and watchers were sitting up every night, in all 
houses in any way connected with manufactures. The 
method of the insurgents was to send a party ot about 
fifty men to a village; to post sentinels in every avenue, 
and proceed in silence to their work. It was done with 
surprising quietness; houses forced and frames broken 
almost without noise. When every frame in the place 
was broken, or when an alarm of the approach of the 
soldiery was given, the leader fired hie piece, and his 
·comrades dispersed-so skilfully and rapidly that few 
were ever taken. They could destroy a frame in one 
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minute, after a few weeks' practice. When anyone of 
them was in danger of capture, at any time or place, he 
shouted .. Ned Lud," and a party of rescuers were in
stantlyon the spot. They passed through crowds in a 
compact. body, with masks on their faces, and not a hand 
was raised against them. A piquet of a hundred men, 
headed by magistrates, paraded the streets of Nottingham 
every night; but they could find nothing to do. The 
destruction went Oil, as if the special constables had been 
all asleep in their beds. Militia, Bow-street officers, 
infantry, and hU8sars, were equally useless. The device 
of wearing soldiers' great coats saved many a party of 
rioters from being stopped. Presently. incendiarism 
began, and Manchester mills were burned down. Then 
Huddersfield, Leeds, and Bradford, were in uproar, and 
cloth-mills were emptied night by night. Household 
furniture was destroyed, and the proprietors were tied 
together naked, and thrown upon the floor. Some 
ofienders left wounded were found to be unconnected with 
manufacture&-& collier here; a tinner's apprentice there. 
By April, they were storming the depots of the local 
militia, and helping themselves with arms. The leaders 
now appeared in women's clothes, and were called, Ned 
Lud's wives. Potato cellars were cleared; flour shops 
were pillaged: mail-coaches were stoned, because they 
sometime. carried soldiers or police. Somewhat later, the 
publio was shocked by the news that two wounded rioters 
near Leeds were found to be--the one a clergyman's son, 
the other a member of the Halifax militia. It was no 
longer an affair of mere frame-breaking. Dead bodies were 
found in ditches, and half-covered in the woods. Some 
towns began to be short of provisions, as the farmers 
were afraid to go to market. In the night of the 30th 
of April, the streets of Nottingham were placarded with 
bills, offering a reward for the delivery of the Mayor, dead 
or alive, to the Luddites. Mr. Horsfall, an eminent manu
facturer of Huddersfield, was fatally shot from behind a 
wall by four men who were awaiting him; and Mr. Trent
ham, of Nottingham, met the same fate. When it was 
discovered that a bounty of 5Z. '5s., and a salary of 158. a 
week, ,were pressed upon the local militia by Luddite 
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delegates, seven regiments were sent down in one week to: 
the disturbed districts. It was next discovered that 
parties of United Irishmen had been brought over to 
administer the oaths of the Luddites; and from that 
time the seizure of arms became a leading feature of the 
Luddite business. A working man, mistaken for ano· 
ther, and recognised .only at the last minute, was taken 
to the edge of an old coal-pit, to be hurled down; and 
thus was disclosed' a new and horrible method of mur· 
der. Several" offenders were taken; but not one of them 
could be induced to make any confession, or give any in· 
formation. At the trials before a Special Commission a1 
Chester, in May, sixteen were condemned to death, of 
whom five were executed, eight were transported, and 
others imprisoned; but no one of them opened his lips 
upon Luddism. In the summer, the assizes were con· 
tinued by adjournment, that no suspense might ensue 
on the capture of rioters. By that time, corn was be
coming scarce, and flour was selling at the unheard-of 
prioe of 7,. a stone. At Sheffield, the populace, in ir
resistible. numbers, visited the f1our-dealers, and com
pelled them, under threats of burning their premises, to 
sign an engagement to sell their flour at 38. a stone. No
body at that time could keep any article made of lead. 
Pumps, waterspouts, church-roofing, were carried off in the 
night to make Luddite bullets. Men. almost doubted 
whether they could be living in England-merry old 
England-while they had to lead such a life. In June 
eight persons were hanged together at Manchester, fOl 
Luddite offenoes. 

By that time, Lord Sidmouth had entered upon the office 
of Home Secretary_n appointment which was a great 
misfortune to the country, both at the moment, and for 
many years afterwards. The sensitiveness, vanity, and 
narrow views, of this Minister have been apparent through
out the narrative of his transactions, sinoe the beginning 
of the century; but now other qualities appeared in his 
new office, somewhat to the surprise of his own adherents. 
His tenaoity, alternating with indecision, they were aware 
of; but no one knew how hard he could be till now. His 
flatterers told him he was firm and resolute in .. orusbing 
sedition in. and his predominant idea, for the rest of his 
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official existence, was" crushing sedition." The multitude 
-which means much more than the popnlaC&-thought 
him a cruel minister; and 80 he was. He did not mean to 
be cruel Few people ever do. Incompetency and vanity, 
acting upon.a complete set of prejudices, made him one of 
the harshest of tyrants, while he was sitting, with a mild 
countenance, by his own fireside, gently folding his hands, 
and talking arout his duty, and blandly compassionating 
all misery that l·ame actually before his eyes. He went 
on crushing sedition in such a mauner that there was 
always, while he remained at the Home Office, sedition to 
be crushed. There has been very little since. 

One of the first incidents that occurred after Lord 
Sidmouth's acceptance of his new office was the sending 
of a Royal Message to Parliament, commending to their 
attention the disturbed state of the inland counties. Lord 
Sidmouth moved the answer to the Message, and procured 
a Secret Committee for the reception of evidence, and con
sultation upon it. Through Lord Castlereagh, a similar 
Committee was obtained in the other House. The Bill 
which was proposed, in consequence, was the occasion of 
very painful and discreditable debate; each party in par
liament charging its opponents with being the cause of 
the insurrection. The Ministerial party complained of in
flammatory publications, and the popular tendency to 
sedition. The Opposition members ascribed the tumults to 
want, and the want to misgovernment: and they were not 
mreful to conceal their disgust at the spy system of the 
Home Office, which was sure to excite more sedition than 
it could ever put an end to. The Bill, which became law 
oofore the end of July, was of a temporary character-its 
expiration being fixed for the 25th of tbA next March. Its 
objects were to facilitate the discovery and collection, by the 
authorities, of concealed arms; to provide for the instant 
dispersion oftumultuary assemblies; and to give the magis
trates of the disturbed counties a concurrent jurisdiction, 
that offenders might no longer escape by crossing the 
bOJ;.ndary. belween two counties. At the very time of the 
final discDssion of this Bill, on which the attention of the 
whole country wae fixed, a gang of fifty armed insurgents 
were pursuing their practices of extortion, intimidation, 
and destruction, in Hudden;field, though the thirty-three 
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public-houses in the town were crowded with soldiers, to 
the number of thirty in each. 'l'he government insisted, 
during every pause of a few days, that they had exter
minated Luddism; and then occurred a new outrage to 
perplex them. 'l'his went on, though with longer pauses, 
and a decided decrease of violence, to the end of the year. 

In November, a Special Commission was issued for the 
trial of such Luddites as had been lodged in York Castle; 
and a government agent was sent down, to select such cases 
as were most likely to end ~ eonviction, in order to im
press the people with a sense of the inevitable retribution 
of the law; inevitable, except by the extension of that 
mercy which it was proposed to accord to some who were 
less guilty,&nd more under the power of leaders, than 
those who were to take their trial. On the 9th of 
January, 1813, three men were hanged in irons at York 
for the murder of Mr. Horsfall; and on that day week 
fourteen others were executed at the same place for 
Luddite offences. Seven suffered first: and within two 
hours, the other seven. There were soldiers enough 
present .tooverawe the vast multitude assembled; and 
an extraordinary silence prevailed. By degrees the: 
military were withdrawn from the country districts. 

A long pause now ensued, occasioned at first, no doubt, 
by the stringency of the new measures, but mainly 
attributable to the plentiful harvest of 1813, and th~ 
renewal of commercial intercourse with the Continent. 
In August, the price of wheat had fallen from 12IB. 
112,. 6d.; and by December, it was 748. lId.; the distres~ 
being transferred from the manufacturing to the agricul~ 
tural classes. Food had not been so cheap since May; 
1808. The adversity of the farmers took effect on th~ 
country banks, which had doubled their number since thel 
beginning of the century. In 1814 and the two following 
years, 240 out of 700 country banks stopped payment; and! 
this crash, in its turn, involved the manufacturing in-' 
terest, and Luddism recommenced, as might be expected.1 
'l'hroughout the summer of 1814, Nottingham was ag~ 
the centre of violence and alarm. Frame-breaking, in
cendiarism, and occasional murder recurred, and Lord' 
Sidmouth was again busy crushing sedition. He would, 
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have found it harder work, but for the peace, which in
fused hope into all hearts that good times were coming. 
A bevy of foreign potentates, and other "illustrious 
strangers," were in London that summer, stimulating the 
holiday mood of the people. There is something striking to 
the reader of the records of the time, in the tone of surprise 
with which the good order of the multitude is spoken of. 
The congratulatory wne adopted shows how firmly as
sooiated were then the ideas of gatherings of the people 
and lawless purposes. It was not for long, however, that 
government could compliment "t·he lower orders" on 
their peaceable behaviour. Lord Sidmouth's biographer 
speaks of that brief season of order as a short lull, during 
which he can indulge his readers with other topics than 
that disaffection which, though "now silenced, was, un
happily, not subdued." 

CHAPTER VI. 

Peninsular Wo.r--Sir A. Wellesley-Difficulties-Campaign ol1809-
Expulsion of the French from Portugal-Difficulties-Talavera
Wellesley becomes Wellington-Gloomy close of the Year-Cam
paign of ISlO-Loss of Cities-Wellington's defensive Policy-Lines 
of Torres Vedras-Buaaoo-Retreat of the French-Grant for the 
relief of the Portuguese--Napoleon's present Supremacy-Reaction 
approaching-The Guerillas-Difficulties of the French-Of the 
British-Campaign oflSll-Albuera-Siege of Badajoz relinquished 
-Campaign of 18l2-Ciudad Rodrigo-Badajoz---Salamanca
Occupation of Madrid-Failure at Burgos-Evacuation of Madrid
Retreat-Northern Wars of Napoleon-Burning of Moscow-Na
poleon's Retreat-National Hope-Wellington Commander-in-Chief 
of Armies in Spain-Campaign of 18l3-French retire Northwards 
-Vittoris-French evacuate Madrid-Failure at St. Sebastian
St. Sebastian taken-Wellington enters France-Pamplona taken 
-The Allies in France-Napoleon's Treaty with Ferdinand-Ita 
rejection in Spain-Intrigues in Catalonia-Campaign of 1814-
Ferdinand at Homa-Catalonia evacnated by the French-Bayonne 
invested-Bordeaux entered-Toulouse--Soult's retreat-News of 
NannlMO's. Abdication-Return of the Army-Of Wellingwn.-
[1809-H.] . 

THE result of the national consultations in parliament, 
after ~e catastrophe of Sir John Moore's .expedition, was 
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that the Peninsular War should be persevered in. There 
was much regret that the expelled troops had been brought 
home, instead of being transferred to Lisbon or Cadiz. It 
was considered to be a needless flattery of the enemy, and a 
needless discouragement to ourselves, to have thus, for 
even the shortest time, abandoned the struggle. It wa~ 
indeed for'a very short time. On the 22nd of April, 1809, 
Sir Arthur Wellesley landed at Lisbon, with men and 
means for entering on a campaign. He was welcomed at 

. Lisbon, as if the inhabitants had foreseen what would be 
the result .of this landing; as if they had known that he 
would not want his ships again till he should be at 
Calais, returning home after the pacification of Europe. 
He, perhaps, of all the multitude assembled that day in 
the streets of Lisbon-Qf all the crowd of men of many 
nations-best knew what must be first endured. As he 
alone, probably, was capable of it, he was best aware of 
the long preparation necessary before there could be much 
achievement; of the long struggle necessary to obtain 
even a footing from which to proceed; of the tremendous 
tension of patience-the prodigious resource of fortitude
that would be required of him, even before the skill and 
courage looked for in generalship could come into play 
before men's eyes. The task to be achieved was to lib era te 
Europe from the peril of a military servitude, and to 
restore her to her place in the register of the ages in 
regard to civilization by means of a firm stand made in 
her Peninsular extremity. This noble task could have 
been no easy one, if all aids and facilities had been at com
mand, but Wellesley knew it to be far otherwise. He 
must have known that the government athome was weak, 
narrow-minded, and selfish, driven hard by an able Oppo
sition, averse to the war, and perplexed by the growing 
distress and disaffection of the people. He knew that 
Portugal and Spain were ravaged and wasted by the cruel 
system of warfare carried on by the enemy, and that his 
troops, however brave, were inexperienced; while the 
Spanish forces were wholly unfit to meet in open field the 
armies of France, and their commanders were fearfully 
prone to jealousy of foreigners, and to caprice and self
will in their notions of the way in which the war should 
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be conducted. If WeUesley was, at this time, aware of aU 
these obstacles in the way of the work he had accepted, 
we can hardly estimate the courage which animated him 
t.o accept it. If he was not aware of hi8 difficulties from 
the outset, we can hardly estimate the. fortitude and 
patience with which he received and dealt'wit;b: them as 
they arose, during whole years of unprosperou8struggle
the necessary, but hard condition of ultimate victory. ' 

A brief view of the successive campaigns'of Wellesley 
will give So clear idea of the Peninsular War, which' 
may be said to have had a fresh beginning from the 
landing of the general, with his troops and stores, in 
April, 1809. ••. ,\ '.' . , 

It was clear to hIm, m the first plaCe, that· the enemy 
could never be beaten in detail. French armies were 
posted, or roving, in various parts of the' 'Peninsula, and 
the defeat of one, or two, or three of them would only 
send the beaten force to strengthen Bdme other. Even 
victory could not, in this way, free Spain within any 
assignable time. The warfare must be brought within 
compass, if there was to be any end' to. it: Wellesley 
would fain have driven at once at the. verY heart of the 
usurpation-would have so penetrated in the direction of 
Madrid as to compel the French armies to draw together. 
At first, it was his hope, as well as his desire, to do ,this; 
but he presently saw that Portugal must be' cleared, 
before any thing else could be done with safety. Soult, 
one of Napoleon's best generals, was at Oporto; and hili 
army occupied the northern provinceeof Portugal, to the 
extent of one-third of the kingdom. He might come 
down upon the line of cOmmunication with Lisbon, if the 
British advanced into Spain; and, again, the Portuguese 
might think themselves deserted, and grow disheartened, 
if they were left with an enemy pressing upon them, 
while their'great ally went seeking other foes over the 
frontier. 

The thing determined on was immediately done. On 
the 12th oeMay, the two armies were gazing at each 
other from the northern and southern banks of the Douro, 
at Oporto. The broad and rapid stream rolled between. 
The ciJcumstance of difference was that the .French had 

2n 
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drawn over to their ·northern bank all the boats they 
could hear of. This seemed to settle the business, as to 
the impossibility of a battle; but Wellesley had obtained 
possession of three little boats, with which he contrived to 
land a few soldiers, ,unobserved, behind a building. But 
for the anxious faces and gestures of the towns-people 
the enemy would have perceived nothing of what was 
going on till large bodies of troops were landed; but 
they made the discovery very, early, ,and the chance of 
the British who had crossed appeared desperate. More 
'boats were now sent, however; the .troops first landed 
maintained their ground, and.the Fren,ch were defeated. 
At four o'clock, Wellesley sat quietly down to the dinner 
which had been cooked for Soult.While retreating, the 
next day, Soult discovered that the British were behind, 
as well as before him, .in possession of bridges and the 
great road. His own outlying forces were driven back 
upon him, and his situation was desperate. He heard 
the artillery of the British approaching; he saw their 
outposts coming on. He forsook his artillery, .baggage, 
and ammunition-blowing up as much as time .allowed
and escaped over the mountains by passes so difficult that 
all the horses and ·mules, as well as the sick and wounded, 
fell into the hands of the pursuing British. By .the time 
Soult crossed the frontier, on his way to Lugo, he had 
lost a fourth of the army with which he had awaited the 
British at Oporto, and nearly the whole of its appur
tenances. Along the entire route, the ashes of villages, 
ravaged fields, and the dead bodies of the peasants, told 
what had been the wants, and what ,the temper, of the 
defeated force. 

Thus was the first aim accomplished. Portugal was 
cleared of the French. It was done within a fortnight of 
the armies first coming in sight of each other. 

And now began the hero's vexations. For a month, in 
the finest Beason of the year, he could not proceed towards 
his grand aim-reaching Madrid through Estremadum-
for want of money. Moreover. his soldiers spent that 
month disgracefully-tranl'lgressing all bounds of dis
cipline, and exasperating the inhabitants whom they had 
come to help. Their pay was in arrear, and they were 
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discontented: but their plunder and profiigacy were too 
bad for excuse or allowance; and their great commander 
declared them, at this time, "worse than an enemy in a 
country, and subject to dissolution alike by success or 
defeat." The'time was to come when the same general 
was to declare the same army "a perfect machine," as· 
the highest praise he could give. Mean.time, he }lad tct 
educate his soldiery in professional .Plorals as well as 
business. He began by authorising inoreased severity. of. 
punishment, and by having the Ioll called eVElry hour-tO' 
the extreme inconvenience of stragglers. 

On the 25th of June, a supply of money arrived, and 
the British might move on towards Spain. .A,nd now 
came another vexation. It should be mentioned, not 
because it is possible or desirable to detail the embarrass
ments of the great leader, but because a specimen of each 
class of vexations will give the best idea of what .the sum 
of the whole must have been. Wellesley requ6llted ,tb,e 
Spanish general, Cuesta, to take up some strong positio~ 
near the foot of the Sierra Morena, and to keep the Frenc:\!. 
army of the south, under Victor, am1llled' and employed .. 
while the British and Portuguese moved upon Placencia 
and Talavera, so as to threaten Madrid, and cut oft' Victor 
from access to the capital. Cuesta refused to go furthe:r 
south than the Guadiana; and the bestscheIlle of ,the 
campaign had to be given up. Victor joined tb,e Kjng, 
his master, and the other generals and their forces, which 
were all concentrated to bear down the British and then
allies at Talavera. The battle of Talavera, fought almost 
exclusively by the British against the French, was the 
first during the whole of the ;wars of the reign, in wlrlcl;!. 
the two nations had fought on a large scale, so as to try 
their powers before the eyes of it.b.e world. For two suc
cessive days, 22,000 British fought 45,000 French; and 
the victory-hardly won, and bloody, but very glorious
remained with the British. Therllsults proved to be 
much smaller than might have been expected. Those 
who .were indisposed to the war said that the resw,ts were 
nothing. But, however subsequent troubles might have 
perplexed men's vision, it is now evident tAM; the con
yictio~ immediately spread abroad over ~,IH'ope, that the 

2D2 
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British could meet and beat the French in '" pitched 
battl~, was a result which no man should have dared to 
despise. The battle was fought on the 27th and 28th of 
July. As soon as the news arrived in England, Sir 
Arthur Wellesley was created Lord Viscount Wellington; 
and we shall henceforth call him by that name by whiCh 
he will be known through all coming time. 

Almost before his- soldiers had rested from the battle, 
• Wellington had to guide them in a difficult and dangerous 

retreat. The Spaniards had let Soult and his army un
molested through .. pass which ought to have been held 
against him; and he had come down upon Placencia, close 
upon the rear of the British, and directly in the way 
between them and Lisbon, Our great general would fain 
have dealt with both the' armies between which he was 
now placed-engaging firSt the one, and then the other; 
and if he had had double his force of British soldierB---{)f 
whom he had 20,00~he would probably have done the 
deed; but the' Spaniards· were showing him very plainly 
that they were not to be- depended on. Brave as many 
of them _ were: and well. as they acted on particular 
occasions, and in particular branches of the service, they 
were so uncertain, as to courage, discretion, and temper, 
that· no hazard must be incurred in reliance on them. 
When, on the 3rd of August, the retreat was begun, 2,000 
British wounded were left at Talavera under the charge 
of the Spanish general Cuesta, who had himself chosen 
the service of keeping the place, and protecting the 
wounded; but, almost before Wellington was out of 
sight, Cuesta left the wounded to their fate, and followed 
his ally, for safety~ He soon after resigned his command, 
disheartened by difficulties, and his force was broken up 
into divisions. Such inoidents 8S these, happening on 
many critical poiIi'ts, and through a series of weeks and 
months, showed the world plainly enough, that the 
Peninsular war was to be carried through by the British, 
aided by the Portuguese, and with more hindrance than 
help from the Spanish forces. Wellington was now com
pelled to cross the Tagus. He destroyed the bridges, 
but the French discovered a ford; and there was now 
nothing to prevent a junction of the whole French force. 
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Their numbers were so overwhelming, that they must 
have destroyed the army of the allies, if they had made 
the attempt; but they did not, and Napoleon regretted 
the mistake to the end of his life. Their soldiers, like 
ours, were weary and hungry; but the French generals 
must have deeply respected the quaJity of·the British 
troops, to hesitate at such a. juncture to attack them. 
They had delivered over Madrid to Joseph, however, an,d 
driven the British to the south of :t.he Tagul!; and they _ 
rested on those achievements. . 

If Wellington could have fed his soldiers, he would, 
even now, have resumed offensive operatioIUl; but the 
Spaniards broke all their promises about furnishing 
provisions, while themselves feeding abundantly. The 
horses of the British artillery and cavalry were dying by 
hundreds of mere starvation; the men we;re .often a. whole 
day without 'any food at all, and they rarely had enough; 
while the Spanish troops, who had deserted the .wounded 
of their alliesf were abundantly supplied before their 
eyes. Quarrels naturally &rose, spreaaing from the 
generals to the privates of the allied {\lroes; and after 
a miserable month, the British .crossed the mountains t9 
the south of them, and desoended into the valley of the 
Guadiana, having Badajoz, with its magazines of pro
visions, for their head-quarters. They :tl0W had food; 
but their misery increased. Fever brooded over the wet 
sands of the valley; and .soon 7000 British were ill 
hospital, and nearly two-thirds of the1D died. 

The ruinous defeat of the Spanish at Ocana, in No
vember, closed the campaign. ' It was; so .complete, that 
King Joseph thought himself,6st&bli$ediin safety, and 
concluded that the Peninsular War was at .an end. The 
etrect upon Wellington was to convince ~ that the 
preservation of Portugal must be his grand .object. A 
basis might thus be retained for operations in happier 
days. He devoted his mind to secure this humbler aim 
with the same calmness and cheerfulness that he Jl1ani-. 
fested in the richest hour of victory. He withdrew his 
troops over the frontier, and so posted them as to secure 
the great road to Lisbon from the French, who were as
semblil)g in va~t .nu~\le.rs at . Qiudad Rod~go, T4e 
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greater part of the British force was at Almeida, and the 
rest within easy reach. ' 

Thus closed the year 1809, in deep gloom, as regarded 
the Spanish cause. The prospect for the British was 
dreary. Wellington could not maintain his army, as the 
French generals did theirs, by ravaging the country, and 
starving the inhabitants. Though his virtuous policy 
proved the best in the long run, as it secured the good
will of the natives, and won from them a variety of 
essential services, it cost money at the moment; and the 
difficulty of obtaining money from home was so great as to 
become at times exasperating. He had seldom or never 
more than 25,000 soldiers producible in the field; and 
men' also were most sparingly supplied from home. Of 
the quality of his allies no more need be said. Mean
time, while Wellington was maintaining his little army 
at the cost of 230,000l. a. month, the French were paying 
for nothing that they could help themselves to. Their 
force amounted to 90,000 men, and they could have more 
whenever they. pleased. They were exhilarated with 
their victory at Ocana, and entered upon the year 1810 
in high ·spirits. It was not till their adversity began 
that they knew what they had done in drawing upon 
themselves the deadly hatred of the peasantry. 

While the spirits of the Freooh in Spain were at the 
highest, those of the British nation were at the lowest. 
At the beginning of 1810, the forces of the empire were 
more prodigious than at any time since the English began 
to be a nation. The sea was wholly ours, and our 
colonial possessions and India were safe. One hundred 
thousand men were on the continent, and 400,000 militia 
and regular troops guarded the British islands; yet it 
seemed as if nothing was done. The people bore the 
burden of this unexampled military expenditure, and 
they saw nothing but failure everywhere. The Wal
cheren expedition was a. failure; we had failed at Naples; 
Sir J. Moore's army was driven out of Spain; and now 
Wellington, having gained nothing but an empty victory, 
was in full retreat before the triumphant enemy. The deep 
despondency of the people found a. voice in Parliament; 
and the coolest leaders of the Opposition avowed their 
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belief that, in & few months, not & British· soldier would 
remain in the Peninsula, but as & prisoner. The City of 
London addressed the throne, praying for an inquiry into 
the conduct of Wellington, in consequenoe of the failure 
of his expedition' into Spain. Under the light of subs8-
9uent events, this appears a strange and scaroely credible 
mcident; but it must be remembered that Wellington had 
then his European reputation to make. India had been 
the soene of his greatness, and it remained to be shown 
what he could do in European warfare. No one knew so 
well as himself how long a time must yet elapse before he 
could vindicate his eariy reputation; and he braoed him
self up, in solitary resolution and silent patienoe, to wait, 
and to make others wait, for the day o( his glory. He 
intended the campaign of 1B10 to be one of waiting, and 
he matured his defensive policy with a. fortitude far more 
moving to look back upon now than his most splendid 
triumphs. Meantime, the City of London, in their address 
to the King, protested against conferring .. honourable 
distinctions on a general, who had thus exhibited, with 
equal rashness and ostentation, nothing but:' useless valour." 
~'hey were now soon to see that he could forego "osten
tation," and that something lay under the .. valour." 
. Government resolved to go on with the Peninsular War ; 
and parliament granted ample supplies for the purpose. 
Napoleon, having won the battle of Wagram, moved his 
foross upon Spain, and raised the amount of his troops 
there to the enormous number of 366,000. He allowed 
only BO,OOOI. per month for their support, compelling them 
to levy from the Spaniards what more they wanted-a; 
short-sighted and fatal policy; as he learned when, at a 
future time; he found· every peasant his enemy, and could 
by no art obtain messengers, guides, or any means of 
correspondenoe between the different bodies of his soldiery. 
His brother, on the throne of Spain, was already without 
a shilling, and the Ministers had soaroely clothes to their 
backs. His soldiers scraped the country bare, and kept 
for themselves whatever they could lay hands on. 

On the 1st of February Joseph entered Seville in 
triumph, the city having surrendered the day before. 
Malaga ,fell next. The nobl~Alb~querque saved. Cadiz, 
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and. thereby the cause; for, if Cadiz had. 'fallen' now, 
Wellington could not have sustained himself in Portugal. 
In May, Lerida surrendered to the French, the governor 
being unable to endure the spectacle of the slaughter, by 
bombs and howitzers, of the multitude of women and 
children who had crowded into the citadel. The garrison 
consisted of 7,000 men; yet they surrendered, to save a 
further sacrifice of .the lives of the helpless. In the east 
of Spain ~e French ~vere subjugating one district after 
another; and,in July, the adversity of Spain seemed to be 
completed by the fall---;under the very eyes of Wellington 
-()f the 'important fortress of Ciudad Rodrigo. Welling
ton was on the hills, with 32,000 men; and there he 
remained, seeing. the fatal blow struck. It was more than 
probable that the sam6 ,troke would lay low his own 
reputation; but. the French ,were more than double his 
own numbers, anit. on a large proportion of his troops he 
could not depend. If it was all-imp~rtant that he should 
retain Portugl!l. he 'must not go down into the plain, and 
expose, the cau~e .to ~o' tremendous a ,risk. He therefore 
remained upon the hills, and saw the fortress fall. 

He p.ad for SPme t1ntte been awq.re that the whole re
sponBi'bility of ilie Peninsular War rested on himself. 
After the Oabinet quarrel which threw (fut Lord Castle
reagh and 14i". Canning, ;*e Ministl(~ h,ad told him so. 
Lord Liverpool and Mr. Perceval, the . two. with whom he 
had ,todo~ told him~80. They could nQt understand the 
bu.sinel¥'; . they ,spared; thepop;ular alax;n ,~bout the enter
pnse, and they merely deferred ,to his Judgment; they 
hung upon him, rather than sustained him. They sent 
out, howevl)r; s!)me of the arms and ,Ql!)thiilg he demanded; 
and he worked hard, during the winter, ,to make real 
soldiers of the Portuguese. He clothed them; he armed 
them; he filled up their ranks and drilled them; and 
they improved in capability as the English improved in 
health and strength. So long ago "s the preceding 
October, he had, in his own mind, fixed on Torres V edras 
as the station which he would fortify to secure Lisbon, 
and form an impregnable position, for refuge, defence. or 
starting point of offence, as the case might hereafter 
require. There his engineers worked diligently for above 
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a year; at the end of which time there were three lines of 
defence, and within all, an entrenched camp, which 
secured both the arrival and departure of troops by sea. 
The outer line was 29 miles long, and extended from the 
Tagus above Lisbon to the sea-coast at Zezambre. It was 
at first intended merely to keep the enemy in check; and 
the second, eight miles long, was made the strongest, and 
the real post of defence; but there was time to fortify the 
outer line, so as to make it impregnable, before it was 
wanted. These works were proceeding during the spring 
and summer of 1810, while the Spanish fortreBBes were 
falling; and were nearly concluded when, on the 11th of 
July, Wellington witnessed the entrance of the :French 
into Ciudad Rodrigo. • 

It was ,Massena who made this' conquest, and was now 
immediately opposed to Wellington. He moved over the 
frontier, the British retiring before him. Almeida, the 
late station of the British, was lost on the first attack, 
from a French bomb blowing up the magazine, and 
depriving the garrispn of all their ammunition at one 
blast. As Wellington retreated down the valley of the 
Mondego, he compelled the destruction of every thing, 
over a wide tract of country--crops, mills, aU that could 
afford means of subsistence. to the enemy. Multitudes of 
destitute people accpIllpanied him, or made the best of 
their way to Lisbon. The women carried the children; 
the young carried tp.e aged; any might take what property 
they could convey; but aU else was burned, or sunk in 
the rivers. As Lisbon became overcrowded with the 
fugitives, such" a cry of horror and grief arose-Buch a. 
temper of despl1ir was manifested-that Wellington found 
he must permit some fighting, to rouse the courage of 
people, soldiery, and the governments of both countries. 
Then was fought the battle of Busaco • 

.The ridge of Busaco oyerhung the northern shore of 
the Mondego, down which the French were marching, to 
the . number of 72,000. The British and Portuguese, 
numbering 50,000, crossed the river, and took possession 
of the ridge. On the night of the 26th of September, the 

, fi.re~ of the bivouacs shone on the craggy peak~ above 
which, the stars were bright. The young soldleJ.'i!, to 
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whom the expectation of a great battle was new, did not 
sleep so sound as the veterans; and, towards morning, 
they heard a rustling in the woods of the gullies on the 
mountain side. The outposts of the enemy had crept up 
close to the Blitish outposts. Every man was on his 
feet the instant the alarm. was" given, and two strong 
columns of the enemy appeared in front. The conflict 
was a desperate one; but the French were driven back 
at all points, and finally beaten at the bottom of the 
hill. This was the first time that the Portuguese had 
encountered the French in a.ctual battle; and their 
success, and the praises given them by Wellington, and 
the clear view they now had of their importance in the 
cause, doubled their value, as patliots and soldiers, in a 
,single day. This was the great result of the. battle of 
Busaco. 

Wellington had looked for another. He fully expected 
that Massena would halt or turn back, if beaten at 
Busaco. But Napoleon's orderS were so positive, and it 
had become so settled a habit with his generals to pu.sh 
on in hopes of striking a decisive blow, that Massena 
proceeded. The valley of the Mondego was now im
practicable; but there was a mountain pass by which he 
could attain the great north road from Lisbon toOporto, 
and he was permitted to reach it. unmolested. From the 
ridge of Busaco, Wellington saw .the enemy defiling 
through the pass, and he let them go, aware that they 
were marohing to their destruction. He continued his 
retreat to Torres Vedras, clearing the country of food, 
people, and animals, as he went, On the 15th of Oc
tober, the whole force had entered within the lines. Im
mediately after, Massena came up. He knew nothing 
whatever of any entrenchments; and here he found a 
breastwork of fortifications against which the billows of 
war might dash for ever without disturbing the calm 
within. He had no magazines; the whole country around 
and behind him was bare; and the Portuguese militia 
everywhere cut oft' his communication with Spain. There 
is no need to dwell on the miseries suffered by his troops. 
In a month, during which he hoped for instructions from 
Paris, his army was cruelly wasted by hunger and disease. 
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It is needless also to detail the abuse heaped upon the 
British' general by Napoleon, his newspapers, and his 
creatures. It was not likely that Wellington would be 
pardoned for adopting a method of warfare opposite to 
that which was Napoleon's forts. All that we have to do 
with the question here is to show how the defensive 
method answered, in regard to the war. This was soon a 
clear point. On the 14th of November, Massena drew off' 
his force, in beggarly oondition; and for the first time 
sinoe the acoession of Napoleon, the French standards 
were carried backwards in regular retreat. Before Massena 
quitted Portugal, he had lost 45,000 men; the loss of the 
allies being less than a fourth of that number. 

Wellington followed the enemy, and kept close watch; 
Massena lingered on the north bank of the Tague, 
striving to oollect a subsistenoe, and avoid the disgrace 
of evacuating Portugal, without having struck another 
blow; but, when he heard of the arrival of reinforcements 
from England in March (after six weeks of contrary 
winds), he hastened back to Almeida and Ciudad Rodrigo, 
whenoe he had set forth so hopefully half a year before. 

The delay caused by those six weeks of contrary winds 
was a grievous misfortune to the British. The enemy 
had obtained such advantages near the frontier that a 
new invasion of Portugal might be looked for. The 
Spanish oommanders were exhibiting more presumption 
and weakness than ever. One sacri.fioed a large foroe on 
the Gabora, and another shamefully surrendered Badajoz. 
Nothing went well where British generals were absent. 
A last stand was made by Massena at Almeida; and the 
battle fought for the possession of the place was the most 
critical yet for the British, the most nearly lost, and the 
most fatal if lost. Massena, however, marched away, and 
stopped no more till he reached Salamanca. By the 12th 
of May, 1811, Portugal had cast out her invaders. 

There oould not be much, joy on the occasion, so 
wretched was the oondition of the inhabitants. It was a 
serious thought---e.nd especially in the gloomy year 1811 
-that we were not only to BUBtain Portugal by the force 
of our arms, but to feed her people out of our purses. 
Yet, there was nothing-else to be done, if the p~santry 
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were not to die of famine throughout the country. In 
April, the Prince Regent sent a message to Parliament 
on the subject; and a grant of 100,OOOl. was agreed to. 
Meetings were held in London and Westminster, to 
promote private subscriptions; and the compassion of 
England was so roused that the supplies sent out to 
Lis bon were effectual. 

While many at home complained that the war dragged, 
and groaned out that Napoleon was no more in danger of ex
tinction than heretofore, the greater number became aware 
that important steps had been gained. The Ministers 
were among these. They had fully expected to hear that 
Wellington and his troops must embark from Lisbon; and 
they made haste to provide shipping which should save 
the army. They sent word to him not to come home, but 
to proceed to Cadiz, and renew the contest from that 
point.· When they found that the lines at Torres Vedras 
were impregnable, and that their General had issued from 
them to chase the French out of Portugal, they began, 
at last, to entertain some hope of final success. Thus 
closed the campaign of 1810, extending over the spring 
of 1811. 

In 1811, Napoleon was at the height of his power, and 
England was in the lowest depths of her weakness. We 
can perceive now how near was .the turning point; but 
nobody perceived it then-not even the far-seeing Wel
lington, much less the self-willed Napoleon. Ris was 
now the pride whioh goes before a fall. Reckoning on 
the weakness of England, and his military possession of 
the whole of Spain, he waa planning his Russian expedi
tion, and ruling with an iron rule all who were within 
his power. Tortosa had surrendered to him in the pre
ceding November; and now, in June, Tarragona., the last 
fortress of considerable imporlance, had been stormed by 
his troops. By its fa.ll the Spaniards had lost 20,000 of 
their best troops, and, far worse, their grand arsenal, 
and all effectual oommunication with the British fleets. 
Napoleon thought himself safe on the side of the Penin
sula, and he began to withdraw his forces for his Russian 
campaign. He oppressed his three brothers so cruelly 
that they turned against him. Louis had renounoed the 
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crown' of Rol1and to escape from his tyranny. Lucien 
fllld from before his face, and took temporary refuge in 
England. As for Joseph, while he sat penniless in hiB 
palace, unable to offer a dinner to foreign ambassadors, or 
to the ministers of his kingdom, and scarcely even clothed 
with decency, it came to his knowledge that his brother 
was about to dismember the territory of Spain in order 
to annex the greater part of it to France, and hold a 
complete control over the remainder. This was too 
much, and Joseph, before tried. to the limit of his 
strength, went to Paris in May, and resigned his crown. 
For once, the Emperor was disooncerted. Re spoke his 
brother fair, and made a private treaty with him, by 
which Joseph obtained the redress of some of his most 
exasperating grievances. 

Among the rank crop of his BUC068ses lay hidden the 
seeds of Napoleon's reverses. A son was, by this time, 
bom to him. The prospect of this succession roused all 
Europe to hasten their vengeance on the tyrant. Russia, 
especial1y, was thus roused. Alexander had never for
given the slight passed upon his sister by Napoleon's 
marriage to an Austrian princess, and the great northern 
war was brewing. That war was to release British 
commerce from its fetters, and freedom of commerce was 
all that England wanted to restore her resources. In 
scattering the Spanish armies, Napoleon raised 'up against 
himself a far more formidable force than he had ever had 
to meet in the fields where armies clash in battle. There 
were as many armed Spaniards as ever bent on expelling 
him from their country. If they could not meet him in 
the field, much less could he cope with them in the 
mountains, the woods, the defiles, the starlight roads, 
where they began to form. Some of the. greatest soldiers 
in Spain had now became Guerilla chiefs; and so many 
were the bands that the French were cut down· by them 
by night in the narrow streets of cities as well as in 
the remotest forest paths and gullies of the mountains. 
Armed and 'clad lightly, and united by a spirit of enter
prise, a sense of bitter wrong, and a thirst for vengeance 
common to them all, these wild warriors harassed the 
intruders beyond the point of endurance. They cut off 
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the advanced guards of the French, seized their convoys, 
left them no patrols, shot them down from the crags, 
came up from the watercourses, rushed out from the 
thickets, made prisoners of small parties, carried off the 
guides of larger ones, kidnapped the French couriers, stole 
their horses, ,starved their camps, occupied the towns left 
with small garrisons" and destroyed the villages where 
the troops would have ;rested. Dispersing at the first 
blow, they;reappel).red at the ;next difficult point. They 
could never be counted, and they could never be got rid 
of. It s~emed as if the earth spawned them before the 
feet of the invaders. On one day, Mina, the great Guerill~ 
chief, tO,ok possession of twelve carts laden with silver for 
the pay of, the troops, catching as many as he could of 
the 600 cavalry which escorted them. On another day, 
another chief carried off ,6,000 mu,skets, and as many 
suits of uniform,on their way out of France to the troops 
in Asturias. One of the .Guerilla chiefs, a gentleman whose 
whole family had been slain before his face, was called 
L'Empecinado--a title, w1;Lich was heard over all Europe, 
through the boldness ,of his deeds. He made Joseph 
tremble on his throne, by watching Madrid with a body 
of 8,000 men. N:o French courier attempted to go the 
smallest distance without an escon of 200 soldiers at 
least. Despatches for Paris were sent to the frontier 
under a guard of 1,400 dragoons. Soon after, it became 
necessary to, detach 3,000 of the troops, whenever any 
person or letter ,of importance was to be conveyed from 
one point to another; 4J,nd yet, letters were intercepted so 
abundantly as that the French could rarely keep a secret 
from the enemy, whl,le they learned little or nothing in 
return, and knew lesl!l than the Spania.rds of the inten
tions and movements of their own leaders and distant 
bodies of troops. -

Again, the provisions of the country became less and 
less procurable by the French. owing to their habits of 
rapine. and their established method of making the in~ 
habitants support the soldiery :without pay. Every thing 
portable was snatched from the French ;who would not 
pay, and brought to the Bri,tish w;b.o did. Again, N~ 
poleon was grqwing restless, cwd djilcontented ,with his 
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generals. We find his rebukes and hasty judgments 
more frequent, and more harshly expressed, at this time 
and onwards, than at the beginning of the struggle. It 
was his doing that Massena made his disastrous march to 
Torres Vedras and back again, and that Est:remadura· 
and Portugal were attacked at the same time; and, when 
misfortune ensued, he blamed his generals, instead of 
doubting his own power of judging from a distance. All 
these things we:re now working together, as the retro
spective observer perceives. We have now to see how the 
good cause gained upon the bad-by what degrees, and 
with what checks. . 

In June, 1811, Marshal Bessieres wrote thus, from the 
army, to Paris. It must be premised that "insurrection" 
here means the warfare carried on under the Guerilla 
chiefs. .. The army of the north," wrote Bessieres, "is 
composed, it is true, of 44,000 men; but, if you unite 
20,000 together, all communication ceases, and the in
surrection makes great progress. The coast will soon be 
lost as far as Bilboa. Weare destitute of every thing. 
It is with the greatest difficulty we can live from day to 
day. The spirit of the country is frightful. The journey 
of King Joseph to Paris-the retreat from Portugal-the 
evacuation of the country as far as Salamanca--have 
elevated their minds to a degree I cannot express. The 
bands enlarge and recruit daily at all points." At the 
same time, Wellington was writing, "The loss of Badajoz 
I consider as by far the greatest misfortune which has 
befallen us since the commencement of the Peninsular 
War." The recovery of this fortress-the point d'appui of 
western Spain-was, of course, the first object. But new 
vexations and impediments were arising. The disastrous 
effects of the Walcheren expedition extended even into 
Spain. The reinforcements from England brought the 
Walcheren fever with them; and as the heats of summer 
increased, the fever spread till, in October, there were no 
le8~ than 25,000 men in hospital, of whom 19,000 were 
Bntish. Multitudes of Portuguese who escaped the sick~ 
ness dropped back into their own country and native 
districts. Not more than 14,000 of the whole army could 
be de~nded on for service, at the beginning of the new 
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campaign, though the nominal amount of force was 30,000. 
The French had, at the same time, 40,000 of cavalry alone, 
and their whole force was about 370,000. It seems 
wonderful that there should have been any hope for the 

. cause,in the face of so enormous a disproportion of 
numbers. However and wherever the French armies 
might be employed,. it was certain that, at any' point 
where the :British might show themselves, treble their 
numbers might at once be brought up to meet them. The 
set-off against this was that . the· forces of the British 
could keep together, while the French were compelled to 
dissolve perpetually in search of food. Wellington's great 
care was to keep open the roads' from the respective 
bodies of his troops back to Torres Vedras, and to place 
these bodies within reach of constant mutual communica.
tion. Another care was to secure the navigable rivers j 
and even to make portions of the rivers navigable, for the 
bringing up of stores from the sea. He so contrived this 
water-carriage, as that even to Badajoz the land carriage 
did not exceed 100 miles. In December, 1811, Wel
lington, who kept on the cautious side in his correspond
ence, wrote home to his government that the situation of 
the allies was improving, and that if the Spanish people 
held out, he believed it was still possible to save them. 
He went to work to save them, liIIldeterred by the miser
able jealousies and faithlessness, amounting to treason; 
of their generals and their government j by the sickness 
around him, the em barrsssing weakness of the Portuguese 
regenoy behind him, and the penury of the government 
at home, whioh frustrated his best schemes, by leaving 
him destitute of money and stores. It saddens the heart 
to read his correspondence of this year, through which 
are soattered expressions which reveal the bitterness and 
oooasional exasperation of his mind. Under this weight 
of cares, his indomitable spirit braved all impediments, 
and impelled him to set forth on his magnificent career of 
viotory. 

First in May, he ordered the investment of Badajoz. 
As soon as ground was broken before it, the French 
army under Marshal Soult marched on to its resoue. 
When they. came i.n sight of the valley of the Guadiana. 
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Marshal Beresford withdrew his force from the siege of 
Badajoz, and went forth to meet the enemy, seeing that 
there must be a battle before the fortress could be gained. 
It was on the 15th that the French appeared on the 
heights of Albuera.; and there, on the .16th, the battle 
was fought. It was a tremendousnght, and so nearly 
lost by the British that Beresford was preparing for a 
retreat, when Colonel (now Lord) Hardinge dared one 
more retrieving effort, and changed the aspect of the 
struggle. After such a carnage as can scarcely.be equalled 
in all military history, the mighty mass of the hostile 
army was driven, as by an ava.la.nche, down the hill, and 
the remnant of the British .stood victors at the top. Of 
6,000 who had mounted it, only 1,500 remained on their 
feet; and the dead and wounded lay heaped on the ridge. 
Others crowded up from below, a.nd pursued .the French, 
who saved their artillery, but little else. In four hours, 
8,000 French and nearly 7,000 of the allies had been struck 
down. The distress was so fearful that no one seems to 
ha.ve been certain whether there was victory on either 
side, till Soult made the ma.tter clear by retreating to 
Seville, leaving the British to resume the siege of Badajoz. 
The place was not then taken. The battle of Albuera 
answered a great purpose in compelling. Napoleon to.dis
place his armies, and change his plans; but this again 
compelled Wellington to raise the siege, and retire into 
Portugal, early in June. There his siok were nursed, and 
his resources improved, in preparation for the next advance. 

It wa.s on the 8th of Janua.ry, 1812, tha.t the French 
won their last great victory in Spa.in, by the fall of Va.lencia, 
in the far ea.st of Spain. . It wa.s on the next day that 
Wellington set forth a.gain, crossing the Agueda, on his 
way to Ciudad Rodrigo. His late reinforcements did 
not immedia.tely avail him much; for most of the soldiers 
who arrived had to go through the Walcheren fever before 
they were fit for service. Ciudad Rodrigo was 80 strong 
that the final storming was fearful : but it availed. The 
Gene~l's order, on the 17th of January, was "Chidad 
Rodrigo must be carried by assa.ult this evening at seven 
o'clock." It was done-first under the faint light of the 
young moon, and afterwards by the glare of the .. 1la.mes 

. 2 E 
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which began to spread in the town: and in the mornin I 

the governor yielded up his sword to Mr. (afterward ' 
Lieutenant-Colonel) Gurwood, at the gate of the castle' 
The deed was disgraced by the violence and brutalit 
of the soldiery, to whom victory of this kind was new 
and thoroughly intoxicating after years of hard~hips an 
mortification. This was the great drawback upon th ; 
satisfaction of capturing the strong frontier fortress 0 

Spain, -wjth the whole battering train of Marmont's army' 
and vast stores. AJJ often happened now, Marmont wa i 

kept in the dark to the last moment; and had scarcel : 
heard of the British having left Portugal, when the new~ 
arrived 'of the fall of Ciudad Rodrigo. Before he coul 
;collect his troops, the British had repaired their fortific 
tions, and laid in pr?visi~ns for six w~eks; an~ Wellingto , 
was secretly maturmg his plans agamst BadaJoz. . . 

So secret were his preparations that the Emperorwoul 
not believe Marshal Marmont's warnings of the danger~ 
but was positive that it was Salamanca that was threatened~ 
This was, in a manner, true. Wellington meant to haV(~. 
them both: but Badajoz first. His patience was crueIl;} 
tried, and a host of lives was afterwards lost, by th j 
timidity and dilatoriness of the Portuguese regency, wh(~j 
caused a delay of six days in ,crossing the rivers, for wanll 
of the means of transport. During those days, the de~. 
fences had been improved to a degree which rendered th j 
capture of the fortress a work of desperate difficulty. Tw: 
thousand men fell, under horrible circumstances, in on . 
ineffectual attempt, before a great beam thick set wit 
sword-blades, which had very lately been fixed in its place I 
and which made the assailants Cflrtain prey to the defend.jj 
ers. Five thousand were killed or wounded before Bada~ 
joz: but it was taken, after a siege of nineteen days. Or, 
the night of the 16th of April, the brave governor senll 
out some horsemen, while the drawbridge was yet in hi¥ 
power, to inform Soult of what was happening, and theIlJ 
surrendered the place. During the awful hours of th4; 
storming, Wellington stood on one spot" near the quarries,'~ 
where the necessary information was brought to him, anc; 
whence he issued his orders. No one perceived that h(~ 
was moved by repeated news. of the desperate slaughter 0:'1 
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which began to spread in the town: and in the morning 
the governor yielded up his sword to Mr. (afterwards· . 
Lieutenant-Colonel) Gurwood, at the gate of the castle. 
The deed was disgraced by the violence and brutality 
of the soldiery, to whom victory of this kind was new, 
and thoroughly intoxicating after years of hardlPhips and 
mortification. This was the great drawback upon the 
satIsfaction of capturing the strong frontier fortress of 
Spain, with the whole battering train of Marmont's army, 
and vast stores. As often happened now, Marmont was 
kepi in the dark to the last moment; and had scarcely 
heard of the British having left Portugal" when the news 
arrived ·of the fall of Ciudad Rodrigo. Before he could 
,collect his troops, the British had repaired their fortifica
tions, and laid in provisions for six weeks; and Wellington 
was secretly maturing his plans against Badajoz. 

So secret were his preparations that the Emperor would 
not believe Marshal Marmont's warnings of the danger, 
ibnt was positive that it was Salamanca that was threatened. 
This was, in a manner, true. Wellington meant to have 
them both: but Badajoz £rst. His patience was cruelly 
tried, and a host of lives was afterwards lost, by the 
timidity and dilatoriness of the Portuguese regency, who 
caused a delay of six days in .crossing the rivers, for want 
'of the means of transport. During those days, the de
fences had been improved to a degree which rendered the 
capture of the fortress a work of desperate difficulty. Two 
thousand men fell, under horrible circumstances, in one 
ineffectual attempt, before a great beam thick set with 
sword-blades, which had very lately been fixed in its place, 
and which made the assailants certain prey to the defend
ers. Five thousand were killed or wounded before Bada
joz: but it was taken, after a siege of nineteen days. On 
the night of the 16th of April, the brave governor sent 
out some horsemen, while the drawbridge was yet in his 
power, to inform Soult of what was happening, and then 
surrendered the place. During the awful hours of the 
storming, Wellington stood on one spot" near the quarries," 
where the necessary information was brought to him, and 
whence he issued his orders. No one perceived that he 
was moved by repeated news of the desperate slaughter of 
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his troops that was going on. He had settled that Badajoz 
must be can-ied, and he did not flinch <in the doing i~. 
But, the deed achieved, his tears showed what it had cost 
him. "When," says Napier, "the extent of th& night's 
havoc was made known to Lord Wellington, the firmness 
of his nature gave way for a. moment, and the pride of con
quest yielded to a passionate burst of grief for the loss of his 
gallant soldiers." At the same moment, strange spectacles 
were seen in the squares and streets. French officers, their 
wives and children, were besetting the English officers, 
frantically imploring that protection from the soldiery 
which it was not possible to afford. While the prisoners 
stood or fled-their children in their arms, and packets of 
valuables in their hands, the delirious soldiers masqueraded 
as monks and friars, or in court-dresses, or any finery that 
they could lay their hands on. They played antics in the 
churches, while robbing them of plate and vestments; 
they carried furniture about in the streets, and got at the 
military chest. While the dying were groaning in the 
trenches, and Wellington was mourning his dead, and the 
officers used every conceivable tone of command· and re
monstrance, in vain, brutal laughter went up from the 
streets, mingled with shrieks of fear and agony, and with 
the crash of doors and windows, and with the hissing of 
fire, and the report of muskets in the hands of drunken 
banditti.:-for the British soldiers were for two days a 
drunkenbanditti. When, on the third day, there was 
nothing more to be had, the soldiers were at last induced 
to look to their wounded and dead. Wellington could not 
yet call his army" a perfect machine." 

The. final rescue of the Peninsula was owing to this 
conquest, more than to allY other. The stores of guns and 
ammunition were vast ; the prisoners many, and of impor
tance: but it was of more cons.equence that the main
tenance of Badajoz wail the chief point of honour with the 
French, whose three great armies had not prevented their 
losing their two great frontier fortresses at the outset of 
the campaign. The Spaniards had made Wellington a. 
grandee of the first class, on the capture of Ciudad 
Rodrigo: and in England he was made an earl, with the 
pension of 2,OOOl. a year. Almost before this was settled, 
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his troops that was going on. He had settled that Badajoz 
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stood or Hed-their children in their arms, and packets of 
valuables in their hands, the delirious soldiers masqueraded 
as monks and friars, or in court-dresses, or any finery that 
they could lay their hands on. They played antics in the 
churches, while robbing them of plate and vestments; 
they canied furniture about in the streets, and got at the 
military chest. While the dying were groaning in the 
trenches, and Wellington was mourning his dead, and the 
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monstrance, in vain, brutal laughter went up from the 
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the crash of doors and windows, and with the hissing of 
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the news arrived of the greater conquest. of Bajadoz: an , 
this taught men to look for something more. 

Soult had come up from Seville, just as he haddon t 

when Badajoz was in danger before: but there was no 
no second battle of Albuera. The horsemen that Philipponb 
the brave governor, had sent forth, before he lost th~ 
drawbridge, met Soult, and gave him news which madi 
him hasten back to Seville with all speed. Wellingto 
longed to follow, -and ·annihilate this branch of the grea 
French force, so that from Badajoz to Cadiz the Spaniard 
might, hold their own again: and it· appears that h~. 
actually designed this brilliant enterprise. But there w 
other' work for him to do. The authorities had failed i . 
their promises, as usual. They had not provisione. 
Ciudad Rodrigo; and Marmont,having moved heaven an~j 
-earth to obtain fifteen days' food for his army, was movingi 
down. upon the frontier. He invested Ciudad Rodrigq 
and ravaged some ·districts of Portugal. On W ellingto~ 
turning his face northwards, Marmont retired to Salamancatl 
and then there was a pause, occasioned by scarcity. TM 
French 'Could, do nothing effectual till the crops becam~ 
eatable; and the English horses must depend on th 
green fields for their support: and the fields were as ye 
not green. Wellington employed the interval in pr 
visioning and strengthening his new conquests, undel 
the dread, as he avowed, of losing them both before th 
summer was. over, from the indolence and faithlessness 0 i 
the native authorities. 

During this pause, too, Napoleon began to show hi' 
intents and humours. He censured his generals, in term : 
of actual insult, and declared that he would come, anljl 
manage the war for himself. Yet, his Russian war wa~ 
at that time so inevitable, that he was withdrawing hil 
troops -from the Peninsula, to serve in the north; an~: 
rendering the occupation of Spain somewhat less difficul(s: 
as he believed, by annexing ~ considerable portion' of itt 
territory to France. It was one of his unfounded fanciel: 
'that he should thus render more easy his occupation 01 
Spain. His brother Joseph was exasperated; nobody wa~ 
pleased: and the 40,000 men that he summoned to go witli 
him to the Niemen were as -much wanted in Catalonia! 

.1 
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after it was called French territory,. as they had been at 
any time of the war. 

During this pause, too, Soult, as well as Wellington, 
was making secret preparations for the invasion of 
provinces. Wellington meant to invade the northern 
provinces of Spain, and Soult the southern ones of Portu
gal. Time would show which would be first ready, and 
therefore soonest free to drive out the other. It was on 
the 13th of June that Wellington. crossed the Agueda., on 
his way to Salamanca. When he got there, the inhabitants 
illuminated, and shouted joyful songs. The French were 
gone (from the town, not from its defences), and the 
deliverers had come. The forts yielded in a few days; 
but the dangers of the British had much increased, from. 
the skilful junction of two bodies of French force, while 
others, and even King Joseph himself, were coming down 
upon them. Wellington had been expecting the arrival of 
Lord W. Bentinck from Sicily, with fresh troops, which 
were to land on the eastern coast, and proceed to aid him. 
by drawing off the French to that. quarter. But Lord W. 
Bentinck took it into his head. to go somewhere else, and 
try Bome experiment on the coast of Italy. The expe
riment failed, and Wellington. had no choice but to retreat 
before his multitudinous foe. At the same time, Lord W. 
Bentinck had obtained and thrown away 4,000,000 o~ 
dollars which Wellington ought to have had from Gib-. 
raltar and Minorca, and for want of which he could with 
difficulty sustain himself from day to day. "Lord William's 
decision is fatal to the campaign, at least at present," 
Wellington wrote on the 15th of July. Of course, he 
retreated, and Marmont followed. After many remarkable 
movements, a singular spectacle was seen. on the 20th. It 
had been supposed that a pitched battle would take place 
on that day. The armies faced each other on the opposite 
banks of the Guarenna: and Wellington had taken his 
ground, and. made his preparations. But Marmont moved, 
on along the heights on his own bank of the river, and the 
British marched in a. parallel line on the opposite heights. 
The two armies were within musket-shot of each other. 
in perfect. array, and each with hovering cavalry o~ ,the 
watch aga.uu;t the foe. The French outstripped the Bnhsh, . 
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and Wellington was compelled to surrender the hope of 
preventing the junction of three bodies of the enemy. 

On the 22nd, the British appeared completely hemmed 
in; and their situation was extremely critical. But 
Marmont made a mistake-separating his left wing from 
the centre by too rapid a march. Wellington lifted his 
glass, and after a keen gaze of a few moments, exclaimed 
.. At last J have them !" He told the Spanish general at 
his side that Marmont was lost, and gave rapid orders 
which -:were to prove his words. Marmont, from a height, 
saw the danger too, and gave his orders as rapidly as 
possible: but the British had a shorter distance to move; 
and they impelled their whole force against the severed 
and weakened masses of the enemy, and gained the battle 
of Salamanca. It was dark before the struggle was over; 
and then, Wellington unfortunately pursued in the wrong 
direction. But for this, the destruction of the French 
army must have been complete, and the whole of their 
artillery have been captured. As it was, their army was 
perceived, soon afterwards, to .have become weakened by 
one-half. It now retreated to Valladolid: and Joseph 
drew back towards Madrid. 

The news soon reached Madrid, and with it all the hopes 
and fears attendant on such an event as the British taking 
possession of the capital. And the British reallywel1" 
coining. They came, when the French inhabitants, ano. 
those who had acquiesced in the French occupancy, had. 
escaped from the city in extreme trepidation. On th~ 
evening of the 11th of August, long trains of vehicle. 
moved away on the Toledo road; and on the morning ojl 
the 12th the eyes of all who remained in Ma~d we~ 
fixed on the Guadarama road, by which the BntIsh wel"1!1 
approaching. The entry into the capital was a noble I 
spectacle-with the proud standards, and the martiali 
music, and the march of soldiers who came as deliverers~ 
Then there were illuminations .1nd a speedy submission! 
of the forts, and yielding up of more French artillel'Y11 
and a grand proclamation of the Spanish constitution i~ 
the public squares, and the appointment of a Spanish. 
governor: and while the people of Madrid were thllS~ 
happy, poo~ King Joseph was wretched enough-hampered' 
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in his flight by the vast crowd of helpleBB and homeless 
citizens who clung to him now for aid; because they had 
accepted him in the day of French supremacy. Wellington 
could have swept the whole mass into the river; but he 
let them go whither they would. 

Meantime, Wellington's position was far less secure 
than brilliant; and he mnst lose no time, and spare no 
energy in maintaining it. He had no means at Madrid 
which oould justify his remaining there: no money came 
from home; and he knew he need not look for any just 
at the moment when England was going to WaJ," with 
America. The French were gathering up then. forces ill 
the north; and he went forth to find them. 

He besieged Burgos, and failed. After thirty days, 
during which he had lost 2,000 men, and a vast amount 
of ammunition which he could ill spare, he was obliged 
to raise the siege, pressed by the concentration of the 
French forces, for which time had been afforded by the 
pause before Burgos. The successes of the campaign 
were over; and it closed in reverses. Madrid could not 
be held. The scene of the entry was exactly reversed. 
The inhabitants wept and even wailed: the British troops 
marched away mournfully by the Guadarama road; and 
Joseph came in, joyful to see his helpleBB followers 
restored to their homes. Then followed the melancholy 
retreat from Burgos, with its dangers, sins, and miseries. 
It began with a silent and stealthy night-march over the 
bridge of the Arlanza, nnder the gnns of the castle. The 
artillery wheels were muffled with straw, and not a. 
Frenchman would have suspected the retreat till morning, 
if some of the Spanish light-horse had not lost nerve, and 
broken into &0 gallop. The castle-gnns fired on the bridge 
but no great damage was done; and the gain of that 
night-march was great. Yet the French infested the re
tresting army; constant vigilance was necessary; and 
skirmishes and partial combats were frequent. When the 
troops pasBe(\ the wine vaults of Torquemada, they lost 
all discipline, and 12,000 men were seen drunk at one time. 
The weather was bad; the means of transport scanty; 
and the sick and wounded were still on the Wl'ong side 
the DoUl'o, It was not possible to proceed, in the presence 
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of a fierce enemy; and Wellington carried his force over 
the Carrion, and there halted, on the 24th of October. 
He had come little more than fifty miles. Here, the enemy 
kept in check by the blowing-up of the bridge, discovered 
from the English themselves, by an audacious hoax, the 
ford of the river; and their crossing compelled the British 
to move on" with all speed. Their march was injured and 
disgraced by terrible disorders. It was necessary to call 
together all the forces, in order to hold any part of the 
ground gained: and some came from Cadiz, and more 
from Madrid, relinquishing the line of the Tagus. These 
last, under General Hill, showed no better conduct than 
those they were going to meet. Napier tells us that he 
himself saw; in one day, the body of seventeen murdered 
peasants-murdered by either British, Spanish, or Portu
guese, or all: and drunkenness and rapine disgraced the 
march. " 

When Wellington arrived on the ground where he had 
gained the great victory of Salamanca, he earnestly desired 
another battle, which should exhibit the issue of the 
campaign of 1812. He sent away the sick, and chose his 
ground. If he was defeated, he had only to retreat into 
Portugal: and if he conquered, he should recover Madrid. 
At this moment, however, the enemy stole a march upon 
him, and crossed the Tormes, rendering a rapid retreat 
more necessary than ever. The soldiers could not be re
strained from shooting down the swine in the woods for" 
food; and there was such a roll of musketry that Wel
lington thought the enemy were upon him. Even the 
hanging of two offenders did not stop the disobedience; 
and the British might now have been an easy prey, if the 
foe had taken advantage of them. The French captured 
2,000 stragglers, but made no attack. The next evening, 
the 17th of November, they laid hands on General Paget, 
in a wood, and carried him off. Next, some of the officers 
proved insubordinate, and tried, out of their fancy, a road 
which Wellington knew to be impassable. They stopped 
before a rush of water; and Wellington rode up, uttered 
one" expression. of contempt, and led them back to the 
proper road: but tim!! was lost. But for the scarcity of 
provisions among the French, which compelled them to 
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halt for 8. day, the retreating force could hardly have 
escaped destruction. They struggled on, over swampy 
plains, past treacherous gullies, and in the face of wintry 
tempests, and, on the evening of the 18th, bivouacked on 
the dry hills near Ciudad Rodrigo. From the commence
ment of the siege of Burgos to this hour, the loss of the 
Allied Army could not be reckoned at less than 9,000 men; 
8. disastrous close of the campaign which had begun with 
the capture of Ciudad Rodrigo, and Badajoz, and the occu
pation of Madrid. Wellington now addressed to his officers 
8. severe letter of rebuke, in which he declared that his 
army had fallen off in the late campaign in a greater 
degree than any army he had ever accompanied or heard 
of. This letter, published in England, of course was 
republished at Paris: and the sensation it excited was 
prodigious. Complaints, evidently just, were made that 
the censure was general and unqualified; whereas some 
corps had preserved order and obedience throughout. 
Allowance should certainly have been made for the ex
boeme protraction of the sufferings of some of the soldiery, 
and for incidents which had not come to the knowledge of 
the Commander; and again, allowance should be made 
for the accumulation of anxieties and irritations that the 
Commander had to endure alone, and which were more 
than human temper can be expected to sustain at all times 
unshaken. The good effects of this plain expression of 
opinion were, however, visible at the outset of the next 
campaign. Meantime, Wellington had such command of 
this part of the frontier, that he could spread his troops 
among good and safe quarters, gather together his rein~ 
foroements, and all needful equipments, and look to the 
recovery of the. sick. and the rest of the weary. 

Just at this time, Parliament was called together, and 
the Regent's Speech told of peace and friendship with 
Sweden and Russia, by which the continental markets 
were again opened to our traders. Napoleon had been to 
Moscow, and had returned to Paris. He had entered 
M?scow in a mood of high exultation, his imagination 
bemg intoxicated with revived visions of oriental con
quest, while his eye rested on the cupolas and minarets 
of the city. itS palaoes surrounded by gardens, and the 
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Asiatic aspect which it bore from end to end. His 
soldiery had been half-delirious with joy and hope, while 
Alexander was making a really sublime appeal to the 
despair of his subjects, against the conqueror whom he 
had so lately embraced as a brother, in forgetfulness of 
the interests of all his other crowned brethren in Europe. 
Napoleon had been' driven out of Moscow by flames, 
which actually wreathed about his horse as he rushed 
through the narrow streets: he had hoped to winter 
among the ruins, and had found it impossible. He had 
retreated with all the speed that his imperious will could 
command; but too slow for the soft and silent snow; too 
slow for the shouting and fierce Cossacks who harassed 
him all round; too slow for the hardy Russian army, 
which pressed upon him at every point of difficulty, 
trampling his men under their horses, thrusting whole 
regiments into icy rivers, and picking up all his artillery 
and stores, as he dropped them by the wayside. Sllch 
was his plight when Wellington quartered his army for 
the 'winter, and when the British Parliament met to 
consider the state cf European affairs. The Invincible 
was conquered at last. The Invulnerable was wounded 
at last-not in skin. or limb, but in the more tender 
point of his pride. The tyranny under which it had 
seemed but too probable that the world would be swept 
back to the dark ages of military despotism, was broken; 
and the human race might take breath, and hasten to 
emancipate itself. The British Parliament had hardly 
proceeded to business, when the news arrived that Napo
leon had returned to Paris, travelling without a suite, 
and under an assumed title. His language to the Senate 
was as boastful as usual; but it was too late for such 
language now. Rumours were all abroad of the nature 
of the spectacle from which he had fled: and while men 
were told of the shoals of corpses that were drifting with 
the ice of the northern rivers, and of the dyeing of the 
snows of the plains with French blood, and of the circles 
of frozen soldiers that were left every morning round the 
extinct fires of the bivouacs, and of the frantic wretches 
--so lately proud soldiers-who were taken or slain while 
tearing the flesh of dead horses from the bones, they cared 
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little for fine promises for the future, and big words 
about the past. The plain truth, which no language 
could disguise, was that the Russian campaign had cost 
France and her auxiliaries 450,000 men. It did not, 
perhaps, soothe the feelings of the people of Paris to 
know that their Emperor, while the remnant of his army 
was still weltering in the snows where he had left them, 
rubbed his hands over a good fire in his palace, and 
observed to his officers, " This is pleasanter than Moscow." 
"My army," he coolly announced to the Senate, "has 
sustained losses; but it was owing to the premature 
severity of the season." . 

The British Parliament voted 100,0001. to Wellington 
(now a Marquess), and 200,0001. for the relief of the 
houseleu multitude who had been the inhabitants of 
Moscow. Probably the over-burdened people of England 
could raise the money with better heart now, from the 
new hope that had arisen of the downfall of Bonaparte. 
It was at first rather too precipitate a hope. Our elderly 
generation must remember the eagerness with which, 
during that November, men of business hurried home from 
the post-office, and working men to their dinners, with the 
news that Bonaparte was so beset that he could not 
possibly escape; that he was on the point of being taken; 
and that the next ship must bring news of his capture: 
and the hearth felt warmer, and its blaze looked brighter, 
as families sat round it, questioning and conjecturing 
what would be done with him. The Christmas festivities 
were rather damped by the news that he was rubbing his 
hands over the fire at the Tuileries, and boasting of the 
grand things he meant to do. Still, he had been beaten, 
and there was hope that the tide had turned. 

The Regent's Speech, presented before the whole .extent 
of Napoleon's adversity was known, expressed confidence 
that parliament would continue to support the Peninsular 
war, for the sake of British interests, as well as those of 
Spain 'and Portugal. It struck Lord Wellesley, ~as it did 
a good many other people, that this was an inadequate 
view of the importance of the struggle. He was per
suaded that Ministers did not estimate their own duty in 
regard. to his "brother .Arthur" (as he had proudly 
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called hill!. so long ago): and he spoke his mind with a 
'plainness which the Ministers condemned as bad taste at 
the time, but which it is now not a little moving to read 
of. He saw that his brother Arthur's' conquests, of the 
last summer, had been the real basis of the successes in 
Russia: he felt that they. were the heart of Russian 
enterprise, the central· fire of Russian patriotism at the 
present moment: and the present moment was the time 
for saying' so. The broadest sincerity was, at such a 
period, the best taste. He asked Ministers whether they 
had ever proposed to themselves or the nation any definite 
object in prosecuting the Peninsular war. To him, the 
object seemed clear enough-to drive out the French. 
Had any energy been shown in the pursuit of this aim? 
Should not every effort have been redoubled as Napoleon 
became engaged in conflict with Russia? Instead of this 
having been done, his brother had been impeded in every 
movement, and checked in the midst of every enterprise, 
by the apathy, or the ill-will, or the helplessness, or 
whatever it was, that prevented his own government 
from sending him men, money, stores, and cheering words. 
". The great general who commanded our armies in Spain " 
had taken advantage of every accident, as in the instance 
of the battle of Salamanca: but he should not be made 
depend~nt on his own genius and the occurrence of acci
dents. "Was this ground to build UpOIl.? His talents, 
indeed, were a :firm and secure rock on which any hopes, 
any expectations, however great, however exalted, might 
be founded: but it ill became statesmen to calculate upon 
chances and occasions presenting themselves, for success 
in operations, uPOIl. the prosperous issue of which so 
much depended. Did the Ministry mean to say that 
their system was based solely upon the resplendent abili
ties of a consummate general, and upon the errors of the 
enemy? " Official men might smile, and carping listeners 
might sneer at the dignified statesman thus "exceeding 
the bounds of fraternal eulogy:" but the plain tale that 
he told, at length, of the vexations inflicted upon Welling
ton within the last year, as in each preceding campaign, 
carried conviction to all the best minds. 'l'here was a 
general expectation that more vigorous support would .be. 
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given from home, as the spirit of hope grew sttonger all 
"ver the world. 

Wellington was now not only adorned and enriched 
with new titles, and grants of money; he was made 
C<lmmander-in-Chief of all the armies in Spain, by desire 
of the Spaniards themselves, though not without opposi
tion and a natuxal jealousy on the part of some of the 
native generals. His own government granted him a 
ready permission to accept the honour; and he was him
self well pleased at this removal of one claBBof impedi
ments. Cadiz was now free ; ,as the French had been 
compelled to raise the siege when he 'Was defying :their 
strength in the more central parts of the kingdom. Thus 
fortified in dignity and command, and conscious of the 
prodigious weakening of the enemy, he prepared for the 
campaign of 1813, fooling that it might, and 'probably 
would, be the decisive one of the whole war. ' 

Wellington being now Commander-in-Chief of all the 
armies of the allies in Spain, his business, after quartering 
his troops, was to provide for the office being rendered a 
really efficient one. At Christmas, we find him at Cadiz, 
in consultation with the Cortes, by whom a decree was 
issued, on the 6th of January, defining the 'powers of 
commanders, in distinction from those of civil officers, 
and providing for the maintenance of each army. On the 
17th, the Regency appointed to Wellington a sufficient 
staff to ensure his communication with different portions 
of his armies. We find him spoken 'of 'in, Spanish 
documents as the Duke of Ciudad Rodrigo, and in Por
tuguese, as the Marquess of Torres Vedras, while the. 
English were learning to call him the Marquess of Wel
lington. On the 16th of January he appeared at Lisbon, 
and transacted a good deal of business, amidst such 
festivities as had rarely been witnessed. The mountains 
echoed back the roar of cannon, the 'place was in a blaze 
with illuminations, and, at the great theatre, Wellington 
had probably leisuxe for his 'own thoughts while, before 
his eyes, "Glory, Posterity, and Camoens," were talking 
about him in the Elysian fields, and presenting each 
other with scrolls, containing the names of his victories. 

In ,february, the French began to move. They made 
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an attack upon a post in Leon, but failed, and retired. 
They seemed to be now retiring in various directions, as 
might be expected after the adversity of their Emperor in 
Russia. Their" army of the South" was no longer in 
the south, but drawn together between Talavera, 'l'oledo, 
and Madrid., ,Their "army of Portugal" was drawing 
off, retiring fr.om Valladolid to Burgos, reducing the 
garrison of Leon, but strengthening the fortress of Bilbao; 
from which it was concluded that they meant to hold 
their footing in Spain by means of the strong places at 
the base of the Pyrenees. In April. the French in Biscay 
took ~ post from which they had been twice repulsed. 
There was some fighting, too, with "the army of the 
East," under Suchet, in which the French were beaten 
and driven back by the allies. This was all the activity 
shown ·in warfare before the beginning of the summer. 
Wellington was compelled to wait for reinforeements and 
equipmenis, and for the recovery of his sick; and the 
French were occupied with the marchings and rearrange
ment of their troops, under the orders of the Emperor. 
He sent .companies of conscripts, and summoned away 
1,200 officers and 22,000 soldiers. 

When the enemy had, for some time, witJadrawn from 
the Tagus to the Douro, Wellington set forth, and reached 
Salamanca on the ·26th of May •. From that time till the 
middle of June, his march was a mere following of the 
enemy, doing them an occasional mischief, till there was 
a brief pause before Burgos. Being forced to a decision 
about holding or vacating the castle, the French retired; 

• crossing, with excellent skill and order, that dangerous 
bridge over which the British had, last year, stolen in the 
night. They destroyed, as far as they could, the defences 
which had cost them so much in the erection, and retired 
towards the foot of the Pyrenees. The .allied army 
crossed the Ebro, to the west of the French, on the road 
to Vittoria, where almost the whole mass of the French 
armies, commanded by King Joseph, took post, on the 
night of the 19th of June. On the 20th, the two armies 
were in face of each other, and anticipated a battle the 
next day. 

This concentration.of the French forces had taken place 
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by the express command of Napoleon. It was rendered 
necesssry, not only by the approach of Wellington, but by 
the formidable spread of what the Emperor and Joseph 
called the" insurrection" of the inhabitants throughout 
the northern provinces. The Guerillas, formed into strong 
bands, supported the allies; a.nd the country people sup
ported the Guerillas: and the -consequence was, that the 
communications of the invaders were 60 strongly inter
cepted, that, while all their plans were known to the 
enemy, each general was in the dark about all the rest. 
All chance of concert, and of keeping :their own counsel, 
was lost, unless they met, face to face: so, here they 
were, collected before Vittoria, occupying the valley of 
the Zadora, and comma.nding the passage of the river, 
from a height in the 'Centre. Here they must fight; for 
there was no retreat for them into Biscay. They held 
two fortresses there; but the Guerillas had pressed them 
southwards with such unremitting energy, occupying all 
the pa.sses as they went, that no French were left in the 
province--except the garrisons-and the British ships 
sailed into all the ports, amidst the joyous shouts of the 
inhabitants. All the baggage-trains of the French were 
now -collected in the basin ·of Vittcria, and 70,000 men 
were placed to protect their removal into France. With 
the military stores were packed 5,500,000 dollars in cash j 
and some articles in no way military j the. archives and 
museums of Madrid, and all the valuable paintings-the 
Titians, Raffaelles,and Correggios,of the ,southern con
vents, all well 8S the MurilJos .. nd Velasquez taken from 
the palaces of the great. All this wealth was so much 
embarrassment during the halt before V:ittoria, if, indeed, 

. it wa.s not the ·chief compulsion to halt at all in the face 
of the Blitish. The choice seems to have been between 
leaving all this baggage to the British, in order to cross 
the mountains without encumbrance, or having a fight 
for it. Joseph could oot bring himself te endure so shame
ful a loss j and there was therefore .. fight. Two convoys 
were sent away, by the Toad to Bayonne j the royal 
trea.sure, artillery, and ammunition, of oourse, remaining 
with the army. . 
~ the convoys, well. guarded, had been sent off, 
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Joseph's army still amounted to 70,000 men ; and he had 
150 pieces of cannon. Wellington had. 90 guns, and 
80,000 men: but of these men 18,000 were Spaniards, and 
therefore (for his present purpose) inferior troops. In 
regard to position, the French had greatly the advantage 
for the allies had to pass. severaJ. bridges and streams to. 
get at the enemy~ . There was, however, only one goad 
road open to the French-the great road to Bayonne 
and it WitS one of'difficnltyfar carriages,' while the allies 
had all Spain behind them. .The main object was to turn 
the French right, obtain possession of the bridge ovel 
the Zadora, and thus cut off the retreat by the Bayonne 
road, while the main body of the aJ.lied army brought i~ 
pressure to .bear in front. This pressure must be borne' 
by not more than 50,000 men; for Joseph had. detache.d 
20,000 to keep in check the Biscayan Guerillas, and othelj 
possible auxiliaries of the British, who !night come down 
at a oriticaJ. moment to help the fight. These 50,000 
were, however, the choicest of the troops, and prodigiously 
strong, as has been seen, in guns. It is scarcely possible 
to concejve a more criticaJ. struggle than this must be. 

The troops of the allies were m motion at daybreak; 
and the heights on which the French right rested were; 
won by desperate fighting, in which French, British, and 
Spaniards, showed equal valour. The centraJ. body of the 
allies found great difficulty at the bridges; but a peasant 
brought information of one bridge being weakly guarded, 
and bravely l~d the way to it, and over it. By one o'clock, 
some of the British were on the other side; and, after 
some further struggle, the French 'began to retreat upon 
the town ; but in excellent order, and with great delibera
tion, facing about at every favourable point to renew the 
conHict. Their destruction was, by this time, approaching 
from their right, where the gallant old officer, Sir Thomas 
Graham, was driving them in, and possessing himself of 
the road to Bayonne. The cry spread among the French 
that the road was gone, and they were all lost. Still, they 
retreated in order, keeping up a running iight for six miles 
and doing vast damage with the guns in their rear: and 
it was not till the whole force were driven back, with such of 
their guns as they had brought off, into the little plain under 
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the walls of Vittoria, that they fairly took to flight. They 
would have escaped by the rough mountain road to Pam
plona; but an overtUl;ned waggon was enough, in such a 
road, to prevent the passage of their guns. Beyond the city, 
was seen &. helpless mass of army followers, jammed in 
with the caniages and animals, and frantic with terror. As 
the English cannon went booming over their heads, they 
uttered a horrid dull cry of misery, and swayed to and fro, 
in mortal panic. Still, eighty cannon remained available; 
and these, worked by artillery-men, actually mad with 
excitement, kept up a deafening reverberation among the 
hills. Before night closed in, these were silenced, and 
the whole multitude of the French were gone, carrying 
with them nothing whatever but two guns. No one, 
from general to camp-follower, had any thing left but 
the clothes he wore; and most of them were bare
footed. Yet, the loss of life on the French side was 
small. The soldiery complained that they had no fair 
chance; and, in truth, they were ill commanded. The 
British themselves declared that their enemy was not 
half beaten. There they were, wandering in marshes, 
and rocky passes, stripped of every thing, even to the 
warrants for their pay; their colours lost; their honour 
gone; and they able and willing to have made a better 
stand, if allowed I Their enemy, even in the midst 'of 
victory, pitied ~em. On their side, about 6,000 fell; 
on the side of the allies, a little above 5,000 killed, 
wounded, and missing-chiefly British. Of the money, 
not one dollar ever reached Wellington's head-quarters. 
Even O\fficers were seen contending with the soldiers for 
the cash. 

King Joseph and his troops pushed on night and day 
towards Pamplona, toiling through the mud ofthe valleys 
under rain, and amidst grievous hardships. They could nol; 
stop to destroy the bridges, knowmg that the British wero 
at their heels; so they burned the villages as they passed. 
On ~e 23rd, ,:foseph halted, and sent orders to the French 
frontIer, to prepare food and comfort for hij! fugitives. 
~e despatched a force to the Bidassoa,-the old boundary 
nver; and forwarded the main body of his soldiers to 
Pamplona, where he followed them on the 24th. So 
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ragged, jaded, hungry, and excited, was his miserable army, 
that the governor of Pamplona dared not admit them into 
the town; and Joseph found them bivouacked outside. 
The British were so near that they this day captured one 
of the two guns that the French had carried oft". Joseph 
continued his flight the next day, up the va.lley of Ron
cesvalles, and the British invested Pamplona. Joseph 
sent back a division of his army to hold the valley of 
Bastan, in order to keep some footing over the frontier l 
but they were presently driven out; and the whole frontier 
line, from Roncesvalles to the junction of the Bidassoa 
with the sea, was held by the allies. 

Wellington had had time to consider and aid the ladies 
of the French officers, and other holpless creatures who 
had fallen into his hands. He sent the officers' wive$ 
forward in their own carriages to Pamplona. Wha~ 
became of the poodles, parrots, and monkeys, the laces,! 
trinkets, and costly dresses, which were found scattered: 
over the field, on the night of the 21st, probably no one: 
can tell. There is a Correggio (Christ in the Garden) 
now hanging up in Wellington's house, which was found in 
Joseph's carriage, the moment he had leaped out of it, 
and sprung on horseback, to escape capture, that evening. 
Marshal Jourdan's baton was also taken. On the 27th, 
the last of the French left Madrid; and the whole of Spain, 
as 'far as the Ebro, was cleared of the invaders. Im
mediately before the battle of Vittoria the calm of Wel
lington's mind was so little disturbed by the approach of 
the crisis, that he addressed a full and clear memorial to 
the Cortes, pleading for an amnesty for those of the 
Spaniards who had acquiesced in the occupation of thoir 
country by the French. He clearly saw the mischief and 
misery of any indulgence by the Cortes of vindictive 
feeling; and he no less distinctly felt for the weakness 
and discouragement of the luxurious classes of a nation in 
the presence of invaders supposed to be irresistible. 
While those for whom he pleaded were'still in the ranks 
of the French army, he thought of them with compassion, 
and of their position with a circumspection at once politic 
and humane. Now that they were left behind in their 
own country, he did his best to enable them to slink home 
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unmolested, and fancy themselves Spanish patriots again, 
as soon as they could. 

A few French strongholds remained to- be reduced; 
Pamplona, and St. Sebastian and Santona on the coast. 
The final efforts on both sides were hard, and attended with 
fluctuating fortune. An attack on St. Sebastian, on the 
24th of July, was disastrous to the British, who, after a 
bloody repulse, werd obliged to display a flag or truce, in 
order to save their wounded from being drowned by the 
rising tide. The noble-hearted French governor, Rey, 
responded to this by drawing up the wounded over his 
defences, and placing them in his hospitals. As soon as 
Wellington heard of t:he disaster, he hastened to the 
place. He would have renewed the attack, but for the 
want of ammunition wmch ought to have arrived from 
England before that time. Failing this, he converted the 
siege into a blockade-it being of the utmost importance 
to stop the intercourse which had been going on between 
the port of St. Sebastian and the French coast. The 
blockll.ding force suffered some disasters; and, while it 
was before the fortress, the enemy had some successes 
above Pamplona. They drove the allies down the valley 
of Roncesvalles, almost to the walls of Pamplona;. The 
,tide turned, however; and once more the French were 
pushed up towards their frontier, by prodigious efforts, 
made in Wellington's presence, and oy Spanish troops 
among others-all equally distinguisI1ing tltemselves. 
They had a more formidable enemy than the expelled: 
King Joseph to deal with now; Napoleon having made 
Marshal Soult Commander-in-Chief of all :nis forces in 
Spain, and of the southern provinces of France. 

On the 30th of July, Saragosa; surrendered to the 
Guerilla chief, Mina. Lord W. Bentinck could not take 
Tarragona, in the face of the overpowering force in which 
the French under Suchet came up against him: but as it 
was necessary for the French to retire, they themselves 
blew up the works; which answered very well the purposes 
of the allies. Towards the end of August, Wellington 
observed that the French were gathering all their forces 
to one ~oint-obviously for some important effort. He 
was as well aware as they were of tho value of St.· 
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Sebastian to them, and was accordingly prepared for 
their effort to relieve the fortress. The French charged 
the Spanish and Portuguese forces repeatedly, over the 
boundal'Y river, the Bidassoa: and they were so repulsed 
that they -drew off behind the screen of a violent storm. 
The toWn of St. Sebastian was taken by storm on the 
last day of August: but the castle still held out. The 
garrison was daily thinned by the British fire; and still 
the gallant Rey held out. His opponent, however, was 
equally gallant-the venerable Sir Thomas Graham. He 
was employing every hour in preparing his batteries for 
the final assault of the castle. On the 8th of September, 
these batteries opened their fire; and the weakened garrison 
could not sustain it. In three hours, they hoisted a flag 
of truce, and a capitulation was soon agreed upon. The 
garrison remained prisoners of war-as in every case of 
capture of these frontier fortresses, because it would have 
been mischievous to allow the hovering French armies 
to be reinforced by the veteran soldiers of their best 
garrisons. The" northern Gibraltar," as St. Sebastian 
was called, was thus transfen-ed from the hands of the 
invaders to those of the deliverers of Spain; and it was 
to each a possession of the highest value. Sir George 
Collier, who assisted, from the sea, in its capture, described 
its being held by the British as essential to the conclusion 
of the war. The slaughter before St. Sebastian was 
severe; but it is infinitely more painful to read of the 
subsequent transactions within it. The brutality of the 
v;i.ctors converted that sandy peninsula into the very heart 
of hell. The historian tells us how at Ciudad Rodrigo, 
there had been drunkenness and plunder, and at Badajoz, 
in addition to these, lust and murder: but now, to all these 
was added devilish cruelty-cruelty "which staggers the 
mind by its enormous, incredible, indescribable barbarity." 
The sickening hearts of brave men told them that it was 
time the war was over, as every conquest plunged the 
men who made up the" perfect machine " of Wellington's 
army deeper into devilishness. On the 9th, the Governor 
marched out, with the remnant of his men, graced by 
the honours of war. The Spanish flag was hoisted, 
after a siege of 63 days, and immediately the stormy 
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autumn weather came on, under which no blockade 
could have been sustained from the sea. on that exposed 
coast. 

Wellington entered France before Spain was wholly 
freed. Pamplona still stood out when the allies, under 
Wellington, crossed the Bidassoa, on the 7th of October. 
Boult knew not what to expect-whether Wellington 
meant merely to protect the investment of Pamplona, or 
whether he would crOBB the frontier. The last thing he 
dreamed of was that the British would cross the Bidassoa 
at its mouth __ midst shifting sands and tides, in un
settled weather, when a better way over was in their pos
session. This, however, was what Wellington designed 
and did. He had been shown, by Spanish fishermen, three 
fords unknown to Soult's army; and these in addition to 
the known fords and bridges, enabled him to send over 
seven columns at once. He had left his tents all standing : 
so that the French suspected nothing (being moreover 
occupied with a storm which fell on them from behind) 
till the allies were actually making the passage. Not a 
shot was fired on the French side till the allies were 
formed on the right bank of the river. . 

Here was Wellington out of Spain. again I He had 
entered it from Portugal, whence he had driven the 
French before him; and he now left it for France, still 
driving the French before him. There was some wonder 
at the time why he aimed at making a lodgment in 
}'rance while Pamplona still held out. He did it by 
desire of the northern allies, now advancing on the 
German side. They conceived that it would strengthen 
the heart of the world if France were actually invaded: 
and Wellington made the attempt-formidable as it was 
to him at that time. There were three days of fighting, 
at the end of which the allies were in possession of the 
hill fortifications with which the French had been long 
and &88iduously protecting their frontier. Once more, 
both the gre~t generals were grieved and annoyed by the . 
brutality of the soldiery. Soult shot a captain of some 
reputation for having permitted his men to plunder; and 
Wellington arrested and sent to England several officers, 
issuing. a proclamation in which he declared that he 
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would. not invade France with five times his number of 
men, if he could not guard against marauding. 

At present, he paused. He could not think of crossing 
the Adour, and was doubtful whether he could maintain 
his new position, if the allies in Germany did not obtain 
a decisive advantage, and if Pamplona did not .speedily 
fall. Pamplona did. fall, almost immediately. On the 
26th of October the garrison proposed conditions which 
were refused; and on the 31st they surrendered as 
prisoners of war. The whole of this part of Spain was 
now clear of the enemy; and Wellington's right, hitherto 
detained by the blockade of the fortress, was at liberty 
for other service. Thus reinforced, the British resumed 
the offensive against Soult, and in the course of a No
vember day drove back the French beyond the Nivelle, 
compelled. them to evacuate their own great works at St. 
Jean de Luz, and left them no rest till they reached their 
fortified camp before Bayonne. The gallant Soult con
tended well. When half the allied army had crossed the 
river Nive in order to command the navigation of the 
Adour, and cut off Soult's supplies from the country, Soult 
fell upon the half that remained on the left bank; and it 
was hard work to maintain the ground. Aid came from 
over the river, and once more Soult was driven back, 
amid the rains and mud of December. In the night, 
there was an extraordinary commotion in the British 
camp--drums beating, a.nd drawing up of battalions, and 
arms presented. Three German regiments had come over 
to the British-having heard, no doubt, of the new 
prospects of freedom that were opening on their own 
country. Their officers quoted the commands of their 
prince, secretly conveyed to them: and the occurrence o~ 
this night was immediately reported by French and 
English to their respective commanders in Catalonia., 
where some German regiments were in Suchet's force. 
Suchet had been already warned, and had disarmed his 
German soldiers-at a time when he could ill spare the 
services of some of his best troops. These incidents show 
how rapidly the tide of Napoleon's fortunes was now 
turning: and the end of the campaigu of 1813 must have 
/Sorely mortified him. His Commander-in-Chief of the 
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Bouth was cooped up with his army in an entrenched 
camp before Bayonne, cut off from all supplies but such 
as came by land carriage across the dreary plains that 
stretched north to Bordeaux; while the allies spread 
themselves out in comfortable cantonments, on ground 
which had been won by a severe sacrifice in killed,and 
prisoners, but which now secured the fruits of the whole 
campaign. The Allies had on their right one of the most 
fertile districts of France; and they held the rivers which 
brought down the produce. On their left they had the 
sea; and their own vessels now began to crowd the ports, 
bringing them whatever they wanted. The soldiers be
haved well in quiet seasons;' and the peasants found 
themselves so well treated and paid, that they came to 
market more regularly than they had ever done before. 
A strong liking for the British was now added to the 
growing dislike of Napoleon and his exactions in the 
minds of the peasantry. The conscripts in Soult's camp 
stole away, and went home by thousands; 'and there was 
little' zeal for their Emperor now left among the in
habitants of this portion of his kingdom of France. Great 
efforts were required on the part of the English govern
ment, and much self-denial on that of the troops, to keep 
up this system of honourable payment. But it was done, 
though the army was left seven months in arrear, and the' 
authorities under a load of debt in the Peninsula. 

When the English government found that the mm' of 
lOO,OOOl. a month, which it cost them infinite trouble to 
raise, went but a little way towards Wellington's necessi
ties, they proposed to him to leave his new conquests, 
take ship with his forces, and pass round to join the 
northern allies in the Netherlands. It was the Emperor 
of Russia who suggested this. Wellington's obedience 
was ready, as usual; but he showed reasons for conclud
ing that he was more useful where he was. He was pro
bably unaware that one of. the French officials was 
writing about that time from Bayonne, "The English 
general's policy, and. the good discipline he maintains, do 
us more harm than ten battles. Every peasant wishes to 
be under his protection." His army was now prodigiously 
,trong-;-amounting, through various reinforcements; to 
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100,000 men, when he set forth for the final campaign. 
Soult's force was so weakened by the Emperor's needs, 
that, after deducting the troops left in garrison, he had 
not more than 40,000 to bring into the field. It seemed 
imprudent at such a moment to stop short of his over
throw, and to enable him to release his garrisons, and 
repair to the Emperor with such a reinforcement: so 
Wellington was allowed to complete his work in his own 
way. Just at the same time, Soult urged Napoleon to 
allow him to come to his aid against the northern allies, 
as he could do nothing more against Wellington. He 
advised that Bayonne should be left with 14,000 men in 
garrison and that a small French force should harass the 
British and Spanish from the passes of the Pyrenees, 
while he drew.back to a more promising scene of conflict. 
But Napoleon could not yet endure the idea of giving up 
any thing; and he commanded Soult to hold his position 
near the Adour. With the conflict about this position 
-that is, about the possession of Bayonne--the last 
campaign began, on the 14th of February, 1814 .. The 
British army and its commander had every reason to go 
forth with. bold and light hearts. The greetings from 
their country had been such as might cheer any spirit. 
Parliament had met at the close of the year-full in 
numbers, joyful in spirit, and more nearly unanimous 
than perhaps any parliament had ever shown itself before. 
Allove all names praised was that of Wellington; above 
all the armies congratulated anjl cheered on, was that of 
the Peninsula. Men who had never been eloquent before. 
were eloquent now, and there was new fire in the oratory 
of the finest speakers. Some of them pointed O)lt how 
mighty had been the fame of Napoleon's great marshals, 
Massena, Marmont, Jourdan, and Soult; how persuaded 
the whole world had been that they were invincible: yet 
our Wellington had forced Massena out of Portugal, beaten 
Marmont at Salamanca, routed Jourdan at Vittoria, and 
overcome Soult on his own French ground, where he 
might be expected now to annihila~e the enemy's force, 
and bring the war to a conclusion on that side. The 
newspapers had before told of the illuminations in London 
growing more and more frequent,l\s the tidings .of WeI-
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lington's victories came thicker and thicker; and of the 
display of the captured French eagles in Downing-street, 
and of the popular enthusiasm rising from day to day; 
and it was with the knowledge of this national sympathy 
and admiration, that the troops under Wellington set 
forth over the frozen roads, on the 14th of February, 
hoping to send home some news for parliament to rejoice 
over, before its meeting (after a long adjourument) in 
March. At this time, however, the troops of the allies in 
Catalonia were paralyzed, when just about to take their 
last measures against Suchet, and, as they hoped, drive 
out the last of the French from Spain. An envoy arrived 
from the captive Ferdinand, with the news that Fer!linand 
and Napoleon had made a treaty, and that the Spaniards 
might not fight the French any more, nor permit the 
English to do so on their soil. Ferdinand had been a 
prisoner at Valen~ayfor five years and a half; and during 
that time he had, by his own account, known nothing of 
what was doing in Spain, but from the French news
papers. The notion uppermost in his little mind at this 
time appears to have been that the Cortes and the liberal 
party in Spain were "Jacobins and infidels," and that it 
was aU-important that he should return, to restore absolu
tism and the Inquisition. In sending to Spain the treaty 
he had made with Napoleon, he took no notice whatever 
of the Cortes, but addreBBed himself solely to the Regency; 
and with them, his busineBB was to consult whether he 
should adhere to the treaty or break through it; which 
he might_sily do on th,e plea that it was an extorted 
act, agreed to und.er deficient knowledge of the state of 
Spain. Thus crooked was the policy, even at the moment 
of restoration, of the foolish prince who seems to have had 
no ability for any thing but mean and petty intrigue. 

The terms of the treaty might easily be anticipated 
from the circumstances under which it was made. Nar
poleon wanted to shake out the British from his south
western quarter; he was in great need of the veteran 
French trQQPS who were prisoners in Spain; and he had 
no longer any hope of restoring his brother Joseph. The 
treaty of December, 1813, therefore provided that Ferdi
nand and his successors should be reoognised as monarchs 
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of Spain and of the Indies: that the territory of Spain 
should be what it had been before the war-the French 
giving up any hold they had there: that Ferdinand 
should maintain the integrity of this territory, clearing 
it completely of the British: that France and Spain 
should ally themselves to maintain their maritime rights 
against England: that all the Spaniards who had adhered 
to King Joseph should be reinstated in whatever they 
had enjoyed under him: that all prisoners on both sides 
should immediately be sent home: and that Joseph and 
his wife should receive large annuities from Spain. 

The General of the Spanish forces in Catalonia, Copons, 
was in so much haste to conclude a separate armistice for 
himself, With Suchet, without any regard to his British 
comrades, that the Cortes had to act with the utmost 
rapidity to prevent it. Since the Cortes had invested 
themselves with executive, as well as legislative power, 
the Regency had become a mere show: and now, when 
the Cortes instantly quashed the treaty, the Regency 
followed the example. On the 8th of January, the 
Regency let his Majesty know how much he was beloved 
and desired; 'but also, how impossible it was to ratify any 
act done by him while in a state of captivity. As Na
poleon could not get back his troops from Spain in this 
way, he tried another. He released some of Ferdinand's 
chief officers, and sent them to him, with advocates of his 
own, to arrange about an end to the war, and exchanging 
prisoners; and General Palafox, one of the late captives, 
went to Madrid, where, however, he met with no better 
success than his predecessor. By that time (the end of 
January) it was settled that the Spanish treaty, what
ever it might be, was to be framed under the sanction of 
the Allies, at the Congress of Chatillon. With the hope of 
paralyzing the Spanish forces by division, Napoleon sent 
Ferdinand back to Spain. He went through Catalonia, 
and arrived in his own dominions on the 24th of March. 
The French general Suchet escorted him along part of 
the route, and, in delivering him over to an exclusively 
Spanish suite, endeavoured to obtain in return the deliver
ance of the French garrisons of Lerida, Gerona, and 
several other fortresses whioh had yielded during the 
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month of February, and of several which had not yet 
yielded; but General Clinton knew well that, by such 
an agreement, he should be merely sending 20,000 of Na
poleon's best troops against Wellington; and he retained 
them prisoneI'll of war. 

These intrigues and negotiations caused extreme vexa
tion to Wellington. They suddenly stopped every attempt 
to expel the French from Catalonia, and threatened to 
bring into the field against him all the prisoneI'll he had 
left behind him in Spain: and there was no saying how 
the winding-up of the war might be delayed or injured by 
the political quarrels which were sure to break out when
ever Ferdinand and the Cortes came into collision. The 
best part of the nation was pledged to the Constitution 
framed and swom to in 1812: and everybody knew that 
Ferdinand would never cordially agree to any such 
constitution. Wellington had hoped that the war might 
be concluded, and the British be freed from their engage
ments with Spain, before the collision took place; but now 
it seemed that he was to be troubled with political dis
order, and probably civil war, in his rear, in the country 
which he had saved, while there was yet a French army 
before his face. He therefore lost no time: and the war 
was over before Ferdinand entered Madrid. It was on 
the 14th of May that he entered Madrid, his carriage drawn 
by the populace. As he went through the city on foot, to 
show his confidence, the people cheered him. They were 
aware of SODl8 suspicious arrests, but were willing to hope 
that they were merely precautionary. Then followed the 
complete restoration of the religious ordeI'll to the pre
dominance which had been found intolerable before; the 
abolition of the Cortes; and the re-establishment of the 
Inquisition. The COJl,lltitution had been rejected by the 
King before his entry into Madrid. In a few weeks, the 
whole country was distracted with discontent and fear; 
and, in a few months, the prisons of Madrid were so over· 
flowing with state prisoners-ninety being arrested on one 
September night-that convents were made into prisons 
for the safe-lreeping of the King's enemies. Patriots were 
driven into the mountains, and became banditti, while 
Ferdinand was making arrests right and left, coercing the 
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press, and ceremoniously conveying to the great square, 
to be there burned in ignominy, the registers of the pro
ceedings of the late Cortes. 

Though the Spanish authorities had refused to liberate 
the French garrisons, Suchet contrived to dismiss 10,000 
veterans to France, during the negotiations; and he then 
stole away himself with his remaining 14,000 which 
should never have been' allowed to leave Catalonia by the 
rugged roads, and rocky defiles, where it would have been 
easy to have stopped them. Having got clear off, Suchet 
and his army halted at Narbonne, whence he could at any 
time reinforce Soult. It is thought that if he had at once 
gone to join Soult, Wellington's position must have been 
a critical one. He must have relied ona series of victories, 
or been compelled to a long and difficult retreat. Whether 
it was that Suchet did not wish to put himself under 
Soult, and mix the veteran forces of Catalonia with Soult's 
unsteady conscript regiments; or whether he feared that 
the Austrians, now in possession of Lyons, and of several 
posts beyond it, would come down to prevent his junction 
with Soult: we know not; but, however it was, he did not 
appear to take his part in the short campaign. 

On the 27th of February, Wellington beat Soult at 
Orthez; and the conscripts so little liked this taste of war, 
that, during the subsequent retreat, they threw away their 
arms, and fled in crowds. Wellington pushed on, over the 
Adour, and cut off Bayonne from all hope of aid from Soult. 
The place was invested by a division under Sir John Hope; 
and two other divisions, under Marshal Beresford, were 
sent on to Bordeaux. They were safe enough there, and 
heartily welcomed; for Bordeaux was the head-quarters of 
the Royalists. The gates were thrown open to the British, 
and the Mayor and inhabitants declared for the restoration 
of the Bourbons, and proclaimed Louis XVIII. Welling
ton was made to bear the blame of this rash act, at the 
very time that the royalists were complaining that his 
officers damped their cause: but neither Wellington nor 
his officers thought it any part of their business to provide 
a sovereign for France, before the throne was vacant. 
They neither instigated nor shared in the movement at 
Bordeaux. At least, we know that Wellington did not, 
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and that he laid his commands on .his officers, that they 
should not expose any Frenchman to danger by instigating 
him to any kind of political action. 

At this time, the forces of the two generals were nearly 
equal, as to numbers; for Wellington's army was reduced 
by 24,000 and upwards, since he had sent off the divisions 
for Bayonne and Bordeaux. But he had all the advantage, 
in regard to the spirit of his men. The French troops 
sank into so much depression that their General issued a 
counter proclamation, which produced considerable effect 
in increasing hatred of the British, and ardour for the 
Emperor's cause. While the impulse was "fresh, Soult 
endeavoured to capture the Bourbon nobles assembled at 
Pau; but he was intercepted. This was on the 13th ot 
March. He then hoped to obtain some advantage by 
attacking a part of the British force, while the Adour 
separated it from the rest. But Wellington was on the 
watch, and brought up such a force-having sent for rein
forcements from Spain-that the enemywithdxew. Soult 
now sent forward his unsteady conscript regiments at once 
to Toulouse, and followed as fast as he could with safety 
-the British being at his heels all the way. His aim was 
to take up a strong position on the favourable ground near 
Toulouse. Several fights occurred by the way, the most 
serious of which was that of Tarbes, on the 20th of March, 
in which the French were put to flight. Soult increased his 
speed, and, by prodigious efforts, reached Toulouse in four 
d,ays. On the ~5th, his army was in position before the 
CIty. There they had rest. Wellington was now on the 
watch for the arrival of Suchet, from Narbonne. The 
necessary vigilance, on this account, and the weight of his 
artillery and pontoon-trains, delayed him; so that it was 
the 27th before he spread out his army in face of the enemy. 

Eager as he was to beat Soult before Suchet came up, it 
was many days before he could attack the enemy. The 
broad and rapid Garonne ran between the armies; and 
the French had the command of all the best passages of 
the river. ·It was on the 9th of April that the last of 
Wellington's troops stood on the right bank. Napoleon 
had abdicated on the 4th; and it is lamentable that this 
was ~ot known to the generals in time to save the .lives" 
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that were sacrificed on the 10th-the day of the great 
final conflict-the battle of Toulouse. -

Soult and his best troops had never fought better than 
here; and till past the middle of the day, their SUCceBS 
appeared almoBt certain. After that, they relinquished 
BOme of their posts to the Britil!lh; but none Bupposed the 
battle concluded-only suspended for the night. The 
French had BO repaired their BtoreB and their strength 
during the .night aB to be ready for another struggle on 
the 11th; but Wellington waB not prepared. It was 
evening before the ammunition came up, and the arrange
ments were duly made. Soult had written to Suchet 
about the neceBsity of a retreat, Booner or later, however 
this battle might turn out, for he had been aware, for four 
daYB, of the entry of the Allies into Paris; and he gave 
directions for effecting a junction some way to the east, for 
the purpose of drawing the British away from Bordeaux. 
While completin~ his preparations on 11 th, Wellington 
Bent out his cavalry to interrupt the communication with 
Suchet, and command the road by which Soult meant to re
treat. It appeared to Soult that he must move now, if he 
would avoid being shut up in Toulouse: and he drew off 
his troops in excellent order, marched 22 miles without 
stopping, cutting down the bridges as he went, and, on 
the 12th, established his army at ·Villefranche. This re
treat was a surrender of the claim of victory at Toulouse, 
about which there might otherwise have been some rea
sonable dispute. On both sides, the loss was very severe, 
the valour great, and the fluctuations remarkable. At 
night, Soult had a free choice where to place himself, and 
means of renewing the' conflict; and again, the English 
were left in possession of new ground, and of all the 
means of harassing the enemy as before. When Soult left 
Toulouse and his wounded soldiers to their mercy, and 
made a retreat by a forced march, he might be considered 
as yielding up the victory. 

Wellington entered Toulouse in triumph; and the ad
herents of the Bourbons hung out the white flag. In the 
afternoon came two messengers-one Englishman and one 
Frenchman, with the tidings of the abdication of Napo
leon. They had been detained near Blois, by some officials 
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of the court of the Empress; and that delay had cost the 
lives of 8,000 men. Even on the 13th, Soult would not 
trust the news 80 far as to give up his preparations for 
another struggle. Faithful to his Emperor to the last mo
ment, he would not yield till desired to do so by due official 
notification. Suchet put on the white cockade almost 
before he was asked. Elsewhere, the news did not spread 
fast enough; and 'blood was shed at Barcelona, Bayonne, 
and other places, before it was known that the Peninsular 
War was at 1m end. 

The Portuguese and Spanish troops returned home. 
The British infantry took ship at Bordeaux, some for 
home, and some for America, where our war with the 
United States was now going on. The cavalry marched 
through France, and embarked from Boulogne. Wel
lington appeared in Paris among the allied Potentates, 
being appointed ambassador from England. It was a 
stage on his way home at the close of the struggle on 
which he had entered., amidst the despair of many of his 
countrymen, when he landed at Lisbon on the 22nd of 
April, 1809. . 

CHAPTER VII. 

Relations with the Ullited Stat_Diffioulty about. Government in. 
England-Repeal of the Orders iu Council-Decla.ration of War
First Blow struck-Employment of Indians-British Successes on 
Land-Losses at Sea-Extensive Blockade-Russian Intervention
ProposaJs of P_Captme. of Washington-Commission at Ghent 
-Mississippi Expedition-B"ttJe of New Orlean&-Retreat of the 
British-CaptU1'fl of Fort Mobile-Treaty of Ghent.-(1812-15.] 

IT was, a8 has been observed, no easy task to govern the 
country, on the death of Mr. Perceval, in May 1812; and 
it was also found no easy matter to induce any set of men 
to undertake it; except those who were not judged by the 
country to 'be competent. At this time, the Luddites 
were a sufficiently formidable enemy' at home: and the 
manufacturers were demanding, more and more vehe
mentI"., the repeal of the Orders in Council-strong as 
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was the apprehension that the repeal would come too late 
to prevent a war with America. Napoleon had hardly 
yet begun to fail in any of his schemes on the side of 
Germany, nor Wellington to succeed in the PeninsulA.. 
Under such circumstances, there was delay and difficulty in 
settling the Administration, while our quarrel with America. 
required instant attention, and all the wisdom of the 
wisest Cabinet, to avert the danger of war. The attention 
was not given; there was no wise Cabinet to manage the 
affair; and so we went to war with America-plunged into 
a contest as purposeless, as foolish, as unnecessary, as it was 
ill-managed, useless, and, merely as war, discreditable to 
us. During its progress, we find recorded incessant argu
ingsas to what the war was about: whether about the 
. Orders in Council or the Right of Search; and again, 
what about either: and the war ended without the settle
ment of any question that had been proposed. It was no 
great wonder if our arms won no new glory in that war: 
for what. war cry could be devised in such a case? In 
Europe, there was always the true and strong plea to be 
urged upon every man that the liberties of Europe were 
in danger from the aggressions of a. military despot. In 
America, there was really nothing to be said to the soldier 
of any rank, to warm his heart and rouse his spirit. The 
warfare, naturally, never rose higher than the mere doing 
as much mischief as possible on both sides. 

During the former American war, the manufacture of 
woollens had been set up, on the small scale then suitable 
to the population, in the United States. After the peace, 
there had been very large importations from England, and 
the domestio manufacture had not expanded. It was, in 
fact, only that making of home-spun fabrics in rural dis
tricts which was not, at that time, wholly obsolete in our 
own country. After the operation of our Orders in Council 
began to be felt, the inhabitants of the New England 
States devised means for rendering their country inde
pendent of us in regard to the clothing of their navy, and 
other classes to whom it was not convenient to spin at 
home. Several companies were formed, in Massachusetts 
particularly, for the manufacture of woollen cloths; to 
which the manufacture of cotton was afterwards added. 
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Since the embargo of 1807 (which was repealed, without 
perceptible advantage, in 1809), and the interruption of 
oommercial relatwIllI with Europe, the manufacture had 
largely increased, especially in Massachusetts; and at the. 
time of the peace in 1815, we find that twenty-four com
panies were inoorporated in that state alone. The dread 
of war entertained by the parties concerned in this branch 
of industry was extreme. They had no belief that any 
war that oould be carried on between England and them
selves oould throw open the commerce of Europe, and ex
tinguish their manufacture. It was not that that they 
dreaded; but the interruption of business at home. They 
did not see why the European powers should not be left 
to manage their own quarrels, while the United States 
quietly cultivated their own resources and raised up 
an interlltate trade; the Southern States exchanging 
their agricultural products for the manufactures of the 
north. There was a standing charge agaiIlllt Jefferson of 
favouring the French, in hatred of England; and the 
charge was extended to Madison, now President. He was 
described in the northern newspapers, and even in 
northern legislatures, as the tool of Napoleon in his 
designs agaiIlllt England.. The war was declared useless, 
uncalled for, and detrimental to everybody's interests: 
and it was clear from the beginning that there would be no 
concert between the general Government and the govern
ments of the New England States about the defence of 
the ooast, the calling out of the militia, and the appropria.
-tion of United States'troops. There would be the burden 
of war-taxes, without any adequate defence to the com
mercial States. The men would be called away from the 
mill and the loom; and the factory would be stopped as 
certainly as the tillage on the farms; and at the same 
time, the fishermen on the granite shore would not be 
allowed to put out to sea, nor the small coasters to carry 
produce from port to port. And so it turned out. The 
townsmen had to pay heavily while their earnings were 
stopped. The villagers dared hardly go to their fields in 
the day, or lose themselves in sleep at night, for fear of the 
prowling and howling Indians, with their tomahawks 
and scalping knives-the detestable allies of the British: 

. 20 
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During the ·next autumn, when the purple Beas were 
lapsing among the amethyst islands, in the bays of Massa
chusetts, under the most golden atmosphere in the world, 
the fishermen lay idle among the barberry bushes, seeing 
their boats laid up on the rocks, and the silvery' shoals 
of fish floating by-because of the interdict to leave the 
shore on any pretenpe whatever, lest the British cruizers 
should profit by the capture of their cargoes. There was 
little promise of successful warfare where all the citizens 
.deprecated. the war. The War was, in fact, supported by 
the animus of the Southern States, where the war spirit is 
always kept up by the institution of slavery, and there was 
no commerce to be put to hazard, no Canada at hand to 
.pour down British soldiery upon undefended districts, and 
no Indian foes to exercise at once the cunning of men and 
the ferocity of wild beasts. The successive Presidents 
were Virginians" and the Southern States had the pre
ponderance in Congress; and war was popular there. In 
April, a Secret Committee organized preparations for war: 
and on the 29th of May, while England was aghast at the 
murder of her Prime Minister, a vote was taken in Con~ 
greS!! on'the expediency of a war with England, which 
showed that conflict was inevitable, unless England should 
immediately repeal the Orders in Council. 

In England, however, there was at that time, in fact, no 
government. Five several attempts to form a government; 
in consequence of the death of Mr. Perceval, failed, after 
the loss of precious days in negotiation. Lord Wellesley 
and Mr. Canning were more than ever the only two strong 
men. They were asked to join the Perceval Cabinet. As 
there was to be no change on the Catholic question, and 
I/.S Lord Castlereagh was to remain Foreign Secretary, this 
was, of course, impossible. Then, Lord Wellesley and 
Mr. Canning were requested to form a government. They 
invited Lords Grenville and Grey, announcing that the 
two great objects were to be Catholic Emancipation and the 
vigorous prosecution of the Peninsular War. But Lords 
Grenville and Grey were pledged against the prosecution 
of the Peninsular war. The Regent seized on this as a 
failure, and desired an attempt in another direction. Two 
~ore mixed measures were found to Qe impracticable:, 
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when a fifth negotiation seemed likely to succeed. Lords 
Grenville and Grey were desired to undertake the business 
on their own terms; a.nd everybody supposed there was to, 
be a Grenville Ministry, when a difference arose between 
the two Lords and Lord Moira' about the appointment to 
Household offices. The arrangements were once more 
broken off. By this time, it was the middle of June .. On 
the 17th, Sheridan was to explain in the House of Com
mons the affair 'of the Household appointments; but he 
was taken ill and stopped. On the 19th, he told his story; 
but, on the 18th, the American Government had made its 
Declaration of War. In the House and in the streets it 
was whispered, meanwhile, that the Ministry were quite 
undecided about the Orders in Council, and that their 
repeal might take place any day. The Duke of Norfolk 
had been told so by the Regent. On the 16th, Mr. 
Brougham brought forward his motion for the entire 
repeal of the Orders; and to the amazement of every
body, the Minister~ gave them up, shabbily and awk
wardly, but without any attempt at real opposition. The 
pretence was a French decree which everybody knew to 
be a forgery. At a meeting at Lord Castlereagh's, when 
it was urged that the decree was a forgery, Lord .Castle
reagh's answer was, "Ay, but one does not like to own 
that we are forced to give way to our manufacturers." 
Thus was the policy of England managed in 1812. 

Under the same management it continued for ten years 
from this time, without any change in the principal offices 
of the government. Lord Liverpool now became Prime 
Minister; and he filled that post for fifteen years. The 
country was now to witness. a long pause in that trouble
some part of political business-the formation of a 
Cabinet. It was in June, 1812, that Lord Liverpool 
became Premier; and it was in February, 1827, that he 
was struck down by fatal illness. Here, then, we take 
leave of the troublesome subject of Cabinet-making for a 
long course of years. 

As for. the Orders in Council, there was still hope 
among our suffering manufacturers that when the news 
of the repeal reached America, . the project of war might 
be relinquished: but by that time, men's minds were 

2 G 2 . 
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made up, appropriations had been voted, and the invasion 
of Canada determined on. 

It was on the 1st of June that the President had sent 
down his Message to Congress, detailing at length the 
injuries which Great Britain had inflicted on the interests 
of the United States. The two Houses deliberated with 
closed doors, and, on. the 18th, passed an Act which 
declared the actual existence of, war between the two 
countries. A large meeting was immediately held in 
New York, 'at which it was agreed, by the principal 
citizens, .. that war, one of the greatest calamities which 
afflict mankind, when waged without just cause, is an 
affront to the Divine Being:" that this war, decreed by a 
bare majority (a majority of Qnly thirty) in Congress, 
was unwise: that the country was unprepared, its treasury 
being empty, its revenue impaired by commercial restric
tions. and its commercial property being in the hands of 
its enemies: that the citizens anticipated being subjected 
to the will and power of Napoleon, through the mis
conduct of their rulers: and that, therefore, they had no 
confidence in the existing government of the United 
States. A' meeting of the citizens of Boston passed 
similllr resolutions on the day of the Declaration of War; 
and all the vessels in the harbour displayed their flags 
half-mast high. The Governor of the State, Governor 
Strong, chosen for his opinions at this crisis, refused to 
obey the requisition of the General Government to call 
out ,the militia of Massachusetts; alleging that the law 
authorized his doing so only in case of invasion, actual or 
immediately apprehended: and that he saw no danger of 
invasion at present. Whilst such was the temper of the 
States nearest to Canada, the ports of 'the Slave States 
were busily fitting out privateers, in hope of finding a 
rich booty among the West India Islands. At Baltimore, 
a newspaper editor, who had advocated peace, was 
threatened with violence, his house attacked, and himself 
and his friends, among whom were the two Revolutionary 
Generals, and friends of Washington, Generals Lee and 
Lingan, conveyed to prison for safety from the mob who 
were bent on privateering. The next day the jail was 
forced; General Lee had his skull fractured, and Genel-a.l 
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Lingan was killed on the spot. Such were the demonstra
tions amidst which the Americans went into the war of 
1812. It is certain that Mr. Madison had no personal 
desire for the war, but incurred it because the large majority 
of the people thought it necessary. During the last year 
of his life (1835), he told an English visitor, that it is the 
people who pay for war who ought to decide upon it, and 
not the rulers, who do not personally suffer by it: and he 
spoke of the personal interest which he conceived the 
Regent to have·in the war of 1812, as helping to explain 
its occurrence; at least, its not being more carefully pre
vented. At that time, the Droits of the Admiralty 
carried to the Crown a large share of the captured 
property of the enemy; and Mr. Madison declared that 
the Crown received no less than 1,OOO,OOOl. a year for 
the two years and a half that the last American war 
continued. Such a remark can never again be made by 
an antagonist, as, in the reign of William IV., it was 
settled that all sums accruing from the Droits of the 
Admiralty should be paid into the Exchequer, for publio 
nse. 

The fust measures of the Government did not propitiate 
the people of the Commercial States. The levy of forces 
was declared to be for the protection of the country at 
large. Yet the New England States could obtain no 
defence for their seaboard, because the regular troops 
were wanted for the invasion of Canada, with the object 
of annexing it to the United States. The fust hostile 
act, however, took place at sea. Commodore Rodgers left 
New York presently after the Declaration of War, and 
bt.fore it could be known to the British who were on the 
seas. He carried with him a squadron of ships of war, 
and went in pursuit of a convoy whioh was known to ha,ve 
sailed from the West Indies. On the 23rd of June, he 
fell in with the Belvidere frigate, under Captain Byron, 
and gave chase-without other result than loss o~ life on 
both sides; the first blood shed in the war. Captain 
Byron suppoSl:ld that war was declared, and captured three 
American merchant vessels: but they were released by 
the Commander on the Halifax station. 

The ,invasion of Canada took plac\! in July, when 
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General Hull with his little army crossed the River 
Detroit, entered Canada, and addressed the inhabitants, 
promising high success to the American arms, and 
threatening a war of extermination, if the British should 
employ savages in the conflict. This deadly wrong was, 
however, already done. Indians were already attacking, 
in company with English and Canadians, the fort in the 
island of Mackinaw (or Michilimackinack)-the little 
island of nine miles round, which commands the straits 
between the Lakes Michigan and Huron. There, on the 
white pe"\>bly beach, were the Wigwams set up: among 
the bark-roofed old French cottages, the red men were 
prowling: they crept among the green knolls, and their 
devilish whoop echoed back from the shrubby precipices, 
and spread far over the blue waters of the great inland 
seas. There is hardly such a paradise on earth as that 
little island; but the savages, with their thirst for human 
t{)rture, were brought up into it by Englishmen, and 
hounded on upon men who are our kindred-men of our 
own race, derived from our own country, and speaking 
our own language. This is the unpardonable act from 
which our national reputation in America can with diffi
culty, if ever, recover. This is the incident of the war 
which gave a tone of disgust to the serene conversation 
of the aged Madison when alluding to the war of his 
Presidency. This it was which, even now, makes ter
rible to an English traveller the review of the scenes 
of that war, when accompanied by an American guide. 
One genuine story, learned on such a spot, may convey a 
truer idea of the war than many details of marchings and 
skirmishes: and such a narrative is not, therefore, out of 
place in History. 

There is now a scene of ruin on the margin of Lake 
Elie, a few miles from Buffalo, where, in 1812, there stood 
a strong fort, with walls so thick that they might seem to 
defy any foe. '1'he fort was held by the Americans to the 
last extremity. When the British believed they should 
be able to take it, there was a tremendous explosion. 
Once before there had been an explosion, which had cost 
the lives of several hundreds of our soldiers; but only one 
life was lost on this occasion: and that. was the life of a 
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hero. The Americans found themselves obliged to aban~ 
don the fort: and, for the sake of the town of Buffalo, 
and the whole of the neighbouring frontie1'8, one man 
remained to blow up the magazine. The Buffalo people 
knew when the deed was done; for their windows were 
destroyed by the explosion. Huge fragments of the 
massy walls now lie overgrown with tall grass, and 
bristling with shrubbery. The grim forest .stretches its 
dark palisade behind, with the ruins of a deserted house 
within its shadow; and before, spreads the waste of 
waters, with gulls dipping and floating. In the very 
midst of the fort lies a pool, overhung by a single birch 
and on the bulrush sways the solitary snipe, regardless of 
the meditative stranger. This was, in 1812, the strong 
and busy Fort Erie-the terror of Indians. and the coveted 
of the English; but the English never obtained it. Not 
the more for this were the Buffalo people safe. Among 
the families, there was one whose lot is a fair sample of 
the fortunes of bordere1'8 in those days-hard as it seems 
to believe that lIuch things could have happened so 
lately. Fil'Bt, the head of the family and his eldest son 
were drowned in crossing the neighbouring ferry, on 
military service. When the storming of Fort Erie was 
approaching, the widow sent away her young children 
into the country, in a waggon, under the care of her son
in-law and his wife. The difficulty of getting away was 
extreme; and the party had not gone far when they fell 
in with some Indians,. who turned them back. Some 
incident having drawn off the attention of the savages, 
the brother-in-law wheeLed hiswaggon into the woods, 
and got off. But he had no means of sending warning to 
the widow and her two daughte1'8 in Buffalo, whom he 
was to have conveyed away the next morning. 

The ladies were on the watch, however. For three 
weeks, they had lain down in their clothes-one watching 
while the others slept. The ordinary dread of an invading 
enemy is wholly unlike, in kind and degree, the loathing 
with which the white Americans regard an Indisn foe; a 
foe which will seize a settler's family during his absence, 
and leave their limbs, tongues, and ears, stuck upon the 
paling~ of his dwelling, to inform him, on his return, what 
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haa become of them. The insidious and cruel enemy were 
known to be near; and in the town were many who were 
burning with the injuries inflicted by their barbarity. 
Worn by dread and expectation. the widow and her 
daughters could snatch but a troubled. sleep at best. From 
this they were awakened. twice this night: once early 
when it was found that the drum had given a false alarm. 
At four in ~e morning, the hoarse drum was again heard; 
and. deadly sick at heart, the ladies sprang from their beds. 
The younger sister (of sixteen) stole to a back window; 
and the elder looked. into the streets. She saw, by the 
torch-light, the soldiers part and fly: but her sister saw, in 
the uncertain glimmer of the dawn. something worse. An 
interminable number of painted. savages were leaping the 
garden-fence-leaping along the walks like kangaroos, 
flourishing their tomahawks for a blow upon the house door. 
It was too late to fly. Before the front door could be 
opened. the back windows came crashing in. and the yelling 
savages seized. the ladies. The captives put on the most 
submi8Bive air poBBible. A woman on the opposite door
step lay tomahawked. from having defied. the Indians. 
Some squaW1l drove these ladies through the streets, 
between burning houses, and among bleeding corpses, to 
the British encampment. The British commander could 
do nothing with helpless women in his camp; and he sent 
the ladies home, under the care of an ensign and a private, 
w~o had extreme difficulty in saving the women and their 
house. For two days, it was a constant struggle at the 
door; and at the end of that time, the house was almost 
the only one left standing. The flames were, in some 
places, actually slaked with blood. A few of the in
habitants barricaded themselves in the jail: others stole 
out to the woods, with their money, and whatever they 
could carry about them. When the Indians found nothing 
more to burn and destroy, they went elsewhere j and the 
inhabitants began to creep back to the town, ehivering and 
half famished. The windows of the now lone house were 
carefully darkened. and a large fire kept up all the day 
and night-the ladies cooking for hungry applicants, as 
fast as food could be procured. When too weary to st.and. 
they slept. one at a time. before the fire. The younger 
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daughter gained nerve as time went on, and, making her
lelf look like an Indian, with a blanket about her shoulders, 
went out into the wintry night, to forage for food. She 
traced the hogs in the snow, and caught many fowls in 
the dark. But the lavages came again. They could not 
prevail on themselves to leave the house standing; and 
they burst in the windows, while six men from the woods 
were eating within. As the six men fled, the poor girl, 
who was cooking for them, naturally fled with them; 
but, recollecting herself, she looked back. A savage was 
coming on, with his kangaroo leap, and his raised toma
hawk. In another moment, her skull would have been 
cleft. She burst into a laugh in his face, and held out 
both her hands. The savage was surprised and perplexed, 
and his weapon swerved. He motioned her homewards: 
but she could not obtain entrance. Persuaded that her 
mother and sister lay murdered within, she became reckless, 
and thrust her way through the Indians to some British 
dragoons, who were sitting on the ground a long way off. 
Amazed at her escape, they guarded her home, and pro
tected her sister and mother, till the savages had finally 
departed. Then. the family had nothing left but the bare 
house over their heads-neither furniture, food not clothes. 
But they earned their living by working for the towus
people, as they dropped back into the place; and the 
young creature, whose brain had not turned at the sight 
of the suspended tomahawk, became the wife of a judge. 

A true picture, like this, of the American war of 1812-14, 
will enable the next generation to understand how Ame
ricans must have felt-ii'om President Madison dowu to 
the humblest settler in the woods-towards an antago
nist who could bring into the conflict savages of too low 
an order to be under military command. 

By the aid of such allies, the British took Mackinaw; 
and General Hull, failing in his attempts upon Canada, 
surrendered the important fort of Detroit, with its guns, 
and 2,500 men. On the sea, the Americans had the ad
vantage-greatly 10 the, consternation of England, whose 
naval supremacy had, for some years, been undisputed • 

. The American frigates of a. rating corresponding to the 
British ,were, in Iize, weight of metal, and manning, almost 
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equal to our ships of the line. It was some time before 
our proud and fearless naval commanders became suffi
cientlyaware oUhis; and,.till they had learned caution, 
the Americans had all their own way at sea. In August, 
thay took the English frigate Guerrier: and, during the 
rest of the year, inflicted various other mortifications on 
our naval pride, besides enriching themselves by a success
ful course of privateering. The English people began to 
demand mor~ energetic measures against a naval foe 
whom they could no longer despise; and, on the 26th of 
December, the Regent issued a· public notice, that the 
port!'! and harbours of the Chesapeake and Dela.ware were 
in a state of blockade. 

This blockade enabled the British to do some mischief 
on the rivers, and by excursions up the country, here and 
there: but during 1813, the Americans had still the ad
vantage at sea: and our force on the great lakes could 
not compete with theirs. As for the wisdom at head
quarters, under which the war was to be conducted, it 
was not likely to show itself more to our commanders in 
America than to Wellington in Spain; and one anecdote 
suffices to show what it was. When the British were to 
encounter the Americans on the great lakes, water-casks 
were sent out, at large cost of money and trouble. the 
officials at home having forgotten (if indeed they knew) 
that the lake-water was fresh. This was of a piece with 
sending out to Wellington, shoes not only unfit for servioe 
among the Pyrenees, but too small for any soldiers to wear. 

On the 30th of March, just aftel' Mr. Madison had resumed 
office on his re-election as President, the Regent issued a 
second notice, declaring a blockade of the ports and 
harbours of New York, Charleston, Port Royal, ~avannah, 
and the mouth of the Mississippi. No deoisive battles 
were fought during the year. The Amerioans failed in 
new attempts against Canada; and, on the other hand, the 
British lost their city of York (now Toronto), the capital 
of Upper Canada, with 300 men and considerable stores. 
In May, tne Emperor ·of Russia offered his mediation 
between the belligerents. The American government, 
while bating nothing of its complaints of Great Britain, 
evidenced a desire for 'peace, by proposing to send three 
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Commissioners to Europe to negotiate a treaty, nnder the 
auspices of Russia. '1'he British government declined the 
intervention of Russia; but expressed a. desire for peace, 
and proposed to appoint Commissioners to meet those of 
the United States, if the meeting was held either in 
London or at Gottenburg. Meantime, the war went on. 
lt was a disheartening fact to the British that a formi~ 
dable portion of the foes they had now to meet was 
actually arrayed against them by their own government. 
In answer to the complaints of the American government 
of the impressment of their seamen by the British, Lord 
Castlereagh declared in parliament that not more than 
1,600 or 1,700 Americans could be found in our navy; 
and Mr. Baring'S reply testified that not less than 16,000 
British sailors were serving in the navy of the United 
States. The long war, the severity of impressment in 
England, and the unrelieved fatigues of the service, had 
so far destroyed national attachment in a multitude of 
British sailors, that they were eager to take service in a 
foreign state whose identity of language with our own 
made such. a measure safe.-A more important adverse 
influence was the exiled Irish, who might be found every
where in the United States. The British Ambassador, 
just returned thence, declared in parliament, that" there 
were no fewer than six United Irishmen in the American 
Congress, remarkable for their inveterate hostility to this 
country, for the war with which they had all voted." 
There were others from Ireland who were guiltless of 
all political offence, but more hostile to England than 
any native born American. For one instance, there were 
the sons of a clergyman who was quietly said to have 
" lost his life in the rebellion of 1798." This clergyman. 
a man of learning, wit, and gay spirit, was a neighbour 
of Lord Londonderry, and a favourite guest at his table. 
H~ was charged, secretly, with having written one or 
more patriotic songs found among the soldiers. He was 
seized at his "parsonage, dragged before a few officer!!, who 
scarcely pretended to offer the forms of a trial, even by 
martial law, and ordered him immediately to the gibbet. 
To his wife's entreaties for time to bring evidence, the 
answeJ;.was that the only favour they. could grant her was 
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to allow her to attend her husband to his death. She did 
80. He was immediately hanged in his own parish, with 
his wife at the foot of the gallowit. One son was a growing 
youth: another was four years old. He could not think 
what was the matter with his mother that night. She sat 
all night beside the bed, on which lay something covered 
with a sheet. Her eyes were very wide open: and she 
sat, all those hours, with a deep red spot on each cheek, 
staring at the wall •.. The child dared not move, but sat 
on his stool in a corner, watching his mother. That boy 
followed his brother in saying that he would never belong 
to England. Their mother, surrounded by hungering 
children, encouraged them in this, and sent back, without 
message, the clothes and money which their great neigh
bours left at their door. The eldest son went immediately 
to America, and was an active citizen there, while Lord 
Castlereagh (whom his father had known 110 well) was 
conducting the American war. This young man, animated 
by his burning l(YVe of Ireland, of his mother, and ()f the 
memory of his father, used his fine facultie& well, and 
became not ooly the wealthiest citizen of Louisiana, but 
Judge of the Supreme Court of that State, and one of the 
most important members of the Senate at Washington. 
In that position, he had more-power, in any question be
tween Great Britain and the U:nite~ States:, than any man 
out of the Cabinet could have on our side the water. He 
invited ()ver the rest ()f the family as he became able to 
offer them a vocation and a home: and that fa:mily is- only 
one specimen of a large class of haters of England (the 
England of the Pitts, Sidmouths, and Castlereaghs), who 
were planted down in aU districts, and scattered through 
all the political councils of the United States, during the 
war of 1812. 

One of the most threatening inflictions of the war arose 
out of the presence of this class in America. In that 
country, it was considered a matter of course that immi
grants, coming to settle for life, should transfer their 
allegiance from their native to their adopted country: but 
in Europe, such a transfer was held to be impossible. 
Out of the determination of the British government, to 
treat a8 traitors all prisoners of war found to be of British, 
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Irish. or colonial origin, arose one of the most painful 
complications of this lamentable quarrel. The British 
commander in Canada declared, in the General Orders 
published on the 27th of October, 1813, that twenty-three 
prisoners of war had been sent to England as British 
subjects. to be dealt with in that capacity. The American 
general, Dearborn, was immediately instructed to put into 
close confinement twenty-three British soldiers, as host
ages for the safety of those who were gone to England. 
This was followed up by the PrinrA3 Regent committing 
to close confinement forty-six American officers and non
commissioned officers, as hostages for the safety of his 
twenty-three soldiers. He intimated that double the 
number of executions should take place on the British side 
for any on the American: and that. the villages, coast towns, 
cities, and settlements of every kind in the United States, 
should suffer from the extremest vengeance of his forces, in 
case of any retaliatory act of the Americans, when he was 
dealing with his own subjects. The year 1813 closed 
upon these menaces; and the two countries remained on 
the watch for a revival of the worst warfare of the darkest 
ages. Both governments, however, thought better of the 
matter, and the cruelty and scandal were avoided. In 
April. 1814, a convention for the exchange of prisoners 
was discussed between two commanders; and in July this 
convention was reconsidered by a party of officers at the 
suggestion of the American government. The convention 
wall agreed to; and the opportunity was taken of includ
ing among the exchangeable prisoners the twenty-three 
British soldiers and forty-six American officers who had 
been confined as hostages. 

The war did not become more popular as it proceeded. 
The citizens of the United States suffered in all directions, 
while they had not the animating principle which had 
supported them under their privations in the war of the 
last century. No decisive advantage was gained on either 
side, while the revenue was falling olf, and public spirit 
oozing away. - In March, 1814, the President found it 
necessary to propose the repeal of the embargo and non
importation acts, under which the commerce of the country 
had ~ into ruin. Just when the merchants wenl b&-
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ginning'to hope for a revival of trade from this relaxation, 
they were thrown back into discouragement by the ex
tension of the blockade by the British. Hitherto, it had 
extended from Long Island Sound to the south: and now 
it was to be stretched northwards to the British boundary 
in New Brunswick. The President declared by proclama
tion his conviction that a blockade of such extent could 
not be maintained; pomted out that it had not succeeded 
in its more limited range; and desired that all possible 
protection and service should be rendered to neutral vessels 
disposed to trade with the United States. 

By this time, midsummer, the troops sent from Bor
deaux, after the close ,of the Peninsular war, were about 
to arrive at Quebec: and it was not before they were 
wanted. In the frequent conflicts on the borders of Canada 
many hundreds of lives were lost, while the success was 
so shifting, that no permanent advantage was gained by 
either party. The British declared that the Americans 
were improving wonderfully in military ability; and there 
was so strong a persuasion that they were aided by 
treachery in Canada, that & considerable number of 
British subjects on the frontier were brought "to trial. 
Fifteen were convicted, and eight were hanged in the dis
trict of Niagara, in May. 1.'he arrival of the Peninsular 
troops in such a season was a matter of great rejoicing. 

Meantime, a plan was under consideration, further south, 
for making the blockade serve some other purpose than 
irritating and annoying the residents in the ports. While 
a man of war and some boats proceeded up the Chesapeake, 
and threatened Baltimore, as a diversion, a blow was to 
be struck at the Capital. One expedition went up the 
Potomac, to attack Fort Washington; and another up the 
Patusent, where the American Commodore, Barney, was 
stationed with his flotilla. If the Fort and the Com
modore could be overpowered, the two divisions of the 
British would be within an easy march of the seat of 

• Government. Thus far, there was nothing to find fault 
with. The enterprise was fair, under all the rules of war. 
But there was an ulterior purpose, which, it is believed, 
was concealed from all the officers in the two expeditions, 
except those actually entrusted with the commission. It 
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is believed that the officers who, in their passage up the 
Potomac, sailed before Mount Vernon, under the very 
windows of Washington's house, were not aware of the 
barbarous nature of their errand; and this is probably 
true ; for they assembled on deck, and gazed bareheaded, 
on the piazza and the green terrace where the patriot 
was wont to pace to and fro, as he meditated his virtuous 
acts. These officers saw his dwelling, and . they saw his 
tomb; and they manifested a raverence which would 
have hidden itself in shame, if they had known what an 
errand they were sent on.:-Commodore Bamey, seeing 
himself sure to be overpowered, blew up his whole flotilla. 
Sixteen vessels were destroyed, and one captured. In the 
other direction, Fort Washington could not hold out; for 
its powder-magazine blew up, as soon as the British com
mander, Captain Gordon, began to bombard it. The com
mercial city of Alexandria, :five miles from Washington, 
was thus left helpless; and it submitted. Not only was 
the city to deliver up all its vessels and stores, and all its 
merchandize, but its public buildings and works were to 
be destroyed. Happily, there was not time to cO!p.plete 
the ravage. Owing to the. difficulty of the navigation, 
and the want of pilots, Captain Gordon had been ten days 
in ascending the Potomac. He had buoyed the channel, 
in preparation for his return; but he was too late to 
aid in the capture of Washington; and the question now 
was, whether he was not too late to carry back his force 
and his booty; for the Americans were gathering to 
intercept him. Leaving much of his booty behind, he 
turned seawards on the 29th of August. The winds were 
contrary; and one of his vessels grounded, in face of an 
American force upon the banks: but, after some :fighting 
and much anxiety, the expedition regained its anchoring 
ground in the Chesapeake on the 9th of September. 

The other half of the expedition had destroyed Wash
ington-that is, all that made it the capital of the United 
States.-before Captain Gordon left Alexandria. 'I'he 
British captlH.'ed ten pieces of cannon, and lost only 250 
men, killed and wounded, in their march into Washington. 
It was eight in the evening, of the 24th of August, when 

; Gener~. Ross and his little army entered the city. BeforQ 
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it was dark the Capitol was burning; and the incen
diarism did not cease till the Houses of Congress, the 
arsenal, the treasury, the dockyard, the war-office, the 
White House (the President's palace), the rope-walk, the 
great bridge over the Potomac, a frigate, and a sloop of 
war, were all destroyed. To avoid the onset of forces 
raised by rage and vengeance, the British lost no time in 
retreating. Before dark on the 25th, they were on their 
way back. Admiral .Cockburn claimed and had the ques
tionable honour of planning this expedition, and arranging 
its details. It is an honour which no man, probably, 
would now covet. The Americans themselves were hardly 
more indignant at the nature of the ravage than the 
inhabitants of every country in Europe who heard of it. 
The calamities .of war were too well known to Europeans; 
but everywhere they had seen respect paid to the seats 
and offices of civil government, to works of art and pro
ductions .of pacific use or ornament. The British in 
Washington had, for the most part, respected private 
property, and had been civil to the residents; but, by 
their .destruction of government offices, and the early 
specimens of art among a youthful people, they had shown 
a barbaric spirit of which every continental nation would 
have been ashamed. 

The Americans were almost as, angry with their own 
government as with the British; and it appears strange 
that the capital should have been left so ill defended. 
The war was soon to come to an end now; for the Com
missioners in Europe were busy at their work of framing a 
treaty. Before they had done, the British had failed in a 
rash and ill-managed attack on the city of Baltimore, in 
which General Ross and many more brave soldiers from 
Spain were killed; they had succeeded in obtaining pos
session of the region lying east of the Penobscot river, in 
the State of Maine; and they had failed in an inroad upon 
Lake Champlain from which much was expected. The 
troops from the Peninsula were there, far outnumbering 
the Americans: but the repulse and defeat of the British 
before Plattsburg were decisive, and their loss considerable, 
while the enemy suffered but little. The people of Can ad&, 
were noW'. as discontente~ with their .authorities as the 
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. .Americans with theirs, about the capture of Washington: 
and it was well that the Commissioners at Ghent were 
coming to an understanding. 

It was at Ghent, and not at Gottenburg, for reasons of 
convenience, that the Commissioners were sitting. The 
three British were Lord Gambier, Mr. Goulburn, and Mr. 
Adams. The four American plenipotentiaries were, John 
Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, J. A. Bayard, and Jonathan 
RU88ell. The first set of stipulations, proposed by Great 
Britain, were laid before Congress by the President early 
in October, and at once rejected. The President, in the 
midst of difficulties at home, did not choose to incur the 
responsibility of rejecting the terms offered by England; 
and he, therefore, ventured upon the unusual act of laying 
before the people the terms of a negotiation yet in sus
pense. Massachusetts and other New England States 
were in open discontent about the war, and proceeding to 
take the matter into their own hands. The treasury was 
empty; and the list of new taxes, found to be necessary, 
was such as it required some courage to bring forward. 

Napoleon had, by tliis time, fallen; Great Britain was 
released from continental warfare, and was formidable tQ 
America in proportion. Under such circumstances, it is no 
wonder that the President cast upon Congress the res
ponsibility of declining the terms of peace. Congress pro
ceeded, without delay, to ordain a vast increase of force, 
and amendment of the means of defence; and it was with 
deep sadneB8 of heart that the citizens prepared themselves 
for a new campaign in the spring, and an indefinite con
tinuance of the war. But the Commissioners at Ghent 
were compromising their differences, and in so hearty a 
spirit, that they were able to sign their treaty on the 24th 
of December. 

It was sad that there was .. no little bird to carry the 
matter." For want of knowing what was done at Ghent, 
a needless and disastrous battle was fought at New 
Orleans. On Christmas Day, the day after the signature 

. of the treaty, Sir Edward Pakenham chose his ground, 
within six miles of New Orlean&--the Americans having 
better defences of canal and river than himself, and his 
troops being fatigued by the difficult and hazardous ascent 

2H 
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from the mouth of the Mississippi-a distance of 110 miles 
of muddy rushing river and treacherous swamp. The 
American sbarp-shooters, hanging round, now allowed his 
troops no continued sleep. It was clear that the British 
could do nothing, but by erecting batteries. The prepa
ration of these, and the bringing up of heavy cannon and 
ammunition, occupied the few remaining days of the year. 
The Americans made their parapets of the earth, filled up 
in the intervals with a few cotton bags. In imitation of 
these bags; the British made their breastwork of barrels of 
molasses and sugar. The American material was the best 
of the two for resistance to cannon-balls. The battle of 
New Year's Day, 1815, destroyed the breastwork of the 
British, and spilled all the molasses and sugar: and it 
wasted a vast quantity of ammunition, and of human 
strength, without any clear result. The great and fatal 
battle was fought, four miles from the city, on the 7th of 
January. The Americans fought under cover, and had 
only six men killed and seven wounded; while the British 
lay in bloody heaps all over the field. Their total loss, in 
the whole expedition, was 3,000 men. 

The Americans, under General Jackson, afterwards 
President, were wide awake and well commanded: the 
British were wearied, and ill commanded. Those who see 
the battle-field now can scarcely cpnceive that any soldiery 
should have been required to spread themselves out over 
a wide level wholly without shelter or hollow, to be 
slaughtered by men under cover. But it was not only 
this. A canal was attempted to be dug, in a soil which 
melted into the water as fast as it was stirred, and in 
which boats were mere impediments. Ladders were for
gotten when breast-works were to be mounted. An ex
pedition sent over the river, to capture a battery, was three 
hours behind its time, from unforeseen hindrances. Every-

! thing went wrong; and, at a critical moment, Sir Edward 
Pakenham was killed; and then the two generals who 
succeeded him were carried off the field wounded; one 
mortally. There is little doubt, from the vast loss in 
officers, that they were picked off by marksmen behind 
the American breastworks. And this proved the quickest 
'Way of putting an end to the fighting. When the men 
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were bewildered, for Jack of leaders, they took flight in . 
extreme disorder. General Lambert, on whom the com
mand devolved, brought up the reserve, to· enable them 
to rally by covering their flight: and, when they were 
reassembled in something like order, he despatched a flag 
of truce with a request for time to collect and bury his 
dead. 

On the American side, as has been said, all was vigilance 
and prudence. It has been remarked upon, in a somewhat 
scoruful tone, that they never came out from their defences : 
but it is difficult to see why they should. They did not 
seek the conflict. They were invaded; they fought in 
self-defence, and they gained their objects. They saved 
their city; they disabled the enemy, and they threw away 
no lives uselessly. No instances of cowardice are on 
record, but several of bravery. The patriotic citizen 
spirit, animating the faculties, is perhaps the most remark
able feature in the case of the invaded. In a country 
house, four miles from New Orleans, a yoVth was sitting 
at dinner, twelve days before the great battle, when one 
of his father's slaves came in, and told him that there 
were some men in red coats in the yard. Instantly 
comprehending that the American scouts had been cap
tured, the youth bolted through the window, and into 
a canoe, and crossed the vast river amidst a shower of 
balls; laid hands on a horse, and galloped to the city, 
where the troops were, on his information, collected by 
drum and bell. In twelve hours, New Orleans was pre
pared. Every body supposed the British would follow the 
trusty scout: and, if they had, they would have taken 
possession of New Orleans almost without having to strike 
a blow. Why they did not, the· Americans do not at this 
hour understand. Sir Edward Pakenham was very near 
dying before the battle. His head-quarters were at a 
house still conspicuous on the plain. He and some of his 
officers were standing in the balcony, when they were 
recognised by some spying Americans at a distance. A 
gunner was ordered to aim at them. Seeing the import
ance of the shot, he lost nerve, and struck the river, a. 
mile off. Being ordered to retire, and aware that this was 
the crisis of his professional .fate, he implored that he 

, 2H2 
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might have one more chance. It was granted; and he 
hit the pillar which supported the balcony, immediately 
under the feet of the officers, who hurried into the house. 

It was not till the 18th of January that General 
Lambert moved off. The retreat was well managed and 
orderly; and the Americans did not interfere with it. 
Many British soldiers, worn beyond endurance, deserted: 
and ten pieces of cannon were left behind-disabled. The 
broken and mortified expedition got back to the ships, 
off the mouth of the Mississippi, indisposed for further 
enterprise; and the delighted citizens of New Orleans 
celebrated the fame of General Jackson, as "the Con, 
queror of the conquerors of Napoleon." In a little while 
arrived the news that peace had been agreed upon before 
the young planter had so hastily left his dinner. When 
the tidings reached the shores of the Gulf of Mexico, the 
garrison of Fort Mobile had surrendered to Admiral 
Cochrane and General Lambert. They considered it a 
good basis fol' operations on the Mississippi; but the 
British had now nothing more to do with the great river 
but to trade upon it. 

The Treaty of Ghent left almost every thing where it 
was before the war. The mutual concessions of parties, 
both eager for peace, amounted to little more than post
poning the most difficult questions for future settlement. 
This was the case with regard to the supremely important 
point of the boundaries. Commissioners were to negotiate 
this hereafter. The Indians were to possess the territories 
and privileges they had before the war, and to remain un
molested by the whites on both sides. Both parties were 
to use every effort for the abolition of the Slave-Trade 
Nothing was gained, on either side, in regard to the osten
sible objects of the war; and a senator from New York 
declared, in Congress, that the Treaty of Ghent was less 
favourable to his country than that negotiated by Pinckney 
and Monroe in 1808, which Jefferson thought unworthy of 
being even laid before the Congress. Yet, so glad was 
New York of even this peace, that the Englishman who 
carried out the ratification was borne in triumph, and 
amidst a tumult of welcome through the streets of the city. 
The President was relieved from a most embarassing 
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position: the State was suddenly relieved from Ii threat
ening political quarrel; the commerce of the Eastern 
States was relieved from the restrictions and perils of war: 
and the agriculture of the south and west, from Ii ruinous 
burden of taxation. The English were enabled to declare 
themselves at peace with all the world; and it only ra-
mained for all to wish that the folly and crime had never 
been committed, and that from among the reoords of 
History could be torn that page which must contain the 
narrative of the bootless war of 1812-15. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

The Regent and his Family-The Princess Charlotte-Her suitors: 
the Prince of Orange-Her flight to her Mother-Priuce Leopold of 
Saxe Cobourg-Marriage-Irish Affairs-The Press-Mr. Perry"':' 
Mr. Cobbett-Mr. Scott-The Hunts-Printers' Name Bill-Creation 
of Vice-ChanceUorship-Attainder-High Treason Sentence-East 
India Company's Charter-Chnrch Establishment in India,-Educa.
tion-Bible Societies-Joanna Southcote-New plan of Finance
Stock Exchange Fraud-Extraordinary Weather-Burning of the 
Custom House.~1812-H.] 

IN proportion as the King's recovery became more hopeless, 
publio attention was fixed on the family of the Regent. 
It was not an agreeable spectacle--the prooeedings of that 
unhappy family; but the only child, the young Princess' 
who was to be our Queen, was an object of hope and of 
strong popular affection. Her mother was showing a bold
ness which we now know to have been nothing short of 
audacity. She was perpetually calling for the produc
tion of papers, recording an inquiry made into her con
duot in 1806. ,We know, from Sir S. Romilly's Diary, 
that the production of those papers would have ruined her 
reputation with the people of England. She was, no 
doubt, well aW\lre that the Ministers darell not, for their 
own sakes, produce these papers. The fact was so : her 
boldness naturally and properly won confidence:, her 
cause rose with every debate in pa:diament on her affairs: 
and on her husband rested the entire censure called forth' 
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by her case. Censurable as his conduct towards her had 
been, he now suffered under more blame than was just. 
He was very unhappy. In 1811, we :find him growing 
"serious;" reading the Bible daily with Lady Hertford. 
But his occasional fits of religion did not improve his 
temper or his habits. He was as selfish and as vindictive 
in -the midst· of them as before. After Lords Grenville 
and Grey had refused office, in February, 1812, the 
Regent spoke against them in such violent terms at table, 
on occasion of giving a dinner to his daughter, that the 
Princess shed tears. From table she went to the Opera, 
and, seeing Lord Grey, kissed her hand to him, and smiled 
upon him very graciously. It was a bitter mortification 
to her when, in June, her friends, on the very verge of 
office, were turned back for the sake of the Hertfords and 
the Yarmouths who were in the Household. It should be 
mentioned that the fault, in this case, did not rest with 
the Hertfords and the Yarmouths, or any other members 
of the Household; nor yet with Lord Moira, the represen
tative of the Regent: and much less, with Lords Grenville 
and Grey. It was Sheridan, now battered and broken by 
dissipation, and sinking under habits of intoxication, who 
had it in his power to do this great mischief-of keeping 
out Lords Grey and Grenville. He did it by a trick, the 
meanness of which he was wholly'unable to explain away. 
Lord Yarmouth formally commissioned Sheridan to convey 
to Lords Grey and Grenville the intention of the Houser 
hold to resign. Sheridan first strove to change this pur
pose; then suppressed the intelligence of it; and 1ll8tly, 
when questioned by Mr. Tierney on the subject, offered 
to bet five hundred guineas that nobody in the Houser 
hold thought of resigning. It was understood that he 
acted in this manner to please the Regent; but this is 
no excuse, and merely implicates another person in the 
dishonour. When the' new Parliament met, after the 
change of Ministry, the Regent went to open it, and the 
Princess Charlotte to witness the ceremony. The father 
was received, in the streets, "with the deepest and most 
humiliating silence:" the daughter with loud and re
peated huzzas. 

In the next Januarv. the PIincess. havin!!' now com-
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pleted her 17th year, was watched, at home and through
out the kingdom; her proceedings being no longer those 
of a. child. Her father ordered new restrictions on her 
intercourse with her mother. The mother remonstrated 
in a. letter: the letter was twice returned unopened
through the repugnance of the Regent to hold any com
munication whatever with the person whose very hand
writing vexed his eyes. When the letter appeared in the. 
newspapers, and was read by every body but himself, he 
was compelled to take Bome notice of it ; and he summoned 
a. Privy Council to advil!e him how to deal with it. There 
was no practical result, except upon the warm temper of 
the young Princess, who, having no great reason before to 
love her father, was now urged by all her best feelings to 
take part with her mother. Cautious and politic men, 
like the Chancellor, saw the mischief that was done, and 
would have no hand in the doing of it: and the conse
quence was that the Regent treated Lord Eldon with so 
much unkindness, that the unhappy courtier declared him
self" too low, and too ill, to mix with the world," and was 
in full expectation of having to resign his office. He had 
been near losing the Great Seal in a different way, a. few 
weeks before. A fire breaking out in his country house 
when he was there, the Chancellor's first thought was of 
the Great Seal; and he buried it with his own hands. 
After the confusion of the fire, he could not remember 
where he had buried it; and it was not till the whole 
household had dug and probed for some time that it was 
recovered. He did not lose the Chancellorship just now, 
however; and the Regent' was friendly to him on all 
other subjects than that of the wife and daughter. At the 
end of the year, 1813, the young Princess was confirmed 
at Windsor. In the spring, it was universally believed that 
she was to be married. The King of Holland, in an ad
dress to his States, spoke of the approaching marriage of 
his heir, the Prince of Orange, with the heiress of the 
English throue. No reason was assigned for the rupture 
of the engagement; but incidents enough occurred in the 
early part of the summer to occasion abundant speculation. 

It was the summer of the Peace, when the allied 
Sovereigns visited London. The Queen held two drawing 
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rooms. An intimation reached her that the Princess of 
Wales intended to appear at one of them. As the Regent 
must be present, the Queen was compelled to intimate to 
the Princess that she could not be received. Once more, 
the Princess had the matter carried before the House of 
Commons, where there was a debate upon it. On the 
12th of the next month. the Regent visited his daughter, 
accompanied by her tutor, the Bishop of Salisbury, and 
informed her, in a manner universally believed to have 
been startling and harsh, that her servants were dismissed, 
and that she must immediately go home with him to Carl
ton House. 'The P;rincess retired, not only from his pre
sence, but from the house. With a little basket in her 
hand, she escaped by a back-staircase, threw herself into 
a hackney-coach, and desired to be driven to Connaught 
House, her mother's present residence. Her mother, 
much embarrassed, drove down to the House of Commons, 
to ask her advisers what she ought to do. Mr. Brougham 
returned with her. It was three in the moming before 
the young Princess yielded to the advice of her uncles, 
the Dukes of York and Sussex, Mr. Brougham, and the 
Chancellor, and permitted herself to be conveyed to 
Carlton House. After a short residence there, she was 
removed to Cranbourne House, near ·Windsor, which was 
now considered her fixed residence. Her mother, harassed 
and mortified by the neglect with which she had been 
treated during this summer of fetes and universal alli
ance, went abroad. She at first proposed merely a short 
visit to her brother, the Duke of Brunswick: but from 
his Court she proceeded to Italy; and when nothing was 
heard of any intention to return, the Regent began to 
hope that he was rid of her for ever. 

The natural inference from what people saw, in the 
case of the Prince of Orange, was that the Princess 
Charlotte was attached elsewhere, or that the young 
people, on meeting, did not like each· other. If the 
Princess had an attachment elsewhere, it was not, as yet, 
to her future husband, though they were married in less. 
than two years from this time. Prince Leopold of Saxe 
Cobourg was Aide-de-Camp to the Grand Duke Constantine, 
and was in Paris with the conquerors of Napoleon in the 
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spring of this year. He seems to have been always m 
love in those days; and he was now paying attentiolls to 
a young English lady in Paris. On the invitation of her 
relatives, he came over with the sovereigns, saw the 
Princess Charlotte, and supposed himself distinguished 
by her. He offered~ and was refused. He next fell in 
love with a. lady at Vienna, during the session of Congress 
there in the autumn. A friend in London ,wrote to him 
to say that the Princess Charlotte was now free, and that 
he had better not be so open in his attentions to the 
German lady. He returned to London; proposed, and. 
was this time accepted. The amiable Princess Mary was 
deeply interested in this affair. The Duke of Gloucester 
was understood to be necessarily reserved for the Princess 
Charlotte, in case of the heiress of the crown forming no 
other oonnexion: but the Duke of Gloucester and the 
Princess Mary were believed to have been long attached. 
When, on the evening of the 2nd of May, 1815, the 
Princess Charlotte, just married, descended the grand 
staircase at Carlton House, she was met at the foot by the 
Princess Mary, who with her face bathed in tears, opened 
her arms to the bride. The Duke of Gloucester and the 
Princess Mary were married on the 22nd of July following. 

The Irish Disturbances Bill of 1807 had been repealed 
in 1810, on the motion of the Irish Secretary, Mr. Wel-. 
lesley Pole. The time was past for the oonstruction of 
Cabinets on the principle of excluding the Catholics from 
political rights, while it had not come for giving them 
any clear hope of admission to the ordinary privileges of 
citizens.' In order to be ready for any favourable con-. 
tingency, the Catholic body formed themselves into an 
Association which the government in vain endeavoured' 
to put down, during the years 1811 and 1812. In 1813, a' 
relief was obtained by the Catholics which nobody oould 
object to; and Lord Liverpool offered his ready acqui
escence. It was simply provided that Catholic holders of 
any civil or nUlitary office in lreland, who should have 
taken the oaths prescribed by Irish Acts, should be 
exempt elsewhere from p'enalties due in such places for not. 
taking the oaths imposed after the Restoration .. The same 
exemption was to apply in case .of a Cat~olicIrish officer 
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i~ the army being promoted to a higher rank in England. 
As the war drew to a close, more information was brought 
to government of the treasonable combinations which were 
taking place, with a view to keep up a tacit political 
understanding between Ireland and France. Absurd as 
were such schemes, they interfered fatally with the tran
quillity of Ireland, and with the execution of the laws. 
Such was the statement by which Mr. Peel justified his 
request to parliament to revive the Act relating to Irish 
Disturbances which was repealed in 1810. Most of the 
members were satisfied to grant the Act on the mere state
ment of the Irish Secretary. Sir Henry Parnell and Mr. 
Horner met but little support in their demand for a com
mittee, or some other method of ascertaining the facts on 
which parliament was about to legislate. The Act was 
passed before the end of July, together with a milder one 
for the preservation of the peace. In November Mr. Peel 
moved to amend the Bill of July, in regard merely to a 
difficulty in its application, and he took the opportunity 
of explaining that the Peace Preservation Act had been 
needed only in one instance; and then, by desire of re
sidents; while the Insurrection Act had not been nsed at 
all. Amidst the ordinary amount of argument as to 
whether any occasion for so stringent a law had ever 
existed at all, it was clear that now, at the close of fifteen 
years from that Union which was to make all safe, harmo
nious, and prosperous, between England and Ireland, even 
distinguishing the century through all future time, there 
was grievous disappointment on every hand. The Catho
lics still lay under political disabilities, and the people 
were coerced by Insurrection Acts. 'l'he time was to be 
just doubled before the most bitter of Irish complaints 
was to be redressed, after an interval of mischief, misery, 
and apprehension, suffioient for the conversion of even the 
Duke of Wellington and Mr. Peel. 

These were days in which the liberty of the Press was 
assailed by government to an extent which might almcst 
make us doubt whether it could be in our own England 
that the trials took place which became so numerous 
under Sir Vicary Gibbs·-the Attorney-General under the 
Perceval Ministry. The yearly average of informations 
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for libel under the present reign, up to 1808, had been' 
two: in the course of the next three years there had been 
forty; that is, nearly fourteen per year. It did not mend 
,he matter that prosecution did not always follow on the 
filing of informations. In many cases, the Attorney
General kept the matter suspended, when his victims 
would have been glad to have it settled, at almost any 
cost. These facts were brought forward by Lord Folke
stone in parliament, in March, 1811: but his motion for 
papers was rejected by a very large majority. In l!'ebruary, 
1810, Mr. Perry, the able and accomplished editor of the 
• Morning Chroniole,' was brought to trial for having 
copied from the • Examiner' a passage about the King 
declared to be libellous. Mr. Perry defended himself, and 
the jury acquitted him-In the next June, Mr. Cobbett, 
then a man of powerful influence through the combina
tion of vigorous talent in himself, and the prevalence of 
political grievances, was prosecuted for an article in his 
• Political Register' (coarse and violent enough) on 
Military flogging. In those days, it was a heinous offenoe 
to call in question : any principle or practice of naval or 
military discipline; and a man paid dear for expressing 
his feelings on the subjeot of those floggings against 
whioh the world has since made suoh an outory that they 
are well nigh abolished l and with the best results on 
the oharacter of the soldier. In the days under notice, 
two great men-Lord Hutohinson and Sir S. Romilly
could sit together at the Duke of Gloucester's table, and 
tell and hear horrible stories of military floggings; and 
Romilly might groan over the facts in his Diary; but a 
Cobbett, a Scott, a Hunt, might not say the same things 
in a newspaper without danger of fine and imprisonment, 
under a charge of using the press as a means of exciting 
insubordination in t1i.e army. Cobbett defended himself; 
but not with Perry's ability and suocess. He was con
victed, fined 1,0001., and sentenoed to two years' imprison
ment.-A few-weeks afterwards, some remarks on the same 
sore subject were contributed to a Lincolnshire paper, 
'the Stamford News,' by Mr. John Scott, a gentleman of 
high accomplishments and excellent temper, who was 
nevertheless drawn into the perils of libel in those duel-
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ling days, and was shot in a duel by dim moonlight, by 
an antagonist whose intention was not to harm him. 
The article in • the Stamford News' was pounced upon 
by the Attorney-Gener&!; and the Editor, Mr. Drakard, 
steadily refusing to give up the author, was prosecuted. 
The article had been copied into the London • Examiner,' 
edited by the brothers John and Leigh Hunt. The Hunts 
were prosecuted also: and both they and Mr. Drakard 
were defended by Mr. Brougham. The Hunts were ac
quitted, in the face of a very strong charge of Lord Ellen
borough, in which he declared there could be no doubt of 
the seditious intentions of the defendants. A provincial 
jury decided differently in the other case. Mr. Drakard 
was convicted" brought up for judgment to the Court of 
King's Bench, and sentenced to eighteen months' im
prisonment.-Within two years the Hunts were again on 
their trial, for a libel against the Prince Regent. They 
were again defended by Mr. Brougham, and judged by 
Lord Ellenborough, who showed even more violence than 
before; violence so great as to cause not only indignation 
among the whole bar, who felt their professional honour 
wounded. by it, but regret among his brother judges. _ He 
condescended to say that Mr. Brougham was inoculated 
with all the poison of the libel; and that the issue to be 
tried by the jury was, whether Englishmen were to live 
for the future under the dominion of libellers. The 
Hunts were sentenced to two years'imprisonment, and a 
fine of 5001. each. In a subsequent page it will be seen 
what an intolerable pass the government prosecutions for 
libel had reached in five years from this time. 

During the panic of twenty years before, about the 
spread of the principles of the French Revolution, an Act 
had been passed. by which printers were compelled. to put 
their names at the beginning of every publication, and at 
the end of all that extended beyond a single sheet. Under 
this act, great abuses had grown up; the fines being so 
loosely imposed, that informers could take advantage of an 
act of mere carelessness in servants to get master-printers 
fined to the extent of 20,0001. or 30,0001. for a single over
sight. Informers were even found ,to have laid traps, for 
the purpose of obtaining their share of fines. In March. 
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1811, the facts were represented, in a Petition from the 
printers and publishers of the United Kingdom; and 
their cause was pleaded in parliament. It was shown that 
the fine in a single case might be made to amount to 
100,OOOl.: and that every publication yet prpsecuted on 
this ground had been of an innocent and useful nature. 
The Attorney-GeneTal, who had actually been obliged to 
tIring in a Bill to indemnify the convicted publishers, in 
certain cases, now agreed to a suggestion of Sir S. Romilly, 
that a limitation should be fixed to the fining power of 
magistrates. Henceforth, while the magistrate might, at 
hiB discretion, mitigate the fine to 5l., he could not impose 
more than twenty-five penalties of 20l.: that is, 500l. An 
appeal to the Quarter sessions was also allowed, if entered 
within twenty days after conviction. 

Just at the close of the Session of 1812, a Bill was 
brought down from the Cabinet which it is scarcely con
ceivable that the l\Iinisters could have desired to pass im
mediately: yet Lord Castlereagh insisted that they did 
desire and expect it. The lawyers were all absent on cir
cuit, and other members were dropping homewards, when 
the Masters in Chancery brought down to the Commons 
a Bill which Lord Redesdale, under Lord Eldon's sanc
tion, had introduced in the Lords, for creating the Office 
of Vice-Chancellor. The object was to enable the King to 
appoint a barrister of not less than fifteen years' standing 
to be an Assistant to the Chancellor, under the title of Vice
Chancellor of England. He was to be under the direction 
and control of the Chancellor, to be removeable at pleasure, 
to sit whenever and wherever his superior should appoint, 
and to manage such business only as the Chancellor should 
set him to do. It was immediately clear to Romilly and 
others that this was a. lightening of the duties of the 
Chancellor, without any diminution' of its emoluments; 
that it tended to render the office more than ever political, 
and by so much less judicial; and that it would most 
injuriously affect the law and practice of the Court of 
Chancery. 'fhe measure stood over till the next session; 
and meantime, there was a. new parliament. Romilly, 
having been thrown out at the Bristol election, did not 
re-enter tP.e House till after the Christmasrecess. In the 
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interval, he published a pamphlet, setting forth, not his 
political, but his legal objections to the Bill. It was 
brought forward on the 1st of December, with the intention 
of its being passed immediately: but some objections of 
Lord Holland's delayed it till after the holidays. Romilly, 
being by that time in ~e House, opposed it to the utmost 
of his power: but it was passed on the 11 th of March, 1813. 
The salary was 6,OOOl. ayear-flince reduced to 5,0001., with 
a retiring pension of 3,5001. Within a few years, two more 
Vice-Chancellors have been appointed, who receive similar 
emoluments. Since their appointment, a main part of the 
business of the Chancellor's Court has been the rehearing 
of causes brought up by appeal from the Vice-Chancellors' 
courts. Original causes are now usually confined to those 
courts, and tha.t of the Master of the Rolls; while the higher 
court is chiefly occupied with appeals from below. What 
further changes will be necessary in this department of 
the State must inevitably be settled in the course of the 
century. Meantime, it is worthy of remembrance that the 
first grand innovation took place, under the sanction of 
Lord Eldon, in 1813. The new Attorney-General, Plumer, 
was appointed the first Vice-Chancellor; and his place was 
filled by Garrow, the Solicitor-General. 
. It was this Solicitor-General Garrow who had just· 

signalized his name by opposition to two measures of 
Romilly's, which it was a sufficient disgrace to the age that 
Romilly should have to bring forward. The one was to 
remove the corruption of blood in cases of attainder, except 
for certain extreme offences; and the other was to abolish 
the barbarous parts of the process of execution for high 
treason.-The infliction of corruption of blood in' cases of 
attainder-the dreadful evil of visiting the children for 
ever for the offence of the parent-was clearly never 
designed as punishment for offence, but was a. necessary 
consequence of feudal tenures. To those who wonder at 
the obstinacy of men in former ages---&nd the number was 
very considerable-who endured "pressing to death" (a 
torture of many days' duration) rather than plead to an 
indictment, it 18 an affecting explanation that husbands 
and parents endured this for the sake of their wives and 
their posterity. Many a. man has died this horrible death 
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in the Press-yard of Newgate, and in other prisons, rather 
than so plead as that his trial might go on, and sentence 
be reached, and attainder pronounced, and thence his 
widow's dower be forfeited, and oorruption of blood visit 
his descendanta, so that they could not only derive no 
inheritance from him, but oould never derive any title to 
land, or other privileges, since the oourse of transmiss~on 
would be stopped in him. Romilly was ready to show 
that the law had become perverted by change of circum
stances, being made a penalty when such was not the 
original intention: but Garrow did not want to hear any 
explanation, and thought it a very good penalty, and that 
society would go to pieces if such penalties were taken 
away; and he opposed the Bill. It was thrown out in 
the session of 1813, but passed the next year, so far as it 
extended to removing corruption of blood for attainder, 
except in cases of treason, petit-treason, and other murders. 
Bya subsequent relaxation of the law (3 & 4 Wm. IV. 
c. 106,310), the descendants of an attainted person may 
derive a title through him to a remoter ancestor. This 
is very well; but it remains to be hoped that the nation 
may beoome of Blackstone's opinion, that .. the whole doc
trine should be antiquated by one undistinguishing law." 
The other Bill, for abolishing the barbarous parts of the 
sentence for high treason, had actually passed through 
Committee on the 9th of April, 1813, when a motion was 
made and carried that the Bill should be read that day six 
months: .. so that," as Romilly wrote at the time, .. the 
Bill is lost, and the Ministers have the glory of having 
preserved the British law, by which it is ordained that 
the heart and the bowels of a man oonvicted of treason 
shall be tom out of his body while he is yet alive." It is 
scarcely credible that legislators should have stood up, in 
our day, night after night, discussing and advocating the 
provisions for cutting off heads, dividing the trunk, and 
leaving or not leaving susceptibility of pain when the 
heart was to be searched for.· And it was not to be the 
last debate. The whole disgusting ·matter must be gone 
over again the next year.-The next year, Lord Ellen
borough stealthily got the Bill altered in the Lords
quietly !'Dlended without debate-in order to preserve 
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something of the barbarism which they were always un
willing to part with. The Commons had abrogated all the 
barbarism except the putting to death. The Lords actually 
re-enacted the quartering after death. In this, they were 
hardly so antiquarian as they should have been. They 
should have remembered the origin of the sentence, in the 
time of Edward I., 'and in the case of Prince David of 
Wales. Each part of the infliction was then a separate 
'sentence, assigned as a consequence of a separate offence 
duly specified. If these lords Were uncongenial with their 
own age in providing for the cutting up of a warm human 
body before the eyes of a multitude, they were no less incon
sistent in their character of legislators of the age of 
Edward I. We find in Romilly's Diary a characteristic 
note of Lord Eldon's of this date, which shows, more 
clearly than any description could do, the mode in which 
his mind worked, on such occasions as this; and also the 
empirical treatment to which legislation of the most 
serious kind has been subjected in our day. One para
graph of the note is this: .. I entertain a doubt whether 
the sentence should be further changed than merely 
taking away the cutting down alive and drawing, without 
a hurdle. The King can pardon the quartering; and if 
he does not, the sentence, if the party is hanged till he 
is dead, is not more severe than in murder." Romilly 
expressed his disgust at the retention of part of the 
butchery; pointed out that if it were to be always ex
cused, the provision should not stand as part of the law; 
and if not excused, that it was morally pernicious in the 
highest degree: but he accepted the amendments, rather 
than lose the Bill. It passed in July, 1814. 

In 1813, the India. Company's Charter had to be re
newed, and the Company found it less easy to obtain their 
own terms than in a former century. It so happened, that 
somewhere about 1808, a Liverpool merchant, the most 
honoured of his class, Mr. William Rathbone, was in 
London, and, struck with the spectacle of the Company's 
shipping, he inquired, of a London merchant at his elbow, 
why such a trade--a trade so great, and capable of such 
unlimited expansion-was quietly left to be the property 
of a corporation. Ilis fi:iend replied by convincing him of 
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the overwhelming power of the corporation in London, 
under whose shadow no discontent could stir with im
punity; and the two agreed that, whenever any movement 
was made, it must be in the provinces. Mr. Rathbone 
was not a man to loiter over any work which he saw 
ought to be done. He stined up Liverpool, Glasgow, 
Paisley, and Manchester, to demand an opening of the 
trade; and by the time the Charter was to be renewed, the 
movement had proceeded so far that a considerable relaxa
tion of the monopoly was easily obtained. From this 
time forward, British merchants were permitted to trade 
to the territories of the Company, and to India generally; 
though none but the Company might traffic with China. 
Henceforth, the Company were to" keep their territorial 
and commercial accounts separate. They protested that 
all this was very foolish: they could prove that they had 
carried commerce to its furthest possible limit in that 
quarter of the world: their warehouses were glutted with 
Indian commodities for which there was no sale: the 
Company suffered loss in their exports: to open the out
ports to the trade would be no other than "a ruinous 
transfer of it into new channels, to the destruction of 
immense and costly establishments, and the beggary of 
many thousands of industrious individuals." So said the 
Company. The merchants, however, desired to try what 
private enterprise could do. They were authorized to try, 
to the extent just mentioned; with what result will 
appear when we have to speak of the next renewal of the 
Company's charter, in l833.-The trade was opened on the 
10th of April, 1814. 

The opportunity was used for establishing Episoopacy 
in India. 1'here had been devoted Missionaries there, in 
honourable succession: but we learn from Wilberforce 
that there was little concert, and much difference among 
them." There can be no doubt that in the religious world 
a most unphilosophical ignorance prevailed as to the im
pediments in the way of coversion of both Mohammedans 
and Hindoos." 'Thus, little or nothing was done, while 
some valuable lives were sacrificed. At this time, the news 
had just arrived of the death-the most dreary death-in 
Persia, of, the devoted Henry Martyn. "The great mass 

2 1 
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of Anglo-Indians" were confident that the propagation of 
Christianity in India would be the overthrow of British 
dominion there; and their opposition to missionary effort 
was what might be expected from such a conviction. On 
the other hand, the religious world never admitted a doubt 
of our being able to Christianize all India, ifwe only tried: 
and, of course, it was a heavy weight upon their minds 
that we did not try, but left the souls of a hundred 
millions of heathens-to perish. Wilberforce declares, re
peatedly, ilie recognition of Christian teaching in India to 
be "the greatest object man ever pursued,"- the greatest 
that ever interested the heart, or engaged the efforts, of 
man." The result of a long and hard contest in both 
Houses of parliament, and of much religious excitement 
throughout the kingdom, was that a Resolution (the 13th) 
was passed in regard to the affairs of the India Company 
that sufficient facilities should be afforded by law for the 
admission of moral and religious teachers in India,.respect 
being had to the existing guarantees for religious liberty 
on every hand; and that by another Resolution (the 12th) 
a Bishop and two archdeacons were to be sent out, to 
preside over the Church in India. This last measure was 
for the benefit, primarily, of the British in India; as the 
other was for the natives. Hitherto, there had been only 
three Christian churches open in the whole realm of India, 
and the Bishop of London _ had been the Diocesan of this 
dependency, as of so many colonies in all parts of the 
world. In 1814, there was a Bishop of Calcutta, with a 
salary of £5,000 a year: and in ten years more, the 
beloved Heber went forth, watched by the loving eyes of 
a multitude. to that great new world of pastoral duty. 
He lived less than three years: but his image is the one 
that rises in the heart, at any mention of the Establish~ 
ment of Christianity in India. 

While this anxiety was shown about India, not a word 
was spoken in parliament about enlightening the heathens 
at home. Since 1807, when Mr. Whitbread pleaded for 
Education, and Mr. Windham deprecated it, the subject 
had not been mentioned at all. There was some stir in 
Ilociety. In 1808, it had been found that Joseph Lancaster 
could not carry on -his plan!l, from pecuniary embarrass.. 
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-ment; and five generous men subscribed largely, and, as 
trustees, lifted up the man and his work out of difficulty, 
and into a fair fi61d for the trial of his scheme.-In 1812, 
we find notices of attempts to open the National Schools to 
Dissenters, for whom nothing more was asked than that 
they should be permitted to attend their own places of 
worship. Such license was, however, declared to be in
compatible with the prinoiple of the society. In none of 
the schools of that time-neither the Lancaster, nor the 
National, nor the Infant, nor the Adult Schools-was the 
quality of the instruction given such as could be approved 
at the present day. We have nothing to boast of yet: but 
-we have become aware that it is a very questionable 
benefit to seclude children from the active business of life 
-to cut them off for five, seven, or ten years from learn
ing the craft they are to live by, if we give them nothing 
in return but such a miserable pretence of learning as 
was furnished by popular schools in the early years of the 
century. It was rare to find a boy of fourteen, coming 
out of any of these schools, who could read pleasantly and 
intelligently, and write a letter freely, or keep accounts, 
while he was too probably sick of the Bible from its having 
been made a class-book. His father naturally thought 
that he would have been better employed in the fields or 
the work-shop. It was difficult to find a girl who could 
do any thing but spell and scrawl, under the name of 
reading and writing, and sew in the most ordinary manner; 
and her mother naturally thought that her years would 
have been better spent in the dairy or the kitchen, or in 
learning to tend the children. The intellects of the 
scholars were not brightened; nor was any thing like 
sound knowledge given them. The real aim of education 
was, in fact, not yet understood, nor the process philo
sophically considered. The Adult schools which were 
set up about this time were a curious illustration of this. 
It was an excellent thing to let uninstruoted adults feel 
that knowledge was for them as for others; and to en
courage them to meet in the evenings for purposes of 
improvement: but it seems to us now a strange mistake 
to have spent their precious hours Oli the alphabet and 
pot-hoob. With their unused faculties relating to arbi-

• 2 I 2 
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trary signs, with their stiff fingers, and years so long past 
the time for perception and retention, it was found weary 
work to them to learn reading and writing; and so slow 
that, in the same time, they might have obtained and 
heartily enjoyed a considerable amount of more animating 
knowledge .. The amiable and earnest Wilberforce was 
one of the leaders in 'this well-meant scheme. He opened 
a room, and established teachers, and himself complimented 
the pupils on their .good sense in coming. "You would 
have been delighted," wrote an observer, "with seeing 
him seated by the old ladies, with the utmost patience, 
kindness, and humility, fairly teaching them their letters." 
It was much to have called out the spirit and the example: 
better methods were yet to come. 

In 1813, the activity of Bible Societies was at its height. 
It is now interesting to look back upon, as a clear evidence 
of the growing sense of the popular needs. To a certain 
extent, also, this broadcast sowing of the Word was a 
blessing. The blessing was obvious: the objections lay 
more out of sight. There were, however, many at the 
time, and there have been more since, who asked, whether 
it was not a large thing to take for granted that the 
hundreds of thousands to whom the Bible 'was given 
could read and use it; and whether it was a fitting gift, in 
the way of charity, to so very large a number as were sup
posed to need such a charity. There could be no doubt of 
the benefit of rendering the Book accessible to all who 
desired to have it: but there was much more question of 
the piety and. wisdom of thrusting it upon those who were 
unprepared. for its use. The objections became stronger 
when the foreign department of the business was brought 
forward and it appeared that we were throwing the Scrip
ture into the laps of heathen nations, with no appre
ciable chance of making them Christians, and a certainty 
of shockingly desecrating Christianity if we did not. 
There is no need to go into the painful details of the absurd 
mistakes made on the most solemn subjects, in our eager
ness to put our sacred books before the minds of nations 
occupied with sacred books of. their own; nor of the bad 
efi"ectsat home of making the most peculiar, difficult, and 
vast of all books. a sort of waste oommodity among a multi-
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tude, who wore compelled to receive it without knowing 
how to use it. Coleridge's remark on the matter is well 
known. Soeing how the Bible was regarded, even by the 
educated classes, as the revelation itself, and not as the 
record of the revelation; and how, therefore, the tendency 
of the time was to make it be considered a talisman, and 
to causo its diffusion as a. talisman, among the whole 
people, in all conditions of mind, Coleridge observed that 
we had quitted Idolatry, but had fallen into Bibliolatry. 
Amidst all the Bible Society zeal of 1813, we find writers 
calm enough to object to any spiritual objects being 
adopted as one of the" rages" which are always succeed
ing each other in every metropolis. In this instance, the 
rage spread from London all over the country. By the 
end of the year, there was scarcely a town or village in 
England which had not some sort of Bible Society; and, 
in all the principal towns, annual meetings were held, for 
some years from this time, at which the most popular 
religious orators appeared-making a. sort of festival for 
the religious world of each district. 

At this time asect was rising up-41ready considerable 
in numbers-which proved that mere Bible reading does 
not give religious enlightenment to the otherwise ignorant. 
An aged woman was, in 1813, attending a chapel in St. 
George's Fields, which was always crowded with people 
eager to see her. Joanna. Southcote was regarded as a 
prophetess; and she now, when on the very confines of 
life, declared herself pregnant with the true Messiah. She 
was, in fact, diseased in body, and ignorant (though full of 
texts) and superstitious enough to be able to deceive her
self 8S much as others. It was a sore mystery, she said 
with bitter tears, to the disciples round her dying bed, 
when telling them that her mission now seemed all a 
delusion, it was a. sore mystery that she, who had been 
reading the Bible all her life, should have had such 0. 

heavy burden as this laid upon her. In the summer of 
1814, there were some thousands of persons_bove 500 
in Birmingham. alone-looking for the appearance of the 
Messiah: and the more their suspense was protracted, the 
stronger grew their faith: At the close of the year, the 
poor wO!p.an died: but her followers had no idea of giving 
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up. "The arm of the Lord was not shortened, that he 
could not save;" he would yet raise her up, and give her 
the promised son. The case would hardly be worth more 
than a passing allusion, but for the fact that the faith and 
the sect are not extinct yet--at a distance of nearly forty. 
years. There are still followers of Joanna Southcote, 
meeting for worship in a town here and there; and their 
interpretation of the Scriptures, to support their own case, 
is an outstanding appeal for the promotion of popular 
education. It is not necessary for this that Joanna's 
followers should all have been poor people. It is true that 
the gorgeous cradle, in which the Messiah was to be rocked, 
was given by" a. lady of fortune," and that the silver cup 
and salver, with the globe and the dove, were presented 
by middle-class contributors; and that a. London physician 
sat, as a believer, by the bedside of the prophetess; but the 
bulk of the sect were poor; and the whole may be pro
nounced ignorant. 

In 1813, Mr. Vansittart announced a. new plan of 
Finance, and carried his proposal, in the teeth of the 
opposition of every economist in parliament. The subject 
of the Debt will recur where it must be more fully treated 
of than is necessary here:' and it need only be said now 
that, in 1813, the nation paid taxes to the amount of 
176,346,0231.; and yet, that Mr. Vansittart believed our 
financial affairs to be so flourishing that he was growing 
uneasy about the vast power that.would be in the hands 
of Parliament whenever the Sinking Fund should have 
nearly paid off the Debt. He now proposed to tamper 
with that fund; and could not see that to divert it from 
its purpose was to break faith with the national creditor. 
We find him telling Parliament that the Sinking Fund 
has already redeemed 240,000,OOOl.-the whole amount of 
the Debt at the time of its institution: whereas, every 
financier now knows that the Debt was, at this date, 
heavier by 11,000 0001. than if no Sinking Fund had been 
instituted. Since the Peace of Amiens, 420,000,0001. had 
been added to the capital of the Debt. The true method 
of redemption by means of Terminable Annuities, had, by 
this time, been entered upon. It began in 1808: but it 
was not on this that Mr. Vansittart built his hopes and 
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expectations. After providing for paying a debt on one 
~nd by borrowing at higher interest on the other, he now 
proposed to alter and amend the Acts relating to the 
reduction of the Debt, 'admitting thereby the' control of 
parliament over funds excluded by those Acts from parlia
mentary interference. The fallacy of the Sinking Fund 
system, as then managed, was not apparent to the nation 
dUling. the war--1ilo completely was its operation hidden 
by the process of raising annual loans, to cover deficiencies. 
At the close of the war, when, in the absence of loans, Par
liament borrowed from the Sinking Fund Commissioners, 
year after year, people began to perceive how delusive 
had been the notion that the Debt had ever diminished 
at all; and, as we shall see, the mischievous child's play 
came to an end. By that time, men were wondering how 
llr. Vansittart could have obtained his majorities in 1813. 
His doctrine was, simply, that obedience to the Acts only 
required that the Debt should be paid off in forty-five 
years from the institution of the Sinking Fund; and that 
it was justifiable, and would be now prudent, to take what
ever was left over from the sum necessary for this, and 
apply it to general purposes to save the necessity of im
posing new taxes. It cannot be necessary to expose the 
fallacy and bad faith of this scheme to readers who, long 
after the expiration of the forty-five years, are living 
under a. Debt which has been largely increased instead of 
abolished. 

In February, 1814, an incident occurred which appears 
not to have been explained to the satisfaction of any body 
to this day. A person, dressed in a nondescript officer's 
uniform, with a long beard, wet clothes, and an appearance 
of extreme fatigue, appeared in the middle of the night in 
Dover, declaring that he had just landed from a boat, and 
must proceed instantly to London, to aunounce the death 
of Napoleon. He paid his way, even at the toll-bars, with 
Napoleons. The bustle at the Stock Exchange was just 
what his employers intended to create. A plot of the 
same sort was prepared, and partly enacted, at N orthfleet, 
in case of the iniscarriage of the Dover scheme. Lord 
Cochrane, with others, was tried in the Court of King's 
Bench, .found guilty of being one of the authors of this 
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extraordinary fraud, and condemned to a year's imprison
ment, a fine of 1,0001., and the pillory. Much sympathy 
was naturally felt, from the outset, with an officer who 
had served his country bravely and effectually; and when 
the evidence against him on the trial was so strong as to 
stagger his nearest friends, the sympathy was kept up by 
the injustice of the procedUre, and the enormity of the 
sentence. All England revolted at the sentence. of the 
pillory for such an offence, though England had not yet 
revolted at the pillory in all cases. That part of the 
sentence was not inflicted. Lord Cochrane was expelled 
from the House of Commons by a large majority; but 
immediately re-elected for Westminster. Some of the 
electors, we are assured, believed him innocent; and most 
declared him to have been unfairly tried. He was, for a. 
quarter of a ccntury, stopped in his professional career: 
that is, he served with a bravery almost eccentric, and a 
genius which would have raised him to the summit of fame 
but for the drawback of this transaction. At length, he 
received the title of Lord Dundonald, and was held to have 
emerged from the cloud which had so long obscured his 
name and fortunes. 

The winter of 1814 was so remarkable in regard to 
weather, that some of the facts should be recorded. The 
suspension of business, and even, of the mails, was ex
tremely inconvenient. Every effort was made to forward 
the mails-by a chaise and four her&-by men on horse
back there; but for several weeks, not even government 
could be sure of its letters on the right day. The portreeve 
of Tavistock set out, one January day, to take the oaths of 
his office at the Quarter Sessions, only thirty-two miles off; 
but, at the end of twenty-one miles, he was stopped by 
snow and ice; and there he was detained for twenty-six 
days, unable to communicate with home, or any other place 
than the village in which he was imprisoned. Soldiers 
were frozen to death on the road, in their march from town 
to town. The snow drifted in the streets to such a height 
that the shops were closed: and the accumulation of ice 
and snow about London Bridge was such that the passage 
was nearly closed by the middle of January. By the 1st 
of February, the Thames was completely frozen, over. A 
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bullock W311 roasted. whole on the ice: booths were erected, 
and a kind of fair held, where the citizens, whose business 
W3II stopped, amused their enforced leisure. This stoppage 
of business was by this time so serious a matter-and 
chiefly from the failure of the remittances on which the 
merchants depended for taking up their bills--that all the 
powers of the Post Office were put forth to compel the 
oversllq1s of parishes and surveyors of highways to clear 
the roads. Near Huntingdon, a strange sight was seen 
when several days had elapsed without the arrival of any 
mail. An official personage was sent down from . the 
General Post Office, with orders to get the mails to and 
from the north through, at all hazards. The mail-coach 
appeared at length, completely filled and loaded, with bags, 
and drawn by ten exhausted horses, which had forced and 
floundered their way through banks and hills of snow.-It 
W311 a dreary season for many a wife and mother, whose 
husband did not return, and could not be heard of. The 
children must be kept warm and amused at home all day 
long; and they had not even the diversion of looking out 
of the windows; for the snow was drifted against them. 
It was difficult to communicate with the butcher: and, as 
for ooals, if the stock ran low, there were no more to be 
had. No coals could get to London; and there was no 
passage by any of the rivers. Where there was an 
attempt to hold a market, no poultry or vegetables were 
to be seen: and the people could not endure the cold
either sellors or buyers. The waterpipes were all frozen: 
and the snow was melted for water-the pails of thawing 
snow within the fenders making the house insufferably 
cold. The only alternative was to take up the plugs in 
the streets; and then; if the water came, it was imme
diately transformed into dangerous sheets of ice. Amidst 
such domestic discomfort, many a mistress of a household 
was left for weeks uncertain of the fate of her husband-if 
he happened to be in any of the hilly districts of the island. 
The .solway was frozen over, for the first time within the 
memory of livirig men.· Many were the boats and coasting 
vessels, whose crews were kept starving and shivering out 
at sea, from the heaping of ice about the shores. On land, 
one of th~ gravest apprehensions was of fire: for there 
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would be great difficulty in putting it out. Several bad 
fires did happen during the period of frost: but a worse 
occurred just after water was once more seen in the 
Thames. 

In the Great Fire of London, the Custom House was one 
of the buildings destroyed. It was replaced by one which 
was thought very granq. in its day; but it was found t9 
be inconveniently small in the beginning of the Wth cen
tury. In 1,718, it was burned down, and a much larger 
one was erected in its stead. This larger one was found, 
in its tum, too small for the' increased commerce of a 
century; and a new one had been planned, during late 
years, and was actually begun when, on the 12th of 
February, 1814, the existing Custom House was burned 
down to the ground. The building itself was not much 
to be regretted; but an untold amount of property 
perished; and, worse still, papers of inestimable value. 
'1'he coral and pearls, the silks, the books, the bank-notes, 
the pictures, were a great loss: but much more lamentable 
was the destruction of antique documents, relating to the 
commerce of, past centuries. Bonds, debentures, and 
securities of various kinds, perished to such an amount as 
to derange the transactions of commerce, and threaten the 
.resources of government to a formidable extent. Vessels 
ready to clear out on the breaking up of the ice were 
detained: one merchant lost 6,OOOl. worth of bank notes
the list of their numbers being locked up with them. By 
an explosion of gunpowder in the cellars, bundles and 
fragments of burnt paper were scattered on the roads at 
Dalston and Hackney; and a packet of signed debentures 
was picked up in Spital Square. There w~s now every 
inducement to press forward the erection of the new 
Custom House. The fu'st stone had been laid by Lord 
Liverpool in the preceding October; and the present 
building was opened for business on the 12th of May, 1817. 
Many people afterwards thought that the speed had been 
too great. The site-the old bed of the river-was a. 
difficult one for such a foundation as was required. Within 
ten years, the foundations of the Long Room gave way. 
Examination of the facts was made by a. Parliamentary 
Committee in 1828; and a severe censure was passed upon 
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the architect. An additional expense of above 170,0001. 
was incurred: and the cost of our Custom House, of the 
present century, was thereby raised to neary half a million 
sterling. It is a matter of curious speculation how soon it 
will be outgrown by the National Commerce, and what 
will become of it. We may hope that warning enough has 
been given by the fate of its three predecessors; and that 
it will ~ot be destroyed by fire. 

CHAPTER IX. 

Napoleon's renewed E1fort&-New compact of Allies-The Allies 
defeated-Armistice-Conference--Austrian declaration of War
Battle of Dresden-Suoceeding Battlea-Su1ferings of the Frcnch
Napoleon's vacillation-Remonstrance of his Marshals-Retreat
Fir.t Battle of Leipsic-Second Battle-Hanau-Napoleon at Paris 
-Independence of Holland proclaimed-The Allies cross the Rhine 
-COngress of CMtillon-Partial success of Napoleon-Treaty of 
Chaumont-Bourbon manifestatio~apitulation. of Paris-Entry 
of the Allies-Provisional Government-Abdication of Napoleon
Attempted suioide-Desertion of the Empress-Departure for Elba 
-Death of Josephine-Return of the Bourbons-Treaty of Paris
London Gaiety-Wellington's Return-Popular Misgivings--'-Dis
trust Abroad-Napoleon's Return-Arrival in Paris-Treaty of 
Vienna-ConBtitntional Monarchy at Paris-Napoleon proceeds to 
Belgium - The British at Brussels - Quatre-Bras and Ligny
Waterloo-Napoleon's return to Paris-Is carried to St. Helena
Capitulution of Paris-The news in England-Second Treaty of 
Paris-Wellington'. Farewell.-{1813-15.] . 

A MONTH after Napoleon's return to Paris, the remains of 
his great .. Army of Russia" began to drop in after him, 
It was a mere fragment that retained any organization; 
but a considerable number of soldiers returned singly. 
The Emperor's addresses were more boastful than ever. 
He announced that the' British had failed in Spain, and 
that England was on the verge of destruction from civil, 
as well as foreign, war. He offered his sympathy to the 
Americans, in'their warfare with England, and assured 
them that they were supported by the enmity of all 
Europe against their foe. It was now necessary to settle 
many affairs, as he was going forth to war again. He 
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dismissed the Pope to Avignon, on terms which the Pope 
at first agreed to, but afterwards wished to retract: but, 
having once dismissed him, Napoleon had no time to 
attend to the Holy Father's changes of mind. Next, he 
appointed a regency, in case of accident during his absence 
from Paris. l'he Empress was to be Regent, during the 
minority of their son. Then, prodigious efforts were made 
to raise men and money for the approaching campaign. 
As taxation. could be carried no further, a sufficient portion 
of the property of the Communes was taken by the govern
ment, an equivalent amount of annual income being given 
to the Communes in the form of titles to dividends on stock. 
This had the appearance of a desperate measure; and 80 

had the method of raising men; and Napoleon's enemies 
were inspirited accordingly. It was not only that the 
conscription for 1814 was forestalled, while that of 1813 
was hardly yet in operation: it was that the sons of the 
nobles, and gentry, and commercial classes, were now com
pelled to serve in person. Hitherto, they had provided 
substitutes at prodigious cost: now, they must· serve in 
person. There was, no doubt, a double object in this. 
Napoleon had been called home from Russia by a conspiracy 
in Paris, which was barely prevented. The aristocratic 
youths whom he was now to take with him into the field 
would serve as hostages, while they were called his Guard 
of Honour, and added 10,000 to his soldiery. 

Alexander of Russia had met Bernadotte, Prince Royal 
of Sweden (Napoleon's former general) in the preceding 
autumn, and they had made an alliance. Now the King 
of Prussia went to Breslau, to meet Alexander, and made an 
alliance with him also. He called upon his subjects to rise 
as one man, to throw off the yoke of the French despot. 
Austria talked of making peace between the foes; but, 
while she talked, she was arming. Hamburg rose; the 
Confederation of the Rhine was declared to be dissolved; 
and the French left Dresden and Berlin. 

l'he French, however, soon entered Dresden and Berlin 
again. At the beginning of the campaign, Napoleon was 
victorious, though at the cost of a prodigious slaughter 
of his hardly raised troops. The battles of Liitzen and 
]3autzen, which gave Napoleon the possession of Dresden, 
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were fought with the utmost obstinacy on the part of the 
Allies; yet they were defeated, and compelled to retire. 
Napoleon appeared to be unable to follow up his victories; 
agreed to an armistice, extending from the 15th of June 
to the 22nd of July. 

This armistice was proposed by Austria-Austria all 
the while intending to join the Allies, and knowing that 
the .MUes were pledging themselves to England to 
prosecute the war with vigour, England supplying the 
money. It was during this armistice, while Napoleon 
was appearing to amuse himself at Berlin with the actors 
he had sent for to Paris, and while he was punishing the 
Hamburghers for their late rising, that Wellington won 
the Battle of Vittoria. The Allies had heard how the 
French were driven, pell-mell, hungry and barefoot, 
through the passes of the Pyrenees; and the news was 
cheering. They, and their enemy, pretended to be waiting 
for a grand conference, to be conducted by Austria, on the 
5th of July, to arrange terms of peace: and the armistice 
was to be extended to the 10th of August, to allow 
abundance of time for debate. 

The conference did not begin till tIle 29th of July. The 
terms then proposed to Napoleon involved moresacrmce 
than he chose to make. He agreed to some stipulations, 
but refused others; and his reply, written on the .9th of 
August, did not reach the Allies till the date of the 
armistice was past. Austria declared it now too late to 
enter upon any new discussion, unless by the permission 
of Alexander. The next incident was, that Austria pub
lished her declaration of war; and Napoleon found that he 
had been tricked into allowing his enemies time to mature 
their plans against him, when he should have been follow
ing up the successes of the spring. No man was less 
entitled to complain of trickery; and. this makes it the 
more surprising that he should have allowed himself to be 
outwitted by the crafty Mettemich of Austria, the double
minded Frede~ck William of Prussia, and the cunning 
Ale~ander of Russia, who was as manreuvring as he was 
sentlIDental. Bemadotte had come down with a great force, 
ta take care of Berlin, when Napoleon should leave it. 
Napoleon's old general, Moreau, appeared at Alexander', 
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head-quarters, on the side of the Allies; and Jomini, the 
head of Ney's staff, went over also, carrying full informa
tion of the French plans of the campaign. There was some 
doubt whether Murat would not follow Austria: but he 
arrived in August to aid Napoleon. In a. few weeks, 
Bavaria joined the Allies: and Saxony was compelled to 
shift for herself. At the close of the campaign, the yet 
undecided German States turned against th6" falling 
Emperor: and before the end of the year, his last ally, 
Denmark, made a separate armistice; and he was left quite 
alone. Thus it was on the Christmas Day of 1813; though 
on the 10th of August, Napoleon had been unquestionably 
the victor in the campaign of the preceding months. 

As the truce came to an end, the Allies defiled back into 
Bohemia, in order to form a. junction with the Austrian 
forces: and Prince Marshal Blucher, the great Prussian 
general, was bearing back the Frencn who were in Silesia. 
Napoleon insisted, against the advice of his generals, on 
carrying his main force in this direction; and Blucher of 
course retreated before him. This was what the Allies 
intended; and they poured down upon Saxony behind 
him to cut off his communications: and by the 25th of 
August, 120,000 men, with 500 pieces of cannon, were on the 
hills round Dresden. If they had made the attempt, they 
might ha.ve occupied Dresden that day: but the Austriau 
commander desired to wait j and by the nextday,Napoleon 
was within sight. He entered Dresden amidst showers of 
balls, having left his carriage, and crept on his hands and 
knees over the most exposed part of the approach. In the 
great battle of the 27th (in which Moreau received his 
death-wound), Napoleon had so decidedly the advantage, 
that the Allies resolved to retreat, in order to effect a. 
junction with Blucher's force, which was coming on from 
Silesia. Poor Moreau wrote to his wife from his death
bed, "that rascal Bonapal"te is always fortunate." He was 
now, however, tasting the last of his good fortune. The 
battle of Dresden was the last pitched battle he ever 
gained. Having no foresight of this, he was in the 
highest spirits on the 28th, when he advanced up the river 
to Pirna. 

On the 30th, his goneral Vandamme was totally d&-
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feated, not far from him, at Culm, and taken prisoner. 
While the struggle was going forward in the defiles of the 
Bohemian mountains, Napoleon was gaily calculating the 
consequences of victory on that side, and how long it would 
require to take possession of Berlin. "Well," he said, after 
hearing the news, "this is war. High in the morning j 
low enough at night." It was a severe blow to him, that, 
after the battle of Dresden, the Allies should yet enter 
Prague as conquerors; and he admitted afterwards that 
the misfortune was owing to his not having supported 
Vandamme by his force from Pima. He was not yet 
aware that his force in Silesia under Marshal Macdonald 
had been totally routed by Blucher on the 26th. In the 
battle of the Katzbach and the consequent proceedings, the 
French loss amounted to 25,000 men; while that of the 
,Allies did not exceed 4,000. It was by a surprise, in the 
midst of weather which destroyed the bridges over swollen 
torrents, that the French suffered so fearfully, and not by 
hard fighting. There had been a defeat in another quarter 
at a. still earlier date (tho 23rd), which it yet remained for 
Napoleon to hear of; and it cost him more mortification 
than those nearer at hand, though it was not in reality so 
important. It was a. point of pride with him to establish 
himself at Berlin: and it was a matter of pique to humble 
Dernadott&-'his old servant, who was now opposing an 
army of Swedes, Prussians, and Russians, to the French 
force under Oudinot near Berlin. By the victory of Ber
nadotte and his allies at Gross-Beeren,Oudinot was driven 
back, and the Prussian capital was saved. Luckau sur
rendered to the Allies; and the French reinforcements, from 
whom much had been hoped, fled back into Magdeburg for 
refuge. Thus in asingleweek-in the same week in which 
he gained the battle of Dresden-Napoleon's armies SUB

tained three tremendous defeats j and his plans for the 
campaign were broken up. 

It was hard to persuade him to give up going to Berlin 
even now: but. Macdonald's army was in so desperate a. 
state in Silesia, and Blucher so triumphant, that the Em
peror consented to take again the road to Bautzen., where 
he had (',onqul)red in May. Blucher again retired j and 
,yhile Napoleon followed, Bemltdotte and his l'l'ussian 
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allies beat the French again, under Marshal Ney, in the 
battle of ])ennewitz. Ney had been sent to replace 
Oudinot in the command of the army of the Elbe; but his 
defeat was the worse of the two. There was no hope now 
of preserving the French line, from Hambllrg to Dresden, 
which had been Napoleon's main idea in this autumn 
campaign. He immediately resolved to draw in his forces 
within call from Dresden. His advisers entreate<l>him to 
remain within that range, as it appeared that the Allies 
did not strike theit severest blows where he was present: 
but we find him, so late as the 7th of September, still 
planning a triumphant entry into Berlin, after defeating 
Bernadotte. The next morning. however, the sound of 
Russian guns told him that he was wanted on the Bohe
mian side. He pressed back the Russians over the frontier, 
but did not engage them when he might have done so with 
advantage. His spirit was evidently shaken. His soldiers 
showed themselves as brave as ever; but he had lost 
30,000 of them in three weeks; and a gloom settled down 
on the rest, which was increased by every symptom of 
indecision on his part. 

By the end of September he must make up his mind. 
He and his army must go somewhere, for Saxony was 
exhausted. No more food for men or horses was to be 
had; and the Allies were daily pouncing on convoys iIi 
the rear, and cutting off his communications there. In 
Dresden, where 15,000 wounded were accumulated, typhus 
fever broke out, and can'ied off hundreds of victims in a day. 
By the Emperor's order, the mad-houses were taken for 
lodgings, and the insane were turned into the streets ;--11. 
hon-ible incident of the time. In six weeks from the end 
of the truce, the French force was smaller by 160,000 mell. 
'£he Allies had lost 80,000; but they were reinforced to a 
greater amount. . Their troops had room, health, food, hope, 
and good spirits . 

.. I will not go out again: I will wait," Napoleon saiJ, 
when he returned to Dresden, after his visit to the 
Bohemian frontiel': and in that nest of disease and misery 
he) did wait, to see what opportunity the Allies would give 
to attack· thelli on some unguarded part. Meanwhile, 
Blucher and his PrUs&II:DB were already gone northwards, 
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had crossed the Elbe, in spite of Marmont, and were now 
joining Bemadotte. When the grand army of the Allies, 
hitherto south of him, was marching westwards, it was 
clear that the intention was to hem him in. Dresden was 
no place for him now, he said. His new line must be 
from Erfurth to Magdeburg. He could do nothing with 
Dresden, or from it. So he thought one night; but the 
next m.-ning, he had changed his mind, and ordered that 
the city should be held to the last extremity, while he· 
went out against Bemadotte, and to enter Berlin. He 
could not give up this hope, though now it had become 
foolish. As his soldiers left Saxony, they were to carry 
off all the cattle, bum the woods, and cut down the fruit 
trees i-these fruit-trees and cattle being the property of 
his only ally. The enemy, however, coming up wherever 
he retreated, saved the fruit trees and the inestimable 
woods. 

'l'he crisis was-now at hand. Wnen Napoleon had made 
up his mind to occupy the yet untouched country of north 
Germany, between the Elbe and the Oder, himself win
tering at Berlin, his Marshals remonstrated, in a body, 
against the scheme. They had found themselves unsuc
cessful against the Allies whenever he was not present: 
and they apprehended the utter destruction of his armies, 
if the Allies were permitted to intercept their return to 
France. The Marshals desll-ed an immediate march upon 
Leipsic. The argument was still proceeding when the 
news arrived that Bavaria had joined the Allies; and this 
event settled the matter. The Emperor had been aware 
that it was to happen: but his Generals had not; and he 
could no longer hold out against their remonstrances. He' 
ordered a. retreat to Leipsic, well knowing that a critical 
battle must be fought on the way back to France, and 
that defeat would be fatal to his fortunes. He had to 
fight his way through 250,000 of the enemy, without 
magazines, and leaving behind, or on the Elbe, his reserve 
artillery and his garrisons in the strong places which he 
still held. He arrived at Leipsic on the 15th of October. 
It was here that the great battle was to be fought. Tho 
French forces were concentrated, and placed on the north 
side of the city. The Allies had also united their armies, 

2& 
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and occupied the ground south of the city-Bliicher's force 
alone holding a position on the north. At midnight on 
the 15th, the French were quiet before their watch-fires: 
and they saw two rockets sent up from the Austrian 
General's quarters in the south, answered by three coloured 
ones from Bliicher's station. It was a sign that all was 
ready. At day-break, a-stirring proclamation was read at 
the head of every. regiment of the Allied arm~, while 
Napoleon did not address his soldiers at all .. His soldiers 
had ceased to trust in his star: and this singular omission 
made them suppose that he had lost confidence too. 

The first battle began at nine in the morning of the 
16th of October, and for some time went well for the 
Allies. At noon, however, Napoleon nearly succeeded by 
means of his old method-a fierce push at the enemy's 
centre. It was under the guidance of his own old soldier, 
Jomini, ;now at Alexander's elbow, that he was baftled. 
The centre was strengthened by Alexarnder's reserves; 
and the Austrian reserves, which had been placed far away 
on the other' side of the river Pleisse, were brought up. 
Napoleon had too hastily sent word to the King of Saxony, 
in Leipsic, that the day was his, and desired him to set the 
bells ringing for the victory. By three o'clock, the Austrian 
reserves were on the ground; in two hours, the French 
could with difficulty sustain themselves in any quarter; 
and between five and six, Naptlleon made his last desperate 
effort-aware that by the next day 100,000 fresh troops 
would have come up against him. He drove a heavy 
column, of his best troops, reformed_gainst a weak point: 
but, after a transient success, he was repulsed; and dark
ness put an end to the contest. If he had been the 
aggressor, and on the advance, Napoleon might have made 
light of the issue of this battle. It was not, in itself, a 
great victory gained by the Allies. But he was in retreat; 
and not to conquer was to be ruined. He did not at once 
admit that he must retreat. He endeavoured first to open 
secret negotiations with his father-in-law of Austria. By 
means of an Austrian prisoner, he sent to the camp of the 
two Emperors an offer to retire behind the Rhine till the 
conclusion of a general peace, if they would now agree to 
an armistice. 
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On the evening of the 17th, no answer had been returned; 
and Napoleon prepared for another battle. The conflict 
of yesterday had been less decisive than either party had 
expected. That of to-morrow must be an affair of life or 
death to the French. At nine, again, the battle began j 
and again it continued till night. In the midst of the 
conflict, the Saxon regiments, cavalry and infantry, with 
all thtlh- artillery, went over to the Russians; and the 
Wirtemberg horse followed. Before the evening, it was 
evident that the French, overpowered by numbers, could 
not hold Leipsic; and night closed on their retreat. 
Bliichersaw from a height the-long trains of carriages that 
filled the highway to France. Napoleon and his Marshals 
sat down to confer on their position, with the fires of the 
enemy blazing almost all around them. The failure of 
a=unition decided the question of retreat without pause. 
Napolcon was 80 worn out, that he dropped asleep in his 
chair. When he presently awoke, his unguarded words 
were very affecting to his councillors: "Am I awake," he 
said, gazing round upon them, "or is it a dream?" He sent 
a message to the King of Saxony, desiring him to do the 
best he could for himself, as the French must return home. 
Napoleon then entered the city, sat up till daylight, 
making his arrangements; and by that time his army was 
in full retreat. At ten o'clock, he bade farewell to the old 
King and Queen j and was immediately after so nearly 
taken prisoner, that he escaped only by being shown a 
back door which opened from a garden upon the river. 
The only bridge in possession of the French was blown 
up too soon; and twenty-two generals, 15,000 soldiers, 
and all the sick and wounded, were made prisoners by the 
Allies. By two o'clock, all firing had ceased. The losses on 
both sides were enormous j but the war was supposed to be 
concluded. On the 19th, the Allied Sovereigns entered 
Leipsic by different gates, and met in the great square. 
The bells of the city rang: the people cheered; and their 
terrible sacrifices were forgotten in the belief that Europe 
was delivered from the despotism of Napoleon. 

He, meanwhile, was wretched enough. After his escape, 
he fell asleep in a mill, and was awakened by the blowing
up of the-bridge which cost him BO large a portion of his 

2x2 
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remaining troops. His authority was gone. His soldiers 
did not wait on his eye, or on his word, but broke from all 
discipline. The Germans left him; and the Allies were 
now pressing on his rear. At Erfurth, Murat rode away 
-finding himself, on the sudden, much wanted at home. 
Napoleon suspected that this dubious brother-in-law was 
in correspondence with Austria; but he embraced him 
without reproaches, while feeling that they would ~:obably 
never meet 'again. ' 

One more engagement took place before he reached the 
Rhine. The Bavarians endeavoured to intercept him near 
Frankfort; and Marshal Wrede blocked up his road at 
Hanau. Napoleon had his Guard with him; and he had 
the superiority in numbers. Yet more, he and his army 
were spurred on by despair. 'l'hey dispersed the enemy, 
and broke through to the Rhine-thus enjoying a final 
success, though a small one. Napoleon remained six days 
at Mayence, to collect the remains of his army, and then 
turned his back on those German plains where he was 
never to strike another blow. On the 9th of November he 
arrived at· Paris. Alexander was at Frankfort two days 
before Napoleon left Mayence: and it was not to be sup
posed that the conquerors would remain on the German 
side of the Rhine. Winter was at hand, however; and 
there must be aO pause. The armies went into winter 
quarters on the opposite banks of the Rhine. 

Napoleon was now, as has been said, without a single 
ally. Finding his Senate still obsequious, he ventured to 
say, in his speech to the Legislature, on the 19th of 
December, that his great victories in Germany were made 
useless by the defection of his allies; and that, but for the 
fidelity and concord of French hearts and minds, France 
herself would be in danger. Finding the legislative body 
less pliable than he expected, more disposed for peace, and 
more aware that it was he who hindered peace, he sup
pressed their proceedings, and rebuked their leaders with a 
tyranny as outrageous as in his best days. At the moment 
that h~ was thus acting, the Allies were again on the 
move. 

In November, on the 24th, the Independence of Holland 
was proclaimed, the House of Orange being recalled. In 

• 
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every town in England, the people were spreading the 
news in the streets that .. the Dutch had taken Holland;" 
a saying which was puzzling to children who were learn
ing geography at school. On the 21st of December the 
Austrians crossed the Rhine at Basle; thus entering the 
Swiss territory: and on the last day of the year, Bliicher 
crossed below Coblentz. The constant declaration of the 
Allies}tas that they Came up against Napoleon, and not 
against France, whose territory, in all its length and 
breadth, they were willing to secure to the French nation. 

By this time, Wellington was at Bayonne; and Fer
dinand was about to return to Spain. The Allies now 
advanced to Lyons, and encamped in the basins of the 
Meuse and the Seine. The people could not have opposed 
them, if they would, for it was not Napoleon's way to 
allow the people to be armed. Now, when it was too late, 
the government newspapers called the people to arms; but 
there was no appearance of enthusiasm. The Emperor 
dared not arm the inhabitants of Paris, "the men of the 
Revolution:" and he allowed nothing better than pikes to 
the National Guard, whom he caused to be organized, 
though there were plenty of arms in the arsenal. All this 
time, there was talk of negotiation; and a congress was 
appointed to meet at Chatillon-sur-Seine, at the end of 
January. Its proceedings opened on the 5th of February; 
but war was going on during all that month. Napoleon 
threw himself between two bodies of the invaders, and on 
the 10th wrote his commands that his Commissioners at 
Chil.tillon should" sign nothing," as he was about to strike 
a great blow. He had by this time sustained one defeat, 
and gained one victory: and the victory had. put his sol
diers in spirits. On the evening of the 17th of February, 
the Allies actually proposed an arrnistice-so severely 
had they been beaten in detail, owing to an imprudent 
division of their forces, and to the slowness of the Aus. 
trians in their advance to Paris. The Emperor Francis 
was unwilling to pluck Napoleon from his throne, till it 
should have been secured for his son; and Schwartzenberg 
was, no doubt, under orders to gain time, in his march 
towards the crisis. Napoleon now entered into negotiation 
with FraJ?:cis, and presently re-occupied Troyes, which had 
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been held by the Allies for some time. He observed gaily 
that he was now nearer to Vienna than the Allies were to 
Paris. He had, however, gained his last victory. The 
last was that of Montereau, when he drove his enemies' 
back beyond the Seine, on the 18th of February. Though 
his mood could be gay, it was now oftener irritable and 
gloomy. No one can wonder at this who considers, not 
only the depth to. which he had sunk in regard to wilitary 
success, bu~ the work which lay before him, if""able to 
prove himself unconquerable at last. Under the best 
possible circumstances, the task of raising his exhausted 
empire into a condition of strength and safety was enough 
to alarm the boldest. And now, though he was driving back 
the Allies, they were on French soil, and the French people 
gave no help in expelling them. It is no wonder that he 
grew more and more fretful and exacting. He insulted 
and displaced his generals, and expected of his soldiers 
more than their worn-out strength could possibly accom
plish. He was, in fact, under the last paroxysms of hope 
and fear, after a long career of contempt of both. 

In proportion to his occa.sional hope was the fear of the 
rest of Europe. In the homes of England, people began to 
say to each other that Napoleon would not be put down, 
after all. All that immense force of the Allies invading 
him, on his own territory, was clearly unable to subdue 
him. After all the rejoicings, the illuminations, the display 
of the French eagles in Whitehall, we .might still be at 
war all the rest of our lives. At this critical time, the 
representative of England at the Congress of CMtillon, 
Lord Castlereagh, used to the utmost the in1luence of his 
government there as paymaster, to free the cause of the 
.Allies from the slowness of Bernadotte, and the hesitation 
of Austria. If Blucher could be made strong enough to 
carry on his work in his own way, all might presently be 
well. This was done; and while the great Austrian army 
still retired, Blucher, well reinforced, pushed on down the 

. Marne; and, by the 27th,Napoleonconsidered the danger of 
Paris so great that he left Troyes, and made haste to check 
the Prussians •. 

Meantime the Allies were entering into a negotiation 
among themselves, whch superseded the work professing 
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to be done at ChD.tillon. Instead of waiting on Napoleon's 
changes of mind and vacillations of counsel at ChD.tillon, 
the four great Powers bound themselves, by the Treaty of 
Chaumont,on the 1st of March, to hold out against Napoleon, 
if he should refuse the terms offered him. Each of the four 
Powers was to keep in the field a force of 150,000 men, 
and Great Britain was to maintain, not only her own force. 
but th,Q.se of the other Powers, by an annual subsidy of 
5,000,6<101. There were secret articles, which afterwards 
guided the counsels of the potentates. The published 
articles were sad news in England. Just when the over
throw of Napoleon had seemed inevitable, it was in con
templation to raise 5,000,0001, a year of war-tax, besides 
maintaining 150,000 men in the field. For three weeks 
longer, Napoleon held out, through his Minister at ChD.
tillon, for his stipulation that the . Rhine should be the 
frontier of France; but, as he had gained his last victory, 
he was soon obliged to yield that point, and every other. 
By this time, the Royalist party was up and stirring. 
Of the Bourbon Princes, one was at Bordeaux, and another 
was with the Allied Army. On the 2nd of March, the 
strong town of Soissons capitulated to the PruBsians. On 
the 12th, the Bourbons were acknowledged at Bordeaux. 
On the 19th, Napoleon accepted some of the 'conditions of 
the Allies, but demurred to others-being yet unaware of 
the Treaty of Chaumont. Not doubting that Paris would 
defend itself, Napoleon proceeded to the rear of the Allies, 
to gather together the garrisons of his strong places in the 
east of France. The Allies pressed on; driving the French 
Marshals and their force of 25,000 men before them; and 
when the Empress, her child, and Court, left Paris on the 
28th, with their money and baggage, the Emperor of 
Russia and King of Prussia were established almost within 
sight. The citizens had no warning till the country 
people came crowding in with their cattle, and whatever 
they could bring in carts. Nothing effectual was done: 
nor was there any need.. The citizens had nothing to fear 
for .themselvel!. The Allies were the enemies of the 
Emperor, and not of the French people. When the 
citizens looked out, on the morning of the 30th, the 
heights ;yrhich command Paris were crowded with the 
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foreign troops, to the number of 180,000 men. On that 
day, Napoleon left his army in the eastern provinces, and 
travelled with all speed to Paris: but the last conflict did 
not wait for him. While he was travelling, his Marshals, 
Marmont and Mortier, were fighting outside the capital. 
Joseph showed himself as feeble as he had been at Vittoria 
and every where else. He did not arm the citizens who 
called for arms. He, permitted no man to cross the,ilarriers 
outwards, while as many as chose might come in. About 
noon, he gave leave to the Marshals to capitulate. When 
the Russian balls knocked at the gates, and the cries of the 
Cossacks were heard under the walls, he fled, having to the 
last called on the people of Paris to defend themselves. 
To the last, arms were refused to the citizens; yet the 
Allies found in Paris 30,000 new muskets, above 120 pieces 
of cannon, and a vast store of ammunition. The Allies 
lost a great number of men in the battle of Paris, owing to 
the character of the ground, which was favourable for 
defence: but it was the final struggle. On the morning of 
the 31st, the citizens awoke to the news that the Marshals 
were to evacuate the city that day, and yield it up to the 
Allies. 

The troops who entered first were so quiet that the 
shops were presently opened: and, about noon, the Sove
reigns and PI'inces entered, to see Paris looking very like 
itself. The wildest of the ,troops were kept at a distanco, 
and the best were brought into the city; and even they 
were forbidden to go beyond certain limits, in the publio 
places. Some Royalists pa.raded the streets with a white 
flag, and endeavoured to raise a cry for the Bourbons; but 
the people did not seem to understand or care about it; 
and when the Sovereigns met to prepare their proclamation, 
and declare their resolution to accept and guarantee such a 
constitution and government as the French people should 
form for themselves, the Bourbons were not named. The 
Allies would not treat with any member of the family of 
Bonaparte; but they indicated no other family. Prince 
Schwartzenberg had, in the morning, invited the people of 
Paris to accelerate the peace of the world by co-operating 
with the Allies: and the Municipal Council of the capital 
lost no time in setting about the business. 
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On the 1st of April, they put forth a proclamation declar
ing .. We abjure all obedience to the usurper, and return 
to our lawful mastO!'s." The next day, the Opposition 
minority of the Senate, who had long been disaffected to 
Napoleon, elected a Provisional Government, and declared 
the Bonaparte family excluded from the throne, and the 
French people released from their allegiance to Napoleon. 
A su1hient number of the Legislative Chamber agreed 
to all this; and, on the same day, the Provisional Govern
ment began to act. On the 4th, a decree was issued which 
ordered that all traces of the late government-all symbols 
of the reign of Napoleon-should be suppressed and effaced 
by police agents appointed for the purpose. The leader in 
these proceedings against the fallen Emperor was Talley
rand; and his coadjutors were men of the same sort-the 
grossest flatterers of Napoleon in his days of power, and 
the coolest traitors when his power began to evaporate. 

When Napoleon arrived at Fontainebleau, on tho 3rd of 
April, he collected 65,000 men, and supposed he might 
hold out. But in the llvening a packet arrived from 
l'Iarmont, containing his correspondence with the Austrian 
General, which showed that he had gone over to the enemy. 
The next morning, four of his l'Iarshals and two councillors 
came into his presence, and advised him to abdicate. Ho 
sent to Paris three Commissioners, to treat with tho Allies: 
and immediately abdicated in favour of his son. Tho Allies 
had already declared that they would not treat with any 
of tho family; and all tho world could see that thero 
would be no securityfor peace whilo Napoleon lived, with 
his infant son on the throne of Franco, and his wife as 
Regent". Aloxander told the messengers, "It is too late :" 
and, the next morning, l'Iarshal Ney made known, through 
tho newspapers, that he had found that no way of avoid
ing civil war remained but by embracing the cause of the 
ancient Kings of France. He, now, had gone over to the ' 
Allies. 

Napoleon struggled on till the 11th, endeavouring to 
negotiate with his father-in-law on behalf of the child and 
grandchild who was the bond between them. But here, 
also, it was "too late." The days preceding the 11th 
were very wretched. It had been a dreadful blow to the 
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fallen man to· hear from the lips of common soldiers on the 
road, by lamplight, when he was burning his wheels and 
killing horses in his vehement haste, that Paris had capi~ 
tulated. Large drops of perspiration stood on his forehead, 
and his gaze at his attendant was a glare. But there was 
something worse in the wearing and accumulating grief 
of these few days at Fontainebleau. Some of his attend~ 
ants stole away without taking leave: others conwlained 
of his delay in completing the act of abdication, and 
watched the opening of his door, in indecent haste, for the 
event which was to release them: and, when the thing 
was done, he found himself almost alone in a deserted 
house. He was not a man of any heart; and it is not to 
be expected that he would gain hearts: but he had gratified 
some affections of his servants, companions, and people: he 
had gratified their vanity, and had, at all events, long 
lived upon their praises: and thus there was as deep a 
shame in their sordid defection now, as if he had deserved 
from them a more genuine attachment. 

The signature to the act of Abdication is scarcely legible. 
Napoleon'S hand shook violently while he signed. By this 
treaty, he resigned the crowns of France and Italy for 
himself and his descendants for ever. He was to retain 
his title of Emperor; and his family were still to be termed 
prinoes and prinoesses. It WM by his own choice that 
the Island of Elba was named for his place of residence; 
and it was erected into a. Principality for his sake. His 
income was to be 100,0001. a year, from the revenues of the 
countries he now yielded up; and France was to guarantee 
the same sum to his descendants. His wife and son were 
to have the sovereignty of Parma and Placentia; and the 
Empress Josephine was to have an income of 4J),OOOl. from 
the French government. Napoleon was to take with him 
400 French soldiers as his body guard; and 1,500 of his 
Old Guard were to escort him to the coast. 

When Napoleon signed this treaty, on the 11th of April, 
the Empress was on her way to him. He sent a messenger 
on the 12th, to desire her not to come yet. That night, he 
took poison. He said, during his suffering, that he could 
no longer endure life: the desertion of his old comrades 
had broken his heart. The poison, which he is supposed 
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to have worn next his person since the Moscow retreat, 
had lost much of its power; and, after a sharp struggle, he 
recovered. He observed that the dose was not strong 
enough, and that God did not will his death. After that, 
he seemed content to live. 

The Empress never arrived. When she went to her 
carriage, on the 9th of April, no one of all her Court 
remain"d to hand her in but her Chamberlain. All the 
rest were trying which could get first to Paris. She had 
then no other idea than of joining her husband and sharing 
his fortunes; but means were found on the way of inform
ing her of her husband's infidelities, up to a late date; and 
of convincing her that he married her, not for herself, but 
for connexion: and she was brought to listen to the 
counsels of her father and of Alexander, and to abandoll 
Napoleon-like the rest of the world. She set out for 
Vienna with her son, and Napoleon never saw them again. 

It was not quite the whole world that deserted the fallen 
man. The few faithful men who accompanied him to the 
coast, or to Elba, and then to St. Helena, are, and ever 
will be, respected wherever their names are known-the 
Bertrands, Drouot, and Cambronne, and Gourgaud. Na
poleon, for some days, believed that it was the Allies who 
prevented his wife and son, by force, from coming to him: 
and he refused to set out for Elba, declaring the treaty 
to have been broken by such an intervention. When con
vinced that his wife had forsaken him by her own choice, 
he consented to go. His departure was a mournful scene. 
He said to his Old Guard that he wished he could embrace 
them all: as he could not, he embraced the standard which 
they had so often followed. He actually kissed the eagle, 
and departed amidst the sobs and·tears of the Guard, who, 
probably, loved him more than any others whom he had left 
behind. At Valence, the troops drawn out to receive him 
wore the Bourbon cockade: at A vignon, he saw his statues 
over-turned. Further on, matters were worse. . His life 
was in 80 much danger that he had to escape from a back 
window, and ttavel as a courier, with a white cockade on 
his breast; and again, in the Austrian uniform, to save 
himself from the crowds that were demanding his head. 
On the 2,7th, he reached the coast, at Frejus; and, on the 
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28th, he sailed for Elba, where he lived less than ten 
months. Those eould have known little of the philosophy 
of the human mind who believed that Napoleon could 
rElmain in· freedom, the sovereign of a little island in the 
Mediterranean, after the world had been at his feet, and 
when he did not know why it should not be so again. 
They might as well have thrust an eagle into a walled 
garden, and expeeted it not to flyaway. He rem~ned in 
Elba less than ten months. 

Meantime, Josephine had died. She died in a month after 
Napoleon left Franee. He knew, to the last, that no one 
had ever loved him as she had done. Now that she was 
(1ead,and that his living wife had forsaken him, he was so 
forlorn that it would have been strange if he had not tried 
what his power might yet be in the fields of ambition. 

It was on the 7th of the next l\farch, while the Potentates 
of Europe and their representatives were assembled at 
Vienna, settling the affairs of Europe in the morning, and 
enjoying fetes in the evenings, that Wellington gave the 
Sovereigns the news that Napoleon had secretly left Elba. 
The portentous faet was whispered about the ball-room 
that night, to those most nearly concerned, but concealed 
from all others. The few who knew walked about among 
the lights and the music, with a. consciousness that a new 
period of war had set in; while the thoughtless crowd 
around them were still exchanging the first thoughts and 
feelings of peace. 

What had been done during the interval? 
On the 13th of April, two days after Napoleon had signed 

his act of abdication, the brother of the Bourbon claimant 
of the French throne appeared at the gates of Paris. He 
was met and welcomed by the Provisional Government, and 
by Lord CastlereRgh, who appeared as the representative 
·of the nation which had played the host to the Bourbons, 
during their exile. The Prince went to Notre Dame, to 
return thanks for the restoration of his family. On the 
20th, while Napoleon was kissing the eagle, and calling 
tears from the eyes of his Old Guard, the new King of 
France was embracing the Prince Regent at the ontrance 
of London, and passing through the streets in grand pro
cession, on his way to take possession of his dominions. 
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Arrived at his hotel, he held his first levee as King, and 
conferred honours for the first time-taking from his own 
shoulder the ribbon and star of the order of the Holy Ghost, 
and putting them on the neck of the Prince Regent. The 
English princes accompanied him to Dover; and Lord 
Sidmouth waited on him to Paris. On the 25th, he set foot 
once more on French soil, amidst the vociferous rejoicings 
of the ~eople of Calais. On the 3rd of May, he entered 
Paris. By his side was the Duchess d' AngouIeme, the 
daughter of Louis XVI. Even her presence excited no sen
timent among the crowds in the streets: for the people of 
Paris had no sentiment about the Bourbons. They joked 
about the fat and gout of the King, and observed that the 
Duchess d' AngouIeme wore the small bonnet then in fashion 
in England: but, when they saw Napoleon's Guard in the 
procession, they cried" Long live the Old Guard;" and this 
was the only cry of the day. The Bourbons were not a. 
people to take warning by any signs of popular feeling, 
small or great. It was soon found, and said of them, that 
they "had learned nothing, and had forgotten nothing." 
Their only idea was to rule as the Bourbons had ruled 
before the Revolution. Nothing could exceed the impru
dence of their first measures, and they did nothing, during 
the ten months of Napoleon'S residence in Elba, to create 
an interest in the place of that which he had left vacant. 

On the 30th of May, a Treaty of Peace was concluded 
between France and the Allies, according to which the 
boundaries of France were declared to be nearly what they 
were before the war of 1793. On the day of the signature 
of the treaty, the strangers-both Princes and soldiers
began to leave Paris. 'l'he sovereigns and princes came, in 
considerable numbers, to England. The Duke of Clarence 
was quite happy in his share of the business-crossing . 
between Dover and Calais very often, as escort to royal 
personages, firing salutes, manning his yards, and cheer
ing. Most men were, at that time, like overgrown boys. 
'Vilberforce's affectionate heart, indeed, ·was sighing for 
his friend Pitt-:-longing that he could see and know that 
we had a peace founded on Napoleon's downfall. Lord 
Eldon's bad taste, always extreme on gI·and occasions, 
blazoned itself now on the front of his house, where, on the 
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three nights of illumination, there appeared, in coloured 
lamps, the words "'I'hanks to God!" There was some
thing worse than bad taste in other devices, during that 
illumination. Napoleon appeared in a myriad of trans
parencies-always in cocked hat and boots-haunted by 
the Duke d'Enghien, struggling in the grasp of the devil, 
writhing in the lake of fire, and so on. The exhibition of 
cruel passions towards him, and of maudlin fiatte.,,- of the 
Bourbons, might be 'natural at the close of so long and 
hard a war; but it was humbling to thoughtful spectators. 

The IliustrioilS Strangers, as the whole group of 
foreigners was called, were feasted and complimented in all 
directions. The brave old Blucher had an Oxford degree 
conferred on him, at the same time with the Emperor of 
Russia and the King of Prussia.. Banquets were given by 
the London Corporations : there were military reviews in 
the Parks, and a. naval review at Portsmouth; and a. pro
cession to St. Paul's, to return thanks for the restoration 
of peace; and, in August, after some of the strangers were 
gone, a jubilee in the Parks, of three days' duration. 
'1'hese festivals and shows were all welcome to a people 
long depressed, and now in wild hope of a period of national 
prosperity: but the strongest interest of all, perhaps, 
was the re-appearance of Wellington, after his five years' 
absence. In his characteristic manner, he landed at Dover 
at the earliest possible moment, went straight to London, 
and walked into the House of Lords. He had left the 
country Sir Arthur Wellesley; he returned a. Duke. As 
soon as the sloop of war conveying him was seen off Dover, 
at five in the morning of the 28th of June, the sea. and 
shore resounded with the salutes fired from the ships and 
from the cliffs. Multitudes came thronging to the land
ing.place; and they carried the hero on their shoulders to 
his inn, amidst a roar of acclamation. That same evening 
he was told by the Lord Chancellor, in the presence of a. 
crowded House of Lords, that his was the only instance in 
the history of the;British Peerage, of an individual being, 
at his first entrance into that House, a Baron, a Viscount, 
an Earl, a Marquess, and a Duk~ach rank being won 
by distinct services to the country. Royal personages 
had all the dignities heaped upon them. by a single gift: 
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but no similar instance existed of rising by patriotio 
service, through all the ranks, before taking a seat among 
the peers. Then followed city and royal banquets, given 
in his honour, at which the royal family were solicitous to 

. pay their tribute of homage to one who stood high above 
the patronage of potentates. It was in. May, while he 
was at Paris, that his highest title was conferred upon 
him: 8!id parliament voted him half a million of money, 
for the purchase of an estate, and the support of hi~ rank. 
An unprecedented offer of homage was made, in a Resolu
tion that- a deputation from the House of Commons should 
wait on him on his return, to congratulate and compliment 
him. Wellington, on being requested to appoint a time, 
begged leave rather to go himself, and pay his respects in 
person; and he apppeared in the middle of the House, in 
the afternoon of the 1st of July. His address was simple 
and earnest; and it ended, as all his acts have ever ended, 
in a declaration that he was always ready for the service 
of his sovereign and his country. This appearance of the 
great soldier before a grateful parliament has always been 
spoken of by those who witnessed it as impressive in the 
highest degree.-It was not long before he began to suspect 
that his services might be required i-not against Napo
leon; for there is no evidence that he anticipated what 
actually happened; but against Russia and Prussia, with 
whom we might presently have been at war, if Napoleon 
had remained quietly in Elba. At the end of the year, 
when the people and the newspapers were complaining that 
the peace had not answered any body's expectation; that 
the fabrics exhibited at the German fairs were so much 
more elegant than our own; that our manufactures were not 
likely to find a sale abroad; that shoals of English tourists 
were spending their cash abroad, and thus (for such was 
the popular apprehension) turning the balance of trade 
against us; and that even true-born Britons were settling 
abroad, for the sake of cheapness of living i-while such were 
the popular complaints, the representatives of England at 
the Congress of Vienna were of opinion that the people 
would soon be again in the state of war to which they had 
been so long accustomed. . 

~hiIe Napoleon was apparently busy in his little island 
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making roads, build,ing, and tiring out three horses in 
succession in his morning rides, he had his eye on Europe; 
and doubtless knew more or less of the plotting that was 
going on there. In January, 1815, conspiracies were talked 
of everywhere in France; and their being talked of indi
cated that people were lIDsettled, and in expectation of 
change. In February, a. secret treaty was made between 
Austria, France, and England, whereby those Powe:gl bound 
themselves to bring -into the field 150,000 men each, to 
enforce the fulfilment of the Treaty of Paris-various 
breaches i)l, which were contemplated by Russia and Prussia. 
Wellington had been our ambassador at Paris for the last 
half year. In January, he went to Vienna; in February, he 
was a party to this secret treaty; and in March, that news 
told in the ball-room, showed him that his services would 
now be required against the old enemy, rather than against 
any of our Allies. 

Of all th~ assembled personages Alexander seems to 
have been most angry at Napoleon's return. Enough had 
been known of the exile's correspondence with the shores 
of Italy aI),d France to make various members of the 
Congress. anxious to have him removed to the Canary 
islands, or St. Helena, or some other safer rock in a wider 
sea than Elba. It appears that the Austrian Minister had 
even sounded some persons at Paris as to the effect which 
would be produced by the appearance of the child-the 
little King of Rome--on the frontier. But Alexander had 
declared steadily in favour of the exact fulfilment of the 
treaty of Fontainebleau, and had pleaded his personal 
honour as involved in leaving Napoleon unmolested. It 
was exasperating to the Emperor to hear that night that 
Na.poleon had secretly left Elba; and then, in a da7 or 
two, that he had lande" at Fl·ejus. The Austrian Minlster 
appeared to be no less indignant in the name of his Court; 
for ill his first proclamations Napoleon declared that he . 
l'eturned with the concurrence of Austria, to resume the 
throne for himself and his family. . lIIetternich's imme
diate proposal-<>ffered so early as the 12th of March-was 
that the Congress should pass a formal declaration of out
lawry from the comity of nations against Napoleon. This 
was done, and signed by all the Powers. Napoleon w;as 
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thereby pronounced a public enemy. proscribed, <!eclared 
incapable of treating with any power, and destined to be 
crushed by the united forces which were pledged to put 
down all revolutionary attempts. 

It is interesting to look over now the :file of the' Moni
teur' for that month of March;-the 'Moniteur' which 
speaks, with an appearance of cool audacity, whatever the 
govermpent of the hour has to say, let that government 
change as often as it may. There is a brief intimation that. 
Napoleon had quitted Elba: then a notice that the weather 
was too misty for telegraphic communication: then a para
graph telling ·of the arrival of the adventurer at Lyons; 
·but that only a few peasants took notice of his presence on 
the road: then, total silence for some days on this subject, 
while every thing else is noted and discussed as usual: 
then, the Court article, telling in the briefest words that 
the King and the princes had departed during the night, 
and that his Majesty, the Emperor, had arrived at his 
palace of the Tuileries at eight o'clock the succeeding 
evening. 

There he was I and the army was at his beck; and the 
people, if not attached to him, were abundantly disgusted 
with the Bourbons. There he was-in his palace of the 
Tuileries, as formidable as ever, to all appearance! It was 
bad news for London-bad news for every cottage in Great 
Britain. The old sickening supersitious feeling came back 
with all its force-that we could not get rid of this demon. 
We had posted l;l.im up, in transparencies at our illumina
tions, as haunted, and as expiating his crimes; and now, 
he was haunting us again. It was some comfort that 
Wellington wrote that it need not be for long, if we woulll 
exert ourselves. Wellington had been requested at once 
by the assembled Powers to draw out a plan of military 
operations. He did it; and advised his government to 
practise no false economy at this critical season; but to 
bring into the field every man they could raise, and to as&st 
foreign Powers with every guinea that could be collected. 
The effort made- under the stimulus of the passions of the 
time was enormous. 125,000 men were furnished without 
delay; and Lord Liverpool's government made an unheard
of demandJ'or money, and obtained all they asked, without 

2 L 
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a division. Only thirty-seven members of the Commons had 
voted against going to war; and none voted against raising 
the means necessary for war. The budget of the year very 
nearly reached the sum of 90,000,0001. 

It was on the 20th of March that Napoleon reached 
Paris, escorted by all the soldiers who had been sent out 
against him. On the,23rd, the Powers who had made the 
Treaty of Chaumont, a year before, confirmed its pr~visions, 
under the name of .the Treaty of Vienna. Being thus 
bound to make war together upon Napoleon, and to make 
no separate peace with him, the signers went about their 
work. Wellington left Vienna on the 29th for Belgium, 
where the war was pretty sure to begin. He arrived at 
Brussels on the 4th of April. He knew it would be some 
weeks before Napoleon would take the field; but not for 
an hour did he linger over his preparations.-On the day 
of Wellington's arrival at Brussels, Napoleon despatched 
letters to the crowned heads of Europe, informing them of 
his being at home again, and of his intention to meddle with 
nobody. He would absolutely respect the independence 
of States, and, if others would be as orderly as himself, quiet 
would prevail, for justice should be seated on the confines 
of kingdoms, and should protect their frontiers. His, 
Ministers wrote by the same couriers to the Ministers of 
other sovereigns: but the couriers were all stopped, and 
the letters carried in a body to Vienna. Napoleon was 
outlawed; and his correspondence was not to be respected. 
The royal readers of his epistles must have sickened at the 
well-known style, by which each had been cajoled in turn. 

Paris was not what it had been to Napoleon. He found 
himself obliged to accept, and arm, and speak fair, the true 
revolutionary force of the capital, though neither he nor 
his army liked the intrusion of a kind of mob upon the 
military function. He found himself obliged to establish a 
Constitutional Monarchy; and the Chambers spoke no 
longer as his creatures, but as efficient portions of the 
constitution. At the very moment of announcing the 
establishment of this mode of government, he declared, in 
relation to the coalition of Kings aga,inst France, that he 
and his army would do their duty. He did not invite the 
people, included under the Constitution, to share in the 
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duty of defending their country. These declarations were 
uttered on the 7th of June. He had already made his 
choice between the two methods that offered themselves for 
defending the country. He might wait, on the defensive, 
till the Allies should oome; in which case, the people 
might give him some help; or he might go forth and meet 
the enemy; in which case he and his army would be re
sponsible for the safety of France. He determined to go 
forth; "and into Belgium first, as Wellington had expected. 
His forces, which amounted by this time to 180,000 men, 
were marching towards the northern frontier while he was 
addressing the Chambers. On the 11th, he appointed a 
government of fourteen men to act in concert with the 
Chambers during his absence; then dined with his family, 
and set out in the evening for his last campaign. On the 
13th, he was near the frontier, at Avesnes; on the 15th, he 
was with his army, 122,000 strong, at Charleroi. His 
intention was to prostrate the Prussians the next day, and 
.. measure himself with this Wellington" on the 1.7th or 
18th. While he advanced, thus unmolested, and even un~ 
watched, Wellington and the Prussian Commander were 
waiting, with their forces scattered, for promised intelli
gence from Fouche of Napoleon's progress and plans. They 
were two more added to the long list of Fouche's dupes. 
Fouche sent what he had promised; but contrived such 
obstacles in the way of the bearer-a lady-that she could 
not arrive till after Napoleon had chosen his ground. It 
was on the evening of the 15th that Wellington received 
the news at Brussels of the whereabout of the French. He 
instantly perceived that the object was to separate his force 
from the Prussians. He sent off orders to his troops in 
every direction to march upon Quatre-Bras. This done, 
he dressed and went to the ball, where no one would have 
discovered from his manner, that he had heard any remark
able news. It was whispered about the rooms, however, 
that the French were not far off; and same officers drop
ped off in the course of the evening-called by their duty. 
and leaving heavy hearts behind them. Many parted SQ 

who never met again. It was about midnight when the 
general officers were summoned. Somewhat later, the 
younger officers were very quietly called away from their 
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partners; ana by sun-rise of the summer morning of the 
16th, all were on their march. 

The first news that reached Paris was of victory. Blii· 
cher and his Prussians were at Ligny, with the exception 
of the 4th corps, under Biilow, which had not come up. 
Napoleon sent Ney round, early in the morning of the 
16th, to attack Bliicher in the rear, while he attacked him 
in front: and in extreme impatience, Napoleon waited till 
four in the afternoon .for the sound of Ney's gun; in the 
rear of the Prussians. But Ney was otherwise occupied. 
He had enco'Untered the Allied force, which held the posi
tion of Quatre Bras: and he could not dislodge them. 
Bliicher all the while was anxiously awaiting the arrival 
of Biilow's Prussian eorps and of the Allied force; but 
neither of them appeared. At four o'clock, Napoleon 
attacked him. For three hours, the desperate fight ap
peared to give no advantage on either side. Then some 
French reinforcements began to come up, and Napoleon 
brought forward all his reserves, while no aid appeared to 
the Prussians. They fell back; and their retreat presently 
became somewhat disorderly. The French captured twenty
one pieces of caunon, which had been left entangled in the 
narrow lanes behind the village of Ligny; but there was 
no pursuit during the night. This was the victory of the 
the 16th of June, which waS announced in Paris. At 
Quatre-Bras, the British -and their Allies had held their 
ground, with considerable loss ;-the Duke of Brunswick 
being killed, among many others. Their cavalry had not 
come up; and in both fields, the French force far exceeded 
that of their opponents. The next morning, Wellington 
sent a patrole to Bliicher, when it was found that the 
French had not only abstained from pursuit, but that their 
scouts fell back as the patrole advanced. Bliicher's retreat 
compelled Wellington to retire from Quatre Bras: and by 
the afternoon of the 17th, he and his army had fallen back 
to Waterloo. There the great Captain drew out his forces, 
across two high roads, with a ravine at his right extremity, 
and a height above a hamlet as his extreme post on the left, 
whence he could communicate with Bliicher, who had pro
mised to come to his aid, if he should be attacked. In 
front of the right-centre was a farm-house; in front of the 
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\eft-centre was another. .All the night of the ] 7th, the 
French were taking up their position on a range of heights 
in front. 

At ten o'clock on the morning of the 18th, the French 
made the attack. All day, they strove for the farm-house 
in front of the British right-centre I and all day it was 
held against them. They won the other farm-house-the 
Germ8Jl legion within it having expended their ammuni
tion I and being, at the moment, cut off from supply. A 
heavy cannonading along the whole line acccmpanied and 
sustained these assaults; and during the whole day, the 
British in their lines sustained the fierce charges, in cen
stant succession, now of cavalry, now of infantry, now of 
cavalry and infantry together. ';l'here is nothing in the 
history of battles more sublime than the generalship 
which ceuld order, and the patient valour that ceuld SUB

tain, such a method of fighting as this. It foiled Napoleon 
in his strongest point. He had. a'lways hitherto broken 
through the enemy's line, by bringing his force to bear 
upon one part (a weak one, if he ceuld find it); but here 
he tried after it for the whole day without succeeding. 
He had. now" to measure himself with this Wellington;" 
and he had met his match. He gathered his artillery 671 

_e, and made dreadful havock on certain points :-the 
vacant space was instantly filled up again. He arranged 
his bodies of cavalry so as to support each other, and sent 
them to make desperate efforts to pierce the British line of 
infantry. In a moment, the line became squares, and the 
ground was maintained. At six in the evening, not a point 
was gained by the French. Any advantage which had 
been yielded in the shock of a moment had. been imme
diately resumed. In the quiet words of, Wellington, 
!" these attacks were uniformly unsuccessful." It was im
possible, after these eight hours of slaughter, to say where 
the victory would rest. The most doubtful moment for the 
Allies was soon after this--about seven o'clock. By this 
time Biilow's cerps had. ceme up; and Blucher himself was 
on the heights-on the British left-ready to take charge 
of the French right. Napoleon was now about to make a 
final desperate effort to rout the .Allies by an attack of a 
vast force upon the British .lefkentre. Wellington saw 
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it; and ordered every disposable Jl!.an to the spot. Pre
sently, the continued roar of cannon and musketry was 
" the m,ost dinning" ever heard by those on the field. Pre
sently again, there was a sudden, complete, brief pause; 
and then again, a tremendous outburst of mingled sounds. 
The French had been checked, cast in heaps of dead and 
wounded ; the remainder turned, fled, and were in an 
instant pursued by the whole British line. Whe~ Napo
leon saw t~t the British had broken in upon his Old 
Guard, he turned pale as death, and said, in a tone of dis
may, "T1).ey are all mixed I" Wellington's word to his 
Guards in a ditch-" Up, Guards, and at them!" had been 
potent. They lDere all mixed, as the British bore down the 
best reserve and last hope of Napoleon. 

The success of the battle was, however, mainly secured 
by the arrival of the Prussians. Napoleon had foreseen that 
the Germans would advance upon his right flank when he 
made his grand attack; and the heads of his reserve columns 
appeared, one behind another, with their supports of artil
lery-an army in themselves, to oppose the Prussians. The 
Prussians out-flanked them, however, penetrated their force 
On that side, and pressed in upon the n;tain body so severely, 
while the British were bearing them along in front, that 
the crush was complete. The French army was annihilated. 
From an army it became a mass of panic-stricken fugitives 
-and over they went-over the heights which they had 
so splendidly descended in the morning, pursued by the 
victors till eleven o'clock. when the British, worn out at 
the end of thirteen hours from the first attack, left it to 
the fresher Prussians to continue the pursuit through the 
night. During the night, Blucher and his Prussians took 
sixty more pieces of cannon-the cannon of the Imperial 
Guard; and much baggage and several carriages belonging 
to Napoleon. One hundred and fifty pieces of cannon, with 
their ammunition, had been taken on the field. 

For the third time Napoleon returned to Paris without 
an army. After Moscow, after Leipsic, he had rallied his 
forces, and gone forth again. All was over now; and he 
never went forth again, but to the captivity in which he 
ended his days. It was four o'clock in the morning of the 
21st that he reached Paris. When the Prussians, who had 
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followed him, broke into the palace at MaImaison in the 
evening of the 29th, he had just driven away, after taking 
leave for ever of the few faithful friends who had remained 
with him. From the 3rd to the 14th of July he lingered 
at Rochefort, hoping against hope for some chance of 
restoration. He thence wrote a letter to the Prince Regent, 
a8 "the most generous" of his enemies, craving leave to live 
in England, as a private individual. Early in the morning 
of the 15th, he went on board the Bellerophon, which im
mediately oonveyed him to England. For BOme days, 
Torbay was crowded with boats, from which he was seen 
on the deck of the vessel by multitudes to whom he had 
been & prominent object of thoughtBince the opening of the 
century. On the 30th, he was officially informed that he 
was to be conveyed to St. Helena, to spend the rest of his 
days on a rock in the midst of the Altantio. His wrath 
was great, as might have been expected. lIe protested 
that he was not a prisoner. It was true that he had gone 
on board the Bellerophon uninvited : but it was also true 
that he had gone untempted, and under the warning that 
the oommander, Captain Maitland, oould make no promises. 
Bis long oourse of perfidy had deprived him of all right 
to claim trust: and his unscrupulous ambition made him 
too dangerous to be left at large. For the security of the 
human race, he must be outlawed; and he had outlawed 
himself by proving that no engagements and no principles 
could bind him. He was carried to St. Helena, by the 
agreement of the sovereigns of Europe, who committed the 
charge of him to that nation which he had most constantly 
and most bitterly hated. 

The French force on the field of Waterloo was about 
72,000 men; the army under Wellington 68,000; the 
Prussians bringing 36,000 more in the evening. Napoleon 
had 240 pimJEls of cannon: Wellington 180. The loss, in 
killed and wounded, of the Allies was nearly 11,000, 
besides 6,000 Prussians. That of the French was 40,000. 
But their force was besides wholly broken and dispersed; 
and it never ra.llied. After passing their own frontier the 
infantry melted away among the villages of France; and 
the artillery sold their horses, and returned to their homes. 
An atteJPpt was made to defend Paris, under the dread 
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of the retum of the Bourbons; and on the third of July the 
capitulation of Paris was signed. The soldiery marched 
out, with their arms and equipments, and proceeded to the 
Loire, beyond which they were to transport themselves. 
On the 7th, Wellington led the army ofthe. Allies into 
Paris. The Bourbons were olose behind; and Louis XVIII. 
made his entry the nex.t day. All was silent and forlorn. 
The streets were almost deserted; and the clan~ of the 
horses' feet echoed from the lofty houses. The Prussians 
were with difficulty prevented from hauling down the 
public monuments of Napoleon's victories, and blowing up 
bridges; and in the environs, their troops were pillaging 
without mercy. The works of Art which Napoleon had 
gathered together from the conquered cities of Europe 
were sent back to their places : and the inhabitants of Paris 
felt, for the first time, what subjugation was. 

England, meantime, was almost mad with joy. The 
previous iluspense had been tenible; and in London, 
people could hardly sleep for the ex.pectation of news from 
Belgium. At last. the Park and Tower guns told that the 
news was good. The Gazette was read to crowds in the 
streets. Every house was lighted up. A day of Thanks
giving was appointed; and the collection in the churches 
and chapels of the kingdom on behalf of those widowed, 
orphaned, and maimed, by the battle ofWaterlooa)Ilolmted 
to 500,0001. Both Houses of Parliament voted thanks to 
Wellington 'and his army; and the Waterloo medal was 
struck-to be worn by every man engaged on that memor
able 18th of June. 

It was not till November that the Second Treaty of 
Paris was signed: and during the whole interval 800,000 
fureign troops were quartered oli the inhabitants of 
France. It was on the 20th of Nov. that the Treaty was 
iligned and ratified. On the 30th, Wellington issued his 
last General Order, on breakin~ up his army. After oom
mending the good conduot of .his troops, in their camps 
and cantonments, not less than in the field, he took his 
leave of them in these words: .. Whatever may be the 
future destination of those brave troops, of whioh the 
Field Marshal now takes his leave, he trusts that every 
indi~idual will believe that he will ever feel the deepest 
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interest in their honour and welfare, and will always be 
happy to promote either." Their destination was never 
more to be the battle-field in Europe. That General Order 
was i88ued thirty-five years ago; and England is still at 
Peace. 

• CHAPTER X. 

Steam Navigation-Death of Boulton-Chain Cables-Steam Carriages 
-Count Rumford-Plymouth Breakwater-Chelsea Hospital
Haileybury Colleg&-Tee.--.Joint StockBrea.d Company-National 
Isolation-Foreign Literatur&-The Literary Fund-Musie-The 
Edinburgh Review-The Quarterly Review-Bentham-Scienc&
Necrology- Men of Science-Artists-Authors-Travellers
[1801-15.] 

THE history of a people during the time of war is nearly 
the same with the history of the war and its effects. There 
is little left to be told of the condition of the English 
people between 1800 and 1815. 

At the opening of the century, Messrs. Boulton and 
Watt's steam engine was at work at the Mint, and found 
capable of new applications, from year to year. The 
Americans discovered one application which has proved of 
some importance since, and which will mark our century 
in the history of the arts for ever. Just before the opening 
of the century, a great man in New York, Chancellor 
Livingstone, obtained from the State Legislature an ex
clusive privilege for the navigating of boats by means of a 
steam engine on board. He forfeited his privilege by 
being unable, within the assigned time, to impel a boat at 
the rate of four miles an hour. .At Paris, however, in 1803, 
the thing was accomplished-Mr. Livingstone having 
there met his countryman, Fulton, who was ready enough to 
ky the nece88ary series of experiments. Meantime, Lord 
Dundas had been encouraging the experiments of Syming
ton in Scotland; and in 1802, a steam tug, with Lordpundas 
on board, towed. two loaded veBSels, against a strong head 
wind, nineteen miles on the Forth and Clyde canal, in six 
hours. The thing. was certainly done before Fulton 
Bucceeded~ in his Seine voyage in 1803. But the canal 
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proprietors in Scotland feared injury to the canal banks; 
and Symington's boat lay idle in a creek, while Fulton 
obtained engines from Boulton and Watt, learned every 
thing about the Scotch experiment, and carried over 
Birmingham workmen to fit their engine to his boat on 
the Hudson. In 1807, the success was complete. In 
America, the fuel used was a. blazing and sparkling pine 
wood; and for a long while, the self-moving vessel was an 
object of hOl'J,'or (by night especially) to the dwelletf! on the 
interior rivers, and to the pirates who hovered about the 
coast in war time. They believed that the monster, 
braving wind and tide, and spitting fire, was sent after 
them, anq. had demons for her crew. In our country, the 
innovation was. a more quiet affair.-Mr. Henry Bell, an 
innkeeper on the Clyde, built a steam-passage-boat in 1811, 
marking its date by calling it the Comet, after the great 
comet of that year: and to him belongs the credit of' 
having first made steam navigation practically useful in 
our island. In 1816, five steamboats were plying on the 
Thames, and some persons had adventurously gone to Mar
gate in one. Henry Bell died in indigence after the suc
cess of his great experiment, of which he incurred all the 
loss, while the world has ever since enjoyed the gain. 
Fulton died in 1815, mainly from anxiety of mind, from 
disputes having arisen about his patents. Boulton died 
in a serene old age, in August 1809. He had spent 47,0001. 
on his steam-engine before Watt enabled him to surmount 
the difficulties 'of construction which intercepted his pro
fits. He was an inestimable publio benefactor-promot. 
ing among us the arts of peace in a dreary season of war: 
and there was everything in his private character that 
.could deepen admiration into respect and affection. 

The production and manufacture of iron improved much 
in our country during the early years of the century; 
and we observe the introduction of chain cables among 
the n~ inventions of the time. Architects were beginning 
to think about Suspension Bl'idges; and iron chains were 
much under notice. A naval commander had suggested, 
so long ago as 1771, that if he had had hon cables instead 
of hempen, he should not have lost six.anchors in nine days 
-such misfortune having befallen him. Chain cables were 
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never fairly brought into use till after 1808. From that 
time to 1814, the difficulty of obtaining hemp from abroad 
settled the matter. Chains were soon used, not only for 
cables, but for various parts of the rigging of ships. 

We see, in 1802, an experiment tried, in London and 
elsewhere. of fitting a. small steam-engine to a carriage; 
the trial failing from the badness of the roads. Soon after, 
we find a gentleman winning wagers as to the amount of 
weight ·that a horse can draw, on an iron tramway. And 
next, we see that it had entered some heads to put the two 
things together-the steam carriage and the iron way: and 
the projectors, Messrs. Trevithick and Vivian, had the 
satisfaction of obtaining complete success. Society acted 
as usual, however. We remember the sage lcok with which 
an old man shook his head over an explosion, in the first 
days of steam navigation on rivers, saying it was no use 
telling him that steam did all that: and now, those who 
saw these steam carriages draw a vast weight, along the 
iron rails at Merthyr Tydvil, were confident that the speed 
was all owing to the smoothness, and that steam had 
nothing to do with it. They cried for cumbersome addi
tions of racks and cog-wheels, chains, mechanical legs, 
&c. But the steam had fairly begun to rise; and it has 
gone on expanding to this day. 

When the century opened, the arts and conveniences of 
household life were improving remarkably, under the in
Btructions of an ingenious and benevolent man, to whom, 
as it happened, four nations were under obligations. Count 
Rumford was born in America, and was an active citizen 
till after the War of Independence. He accomplished a 
magnificent task in Bavaria, in abolishing mendicity, while 
the state was fast going to ruin from its beggars. Hecame 
to England, and let the people have the benefit of his dis
coveries in regard to nutrition in diet and economy of fuel. 
He went to France in 1802, and married the widow of 
Lavoisier, the great chemist; and in France he died, in 
1814. Whilehe was among us, the English were isolated 
in other respects than their territory. They w:ere cut off' 
by war from intercourse with continental nations, and 
from observation of their arts of life. There can be 
no question of the improvement of society in economy and 
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comfort, after the lessons of Count Rumford had been spread 
over the land, and his devices had become a fashion among 
those classes which set an example to the rest . 

. The first stone of the great Breakwater, at Plymouth, 
was lowered on the Regent's birthday (12th of August) 
1812. This vast work, which has proved an effectual 
protection to the harbour of Plymouth, is a heap of loose 
stones, nearly a mile in length, 42 feet in average.height, 
and of a bre~dth at the base variously reported from 210 
to 360 feet. It was one of the greatest works undertaken 
during the war.-An institution, which owed its origin 
directly to the war, was founded during this period. In 
1801, the first stone of the Royal Military Asylum at 
.Chelsea was laid, in the presence ofthe Duke of York and 
some of the Ministers; and coins and medals, commemora
tive of our victories, were buried under the stone.-In 1806, 
the India directors received their College Committee at 
the India- House, and all proceeded to Haileybury, near 
Hertford, where the first stone was laid of the new College, 
whence so many of the provincial rulers and civil servants 
of our great oriential empire have since gone forth, to pro
mote or injure the welfare of a hundred millions of men. 
One of the controversies of the period was about the 
use of tea: and many vehement controversies have been 
about a smaller matter. The time had been, in the pre
ceding century, when the duty on tea had been reduced; 
and the consequence was, the doubling of the consumption 
in the first year, and its being quadrupled in the third year. 
Twenty years after that date (1787) the consumption of 
tea had increased very little. !t was then only about one 
pound a head of the population, per year. Yet the 
'Annual Register' speaks in prodigious delight of "the 
amazing extent" to which the consumption of tea had now 
reached. The common sorts of tea. were, in those days of 
excessive taxation, charged with an excise duty of 90 per 
cent: yet the people chose to have tea; or so many of 
them, that Cobbett thundered forth denunciations against 
the drink as unreasonable, and almost as violent, as any 
Puritan divine ever uttered against love-locks or top-knots. 
He assured his readers that tea drinking cost a cottager's 
family above IlL a year; while, on the other hand, he 
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would fain have made out that beer cost next to nothing. 
In noticing a subsequent outbreak of Cobbett's against tea, 
an Edinburgh reviewer agreed with him to an extent that 
is hardly credible now. He disbelieved in any virtue in 
the tea itself, and concluded the labourer, at his morning 
and evening meal, to be solaced with the warmth of the 
water, and the sweetness of the sugar. If it had been so, 
we should have ceased to hear of tea among the working 
classes 'by this time: whereas there is no longer any 
question about its beneficial effects on the health of persons 
engaged in sedentary occupations, and in superseding the 
use of strong drinks. At the opening of the century. 
intemperance in drink was very prevalent among the 
higher classes; and it had to descend through the whole. 
gradation before it could go out at the lower: but the 
rapidity of the amendment, on the whole, is very remark
able; and there can be no question that much of it iii 
owing to the increased use of tea and coffee. The tea 
duties are still sadly too high; but, great as has been the 
increase of the population, the consumption appears now 
to have reached an annual average of Ii lb. a head. 

A remarkable trial catches the eye in the records of 1809. 
In the name of the King, a prosecution was carried oD. 
against some persons who had formed themselves into a 
company, for the purpose of relieving the town of Birminga 

ham from the evils of a scanty supply of 1l0ur and bread, 
and of a gross adulteration of both. The millers and bakers 
promoted the prosecution, complaining of the Association as 
being injurious to their interests, and therefore illegal 

The jury were required by the judge to pronounce on 
certain points, which were then to be submitted to the 
Court of King's Bench for an opinion; and the jury found 
that the object of the Company was laudable: that the town· 
had been much benefited by the abundant supply of goodllour 
and bread afforded, in the way of trade, by the Company: 
and that the private interest of the millers and bakers had 
suffered under the improvement. A good deal of specula.
tion and argument seems to have been excited, at the time, 
by the contest between the associated and the isolated 
capitalists. 

We fuu) bear-baiting familiarly mentioned among the 
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sports of the times. Much that has been already told proves 
that there was a savagery about the temper of the people, 
which showed itself in an extraordinary ferocity of crime. 
The popular amusements had something of the same 
character in them. But it was not to be for long. Peace 
was coming; and with it, opportunities for learning much 
of the minds of foreign nations. It will be our business 
hereafter to show how the pleasures of art and t~ intel
lect have beoome open to the great body of the people, and 
how humanizing has been the influence of the change. 

Here we have only to note that we are taking leave of 
the long period of national isolation, under which strong 
passions, and stiff prejudices, and coarse manners and 
amusements, were fostered, and men suffered more than by 
any palpable hardships occasioned by the war. 

In our state of prejudice, during thelile years, nothing 
French found any favour with us. A barbarous jargon, 
called the French language, was taught in schools--tallght 
by emigrants who might be able to speak very well, but 
who had never qualified themselves for the art of teach
ing. If a saund knowledge of the language was rare, 
much more so was an acquaintance with French litera
ture. We do not, even now, understand the French, nor 
truly relish their literature. But the German was enter
ing and spreading, and finding great acceptance among 
us; and the character of our literature of this century 
may be said to be transmuted by it. It was the spirit 
of German literature that determined the forms in 
which .Coleridge, Wordsworth, Scott, and many others, 
thought and uttered themselves. All these three had 
published, and become known, at the end of the last 
century; and they went on, rising in :reputation, during 
the war period. It was in 1814 that' Waverley' was 
published.-The Literary Fund Society, not yet incorpo
rated, having been fou.nded only in 1797, was munificently 
patronized by the Prince of Wales. Its object was then, 
8S now, to extend IUlsistance to suffering authors and men 
ofletters. In 1805, we find the Prince acting as President, 
l'ecommending the purchase of a good house for the trans
action of business, and subscribing 2001. a year for the 
purpose. He was, at that time, associating much with 
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literary men; as his father was with' musiCians. The 
King attended the Concerts of Ancient Music as long as 
he could appear at all in public: and those were the days 
when Catalani turned the heads of London, ana of all 
England where she appeared;-The Philharmonio Society 
was a little too late for the poor King. It was in 1813 
that it was founded; and, by that time, all the music he 
heard Dlust be within the walls of Windsor Castle. The 
Regent did not patronize music as his father had done. 
He went as little as possible where he was likely to meet 
his family, and he disliked appearing in publio at all. 
Such countenance 8I!J he gave to the intellectual improve
ment of his time was in the direction of patronage of men 
of letters. The great contribution of that period to litera
ture was, however, one with which the patronage of the 
great had nothing to do • 

.. To appreciate the value of the • Edinburgh Review,''' 
says he who suggested it, .. the state of England, at the 
period when that Journal began, should be had in re-. 
membrance. The Catholics were not emancipated-the 
Corporation and Test Acts were not repealed-the Game 
Laws were horribly oppressive-Steel Traps and Spring 
Guns were set all over the oountry-prisoners tried for 
their lives could have no counsel-Lord Eldon and the 
Court of Chancery pressed heavily upon mankind-Libel 
was punished by the most cruel and vindictive imprison
ments-the principles of Political Economy were little 
understood-the laws of Debt and of Conspiracy were on 
the worst possible footing-the enormous wickedness of 
the Slave Trade was tolerated-a thousand evils were in 
exis,tence, which the talents of good and able men have 
since lessened or removed; and these effects have been not 
a little assisted by the honest boldness of the 'Edinburgh 
Review.' ••.• From the beginning of the century to the 
death of Lord Liverpool, was an awful period for those 
who had the misfortune to entertain liberal opinions ••••• 
It is always considered as a piece of impertinence, in 
England, if a man of less than two or three thousand a. 
year has any opinions at all upon important subjects; and 
in addition, he was sure at that time to be assailed with 
all the Billingsgate of the French Revolution-Jacobin, 
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Leveller, Atheist, Deist, Socinian, Incendiary, Regicide, 
were the gentlest appellations used; and the man who 
breathed a syllable against the senseless bigotry of the 
Georges, or hinted at the abominable tyranny and perse
cution exercised upon Catholic Ireland, was shunned as 
unfit for the relations of social life.' In such times, and at 
the risk of every kind 'of political and social failure, a set 
of young Whigs-Sydney Smith, J effrey, Brough~, Mur
ray, Homer, and a fewothers-set on foot the 'Edinburgh 
Review', in 1802. Its success was great and immediate. 
Neither its authors nor the public then perceived how 
false and dangerous is the very principle of such a work
of a small established corps of men undertaking to pro
nounce -on works in regard to each one of which the 
reviewer is, probably, leBS competent than the author, who 
is most likely to know more of his subject than those who 
have studied it leBS. The failure to perceive this, and the 
virulence 'of tone natural to young men who felt them
selves under a political and social ban, made the great 
Review a receptacle of unjust judgments and indefensible 
tempers. I remember," Sydney Smith used to say, in 
speaking of a work of that day, "how Brougham and I 
sat one evening over our review of that book, looking 
whether there was a chink or acrevioe through which we 
could drop one more drop of veljuice." This was, no 
doubt, a playful exaggeration ; but it described too well
the spirit of the work in its first days. Reviews were more 
regarded by the public, and more felt by authors, then than 
now, wP.en their real authority is better understood; and 
it is to be feared that much tyranny was inflicted by these 
young advocates of freedom of opinion, and much needless 
pain inflicted by these denouncers of oppression: but 
substantial service was rendered to many a good public 
cause, and a new department of literature may be said 
to have been opened in Great Britain.-In 1809, the 
, Quarterly Review' was set up, as the organ of the Tory 
party. Its political virulence was extreme; and it has 
continued so to this day; but it deserves immortalizing for 

• the beauty of its literary articles. Both had, at one time, 
a vast circulation; and if they did mischief in enslav
ing opinion on literary matters, and in saving the Iead-
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ing publio salutary trouble of thought, they did great 
service in encouraging literary pursuit, and in opening 
large resources of intellectual profit and pleasure to the 
reading public. Their eminent success showed that they 
met an existing want. 

During this period, Bentham was propounding his 
benevolent plans for the reformation of prisoners, his 
rationaJ,.projects for Law-reform, and his finely-felt, but 
shallow and narrow system of Mental and Social. Phil~ 
sophy. His proposed Law reforms won for him the 
veneration of foreign nations; a veneration which we still 
feel to be due, though a very little experience of life and 
affairs is enough to show that Codification is impracticable; 
and above all for peoples of old standing, whose past 
circumBtanoes make their present condition. We now 
know that Constitutions must grow up, and cannot be 
suCOeBsfullyimposed. In his paperConsitutions, the bene
volent recluse failed; but no man was more acute in ex
posing legislative faults, and proposing the true principles 
on which remedy should proceed; and to him we owe, pri
marily, a large proportion of the legislative and social 
reforms of the half-{)6ntury. His Utilitarian Philosophy 
will not stand by itself, though it has been a valuable check 
on the selfishness of power, and an inestimable asBflrtion 
of the rights of the depressed. The philosopher may 
truly object .. you can never make a hero of a man by 
showing him that it is either useful or agreeable:" but 
while we smile at Bentham as a Mental Philosopher, 
we are all living and acting under theinfluenoo..of hiB 
aspiration for .. the greatest happiness of the greatest 
number." During this period, he was hard at work for 
that " greatest happiness," without any personal aims, in 
a life of the simplest habits, and in the peace of ~ un
rufiled benignity. 

Herschel was, at the same time, revealing many new 
wonders of the heavens; and Davy enlarging the bounds 
of science; ana.. Dalton announcing the Atomic Theory; 
and Wollaston aiding him to develop and establish it; and 
Leslie letting the world into the secret of the nature and 
properties of Heat. At this time, too, Cavendish died.
Davy said at the time that this was the greatest loss the 

2M 
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scientific world had sustained since the death of Newton. 
Others have pointed out that before him were alchemists 
and .after him speculative inquirers; while he laid down 
a mathematical basis for chemical inquiry, and proceeded 
upon it. His habit of thought was formed on the study of 
the Newtonian philosophy; and nothing that he did was 
left doubtful or imperfect: a wonderful fact,.considering 
the empirical character of chemical pursuit when he began 
to publish, ~n 1766., , Cavendish was the first dis~verer of 
the gases as such: he first analyzed water. He instituted 
the beautiful experiment by which the density of the 
earth is believed to have been accurately determined.' On 
thiswork,he and Maskelyne (an admirable observer) were 
in communication; and the astronomer put Cavendish's 
results to the test. Cave1;ldish was as much of an astro
nomer as a chemist, and, wrote on the division of astrono
mical instruments, and on the civil year of the Hindoos .. 

He was in truth a mathematician, carrying his science 
forward in one department to which it was native, and in 
another where it was almost a stranger, and very much 
wanted. He was of high birth, and died prodigiously 
rich. He lived the life of a student, unmarried and se
cluded. His writings are to be found in the Philosophical 
Transactions between 1766 and 1809. They are few, but 
were of inestimable value in their day. He was 79 when 
he died, in February, 1810.-Maskelyne died at the same 
age, a year later-in February 1811. He had been As
tronomer Royal for forty-six years. He was a clergyman, 
but ~voted his days to science. Except to test Caven
dish's ascertainment of the density of the earth by experi
ments on a .scotch mountain, he scarcely left home from 
the time he became Astronomer Royal. A voyage in 
earlier days showed him the wants of nautical astronomy; 
and out of this observation grew the 'Nautical Almanac', 
which he superintended as long as he lived. He was the 
first who gave the world a standard catalogue of stars ; 
and he did this in 1790. His scientific reputation abroad 
was very high; and it was well sustained by the virtues 
of his character. ' 

The great Duke of Bl"idgewater belonged in age to the 
last century: but his grand achievement extends through 
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onr own. He was the "Father of British Inland Naviga,
tion," and by that title he will ever be known. He 
wanted to bring coal from his Worsley estate to Man
chester. He devised a canal for the purpose; and he met 
with an admirable coadjutor in Brindley, the engineer. 
They supported each other, and wrought well together; 
and by their harmonious action they exhibited to the 
wonderi'lg people of England a navigable aqueduct, 
crossing the Irwell at a height of thirty-nine feet from 
the river. An engineer who was invited to give his 
opinion on the scheme, said that he had often heard of 
castles in the air, but had never before Been their proposed 
site. He saw this river in the air, however, with coal
barges upon it. The mere employment of labour and 
creation of wealth by the Duke of Bridgewater were· 
enormous. His return to the income tax was 110,0001. a 
year; and a wide region was filled by him with busy in
dustry: but a yet higher service was the impulse given to 
practical science, and the example of noble scientific enter
prise. The Duke died in March, 1803, when his canal had 
been in use somewhat more then forty years.-Among the 
coins buried in the foundation stone of Blackfriars Bridge 
is a silver medal, the most cherished possession of him 
who here bestowed it. It was the medal given by the 
Academy at Rome to the young architect, Mylne, who was 
to build the bridge. He was impeded at the outset of his 
great work by ]Jr. Johnson's obstinate convictions that 
Mylne's arches could not stand. There was a grand con
troversyat the time; but it was decided in favour~ the 
young man against the great doctor; and Johnson and 
Mylne became at length intimate friends. The bridge is 
not all we owe to Mylne. It was he iwho suggested the 
noblest epitaph that ever stirred the hearts of succeeding 
generations. He it was who proposed, when Surveyor of 
St. Paul's in the place once held by Wren, the inscription 
in honour of his predecessor, "Si monumentum requiris, 
circumspice."IIe was buried near. Wren, in May, 1811. 

The artists and authors who died within this period 
were those of the last century :-Boydell, himself a poor en
graver, but the grand promoter of the art of engraving in 
England :-Morland, the great painter of domestic animals : 

2:1t{ 2 
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-Barry, the protege of Burke,and painter of the six 
pictures in the great room of the Society of Arts in the 
Adelphi, one of whch Canova said he would have come to 
England to see, if there had been nothing else to look at : 
-Opie, the Cornish boy, who painted portraits in a style 
of his own which had enough of genius to make him 
an eminent artist in spite of deficencies of education:
Hoppner, who might have approached nearer to Reynolds 
in fame, if' he had worshipped and imitated him less :
and De Loutherbourg, a native·of Strasburg, but a Royal 
Academician, who produced good pictures in various 
styles, raised the art of scene-painting by what he did at 
the Opera House, and was the inventor of that kind of 
pictorial exhibition which· now goes by the name of the 
Diorama :-these artists of the earlier part of the reign of 
George III. all died between the years 1804 and 1812. . 

The authors had, also, for the most part done their work 
when the century began. There was Brand, the author 
of 'Popular Antiquities ;'--and the aged Home, author 
of the tragedy of 'Douglas.' The tragedy' was at first 
refused by Garrick; and then, when it succeeded in Edin
burgh, it brought such a storm of persecution upon its 
author, from the scandal of a clergyman writing a play, 
that Mr. Home dropped his clerical character, and was 
l'egarded as a layman for the rest of his long life. Then 
there was Richard Cumberland, author of 'The West 
Indian :' -and Bishop Percy, who collected 'The Re
liques of Ancient English Poetry:'-and Grahame, author 
oftht'once popular poem of 'The Sabbath:'--andPye, the 
Laureate, whose poetry died before him :-and DiMin, the 
song-writer :--and Dr. Burney, the historian of Music, but 
much better known as the father of the charming Fanny 
Burney, whose honours belong to the last century :-these 
died-most of them above the age of eighty, between the 
years 1806 and 1814. De Lolme was a SWiss by birth; 
but his great work on the English Constitution entitles us 
to reckon him among our losses. He died, at the age of 
sixty-two, in 1807. Porson, the great Grecian, died un
timely, in 1808. He was Professor of Greek in the Uni
versity of Cambridge, and was considered the first critio 
and Greek scholar of his time. He is best known now by 
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his traditional reputation, by his admitted invalidation of 
the text of the Three Heavenly Witnesses, in answer to 
Archdeacon Travis, and by his editions of some of the 
Greek poets. _ -

The clergy of the last century were not merely clergy-: 
men. Not only were they scholars; but some were men 
of science, and many were politicians. Horsley, who died 
Bishop qf St. Asaph, in October, lS06, was a man ofscience. 
but is better known as a fierce polemic and a high Tory 
alarmist. His hatred of dissenters and his horror of Roman 
CathOlics led him into intemperance of speech in parlia
ment and through the press; but those of his friends who 
regretted that he should go quite so far, still considered 
him a strong pillar of the Church and State; and he may 
be regarded as a fair specimen of the political and polemical 
bishop of the last century.-Hurd, Bishop of Worcester, 
was a philologist; and his days were passed chiefly in 
literary pursuits. He was tutor, however, to the Prince of 
Wales and Duke of York; and he pleased the King so 
well that he might have become Primate on the death of 
Archbishop Cornwallis; but he preferred a post of more 
leisure for literary pursuits. Bishop Hurd died in May, 
lS0S.--John Home Tooke was a clergyman, given much 
to philology and to politics. His clerical character (which 
he thought he had laid down with his living in 1773) is
so completely merged in other aspects of the man, that it 
would not be remembered but for the incident which 
connects him with our century. In the last century, he 
was imprisoned and fined for libel; and he was th.iP. in a 
manner driven into political life by the refusal of the 
Benchers to admit him to the bar, on the ground of his 
being a clergyman. He was tried for High Treason, in 
1794, chiefly on account of his connexion with the Con
stitutional Society. After a trial of six days he was 
acquitted. With the beginning of the new century he
entered parliament: but it seemed as if he was never. to 
hear the last of his having taken orders in his early days. 
An act of Parliament was passed during the few months 
that he was in the House, enacting that no on~ in priests' 
orders could become a member of the House of Com
mons. TIps is a remarkable change from the times when 
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the priests were the administrators of such laws as existed. 
Next to his political acts and sufferings, Mr. Tooke is best 
known by his entertaining philological work 'The Diver
sions of Purley.' He died in March 1812, in the 77th 
year of his age.. . 

Une of'the Cambndge men who opposed Horne Tooke's 
having his degree in 177.1 was Paley, then a tutor in the 
University. Paley died first, in 1805, having, distin
gu.ished hin).self in a very different line. He was too clear 
and strong an advocate of the principles of liberty and 
the rights of conscience to have any chance, in those days, 
of high preferment; and he rose no higher in the chur!'h 
than the sub-deanery of Lincoln. He was a clear-head".! 
man, who could say at will exactly what he thought: and 
that talent, at a time when the solemn pomposity of 
Johnson's imitators began to be wearisome, obtained for 
Paley a reputation as a thinker, which the lapse of half a 
century has shown to be very far beyond his deserts. He 
was clear, but not deep: strong, but not comprehensive; 
orderly, but not elevated. The subjects he attempted-as 
in his Moral and Political Philosophy, his Evidences of 
Christianity, and his Natural Theology-were too deep 
and too high for his order of intellect; and, though the 
charms ofhis manner and the clearness of his method secured 
a long term of popularity for these works, the higher and 
larger thought of men since born has made us wonder at 
the acceptance so long given to Paley's inadequate defini
tions, loose reasonings, and low moral propositions. Utility 
and eXJ»ldiency are his universal solvent: and the method 
of their application in the philosophy and practice of Morals, 
Politics, Society, and Ecclesiastic matters, . seems as un
certain as the principle is loose and questionable. Theyac
cord but too well with his own celebrated saying, in regard 
to profession of religious belief-that he "could not afford 
to keep a conscience." Dr. Paley died, as has been said, 
very early in the century; but his works exercised till 
lately so strong an influence over the minds of statesmen, 
divines, and educators, that he may be considered as 
belonging to our own time, as well as to the preceding 
half-century. . 

An actual loss to the existing generation was when 
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Granville Sharp died-old as he was. He was in his 79th 
year at his death in July, 1813. It was he who brought 
to trial the question whether slavery could exist in Great 
Britain: and it was he who instituted the Society for the 
abolition of the Slave trade. In all the questions of his 
time which largely involved the principle of humanity, he 
was before all others in activity. He was a fine scholar, 
and a mlln of innocent life and benevolent manners. Even 
the Clarksons and Wilberforces could hardly go' beyond 
the general sorrow at his death. 

Lord Macartney died in 1806, after having filled various 
publio offices, the chief of which was that of British 
Ambassador to China. Our first diplomatic relations with 
the Court of Pekin were attempted by him. Little was 
done, in the way of political business, beyond ascertaining 
that nothing could then be done. But some notices of 
China were opened to us by Lord Macartney and his friend 
Sir G. Staunton, who published an account of the embassy 
and its adventures.-A far deeper interest was felt in a 
traveller who disclosed to us something more, about a coun
try of yet deeper mystery. The self-will and antique cus
toms (become a second nature) of the Chinese have fenced 
their country from our observation; but it was a. set of 
impediments beyond the power of man to set up or pull 
down that had' concealed us from the interior of Africa. 
Mungo Park, a young Scotch surgeon, was unwilling to 
acquiesce in the prohibition given by nature herself. He 
had tasted the pleasures of travel in a. professional voyage 
to the eastern seas; and when he returned, in 179A, Major 
Rennellhad enabled the African Association to PUb1l8h such 
information as existed about the interior of Africa. There 
was much desire for more knowledge about the course of' 
the Niger. Major Houghton had gone to seek it, and had 
perished. Park would g~ware as he was of the hard
ships and dangers to be encountered. He set off in May, 
1795. To the surprise of every one, and after he had been 
given over for lost, he returned; and in 1799,he published 
those travels which have since been familiar to all readers 
of each generation. When, in 1803, he was invited by 
government to go again-this time in command of an 
expeditioJl,-he eagerly accepted the appointment. He 
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sailed ill January, 1805, and did not live to see another 
year. His comrades perished by disease in the rainy sea
son, so that only three of the whole party of forty-four 
were living when the rains ceased.-It was many years 
before any knowledge of the fate of Park was obtained; 
and even now, when we know the time and place of his 
destruction, there is still some doubt about the mode. He 
perished on the Niger near Boussa, where there are rocks 
and eddies in the river; there was a fight, and it ~as near 
the close of 1805. The remaining doubt is, whether the 
natives awaited the white men, to cut them off at a narrow 
part of the river; or whether, as some of the natives have 
recently said, the blacks on the shore gesticulating with a. 
friendly meaning to give warning of the whirlpool, were 
taken for enemies, and fired upon. Either way, while the 
white men were skirmishing with the blacks, the boat 
was swept into the eddy and sunk. Some of the. clothes 
arms, and· papers, of the traveller have been seen by suc
ceeding discoverers, whose adventures we shall have to 
track hereafter. Park was the first of the devoted band 
who returned to tell what he had seen, and his narrative 
was received with extreme eargerness. To this day, though 
many have gone, and some have. returned, like him, to 
give us knowledge, and then gone back to perish, Park's 
name is the most tenderly spoken, and every fragment 
of his experience, and of information about him, is still 
caught up with a. stronger interest than any of his 
successors have ever commanded. He was only thirty
four w~n he died. 
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d'Enghien, 115; coronation, 117; 
war with Austria 142 sq.; plot 
to assassinate, 204, 216; throat
ened invasion, 255; Berlin De
cree, 268; enters Warsaw, 268; 
battle of Eylau, 269; battle of 
Friedland, 271; at 'lOtI sit, 275; 
seizure of Danish fleet, 283; in 
Sweden, 286; i~Portugal, 287; 
at Erfurth, 305; at Madrid, 308 ; 
divorce and second marriage, 
336, 411 sq.; heir born, 413; at 
Moscow, 425, 444, 491; abdir.a
tion of, 505 ; at Dresden, 494 sq. ; 
departure for El ba, 507; return 
from Elba, 512 sq. 

Narbonne, 444 sq. 
National debt, 93 
.-- bankruptcy, 348 
'Nautical Almanac,' 530 
Nelson, 11, 44 sq., 91; evidence in 

favour of Despard, 97, 105 j in 
Mediterranean, 146; coffin of, 
148; Trafalgar, 149; character, 
150 sq.; on the Slave-trade, 233 

New Orleans, battle at, 465, 467 
Newport, Sir J., 345 
Ney, Marshal, 496, 505, 516 
Niemeu, 272-274 
Nile, battle of, 11 
Nizam, The, 171 
Norfolk, Duke of 451 

I North, Lord, 190, 198 
Northern Confederation, 14, 43 
Norway, 8 
Norwich,20 
II Not a drum was heard," 313 

" 0 I breathe not his name," 69 
Ocana, defeat of Spanish at, 405 
Olmiitz, 155 
O'Meara, Mr., 293 
O. P. riots, 339 
Opie, artist, 532 
Orang., Prince of, 471 sq. 
Orders in Council, 378, 447 sq. 1 

repeal of, 451 
Orthez, victory at, 444 

• 
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Otto, M., 52, 54, 74, 79 
Oudinot, General, 495 

Paget, Sir A., 145 
--, General,424 
Pakenham, Sir E., 468 
Palafox, General, 442 
Paley, Dr., 534 
Palm, bookseller, 220' , 
Palmeraton, Lord, enters Parli .... 

ment, :.1l1 l' 252; U nder-Secr .. 
tary of War, 335, 

Pamplon,!> 294 t i3S'Iq.; sorrender' 
04 438 " 

Paris, battle' or, 5031q. r Treaty or, 
506 ; Second Treaty or,' .520;' 
Wellington'at, 520' 

Park, Mungo, 535 
Parker, Sir Hyde, 42 Iq.' 
Parma, 13 
Parnell, Sir H., 347, 474 
Pan, 445 , 
Paul, Emperor of Russia, 14; mu .... 

der of, 48; 283 
Paull, Mr., 194, 254 
Peel, Sir R., the elder, 891, 474 , 
-. the younger, 842, 876, 891 
Peishwa, 166 , 
Pelham, Lord, 83, 92, 94, 112 
Peltier, M., 79 , 
PenalLaw Reform,851- ' .. 
Peninsnlar War, 288 sq., 399 .q. 
Pepys, Sir LuC8I, physician, 819 
Perceval, Mr., 79,109,' 159, 208, 

214; character of, 226, 250 8'1' ; 
235,237,243 Iq., 805,319,327, 
830, 334; Premier, 335, 343 sq., 
860, 365; three Resolntions, 370, 
Iq., 379; in high spirits,' 381 r 
I18S8Ssination, 383 

Percy, Bishop, 532 _ 
Perron, M., 168, 170, 1'15' 
Perry, Mr., editor, 475 
Peter the Great, 3 sq. " 
Petty, Earl (mentioned as Lora' 

Lansdowne), 18!l', 200 sg., 210, 
227, 230 

Philharmonic Society fonnded, 527 
Philippon, 420 
Pichegru, General, 113 sq., 117 
Pigott, Mr.~ 200 

Pinckney, Mr., 323 
Pitt, 14, 26, 80; character, 32 ''1. ; 

resignation, 51, 54 sq.; 59, 76, 
78, 84 8'1.; increase of debt, 93, 
94, 99, 100, 101 8'1., 107; enters 
office, 115 ag.; opinion of N .... 
poleon, 119; Additional ,Force 
Bill, 120; reconciliation with 
Addington, 126 8'1.; iii health, 
128; on Catholic Question, 139; 
.illness, death, character, 158 sq., 
186, 370 

• Pizarro,' dramatic piece, 340 
Plattsburg, defeat before, 464 
Plumer, first Vice-Chancellor, 478 
Plymouth, breakwater at, 524 
Polalld, partition of, 2, 274 
Pole, WellesleY,,282, 473 

, • Political Register,' 475 
Polteney, Sir T., 335 
Pomerania, 286 
Poonah,166 
Pope, The, treaty with, 9; im-

prisoned at Avignon, 336 
Popham, Sir H., 218, 258, 281 
Population. of the country, 17 
Porchester, L6rd; 319 
Portland, Duke of, 36, 112, 208, 

241 sq., 246; administration of, 
249, 277', 298; 305, 315; death 

,of, 333, 335 ,,-
.POl't'ligal, our ally, 8; 277'; Beet 

of, 287; invasion of, 289 
--,Prince Regent of, 283 
Porson, Dr., acholar, 532 
Prag .... 495 , 
Preshurg givea'np to Fnn~, 156 
Press, Liberty' of the, 475 " 
Prussia, 5 sq.; annexation ot Han 

~l'erian dominions, 219 
--, 'Queen LoUisa of (888 Lonisa) 

"Quarterly Revi,ew' started, '528 
Quatre Bras, 515 'sq. 
Queen' Anne's BOUnty, 353 
Queen, The, 372 'sq., 374, 376, 379 
Quigley, agitator; 65, 70 

Rathbone, Mr. W., 480 
Redesdale, Lord, 62, 66, 70, 477 
Rees, Dr. 197 

2. 
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Regency, proposition. of, 370; re-
strictions of, 873 

Regent, the (see Wales, Prince of) 
Regent's Fete, 378 
Regnier, General, at Mllid.., 1117 
Rennell, Major, 535 
Renny, Captain, 259. 
Reserves, 119 
Restriction Act, 349 
Rey, General, 435 
Richmond, Duke of, '24~ 
Riot Act read, 360 
Riots, 898 sq. 
Rochefort, 303; French -Beet at, 

320 
Rodgers, Commodore, 453 
Romans, Spanish General, 308 
Rome, King. of, 512 
Romilly, Sir S., 200, 226; on Slave

trade, 233, 25-1, .256, 278,337, 
346; on capital punishment, 351, 
361, 384, ~69, 475, 477 

, Romney,'. wreck of the,l1l3 
Roneesvalles, 434 sq. . 
Rori~a, battle of, 30a 
Rose, Mr., 246, 323 
Ross, General, 463 . 
Roumelia, 276 
Royal Military Asylum, 524 
RumfOl'd, Count, 523 
Russel, agitator, 65, 70 
Russell, Jonathan, 465 
Russia, ambition of, 3 sq., 14; 

armistice with, 47 ; secret treaty 
with France, 207 

Ryd~r, !l0R-.,R., 335, 893 

Saardam,8 
St. Domingo, 73, 81l, 261 
~t. He1ena, . ~ apoleon banished to, 

519 ' 
St.,lldefonso,. t~eaty of, 123 
St. John, Knights of, 57, 77 
St. Lucia, 103 
St. Sebastian, 294; attack on, 435.; 

. capture, 436 . 
St. Vincent, victory of, 11 
St. Vincent, Lord, 42, 112.; on 

Slave-trade, 233 
Salamanca, Sir J. Moore at, 806; 

,battle of, 4!l~ sq., 428 sq. 

Salisbury, Bishop of, 472 
Salt monopoly, 179 
Saragosa, 435 
Sardinia, King of, 12 
Sattara, Rajah of, 166 
Savary, Duke of Rovigo, 155 
Scheidt, expedition to the, 315 
Schwartzenburg, Prince, 50'1, 50'4 
Scindia, 166 sq. 
Scott, John, 475 
--, Sir W., 526 
Sebastiani, 80', 262 sq. 
Selim, Sultan, 262 
Seringapatam, 164, 
Sevajee, 165 
Seven Islands, the, 321 
Seville, royal flight to, 297 
Sharp, Granville, 535 
Sheffield, population of, 21 
Sheridan, Mr. R. B., 56, 78, 126, 

193, 20'0', 340, 357, 374 sq., 470' 
Short Administration, 247 
Sidmouth, Viscount, 131, 135; re

signs office, 137; 157, 186, 191 
sq.; Privy Seal, 20'0'; on Slave
trade, 211, 215, 222 sq.; Irish 
Act, 237 sq., 243, 281, 334, 353, 
365; President of Council, 379; 
Home Secretary, 397, 50'9 (se8 
also Addington) 

Silesis restored to Prussia, 275 
"Si monumentum requiris, circum

spice," Wren's epitaph, 531 
Sinking Fund, '160', 230', 486 
Slave-trade, Abolition of, 198; 20'8 

sq., 227, 231; Society for Abo-
lition of, 535 

Smith, Rev. Sidney, 528 
__ , Sir Sidney, '9, '217,251,290' 
--, Mr. W., 20'8, 234 
Soissons, ""pitulation of, 50'3 
Soult, Marshal, 30'8; at Oporto, 

401, 416, 420; Commander-in
chief, 435 sq., 440 sq. 

Southcote, Joanna, 485 . 
Spain, alliance of, 8; relations with, 

123; war with, 128; invasion 
of, by tho French, 293 

• -, King of (see Cbarles IV.); 
Queen of, 288; Heir-apparent· 
(se. Ferdinand VII.). 
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Spencer, General, 302 
.,.--, 3rd Earl, 35 sq., 56, 130, 

200,210 
• Stamford News,. 476 
Standing armies, 6 
Staunton, Sir G., 535 
Stevenson, Colonel, 199, 172, 177 
Stewart, Sir J., 814 
Stock Exchange, hoax, 84 
Strachan, Sir R. J., commands Wal-

cheren ~xpedition, 317 ''1. 
Stralsund, 281>, 285 ' 
Strangford, Viscount, 290 
Strike., 391 
Strong, Governor, 452 
Stuart, Colonel, 48 
--, General, 168 
--, Sir John, at Maida, 217 
Styria, 156 
Subsidiary Ilystem, 179, 185 
Suchet, Marshal, 430, 435, 442 8'1. 
Sudermania, Duke of, 286 
Sussex, Duke of, 232, 372, 472 
Sweden, 8,14, 48, 276, 217 
--, King of, 285 
Symington, mechanist, 521 

Talleyrand, 57, 63, 81, 155, 205, 
275, 283, 505 

Talavera, battle of, 31.4, 403, 430 
Tamerlane, 176 
Tarbes, battle at, 445 
Tarragona taken by Napoleon, 412, 

435 . 
Tea, consnmption of, 524 
Thibaudeau, 118 
Thomton, Henry, 234 
-. Mr., Bank Director, 347 
Threshers, 236 
Thurlow, Lord, 215 
Tierney, Mr., 108, 253, 847, 470 
Tiloit, peace of, 273, 282, 284 
Tippoo,l84 
Tobago, 103 
Toleration Act, 353 
Tooke, J. Horne, 533 
Torbay, Napoleon at, 519 
Torquemada, wiue-vaults of, 423 
Torres Vedras, lines of, 408 
__ , Marquess of, 429 
Tonlous .. battle of, 445 sq. 

Trafalgar, battle of, 149 
Travel, increase of foreign, 75 
TraVis, Archdeacon, 533 
Trentham, Mr., shot, 395 
Trevithick and Vivian, Messrs., 523 
Trinidad acquired by France, 57 
Trotter, Mr., 131, 136 
Troy .. , Napoleon at, 501 
Tudela, battle at, 307 
Turkey, 8, 261, 274 
Tuscany, 13 

Ulm, surrender of, 143 
United States, quarrel with, 322 

Valencay, Ferdinand prisoner at, 
441 

Valence, 507 
Valencia, fan of, 417 
Vanadolid, French at, 307 
Vandamme, General, 494 
Vansittart, Mr., 73, 335, 486; on 

Bank-notes, 350 
Vauxhan Brid ge, 344 
, Vanorable,' wreck of the, 123 
Venice given up to tho French, 

156 
Vienna, deputation from, to Napo-

leon, 144; Treaty of, 514 
Villefranche, 4A6 
Villeneuve, Admiral, 148,'1. 
Vimieiro, battle ot, 302 
.Vindhya Mountains, 162 
Vittoria, battle of, 431 
Volunteer Force, 104 sq., 116, 227 -. 
Wagram, battIe of, 305 
Walcheren, Isle of, 267 ; expedition, 

357; results of expedition, 315 
Wale., Princa of (George IV.), 40 

''1. ; debts of, 89; treatment from 
his father, 95 ''1.; divorce of, 
102,108,186,188,190,200; 228, 
232, 250, 324, 326, 363, 370; 
proposition of Regency, 370; R ... 
gent, 873; family of, 469, 508, 
519 

Wall, Governor, execution of, 97 
Walme", 102 
W almoden, General, 92 
Ward, J. W., 875 (see Dudley). 
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Ward, Robert, 158 
Wardle, Colonel, 134, 824; prose-

cution of Mrs. Clarke, 339 
Washington, Fort, 463 
~ General, 463 
Waterloo, battie of, 518 
- Bridge, 344 
Wauchope, General, 266 
Wedbeck,279 
Wellesley, Henry, 833 , , 
--, Marquess; 100, 104, ISS, 

161; Subsidiary System, 164, 
179, 185 f. return to England;' 
183 sq.; 225, 245, 365; resigns 
office, 379; speech concerning 
his brother, 427, 450 

_, Sir Arthur, Duke of Welling
ton, in India, 161" aq.; made 
X.C.B., 178, 189; Cat Copenhagen, 
281; Corunna, 301;' 814, 833, 
366; Peninsular War, 899 aq.; 
created Viscount Wellington, 404; , 
honours conferred on, 427'; , Como' 
mander-in-Chief; 429; returnS to 
England, 510;' at Brussels, 514, 
sq.; Waterloo, 518 ; 'at Paris, 520 

West India, los8 of ships, 118', 
Westmoreland, Earl of, 112, 246' 
Westphalia, 276 
Wheat, price of, 121, 844,38&,800, 

898 , 
Whitbread, Mr.,18S; 135 '''1;; 256;' 

862,482 
Whitelocke, General, 259" 

I Whitworth, Lord, 80 sq., 85 
Wilberforce, Bishop, 31, 99, 122, 

I 223, 233; speech on Lord Mel" 
ville, 133, 135, 141; on Pitt, 
160; on Slave-trade, 208 sq., 227, 
280 sq.; on Peninsular War, 299, 
317,325, 854, 382, 481,484, 509 

Williamson, Mr., murder of, 388 
Willis, Dr., 41 
Windham; Mr:, 85 sq., 54, 56, 

108, aq., 198; 200; 0" military 
. defence, 262- .q., 210, 216, 229, 
256, 265;: Slave:trade, 211; at
tack on the Press, 857; death 
.nd character, 367'; 482 

Wolfe, Miss, 69' 
Wollaston, chemist, 529 
Woodington, Lieut.-Colonel, 175 
Wordsworth, 52,6 
Wrede, Marllhal; 500 
Wren, Sir Christopher, 531 

Yarmouth, Earl of, detained in 
France, 205 sq. 

York, Duchegs of, 92, 324, 326 
--'---0 Duke of; 52, 57, 78, 84, 88, 

94, 116 sq.; 154, '188, 200, 201, 
207, 228, 232, 250, 803, 315, 
324; resignation' of, 327; 378; 
reinstated in office, 378 sq.; 472 
524, 533 

Yorke, Mr.; 103, 112; 153, 357 

,~dora,'481;' 
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OF 

B 0 H N'S LIB R A R IE S, 

STANDARD LIBRARY. • 
A. SERIES OF THE BEST ENGLIAH AND FOREIGN AUTHORS, PRINTED 

IN POST 8vo. 
258 Vols. at 3s. Gd. each, e,"cepting those "''''rked otherwise. 

Alldison's Works. With the Notes Burke'. Speeches on Warren lIatt-
of BlBhap HURD, much additional matter, Ings; and Letters. With In4elt. 1D 
and upwards of 100 Unpublished Letters. ~ voIs. (funning voll!. 7 IIIld 8. ,oJ.. t.I¥I 
Edited by H. G. Bomr. Portrait and 8 works). 
Engr""""I1' on steel. In 6 vols. --- Life. By PluOR. N_ II1II 

Alfieri's Tragedies, inel uding those revised Edition. Portrait. 
published posthumously. Translated into Butler's (Bp.) Analo~ of BeligiolJ, 
English Verse, and edited with Notes and and Sermon .. with Notes. P~, 
Introduction, by EnGA.B A. BoWRING, C.B. Camoens' Lusiad, Mickle's Traasla.-

B:C:~~ Essays, Apophthegms, Wis- tiOI~. Edited by. E. R. HODGE~. 
dom of the Ancients, New Atlantis, and Cary s Translation of knta:1 ..... 
Henry VII., with introduction and Notes. ve?,. Hell, .and Purgatory. cO~Jf~ 
portra.t. ca'tl?n. bemg th~ only one <:<>n 

Ballads and Songs of the Peasantry Cary s last correctIOns and additio:",' 
of England. Edited by ROBERT BELL. Carafas (The) of MaddaloDl: and 

Be,aumont and Fletcher, a popular ~:.eiesfr~~ergrn~~~o~~; 
Selection from. By LEIGH HUNT. Reumont. 

Bec.kmann's History of Inventions, Carrel's Counter Revolution in Eng-
DIScoveries, and OrIgins. Revised and land. Fox's Historyl and Lonsdale', 
enlarged. Portralt.. In 2 voh!, Memoir of James IL Portrait.' 

Bremer's (Miss) Works. Translated by Cellini (Benvenuto), Memoirs of 
MARY HOWITT. Portrait. In 4 vol.. Translated by RoscoB. Portrait. 

Vol. 1. The Nelghb0ll!'sand other T&les. Cervantes' Galatea; Translated by 
Vol. 2. Th~'dent s Daughter. GORDON GYLL 
Vol. 3. The Home, and Strife and Peace. Ch ,,.,. . kEd' d b R 
Vol 4. A Diary the H- Family &c. aucer s .. or s. Ite y OBERT 

B 't' h P t f' .... ·It t Ki' k BELL. New Edition, 'improved. With n _is oe~, rom :1:1.1 on 0 reIntroduction by W. W. SKEAT. 4 vols. 
WHITE., CablD;t EditIOn In 4 vols. Coleridge's, (S. T.) Friend. A Series of 

Browne s (Sir Thomas) Works. Essays on Morais,Politics,lIIldRellgion. 
Edited by SIMON WILKIN. In 3 yol •. , --- (S. T.) Biographia Liter-

Burke'S Works. In 6 Volumes. aria, and two L.ySennons. 
Vol. 1. Vindication of Natu.ral Society, Commines. (See Philip de Commines.) 
~l!:~:l ~r::!l~~:~ Beautiful, and Conde'. Dominion of the Arabi in 

Vol. ~. French Hevoiution, &0. SpaIn. Translated by Mrs. F08lIIB. In 
Vol. 3. Appeal from the New to the 3 vol •. 

Old Whigs; the Catholic ClaIms, &c. Cowper's Complete Worke. Edited, 
Vol. 4. On the Alfalrs of India, and with Memoir of the ARthor, by SotJ'l'BBY. 

Charge against Warren Hastings, IIImtrated with 50 ErllfI"1I'Jl'ttfll. In 8 vola. 
Vol. 5. Con,clusion of Charge against Vois.lto4. Memoir and CorTespondmce. 

Hastings; on a Regicide Peace, &C. Vols. 5 and 6. Poetical Works. Plate,. 
Vol. 6. MlBcellaneous Speeches, &c. Vol. 7. Homer's Iliad. PI&teI. 

With a Generallndex. Vol.8.'tiomer's.Odyssey. P14.tu. 
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BUHN'S VARIOUS LIBRARIES. 

COX8'S Memoirs of the Duke of 
Marlborough. Purtrait.. In 3 vols. 
"." An Atlas of the plans of Marlborough'. 

camprugm,4to. WI. 6d. 
- History of the Rouse ot 

Austria. Purtraitl. In 4 vols. 
Cmi.ningham's Lives of the British 

Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. New 
Edition by Mrs. HEATON. [In the Press. 

Defoe's Works. Edited by Sir WALTER 
ScoTT. In 7 vola. 

De L01m':! on the Constitution of Eng-
land. EdIted, with Notes, by JOHN 
MAOGREGOR. 

Emerson's Works. 2 vols. 
Foster's (John) Life and Corresponl!

ence. Edited byJ. E. RYLAND .. In 2 volo, 
--- Lectures at Broadmead 

ChapeL Edited by J. E. RYLAND. In 
2 vola. 

Foster's (John) Critical Essays. Edi1 ed 
by J. E. RYLAND. In 2 vols. 

--- Essays-On Decision of Cha· 
'_,&c.&o. 
--Essays-On the Evils of Po

pnIsr Ignorance, &0. 
--- Fosteriana: Thoughts, Re

flections, and Criticisms of the late J ORN 
FOSTER, selected from periodical papers, 
and Edited by HENRY G. BoRN (nearly 
600 pages). 68. 

Fuller'. (Andrew) Principal Works. 
With.,Memoir. Portrait. 

Gibbon'S Roman Empire. Complete 
and Unabridged. with Notes; Including, 
in addition to the Author's own, those of 
Gniwt, Wenck, Niebuhr, Hugo, Neander, 
and other foreign scholars; and an ela
bo",*" Index. EdIted by an ErgIisb 
Churchman. In 7 vola. 

Goethe's Works, Translated into Eng-
lish. In 7 voIs. . 

Vol •• 1. and 2. AntobiographY,20 Books; 
and Travels In Italy, France, and 
Switzerland. Portrait. 

Vol. 3.' Faust, Iphigenla; Torquat<l 
Tasso, Egmont, &c., by Miss SWAN
WICK j and Got. von Berllchingell, by 
Sir WALTER ScoTT. Ji'rontilpiece. 

Vol. to Novels and Tales. 
Vol. 5. Wilhelm Meister. Apprentice

ship. 
Vol. Ii. Conversations with Eckermann 

and Soret. Translated by JOHN 
OXENFORD. 

Vol. 7. Poems and Ballads, including 
Hermann and Dorothea. Translated 
by E. A. BOWRING, C.B. 

---Correspondence with Schiller. 
Su Schiller. ~ 

Greene. Marlowe, and Ben Jonson' 
Poems of. Edited by ROBERT BELL 
With Biographies. In 1 vol. 

Gregory's (Dr.) Evidences, Doctrines, 
and Duties of the Chrlatlan Religion. 

Guizot's Representative GClV'ernment. 
Translated by A. R SaODLE. 
~- History of the English Revo

lution of 1640. Trruislated by WrLUAH 
HAZLIT.1'. Portrait. 

--HistoryofCivilization. Trans
lated by WrLLIA!! HAZLITT. In 3 vols. 
Portrait. 

Hazlitt's Table Talk. A New Edition 
in one volume. 

Lectures on the Comic 
Writers, and on the English Poets., 

-- Lectures on the Literature 
of lhe Age of Elizabeth, and on Characters 
of Shukespear's Plays. 

-- Plain Speaker. 
--- ROllnd Table j the Conversa-

tions of JAHRS NORTBOOTR, RA.; Cha· 
racterlstics, &c. 
-- Sketches and Essays, and 

Wlnoorslow (Essays Written there). New 
Edition. 

Hall's (Rev. Robert) Miscellaneous 
Works and Remains, with Memoir by 
Dr. QREGORY, and an Essay on his Cha
racter by JOHN FooTE&. P<Yrilra.it. 

Hawthorne's Tales. In 2 vols. 
Vol. 1. Twice Told Tale.. and the 

Snow Image. 
Vol. 2. Scarlet Letter, and the House 

with the seven Gables. 

Heine's Poems,. complete, from the 
German, by K A. BOWRING, C.B. fil. 

Hungary: its Hi_I"lband Revolu
tiOll,d; with " Mem. ir of Kossuth from 
new and authentic sources. Portrait. 

Hutchinson (eoionel), Memoirs of. 
with the Siege of Latham House. 

Irving's (Washington) Life and Let
ters. By his Nephew,.PrEJm2 E. laVING
In 2 vols. 
-- Complete Works. In 15 

vola. 
Vol. 1. 8almagnndl and Knickerbocker • 

Portrait Of tM .Author. ' 
Vol. 2. Sketch Book and Lite of GoI!!-

smith. , 
Vol. 3. Bracebrldge Hall and Abbot .. 

ford and N ewstead. 
Vol. t. Tales of a Traveller IJld the 

Alhambra. 
Vol. 6. Conquest of Granada and Con· 

qnest of Spain. 
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A OATALOGUE OF 

IJ:ving's Works-continued, 
Vola. 6 and 7, JAf8 or CoIUIDbui and 

Companlons of ColnmbW!, wi!.b a new 
lndez. Fmc PorInIit, 

Vol. 8, Aatorla and Tour In !.be I'nIlrlee. 
VoL 9. Mahomet and his Snocesaors. 
VoL 10. Co!lq:l"", of Florida and Ad. 

venture. of Captain BonneTille. 
VoL n. Blographiee and M...,llanl.a. 
Vols. 12-15. Life or Washington. l'tYI'. 

trail. . "'" .eparGt. _"', ... CItlGp StJrla. 
lamea'. (G. P. R.) Richa.rd Cmur-de. 

LioD, Klns of England. ·PorInI"'. a vols. 

---touil XIV. Portrait.. 2 Tols 
IWIlI'. Letters,' with Note&, ~d

d1UODB, and an Indez. In I vall, 

Lama.rtine'l History of the Girond· 
lata. PtYI'/,rQ,ita. In 3 'lois. 

---Reltoration of the lIonlU'Ghy, 
w1~ Indez. PorfJrtJitt. In, '1010. 

-- French Revolution of 1848, 
w1!.b • fine JOrontilpioee. 

Lamb'. (Cha.rlea) Ella and Eliana. 
Complete Edition. 

- Dramatio Poets of the Time 
of Elizabeth; Inclndlns hi. SelectiODl from 
the Garrick Playa. 

La.ui,'s History of Painting. Trans
lated by Roscoa. PorInI"'. In I vola. 

.Lessiilg'. Dramatio Works. Com· 
plete, with Memoir by HELEN ZIlIH!RN'. 
I~Of'tJ"(J.it. 2 ,\,,019. 

--- Chief Prose Works. Edited 
by HELEN ZUl"ERN. 

,f.ooke'. Philolophio&l Works, con· 
\aIDIng om Essay on !.bo Human Und .... 
Btandlng. &0., w1!.b N6tea and Ind ... by 
J. A. Sr. JOd. PorInIit. In I vols. 

.-Life IIld «:Letters, with Ex. 
tracta from hIa Common·Place Book .. b:r 
LordKmG. 

'Luther'. Table '1'alk. Translated by 
WILLIAII ILuLlft. PorInIit, 

.. achiavelli'. History of !'lorenoe, 
The PrInce, and o!.ber Worko. PorInIit. 

'IIa.rtineau's History of the Peaoe, 
from 1815-1846. ,vols. 

lIeoel'. Hiltory of Germany. Por
..... "'. In 3 vols. 

lfichelet', Life of Luther. Translated 
b:r WILLIA"ILuLIT'l'. 

_ Roman RepubUo. Translated 
bJ WILLUII 1iAzLIT'r. 

_ French Revolution, with In· d.... I'rOntilpiocl. ' 

1I1 

)fignet', Freneh Revolution from 
use to 181'- PtYI'IrcIit. 

Ifilton'l Prete Works, with Indu·. 
PorInIitL In I vola. 

lfitford'. (IIa.ry 11.) Our Village: 1m· 
proved Eel., complete. Ill",1TaU<I. I voll. 

lIoliere's Dramatic WorkB. Trans· 
lated by C. H WALL. In 3 TOIs, Portrait. 

. Montesq meu's Spirit of the Laws. 
A new Edition revised and corrected. 
2 vola. Portrait. 

Neander'. Church History.- Trans· 
lated: wi!.b Genem Ind.... In 10 vols. 

-- Life of Christ. Translated, 
~ Firat Planting of Christi. 

anlty, and AntJsnoatikus. Traoalated. In 
I vola. 

--History of Christian Dogmal. 
Tromal.ted. In I vola. 

_ Christian Life in the Early 
and Middle Agel. Inclntllns h1a' Llsht in 
Dark PlaceL' TromaIsted. 

Oelde7'1 History of the Sa.racena. 
Revlaed and completed. PtYI'trail. 

l'erc7'a Reliquel of Ancient English 
Poetry. &>printed from the Original Edt· 
1100, and Edited bJ J. V, PB.lOllABD, In 
1IvuU. 

Philill de Commine., lIamoiri of, 
containing !.be Hlatoriea of Low XL and 
Chari.. VlU., omd of Chari.. !.be Bold, 
Dttke of Bnrgnndy. To ",b1ob Ia added, 
The Scandalollll ChronIcle, or Secnot 
HIator:r or Low XL l'orIrcIita. In 
I vols. 

Poetry of America. Selections from 
100 American Poets, 'from 1716-1876. 
Ediled by W, J. LINTON. Por/mit, 

Ranke'. History ef the POpel. Trans.. 
lated by E. FOff\'D. In 3 701a. 

Ranke's Servia and the Bervian R&
volution. 

Reynolda' (Sir loahua) Literar}' 
Worko. PtYl'lrclU. In I vol& 

Richter (lean Paul Fr.) Levana 
ana AutobiograpbJ. Wi!.b Momolr. 

___ Flower. Fruit, and Thorn 
PleCOB. A Novel • 

Roscoe'. Life and Ponti1lcate of 
Leo x., wi!.b !.be Copyright N_, and "" 
Ind ... , PorInI"', In I vol .. 

_ Life of loreDo de lIedici, 
wi!.b tho Copyright Notel, Ite. Por ..... ". 

RUlIia, History of!. by WALTH Ji. 
KBLLr. ....-mtitL In I vo ... 



BONN'S V-fBIOUS LIBB-fBIES. 

Schiller'. WorD. Translated into 
EaglIab. III 8 ..,11. 

VoL I. ThIrty Yeara' War, aDd BawH 
of &be Netherlaudo, 

VoL a. ~ " the Bawll 
of &be Nelherlaada; Walleootoln'. 
Camp; &be PtcoolomiDl; th. Deoth 
of Walleootoln; aod WillIaJD Tell 

VoL a. DoD Carl ... Mary St1lll1't, MaId 
of Orl_ aod Bride of M_ 

VoL C. The Bobbere, Floeoo, Lo ... aDd 
_gu .. and the Ghoot,&er. 

VoL I. Poemo. Translated by EDraB 
BoWBlll'G, UB. 

VoL 8. Phllooophlcal Lettero and & .. 
thellcal Es.a,.. 

--Correspondence with Goethe, 
translated by L. Dolt .. SCBBITZ. 3 vols. 

Schlegel'. Philosophy of Life uti 
of Laopap, IoraDBIated bJ' LJ. W.IIloa
Il180 •• 

- History of Literature, AD. 
alent aDd Modem. Now _ oompletely 
IoraDBIaIed, with GeoerallodeL 

-- Philolophy of History. 
Tranalated bJ' J. B.1Io1Wl'l'llOll. Parmat. 

Dramatio Literature. 
Translated. Porw_u. 
--Model'll History, 
--JEsthetio uti lIIiscellaneoDi 

Worlla, 

SheridIUI'. Dramatie WorD ud 
Life. porw.u, 

Siamondi'. Literature of the South 
of Europe. - Traoelsted by _.. Par
_ 1Il3voII. 

Smith'. (Adam) Theory of the Koral 
Sentimente; with hla Eosa,y on the Flral 
l'ormatloo of Lo.oguogea. 

Smyth'. (l'rofss80r) Lecturel on 
Modem B1atory. III 3 vols. 

-- Lecture. on the !'ranch Re· 
volutloo. lilt vols. 

Sturm'l Morning Communingl with 
God, or Devotlooalllleditatlooa for Ev.., 
Day In the Year. 

Sully, Memoirl of the Duke of, Prime 
IIlinIater t.o lIeorJ' tho Groat. POf'waitB. 
lIlevola. 

Taylor's (Bishopl eram:?) Holy Living 
aDd DyIng. POf'trail. 

Thierry" Conquest of England b1 
Ibe Norm..... Tranalated by WILLIAII 
BAZLlTT. POf'tr_u. III 3 voll. 

Vlrici (Dr.) Shakespeare's Dramatio 
Art. Translated by L. D. SchmItz. Z vols. 

Vuari'. Lives of the Painter., , 
Sculptor., ODd ArchltocIL TrIIDalated bJ' 
I\lra. l'oerBB. I vols. 

WeBley's (1ohn) Life. By RoBERT 
SOll'l'HBr. New and Complste EdlfdoB. 
Double volume. With Portrait. II. 

Wheatl81 on the Book of Common 
Prayer. 'rontilpitoe. 

HISTORICAL LIBRARY __ 
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Evelyn's Diaryud Correspondenoa, 
mu,-~"_p.,."...,,, .... 
lIl'voIa. _ 

1'ellYl' DiAry ana. Correspond~e. 
Edited bJ' Lord ~aybrook... WIIb Noles, 
Important AddItlo .... including Domeroul 
Lotte,., JIIuIInIIod IIIit.Ii ....., PIlI1Ni4I. 
lIl'vols. 

1 esse's Memoirl of the lI.eigl1 of the 
Stuarf4 _udIng the ProtecIorato. With 
GenoA! Iodu. upIC/GrIII ttl eo Porlrllill 
III 8 vola. 

1 eSBe'. Memoirs of the Pretenders 
aDd Ibelr Adheronls. • ParlrGUI. 

Ihgent'. (Lord) Kemoriall of 
Hampel.... ilia Party, ODd TImes. la 
PortrtJitl. 

Strickland'. (Agnel) Lives of the 
QuaoDl of England, Ihlm the Norman 
Oonqueat. From olllclal reoorda and 
luthentlc documeota, private aDd pabUa. 
Bev\8ed EdItion. Ill. vola. 

__ Life of Mary Queen of Scot~ .• 
:I vola, 
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A aATALOGUE OF 

COLLEGIATE SERIES. 

6 Vols. at 5s. each. 

Donaldson's Theatre of the Greeks. 
IllustraWd with Lithographs and nn
merous Woodcuts. 

Keightley'B Classical Mythology. 
New. Ed,tion. Revised by, Dr. L. 
SCHMITZ. With 12 plates. 

Herodotus, Turner's (Dawson W.) 
Notes to. With Map, &c. 

Herodotus, Wheeler'. Analysil and 
>UIllIllary of. 

Thucydides, Wheeler's A.nalysia of. 
New Testament (The) in Greek. 

Griesbach'. Text, witb the readings of 
Mill and Sohol., Parallel R.l,ferences, 
a Critical Introduction and Chrlrnologlcal 
fables. Two jac-simiJ,u of Gf'uk MSS. 
3" £d.; or with Led~ 5!. Lexicon 
Separately. 2s. 

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY. 
11 Vols. at 5s. each, ,xcepting those marke<i otherwise. 

Comt8's Philosophy of the Sciences. Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. 
By G. H. LEmrs. Translated by J. M. D. MElKLI!JOHN. 

Draper (1. W.) A History of the Logic; or, the Science of Inference. 
Intellectual Development of Europe. By A Popular Mannal. By J. DEVEY. 
JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D. A Miller'. (Professor) History PhiloBo. 
New Edition, thoroughly RevIsed by the phically consIdered In. vola. '31. M. 
Autbor. In 2 vol.. each. 

Regel'. Lectures on the Philosophy Tennemann's Manual of the Histo!), 
of History. Translated by J. SIBREE, M.A. of Philosophy. Conthaued by J. R. MC·RF.1oI. 

ECCLESIASTICAL AND THEOLOGICAL 
LIBRARY. 

c 15d;;'ls. at 5s. each, e",cepting those marke<i otherwise. 

Bleek (F.) An Introduction to the Henry's (Matthew) commentary on 
Old- Testament, by FRIEDRWH BLEEK. the Psalms. Nu"",rOtll mustratio",. 
J<llited by JOHANN BLEEK and ADOLF Pearson on the Creed. .New Edition. 
KAMPHAUSEN. Translated from the Ger- With Analysis and Notes. 
man by G. H. VENABLES, under the • 
supervision of the Rev. E. VENABLES, l'hIlo 1udreuB, Works of; the cOIl-
Canon of Lincoln. New Edi tion. In 2 temporary of J osephu8. TranBlaWd by 
vola. C. D. Yonge In 4 vols. 

Socrates' Ecclesiastical History. In 
Chillingworth'. lteligion of Pro- continuation of Euseb1u.. With tho Notes 

teston!>;. 3s. sa. of Valeslus. 

Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History. 
With Notes. 

Hardwick's History of the Articles 
of Religion. To which is added a Series of 
Documents from A.D. 1536 to A.D. 1615. 
Together with IllustratIons from Contem
porary Sources. New Edition, revised by 

R ev. ~'. PROOTER •. .' 
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Sozomen'. Ecclesiastical Ristory, 
from A.D. 3~4·440: and the Ecclesiastical 
History of Philostorgi us. .", 

Theodoret and Evagriul. Edesias
tical Hlatories. from ".D. 332 to A.D. 427 
and from A.D. (31 to A.l'> 544. 

Wieseler's Chronological Synopsis of 
the Four ~pels. Translated by CANON 
VENABLES. New Edition, revised. 



BOHN'S VARIOUS LIBRARIES. 

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY. 
34 You. at 58. eac". 

Bede'. Ecclesiastical Ristory, and 
the A.uglo-SaxOll Chronicle. 

Boethius's Consolation of Philoso
phy. In Anglo-SaxGD, with the A. S. 
Metres, and an English TransiatlOll, by 
the Rev. S. Fox. 

Brand's Popular Antiquities of Eng. 
land, I):otland, and Ireland. By Sir HENRY 
ELLIS. In 3 vole. 

Chronicles of the Crusaders. Richard 
or V.vlzea, Geoffrey de Vlnsauf, Lord de 
Jolnvllle. 

Early Travels in Palestine. Willi. 
bald. S",wulf. Benjamin of TudeIa. Man
Iileville, La Brocquiere, and Maundrell; 
aU unabridged. Edited by TnoMAS 
WRIGHT. 

Ellis's Early English Metrical Ro
mances. Revised by J. O. HALLrWELL. 

norence of Worcester's Chronicle, 
with the Two Continuations: comprising 
Annals of Engl!ah HiStory to the Reign 01 
Edward I. 

Gesta Romanorum. Edited by WYN' 
NARD HOOPER, B.A. 

GiralduB CambrensiB' Historical 
Works: Topography of Ireland; History 
of the Conquest of Ireland; Itinerary 
through Wales; and Description of Wales. 
With Index. Edited by Tuoe. WmOHT. 

Henry of Huntingdon's History of 
the English, rtOm the Roman Invasion to 
Henry II.; w1t.h tile Acts of King Stephen. 
&C. 

Ingulph's Chronicle of the Abbey of 
Croyland, with the Con'Jnuations by Peter 
of Blois and other Writers. By H. T. 
RILEY. 

Xeightley'l Fairy Mythology. Fron
tiBpiece by arui"''''''nk. 

Lepsius's Letters from Egypt, Ethio. 
pia. and the Peninsula of Sinai. 

Mallet's Northern Antiquitiel. By 
Bishop l'EJwr. With an Abstract of tht 
Eyrbiggla Saga, by Sir WAL1'U Soorf. 
Edited by J. A. BLAOKWELL. 

Marco Polo's Travels. The Trans
. latlon of Marsden. Edited by TBoIIIAI 

WRIGHT. 

Matthew Paris's Chronicle. In 5 vols. 
FIRSt SEOTION; Roger 01 Wendover. 

Flowers of English History, from the 
Descent of Ihe Saxons to A.D. 1231S. 
Translated by Dr. GILFa. In 2 vol •• 

SECoND /51<CTION: From 1235 to 1273. 
With Index to the entire Work. lD 
3 vols. 

Matthew of Westminster's Flowell 
of History. especially such as relate to the 
affairs of Britain; to A.D. 1307. Translated 
by C. D. YONGE. ill 2 vois. 

Ordericus Vitalis' Ecclesiastical Hia· 
tory of England and Normandy. Trana
lated with Notes. by T. FORESTER, M.A. 
III 4 vols. 

Pauli's (Dr. R.) Life of Alfred the 
Great. Translated from the German. To 
which is appended Alfred's Anglo-Saxon 
version of Crosius, with a literal Transla
tion, and an Anglo-Saxon Grammar and 
Glossary. . 

Roger De Hoveden's Annals of Eng. 
lish History; from A.D. 732 to A.D. 1201 
EdIted by a T. RILEY. In 2 voIs. 

Six Old English Chronicles, viz.:
Asser's Life of Alfred. and the Cbronlc! .. 
of Ethelwerd. Gilda., Nell!lins, GeoJfrey 
of MonmOJ,th. and Richard of C1ren· 
caster. 

William of Malmesbury's Chronicle 
of the KingS of 1';likla-dl. Translated by 
SHARPE. 

Yule·Tide Storie.. A CollectIon of 
Scandinavian Tales and Traditions. Edited 
by B. THORPE. 

ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY, 
83 Yols. at 5s. eae", <",e<pting those marked ot;.erwise. 

Allen's Battles of the British Navy. 
Revised and enlarged. NU71UT1UI ,1m 
pcwtraitl. IIi 2 vola. 

Andersen's Danish Legends and 
Fairy Tales. With many Tales not In any 
other edition. Translated by CABOLINJ 
PloAGm:Y. l~ Wood EngralJing •• 

!.riosto's Orlando Furioso.. In Eng. 
liahYer ... By W. S. Roo. ~ jIfI. 
Engramng.. In 2 vole. 

Bechstein'. Cage and Chamber lIird •• 
lDcluding Sweet'. Warbler.. F.nlarged 
edltinu. N .. meT ..... plata. 

•• ' All other editions are abridged. 
With the plates coki .. red. 7.. Rd. 
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A O.ATALOGUE OF 

Bonomi'. :Nineveh and itl Palace •. 
New EditlOD, revised and consIderablJ 
enlarged, both In matter and Plates. 
UpwG"" 'If 300 Bn{JtvIo!li.nt/l. 

Butler'. Hudibra.. With Variorum 
Notes, a Biography. and a General Ind.". 
Edited by HuIlY G. BoD. TMlI'ty b<GIr 
tifullZIuIIrationI. 
-; or, further iUliltrated fllitls 

62 0..11£ ... Porlraita. . In 2 vola. 101. . 

Cattermole'. Evening. at Haddon 
HaIL 24 tmqUiIitt ~I on stul, 
frMrI duigm IIv lim1uf the ·Letterpreu 
by the HUON_ DB CAILAJIBLLA. 

China, Pictorial; Descriptive, and 
Historical, with 80me Aa:ount or A va and 
the Burmese. Slam, and ADam. N--i!I 
100 .iUwlTlllionr. . 

Ctaik'. (G. L.) Pursuit of ][nowledge 
nnder DIfficulties, Ulu.trated by Anoo
dotes and lid emolra. 1Ie~1IIed EdiUolI. 
W'otlll ........... Porlraitl. 

Cruiklhank'. Three Courael and a 
D .... rt. A Serle. of Tal.., tIIit/o 60 " ... 
IIIOrOUI m~ '" Oruikl/I.aM. 

Dantl. Translated by I. C. WRIGHT, 
M"\' New EdiUon, caretully revised. 
PorlrG" and M .IliurirClliolll Oft Bted, 
qfI;w FiGnIaA 

Didron's History of Christian Art 
In the Middle Ages. From the French. 
UpwGr4I of 1&0 ""'U .... Eflgrauingl. 

Dyer(T. H.) The History of Pompeii; 
Ita Buildings and Antlqulti... An account 
of the City. with a Inil description of tho 
RE'ma1D8, and aD Itinerary for Visitors. 
Edited hy .,.. ~ ... "LL.D. I!w.. 
trated willa "",,ri,l 800 Wood ElIgrnv
ong., a large Map. aM .. pia" of Ihe 
Forum, A New Edition, revioed and 
brought down to 1874. 71, 6d. 

Gil lIIas, The Adventurea of. 24 
Bngra!>ingl Oft sUd, fTofier Smirko, and 
10 Ekilingl '" _g. OI'uilullanlo. 61. 

Grimm'e Gammer Grethel: or, Ger
man Falry Tal.. and Popular Storie., 
Tranalated by EDG ... TAYLOR. N ............. 
woodcWIlIv OI'uikllulnk. 81. tid. 

Holbein'. Dance of Death, and lible 
Onto. UpwG"" of 1&0 nd>jecta. befTouti. 
""ltv engrn"'" in ftJC-limilA, with Intra
dnot.lon IIIld Deecr!pt.loUi by the late 
FllA1IOIS lJollOll and Uf. T. F. l>mDIN. 
I n1l. In I. 11. ell. 
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Howitt'. C!lary) Pictorial Calendar 
of the 8eaaona. Embodying the whole of 
AIken'. Calendar of Nature. Upwar4I of 
100 Efigrav111f11. ~ 

-- (JIary and William) Storie. 
ofEnglisb and Foreign LIfe. 7'wonty b<Av
tV'" EfI(Jf'aMg" 

India, Pictorial, Descriptive, and 
HIstorical, from the Earliest Tim... Up

- toIJNiI of 100 Jim E1IfITo.v111f1, on Wood, 
and a Jlap. 

lesBe'. Anecdotel of DOgl~.NewEdi. 
t.Ion.wlthlarge additloDlL X-fl.'" 
WOO<icutlqfl;w H_, Bowick,Aftci otl...-I. 
--; or, fllith Ihs addilioft of 34 

higllly-ji"_ Btoa EfI(Jf'CI"'1IfII. 71. ed. 

Eing'. :Natural History of PrecioUi 
Ston .. , and of the Precious MetaiL WitA 
.............. lUuotrationr, PrIoe III. -
--Natural History of Gem. 
• or Decorative Slones. Finelli mlll_. 

III. 
--HandbookofEngravedGeDll. 

Finely IUlUtrated. III. 
Kitto'. Scripture Landi and lIiblicsl 

Atlas. 24 Mapa, _ iful!, ..."."""" 011 
Btoa, with. ConanJting IndeL 

--- ; IDith tM maps coloured, 7 •• 6d, 
Xrummacher'. Parablea. Translated 

frem the German. Forty.lliurirfTolionl ~ 
Claylon, engrfToued '" DCIiNl. 

Lindlay'. (Lord) Latten on Egypt, 
Edom, ard the Holy Land. Ne .. Ed.it.lou, 
enlarged. Tlirty-ai:l beautif'" Engra .. 
Ingl. Aftci ~ Mil".. 

Lodge'. Portraitl of DlultrioUi Per. 
sonae" of Great Britain, with Memolra. 
2'100 Hu..-; Aftci Furl, Portnr.itI, .... 
VTllved Oft st«J.. 8 VOIL ' 

Longfellow'. Poetical Works. 
"'-tv-f- fNI90 JiIII(1rGVin{/" IIv BVIuI 
Fo"er 110M olMrl. Aftci II l'IIrmIM. 

---; or,l»ithoutilludraiiofts, 38.6d. 
-- ProBe Works. 16 paga En. 
graoin~ ~ Birktl Fotter, .... • 

loudon'. (lItrl.) Entertaining :Natur
all8t, Revised by W. S. DALLAS, F.L.8. 
WiUl _rly &00 WoodcuII. 

Harryat'. Masterman Ready; or, 
Tho Wreck .1 tho Pacillo. 83 Woo<lc:uto. 
81.6d. 

-- Poor lack. Wath 16 In"". 
tratiom, ajkr DaigrII b!I C. SIa'lfic1ci 
B.A. 81.ed. 

- IIiIlion; or, Beene. In At. 
rlCL (Written for Young Peop18,) mua· 
"""" lIvela1l>m Aftci D<HneL 81. 8d. 



BOHN'S Y.ABIOUS LIBRARIES. 

Ifanyat'S Pirats; and Three Cuttsr •• 
Now EdltI.... with • Memoir of tba 
"-uth.... W"IIA e 81«1 ~ .. ,.."". 

~ ~, by O. Bt<mMd. lU. 31.64. 
- Privateen-Man One Hun

_ Yeon.&.go. IIi9'" Bftgr.".;"gl on 
8IorI. .". 8IotJo4nl. 31. 8<1. 

- 8ettlel'l iA Canada. New 
BdIt1oD. _ jiM IlfI(Iru/II(/I by GUIIcri 
_ DGIoid. 31. 64. • 

lIazweU'. Victoria. of Wellington 
and \be BriUsbAnDleo, 81«1 ~I. 

Michael .lnnlo and Raphael, their 
Llv .. ODd Wor.... By Du ...... and Qu ... 
~lu .. niBB DB QUlllOI". W'st.\ 13 ~I 
... BleIl. 

\Iiller'. History of the Angl0-8az: 

=11 =rI= ar: .~~~~ 
A!fre<I, II,., '" _ Brlt<Iift, ..... 13 
eiGborlllo 1iIngN..mg1 on BIetI, 

JWton'. Poetical ·WorD. With. 
Memoir by JA11U!8 MOlOTGOMBBY. TODD', 
V.,.ba1 Ind.", ID all tbe Poems, and h. 
planatDrJ Notes. W\t.\ 130 IlfI(Iru/II(/I 
by 7'Mmp .... ..... _" fratt6lJr1rNtint/l 
by W. E_. 2 volo. 

Vol. 1. ParadIoa Loot, aomplale, willi 
Memoir, Notea. and Indea. 

Vol 2. Paradise Regained, and otber 
Poems, willi V.,.ba1 Ind.,. to all the 
Poamo. 

lIucli ... Britiah lIirt1IJ. Revised by 
W. Co L. M .... m.. Fifty-tMo I'igur ....... 
, P/4/a 'II liIgIII. In 3 vol .. 
--j or, IDitli the plat" 0010111'«1, 

fl. 64. .... voL 
Naval and Military Her08l of Great 

BrItain; or, Calendal" of VlclD",. BaIng a 
_ 01 BrlUsb Valour ODd Conqneot 
by Sao and lAnd, on every day In the 
,_. !rom tba time 01 WilHam tho 
Conqueror ID tho Battle 01 Inkennann. 
B, ~ .. J_ R.M., and Llootanant 
P. H. N.ooL&B, JLM. ~f"'" pfIt'o -.... Nicolini'. History of the 181u.ib: 
their OrIgIn. Progreea, DoctrInoor. and ll& 
8IgDL Jo'itM Partr/litl qf Lovol4, La.ina, 
Z"''';'''','Bvrgi4, AcquG ...... Pm IG.CUW. 
.. ndPope~ 

Petrareh'.8onnets, and other ,_ 
Tmna1atod InID EngUoh V ...... By varlon. 
hando. With. LIIe of tho Poet, b1 
THoMAS CAJoo....... WiIJ\ 18 /iIngr<I..mg •• 

Pickering'. History of the Race. of 
MaD, with an Analytical Synopall of tba 
N atmal HlsID", of Man. By Dr. BALL. 
llIuOr_ by ............. Parf;rq,Ur. 

_jor,uitllthlpu.te.00Ioured7s.6cl. 
-.- An auellent. Ed1t1OD of • work ori

sInall1 pnbUsbed at 8L II. b, tho 
ADIarIcan Govamm..,t, .. - - • 

Pictorial Handbook 'of Itodern &eo
..... pby, on • Populal' PIarr. Sr. 64. JIluo. 
fnIkcI by UiO~1 _11M..".. II. 
--- j or, IDitli eM mtIpI ooIotwed, 'a. 64. . 
l'ope'. l'oetical WorD. Edited by 
8oBD~ CAnIlTIIBIIB. U" ......... Brto 
fI"GVInI/I. 3 vola. 

- Homer'. Diad. With Intro
dnctlon ODd Notes by J. 8. W ........ M.A. 
.mum..t.4 by IIIe -. 8_ '" ~, _'I Dui(rnr, -1WI1I ..,....... by 
II .... (in IIIe.fuZle,., ..... ), 

- Homer'. Odyssey, H)'1IIlUI, 
~~~~~~~~li: 
WA'I!IO". M.A. _'1 Duigrll "...... 
H(uUy ... ".fIOOd bit II ..... 
--Life. Including many of his 

LottOl"o. By 80_ CA_ New 
EdltlolI,revlsed ODd enlar"ged. nlultr",lIonI. 7'IIo",....,..,.,.-._ • ....,,1de 

..... .l<ga6It odition oJ Po¢l PoeticIII 
Workr lind n-..... 1<ItionI for 26 .. 

l'ottsry and Poreelain, and other 011-
JacIB of Vartn (a Guide ID tho Knowledge 
of). To which II added an Engraved LIII 
01 Marks and Monognuns. B1 BmnIY 
G. Boo. U ............ Bn{IrtIflirrgl. . 

---j or, Coloured. 10 •• 6d. 
Prout's (Father) Beliqu8I. New 

Editl.... revised ODd largely a_entad. 
2'w<rIty-ortIJ Ipiritod EtcAing. ", 11_ 
Two volumes In one. '''.Id. 

BecreatioDl iA Shooting; By 
II CaA.VBR." New Edition, revised and 
enlarged. 83~'''' Wood, fJftt!t E_._ 9 IIn{rI<I..mgo on 8,.." ~ 

fJftt!t .L CJooptr. lU. 
Bedding'. Hiatory and DescrlptioDl 

01 Win ... Ancient ODd Modem 2Vlcnty 
","",tiful WoodcuII. 

Bennie's Insect Architecture. UtNJ 
Edilioft. Bevlsed"'llt C!B Bev. I. Q. 
WooD,M.A.. 

RobiAlon Cr11Ioe. With lliustrationa 
by &r<mwm and H.Ulvn. __ I>-
JuI~I ... 8I«l . ..... , .... Woad. 

___ j or, IDithoul the Steel illustra
tioN. 31. 64. 

Rome iA the Jl"iAetsenth Century. 
Now Edition. Bevlled by the Author. 
I!iull .. &kd ", M Bled. Bn(Ir.".;"g1 
Svola. 

Sharpe's History of Egypt, from the 
Earliest Times till the Conquest b1 the 
Arabs, A.D. 6"'0. By BAMl1EL 8BABPE. 
Witb 2 M.p. and upward. of '00 Illus
trative Woodcuts. Sil<th ODd Cheepe. 
l!:dition. 2 volo. 

8outhey's Life of Jl"elson. With 
Additional Notes. nhillrAkll 1DiU. M 
BnIl'lQilJing.. -
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Starling'. (Mial) 1I'oble Deeda of 
Women; or, Elrampl .. of Fomaleeo,,-. 
Fort.!tllde, and Vir_ _ mow-... 
tionI. 

Btuart and :Bevett'l Antiquities of 
Ath_ and other Mommrenta of G.......,. . . .lUUItnKOd .. n _ I'iGko. _ ..... 

....... w_. 
1'ale. of the Genii; 01', the Delightful 
~ of Horam. NuwIon>uI-.. 
_8B11d~,,,,,,,,,.~ 

raslO'1 18l'1lllalem Delivered, Trans-
lated Into EugUsb Bpen_ v ....... with 
• Lite of the AuUuJr. By J. H. W ..... "". 
Bight ~ .. S4NI, _ lH OIl 

Wood, "" ft .... 1on. 
Walker'. Manly Exeroisea. Con. 

1a1n\ng SkatIng, Riding, DrivIDg. Hunting, 
Shooting, Sailing, Rowing, Swimming, &C. 
NeW' Edition. revised by U CBA. vu,.· 
1tn'tjJ:f- st<d l'l<IW. ...... .. ............ 
WOodcuII, 

Walton'. Complete Angler. Edited 
by ED ....... J ...... Esq. U"...... of 
IIQ3 Im".."w.g,. 

-; or, tDitA 26 additioMl "a{ff m..._ ... BteoI, ". 8cI. . 

Wellington, Life of. From the rna· 
terlal. of Ma>;well Big __ ~..", 

Westropp'sHandbookof Arch&eOlogy 
Ne'v Edition. reyised. Numeroua lilus
tTatio7IL h, 6ci, 

White'. Watural History of Bel. 
borna. Wltb Noteo by SIr WruIAll J/Ulo 
PIN"andEDwABDJ_Esq, r_a "" .0 JmgrtJvmg., 

--- ; or, ",itA ths plat .. coloured 
7 •. 6d. 

Yotmg, The, Lady'l :Book, A Ma· 
nual of ElegautRecreationa, Arts, Sci""""", 
and Acoomplishments. 7\001.. _red 
Woodcut rnw-.., """ _"'" Eft. 
"......,mg. OR 8tal. 70,6d. 

---; or,c/oth gilt, gilt ,,]gel, 98. 

CLASSICAL LIBRARY. 

&lehylu. Literally T1'IlIl81ated into 
Engllsb p...., by ... 0s0nIIID. 31. 8cI. 

---. Appendix to. .Containing 

::~~onct~r=an:;· 8:~~ 
Bu .... ,.., M.A. 31. lid. 

Ammianu Muoellinu. History of 
Rem. from eonlRlmtlUII to Valeua. 1'TanJ>. 
IatedbyC.D. YO .. G •• B. ..... Dbl ..... L.7 •• 6<i. 

Antonin1Ul .. 2.1 Thoughtl of the 
Emperor MarC1lS An",Una. Translated by 
G"", LoBB, M.A. 31. lid. 

Apulaiu, the Golden All; Death of 
Sacra_; ¥lorida; IUld DI8ooa_0'3J111ag1c. 
TO'wblllh II odded • Metrlral V .. &10D 01 
Cupid and Psyche; and Mxo. TIghe'. 
Psyoba. ~ 

Ariatophanel' Cometl.ies. Literally 
Translated, wltb Note. aod Extraeto from 
Fre""8 aDd other Metrical V onoIon.. by 
W. J. Brasm. ~ ~ola. 

Vol. 1. AcbamlaIIa, Kolgll" (llondl, 
'W_ P ..... and Blrda. 

Vol. I. LyeIat.otoUt, Tbeomophot'laausotl. 
FIop,lilool_and Plul1lll. 

ArlatoUe'. Ethica. Literally Tran&
I.ted loy Archdeacon BIlOWHs, 1.1e CIaBalC81 
Professor 01 Klng'8 CoUege. 
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AristoUe's Politic. and Economic •• 
TJualated by E. W ALPOIID, M.A. 

-- lIetaphyaioB. Literally TI1IIlS· 
\ated. wIth Notes, Aoalys\B, ElramInatioD 
Qneetlona, ODd Index, by the Re ... J 0 .... 
H. a!.'MABOlf. JIll""", and Gold Medalliat In 
Met&pbyslca, T.C.D. 

--lIiatOl'y of Anim&la. In Ten 
Boob. Translated, with N oteo and Index. 
by RroIwu> Cu8swBLL. M.A. 

_ Organon; or, Logical i're .. 
tl .... With Noteo. .lie. By 0, F.OWllll.lIl.A, 
I ... 1&, 31. lid. eacb. 

-- Rhetoric and PoetiCI. Lite
rail,. Translated, with KzaminotloD Qcea
tlons and Notoe, by an Oxonian. 

AthenaUL The Deipnooophists; or, 
the Banquet of the Learned. Trauala-o<I 
by C. D. Y OHGB, B.A. S .. Qu.. . 

C1II8&1'. Complete,' with the Alex",,· 
drIaII, Afrlc:an, and Spaolsb W... Ute· 
ralll' Traoalated, with Nosea. 

Catulllll, TibullUl, and the VigU of 
Vonna. A Lltsral Prose Translation. 'r. 
whleb ate odded Metrical Vonoions by 
LAJm. GUD!G&a, and oth.... .I'roIaNo 
pi ..... 



BOHNS YABIOUS LIBBABIES. 

Cicero'. Orationa. Literally TJ'SDIIo 
IaIed bJ O. D. Y 01'0" B.A. In ( vola. 

1'..\ Vol. 1. 00D1aIDe lb. 0ra1l0Dl opIDII 
Vo,...., arc. ~U. 

Vol. I. Cat1llne. .I.rcIlIaa, .I.RTaFIaD 
LAw. lIablr1 .... Mureua, Bylla ..... 

Vol. I. OratloDs for hi. H01ISO, P1oncl .... 
80"11 .... aa.Uue. Milo. Ltprl ... ."." 

VoL t. MI.",llanOOlll Oratlo.... ODd 
Rhetorical Wor ... ; wllb _ In,. 
du 10 \be four volDma 

--on.the Jl'ature of the Gou, 
D1 ..... II .... Fate, Lo ..... RepubJle, .to. 
Tranolatod bJ 0. I). V""".. 8...... and 
F.BoJllU,ll, 
-- AcademiCl, De PiDibUl, ana 

1'1lIcDIan Qneatlona. By O. D. VONe&, 
11 • .1.. WIIb 8tetch of \be &reek Pbllo-

!Copher. ' 
- Ollloel, Old ~e, Friendship, 
1lcIpI'" Dream, Pando........ LltaWlJ 
TlutalaW, b, B. ED_milJ8. h. 64-

-- OD OratorJ and Orator.. ii, 
J.8.W ....... M..I.. 

Demo.then .. ' Orati01ll. Tranalatbl. 
wltb NoIeo, bj 0. a... bmrlIDL a I 
'Vol'lm& 

VoL I. Tbe Olynlblaa, PbUlpplC, or d 
olb .. Publlo Orations. 31. 6<1. 

VoL L CD U. tr.nrn IoIId .... tbe I!:n
boNy. 

Vol. 3. .... _ LopUDII, MIdlu, An-
drotr10D, and Artstoorat88 

VoL t. PrIvate and olber 0ra.1oDo. 
VoL I. MlJcellaneo .. OraUoDB. 

Dicti0ll&lY of Latin QuotatiODI. In. 
c111C11f11 Proverbs, M",,~ Mot_ Law 
Torma. and Phraaeo; and a Oollectlon 01 
._100 Greek QnotaUona. Wltb all lb. 
q1I8IlUlJ88 marked, • Kngllab Tronolatlono. 

--, with lDdez Verborum. 6,. 
Inde" V erbonun 0DI7. II. 

Diogene. LaertiUl. Liv... aDd Opin-
l:..of~ 1I:.-::~~"D:::' .. ,."..,. 

EpictetUJ. Discourses, with Enchei· 
ridion .nd Fragment.. Tranalated with 
}i_, bJ GBOBO. LoNo. 1IiI..I.. 

J:uripi4 ... Literally T,.."slated. 2 vola. 
'>'eL 1. Ileoaba, 0re0Iea. Medea, HIppo

Jyme, AIooBtIs. _... HeraclIdO!. 
fl'hlpu\& In .I.aIIde, IoIId Ipblpu\& III 
laur1a. 

"Vol. ,. HercnI .. Furena. Troadee, Ion 
Andromache. SuppUonta, Helen. 
Elecb'II, Cyclope, BhesD& 

&reek Anthology. Literally TraD&
Iated. With MetrIeaI VenIoD8 bJ varlo1U 
411thOl'l. --=-- Bomancu of lIe\iodorUJ, 
Longus, and AclillI .. TaUu •• 

Herodotu.. A N..... ·and Literal 
Translation, bJ HImBY c...... Ill"", o. 
Worcester College, Oztord. 

Hesi04, Callimachul, and Theognil. 
LIterally Tronolatod. with Noteo, by J. 
BA .. "", M.A. 

Homer'. Iliad. Literaily Translated, 
-- OdY8181, Hymn8, b. Lite· 

relI7 Translated. 
Horace. Literally Translated, by 

SlIAB'I'. Carefully revlaed bJ an OXONUJl. 
111.6<1. 

lastin, ComeliUllfepOl, ana J:utro
plus. LlteraUy Tron8latecl, with N_ 
and Index, bJ J. S. W ......... 1Il.A. 

luvenal, PersiUl, 8ulpicia, and Lu
eillua. By L. Ev "".. M..I.. WIth tho 
M.trIcaI V 8I'II!DD bJ GIIfOld. hottlilpioco 

Livy. A new aDd Literal Translation. 
By Dr. 8PILLAl9 and otbora. In , vola. 

VoL 1. Contalna Books I_ 
Vol. 2. Books 9-~6. 
VoL S. Boo ... ~,_. 
"ol .. Booka a7 10 UIe and; loIIdade", 

Lucan'll'haraalia. Translated. with 
No""" bJ H. T. RluY. 

LucretiUl. Literally Traoslated, with 
!loteo, by the Rev. J. S. WATOOII. M. .... 
And thellletrtcaJ V_on bJ J. M. GOOD. 

!IIlartial'. Epigramt, eomplete. Lite
relI7 Tronolated, Each accompanied by 
tJIl8 ar more Verse TranslattoDB aeleetm 
from the Wor ... of \!:nglish Poete. and 
otber aourcea. Wltb. ooplone _ 
Double volume (660 pages). 71. 6<1. 

Ovid', Work" complete. Literally 
Trana1ated. a vola. 

Vol I. Fastl. Trta!!!..Eplatl ... l¥. 
Vol ,. Melamorp""""" .. 
VoL S. Heroldea, Art o'Love, I:c. 

Pindar. Litenilly Translated, by DA w~ 
SON W., Tn_, and UIe J4eIirIcaI V_ 
bJ AnA"'''' Moo .... 

Plato'. Works. Translated by the 
Bev.H.CoLBYloIId-.... Ine ...... 

Vol. I. n. Apology of IIocrateo. Crtlo 
Pb8!do. 6oTgiaa, Protagor ... PlueclrDa. 
Tb ....... tua, EuthypbrOD, LyaIe. 

VoL lI. The &publlo. Tim&oIB, .. Crttlaa. 
Vol. a. MenD. EDtbyd.m .... 1be Be

phlsi. Stale8lD&D. Ora.,IUB. Parm ... 
nItIea, IoIId UIe Bo.nquet.. 

Vol. " Ph\IebDII. Charmld.1, Lache •• 
Tbe Two .I.Idbiad ... _ "en olber 
DIalogues. 

Vol. I. The LoW&. 
Vol 8. Tbe DoubttnJ Works. With 

QenerallBdeL 
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Plato'. Dialoguel, an Analysis and 
IndeJ: to. With RelereDCe8 to the 'fran&. 
IatJon In Bohn'. Clasaical Llbr...,.. B7 Dr. 
DA.... • 

Plautua'.llomediea. Literally Trans
Iat.ed, with !lo"",, b7 B. T. RlLD. B.A. 
In~ .... 1a. 

Pliny'llII' atural History. Translated, 
with Copious !lo"",, by the late JOBJI 
IIoeToaK, M.D .. F.B.&, &Dd B. T. Bn.III". 
B.A. In. vola. 

Pliny the Younger. The Letters of. 
MF.LIrOTR·S Translation revised. By the 
nev. F. c. T. Bos.\NljUST. M.A. 

Properti1l8, l"etroDiua, and 10hann81 
Secundlll. and AristenaetuB. Literally 
Translated, ""d o<oompsnled b:r Poet.lca\ 
Veralona, from variona souroea. 

Quintilian·. Inatitute. of Oratory. 
Literally Tranalat.ed, with !lotes, ..... b7 
J. S. WA'l'9OIII. M.A. In ~ vola. 

lalIuat, FlDrUl, and Velleiua Pater
cuJna. With Copious Notea. Biographical 
!Iou .... &Dd Index, b;V J. S. W ~ •• 

lophocle.. The OUON Traaslation 
revlaed. 

Standard Library Atlaa of Claasical 
Geograph;r. J\uenty-4wo IGrp ..
Jfl>pl ..... ,n".., 10 lAo lilted IIIUIiIDriAu. 
With • oomplete Indez <_tnated). 

:~!~1:n~~~0r:~::::I. 

Str&bo'l Geography. Translated, 
with CoplODB Notes, b;V W. FALC01<EB, 
M.A.. and H. C. lLuo:ILTOII. Fat. WI~ 
Index, giving the AncIen' &Dd Mod6ii 
Nam ... In3vola. 

Biletoniua' Livel of the Twelve ea..an.. &Dd other Works. Thomson', 
Tmnslatlon. revised, with Notes, h;r T. 
FoBllS'l'D. 

facitua. Literally Translated, with 
Notea. In 2 vola. -

VoLl.TheAnnU& • 
VoL lL The H1stor:r: GermaDIa, ~ 
. oola, &0. With Indu. 

ference and Phsadrua. By B. T. 
BILKr. B.A. 

Theocrltua, moll, ItOleh1l8, and 
Tyr!a!ns. By J. BAIIKS, M.A. With Ule 
Metrical Veralona of ChapmaD. 

Thuc:ydidea. Literally Translated by 
Rev. Ji. D...... In ~ vola. 31. 8cL _ 

VirgiL Literally Translated lIy DA
VIDSOlI. !I .... EdlIIoD, cand'nlI,7 reviled. 
31. 8cL 

Xenophon'. Works. In S Vola. 
VoL 1. The Anabasis &Dd Memorabilia. 

Tmnslat.ed, wlth!!o"",, byJ.s. W ...... 
80_, M.A,: And a Geographical Com
men~, byW.F.A..urswoar ... F.s.A.... 
F.R.G.s...... . 

VoL 2. CyropiedIa ""d lleDenJ... 1I:r 
J. s. WATBOII. M.A.. &Dd Ule lin. B. 
D&LL _ 

VoL S. The MInar WorkL B:r J. 8. WA __ .ILA. 

. SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, 

Agaaaia ala ~nld·. Comparative 
Physiology. Enlarged by Dr. WIIlGD. 

• U,.....u '1."00 ~ving .. 
Baoon·. lII'OV11Dl OrglUlum ana Aa. 
;':,"::~~~~.A.Compl""'. willi 

Bolley'. Itanual of Technical Analy
III. A Gald. for the Testing 01 N alunll 
an4 ArWlclal SUbsllloll ..... B7 B. B. P ... UL. 

100 Wood ~"""'. 
BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.-
--Bell on the Hana. ItsMecha-=... -s~ ~~;:;:~vIncInc 
- Eirbyon the JIiatory.lIabitl, 

and InstIncts of Anlmala. Edlt.ed, with 
Notes, b7 T. R...,.. J_ N_ 
~";"'''tIIMWqf''''';cA ..... addiCiollcll. 
Inl .... la. 

~8 

BRIDGEWATER TREATIS~ 

--Xidd OIL the Adaptation of 
ht.1'IUIl Nature to Ill. Ph1&IcaI CondIt.Ion 
01 Man. 31. 6d. 
--Whewell·. Astronom, ana 

General Physics, OODBidered with refer
...... lID Natural Theology. ... 6d. 

-- Chelmers on the Adaptation 
or Externa! Nalun> to the Moral and lD
tollec'lIal CoIl8t1lntlon or M .... 

- Prout'. Treatise on Chemia
try. Meteorology. and DlgesUon. EdIted 
b:r Dr. J. W. GBlFPl'l'II. 
-- Bnckland·. GeolO8'1 ana 

lIrIIneralogJ'. :I ~la. lli1. 
- Boget'. Animal and Vege. 
:.~oST. IUlillNUd. In I wII. 



BOlIN'S V ARIOUB LIBBABIE8. 

Carp8Ilter'. (Dr. W. B.) Zoology. A 
S,._1Ic VIew of the StnlC:lme, Habll8, 

, laoUDcto, end U_. o,the priDdpal FamI
~ .. of the Al1ImaI Kingdom, end of the 

ehIef tonDII of 1' ... 111 RemaiDa. Revised 
by W. 8. DilLU F.LA 1Uuc1nKod_ 
_ l_ Wood ..."..1Iing1. 111 
3Yo1a. ... -. 

- Jrleehanical Philosophy,.b
&nmomy. aud Horology, A Popular Es. 
pooIlIOD. 181 JU ..... "", ... 

--Vegetable Ph,.mology rmel 
s,.t.mathl BotanT, A oomplete Inln>
d_ to the Knowledge of Plant& 
Revleod, under arrangement with the 
Anther. by E. ~ M,D~ .... 
_ Mondnd lIIwlniIIioIu .. W .... II. 

- .b.im&1Ph,..iology. 10 part 
....... ltteD by the AUthor. ~ 'II 
100 """"'" JIl_ionI. ... 

Chnreul on Colour. Containing the 
_plea 0' Harmony end OoIItroGI of 
00100I'I, ODd their appUcatlon to the .AT&I. 
TTODolAted from the FTeocb by CIwwra 
MUIDIo 0nI,. oomplete FAllion. _ 
PIGta. 0.. with on addltlonal -.. of 
18 Pial-. III 0010..... , .. lei. 

hIlemoBer'1 History of )[agio. 
TmoaIated by WILLIAII Bo........ WIth 
on A ppendbr: of the moo' remaTkable end 
_ autbentleeted Stories of ApporItI ..... ::;:m;;.. T~; ~ and Spirit-Rap-

Hogg'. (labes) Elemellta of Bzperl. 
meDial end Natural PbIlooopb,.. (loa. 
&aIDIo& MecbanI"" I'Ilenmatl"" By_ 
ltatlca. H,.drauU"" Aco1lSU"" Optl"" 
00l ...... Electrlclty. Voltaism, end Mat!-=-., ~"W~":'" IID1argecL u,. 

Hinel'. Introeluction to Astrollomy. 
With a V_bolar)' ..... 1&IDIBg an Esp'" 
nation of all the TenDI 10 preamt ..... 
New EdIt1 ..... en1argecl. N_" 
"......,.. 3L1eI. 

Humbolelr. Coemos j OT, Sketch of a 

~ted ~~0c. "fn.,..the ~n1:,,,,:: 
D.IJ.LAJI, ,..LA ,..,.. P",tNil. In II ... 
volL III, lei. eacll; excepting VoL V ..... 

•• - ID this edition the notes are plaoed 
beneath tho ton. Humboldt'. aoalJlicai 

=aria: ~c1~~~th:::: 
pT_va lndleeo &Te added. 

-- TravelainAmerica. InS vola. 
- T'JeWI of lfaturej or, COIl-

templaUCIJIII of the Sublime Phenomena of 
CreotloD. 'fiazullat.ed by E. C. 0..-. end 
B. G.IIomr. With a comple'')index. 

Hunt'. (Robert) Poetry of Science i 
.... 8&udIoa of the PhJBIeal Phenomena 01 
Nattue. By Profeoeor H..- New Edl
tIOJ\, IID1argecL 

lD'JC8" Bcientillo Dialoguel. By 
Dr. GJURlTB. N_ W_. 
--IntroelUCtiOIl to the ArtI rmel ::':i.... WI&!! _tlon QuOB\.iooa. 

][night'. (Chaa.) Knowledge is Power, 
A Popular Meow of Po1ltlall ~. 

Lecturea on Painting. By the Royal 
Acad.m1ela".. With Introductory Esoay, 
aodNoteo by E. WOBllDll, Eoq. P _ 

Lawrence's Lecturea 011 Compara
&I ........ tomy. PhJ81ologJ',ZoologJ'.aod tile 
Na&nnl HIstoTJ of M.... .lUuIIraIe<l. 

LUI,... IntrOeluCtiOIl to Aatrology. 
With DUmorono EmendatiOlla, by ZAJ)JWQ;. 

)(antell'. (Dr.) &eological Ezcur-
11001 tbTOugb the 1&1. 01 Wlgbt end Jlor.. 
.. !abITa. N.w EdItlOD, by T. RtIl'IId 
JOBES. Fsi. N ............ IlooutiJUilr _ 
outed W_, _ • GooIogicGIIlGp. 

- 1Iec1ala of CreatiOIl; or, 
FI!H LesaonB ID Geology end the Study 
of 0TgenI. RemolD.; IDcludlnS Geologlnal 
EseuroI..... Ne.. Edltlon, .. _ COo _ PI4t<I._ ..- • __ 

IifW W-' In ... 1L, ',.6d. each. 
_ Petrifactiolll rmel their 

TeacbIngI. An llluol.Tated Heudbcok &0 
the OrpnIo RemaIoI ID the Brltisb lb. 
........ N_ItrI{frIrIiIIg ..... 

--Woden of &Iology; or, a 
FamDlar ExposItion of Geological Ph .. 
aomena. N ... Editloa, angmenltJcl by T. 
BDPBBT Jo ...... l',Q,s. Colo_ GooIogicGI M. of BrIg"""" Pi.IM. _ ....... lr iOO 
60autiful W_. In3volL,7 .. 6d.8IIdI. 

][orph,... &am.. of Chell. Being 
the Met.cbea end _ Gameo p\ay9d by 

::r!:tez::~~~ ~:'ltK= 
IILU. P_ and Memoir. 

It .... _. by far th. I~ eoDection 
of gam .. played by Mr. Morpby _110 
&DJ fonD, and hal .-..... bls -_ 
...... , end co-operatlon. 

Richardsoll'. Geology. lIloluc1ing 
MIneralOV end I'a1alonfA>logy. RovIaed 
end enIar!!ed. by 0.. T. W81G_ U,....... of _ lIIuIInIIioN. 

Bchouw'1 Earth, l'laIlta, rmelllrm j anel 

~:'D~~;~'tth~n:;:~t 
CoI#rItod Illlf,,1(t1I. fJ«I{froph, of Plant .. 
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Smith's (Py.) Geology and Scrip. 
hro; or, The ReloUOIl between !.be BolT 
S,riplnreo ood GeoIOSlca1 Scienoo. 

S:"111ey'. Classl.lied SynopBiII of the 
Prlnclpat 1'IIIn .... of the Datooll ... d i''' 
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